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LIFE OF DANIEL WEBSTER.

CHAPTEE XXV.

1838-1839.

PEOBABLE NOMINATION OF GENEEAL HAEEISON FOE THE PEESI-

DENCY—PEOPOSED SPECIAL MISSION TO GEEAT BEITAIN GEEMS

OF THE TEEATY OF WASHINGTON ME. WEBSTEE GOES TO ENG

LAND IN A PEIYATE CAPACITY EECEPTION IN LONDON COE-

EESPONDENCE WITH FEIENDS AT HOME AGEICULTUEAL DINNEE

AT OXFOED JOTJENEY TO THE NOETH MAEEIAGE OF MISS

WEBSTEE—ME. CAELYLE's DESCEIPTION OF ME. WEBSTEE

LETTEE OF EECOLLECTIONS, BY ME. KENYON VISIT TO MISS

MITFOED PAETING WITH ME. DENISON.

THE condition of the Whig party in the autumn of 1838,

and the following winter, presented little apparent pros

pect of success in the next presidential election ; for there was

an almost irreconcilable difference about men among the "Whigs

in all parts of the country. Mr. Clay was defeated by General

Jackson in 1832, and General Harrison found too strong a

competitor in Mr. Yan Buren in 1836. Mr. Webster had

never been named as their candidate by a national convention

of the Whigs ; and his selection now would have been deemed

both appropriate and expedient, if the tone of the Whig party

had not been reduced by the circumstances of the times be

low the level of a statesman of his eminence, experience, and

40
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abilities. His name was presented to the country by the

Whigs of Massachusetts, acting through a meeting of the

members of the Legislature. It had then become apparent

that Mr. Clay could not be elected, and the choice of a

candidate was reduced to a selection of Mr. Webster or Gen

eral Harrison. The latter, a most respectable and worthy gen

tleman, was certainly not- a person to be made President of

the United States on account of his peculiar personal fitness or

claims. But a great political change was at hand—a species

of revolution—which was far more likely to determine the hind

of candidate who would be its successful leader than it was to

be originated and guided by the personal qualities and force

of the candidate himself. The course of the Democratic party,

through three administrations, had prepared the materials that

were to work its overthrow. It had produced a universal de

rangement of the currency, a very wide-spread bankruptcy, a

feeling of discontent, a craving for reform, and a vague desire

for changes. In such a state of things, the politicians, who

determine the choice of candidates, were certain to give great

weight to what is called " availability," a term which it is net

easy to define, but which implies a willingness to accept a

candidate for public office without much regard to statesman

ship or fitness, but on adventitious grounds of popularity that

satisfy the temper and demands of the times. In the case of

Harrison, respectable success as a general in the War of 1812,

great honesty of character, and the virtues supposed to be typi

fied in the " log-cabin " of his early life, were the principal

causes which made him again the choice of the political

managers of his party.

In the spring of 1839 a movement was made in Congress

for the appointment of a special minister to England, to nego

tiate a settlement of the Northeastern Boundary. Before the

passage of any law for this purpose, the Massachusetts and

Maine delegations in Congress united in a recommendation to

the President, Mr. Yan Buren, to appoint Mr. Webster on this

mission, on account of his eminent qualifications for the im

portant duty ; and a general hope prevailed through the coun

try that this appointment would be made. In this posture of

the matter, Mr. Webster chanced to hear that Mr. Poinsett, a
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member of Mr. Van Buren's Cabinet, had expressed to the

President an opinion favorable to his appointment. At the

same time, it was intimated that the President doubted whethei

Mr. Webster's views would be sufficiently pacific in their ten

dencies. For the purpose* of justifying Mr. Poinsett's favor

able opinion, Mr. Webster called upon him, and read to him a

memorandum of the course which the minister, in Mr. Web

ster's judgment, ought to pursue. Mr. Poinsett was pleased

with the suggestions of the paper, and asked for a copy of it,

which Mr. Webster gave him. It marked out, with some de

tail, the mode in wmich the negotiation should be conducted to

a point where a line by compromise would be seen by the British

Government to be the only practical and successful method of

adjusting the controversy. It followed out the steps of a nego

tiation in various contingencies, and closed, in the event of a fail

ure to make a treaty, with the course proper to be pursued by

our Government, in order both to maintain our position and to

avert a war. The germs of the negotiation, which afterward

led to the Treaty of Washington, were contained in this mem

orandum. It embraced the idea of taking the assent of the

State of Maine to a line of compromise, elaborately and dis

tinctly set forth, as a necessary step, before the minister should

leave this country, by an informal interview between the minis

ter and the Governor and congressional delegation of that

State, in which they should be called upon to say, after care

ful examination of the whole subject, what conventional line

Maine would approve. If a minister had been sent, this

memorandum would have furnished all the needful instructions.1

Soon after this occurrence, it was proposed, in Congress, by

some of the friends of the Administration, to have three com

missioners appointed on the special mission, instead of one,

according to the original plan ; but this suggestion was not

adopted, and provision was made by law, authorizing the Presi

dent, if he saw fit, to appoint one commissioner as a special

minister to Great Britain to settle the Northeastern Boundary.

The President made no appointment, but continued the nego-

1 The facts here stated were given memorandum which he read to Mr.

to me by Mr. Webster, in 1849, and Poinsett ; but it has not been found

were written down at the time. He, among Mr. Webster's papers since his

at the same time, showed to me the death.
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tiation in the mode previously followed, through the resident

minister, Mr. Stevenson, who brought nothing to pass.

Mr. Webster was in Boston immediately after the adjourn

ment of Congress, which took place on the 3d of March, 1839.

He had a very strong desire to visit England at this time, but

it was apparent, from what had occurred in Washington, that

he would not be asked to go there in a public capacity. "Writ

ing to an American friend, in London, on the 29th of March,

he said :

" The Maine business is now all quiet. ISTothing of a disturbing char

acter will take place in that quarter until the two Governments shall have

had ample time and opportunity for bringing the pending negotiation to

a close. You have, of course, heard of the proposition to send a special

minister to England, and the various rumors which have been in circula

tion here as to the person likely to be appointed. For myself, I doubt

whether there will be a mission, rather expecting to hear that, before the

Liverpool (steamboat) arrived out, an arrangement may have been made

in London for a joint-survey of the disputed line, or perhaps for transfer

ring the negotiation from London to Washington. If neither of these

things shall have happened, and if England shall receive kindly the

notion of a special mission, it will doubtless be dispatched. I know not

on whom the appointment would be most likely to fall. Maine and Mas

sachusetts, the two States directly interested, would, in all probability, be

agreed on the man. But party considerations will, doubtless, have much

influence, and I do not allow myself to expect that I shall see England

this year in a public capacity, even if a special minister should be sent."

Within a few weeks after this letter was written, he de

termined to pass the following summer and autumn in Eng

land. But, before he went out of the country, he decided not

to have his name brought before the next National Whig Con

vention as a candidate for the presidency.

Of course he could go to England, as a private man, in no

other sense than that implied in the fact that he was to go in

no official capacity. He could not at any time have set his

foot on English soil without being conspicuous, nor could he be

received there as a mere foreigner ; for no American of worth

and distinction is ever received in England without the feeling

that the race is essentially one. In his case, this feeling was

certain to be strong ; for his training, his intellect, and his

statesmanship preeminently evinced how great had been the
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influence exerted by the laws, the letters, and the liberties of

England upon the institutions and the social condition of the

United States. It was most fortunate, too, for Mr. Webster's

fame, that he was not asked to undertake the settlement of our

difficulties with England, under an Administration with which

he was not politically connected ; and that it was reserved for

him to do this after the public men of Great Britain had en

joyed an opportunity of knowing him personally.

It was not until the month of April that he Anally deter

mined to make this visit ; and, as he rarely travelled without

being accompanied by the ladies of his family, it was settled

that his wife and daughter and Mrs. Paige, the wife of his

brother-in-law, should be of the party. Miss Webster had

shortly before become engaged to be married to Mr. Samuel

Appleton Appleton, a member of the Boston family of that

name ; but, as her father could not consent to lose her quite so

soon, it was settled that Mr. Appleton should follow them, and

that the marriage should take place in England. His youngest

son, Edward, then a student in Dartmouth College, was to join

them at the same time. Mr. Webster and the three ladies em

barked at New York, on the 18th of May ; and, on the 2d of

June, landed at Liverpool. The following letter was written

the next day :

[TO MR. EDWARD CURTIS.]

" Liverpool, June 3, 1839.

" My dear Sir : We have really got over, and are now on this side.

Captain Fayrer surrendered his ship to the pilot yesterday morning (Sun

day), at five o'clock, being then fourteen days and seven hours from New

York. There never was so tame a passage. Peterson x could have rowed

me over in my boat, at least till we got into the Channel. A gro.it part

of the way w^e had an entire calm, and ran through a smooth glassy sur

face.

" We came to the Adelphi, one of the two principal hotels. The ladies

did not walk with remarkable elegance when they came on shore. They

aad forgotten to leave their sea-feet on board, and the streets were not

quite wide enough.

" I suppose this is a fair specimen of an English tavern, very plain, but

very comfortable and clean, and no show. Rooms rather small, but con

taining every thing you want, down to a boot-jack, shoe-rack, and shoe-

1 His Marsh field fisherman.
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horn. I found, however, my fates pursuing me, for, as I drew aside the

window-curtains this morning, I looked out on a dark brick-wall, distant

three feet ! All the agreeabilities of the Polk concern * immediately rushel

upon me ; but then Mrs. Curtis, with her jovial laugh, came with them,

and made full compensation.

" Liverpool is a place of affairs. It is not distinguished for parks,

malls, and public walks and squares. The streets are narrow, and

not straight. The bricks are dark, which circumstance gives a dull

appearance to the city. The blocks of high brick warehouses, connected

with docks, make an appearance of great solidity and wealth. But the

docks themselves are the principal and most striking thing, I think,

which I have seen. The natural advantages of Liverpool as a port are

small. The Mersey is a little shallow river, and, at its mouth, the ocean

throws in great masses of sand, by way of plea in bar. But the tides are

very high ; and, availing themselves of this circumstance, the good people

have constructed these docks or basins, into which ships come at high

water, and, the gates being closed, there they remain, keep their masts

erect, and laugh at the disappointed ebb-tide. The ships thus appear to

be not at the wharf, but in the town itself. Indeed, they look like so

many strays which have been taken up, and put into pound.

" Remember me kindly to Mrs. Curtis ; and tell Mr. Blatchford I will

write him from London.

" Yours,

" D. Webster."

An affectionate letter to his Marshfleld agent, Mr. Charles

Henry Thomas, describes the course of his journey from Liver

pool to London, where he arrived on the 5th of June :

[TO MR. CHAS. H. THOMAS.]

u London, June 9, 1839.

" Dear Henry : I must not permit the Liverpool, which is to depart on

the 13th, to return without a line to Marshfleld, to let you all know that

we had a most safe, mild, and rapid passage—fourteen days and a half-

less fi?'1 h^urs, and that we have all arrived in London.

" The sea was so smooth more than half of the way, that Peterson could

have rowed me along in my boat. Mrs. W. was sick the early part of the

voyage, Mrs. P. less so, Julia not at all. And, with exception of one day,

when the sea and other causes laid me up, I was fit for duty the whole

voyage. We have stayed a day or two with Mr. Jaudon, and are now set

tled in our lodgings, Brunswick Hotel, Hanover Square. From Liverpool

we came mostly, not altogether, on the railroad. We first went to Chester,

twenty miles from Liverpool, the oldest town in England, some of its

1 Lodgings in Washington.
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buildings going back for their date to Saxon times, say the sixth or seventh

century. We then struck across the country to the railroad, and by it

came to London. The usual run from London to Liverpool—two hun

dred miles—is ten and a half hours. Two things have struck us very

strongly in England, and I will mention them, and they will be the only

matters I can now write about. First, the agricultural beauty and rich

ness of the country. For miles together the country appears like a taste

ful garden. Even the wheat-sowing and potato-planting are all done so

nicely, the ground looks as if it had been stamped as people stamp butter.

And then there are the deep green of the fields, and the beautiful hedges.

Of cattle, in driving over so great a part of this little kingdom, I saw

many varieties and of different qualities. All around Liverpool the Ayr

shire breeds abound, and they far surpass any thing else I have seen. In

hundreds of flocks every one looks as if "William Sherburne had been

feeding and carding it for six months. In parts of Cheshire and some

other places, I saw poor cattle.

^ The other thing which struck us is the ancient ecclesiastical archi

tecture of England. These old vast cathedral churches, and smaller

churches, of all sizes and forms, which have stood for ages and centuries,

are such objects as we cannot, of course, see on our side of the ocean.

They are, some of them, most magnificent and grand spectacles. We have

yet not seen much of London. Many persons have called on us, and we

are likely to be busy enough. For the two days we have been here I have

been poking about incog., going into all the courts, and everywhere else I

chose, with the certainty that no one knew me. That is a queer feeling,

to be in the midst of so many thousands, and to be sure that no one knows

you, and that you know no one. We are apt to feel when we come among

great multitudes that, of course, we shall recognize somebody. But a

stranger in London is in the most perfect solitude in the world. He can

touch everybody, but can speak to nobody. I like much these strolls by

myself. This morning we are going to breakfast with Mr. Kenyon, where

we are to meet Rogers, the poet, Wordsworth, etc., etc. Yesterday I break

fasted with Sydney Smith, long known as the greatest wit in England.

He is a clergyman of much respectability. Among other persons there

was Moore, the poet. An English breakfast is the plainest and most in

formal thing in the world. Indeed, in England, the rule of politeness is

to be quiet, act naturally, take no airs, and make no bustle. . . . This

perfect politeness has, of course, cost a good deal of drill. Fuss and

fidgets can be subdued only by strict discipline. We all go to dinner on

Tuesday where we are to meet—who do you think ? Boz—the ladies are

delighted—they expect he will look just like Mr. Pickwick. As to many

other things, dear Henry, I must postpone them to another opportunity.

I have had no time yet to think of any matters of business.

" I pray you to give my love to your mother, your wife, and the Dr.'s

family. This letter must leave London on the 11th. I will leave it open

to see if any one will add a postscript.
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" June 12, Wednesday morning.—I have nothing to add, we are all quite

well. Boz looks as if he were twenty-five or twenty-six years old, is some

what older, rather small, light complexion, and a good deal of hair, shows

none of his peculiar humor in conversation, and is rather shy and retiring.

I have been over to the House of Commons and heard a debate. To-day

we are going to drive out to Eichmond Hill. Adieu ! write me, be sure,

quite often.

"Yours truly,

"D. Webster."

The Gazette, in announcing his arrival, said : " "We cordially

welcome to our shores this great and good man, and accept him

as a fit representative of all the great and good qualities of our

trans-Atlantic brethren." On the following day the press of

carriages at the door of his hotel was almost unprecedented, so

great was the curiosity to see him. He became at once such a

" lion " as Sir "Walter Scott amusingly describes himself to be

in his visit to London in 1809, and we may find the parallel

continued in the modesty with which he speaks of the atten

tions, of which his letters give us a very inadequate idea ;

[TO MR. EDWARD CURTIS.]

"London, June 12, 1839.

" My dear Sir : I have sent a duplicate of the enclosed to John P.

Healey, Esq., of Boston, with directions to have it published in all the

Whig papers. If it should not make its appearance in due season, please

send him this. We have been in London almost a week, are at the Bruns

wick House, Hanover Square, and have as much as we can do to see things

and persons. Our heads are rather turned at present, but we hope to get

right soon. I have been into all the courts and both Houses of Parlia

ment ; looked at most of the great men, spoken with many of them, and

find society more free and easy than I expected. Not that there is not, as

I presume there is, a good deal of exclusiveness, but the general manners,

when people meet, are void of stiffness, and are plain and simple, in a re

markable degree.

" To-day we are to drive to Richmond Hill, as the sun is bright and the

day good for prospects.

" I find myself kindly remembered by those I have known in America.

Sir Charles Bagot, Sir Stratford Canning, Sir Charles Vaughan, Mr. La-

bouchere, Lord Stanley, and others, have been prompt to find us out, and

to tender us all kinds of attention and civility. Denison is in Paris, with

his wife's uncle, Lord William Bentinck, who is there ill. On hearing

of my arrival, he sent orders for his coach and horses, coachman and
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postilion, to come to town and put themselves at my disposal while I

remain in London. You are prudent and private in the use of confidential

letters, and therefore I may say, what I shall say to none but you, that I

am already asked whether I will have a' conversation with those in high

places, on the subjects of common interest to the two countries. More of

this another time. As yet I have delivered no letters of introduction, but

have received many calls from persons of consideration. Adieu 1 I must

write a word to Blatchford. Let no packet come without bringing me a

letter from you. ... I pray kind remembrance to Mrs. Curtis.

" I ought not to omit to say that Mr. and Mrs. Stevenson have received

and treated me with great propriety and kindness.

"Yours,

"D. W."

[TO ME. EVERETT.]

" London, June 12, 1839.

" My dear Sir : I have only time to say by the return of the Liverpool

which leaves Liverpool to-morrow, that I send a very short letter for pub

lication in Boston, addressed to the people of Massachusetts. Though

shorter, it is to the effect suggested by you. Particular circumstances in

duced me to keep this back till I reached this side of the water. Please

state this to Mr. Lawrence.

" We are just getting into our loggings at the Brunswick Hotel, but

have already met many men of distinction, divers of whom inquired for

you. We have seen Rogers, Wordsworth, Moore, Boz, Sydney Smithy

Hallam, Talfourd, and other literary persons, as well as some distinguished

political characters. Time has not allowed us yet to return many calls.

We find Sir Charles Yaughan here, as well as Sir C. Bagot, Sir S. Canning^

Mr. Anthony Baker, etc., etc. Lord Stanley, Mr. Labouchere^ and Mr.

Stuart Wortley, have also been kind enough to remember us.

" You will think it strange, but truly, I have not had time to read a

newspaper since I have been in London. But putting all I hear together^

I incline to think that, though politics are unsettled, and the ministry

acknowledged to be weak, yet no immediate change is likely to take

place.

"I have so many letters to write by the Liverpool, that you must

pardon a very hasty one to yourself, written at an hour when all London

is asleep, namely, five o'clock in the morning.

" Yours truly,

"D. Webster."

[TO MR. I. P. DAVIS.]

" London, June 24, 1839.

" My dear Sir : We have now been in London since the evening o£

the 5th, and are all quite well, and have been busy enough in seeing things

and meeting persons.
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"It is the height of what they call * the season ; ' London is full, and

the hospitalities of friends, the gayeties of the metropolis, and the political

interests of the moment, keep everybody alive. We have made many ac

quaintances, and have found those persons whom we have known in the

United States quite overflowing in their attentions. I have been to the

courts, made the acquaintance of most of the judges, and attended the

debates in both Houses of Parliament. London dinners, however, are a

great hinderance to attendance on the debates in Parliament.

" I have liked some of the speeches very well. They generally show

excellent temper, politeness, and mutual respect among the speakers. Lord

Stanley made the best speech which I have heard. I was rather disap

pointed in Macaulay ; but so were his admirers, and I have no doubt the

speech I heard was below his ordinary efforts. There is to be a second

division to-night on the government plan of national education. The last

division on Lord Stanley's motion resulted in a majority of five only for

ministers. It is altogether uncertain how the vote will go to-night ; quite

as likely against as for the ministers. But, if it should go against them, I

do not think any great consequences would follow. That the ministry is

very weak in numbers is quite plain, and all its members admit it, both

publicly and privately. Yet I think they will go along With an uncertain

and feeble administration until something shall occur either to give them

new strength or deprive them of part of what they now have, so as to give

a decided preponderance one way or the other. If there were now to be

a dissolution, it seems generally understood that a majority of Conserva

tives would be returned.

" A Conservative government, however, would hardly know what to do

with Ireland. It was said in the House of Lords the other day, that the

constituencies in Ireland were nothing but so many rotten boroughs in the

hands of the Catholic priesthood. I believe there is too much truth in

this.

"Among the great men here, Lord Wellington stands, by universal

consent, far the highest. The publication of his dispatches, while it has

recalled the recollection of the days of England's glorious achievements,

has shown also the unwearied diligence, steadiness, ability, and compre

hension, with which he conducted the Peninsular campaigns. He is admit

ted to have no personal motives, to desire no office, and to seek no power.

The epithet which all agree to apply to his conduct, is " straightforward."

If he were now to die, he would depart life in the possession of as much

of the confidence and veneration of the British people as any man ever

possessed.

u We all dined last Saturday with Mr. Bates, by whom, and by Mrs.

Bates, we have been treated with the utmost attention and kindness.

Julia has gone this morning to Richmond and to Hampton Court, on

horseback. Mrs. Webster and Mrs. Paige are going into the city with

Captain Stockton, to see St. Paul's and the other city sights. Tell Judge

Story I have not seen a lawyer or a judge who has not spoken of him and
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praised his writings. If he were here, he would be one of the greatest

professional lions that ever prowled through the metropolis ; and tell Mr.

Prescott I have not met a literary man that has not spoken in terms of ad

miration of 'Ferdinand and Isabella.' The circles where I go inquire very

much and very kindly for Mr. and Mrs. Ticknor, and many remembei

Governor Everett. . . .

" We all desire particular remembrance to Mrs. Davis. Kemember us

also to the good judge. Let us hear from you when you can. As soon as

Parliament is prorogued, we shall make excursions into the country. The

weather is now very fine, warm, with showers, and the fields around London

look delightfully. We have no such deep verdure, unless it be in Rhode

Island.

u It is now the commencement or near the middle of the hay har

vest.

" Yours, adieu,

" Daniel Webster,"

[TO MR. KETCHTJM.]

"London, June 24, 1839.

" My deab Sir : I am * obliged to you for three newspapers, which I

have just received, and which came by the Columbus. We have lost

Virginia, as I expected we should.

" No political change has taken place here within the last fortnight or

three weeks. Some expect a dissolution of Parliament ; I do not ; a close

vote will be had to-night on the education subject. But its result, if

against the ministers, will hardly lead to a resignation.

" I see much private society among men of all parties, and find abun

dant tenders of hospitality from many sources. There is no foundation,

so far as I know, for the newspaper rumor of an intention by the American

merchants here to give me a dinner. I do not think such a proceeding

would be wise. I shall go into the country as soon as Parliament breaks

up, arid mean to be at Oxford the 15th July, whether Parliament breaks

up before then or not.

" Please say to Mr. Blatchford that I met the Duke of Cambridge three

days ago, at dinner at Sir Henry Halford's, and that the duke inquired

kindly after him, and was glad I could give so fresh and so good an ac

count of him.

" I have not yet seen many sights, having been too much occupied

with seeing men to find much time for looking after things. I have,

however, spent a whole morning in Westminster Abbey, and a morning it

was worth crossing the Atlantic to enjoy. Nothing strikes me like this

ecclesiastical architecture, its antiquity, its grandeur, and often, as in the

case of Westminster Abbey, the interesting monuments which it contains.

We have also been to the Tower. The ancient armory is well worth see

ing, and the rooms, marked with the initials of many well-known prisonera
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of state, of former ages, excite a strong interest. Mrs Webster has gone

this morning to St. Paul's.

"This goes by the Koscoe; probably letters by G. W. will arrive be

fore it.

" Yours truly,

"D. W."

" P. S. My love to Mrs. Curtis."

[TO ME. EDWARD CURTIS.]

" London, July 4, 1839.

"My dear Sir : I have sent a box to Bristol, to go by the Liverpool,

containing the works of a certain author,1 for Mrs. Curtis ; carriage is paid

for to the boat ; freight over and duties you must see to. As the box is

small, perhaps your friend J. J. Hoyt will not object to your taking it from

the boat without the formality of going through the custom-house.

" As to the times here, they are said to be hard. Money is quite scarce.

The bank talks of raising interest to six per cent. Continental exchanges

yesterday were bad, and for all this nobody seems to find an adequate

reason. In my own little matters I shall not attempt to make any stir at

present.

" The 15th I am going to Oxford to attend the national cattle show.

Lord Spencer is chairman of the society, and will be present. He has

Y/ritten from the country to invite me to his house at Althorpe. About

the 1st of August L think we shall commence travelling to the north.

" I have been here now four weeks, and we have seen very many per

sons ; indeed, London hospitalities have nearly overwhelmed us. Break

fasts, dinners, and evening parties, belong pretty much to every day of our

lives. The breakfast parties are quite pleasant for persons who have entire

leisure. The breakfast is about ten and lasts till twelve. It is not a

breakfast with claret, after the French fashion, but a good breakfast with

tea ar»d coffee, etc., and more free from restraint than a dinner-table. I do

not follow sight-seeing ; what comes in the way I look at, but have not

time to hunt after pictures, etc. Westminster Abbey and the Tower are

two of the best things ; they hold such memorials of by-gone times.

I will tell you how we pass this day, and let it be an example. It

is now' eleven o'clock. We breakfast at home at nine. . . . We came

very late last evening from a party at the Countess Dowager of Cork's,

a person now ninety-four years old, sister to General Monckton, who

was with Wolfe. I was invited to dine with her ladyship yesterday, to

meet Lord Holland, but was engaged ; but we all went in the evening.

Well, to proceed : Mrs. Webster is writing up her journal—she writes as

good a journal as Burch ; Julia has gone to take a gallop in the Park and

Kensington Gardens with Mr. Senior, with whom we dined yesterday.

Mrs. Paige will get up by-and-by. and at two o'clock we are going to "See
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the club-houses, very expensive and noble structures, the resorts of the

rich and the idle; having looked at these, the ladies will go to the

National Gallery with Mr. Kenyon; I shall come home, go down to the

House of Commons or House of Lords at four o'clock ; stay till six ; per

haps hear a speech or two, especially in the Lords ; come home at six ;

dress, and go vath Mrs. Webster to dine at Kensington with the Duke of

Sussex at seven; leave his house about ten; come home, take up Mrs.

Paige and Julia and go to Mrs. Bates's to a grand concert, where will be

a great crowd of people, from royal dukes and duchesses down, and all

the singers from the Italian opera. Here we shall stay, taking in fruit and

wine, as well as music, till twelve or one o'clock. To-morrow forenoon I

shall shut myself up, to write letters for this conveyance ; in the evening

we shall dine with Mr. Justice Vaughan and his wife, Lady St. John.

There, enough of that. Send over this trashy letter to Mr. Ketchum, as

I may not find time to write him.

" July 5, Friday morning.—There is nothing new, I believe, to-day.

The world talks a good deal about Lady Flora Hastings, who was alive

last night, but was not expected to survive many hours. The impression

is deep and strong that she has been injured.

"Pray make our best regards to Mrs. Curtis. Remember us also to

Dr. Perkins and Mrs. Perkins.

" Write me when you can.

" Yours,

"D.W."

[TO MR. KETCHUM.]

" London, July 5, 1839.

" My dear Sir : Mr. Hall seems to have stopped some days at Bristol,

or on the way, as it was only day before yesterday that I received your

letter by him. He left it without his own card or address, and I have not

yet found out where he is. I hope to learn his place of lodging to-day,

and will call to see him.

"I have now been here a month, and my mind has been so much occu

pied with persons and things around me, that I have thought little of

matters beyond the Atlantic, either public or private. I have hardly seen

an American paper except what yon' sen* me. What course I shall take

hereafter, in regard to political objects, is a thing to be thought of seri

ously, and about which friends must be consulted. The events which are

likely to happen before I return to the United States, will probably throw

light on my path.

" We have been very kindly treated in London by persons of different

sorts. Hospitalities have been extended to us, quite as freely as we have

been able to receive them. I have attended no public meetings. To three

or four I have been invited ; but on some occasions I found myself under

previous engagements elsewhere, and in regard to others, they hardly

seemed proper, as I thought, for me to attend.
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" I feel no inclination to make any public appearance in England, un

less some opportunity should happen to arise, as I think it will not, in

every way quite appropriate. About the 15th we go to Oxford, and soon

after that shall visit the North of England, and perhaps Scotland. Further

than this we have at present no plans.

" Parliament, it is thought, will be prorogued about the 1st of August.

Not much more debate is expected in the Commons. The archbishop's

motion on the government plan of education comes up to-night in the

Lords, and will, no doubt, bring on a discussion. Ministers will probably

be beaten, and the queen addressed not to go further in applying sums of

money to purposes of education, without concurrence of both Houses of

Parliament.

" There is a practice in this government which perhaps you have not

adverted to, and which has occasioned this mode of proceeding. When

the House of Commons votes sums of money to particular objects, the

treasury feels authorized to expend it on that object, without waiting for

the forms of law. And afterward a general law passes, sanctioning such

payments, as matter of course. Sometimes, I believe, a prospective appro

priation bill passes, sanctioning the payment of such sums as the House

of Commons may vote during the session.

" There are those who think Parliament will be dissolved, should the

ministers be found greatly in the minority to-night. But I do not see any

reason for that opinion. If there were a new election at this time, it is

very generally thought the Tories would have a majority.

u The money market is in a bad state. I fear it will be no better with

you.

"lam, dear sir, always yours,

" With true regard,

"Daniel Webster."

On the 18th of July he attended the first Triennial Celebra

tion of the Royal Agricultural Society at Oxford, and dined

with a great company of persons of all classes connected with

agricultural pursuits, Earl Spencer presiding. This was the

only occasion, I believe, on which he made a public address in

England. His health was proposed by Lord Spencer, in order

that the assembly, which was a large one, might have an op

portunity of hearing him. His speech, which, of course, related

only to the topics appropriate to the occasion, is contained in

the first volume of his works, from a report in the London

Times.1 On his return to London, he wrote thus to Mr.

Ketchum :

1 See the letter of Mr. Kenyon, infra.
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[to me. ketchttm.]

" London, July 28, 1839.

" My deab Sir : I am quite obliged to you for your letter by the Liv

erpool, which I received yesterday. I propose to send this by the return

of the same ship. I send you a newspaper containing an account of the

proceedings of the Oxford agricultural dinner, and enclosed in the paper

you will find a memorandum of some corrections in the publication of my

remarks. If those remarks should be published in New York, I wTish these

corrections might be attended to : some of them are important. I believe

I may say my remarks were well received at the time, and have been read

with satisfaction. I could not, with decency, extend them. There were,

I knew, to be a great many speeches, and I had no right but to a little

time. Besides, Lord Spencer's remarks, in proposing the toast, did not

make a wider opening.

" Some gentlemen here are apparently desirous that I should have an

opportunity of saying something publicly in London. Among others, I

think Lord Lyndhurst and Lord Brougham ; but it is difficult to find an

occasion in which a foreigner can with propriety do more than return

thanks in a very general- manner. I do not mean to transgress on propriety

for the sake of talking.

" I must say that the good people have treated me with great kindness.

Their hospitality is unbounded, and I find nothing cold or stiff in their

manners—at least not more than is observed among ourselves. There may

be exceptions, but I think I may say this is a general truth. The thing in

England most prejudiced against the United States is the press. Its igno

rance of us is shocking, and it is increased by such absurdities as the trav

ellers publish, to which stock of absurdities, I am sorry to say, Captain

Marryat is making an abundant addition. In general, the Whigs know

more and think better of America than the Tories. This is undeniable.

Yet my intercourse, I think, is as much with the Conservatives as the

Whigs. I have several invitations to pass time in the country, after Par

liament is prorogued. Two or three of these I have agreed to accept.

Lord Lansdowne and the Earl of Radnor have invited us, who live in the

. south, the Duke of Rutland, Sir Henry Halford, Earl Fitzwilliam, Lord

Lonsdale, etc., who live in the north.

"I mention names, even in. such a way as this, only to you and Curtis,

and a few others, for I am dreadfully afraid of something getting into the

papers on the other side. This fear of publication is a most despotic

restraint upon the freedom of correspondence.

" I see very few American newspapers, and therefore learn what is going

on only by letters. I follow your good advice, and say nothing in my

correspondence upon topics which now agitate people at home. I am

more and more content with my own position in regard to these ques

tions.
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"You will write me, I trust, by every conveyance, and believe m^

always, with regard,

" Yours truly,

"Daniel Webster."1

The journey to the north began about the first of August.

The course was first through the lake country, thence from

Penrith to Lowther Castle, the magnificent seat of the Lons-

dales, and thence into Scotland.

[TO MR. TICKNOR.]

"Lowther Castle, August 21, 1839.

" My dear Sir : You will be glad to hear that we have found time to

get a snatch at the scenery of the lakes, with which you are so well ac

quainted, and which Mrs. Ticknor and yourself have so lately visited.

We thought of you often as we had ' Scarboro' Fell,' ' Helvellyn,' or

' Skiddaw,' before us. We have not run the beauty of this scenery into the

details, with the spirit of professed tourists, but have seen enough to con

vince us that there is much of beaiity and something of sublimity in it.

Mountain, dale, and lake, altogether, are interesting and striking in a very

high degree. They are striking to us who have seen higher mountains

and broader lakes. Mr. Wordsworth, in his description of the lakes, has

said, with very great truth, I think, that sublimity in these things does

not depend entirely either on form or size, but much, also, on the position

and relation of objects, and their capability of being strongly influenced by

the changes of light and shade. He might have added, I think, that a

certain unexpected disproportion—a sudden starting up of these rough

and bold mountains, hanging over the sweet and tranquil lakes below in

the forms and with the frowns of giants—produces a considerable part of

the effect.

"But, although we have enjoyed the scene much, some things have

been inauspicious. We did not see Wordsworth, as he was not at home,

and, although not far off, we did not find it convenient to wait his return.

We regretted this the more, as we had the pleasure of making his acquaint

ance in London, where we met' him several times, and were delighted with

1 Mr. Webster's habits of observation not so good as Nancy. London dinners

embraced more things than those of any all alike. Extra professional cooks go-

other person whom I have ever known, ing about, as with us. Turbot sells va-

While in London, he made a full list of riously from 5s. to 25s. a fish, according

prices of all articles for the table, in- to season. Cod from Is. to 2s. 6d. a slice

eluding meats, fish, poultry, fruit, wine, of one pound or one pound and a quar-

etc, etc. The paper ends with the fol- ter. Mrs. Webster holds halibut much

lowing memorandum : " The salmon, gen- better than turbot or sole : she despises

erally, is excellent: I like it far better the red mullet. House-Iamb is a lamb

than the turbot. Beef, mutton, and poul- whose mother is kept on dry food : this

try are no better than our own. Cooks makes the meat white."
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him ; so that we were better able to estimate the amount of our loss in

missing him at Ambleside. He had been written to, to meet us here, but

had a complaint in his eyes which prevented him from accepting the invi

tation. You will notice that he has lately received an LL. D. from Oxford.

The same honor was conferred at the same time (the Commemoration) on

the Earl of Ripon and other distinguished persons, and those persons were

cheered with some heartiness as their names wTere announced, but when

"Wordsworth's was proclaimed the theatre rang with the most tempestuous

applause. Among the Oxonians, genius and poetry carried it, all hollow,

over power and politics. Probably, too, there existed not only high re

gard for his private worth and the good tendenc}^ of his writings, but a

feeling that injury had been done him long ago in a certain quarter.

"Nor did we see Southey. He was married, as you will have seen,

about two months ago ; and, though low spirits be not, of course, the com

mon consequence of such enterprises, yet, if post hoc, ergo propter hoc, be

good logic, his case is an exception to the general rule. He has been quite

sad and melancholy ever since he became the happy bridegroom. Our

friends in London advised us not to call on him ; but, in fact, he wras not

at Keswick. I left your letter, hoping it might gladden his heart to hear

from you when he returned. Finally, we have had bad weather for our

visits here. Clouds, mist, and pouring rain, have constituted the succession

of atmospheric operations. However, we had great amends the afternoon

we entered Keswick, when the sun came out in a happy moment, and

poured a flood of light on the green dale and the smooth lake, and showed

us Skiddaw, veiled only with a transparent wreath of mist around his

brow. So much for the country of the lakes, which we have truly very

much enjoyed.

" We came to this place on an invitation received in London, and have

been most hospitably and kindly entertained. You know all about Lowther

Castle. One may safely say of it what Mr. Mason said of his house in

Portsmouth—that it is a comfortable shelter against the weather. We go

hence to Scotland, not to the tournament, and expect to see Mr. Lockhart

somewhere hear the Falls of Clyde. Our route will be from Glasgow to

Edinburgh, perhaps with a little intermediate bend northward, and then

to London along the north road. We have not time to see any thing as it

ought to be seen. Yesterday we heard of the arrival of Edward and Mr.

Appleton in London, by the British Queen.

" Adieu, my dear sir. Make my particular remembrances to Mrs. Tick-

nor, to whom, as well as to yourself, the ladies desire to transmit their

regards. Remember me, also, to Mr. Guild and Mr. Dwight, and their

families. Say to Mr. Guild that I do not forget I am a farmer, and there

fore look at cattle and turnip-fields. This is a bright day, and the har

vest needs many such. For a fortnight the weather has been shockingly

cold and wet.

" I am, dear sir, very truly, yours always,

" Dan'l Webstek."

41
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[TO MR. JATJD0N, LONDON.1]

" Stirling, September 1, 1839.

"My dear Sir: We arrived here yesterday from Loch Lomond and

Loch Katrine; beautiful objects, which we should have enjoyed more in

better weather. After writing you, finding ourselves at Glasgow, Tuesday

morning, twenty-five miles from Eglintoun, it was concluded that we would

drive over and look on for a little time, but not present ourselves as guests,

according to our invitation, for ball and banquet. We did so. You have

learned that the whole affair was spoiled by the rain, so that ball and ban

quet there was none for anybody. We returned immediately to Glasgow,

and thence by steamboat into the country of the little lakes above men

tioned. I should admire to go far to the north and see the main frame of

the Highland world, but that time and circumstance do not allow. We

go to Edinburgh to-morrow, and shall stay there until I hear from you.

It is possible you may have letters for us from America. Please forward,

if any. I will call for your communications at the post-office, Edinburgh,

as I do not know at what hotel we shall be.

" This Stirling is an interesting spot. The views from the castle are

of the best I have seen. The valley through v/hich the Forth winds is

very rich, and you see the course of the river for many miles. On the

north the highland mountains, on the east Edinburgh Castle, distant thirty-

five miles, present themselves.

" Remember us all to Mrs. Jaudon. For my part, I confess I begin to

be willing to get back to London.

" Yours, always truly,

" D. Webster."

[TO MRS. LINDSLEY.2]

" Stirling, Scotland, September 6, 1839.

" Dear Mrs. Lindsley : We have passed rather rapidly through some

of the lake scenery in Scotland. Many have seen this, and many have de

scribed it. Since Walter Scott's * Lady of the Lake,' all have felt a new

interest in this part of Scotland, and now, since steamboats are on every

lake and river where there is water enough to float them, crowds follow

crowds, through the whole travelling season, all along the common track.

This takes off much of the romance and much of the interest. All travel

together, and everybody is in a prodigious hurry. The inns are all crowd

ed, the carriages are all crammed, and the decks of the steamboats covered

with a mass of men and women, each with a guide-book in his hand, learn

ing what to admire! The scenery in itself is truly beautiful, and I have

learned enough to know, I think, how one should travel in order to enjoy

1 A banker in London, formerly cash- 2 His cousin, wife of Dr. Lindsley, of

ier of the Bank of the United States. Washington.
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it. The great majority of travellers only wish to ' get on.' The first in

quiry is, how soon they can get to a place ; the next, how soon they can

get away from it. They incur the expense of the journey, I believe, more

for the sake of having the power of saying afterward that they have seen

sights than from any other motive. If I could go through this lake region

at leisure, and with one friend of discernment, taste, and feeling, I should

experience, I am sure, the greatest possible delight.

"You leave Glasgow in a steamboat, go down the Clyde fourteen miles,

and then come to Dumbarton Castle, a huge rock five or six hundred feet

high, not connected with any other high land, and with a fortress at the

top. At the base of this is the mouth of the little river Leven or Leiven,

and on its banks the village of Dumbarton. Here you take a coach and

drive northward up this little river five miles, and then arrive at the lower

or south end of Loch Lomond. The river is the outlet of the lake, and the

valley which it makes from the lake to its mouth in the Clyde, at Dumbar

ton, is called the vale, or dale, of Dumbarton, and is uncommonly beautiful.

From the south end of the lake you proceed northward up the lake, at first

winding about among a great many pretty islands, this being by much the

widest part of the lake. When you get up ten or fifteen miles, the lake

contracts, the mountains Ben Lomond on your right and Ben Ima on your

left press close down to the lake, and hang over it in a very striking and

picturesque manner.

" The mountains are not contiguous ridges, but a succession of distinct

and irregular hills, rising sometimes 2,500 or 2,800 feet, some of them com

ing close down to the lake, others receding from it ; some appearing to

stop your way, so that, till you get quite to their foot, you do not see how

the loch can find its course any farther. The whole lake is perhaps about

thirty miles long. If you are bound to Loch Katrine, you stop on the shore

of Loch Lomond on its eastern side, five miles before you reach its head.

The head of Loch Katrine then lies due east from you, five miles distant,

a high mountain-ridge of moorlands intervening. Over this ridge, there

being no carriage-road, you pass on a pony, and some Highlander carries

your luggage. The passage is no way difficult to those accustomed to ride,

but the great rush of tourists renders it uncertain whether you will find

ponies ready. This is another reason against travelling in a crowd. If I

were here with any one companion, you know we could walk over the

mountain and moralize by the way. Arrived at the upper or west end of

Loch Katrine, you are received into a row-boat and taken down the lake.

This lake is narrow, is ten miles long, and I need not say exquisitely beau

tiful. The brightness of the water, the infinite variety in the slopes and in

the surface of the surrounding mountains, cliffs, crags, and the ten thou

sand hues of light and shade produced by the shining of an evening sun

on such a various and grotesque assemblage of objects, give to the whole

scene an effect not perhaps anywhere to be surpassed.

'" Half way down the lake, or thereabouts, you enter the ' Trosachs,' or

( bristled ' passage—that is, a passage made rough by pointed, high-rising,
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and projecting rocks. It is the natural passage from the Highlands to the

Lowlands in this part of Scotland. Here the lake narrows very much. On

the north is Ben An, on the south Ben Venue (I take it, Ben, in Gaelic,

means mountain); and many others under other names, not so high, but

yet bold, steep, and sharp-pointed, stand up as if to guard the pass—a duty

which Sir Walter has assigned them. Here is Ellen's Island, and here the

Silver Strand—that is, some twenty rods of white New-England pond-

beach, the only specimen of that sort of shore which I noticed on either

lake. In short, Sir Walter's description of this part of the lake, put into

the mouth of Fitz-James when he first discovered it, is very true and exact,

and hardly exaggerated. From the foot of the lake, its outlet, called the

Teith, continues for a mile amidst a thick wood, and with similar moun

tains on each side, and then runs into a little lake, one and a half miles long,

called Achray, and from this to a large lake, Loch Yennachar, and so into

the Forth and down by Stirling to the sea ; the waters of Loch Lomond

thus running into the Frith of Clyde, those of Loch Katrine into that of

Forth. So much for Loch Lomond and Loch Katrine.

" London, September 20, 1839.

" P. S.—" My dear Cousin : I wrote the enclosed in Scotland ; it is of

little value, but may serve to prove my remembrance. We returned from

our northern tour yesterday, all well. Julia is to be married on Tuesday,

the 24th inst., and will then, I suppose, go to the Continent. Edward will

go either to St. Omer's or to Geneva. We have seen a great many things

which I hope to talk with you about hereafter, but, as the steamship leaves

Liverpool to-morrow, I have no time to write to-day. Give my love to

your husband and children, and Dr. Sewall. Send for Charles Brown,1 and

tell him we are all well. We have taken our passage for November.

"Yours, affectionately always,

" D. Webster."

The marriage of Miss Webster to Mr. Samuel Appleton Ap-

pleton took place at St. George's, Hanover Square, in London,

on the 24th of September.

Of the impression made by Mr. Webster in England, I am

able to present my readers, from several sources, opinions which

may be said to represent very different minds. Mr. Thomas

Carlyle met Mr. Webster at breakfast, and, of course, observed

him with characteristic keenness, and as he might be expected

to look upon one who was a noted " lion " in London society ;

after which a description would naturally come from his pen,

clothed in the peculiar fashion in which he is pleased to express

1 A black servant, emancipated by Mr. Webster, to whom he was much at

tached.
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himself, and which always amuses with its odd admixture

of what is at once fantastic and strong. Under the date

of June 24, 1839, he wrote to one of his friends in this

country :

" American notabilities are daily becoming notable among us, the ties

of the two parishes, mother and daughter, getting closer and closer knit.

Indissoluble ties !

" I reckon that this huge smoky wen may for some centuries yet be the

best Mycale for our Saxon Panionium, a yearly meeting-place of ' all the

Saxons' from beyond the Atlantic, from the antipodes, or wherever the

restless wanderers dwell and toil. After centuries, if Boston, if New York,

have become the most convenient ' All-Saxondom,' we will right cheerfully

go thither to hold such festival, and leave the wen.

" Not many days ago I saw at breakfast the notablest of all your nota

bilities, Daniel Webster. He is a magnificent specimen. You might say

to all the world, ' This is our Yankee Englishman ; such limbs we make in

Yankee-land 1 ' As a logic-fencer, advocate, or parliamentary Hercules, one

would incline to back him at first sight against all the extant world. The

tanned complexion ; that amorphous craglike face ; the dull black eyes

under the precipice of brows, like dull anthracite furnaces needing only to

be blown ; the mastiff mouth, accurately closed ; I have not traced so much

of silent BerserMr rage that I remember of, in any other man. ' I guess I

should not like to be your nigger ! ' Webster is not loquacious, but he is

pertinent, conclusive ; a dignified, perfectly-bred man, though not English

in breeding ; a man worthy of the best reception among us, and meeting

such, I understand." l

Turning from this characteristic specimen of Mr. Oarlyle's

peculiar manner, the reader will peruse with delight the follow

ing hitherto unpublished letter, addressed to Mr. Ticknor, after

Mr. Webster's death, by the late John Kenyon, Esq., an Eng

lish gentleman of fortune, and all good culture, the friend of

"Wordsworth, of Southey, and Coleridge, and of many of the

best men of his time ; who, though he passed a long life in con

stant intercourse with the great world of London, and was con

sequently an acute and somewhat fastidious observer, was, in

his own nature, so full of the " humanities " which he found

in the great American statesman, that it is not surprising

they should haye liked each other so well. Mr. Kenyon's polit

ical opinions were always liberal :

1 This passage, if I mistake not, has been published before.
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[FROM JOHN KENYON, ESQ., TO MR. TICKNOR.]

"89 Devonshire Place, London, March 18, 1853.

" Dear Ticknor : Opportunities lost ! Such has been not your life,

but mine. I have been led to this exclamation by the circular which I

received the other day from our friend Daniel Webster's literary executors,

your name among them. For I felt that I had lost my opportunity, and

had little or nothing to tell. And yet I saw more of him than most per

sons saw in London ; and not only in London, but I had the privilege of

travelling with him and his family-party during four days. But I will not,

on second thoughts, speak of this opportunity as quite lost, for it enabled

me to know and to love not only the great-brained, but the large-hearted,

genial man ; and this love I have held for him ever since, through good

report and evil report, such as politicians are exposed to ; and I shall re

tain this love for him to the day of my own departure. This is something

to have won.

" I have little to tell about him in his character of statesman. Partly

because, though I have pretty strong political opinions, I am rather averse

than otherwise to viva voce political discussion. But, still more, I believe—■

because the man was so genial, so social, so affectionate, so much disposed

to talk about prose or verse, or fishing or shooting, or fine greensward, or

great trees, and to enter into common chat about daily things, and all so

delightfully and easily—that there was, with me at least, small temptation

to lead him to graver topics. Had he been mere statesman or lawyer or

politician, one would probably have questioned him on church and state,

as one questions other somewhat heavy persons of those eminent classes.

Only two matters relating to politics do I at this moment recall. At this

time England and America were agitating the Boundary Question ; and I

remember Mr. Webster's telling me that he had just been conversing with

one of our ministers (I forget which of them) on the subject, and that,

having asked for a map, he had pointed out to the minister that a line

between the American and British dominions would be fully equal in

length to a line drawn between London and Constantinople (you, my dear

Ticknor, may examine if such be the fact) ; and thence he argued to the

difficulty of preventing occasional aggressions between two wild border

popu!<°J-'or«.

" The other case related to myself. I was talking, a little sillily per

haps—in style radical—Webster standing just opposite to me ; and I well

remember his putting his two hands, good-naturedly, one on each of my

shoulders, and then calmly saying, ' Don't talk so. Depend on it, if you

put the property into one set of hands, and the political power into an

other, the power won't rest till it has got hold of the property.'

" Being of our ' kith and kin,' it did not inuch surprise us that he

should know our public history as well as ourselves ; but I was often

pleasantly surprised at his out-of-the-way knowledge of our English
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families* and things. At the British Museum, I recollect, we were shown

a specimen [print] of our English wild cattle, from Chillingham Park—

Lord Tankerville's, in Northumberland ; and I observed that Webster

already knew all about the breed, and the very name of the park and

its possessors ; and he knew, I heard, all about Westminster Abbey, and

its monuments.

" Coleridge used to say, that he had seldom known or heard of any

great man who had not ' much of the woman in him.' Even so that large

intellect of Daniel Webster seemed to be coupled with all softer feelings ;

and his countenance and bearing, at the very first, impressed me with this.

I find this memorandum in my pocket-book, a memorandum much more

ample than I generally attain to : ' 7th June*—Called on the American

Webster ; much struck with him ; had fancied that he was a powerful,

but harsh-looking man, but found him kindly and frank. A command

ing brow, thoughtful eyes, and a mouth that seemed to respond to all

humanities. He deserves his fame, I am sure.' I have transcribed liter

ally. This was on a Friday. The next day but one, Sunday, he and his

family-party came to breakfast with me, and were met, I see, by your

friends Miss Rogers and her brother, Duer, Monckton Mimes, Coleridge,

and Wordsworth, and one of his sons. After breakfast, came in H. C.

Robinson, Sir Charles Fellows, Count Montalembert, Sergeant Talfourd,

and a dozen others. It was on a Sunday morning, and I should have

feared to lose my character for devotion but that there were two reverend

divines of the party ; so desirous were all, who had the opportunity, to see

the renowned orator and man.

"All men, without having studied either science, are, we all know,

more or less phrenologists and physiognomists. Right or wrong, I had

found, as I thought, much sensibility in Webster's countenance. A few

wreeks afterward, I had an opportunity of learning that it was not there

only. We were in a hackney-coach, driving along the New Road, to Bar

ing's, in the city. It was a long-ish drive, and we had time to get into a

train of talk ; also we were by that time what I may presume to call ' in

timate.' I said, ' Mr. Webster, you once, I believe, had a brother.' (You,

dear Ticknor, had told me of this, and of Webster's struggle to educate

him.) ' Yes,' he kindly said, ' when I see you and your brother together I

often think of him ; ' and—I speak the fact as it was—I saw, after a little

more talk on the subject of his brother, the tears begin to trickle down his

cheek, till he said to me, * I'll give you an account of my early life ; ' and

he began with his father, and the farm in New Hampshire, and his own

early education, and that of his brother, the details of his courtship and

first marriage, and his no-property at the time, but of his hopes in his pro

fession, and of his success ; as he spoke, showing much emotion. How

could one help loving a man at once so powerful and so tender !

" I remember that I, on that occasion, asked him, what some one had

inquired of me, ' Whether he made the largest professional income in the

States.' He told me ' No ; but that he thought he could have so done if
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he had not, when chosen for Congress, given up certain portions of* profit

able practice.'

u I see in my pocket-book—' July 17, went to Oxford to join the Web-

sters at the Angel.' We had been invited to a huge agricultural meeting

and dinner, Which were to take place at Oxford the day after. They dined

together—gentry and yeomanry—to the number of twenty-five hundred or

more, in the quadrangle, if I remember rightly, of University College,

which was tented over for the occasion. I was to have dined with 1;hem,

but, as the dinner-hour came on, my courage oozed out (I prefer parties of

six or eight at most). So I called off, surrendered my ticket to some

applicant not so intolerant of dinners of twenty-five hundred, and dined

with Webster's agreeable family-party—his wife and daughter and relative

Mrs. Paige—at the hotel. He returned to us early in the evening, sliding

into the room joyously, half as if he were dancing, and as if to tell, good-

naturedly, that he was glad to come back to us. After a little while, I

said, ' But I am sorry to have missed your speech, which they say was a

capital one.' ' Order in some wine and water, and I will speak it to you

over again ; ' which he did most festively, stopping by the way to tell me

that he had wished and had prearranged with himself to make such and

such points. Fancy how delightful and how attaching I found all this

genial bearing from so famous a man ; so affectionate, so little of a hum

bug. His greatness sat so easy and calm on him ; he never had occasion

to whip himself into a froth.

"Our friend Southey once said to me, playfully, ' Oxford is a place to

make an American unhappy.' For my part, I find that you Westerns love

our Oxfords and abbeys and such things still better than we do. Vous

etes plus Anglais que nous autres. And it could not but be a pride and a

pleasure, mixed with a still better feeling, to me an Englishman, to see

how Webster was struck and delighted with the colleges, the chapels, and

halls, and yet more, perhaps, with the college gardens, and Christ Church

Meadow, and its clear stream, and long avenues, and the old monastic

Bodleian. I won't attempt to detail to you what you will so much better

realise to yourself, to use your convenient Americanism, which we are all

adopting here, as a word wanted in your application of it.

"The next day, it appears, we drove to Windsor by Reading, and

through the Great Park, calling on Miss Mitford on our way. Miss Mit-

ford has given some account of this visit in her 'Notes to a Literary

Life.' 1

"A ticket from the Lord-Chamberlain's office, of admission to the

private apartments of the palace, was to have met Mr. Webster at Windsor,

out it had not arrived. But on the circumstance of the omission, coupled

with his well-known name, being mentioned in the proper quarter, no

difficulty was made. Every one, everywhere, seemed disposed to do him

honor.

1 Infra.
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" At Eton we were most hospitably entertained by Dr. Hawtrey, the

head-master, now Provost of Eton. Webster, I found, had nurtured for

himself as strong a sympathy with Eton as with Oxford or Westminster

Abbey, and was very desirous of seeing all the boys—probably between six

and seven hundred—little and big—called together. It was accordingly

fixed that we should be there the next morning, to see them go into

school. I rather feared the adventure, expecting that we might have a

little quizzing from the boys, more especially when I learned from Miss

Hawtrey, who kindly accompanied us, that she had never done such a

thing before. But not one look of unseemly curiosity, much less of the

quizzing which I had rather anticipated, had we to undergo. Webster

was not merely gratified, he was visibly touched by the sight. You re

member that Charles Lamb said at Eton—I do not pretend to quote his

exact worcls:—' What a pity that these fine youths should grow up into

paltry members of Parliament ! ' For myself, when I saw them so cheerful,

and yet so civilized and well-conditioned, I remember thinking to myself

at the moment : ' Well, if I had a boy, I should send him to Eton.' 1

u While at Windsor he kindly wrote two or three autographs for friends

of mine, who had sought, through my interest, to get them. I said : ' Mr.

Webster, I do not myself collect autographs, but, now you are about it,

will you give me one also to keep as a recollection of this pleasant tour ? '

I have kept it, and now it has a pensive value for me ; to which the stanza

which he chose for the autograph seems to lend itself. I transcribe it :

" l When you and I are dead and gone,

This busy world will still jog on,

And laugh and sing, and be as hearty

As if we still were of the party.

" 'John Kenton.

" ' Daniel Webster.

" ' Windsob, Castle Inn, July 19, 1839.'

"You will recognize here, my dear Ticknor, the geniality, qualified

always, as seemed to me, by a certain pensiveness, which was so attaching

a part of his fine nature.

" Let me add two lines more, which will be characteristic too. Our

journey being ended, and Webster having acted as paymaster during the

latter part of it, I wished to know what I owed him, but could not get any

statement from him whatsoever. He plainly meant to shove it off. At

last, after repeated pressings, he said : ' Give me a five-pound note and we

are quits.' And with this under-payment I was finally obliged to content

my conscience as best I might.

"J. Kenton."

At the end of this letter Mr. Kenyon adds :

"Dear Ticknor: I do not send these trifling memoranda to the re

questing executors, but to you personally. They will give you pleasure,

1 Mr. Kenyon was childless.
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who first made me known to Webster—as it has given me a pensive pleas

ure to look at my notes—a dozen lines at most—and thence to recall those

happy hours I passed with him and his family. I wish I had something

to give you for his life ; but though he wrote me two or three letters,

probably they wTere hurried ones, and, even if I have kept them, I do not

know where to put hands on them.

" Of our common friends I have little to tell you, except that I saw

Rogers—now very near ninety—a few days ago, and am to breakfast with

him next Sunday. His apprehension and power of remark seem tolerably

perfect, though his voice is less distinct. But his memory of late things

fails daily, more and more. His sister speaks now most indistinctly, but

enjoys to hear, and drives out every day. Love, beginning with dear Mrs.

Ticknor, to all your womankind. Will you put the note for Jared Sparks

into the post, and let Miss Wormley have hers ? God bless you !

"J. Kenyon.

" I enclose some verses from Landor, which he sent me, just written a

fortnight ago, he being now seventy-eight. I think them very beautiful.

They are his autograph. I see that the ' Spanish Literature ' is being trans

lated into German as wTell as Spanish. Just acknowledge the receipt of

this unwonted effort of penmanship of mine."

The following is Miss Mitford's account of the visit to her,

referred to by Mr. Kenyon :

" I owe to his kindness, and that of my admirable friend, Mr. Kenyon,

who accompanied him, the honor and pleasure of a visit from Mr. Webster

and his amiable family, in their transit from Oxford to Windsor—my local

position between these two points of attraction has often procured for me

the gratification of seeing my American friends when making that journey—

but during this visit a little circumstance occurred, so characteristic, so

graceful, and so gracious, that I cannot resist the temptation of relating it :

" Walking in my cottage garden, we talked naturally of the roses and

pinks that surrounded us, and of the different indigenous flowers of our

island and of the United States. I had myself had the satisfaction of

sending to my friend, Theodore Sedgwick, a hamper containing roots of

many English plants familiar to our poetry ; the common ivy—how could

they want ivy who had had no time for ruins ?—the primrose and the cow

slip, immortalized by Shakespeare and Milton, and the sweet-scented vio

lets, both white and purple, of our hedgerows and lanes, that known as

the violet in America (Mr. Bryant somewhere speaks of it as the yellow

violet) being, I suspect, the little wild pansy (Viola tricolor), renowned as the

love-iri-idleness of Shakespeare's famous compliment to Queen Elizabeth.

Of these wTe spoke, and I expressed an interest in two flowers known to

me only by the vivid description of Miss Martineau, the scarlet lily of

New York and of the Canada woods, and the fringed gentian of Niagara.
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I observed that our illustrious guest made some remark to one of the ladies

of his party ; but I had little expected that, as soon after his return as

seeds of these plants could be procured, I should receive a package of each,

signed and directed by his own hand. How much pleasure these little

kindnesses give ! And how many such have come to me from over the

same wide ocean 1 "

Mr. Hallam, the historian, writing to Mrs. Ticknor, under

date of January 21, 1840, said :

"I have had more than one opportunity of hearing of you, especially

from your very distinguished countryman Mr. Webster, with whom I had

the pleasure of becoming acquainted last summer. It is but an echo of the

common voice here, to say that I was extremely struck by his appearance,

deportment,' and conversation. Mr. Webster approaches as nearly to the

team ideal of a republican Senator as any man that I have ever seen in the

course of my life ; worthy of Rome or Venice, rather than of our noisy and

wrangling generation. I wish that some of our public men here would

take example from his grave and prudent manner of speaking on political

subjects, which seemed to me neither too incautious nor too strikingly

reserved."

Mr. Denison has recently written to me concerning his last

interviews with Mr. Webster in England, saying :

" He visited me at Ossington, my country-house in the county of Not

tingham, in the course of the autumn. Indeed, his last days in England

he passed with me, on his way from London to Liverpool. While he

was with me he talked continually of his intention to quit public life,

both professional and political, and to withdraw to a property he had

purchased in the Western country. He spoke of this as a settled resolve.

With these words on his lips, he embarked at Liverpool. While on his

passage, General Harrison was nominated for the presidency. You know

how he threw himself into the stream—little thought then of waving

prairies and oak openings."
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CHAPTEE XXVI.

1839-1840.

NOMINATION OF GENERAL HARRISON FOR THE PRESIDENCY AR

RIVAL OF MR. WEBSTER FROM EUROPE—ADDRESS ON ENGLISH

AGRICULTURE DISCUSSION IN THE SENATE ON THE SUBORDINA

TION OF RACES OUTLINE OF A GENERAL BANKRUPT LAW

DEATH OF NATHANIEL RAY THOMAS—CORRESPONDENCE WITH

THE THOMAS FAMILY THE POLITICAL CANVASS OF 1840 PRI

VATE CORRESPONDENCE.

r^\ EKERAL HARRISON was nominated by the Whigs as

V_X their candidate for the presidency, at a national conven

tion which assembled at Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, on the 4th

of December, 1839. The news of this event met Mr. Web

ster as the ship approached the harbor of New York, when

the pilot came on board. He landed on the 29th. It would

be useless to endeavor to trace all the influences which scattered

the dreams of retirement that haunted him when he was em

barking for his own country. He arrived in a time of great

political excitement, and was again drawn into the stream.

He was the Hercules on whom his party always called in their .

extremities, and he again listened to their call.

He proceeded immediately to Boston, to arrange his private

affairs. The Legislature of Massachusetts assembled in Janu

ary, and its members consisted, as usual, of a large proportion

of farmers. All were desirous to hear from Mr. Webster an

account of his agricultural observations in England. He met

them in the evening of the 13th of January, in the hall of the
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House of Representatives, which was filled with a great audi

ence of persons interested in agricultural pursuits. He was in

his usual evening dress, and wore the fashionable broadcloth

cloak of that period, which hung gracefully from his shoulders, in

loose folds, to the floor, as he stood by the side of the Speaker's

desk, leaning on it with his elbow ; and his imposing form never

appeared more majestic and impressive than it did, when, in this

easy attitude, he talked in a conversational tone to his brother

farmers, about English farming. The address, which was en

tirely informal, is contained in the first volume of his Works.

It shows how completely he had studied the peculiarities of

English husbandry, in its details as well as in its great gen

eral methods, and how wisely he could bring this knowledge

to bear upon the improvement of our own agriculture. It

appears to have been one result of his observations, that, while

the English were in advance of us in the treatment of the soil,

by a careful attention to the rotation of crops, our agricultural

implements were, even then, superior to theirs, with the excep

tion of those used in drill husbandry, which, at that time, had

not begun to be much practised in this country. Perhaps

there is no better statement anywhere of what may be called

the philosophy of English tillage, than was given by Mr.

Webster in illustrating the methods through which crop after

crop is taken from the land, and the land is made to grow bet

ter and better, instead of deteriorating under the cultivation.

Mr. Webster had been reelected to the Senate in January,

1839, for the new term of six years, which would commence on

the 4th of the ensuing March. He now took his seat under

this new election, at the first session of the Twenty-sixth Con

gress, on the 29th of January, 1840.

Among the debates which took place in the Senate at this

session, a discussion occurred which is now little noticed, but

which exhibited different phases of opinion upon a topic that

will not for a long time cease to be of great practical impor

tance. A majority of the Senate still continued to avoid any

action upon the petitions for the abolition of slavery, by laying

the question of their reception upon the table. On one of these

occasions,1 Mr. Clay, referring to some recent Northern pam-

1 February 13, 1840.
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plilets in defence of slavery, expressed his approbation of their

tone and tendency, and pointed out the illustration afforded by

the report of Lord Durham to the British Government, in regard

to the relations between the different races in Canada, in which

that statesman had laid down the general proposition that no

two distinct races can live together harmoniously in the same

country without the one being in some degree subordinate to

the other. This called up Mr. Calhoun, whose views on the

subject were founded on this idea as their corner-stone, and

who had promulgated it several years previously, in its appli

cation to the situation of the Southern States.1 The discussion

which ensued is important, for the reason that Mr. Webster,

to a certain extent, admitted that the contact of the European

and African races in the same community presents a peculiar

problem of itself. He said that he did not regard the views of

Lord Durham, when applied to the relations of different Euro

pean races in the same country, as founded in reason, and phi

losophy. He instanced the case of Louisiana, in which the

French Creoles and the Anglo-Saxon races had commingled,

and said that good government was all that was necessary to

produce this result. But he said that, where there was a differ

ence of color, the proposition which affirmed the necessity for

some subordination might be true ; and that, at all events, it

presented a distinct question. His meaning undoubtedly was,

that, where Nature appears clearly to have prohibited a union

of the blood of different races, so that there cannot be, or

ought not to be, an amalgamation, if the inferior race exists in

great numbers, perfect political equality cannot be introduced.

This is not true of the European races, whose amalgamation

seems in no way to expose either race to deterioration ; while

deterioration is a known consequence of a union of the Euro

pean and the African blood. But it would be an error to sup

pose that Mr. Webster regarded slavery as a necessary conse

quence of this view. If he had felt himself at liberty to act

1 Mr. Calhoun's opinion, as he ex- which then existed in the South. He

pressed it on this occasion, was, that it said that experience had shown that they

was impossible for two races, so dissimi- could so exist there in peace and happi-

lar in every respect as the European and ness, certainly in great benefit to the in-

African, to exist together in nearly equal ferior race, and that to destroy it was to

numbers, in any other relation than that doom the latter to destruction.
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upon this subject, he would have given his aid to some plan of

gradual emancipation, as he more than once offered to do, if

the Southern statesmen could suggest any mode in which a

Northern Senator could be of service to them, and in which

they would take the lead. But he always avowed himself to

be restrained by the Constitution of the United States from

intermeddling with an institution which was purely the creature

of local law, except where that law was under the direct juris

diction of Congress, and must derive its existence from the ex

press or the implied sanction of the national Government.

In this debate, too, it appeared in what light these three

statesmen respectively regarded the right of petition. Mr.

Clay himself, on this occasion, presented the petition which

prayed for the abolition of slavery without any discrimination

of place ; and he said that he presented the paper in deference

to the right of petition, which he admitted in its full force.

He thought the crisis of this unfortunate agitation was passed ;

it was certainly passed, he observed, when Congress convened

in December. Whether the political uses which had been

made of it might not revive it, and revive it in a more im

posing form, he was not prepared to say. Mr. Calhoun, on

the other hand, propounded a theory on this subject, which was

marked by the characteristic subtlety of his political philosophy.

He denied that the right of petition is an important political

right. He held that it had been superseded, in a great degree,

by the far higher right of general suffrage, and by the practice,

now so common, of instruction. He said that we had borrowed

our notions in regard to it from our British ancestors, with

whom it had a value, on account of their imperfect representa

tion, far greater than it had with us ; and he appeared to con

sider its adoption a kind of unnecessary imitation.

Mr. Webster said, in reply to Mr. Calhoun, that he could

not permit the opinions expressed by the Senator from South

Carolina on the right of petition to pass without a remark. He

says, observed Mr. Webster, that our institutions have in a great

degree superseded the right of petition. It is strange, if it were

so, that those who formed those institutions should have been so

careful in introducing it. It was surprising that the Constitution

should be so construed as to supersede that portion of the in
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strument which was most cautiously guarded. With the same

propriety might be explained away the correlative rights of

freedom of the press and liberty of conscience. The right of

petition is only worth using in representative governments ; in

despotisms the subject is permitted to crawl to the foot of the

throne, but this could not be called a right of petition. But

the Senator says the right of suffrage and the right of instruc

tion render this right of petition unnecessary. Now, the Con

stitution expressly secures this right of petition, but says not a

word about the right of instruction. He was content to hold

on to the Constitution, and let gentlemen indulge their peculiar

notions about the right of instruction. But, it is asked, does a

master petition a servant ? ~No individual is a master of Con

gress. He petitions a power which has a capacity to redress

his grievance.

On the 24th of February Mr. Webster introduced an outline

of a general bankrupt law, which he had carefully prepared,

and it was, with the numerous memorials on that subject now

coming from all parts of the country, referred to the Judiciary

Committee. The system which he had sketched was after

ward reported as a bill, and was under discussion in the Senate

for the remainder of the session. He preferred that the law

should provide for both voluntary and compulsory bankruptcy,

but there was a decided unwillingness to make the latter pro

vision. Still, as his main object was to provide relief for the

great body of persons who had become insolvent during the

past ten years of a deranged currency and much disturbance in

business, he accepted what he could get—a bill providing only

for voluntary bankruptcy. His principal speech on this subject

was delivered on the 18th of May. It contains a very full ex

position of the constitutional power to pass bankrupt laws em

bracing persons who are not traders, and of the meaning of the

term " uniform," as applied to a national system of bankruptcy.

He again addressed the Senate on this subject on the 5th of

June. Both speeches are embraced in the fifth volume of his

Works.1 No law on the subject was passed at this session.

Among the discussions of this session, an incidental debate

occurred on the effects of protective tariffs, in the course of

1 Pages 3, 26.
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which Mr. "Webster had occasion to state his own views in op

position to those of Mr. Calhonn. The principal topics of their

difference related to the questions whether protective duties on

imports operate as a tax on exports, and whether an increased

protection of domestic manufactures leads to an undue expan

sion of the currency.1 A similar difference of opinion between

these two great statesmen appeared in the debate on a bill to

continue the Cumberland Uoad, involving the power of Con

gress to make internal improvements.2

And now I must turn from the affairs of state to mention

another of those afflictions with which Mr. "Webster's life was

checkered. The young man who has already been mentioned

as his Western agent, Nathaniel Ray Thomas, at this time

about twenty-seven years of age, was taken ill at Washington,

in the latter part of February, of a bilious fever. Mr. Web

ster's relations with the Thomas family, ever since his first resi

dence at Marshfield, had been most affectionate ; his kindness

of heart toward all who served him is perhaps well known ;

yet I doubt if the world would have expected to see such let

ters as I am now to produce, written by a great statesman at

the death-bed of one who was not of his blood, and with whom

his most important connection was one of common business.

This young man, however, was almost as dear to him as a

son ; if he had, in truth, been his own child, his devotion to

him could hardly have been greater ; and that devotion was

so magnetic in its influence, that it drew a corresponding kind

ness and attention from some of Mr. Webster's friends who

knew " poor Kay " only as a young man whom Mr. Webster

loved and trusted. He died at Brown's Hotel, in the city of

Washington, on the 18th of March, 1840, and his remains were

sent home by Mr. Webster, and were interred among his kin

dred in the land of the Pilgrims. Dr. Thomas Sewall, of Wash

ington, who printed a brief statement of his case, observed

in, it that "Mr. Webster, for about one week, was with him

almost constantly, day and night." 3

1 Works, iv., 528. think it is about twelve years since I took

2 Congressional Globe, 1839-'40, Ap- Ray out of his father's house, and found a

pendix, 366-368. place for him with a merchant in Boston.

3 Writing to Mrs. Webster on the day From that time he has always seemed

after his death, Mr. Webster said : " I like a near connection of the family."

42
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[TO CHARLES HENRY THOMAS.]

"Washington, March 10, 1840.

" Deab Henry : Ray has not got along so fast as I hoped, but still he

seenfs to be growing better. His attack was severe, and he is much

reduced. He has a tolerably comfortable room at Brown's. Charles is

with him a good deal, and we shall take care that he has every thing com

fortable. Dr. Sewall says he is in no danger now, and recovering as fast

as could be expected. Indeed, he has never thought him in danger. I

told Ray, if he did not recover faster, I should send for you to come to

him, but he did not think it at all necessary. I shall write you every day

until he writes you himself. He has taken a great deal of medicine, and

is weak. u Yours truly,

" D. Webster."

" Washington, March 11, 1840.

" Bear Henry : I am sorry to say Ray has had a very sick day. He

seemed better last evening, but had a bad night. I was sent for early this

morning, and found him very desponding, nervous, and wandering. He

now wishes you or Mrs. Porter to come and see him as soon as you can ;

and I hope you will be able to set out on receipt of this. I have been with

him all day, and shall stay with him all night. The doctors say his symp

toms are more favorable now than they were in the morning ; that his

tongue, his pulse, and his skin, are all better. They think they shall get

him through, and I think so too ; but he is still a very sick man, and so

■possessed with the idea that he shall not recover that it is difficult to

give him courage. He is loath to have me leave him even for a short

time, and Mrs. Curtis is staying with him while I write this. He has

every possible attendance and assistance, and shall lack for nothing. I hope

you will come on as soon you receive this. I shall continue to write you

every day, and your wife can open the letters. Do not let your mother be

too much alarmed. Ray's condition is dangerous, certainly, but still hope

ful. As the mails are irregular, you may not receive a letter every day,

but I shall write every day. " Yours,

" D. Webster.

"As I shall write to Mrs. W. every day, you will, of course, call

upon her in New York, at her father's, and will have the latest ac

counts. " D. W."

" Thursday Morning, Two o'clock, March 12, 1840.

" Dear Henry : I hope to get this into the cars, to inform you that

a very extraordinary change, apparently for the letter, has taken place

in Ray since I wrote you at six o'clock last evening. From that hour he
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seemed to be growing worse. He said lie was just about to die. and

wished to die ; that he had had sweet visions of the other world ; had

seen his father ; should soon join him ; and should die happy. He gave

me his last messages for you all, and said he should never speak again.

From that time he went on groaning, or, rather, screaming like a woman

in hysterics, only a great deal worse. He would not take any thing, nor

attend to any thing which was said ; and there seemed to be no way but

to let his delirium exhaust itself. In about an hour he appeared to be

choking, and I thought he would strangle, and called both doctors imme

diately. They did what they could—applied mustard to his stomach, etc.,

and this appearance of strangling abated. His dreadful groanings, or

screamings, continued, and drew a crowd of the family and others round

the door of his room. Between eight and nine o'clock he was taken

with convulsions. The most violent spasms seized his whole frame. The

doctor set four persons to rub his limbs with hot brandy ; and I thought

he would not live five minutes. I went to the door, and told the persons

collected there that he was dying. The doctor was himself almost equally

alarmed. In about four or five minutes this spasm ceased, his arms

dropped, and he lay quite still, and apparently senseless. His eyes were

wide open, but he did not seem to hear or know any thing. After lying in

this way a little time, when I should have thought he was breathing his

last but from his pulse, he, all at once, as suddenly as a flash of lightning,

seemed to receive his mind back. He turned over, smiled, called me by

name, looked quite natural, and said he had been in a strange condition ;

that he had been trying to die ; knew that he had been wandering, but

now felt very much better. So sudden a change seemed almost a miracle.

He remembered all that had happened, but remembered it as if he had

been in a trance. The doctor immediately gave him an anodyne, and

pretty soon he fell asleep, and slept some time. He is now very quiet, and

very much disposed to repose. I leave him with Mr. Evans and his nurse

till I write this, and Charles goes to try to get it into the cars. I never

saw such a sudden change. He seemed like one raised from the dead. It

is difficult to give an idea of the distress he was in, or how instantaneously

his state was changed for calmness, composure, and freedom from pain.

He sends love to you all, and desires me to tell you how much better he

is. Let us all devoutly thank God that the life of one we so much love

is likely to be preserved. He has had two doctors with him pretty much

all day, and I have not left him. I shall now lie down, leaving him with

Mr. Evans, Charles, and his nurse, to be called if his mind wanders again,

He says he thinks it will not. Good-night. God bless you all !

" Daniel Webster.1'

" Washington, March 12, 1840, Five p. m.

"Dear Henry: Kay has got through the day so far tolerably well.

He has a good deal of fear, and his nervous turns have also been frequent,
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but far less \iolent than yesterday. I have been with him since morning ;

ne has not lost the balance of his mind any time to-day, which, I suppose,

is a good symptom. We find difficulty in getting proper attendance, as he

wants somebody besides nurses and servants all the time, to keep up his

spirits. He is a good deal desponding to-day, but not as much as yester

day. Mr. Curtis and myself shall be with him to-night by turns.

" Yours,

" D. Webstek."

[TO MBS. CHAKLES HENEY THOMAS.]

" Washington, March 13, 1840, Friday Evening, Six o'clock.

" I wrote last evening at five o'clock, and had scarcely finished my

letter when I was sent for to go to Ray's room. He was worse. He had

had a sudden access of fever, and was very wild ; and it was difficult to

keep him in bed, and keep the clothes on him. After a while, however,

he grew composed, quiet, and patient. In a few hours he got one short

period of repose. Mr. Evans stayed with him till ten o'clock ; Mr. Curtis

then went to him, and stayed till four this morning ; when I went, and

stayed till five this p. m. After I went to him, and along in the morning,

he slept considerably, and, through the day, has been more comfortable a

good deal than yesterday. This afternoon, as was expected, ne had some

fever again, but lighter than yesterday ; and he can command his mind

much better. If the poor young man shall survive this sickness, he will

be much indebted to Mr. Evans and Mr. Curtis. Though comparatively

strangers, especially Mr. Evans, they have taken a great interest in the pres

ervation of his life, and, notwithstanding their important duties, have

devoted themselves to him with paternal affection and solicitude. Mr.

Curtis is now with him, Mr. Evans goes at ten o'clock, and I return at

four in the morning. We have nurses and servants enough, but he needs

somebody with him every moment in whom he has confidence. The

thought of being left without one of us with him distresses him very

much. He has struggled to-day wonderfully against hallucination of

mind, and has succeeded much better than heretofore.

" He knows when these nervous affections are approaching, and arms

himself against them as resolutely as possible. The doctors say his impor

tant symptoms are decidedly better, and I trust in Providence we may

get him through. If human means can preserve him, he will not die. He

is really, I think, much better to-day, though a very sick man. I hope

Henry is swiftly on his passage hither. He will be very much wanted,

even if Ray should get along as well and as fast as our utmost hopes

would anticipate.

" P. S.—Seven o'clock : Charles has just come from Ray. He is quite

calm compared to what he was last night at this time.

"Mr. Abbott Lawrence and all Ms family are sick with dangerous

fevers. Some appear to be recovering, but he himself is quite ill indeed,
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As soon as I close this letter I am going to bed, as I had little sleep last

night. God bless you all.

" D. Webster.

" We were able to move him to-day into a better room, change his

clothes, and make him more comfortable. " D. W."

" "Washington, March 14, 1840, Saturday Evening, Ten o'clock.

" I have just left Ray, having been with him since five o'clock this

morning, excepting time enough for a short breakfast and dinner. I do

believe he is better, and that we have got him through the worst of it by

the leave of a kind Providence, but I cannot tell. The doctors say his

physical symptoms, so to speak, are better ; that is to say, his pulse, his

skin, and his tongue are all improved. On the whole, he has not been so

much bewildered in mind as yesterday, though he had a very violent

paroxysm this morning early. In these moments of mental bereavement

he is sometimes angry, sometimes, though seldom, exhilarated; but, in

general, the tone is that of querulousness and depression. He has talked

rationally very much to-day. He has feared very much the return of his

nervous or spasmodic affections, and, on that account, cannot bear to be

left without somebody with him besides nurses and attendants. I have

left Mr. Curtis with him till three or four o'clock, when I shall take

his place. There is not much for us to do except constant watchfulness,

as there are enough men and women to perform all that is required. He

manifests more hope of getting well to-day than he has done before. May

Heaven preserve him and all of us ! Mr. Lawrence and his sick family are

thought to be better. I hope Henry receives my letter to-night, and will

leave Boston on Monday. Adieu !

" D. Webster."

" Washington, Monday Evening, Nine o'clock.

" I am grieved to say that Ray has been very ill all this afternoon. 1

really do not know what to think of his case. He seems to lie in a sort

of trance—says nothing, will take nothing. His pulse is quite irregular,

and he is in a state of profuse perspiration. The doctors are applying

blisters to the back part of his neck. I am greatly concerned at this new

turn which his disease seems to have taken. I really thought, this morning

that he was on the fair way to recovery : what to think now, I know not.

"D. Webster."

" Washington, March 16, 1840, Two o'clock p. m.

"I did not write yesterday, having put the duty off to a late hour in

the day, and then had not leisure. I went to him yesterday morning at

four o'clock, when Mr. Curtis left him. He had had some sleep during

he night, at different periods ; and in the morning, after I went to him,
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he had quite a refreshing repose, and awoke much better than I had seen

him. However, his fever came on before long, and he passed a very un

quiet day. At night his fever went off and he became composed—passed

a good night, and seemed to be decidedly better this morning. He has a

little fever now, which will probably go off at night, and I am quite in

hopes he is substantially better. We had him shaved, etc., and he looks

much improved. We have got a good nurse for him. Charles is with

him a good deal, and another man pretty constantly. Hitherto it has

been necessary that two men should be always at hand. He inquires fre

quently for Henry, Whom I expect to see by Wednesday. Yours very truly.

" Dan'l Webster."

;t Washington, March 16, 1840, Monday Evening, Eleven o'clock.

"Kay is growing worse very fast. I do not think he can live till

morning.

" D. Webster.

4 'He is taken with violent convulsions, and must die if they continue."

" Washington, March 17, 1840, Tuesday Morning, Five o'clock.

" Poor Ray still lives, but this is the last time I shall ever be able to

write and say so. A most awful change has taken place since yesterday

morning. We all then thought him out of danger. He was then quiet,

rational, had strength left, and disposition enough to take nourishment.

At twelve o'clock I went to the Senate for the first time for many days,

and wrote a letter at the Senate at two o'clock, just about that time he

was taken with a violent return of fever. I went to him between three

and four, and saw that he was very sick again and growing worse. From

that hour to this he has been hastening to the unavoidable result. He has

been insensible for some hours. He has frequent spasms, but, when they

are off, a serene smile is on his face. May God prepare us all to meet this

blow with Christian resignation !

" Affectionately yours,

" Danl. Webster."

"Washington, March IT, 1840, Tuesday Evening, Eight o'clock.

" Contrary to my expectations when I wrote at five o'clock this morn

ing, Ray is still living. I dare not hope that he is substantially better, or

that the final result is more doubtful than I thought it yesterday, although

we know not what the infinite goodness of God may design ; but his con

dition is changed ; he is more quiet, and apparently more free from pain ;

and it is a consolation to know, even, that he is likely to go out of life

with less excitement and agitation than were upon him yesterday. The

nurse, an excellent woman, who has stood over him for the last thirty-six

hours, says his appearance is certainly softer and milder than it was twenty
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four hours ago. It would be a great comfort if he should live till

Henry arrived, whom I expect to-morrow night. Ray has the best possi

ble attendance from physicians, nurses, and Mends. Every thing that can

;be done is done. I have not been able to be with him myself so much to

day as heretofore, having become a good deal worn down by anxiety. I

cannot sleep while he remains in this situation. Let us trust him, and let

us trust ourselves, my dear friends, in the arms of God's mercy and

goodness.

"Dan'l Webster."

" Washington, "Wednesday Evening, March 18th, Eight o'clock.

" The scene closed a few minutes after eleven o'clock last evening, when

Ray breathed his last breath. No great change preceded this event, but

for some time he had been more quiet. Mr. Evans had just left him. I

had been obliged to go to bed, from exhaustion and fatigue. Mr. Curtis

reached his room shortly after his decease. Two or three persons besides

the nurse and servants were with him in his last moments. He had not

been sensible for some time. He spoke,, but not coherently. The last time

I talked with him, when he appeared altogether rational, was Monday

morning, the 16th, as I have already written. I yet hear nothing from

Henry, and am obliged to act on my own judgment under the melancholy

circumstances. I have directed every thing to be so prepared and arranged,

that he may be taken to Marshfield and buried by the side of his father.

I cling to the hope that Henry will be here to-morrow at eleven o'clock.

In that case he can take the direction into his own hands. If he should

not arrive by that time, I shall have the coffin placed in a vault, whence it

can be taken any time, to be removed to Marshfield. I feel a good deal

overcome, and can only send you all my deepest sympathy. The loss of

Ray is to me like the loss of a son. But God's will be done. It is a

mysterious providence, but what we know not now we shall know

hereafter.

"Daniel Webster."

" Washington, March 19, 1840, Thursday Eyening, Seven o'clock.

" Dear Mrs. Thomas : I have been greatly troubled, since Ray's death,

to know how I ought to act. For two days I have looked anxiously for

Henry, but he does not come, and it is now necessary either to inter the

body or send it home. I have thought, upon the whole, it would be most

agreeable to you and the family that it should be sent home, and have

therefore engaged Mr. Haight, whom you know, the sergeant-at-arms of

the Senate, to accompany it, hoping that he may meet Henry on the way.

If he should not meet him, he will go to Boston, and Mr. Fletcher will

fchen see the coffin conveyed to Duxbury, but I trust he will meet Henry,

""*" pray you, my dear Mrs. Thomas, to support yourself as well as you can,
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and help to support others under this affliction. For myself, I feel as if I

had lost a beloved son. With great sympathy, and much respect and

affection for you all,

" I am, my dear Mrs. Thomas,

" Yours,

"D. Webster."

[TO CHARLES HENRY THOMAS.]

" Washington, March 24, 1840.

" Dear Henry : Mr. Haight returned last evening, and informed me

of the progress of his mournful journey. I was afraid he would pass you,

but could wait no longer, and am happy that no greater inconvenience

occurred, than an unnecessary passage from New York to Philadelphia.

"I did not know what to do about sending the body home. The

expense, I was aware, would be considerable, and I had nobody to advise

and consult with. Finally, I acted as I thought would be most agreeable

to your mother, your sisters, and yourself; and as I should wish that others

might act toward me in like circumstances. To-day you will reach home ;

you will soon perform the last solemn rites, and leave your beloved brother

to sleep with kindred dust. You will then, my good friend, have done

all that love and friendship can do, and must reconcile yourself, without

murmuring, to the will of God. This providence is mysterious, but that

which we know not now we shall know hereafter. Every thing is well,

because every thing is in His hands, without whose knowledge not a spar

row falleth to the ground.

"lam aware that your mother, Mrs. Porter, and the other sisters, will

be penetrated with a most profound grief. They will shed many tears,

but pray them to be comforted, and enjoy gratefully the recollection con

nected with the beloved object, now that they can see his face no more.

I have lost children, as dear to me as the drops of my own blood. I have

lost other relatives and friends, sometimes cut down by most sudden and

awful strokes, and I have suffered most keenly from those bereavements,

yet I thank God that those children and those friends have lived. The

pain occasioned by their loss is more than compensated by the pleasure

of being conscious that they have lived, and that they do live, and that

the death of the body cannot annihilate their spiritual existence. There

is a gratification, though a melancholy one, in the recollections connected

with a beloved object deceased. The past is a treasure well secured and

safe against all occurrences.

" Poor Ray's last moments of calmness were occupied with thoughts

upon you all, and with calm and resigned reflections upon his own situa

tion. He did not appear unwilling to die, if such were the will of God,

but for your sakes he wished to live. He spoke of his mother, his sisters,

his brother, and of the society of Duxbury, to which he seemed very much
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attached. He spoke of Mr. Ware, and said he would doubtless preach a

funeral sermon on the occasion. He spoke a good deal of religious mat

ters, incoherently in his fits of wildness, and at other times connectedly

and soberly, and said he wished to impress on all the duty of living in this

world as in a state of preparation for another. He told me where I should

find all my papers which were in his possession, and said what he thought

necessary in regard to my business. For some hours before his death he

was not sensible, but, so far as I could judge from his countenance, he

sometimes appeared distressed, at other times free from pain. When the

latter was the case, a serene and happy smile was on his countenance, and

I had no doubt but he had before his contemplation those happy visions,

which, in an earlier period of his sickness, he said had been revealed to

him, and of which he continued to speak often in his quiet moments. He

left no particular message for any of the family, but was abundant in

pouring out his last blessings upon you all. And now, dear Henry, dear

Mrs. Thomas, dear Ann, and all the members of the family, since love and

affection can do no more, leave him in the hands of God. Be thankful

that he has lived on earth so long, and weep not as those without hope.

That death which has happened early, must have happened some time, and

of the proper time God is the only judge. And may His blessing be with

you and with us all.

"Daniel Webster.""

Thus was this great man, although intently occupied with

the affairs of the country, absorbed for the time by the fate of

an unimportant individual, who merely formed a very humble

part in the scheme of his private and domestic life. What

Mr. Webster was, in his real nature, can be known only by

these manifestations of his heart. They are as important

to his personal history as his utterances on public topics. His

intellectual power, his renown as a statesman, his compre

hensive patriotism, are all sufficiently appreciated. Yet these

parts of his character must not be accounted to have been its

whole. Its tenderness and its grandeur are alike to be con

sidered in any just estimate of the man.

Before the adjournment of Congress, which took place on

the 21st of July, the probability of the election of General

Harrison became very strong. An extraordinary agitation had

begun to spread through the whole country at an early period

in the summer. The people came together in great masses to

listen to political speeches, with an interest that was unpre

cedented. Popular conventions, processions, and meetings, be

came matters of every-day occurrence. As soon as the canvass
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was fairly opened, Mr. Webster was overwhelmed with letters

from all parts of the country. " Tippecanoe clubs " and " log-

cabins " were not complete until they had made him an hon

orary member, and the invitations to address Whig mass-

meetings and conventions came like an inundation. Fifteen or

twenty different towns simultaneously claimed him for the

Fourth of July. Every means was resorted to by committees

to secure him for their special occasion. The invitations from

New Hampshire put forward the claim of the State of his

birth, while those from the Western States alluded to his wrell-

known interest in that great section, and to the services which

he had rendered to it. If, in the confusion of all these calls, he

found himself able to accede to one, he was immediately pressed

to afford the people in the neighboring counties an opportunity

of hearing him. Places a hundred miles distant from that at

which he had consented to speak, hoped that he would favor

them, now that he was " so near." In all our political history

there has been no such universal popular wish to hear public

topics discussed by any single statesman. The desire to hear

Mr. Webster arose from the unusual excitement in men's minds,

and from the feeling that his opinions were of the utmost im

portance to a correct settlement of the questions at issue in

the pending election.

Those questions chiefly arose from the deranged condition

of the currency, and from the stagnation of business which such

derangement of necessity produces-. The policy and course of

the last three Administrations were under review before the

people, and on these questions Mr. Webster sought, in the

general upheaving of society, to guide and instruct the public

mind, as well as to gratify its thirst for political discussion.

His principal speeches were made at Saratoga in August, at

Bunker Hill and in the city of New York in September, and

at Richmond in October.1 In these, and in all the other

numerous public addresses which he made in the course of this

summer and autumn, the condition of the currency and the

causes of that condition, the necessity for a regulating power,

and the responsibility of the preceding Democratic Administra

tions for the existing state of things, w^ere the great topics. In

1 Works, ii., 1-103.
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the circumstances attending the election of General Harrison

to the presidency, there was doubtless a great deal of vague

general excitement, at once evinced and promoted by certain

popular cries, which did not prove that a definite political issue

was acted upon by all the masses of people who gave their votes

to the Whig candidate. But, after deducting all that should be

subtracted on this account from the real meaning of the elec

tion, a full investigation of the whole canvass will show that

the result was a popular verdict against the course that had

been pursued under General Jackson and Mr. Van Buren in

relation to the currency, and a popular assertion of the expe

diency and necessity of establishing a national bank of some

kind, under proper regulations and restrictions. That the

people of the United States remained constant to this opinion,

I do not mean to affirm, and, in the course of a further descrip

tion of Mr. Webster's relation to this subject, it will appear

from what accidental and personal causes the Whigs were

unable to give effect to a policy which they claimed to have

received the sanction of the people. But, that the fair result

of this election was such as I have described it, there can be

little doubt.

[FROM MR. DENISON.]

" Ossington, March 23, 1840.

" My dear Sir : It gave us sincere pleasure to hear of your safe return

to your own shores. I have been putting off writing to you from day to

day, in the hopes of making my letter more acceptable, by its containing

the account of the Water Meadows.1 This is now finished and with the

printer, but there has been a delay with the engraver, who has a plan of

the meadows, and drawings of the valves and shuttles to send out wTith the

letter-press, and without which it would be very incomplete. I will take

care that a copy shall be sent you as soon as one can be procured. My

account is plain and matter-of-fact ; it will require a little dressing up from

your own recollections, to bring the reality before the eyes of those who

have never seen the ground. Do you remember how happily the thick

mist cleared off when we got into the old forest, and how the white bark

of the birch glanced in the sun among the old brown oaks ? We had, as

you predicted for us, a winter of continued wet. The ground remained in

the state in which you saw it, more like chaos than old worn-out tillage.

Very little wheat was sown before Christmas, and the faces of Herod 2 and

1 This refers to a great work of irri- Mansfield, which Mr. Webster visited,

gation of the Duke of Portland's, near 2 The name of the farm baliff.
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Co. looked very blank. The rain continued through January ; all hopes

were then set on February. February came, and the wet continued till

about the 20th, and then cold winds and frost set in, and perfectly dry

weather has continued ever since. In a week the whole aspect of matters

changed. The land was fit for working, wheat was sown over thousands

and thousands of acres, and I should say that we are now rather forwarder

than usual with sowing the spring corn. As more wheat than usual wras

sown on the dry lands last autumn, and as now the wet lands have all

been sown, though late, I should not be surprised, if, with a favorable

year, the produce of wheat will rather exceed than fall short of an

average. So entirely have twenty dry days cut up prophets and their

predictions.

" I have hardly been a day away from home since you were here, except

to London for a few days at the end of February, to attend the marriage

of the eldest of my unmarried sisters. There has been no great change in

political matters since you wTere here. The Tory party, by compelling a

vote of confidence at the opening of the session, did all that was possible,

and more than was thought possible, to strengthen their opponents. The

Government, having got this vote of general confidence, need not regard

incidental defeats. In commercial matters, not much change either. It

has been a severe winter for the laboring population in the manufacturing

towns, and all eyes are turned to America, earnestly hoping that you will,

with your usual elasticity, set things to rights at home, and enable the

stream of commerce to flow as heretofore.

" I make sure that your trip to Europe has vastly increased the circle

of your interests. As it was said, by as many languages as a man speaks,

by so many times is he a man. It is as true, by as many countries as a

man has seen, by so many times is he multiplied. Now that the occasion

is gone, I still more regret the very little time I had the fortune to spend

in your society, but I see by the papers they are building steamboats

longer and longer every day. Soon, perhaps, it will save trouble to make

a bridge at once. So before very long we must meet again. The casks

of apples and nuts were safely received. My best thanks for them. The

nuts had become hard and dry, but the apples were very good. I gave

one cask to my mother in London, where they were highly prized. I shall

hope for the account of your affairs at home, political and commercial,

which you were to send me. I take great interest in them, and so must

all the world, for they affect the condition of all the world. You see that

little black man, Thiers, has, for the moment at least, beat your friend

Louis Philippe. All parties and people here are unanimous in praising

the manners and bearing of our Queen's husband, Prince Albert. Lady

Charlotte desires her best remembrances, and to be allowed to join me in

kind regards to Mrs. Webster and your family.

" Believe me,

" Yours very sincerely,

"J. E. Denisost.
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" Sydney Smith has published all his works in four volumes, his articles

in the 'Edinburgh Review,' and his late pamphlets on 'Political and

Clerical Questions.' I think the book would amuse you."

Mr. Everett, who was now out of public life, having de

termined to go abroad, had written to Mr. Webster, offering

to superintend the education of his son Edward, who had

remained in Europe. The following letters relate to Mr.

Everett's departure :

[TO MR. EVERETT.]

"Washington, May 24, 1840.

" My dear Sir: T sit down to answer your very kind letter of the 9th

instant.

"Your offer in regard to Edward is so very kind and advantageous,

that I have written to him that, unless he shall have made definite ar

rangements for his return home, he may accept it, and join your family at

Florence, or elsewhere, as he may be advised by you. I need not say I feel

sensibly your great friendship, as manifested in this matter. I am sure

Edward will be most grateful, and know not how else he can pass some

time with more chance of improvement. He is amiable, I hope tolerably

well-mannered, and I think has rather a strong purpose of making some

thing of himself. I write to him that as soon as you land in Europe you

will write to him. His address is, ' Mr. Edward Webster, M. de Boit, Rue

Beauregard, No. §§, Geneva.' I could wish also that, on your arrival, you

would write to him to the care of ' John Watson, Brunswick Hotel, Han

over Square, London,' to be kept for ftim there. By one or other of these

means, he will be nearly certain to hear from you early.

" In all matters relating to his studies, I must ask your friendly and

parental directions to him. I believe he destines himself for the law ; but,

while with you, he will, of course, attend to literature and general knowl

edge, and I hope, make progress in modern languages, especially the

French. Whether he would like to study Italian, I do not know.

" Let me know if there be any thing I can do for you. I shall be

strongly tempted to go to New York to say good good-by to your wife

and children, and to give you a parting shake by the hand.

" With all possible wishes, yours,

" Dan'l Webster."

[TO MR. SAMUEL ROGERS.]

" Washington, May 25, 1840.

" My dear Sir : Some time in August I hope this letter will be put

into your hand by my personal and particular friend, Mr. Everett. Twenty
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years ago Mr. Everett was in England, and made the acquaintance of Lord

Byron, Sir Walter Scott, Lord Stowell, and others, who have since joined

the great congregation of the dead. He remembered you, and he has

therefore a great pleasure to come.

"Mr. Everett is a scholar, if we may be thought to have reared one in

America. For some years past he has been engaged in political life, as a

member of Congress and Governor of Massachusetts. He now goes abroad

with the intention of passing some years in France and Italy. His family

are with him, but he has informed me that he thinks of leaving them in

Paris, and of making a short visit to London before going into winter

quarters on the Continent. As he is my fast friend, I commend him to

you, my dear Mr. Rogers, as a sort of ' Alter Ego ; ' but he is a much more

learned, a more wise, and a better 'Ego,' than he who writes this. Have

the kindness to make him known at Holland House.

" A thousand blessings attend you, my dear sir, and many happy years

yet be yours.

"Dan'l Websteb."
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aENERAL HARRISON was chosen President of the

United States, in November, 1840, by a very great

majority. This triumph of the Whigs made it necessary for

Mr. Webster to accept the office of Secretary of State. Dur
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ing the canvass, he had been in confidential correspondence

with General Harrison, with respect to various affairs ; but

nothing whatever passed between them in regard to Cabinet

appointments, until Mr. Webster received from the President

elect the following letter :

[FROM GENERAL HARRISON.]

" Fkankfokt, Kentucky, December 1, 1840.

" My dear Sir : I received your kind letter of the 11th ultimo at this

place, on this day week, just as I was about to set out for Lexington, to

dine with Mr. Clay, who had waited on me here, and invited me up to

dine with some of my old friends. I expected to be absent but three days,

and left yours and other letters to be answered on my return ; but found

it impossible to get away or evade the hospitalities of my friends in and

about Lexington until this morning, and I avail myself of the first moment

of being alone to write to you.

" Since I was first a candidate for the presidency, I had determined, if

successful, to solicit your able assistance in conducting the Administra

tion, and I now ask you to accept the State or Treasury Department. I

have myself no preference of either for you, but it may perhaps be more

difficult to fill the latter than the former if you should decline it. It was

the first designed for you in the supposition that you had given more

attention to the subject of the finances than Mr. Clay, to whom I intended

to have offered the State Department. This, as well as any other post in

the Cabinet, I understood, before my arrival here, from an intimate friend

of that gentleman, he would decline. This he has since done personally

to me. If you should think it advisable to pursue the same course, will

you do me the favor to name some one of your Eastern friends for the

Treasury or some other department. Would you recommend your Gover

nor-elect for the Treasury, if you should determine to decline it ? I shall

set out to-morrow for Louisville, and shall be at home as soon as your

answer can reach Cleves. Do not believe, my dear sir, that I mean, by

what I have said above, to restrict your choice, as to the formation of the

Cabinet, to a single individual. Give me your advice freely and fully upon

that and every other subject, whether you occupy a place in the Cabinet

or not, and it will be at all times thankfully received by your friend,

" W. H. Harrison."

While this letter was in his hands, the voice of private and

domestic interest—that interest which finds its best expression

in the tender anxieties of woman—reached him from his

daughter. She was not a person who could not weigh the

claims of the country upon such a man, but, with the natural
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instinct of her sex, she had long seen some of the springs of

action which are always to be found actuating a part of those

by whom every such statesman is surrounded. If she leaned

to the caution which her sagacity led her to feel and to express,

we may pardon her that her filial love was stronger than

her patriotism.

[FROM MRS. APPLETON.]

" Boston, Friday, December 11, 1840.

u I thank you, dear father, for your kind letter from Philadelphia,

which I received to-day, and still more for the verses enclosed in it. I

think them beautiful, dear father, and thank you for associating me in

remembrance with, my dear mother. I have never thought of her so often

as since I have had a child of my own, and, could I be but half so good a

mother as she was, I might hope to fulfil my duty to my little girl, but

hers, I fear, was a goodness which I cannot attain.

" We are all quite well here. My strength increases gradually, and I

hope .before long to be quite myself again. I wish you could see my baby.

She has improved very much since you left, and begins to show some

signs of intelligence. Everybody says she is a very bright child, but, of

course, everybody would tell its mother so, and she, of course, believes it.

"We cannot have had so much snow here as there has been farther

South, for I have not heard of our railroads being impeded. We have

had enough, indeed, to make poor sleighing and intolerable walking.

You are now, I suppose, immersed once more in the cares and excitements

of public life. Do not let it interfere with your health, dear father.

Pray, let that be your greatest consideration. Surely you have done

enough for your country, did you never utter another word in its behalf,

to be considered the best and noblest among the noble sons of America.

Has not the fame of your greatness extended to the uttermost parts of the

earth ? It cannot be increased, and do not, dearest father, wear yourself

out for the good of a country ungrateful at best. What is the whole

country to your family when weighed in the balance with one hour of

sickness or anxiety which it causes you ? I am no great patriot, I do not

love Rome better than Caesar ; the advancement of party better than my

own dear father. I delight to think that you have never held an office, a

fact which can be pointed to as proof, if proof were wanting, of the per

fect disinterestedness of your patriotism. Don't you think you would be

happy to live once more at home with your old friends ? Do come back

to us, dear father, and do not be persuaded to stay in Washington by

persons who may not be altogether disinterested in their motives, who

may look to you to advance them further than their own unassisted efforts

could ever do. Do not be angry with me, dear father, for saying all this:

43
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my pen, I fear, has outrun my discretion, but I have thought so much on

this subject lately, that I have said more than I intended. I am not

naturally suspicious, but I do mistrust some of your friends. You must

not think that my husband has influenced me at all, as he does not know

of my writing you, and perhaps would think me quite wrong in doing so.

You must forgive me, if I have said more than a daughter ought.

" I hear from mother frequently ; she seems to be having a gay time in

New York. Every thing goes on in our quiet town as when you were

here. The ladies are more interested in the prospect of assemblies than

any thing else. Caroline and her children are well. Mr. Joy is shooting

deer on the Cape. He sent home a noble one yesterday. I believe they

have killed two of the poor things. Mr. White and his wife are at the

Maverick House.

" I hope you will succeed in getting comfortable quarters in Washing

ton. Pray remember me to Mrs. Lindsley and Harriet. Caroline Appleton

desires her best love to you, and I am ever, dear father, your affectionate

daughter,

" Julia."

But if there ever was a man whose destiny was controlled

by public events and circumstances, which rendered a sacrifice

of private interests unavoidable, it was Mr. Webster. It was

not his real desire to enter the Cabinet at all. If he could

have consulted his personal wishes, and had felt that his

pecuniary circumstances would allow it, he would have pre

ferred the post of minister to England. > But, as soon as the

result of the election was known, he began to receive multi

tudes of letters.congratulating him and the country, and attrib

uting that result mainly to him. Most of these intimated the

wish and expectation of the people from all quarters that he

should stand at the head of the new Cabinet, and, when it was

understood that this position had been offered to him, he was

urged from all sides not to think of declining it. The impor

tance of the crisis and the need of a " strong hand near the

head of the Administration " were urged upon him with irre

sistible force. The following are his answer to General Harri

son and the General's reply :

[TO GENERAL HARRISON.]

" Washington, December 11, 1840.

" My dear Sir : Having been detained on my way by the late storm,

I did not reach this city until the evening of the 9th, and yesterday morn
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ing, the 10th, your letter of the 1st instant was delivered to me by Colonel

Bond.

" It becomes me, in the first place, to acknowledge my grateful sense

of the confidence evinced by your communication, and to assure you how

highly I value this proof of your friendship and regard.

" The question of accepting a seat in your Cabinet, should it be tendered

to me, has naturally been the subject of my reflections and of consultations

with friends. The result of these reflections and consultations has been,

that I should accept the office of Secretary of State, should it be offered to

me, under- circumstances such as now exist.

" I am willing, therefore, to undertake the duties of the office, prepared

to give to their faithful discharge my best ability and all my efforts.

" You are kind enough to suggest that my acquaintance with the sub

jects of currency and finance might render me useful as head of the

Treasury. On that subject my view has been this : I think all important

questions of revenue, finance, and currency, properly belonging to the

Executive, should be Cabinet questions ; that every member of the

Cabinet shoiild give them his best consideration, and especially that

the results of these deliberations should receive the sanction of the

President.

" This seems necessary to union and efficiency of action. If to these

counsels I may be supposed able to contribute any thing useful, I shall

withhold myself from no degree of labor, and no just responsibility.

" For the daily details of the Treasury, the matters of account, and the

supervision of subordinate officers employed in the collection and dis

bursement of the public moneys, I do not think myself to be particularly

well qualified. I take this occasion to say I entirely concur in the opinion

which has been expressed by you, that on these subjects of finance and

revenue, as on other grave subjects, the duty of originating important

measures properly belongs to Congress.

aBy accepting now the offer of the Department of State, however, I do

not wish to preclude you from again suggesting the Treasury Department

to me, if you should find it more easy to fill the former than the latter

office satisfactorily with another person.

u You are pleased to ask my opinions in regard to the manner of filling

the other departments.

" On this important and delicate subject I will write to you within two

days. I now only assure you that, in what I may say, my object will be

only to make suggestions for your consideration ; as I have confidence in

your judgment, and no motive but to see you surrounded by a strong,

comprehensive, and popular Cabinet, such as shall satisfy the expecta

tion of the country, and promise success and honor to your Adminis

tration.

" Yours very truly,

"D. Websteb."
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[FROM GENERAL HARRISON.]

" Nokth Bend, December 27, 1840.

" My dear Sir : I duly received your favor announcing your having

acceded to my wish in taking a place in the new Cabinet, and I entirely

approve of your choice of the two tendered to you.

" Your subsequent letter, making suggestions as to the filling the other

departments, has also been received, and I thank you for them. I will

not come to any definite conclusion as to the Treasury, War, and Navy,

until I reach Washington, which will be about the last of Janua'ry.

" I tell you, however, in confidence, that I have positively determined

against S ; there is no consideration which would induce me to bring

him into the Cabinet. We should have no peace, with his intriguing, rest

less disposition.

" We will have nobody of that character ; and, if we do not, and can

secure men of competent talents and moral worth, we can insure to our

selves a quiet and successful Administration. Depend upon it, we have

the people with us, and if we do not depart from our professions they will

stick to us. I am glad to say that, as far as I can learn, your call to the

State Department has given universal satisfaction to our political friends.

" From the number of visitors which I have here, I have less leisure

than when I am in Cincinnati.

" I am, dear sir, most truly yours,

"W. H. Harrison."

But once, since the United States became an independent

power, had there been such an accumulation of questions

threatening to disturb their peaceful relations with Great Brit

ain, as that which Mr. Van Buren's Administration devolved

upon its successors. In the first place, the negotiations respect

ing the boundary between the United States and the British

Provinces of Nova Scotia and Canada, which had been going

on, at intervals, ever since the Treaty of 1783, had resulted in

nothing. The subject had become involved in an inextricable

maze of difficulties, arising from the various attempts to ascer

tain the true construction of the treaty, and to establish the

line that it called for. At the close of Mr. Van Buren's presi

dency, it had been agreed that there should be a new survey

and a new arbitration, but the mode of constituting the arbi

tration and of submitting the questions in controversy had

become hopelessly complicated with a variety of projects and

counter-projects, pending which there was an agreement re
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specting the temporary possession of the disputed territory, in

which it had been and continued to be very difficult to keep

the peace.

To this long-standing subject of dispute, there had been

added others of a still more irritating character. In 1837

there was a civil commotion or rebellion in Canada, on the

suppression of which many persons who had been engaged in

it fled to the United States, and here organized, with the aid

of some of our citizens, the means of making hostile incursions

into that province. For this purpose they made use of an

American steamboat called " The Caroline," which was said to

have carried supplies and reinforcements for the invaders from

Navy Island in the Niagara River to the Canadian shore. In

the latter part of December, an expedition left the Canadian

side of the river, to accomplish the destruction of this vessel,

then believed to be at Navy Island, which was British territory.

The Caroline was, in fact, at that time moored to the Ameri

can shore, opposite to the island. The persons composing the

expedition, or some of them, thereupon crossed to the American

side, cut out the vessel, set her on fire and adrift, and she was

carried over the Falls of Niagara. A citizen of the United

States, named Durfree, was killed in the fray, at the time of

the capture of the vessel. The Government of Great Britain

immediately avowed this invasion of our territory to be a public

act, and a necessary measure of self-defence; but, when Mr.

Van Buren went out of office in March, 1841, it was a disputed

point whether the avowal had been made in u an authentic

manner." This affair, moreover, had become complicated with

another difficulty which grew out of it. In November, 1840,

one Alexander McLeod came into the State of New York from

Canada, and was arrested by the State authorities, upon his

own boastful declarations that he had himself murdered Durfree

at the time of the capture of the Caroline. McLeod was held for

trial by the State authorities on this charge of murder, and at

the close of Mr. Van Buren's presidency he was detained in jail

at Lockport, N. T., awaiting his trial. Popular feeling both in

Great Britain and the United States was in a state of great

exasperation, in consequence of the grievances alleged on each

side of this controversy, and undoubtedly there had been no
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greater hazard of war between the United States and England

since the peace of 1815, than was incurred by the delicate and

difficult questions growing out of this occurrence.

In addition to this, the long-standing claim of England to

impress her own seamen and to take them out of American

vessels on the high-seas, in time of war, and her further claim

to exercise the " right of search," in the suppression of the

slave-trade, by visiting vessels sailing under the American flag,

in order to ascertain their national character, had not been

disposed of.

Before the actual negotiations were entered upon which were

finally to settle these difficulties, they had become still further

complicated by a new cause of dissatisfaction. In the winter

of 1841-'42, the brig Creole, with a cargo of merchandise and

slaves, was on her way from Richmond to New Orleans, when

the slaves rose upon the master and crew of the vessel, killed

one man and confined the rest in the hold, and then put in at

the port of Nassau, on the British island of New Providence^

in the West Indies. The British authorities at Nassau, in

stead of relieving the crew and setting the vessel again upon

her course, as it was afterward claimed they ought to, have

done, liberated the slaves and assisted them to escape, and left

the crew to make the best of their misfortune. This alleged

outrage was resented with great spirit by the people of our

Southern States, whose peculiar interests were affected, and

several other instances of the escape of slaves, when American

vessels had been driven by stress of weather into British West

Indian ports, were called to mind, and served to make up a

special grievance to be redressed by the British Government.

Such was the state of our relations with Great Britain

when the Department of State was offered to Mr. Webster.

His chief motive in accepting it is to be found in his belief

that he could settle these controversies. General Harrison had

become President of the United States by a very large popular

vote. It was, therefore, to be expected that his Administration

would command the confidence of a great majority of the people.

The general voice of the country strongly approved his act in

intrusting to Mr. Webster the care of our foreign relations. It

was quite apparent to Mr. Webster himself that, if he could
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not dispose of these questions, no one could do so. They were

complex in their character, and to this intrinsic difficulty there

had been added the further embarrassment arising from long

and involved negotiations which had advanced none of them

toward a satisfactory conclusion. To attempt their settlement

under such circumstances was to incur a great risk ; a risk that

was not a little enhanced by the tendencies and spirit of the

very eminent statesman who held the seals of the British

Foreign Office at the time when Mr. Webster wxas asked to

take the corresponding position in our Government.

Lord Palmerston had been at the head of the foreign rela

tions of England for a period of ten years. If there was a cer

tain frankness in his diplomacy, there was also a certain tart

ness, especially toward the United States ; a quality that was

perhaps brought into play toward us, by what had long been

considered in England as the aggressive spirit of American poli

ticians. Mr. Webster was well convinced that all these topics,

each involving much controversy, must be handled in a man

ner very different from that in which they had been hitherto

treated; but, as he could not count upon a change of ministry

in England, he had to accept the appointment that was offered

to him, in the prospect that the negotiations must be continued

with a minister who had not manifested a conciliatory temper

toward this country, and whose general tendencies were sup

posed to be warlike. But Mr. Webster's reputation on both

sides of the Atlantic entitled him to believe that any course

which he should recommend to be taken would be received by

the public mind in England with scarcely less attention than it

would be in the United States ; and that, whoever might be the

minister with whom he should have to conduct these contro

versies, it might be in his power so to shape them as to secure,

to his moderate and just views of what was right for both coun

tries, a preponderating weight of British as well as of Ameri

can opinion. In this belief he assumed the duty of settling

these questions, and by their settlement of preventing a war.

As usual, the last session of Congress, previous to the in

coming of a new Administration, was one of no considerable

interest. President Van Buren, in his annual message, dis

cussed the subject of the finances, lauding the Sub-Treasury
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system,1 and condemning the project of a national bank. In

the Senate it was moved to refer this portion of the message to

the Committee on Finance. Mr. Webster asked a postponement

of the subject for two days, and then, on the 16th of December,

made an elaborate exposition of the actual situation of the Treas

ury, showing that a national debt had already been begun.2

Having determined to accept the office of Secretary of State,

and expecting to resign his seat in the Senate before the 4th of

March, Mr. Webster desired that his friends in Massachusetts,

in the choice of his successor, should be unembarrassed by the

relations that had long been known to exist between himself

and a gentleman who was much thought of for the seat. Mr.

John Quincy Adams, after having filled the office of President

of the United States, which he left at the age of sixty-two, had

entered the House of Representatives in 1831, and was still

in public life and still a member of that body. In 1836, an oc

currence had taken place in which Mr. Webster had felt him

self deeply wounded by the course of Mr. Adams toward him.

The result was a coldness between them, which had continued

down to the time when it became possible that many of the

people of Massachusetts might desire that Mr. Adams should

succeed to the seat of Mr. Webster in the Senate. The fol

lowing letter was addressed by Mr. Webster to one of his

personal friends then serving in the Legislature of Massachu

setts :

[TO THE HON. SOLOMON LINCOLN.]

" Washington, January 15, 1841.

" My dear Sir : You are aware of my intention to vacate my seat in

trie Senate, in such season as that it may be filled before the 3d of March.

" As this is generally expected, it is natural that the thoughts of mem

bers of the Legislature should be turned toward the subject of the selec

tion of a successor.

;' With such elections I have never interfered, nor do I intend to inter

fere now, any further than will appear from the sequel of this letter.

" It is obvious that Mr. Adams will be among the candidates, out of

1 This favorite measure of Mr. Van vived at every subsequent session until

Buren's had been introduced at the extra it was finally made a law on the 30th of

session of Congress in the first year of his June, 1 840.

Administration, and passed the Senate, 2 See the " Speech on the State of

but had been laid on the table in the the Finances in 1840," in Mr. Webster's

House of Representatives. It was re- Works, v., 40.
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whom a choice is to be made. Some years ago, as you well know, an

incident occurred which interrupted intercourse betv/een Mr. Adams and

myself for several years, and wounded the feelings of many of my friends

as well as my own. With me that occurrence is overlooked and forgotten.

I bury all remembrance of it under my regard for Mr. Adams's talents,

character, and public services.

"It is the purpose of this letter to express a hope that no friend of

mine will suffer the recollection of it to influence his conduct. Perhaps I

am guilty of presumption, in supposing that my friends might desire this

declaration from me ; but, in that case, it will only be superfluous, not

harmful. Mr. Adams's great knowledge and ability, his experience, and

especially his thorough acquaintance with the foreign relations of the

country, and the zeal which he manifests for the good cause of the coun

try, will undoubtedly make him prominent as a candidate ; and I wish it

to be understood that his election would be personally altogether agree

able to me. I shall write to nobody else, my dear sir, on this subject.

You are at liberty to communicate the substance of this letter whenever

you may think it necessary ; but I do not wish any publicity about it,

nor any use made of it not called for by circumstances.

" I am, dear sir, with true friendship and regard,

" Yours,

" Dan'l Websteb.1

" Mr. Lincoln."

Mr. Webster's letter, resigning his seat, addressed to the

Vice-President, was read in the Senate on the 22d of Febru

ary. The letter having been read, Mr. Wright, of New York,

and Mr. Cuthbert, of Georgia, rose simultaneously. The for

mer, a leading Senator, long politically opposed to Mr. Web

ster, probably intended to pay a compliment, according to the

amenities which generally prevail on such occasions. But the

Yice-President recognized Mr. Cuthbert, who immediately pro

ceeded to say, that, if Mr. Webster had been in his seat, he

should have interrogated him on a subject in which " the

people of the South had a deep and vital interest ; and, in re

lation to which, it had been said that the Senator from Massa

chusetts had undergone some change of opinion. If the Sena

tor from Massachusetts could explain this change of sentiment

satisfactorily, he would stand better and stronger and firmer

with the South,than he did now." It appears that the matter

which Mr. Cuthbert thought proper to bring forward in this

1 The gentleman finally selected as was Mr. Choate. Mr. Adams remained

Mr. Webster's successor in the Senate in the House of Representatives.
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manner related to the opinion said to have been expressed by

Mr. Webster many years previously, that Congress, under its

power to regulate commerce between the several States, could

prohibit the transportation of slaves from one State to another

for sale. This intemperate and foolish attack drew from Mr.

Clay the following rebuke :

" That it was his friend's intention to resign his seat, was a fact which

had for some time been generally known, and had been stated in the jour

nals of the day, and the Senator had been here in his seat till near three

o'clock. He must therefore repeat the expression of his deep, his pro

found regret that, at a moment like this, when every member of the body

could not but feel the great void which had been created by the act which

had just been announced to the Senate, from the absence of that com

manding eloquence, and that unsurpassed logic which had been so long

and so often exerted in support of the rights and the best interests of this

country ; in the midst of this feeling of general regret—for he would do

gentlemen on the other side the justice to believe that, notwithstanding

political differences of sentiment, the feeling was fully participated in by

them—that, at such a moment, the Senator from Georgia should have

deemed it becoming, and a suitable opportunity, to introduce the subject

to which he had just alluded. The day when one of the noblest speci

mens of American eloquence, one of the brightest ornaments of these

halls, of this country, and of our common nature, had retired from his seat

in the Senate, perhaps foreyer, to assume a station of still higher impor

tance, and of still wider influence over the welfare of this land, was cer

tainly not the time that most gentlemen would have selected for the pur

pose of interrogating him as to any sentiments he might at a former time

have uttered. He doubted its propriety at any time. The interrogatories

to be put had no connection with any subject now before the Senate ; and

the practice had never been introduced into our American halls of legisla

tion to put interrogatories to ministers, as was customary in England.

But, if the Senator from Massachusetts had recently intimated any change

of opinion in reference to the subjects to which the member from Georgia

alluded, why should that gentleman doubt his sincerity ? On what sub

ject had he these doubts ? He, standing in his place, could be witness

for his friend from Massachusetts, that, from his first appearance in the

Senate down to this day of his regretted resignation, no sentiment had

ever been advanced by him which was not perfectly catholic, and which

did not regard as much the rights of the South and the great interests of

the West as those of any other portion of the Union ; on the contrary, he

had ever been ready alike to defend and maintain, in the most determined

manner, the rights of every quarter of the country. He had, on all occa

sions, declared it as his sentiment, that the Constitution of the United

States conferred upon Congress no power, directly or indirectly, to touch
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the subject to which he presumed the Senator alluded, certainly not be

yond the limits of the District ; and even within the District, although he

might be of opinion that the mere abstract power did exist, yet he be

lieved as strongly that it would be inexpedient to exercise it. On what

subject, then, did the South want guaranties as to his course in a higher

and more extended sphere of action ? His elevation to that station was an

homage richly due to him for services and talents unreservedly devoted to

the service of the country for twenty or twenty-five years past. And the

present was the first and only proof which he had ever received of the due

estimation of those services by the offer of any office under the Federal

Government ; and he would here publicly express his full and entire con

viction that there was no subject in regard to which the South need in

dulge apprehension in consequence of his elevation.

The following private correspondence between Governor

Kent, of Maine, and Mr. Webster, just previous to the inaugu

ration of President Harrison, exhibits the precise attitude of

the Boundary Question at that time :

[FROM GOVERNOR KENT.]

" Atjgusta, Mb., Februanj 17, 1841.

" Dear Sir : In view of the relation which it is understood you will

sustain to the new Administration, and the position I now occupy, I have

taken the liberty, at this early day, to submit to you, and through you to

the President-elect, some considerations on a subject of great interest and

importance to the United States, and particularly to Maine. I do not in

tend to enter into a discussion of the great questions pending unadjusted

between this country and Great Britain, as you understand them, and, I

am well aware, feel them in all their importance and intricacy. One of

these questions, our great question of boundary, is in a state which re

quires ability, firmness, and prudence, in those who are to manage it.

Maine feels, at this time, peculiarly sensitive and restless under the arro

gant pretensions and hostile movements of our opponents. There will be

a strong and earnest appeal for aid and protection, for direct and imme

diate action on the part of the General Government. The spirit of our

people is getting up, and it will increase in strength, and extend, and will

not be satisfied unless a course of policy is adopted at Washington at

once firm and active. The long delays in negotiations, the wearisome

diplomatic discussions, beginning about nothing, and ending where they

began, have led us in Maine to lessen very much, if not to give up en

tirely, our faith in this mode of adjustment. If it is the design, as I trust

and believe it is, of the new Administration, to enter upon this subject

with a directness of purpose and distinctness of language hitherto un

known, and adopt a new mode of treating the question ; and if it shall be

the wish of the Administration to avoid direct collision pending negotiations.
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and, at the same time, satisfy Maine that the question is in progress

under favorable auspices for us, I am confident no course could be taken

which would do so much to effect these objects as the appointment of a

minister to Englandfrom this State, who shall be qualified, by his knowl

edge, experience, general character, and firmness, to place the question in

such a position as may be desired by his Government and by the State of

Maine. I feel strongly that it will be very difficult, if hot impossible, to

keep our people from direct collision, if some assurance is not given by

the new Administration by its acts that this question is regarded as of the

first importance.' If we are to have a Southern man again in that station,

after so many years of continued occupancy from that section, the feeling

here will be, I fear, that the old course is to be resumed, and a long and

lingering course of diplomatic evasions, change of front, etc., etc., ' point-

no-point * discussions, will once more overcloud the prospect of settlement.

But if, on the other hand, Maine sees that one of her own citizens is sent as

minister, and that a new prospect is opening, I have no doubt that a gen

eral expression of satisfaction and gratification will at once be heard, and

the Administration will gain strength and friends, and its course on the

question be approved and acquiesced in. I am confident that no other

course could be taken which would be so popular in Maine, and tend so

directly to satisfy and quiet the public mind.

" I trust you will pardon my freedom and frankness, when I say that

it seems to me clear that a Northern man should be selected for this mis

sion, and that Maine, before any other. State, if she can present a candidate

qualified, should be gratified. Has she such a man ? I think she has,

and that George Evans is the man. Of his qualifications I need not speak.

He is as well known at Washington as at home. I therefore will say

nothing more on that point. But I do feel that, for the reasons suggested

and only hinted at, his selection would be the most popular and useful in

every respect which can be made. Maine would much regret the loss of

Mr. Evans from the Senate, but would yield him readily if he is to stand

at the post where our interests will require a vigilant, talented, and useful

man. I have no right, however, to say that Maine would be willing to

risk the election of a successor by delay beyond the time of adjournment

of the Legislature. But this will not occur much, if any, before the 1st

of April. With my best wishes for the success of the new Administra

tion, I remain,

" Very respectfully, your most obedient servant,

" Edward Kent.'*

[TO GOVERNOR KENT.]

"Washington, February 23, 1841.

"Dear Sir: Mr. Randall has handed me your letter. The subject of

the Northeastern Boundary will undoubtedly attract the President's atten

tion, among his first duties.
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" You must be aware of three things : 1. That the two Governments

have agreed to settle this question by means of a joint commission, with

an ultimate umpirage.

" 2. That they have agreed that the negotiation of a convention

for the completion of this arrangement shall be conducted in Wash

ington.

" 3. That the basis of such convention is already agreed upon, and that

only some matters of detail remain unsettled.

" In this state of the case, it will be the duty of the new Administration,

doubtless, to hasten the steps of the parties in concluding the convention,

as far as may be, consistently with propriety ; but I do not see what else is

to be done, unless we say at once we will break off the negotiations and

resort to force—a step, I am sure, for which the country is not pre

pared.

u It is to be recollected that Maine, constantly declining compromise,

has insisted unwaveringly on the ascertainment of the absolute right of

the case. To comply in this respect with what she has so strongly per

sisted in, the arrangement now in progress was entered into, as being obvi

ously the only mode of ascertaining that right, and as being also in strict

compliance with the stipulations in the Treaty of Ghent. Under these

circumstances it seems reasonable that nothing but unpardonable delay on

the other side should induce the Government of the United States to take

any measures except such as may be calculated to accelerate the comple

tion of the convention.

" I should be very sorry, and I am sure the President and the whole

Administration would be sorry, to see any new excitement getting up on

this delicate subject. You are aware that nothing can be more dangerous

than popular excitement without a definite as well as a just object. As

things now stand, excitement can have no effect but to create counter-

excitement, and probably delay still further the object of all parties, that

is, a pacific and immediate adjustment of the controversy.

"I beg you to understand that this letter is written as a private letter,

without conversation with any person whatever.

" The suggestion in your letter which relates to a distinguished public

man and friend of ours shall be respectfully communicated to the Presi

dent in due time.

" I have the honor to be,

" With great regard,

" Your obedient servant,

"Dan'l Websteb.

" His Excellency Governor Kent."

Mr. Webster entered upon the duties of the Department of

State on the 4th of March, 1841, at a moment when the feeling

in England, caused by the arrest of McLeod, was not unlikely
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to produce an immediate declaration of war.1 It is not at all

improbable that the fact, known in Europe in the early part of

the winter, that Mr. Webster was soon to be at the head of our

foreign relations, caused the British Government to be less pre

cipitate than they might otherwise have been. But, as it was,

preparations were made to meet the event of McLeod's convic

tion. The following private letters from General Cass, then

our minister at Paris, described a state of things on the other

side of the Atlantic, of which Mr. "Webster was also well in

formed from other sources.

[from: general cass.]

(Private and confidential.)

"Paris, March 5, 1841.

" Dear Sir : The last arrivals from the United States lead to the

belief that you will be the Secretary of State under the new Administra

tion ; under this presumption I write to you, and, even if it is not so, my

letter can do no harm. It will still be in good hands.

UI suppose you are aware of the instructions given by the British

ministry to their minister at Washington. The subject is no secret here,

and was freely spoken of to me by one who knew. If McLeod is exe

cuted, the minister is to leave the United States. It is the casus belli.

But any sentence short of this is not to lead to this result.

"The immediate occasion of my writing to you, at this moment, is as

follows : A person with good means of information called upon me this

morning, and told me that orders had been given to a large portion of the

British fleet in the Mediterranean, to rendezvous gradually at Gibraltar,

with the view of sending them from there to Halifax. That unusual

energy was displayed in the navy yards, and that fourteen steam-frigates

would be ready to be upon the coasts of the United States, if necessary, in

the month of June, and that the first stroke would be at New York.

That all this is finally determined, I do not believe, but that the general out

line is correct I doubt not. My informant had good means of information.

1 Extract from a private letter to Mr. interfere with this principle. I hope,

Webster, written by Mr. E. Yernon Har- however, Mr. McLeod will prove not to

court, under date of March 12, 1841: have been at the destruction of the Caro-

" As to McLeod's case, I assure you there line.

is in this country but one feeling on the " Your friend who was so kind to

subject among all parties and all ranks, me and my brother, at Niagara (General

that, if he should be condemned, it would Porter), told us he thought that act not

be such an outrage on international jus- strictly justifiable, but that if he had been

tice, that we must throw away the scab- one of the British he would have done it

bard at once. Other nations can only himself. He also said he was satisfied

deal with you as the country, and no that no living being was on board when

State rights (as among yourselves) can she was set on fire."
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" Of one thing I am sure, there is a bad feeling against us in England,

and this feeling is daily and manifestly augmenting. It is . not to be mis

understood among the many English who are at Paris, and, the sooner you

are prepared for the consequences at home, the wiser you will be. The

next war upon the ocean is to see greater changes than have occurred in

naval operations since the invention of gunpowder. The events upon the

Syrian coast have opened al] eyes here to the surpassing effects of steam.

What is to prevent a fleet of steam-frigates from being, as it were, its own

messenger, and entering at once into the harbor of New York ? I shall not

speculate upon the consequences, because you can estimate them better

than I can. But I cannot but recommend that every exertion be used to

create without delay a steam marine. You want heavy floating batteries

in your harbors. Practical men are losing their confidence in permanent

fortifications before this new enemy. These- heavy pieces, carrying balls

weighing from sixty to one hundred pounds, throw their missiles with a

force and precision which stone and mortar cannot withstand, and they

move so rapidly that they- are soon beyond the reach of stationary forti

fications. I will not bore you any more at this moment, but trust that my

motives will furnish my excuse for troubling you.

" I am, dear sir, with great regard, truly yours,

"Lew. Cass.

" Hon. D. Webster."

[from GENERAL CASS.]

(Private and confidential.)

" Paris, March 15, 1841.

* " Dear Sir : I wrote you by the last steam-packet, communicating to

you some information I had received respecting the designs of the British

Government. Since then the state of our affairs with England has at

tracted the attention of Europe, and considerable anxiety prevails upon

the subject. I saw the King four times last week, and each time he was

very desirous of knowing what would be the result, and last evening I

had a long conversation with him, when he entered fully into the whole

affair. He deprecates war, and has shown the greatest wisdom and firm

ness in the support of peace. But he fears that France could not long be

kept out of the contest, were the United States and England once engaged.

First, because there is everywhere here a deep-rooted aversion to England ;

and, secondly, because a naval warfare would soon quiet some of those

pretensions which England arrogates to herself upon the ocean. I doubt

not that Mr. Stevenson keeps you well informed of every thing over the

Channel. But the English public feeling is as easily ascertained here as in

London, for there are many thousands of English who have established

their residence here. It is a remarkable fact, that I have met but one who

was not perfectly satisfied of the propriety of the attack upon the Caro
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line, and as to the boundary, they take it upon trust, and seem to suppose

the contested territory as clearly theirs as Middlesex. We must not shut

our eyes to the fact that a war with us would meet with almost universal

support in England. One of the bitterest articles against us has just ap

peared in the Sun, a radical journal heretofore very friendly. The fact is,

the English are the most credulous people upon the face of the earth in all

that concerns their own wishes or pretensions. They are always right and

everybody else wrong. But, if we have war, they will fight bitterly. They

will unite and put forth all their strength, and, although this consideration

ought not to induce us to give way to arrogance or unjust pretensions, it

ought to stimulate us to make immediate, I may almost say immense,

preparations. Bend all your efforts to steam. Equip all the steam-vessels

you can. Establish the most powerful steam-batteries in the exposed

ports, and especially in New York. If you depend on stone walls and

fixed fortifications to keep steam-vessels out of your harbors, you will, in

the hour of trial, be disappointed. This is now the universal sentiment here.

" I am, dear sir, with much regard, truly yours,

" Lew. Cass.

"Hon. D. Webster."

The attitude on our side, at the close of Mr. Yan Buren's

presidency, was not less warlike. On the 13th of February a

report had been made in the House of Representatives by

their Committee on Foreign Affairs, upon the correspondence

between Mr. Fox and Mr. Forsyth, as it then stood. This

report was in a very hostile tone, and it was only by pro

curing a reference of the question of the expediency of arming

the country to the Committee on Military Affairs, that the

session of Congress terminated without a declaration of war.

On the 10th of March, immediately after the new Administra

tion had come in, Mr. Fox addressed to Mr. Webster a formal

demand for the release of McLeod, upon the ground that " the

destruction of the Caroline was a transaction of a public char

acter, planned and executed by persons duly authorized by the

colonial government to take such measures as might be necessary

for protecting the property and lives of her majesty's subjects,

and, being therefore an act of public duty, they cannot be held

responsible to the laws and tribunals of any foreign country."

Here, then, was devolved at once upon Mr. Webster, on

assuming the office of Secretary of State, a duty of the most

delicate and difficult nature. Both parties were in the wrong

in reference to the respective branches of this complex affair,
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and it required the power and the authority of Mr. Webster to

state the whole case to the intelligence of the world, in such a

manner as to showT the true conclusions of the public law upon

its several features. The first thing that he did was to instruct

the Attorney-General of the United States, on the 15th of

March, to proceed to Lockport, or wherever else the trial of

McLeod might be holden, for the purpose of communicating

with the counsel engaged for the defence, and in order to fur

nish authentic evidence that the destruction of the Caroline

had been avowed by the British Government as an act of public

force, done by national authority. In these instructions he said :

" There is, therefore, now an authentic declaration on the part of the

British Government, that the attack on the ' Caroline' was an act of public

force, done by military men under the orders of their superiors, and is rec

ognized as such by the Queen's Government. The importance of this

declaration is not to be doubted, and the President is of opinion that it

calls upon him for the performance of a high duty. That an individual

forming part of a public force, and acting under the authority of his Gov

ernment, is not to be answerable as a private trespasser or malefactor, is a

principle of public law sanctioned by the usages of all civilized nations,

and which the Government of the United States has no inclination to dis

pute. This has no connection whatever with the question, whether, in

this case,*fche attack on the 'Caroline' was, as the British Government

thinks it, a justifiable employment of force for the purpose of defending

the British territory from unprovoked attack, or whether it was a most

unjustifiable invasion, in time of peace, of the territory of the United

States, as this Government has regarded it. The two questions are essen

tially distinct and different ; and, while acknowledging that an individual

may claim immunity from the consequences of acts done by him, by

showing that he acted under national authority, this Government is not to

be understood as changing the opinions which it has heretofore expressed

in regard to the real nature of the transaction which resulted in the

destruction of the ' Caroline.' That subject it is not necessary, for any

purpose connected with this communication, now to discuss. The views

of the Government in relation to it are known to that of England, and we

are expecting the answer of that Government to the communication which

has been made to it.

" All that is intended to be said at present is, that since the attack on

the ' Caroline' is avowed as a national act, which may justify reprisals, or

even general war, if the Government of the United States, in the judgment

which it shall form of the transaction and of its own duty, should see fit

so to decide, yet that it raises a question entirely public and political—a

question between independent nations—and that individuals concerned in

44
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It cannot be arrested and tried before trie ordinary tribunals, as for the

violation of municipal law. If the attack on the ' Caroline' v/as unjusti

fiable, as this Government has asserted, the law which has been violated

is the law of nations ; and the redress which is to be sought is the redress

authorized, in such cases, by the provisions of that code.

" You are well aware that the President has no power to arrest the

proceeding in the civil and criminal courts of the State of New York. If

this indictment were pending in one of the courts of the United States, I

am directed to say that the President, upon the receipt of Mr. Fox's last

communication, would have immediately directed a nolle prosequi to be

entered.

" Whether, in this case, the Governor of New York have that power,

or, if he have, whether he would feel it his duty to exercise it, are points

upon which we are not informed.1

" It is understood that McLeod is holden also on a civil process, sued

out against him by the owner of the ' Caroline.' We suppose it very clear

that the Executive of the State cannot interfere with such process ; and,

indeed, were such process pending in the courts of the United States, the

President could not arrest it. In such and many analogous cases, the

party prosecuted, or sued, must avail himself of his exemption or defence

by judicial proceedings, either in the court into which he is called, or in

some other court. But, whether the process be criminal or civil, the fact

of having acted under public authority, and in obedience to the orders of

lawful superiors, must be regarded as a valid defence; otherwise indi

viduals would be hoiden responsible for injuries resulting from the acts of

Government, and even from the operations of public war.

" You will be furnished with a copy of this instruction, for the use of

the Executive of New York and the Attorney-General of that State. You

will carry with you, also, authentic evidence of the recognition by the

British Government of the destruction of the 'Caroline' as an act of

public force, done by national authority.

1 The following letter from Mr. Seward, misapprehension on his part. I have neithei

thp rTnvPrnnr of NW York to Mr Wph expressed nor entertained the disposition to
the uovemor 01 in ew 1 oik, to Mr. w eo- direct a nolle prosequi in tlie case of the prig.

ster, afterward made known the fact that 0ner. On the contrary, the consideration of

a nolle prosequi was not to be entered : the subject and the formation of my opinion

in relation to it were reserved until the au-

Tfrom me seward 1 thentic information now communicated by

Mr. Crittenden should he received. That
«• Albany, March 22, 1341. gentleman is fully possessed of my views.

"My dear Sir: I have just received your They have been communicated to him with

letter of the 17th instant, in which you say the frankness which the occasion demands,

that the President has learned, not directly, and which it is peculiarly important should

but by. means of a letter from a friend, that I exist, in regard to the matter in question, be-

had expressed a, disposition to enter a nolle tween the authorities of this State and those

prosequi in the case of the indictment against at Washington.

Alexander McLeod, on being informed by the "Mr. Crittenden will, I doubt not, do full

Federal Government that the Government of justice to the desire • entertained on my part

Great Britain had officially avowed the attack to act in harmony with and in proper defer-

on the ' Caroline1 as an act done by its own ence to the opinions of the President,

authority. "lam,

" Although suffering much from ill health, " With highest respect,

I avail myself of the first moment to request " Your obedient servant,

you to state to the President that, whoever " William H. Seward.

his correspondent may be, there is an entire " The Honorable Daniel Webster."
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"The President is impressed with the propriety of transferring the

trial from the scene of the principal excitement to some other and distant

county. You will take care that this be suggested to the prisoner's

counsel. The President is gratified to learn that the Governor of New

York has already directed that the trial take place before the Chief Justice

of the State.

" Having consulted with the Governor, you will proceed to Lockport,

or wherever else the trial may be holden, and furnish the prisoner's counsel

with the evidence, of which you will be in possession, material to his de

fence. You will see that he have skilful and eminent counsel, if such be

not already retained ; and, although you are not desired to act as counsel

yourself, you will cause it to be signified to him, and to the gentleman

who may conduct his defence, that it is the wish of this Government that,

in case his defence be overruled by the court in which he shall be tried,

proper steps be taken immediately for removing the cause, by writ of

error, to the Supreme Court of the United States.

"The President hopes you will use such dispatch as to make your

arrival at the place of trial sure before the trial comes on ; and he trusts

you will keep him informed of whatever occurs, by means of a correspond

ence through this Department."

This proceeding having taken place under President Har

rison, the principle that McLeod was personally irresponsible

received, of course, his full sanction, as it was stated in Mr.

Webster's instruction to Mr. Crittenden. But, before any thing

further occurred, General Harrison died suddenly on the 5th of

April.1 What might be the disposition of his successor on this

and on other subjects was wholly uncertain. Mr. Tyler had been

1 As General Harrison's was the first Mr. Webster's kindness and attention

death of a President in office, it devolved to the afflicted family of General Harri-

upon Mr. Webster to settle the forms to son were thus acknowledged by his pri-

be observed on such occasions. The vate secretary :

event was announced to the country

officially, by a document signed by the 1>R0M ™lonel chambers.]

members of the Cabinet. A special " Saturday Morning, April 10, i84i.

messenger (Mr. Fletcher Webster, Chief "My dear Sir: The family of our deceased

Clerk of the Department of State) was friend request me to express to you their deep

«pnt to mnlrp it known tn thf> Vicp- sense of obligation for your unremitted kind-
sent # to mate it Known to me v ice- negg toward th and their gratitUde for

President, and to request his presence y0ur strong expressions of estimation and

in Washington. This communication respect for the memory of their deceased

was also signed by the heads of the Head. His personal friends need only say

V-n °j. j.j r\ a.i • i i? they will ever feel honored by being permit-

several Departments. On the arrival of ted to oear tne Bame relations toward you.

Mr. Tyler at Washington, the form of "Mrs. Harrison's little sons are both in-

the Vice-President's oath as President disposed this morning, and the family will he

i 1.4.T a a •+ r. a + ? nA +~ reluctantly detained m the city till Monday,
was also settled ; and it was determined to and wiU be glad t0 see you this mornmgi ^

be the intent of the Constitution that the at any time more convenient to you in the

Vice-President should become President course of the day

of the United States, in name and desig- Most truly F?™:

nation, as well as in power and authority. "Hon. D. Webster.'

John Chambers.
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chosen Vice-President, with very little knowledge respecting

his personal qualities on the part of those who elected him, or

of those who placed him in nomination for the office. He had

been a Senator from the State of Virginia, but he was little

known to the nation, or to the public men who led the great

party which had now assumed the conduct of affairs, and had

just entered upon the duties of administration. But, on his

arrival at the seat of government, the new President requested

the members of General Harrison's Cabinet to remain in office,

and he at once manifested toward Mr. Webster his entire con

fidence, which was never withdrawn while their official rela

tions continued.

As soon as the change in the executive head of the Govern

ment would permit, Mr. Webster, on the 24th of April, ad

dressed to Mr. Fox his answer to the demand for the release of

McLeod. It was his purpose, by this dispatch, to arrest the

drifting tendency of the two nations toward a war. He there

fore stated, with equal fairness and force, in what respect each

was in the wrong. In dealing with the case of McLeod, while

he admitted the principle that an individual cannot be held

personally responsible, as for a private offence, on account of

any thing avowed by his government to be its own act, he said

that this defence, entirely available as an answer to the indict

ment, must be offered at the trial; for, according to established

principles alike recognized in England and in the United

States, persons confined under judicial process can be released

from that condition only by judicial process. At the same

time, he informs Mr. Fox of the steps which the Executive

Government of the United States had deemed it to be its duty

to take, by affording to the prisoner the authentic evidence

that his own Government assumed the responsibility of what

had been done in the attack on the Caroline ; and that, in the

opinion of the Government of the United States, this avowal,

by the well-settled principles of public law, protected him from

personal liability. The immediate responsibility for the result

was thus placed—where it belonged—upon the authorities of

the State of New York. Mr. Webster then took up the attack

upon the Caroline, and laid it down as a clear deduction from

the law of nations^ that there had been a violation of our ter
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ritory, which remained either to be excused or to be redressed.

He concluded his letter with an impressive admonition to all

in authority o*n both sides of the Atlantic.

" The President instructs the undersigned to say, in conclusion, that

he confidently trusts that this and all other questions of difference be

tween the two Governments will be treated by both in the full exercise of

such a spirit of candor, justice, and mutual respect, as shall giye assurance

of the long continuance of peace between the two countries." 1

The attitude, however, in which the case of McLeod was

necessarily left, gave Mr. Webster great anxiety. The nation

was responsible, through the Government of the United States,

for the manner in which the prisoner might be dealt with by

the authorities of 'New York ; and there was then no statute

under which the case could be transferred to the Federal

courts. The trial of McLeod was expected to take place in

May ; but, in the course of that month, he was taken down to

the city of ISTew York in the custody of the sheriff of Niagara

County, and was there brought before the Supreme Court of

the State on a writ of habeas corpus, pending which the

court made an order, placing him in the custody of the sheriff

of the county of IsTew York. His counsel claimed his dis

charge on the grounds set forth in Mr. Webster's instructions

to the Attorney-General of the United States ; but, after a full

argument on both sides of the question, the court, in July,

refused to discharge him, and the trial was then appointed to

take place at Utica, in the month of October.2

In the mean time, occurrences, both at home and abroad,

rendered this summer a period of great embarrassment for the

Secretary of State. President Harrison had found, on his

accession to office, that it would be nearly impossible to carry

on the business of the country without summoning Congress

in an extra session. He had issued his proclamation, appoint

ing the 31st of May for the meeting of Congress. The Whig

1 Works, vi., 247-269. that case, is not a respectable opinion,

2 The decision of the court was ren- either on account of the result at which

dered in July. Mr. Webster afterward it arrives, or the reasoning on which ii

said of it, in the Senate, in 1846 : " On proceeds." The opinion was equally

the peril and at the risk of my profes- disapproved of by Chancellor Kent and

sional reputation, I now say that the Chief-Justice Spencer, as well as by many

opinion of the court of Xew York, in other eminent jurists.
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members, flushed with their success in the presidential elec

tion, yet dispirited by the death of the late President, came

together in doubt whether his successor would concur in some

of the measures which were held to constitute the policy

affirmed by the recent political victory.1 Among these meas

ures, it was almost universally considered by the Whigs that a

national bank was first and foremost. Mr. Tyler, however,

had always held with those who denied the power of Congress

to create a national bank ; and he had, as a Senator, recorded

his vote against such legislation. His opinions on this subject,

though never concealed, were disregarded by the Whigs who

placed him in nomination for the office of Vice-President.

Here, then, was the point which was to separate Mr. Tyler

from the great party whose candidate he had been, and whose

votes had placed him in the position from which he was

necessarily elevated to the chief executive office on the occur

rence of a vacancy.

Mr, Webster, at an early period of his intercourse with

President Tyler, discovered that the question of a bank was

certain to give the latter great uneasiness ; and, by a mutual

understanding, the subject was scarcely alluded to between

them. Still Mr. Webster entertained the hope that the Presi

dent would finally be brought to act in harmony with the

majority of Congress on this subject, and that his personal

scruples would be waived, as Mr„ Madison's had been before

him. But, having taken the office of Secretary of State for

the purpose of settling certain long-pending difficulties in

our foreign relations, Mr. Webster came very soon, I think,

to a resolution that he would not allow these weighty affairs

to miscarry or imperil his influence with Mr. Tyler in regard

to the foreign concerns of the nation, by attempting to force

him, on a subject of domestic policy, to sacrifice or change his

opinions respecting a constitutional question. He had not

only placed the case of McLeod in the position which has been

described, and arranged the steps which would have to be

taken in case of his conviction, but he had also, before the

meeting of Congress, through a private channel, caused it to be

intimated to the British Government that a shorter way than

1 The Whig majority in the Senate was about six, and in the House about thirty.
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exploration and arbitration might be found for tlie settle

ment of the Boundary Question, if that Government should

choose to embrace it. The idea of settling this dispute by

a conventional line, and by an exchange of territory, was sug

gested by him privately to members of the English ministry

before he had been in ofhce three months.1 He could not

indeed know, at this time, how such a plan would be re

ceived ; but he meant to pursue it steadily, and he did not

mean to sacrifice the prospects of peace with England to the

party objects of our domestic conflicts. He meant that this

Boundary Question should be set at rest.

Many anxious days, however, were before him. A collision

between the President and the Whigs was soon to bring on a

crisis that was to involve Mr. Webster himself in a great em

barrassment.

On the 28th of July a bill for a bank, which had passed

both Houses of Congress, was sent to the President. Writing

the next day to Mr. Everett, in Europe, Mr. Webster said :

" Whether the President will approve it is a question I hardly

dare ask myself. If he should not, I know not what will be

come of our Administration." The President did not approve

it, but returned it with his objections, announcing himself as

conscientiously opposed on constitutional grounds to the crea

tion of such a bank as that provided for in the bill, namely,

one with power to establish offices of discount and deposit in

the several States, with or without their consent. This occurred

on the 16th of August.

Mr. Webster desired as' much as any one the establishment

of some fiscal agency capable of transacting the business of the

Government and of affording aid in the exchanges of the

country. But it was his firm conviction that a collision be

tween the leading Whigs and the President would hazard the

creation of a bank of any kind.2 The following letters, ad-

1 See his confidential letter of May granted that ive have learned exactly what

11 1841 to Mr "F D Oav an AmPriVari can be done, and all that can be done; and
1 1, i8*i, to mi. i . o. uray, an American haye acted accorditlgly ? If he wisiies to as-

gentleman then m London, one of his Bist ... in breaking up the Administration,

intimate friends. — (Correspondence, ii. and in getting Ao bank, he acted wisely to

IQ2 ) *hat end.
••{«, hk. ketch™, marked private^ ^^TSorfl To £& -Thallfonldlo^

" I see that our friend King will continue good. My only purpose is to express the

to advise us to go ashore, all standing, and pain—the deep pain—with which I notice his

be drowned together. I must say his course remarks,

^uile surprises me. Might he not take it for "After all, my opinion is. that we shall
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dressed by him to a friend in. New York, fully explain the his

tory of the bank difficulty, and the situation of affairs down to

the time of Mr. Tyler's first " veto." They were written in

order that there might be a record of his opinions on this whole

subject.

[to mk. ketchum.]

"Washington, July 16, 1841.

" My dear Sir : I am quite willing to answer your questions, and give

you my opinions fully on the bank subject. Without replying to your

inquiries in their order, the object of the whole of them may be met by

some general remarks.

" No man can entertain a doubt that the late Administration was over

thrown, chiefly, by a feeling of opposition to its policy in regard to finance

and currency. Other causes cooperated; but this must be admitted to

have been by far the most general and the most powerful. It is quite

clear, therefore, that a thorough change of this policy is demanded by the

people of the present Government, and that, if this end be not attained,

the greatest purpose of the revolution will be defeated. All this is obvi

ous enough.

"It is true also that, among those who sought by a change of counsels

to effect a salutary change in respect to finance and currency, a great

majority entertained the opinion that the agency of a bank was indispen

sable. But this sentiment was not unanimous. Many of the Southern

opposers of the policy of General Jackson and Mr. Van Buren were not

bank men. Your memory will immediately supply you with a long list

of persons of this class in that quarter of the country ; and though senti

ment was more united in the North, yet even there exceptions existed.

The distinguished Whig Senator from your own State had, even after

coming to the Senate, maintained the unconstitutionality of all bank

charters under this Government. The failure of the deposit system in

1837 probably increased the number of the friends of a bank ; but still

there remained many individuals who, if convinced of the expediency,

did not, nevertheless, admit the constitutional power to establish such an

institution.

" Under these circumstances, the Whig Convention met at Harrisburg,

in December, 1839, and nominated General Harrison and Mr. Tyler as can

didates for President and Vice-President. The opinions of these gentle-

have a bank essentially on Mr. Swing's plan,, There are, doubtless, many persons in

and I fully believe it will be abetter bank than New York connected with State institutions,

we ever have had. I do not mean that the who, whatever they say, would not be very

coercive branches would not be useful ; but sorry if there were to be no national bank.

I do mean, that, taking the bank as a whole, These persons' designs are not concealed so

it will work better than its predecessors, deep as they think.

Such is my opinion. I may be wrong, but in " As ever,

one point I can hardly be mistaken—we shall " Yours,

have some such bank or none at all. " B. W."
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men were generally known on all political subjects, and those of the latter

.gentleman, especially, on the bank, were as well known as the sentiments

of any public man on any subject whatever. From 1819 to the day of

the nomination, those sentiments had been expressed and repeated in all

forms, both in and out of Congress. The convention nominated both these

gentlemen without asking or receiving pledges, and solely on the ground

of their known characters and opinions ; and on this ground the canvass

was commenced and carried on. In the course of it, opinions were fre

quently called for, and expressed, especially by General Harrison. Now,

without going into particulars, a fair account of General Harrison's opin

ions is, that with strong leanings against a Bank of the United States,

yet, if it should be found necessary, in order to carry on the Government

successfully, he would sanction it. And for the same reason he would

consent to give to the bank such powers, and no others, as should oefound

to oe indispensably necessary. This is the general doctrine of his speech

at Dayton, and is in consonance with opinions expressed by him on other

occasions. He will thus be seen to have placed the constitutional power

of Congress to establish a bank upon that clause of the Constitution which

authorizes it to pass all laws necessary and proper for carrying the powers

of Government into effect. This was General Harrison's ground, and on

this ground we fought the battle for him. We elected him, we saw him

inaugurated, we saw him surround himself with a Cabinet, and enter upon

his high duties, but death terminated his career, at the end oi the first

month of his administration.

u The executive power devolved on the Vice-President. He repaired to

"Washington, found an extra session of Congress already summoned, and

requested the continued services of those heads of departments who had

been appointed by General Harrison.

" Now, what was it the duty of these gentlemen to do ?—I do not propose

to answer this question, for several reasons. But I leave it for your own

reflections, and I repeat it, what were they to do t On the bank question,

that is, on the extent of the constitutional power of Congress, they differed

from the President, and it may readily be supposed that, where there was

mutual respect and confidence, all practicable means of approximation and

agreement were honestly and candidly exerted. Nor can it be at all

doubted that the President, from deference to the sentiments of the people,

who had elected General Harrison, would, as far as possible, forbear from

disturbing any thing settled by him, and also that he would to the extent

of his power, and within the limits of his conscience, do every thing to

fulfil those public hopes which his election had inspired. But he, too,

had been elected to the second office, by the people, with well-known

opinions on this great constitutional matter, any modification of which

must be left to his own reflections and his own conscience. The power of

approving or disapproving acts of Congress is a power belonging to the

President alone. He may advise with his Cabinet, but the entire responsi

bility of the final decision rests with him.
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"But the position of the President, in regard to the bank question,

was not the only difficulty. Important Whig members, in both branches

of the Legislature, stood in the same relation to this question as the Presi

dent. I need not name particular gentlemen ; but there was good reason

to belieye, from the first, that a bank charter, without some essential alter

ations from the old forms, would not even get through Congress.

" Under these circumstances the Secretary of the Treasury was called

on for his plan for a bank, and two sets of opinions exist as to the manner

in which he ought to have executed his duty.

" First, there are those who think that, regardless of any other opinions,

or of the probability or improbability of its final passage into a law, the

Secretary ought to have reported a bill of the strongest character, giving

the bank all the powers of former charters ; that he ought to have done

this merely by virtue of his own office, and in the exercise of his own proper

powers.

" But there were others who were of a different opinion. They wished

to avoid the incongruity and unseemliness of that which happened in

General Jackson's time, when the Secretary of the Treasury recommended

a bank, and the President vetoed the bill ! They regarded it as all-

important that the Whigs should agree beforehand upon some measure

which they could carry by their own strength, and not by their own dis

sensions throw themselves and the country into the power of the opposi

tion. They knew to what extent the declared sentiments of the President

had gone ; they knew the opinions of certain Whig members of Congress,

especially in the Senate, whose votes could not be spared ; they felt that

both the good of the country and the preservation of the Whig party

required thai something should be done; and they had the fullest conviction,

which every succeeding day has strengthened, that if the Whigs, in and

out of Congress, would support the plan as it came from the Treasury,

with some alterations which all agreed to, the great object in view would

be fully accomplished. And they thought, finally, that, in the present

most important and critical state of affairs, the true posture of opinion,

as well as the true state of things, ought to be made known to the people,

that they might not, on the one hand, be carried away by imaginary fears,

nor, on the other, deluded by false hopes.

u The main difference, between the plan of the Secretary and that plan

which has been struggling for three weeks in the Senate, consists in this :

the Secretary's plan gives the bank power to establish offices of discount

in the States, with the consent of the States ; the Senate bill authorizes it

to exercise that power, without the consent of the States. This is the differ

ence.

" You know very well my own opinion of the constitutional power of

Congress in this particular; and, believing the power a useful one, if all

others thought like me, the bill would contain it. But is this power ab

solutely essential ? Is its insertion matter of necessity ? Is any great and

important constitutional principle surrendered by its omission? Is the
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existence of the power so clear that no respect is due to him that doubts ?

Will the bill be good for nothing without this power ? And, if we cannot

get a bill containing it, is it better that we should have no bank ? What

is this power of discount ? How' far is it, of itself, a national matter ?

How far is it connected with the power and duty of collecting and dis

bursing revenue, or with the duty of regulating commerce between the

several States and with foreign nations ? These are questions which press

upon us, and ought to be conscientiously considered. I commend them,

my dear sir, to your earnest attention, and may trouble you with my own

thoughts upon some of them, in another letter.

" I am, with regard, yours,

" D. Webster."

[TO MR. KETCHUM.]

" Washington, July IT, 1841.

" My dear Sir : The power of Congress to establish a bank rests on

two propositions :

"1. That a bank is a necessary and proper agent, in the collection

and disbursement of revenue.

" 2. That it is a proper and useful means of regulating commerce

between the several States, and with foreign nations, by furnishing cur

rency and exchange.

" There is no other lawful object for a bank, because the constitutional

power extends to no other object. Kevenue and commercial regulation

comprise the whole power. A constitutional bank, then, must be limited

to these purposes.

"For revenue a bank is necessary: 1. For the safe-keeping of the

public money ; 2. For its cheap transmission from place to place ; 3. For

furnishing a convenient circulating paper medium, equivalent to specie,

and which shall be of equal and uniform value, in every part of the

country, and which may safely be made receivable in debts and dues to

Government.

u These are the uses of a bank, as connected with the operations of the

Government itself, and, I conceive, no others. And only one of these is pro

videdfor in Mr-. Ewinfs Mil.1

" To the general commerce of the country a bank is useful, and in my

opinion indispensable, in three respects :

" 1. By dealing, on a considerable capital, in domestic exchanges, it

keeps these exchanges steady and at low rates. Our experience has suffi

ciently shown the incalculable value of a well-conducted national institu

tion in this respect.

" 2. By issuing paper, or notes, for general currency and circulation,

having a national stamp, and therefore everywhere of equal value, most

essentially benefits the currency of the country.

1 This refers to the bill prepared by Mr. Ewing as Secretary of the Treasury.
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" 3. By repressing, through the gentle and quiet means of its own cir

culation in our business, the issue of local institutions, it tends to secure

the whole mass of circulating paper against excess.

"Now, Mr. Ewing's bill gives the power of dealing in exchanges,

without limit, and it gives also the power of issuing paper for circulation.

In what, then, is it wanting '? It wants the power of local discount, or the

loaning on local notes, without the consent of the States, and the omission

of this power is said to be a surrender of a great principle. Let us ex

amine this. The bank can buy and sell exchange, and it can issue its own

notes for currency. It may deal in exchanges to the amount of many

millions a year, as the late bank most usefully did ; it may receive deposits

at its agencies as well as at the bank itself, and it may issue its own notes,

for deposits, for specie received, and for any of its own debts. But it

cannot make a local loan. It cannot establish a branch in Wall Street, and

there loan money on a note given by one Wall Street merchant to another

Wall Street merchant ; and, because this power is denied, it is said a great

constitutional question is ignominiously surrendered !

" That this may be a useful power (most useful to the people and to

the State) I fully believe, but is no respect due to that intellect which

cannot perceive how this power of local lending is a national power, or

how it is connected with the duties of Congress? Suppose Congress were

to establish a bank with no other powTer but this, viz., a power to

establish an office in the States, and to loan money on notes, given by one

citizen of the State to another, would anybody say that the creation of

such a bank was within the authority of Congress ? Certainly not. If

the same power, then, be inserted among other powers, which are consti

tutional, does this power itself thereby cease to be unconstitutional ? I do

not mean to say that these questions cannot be answered by those who

seem in such hot haste to ride rough-shod over the supposed opinions

of the President ; but I say that they require clear reasoning, the cue

of distinct ideas and fair exposition ; and that they are not to be

disposed of by a contemptuous sneer. And so, I think, the people will

decide.

"It is now admitted that the power of creating local corporations,

both for the purpose of loaning money and circulating bills, does belong

to the States. The States, in fact, exercise this power, and many of them

derive a great part of their revenue from it. In the Eastern States, for

example, bank capital is taxed. This capital is employed mostly in these

very local loans. To put five millions of untaxed capital into Boston, there

to be used in these local loans, diminishes by so much the capital on

which the State of Massachusetts levies her tax, and to that extent

directly affects her public revenue; this does not prove that the power

does not exist, I admit ; but it shows that there are considerations con

nected with the subject, which wise and moderate men ought to respect.

I will not conceal my opinion that the power may be defended on the

ground of its being necessary to the efficient execution of the othei
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powers ; but I could never put it on any other ground than that, and

have always been aware that strict interpreters of the Constitution insist

that this mode of reasoning is dangerous, as it attaches one incidental

power, raised by argument, to another incidental power, previously raised

by argument, and may thus run on indefinitely, till it draws along all

sorts of powers in its train. My own opinion is, however, that whatever

is necessary', must be taken to be granted. And this brings us back at

once to General Harrison's ground, and calls upon us to decide whether

this is necessary: Now, there are those who think it is not, and therefore

think that its exercise cannot be justified. Or, if it be, that objections

from the States, or. many of them, are not to be expected ; and, therefore,

that the difficulty may in that way be avoided. On this last point, the

probability of the States objecting or not objecting, I know nothing which

can enlighten your own opinion, but for myself, notwithstanding I foresee

some embarrassments, I fully believe that, if the Whig party chose to take

up the matter energetically, they can carry it through, and put the bank

into successful operation in a few months. . But while they continue to

differ and to discuss their differences, while some adhere to what they call

(erroneously, I think) principle, and others exert themselves, but are obliged

to exert themselves without the aid of their brethren, for what they think

practicable and attainable, while one says he is of Paul, and another that he

is of Apollos, not only does time run by, leaving nothing done, but a wily

and reckless adversary is heading in upon our ranks and is very likely to

be able to thwart every thing. Union, decision, and energy, are all indis

pensable. But union is first. If we will but unite, we can form decisive

purposes and summon up our energies. But how can we rally one set of

friends against another set of friends ? Of what use are decision and energy

in our own family differences ? My dear sir, there is but one path out of this

labyrinth. There is but one remedy for the urgent necessities of the country,

but one hope of the salvation of the Whig party—it is union, immediate

union. Let us try such a bank as we can agree upon and can establish.

If it fails for want of any particular power, then the necessity for such power

will have been ascertained and proved, and Congress will meet again in

the winter, with power to revise their own work. The season is advancing

and the weather is hot—but nothing, nothing should induce Congress to

rise, leaving this great work wholly undone.

" Yours with constant regard,

"D, Webster."

The " veto " message was taken up in the Senate on the

19th of August, when Mr. Clay strongly arraigned the course

of the President, reflecting on him with great severity. In the

House of Representatives a storm burst forth. But the Whig

majority in the two Houses was not sufficient to pass the bill

over the President's objections, and a new bill was brought in
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which proposed to create a " Fiscal Corporation of the United

States," with power to issue its own notes, and to deal in

exchange, but without the power of local discount. What Mr,

"Webster thought of the haste to force upon the President a

further consideration, at this time, of a subject which gave him

great annoyance, is sufficiently apparent from the following

letters :

[TO MR. KETCHTJM.]

"August 22, 1841, Sunday Evening.

" My dear Sir : I believe the Land Bill will pass the Senate to

morrow, and the Bank Bill the House to-morrow or on Tuesday. Be

yond that I can foresee little. The President is agitated. Mr. Clay's

speech and Mr. Botts's most extraordinary letter have much affected

him. At the same time, there is no doubt that violent assaults are

made upon him from certain quarters to break with the Whigs, change

his Cabinet, etc.

" Another week will enable us ' to see what we shall behold.' I try to

keep cool, and to keep up courage, as the agony will soon be over. We are

on the point of deciding whether the Whig party and the President shall

remain together ; and, at this critical juncture, some of our friends think

it very opportune to treat him with satire and disdain. I am tired to

death of the folly of friends. Newspapers, supposed to be friendly to me,

are, for that reason, sent to the President every day, containing articles de

rogatory to him !

" I must do Colonel J the justice to say that he shows sense and

prudence.

" Yours,

" D. W."

[TO MRS. C. L. R. WEBSTER.]

" Saturday Evening, Eight o'clock, 1841.

" My dear Wife : We have passed three or four more very anxious

and excited days. Congress is in a state of great fermentation, and the

President appears to be a good deal worried. I know not what it is all to

come to. Another Bank Bill is brought into Congress, and is likely to

pass both Houses. If that also should receive the veto, I cannot speculate

on the consequences. I am with the President a good deal. He seems

quite kind, but is evidently much agitated. I am nearly worn down with

labor and care, and shall be most happy when things shall be settled one

way or the other. There is now a breach between the President and Mr.

Clay, which it is not probable can ever be healed. You will see a strange

letter also from Mr. Botts, which makes a good deal of talk.
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" For my part, I keep cool, discharge my daily duties as well as I can,

and say nothing, or, at most, but little. . . .

" Yours ever,

" D. W."

[TO MESSRS. BATES AND CHOATE, SENATORS FROM MASSACHUSETTS.]

" Washington, August 25, 1841.

" Gentlemen : As you spoke last evening of the general policy of the

Whigs, under the present posture of affairs, relative to the Bank Bill, I

am willing to place you in full possession of my opinion on that subject.

" It is not necessary to go farther back into the history of the past than

the introduction of the present measure into the House of Representatives.

" That introduction took place within two or three days after the

President's disapproval of the former bill ; and I have not the slightest

doubt that it was honestly and fairly intended as a measure likely to meet

the President's approbation. I do not believe that one in fifty of the

Whigs had any sinister design whatever, if there wTas an individual who

had such design.

" But I know that the President had been greatly troubled in regard

to the former bill, being desirous, on the one hand, to meet the wishes

of his friends if he could ; and, on the other, to do justice to his own

opinions.

" Having returned this first bill with his objections, a new one was

presented in the House, and appeared to be making rapid progress.

" I know the President regretted this, and wished the whole subject

might have been postponed.

" At the same time, I believe he was disposed to consider, calmly and

conscientiously, whatever other measure might be presented to him.

".But, in the mean time, Mr. Botts's very extraordinary letter made its

appearance. Mr. Botts is a Whig of eminence and influence in our ranks.

I need not recall to your minds the contents of the letter. It is enough to

say that it purported that the Whigs designed to circumvent their own

President ; to ' head him,' as the expression was, and to place him in a

condition of embarrassment.

u Prom that moment I felt that it was the duty of the Whigs to for

bear from pressing the Bank Bill further at the present time.

" I thought it was but just in them to give decisive proof that they

entertained - no such purpose as seemed to be imputed to them. And,

since there was reason to believe that the President would be glad of time

for information and reflection before being called upon to form an opinion

on another plan for a bank—a plan somewhat new to the country—I

thought his known wishes ought to be complied with.

" I think so still. I think this is a course just to the President, and

wise on behalf of the Whig party.

"A decisive rebuke ought, in my judgment, to be given to the intirna
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tion, from whatever quarter, of a disposition among the Whigs to embar

rass the President.

" This is the main ground of my opinion ; and such a rebuke, I think,

would be found in the general resolution of the party to postpone further

proceedings on the subject to the next session, now only a little more than

three months off.

" The session has been fruitful of important acts. The wants of the

Treasury have been supplied ; provisions have been made for fortifica

tions and for the navy ; the repeal of the Sub-Treasury has passed ; the

Bankrupt Bill, that great measure of justice and benevolence, has been

carried through ; and the Land Bill seems about to receive the sanction

of Congress.

" In all these measures, forming a mass of legislation more important,

I will venture to say, than all the proceedings of Congress for many years

past, the President has cordially concurred.

" I agree that the currency question is, nevertheless, the great question

before the country ; but, considering what has already been accomplished

in regard to other things—considering the difference of opinion which

exists upon this remaining one—and considering, especially, that it is the

duty of the Whigs effectually to repel and put down any supposition that

they are endeavoring to put the President in a condition in which he

must act under restraint or embarrassment, I am fully and entirely per

suaded that the bank subject should be postponed to the next session.

" I am, gentlemen, your friend and obedient servant,

" Daniel Webster."

But these moderate and just counsels did not prevail. The

Whig party in Congress was, in fact, under the control of

those who feared a union between the President and their

political opponents, and who thought that this bill must be

placed before him to compel him to commit himself to the

incorporation of a bank. While it was pending, Mr. Clay,

taunted by some remarks of Mr. Buchanan, poured forth his

utmost scorn upon the President, with a power of ridicule and

sarcasm in which no man could surpass him. He attempted,

by denunciation, to prevent a second "veto." The effect was

directly the reverse. The " Fiscal Corporation " was " vetoed "

like its predecessor. This occurred on the 9th of September.

The breach between the President and the Whigs was con

summated.

Four of the members of the Harrison Cabinet immediately

resigned their places ; * and a fifth soon afterward followed

1 Messrs. Ewing, Bell, Badger, and Crittenden.
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their example.1 This was done without previous conference

with Mr. Webster. When apprised of it, he told his late col

leagues that he thought they had acted rashly, and that he

should consider of his own course. Writing'to a friend in New

York, he said : " I shall not act suddenly ; it will look too much

like a combination between a Whig Cabinet and a Whig Sen

ate to bother the President. It will not be expected from me

to countenance such a proceeding. ' Then, again, I will not

throw the great foreign concerns of the country into disorder

or danger by any abrupt party-proceeding." 2 To this resolu

tion he adhered to the last. On the 13th of September he

addressed the following letter to the editors of the National

Intelligencer :

[to messes, gales and seaton.]

"Washington, September 13, 1841.

" Gentlemen : Lest any misapprehension should exist as to the reasons

which haye led me to differ from the course pursued by my late colleagues,

I wish to say that I remain in my place, first, because I have seen no suffi

cient reasons for the dissolution of the late Cabinet by the voluntary act

of its own members.

" I am perfectly persuaded of the absolute necessity of an institution,

under the authority of Congress, to aid revenue and financial operations,

and to give the country the blessings of a good currency and cheap

exchanges.

" Notwithstanding what has passed, I have confidence that the Presi

dent will cooperate with the Legislature in overcoming all difficulties in

the attainment of these objects ; and it is to the union of the Whig party—

by which I mean the whole party, the Whig President, the Whig Con

gress, and the Whig people—that I look for a realization of our wishes.

I can look nowhere else.

" In the second place, if I had seen reasons to resign my office, I should

not have done so without giving the President reasonable notice, and

affording him time to select the hands to which he should confide the

delicate and important affairs now pending in this Department.

"I am, gentlemen, respectfully, your obedient servant,

"Daniel Webster."3

1 Mr. Granger. attended were Messrs. Bates and Choate,

2 Correspondence, ii., 110, letter to Senators; and Messrs. John Quincy Ad-

Mr. Ketchum. ams, Baker, Borden, Burnett, dishing,

3 On the evening of September 10, Hudson, Saltonstall, Winthrop, Repre-

1841, the Massachusetts delegation in sentatives. Absent : Messrs. Briggs, Cal-

Congress, were invited to meet Mr. Web- houn, Hastings, Parmenter. Mr. Webster

ster at his house. The gentlemen who announced the intention of Messrs. Ew-

45
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It is now necessary to return to the condition of the foreign

relations, which led Mr. Webster to the conviction that his

duty to the country was superior to any duty which he owed

to the leaders of his party. The correspondence between Mr.

"Webster and Mr. Fox relating to the case of McLeod was sub

mitted to Congress by the President, when he sent in his mes

sage at the beginning of the extra session. As the negotiations

were not concluded, neither House of Congress should have

meddled with the affair in the attitude in which it stood. But

in the Senate Mr. Buchanan attacked the instructions given by

Mr. Webster to the Attorney-General, and said that Mr. Web

ster's letter of April 24th to Mr. Fox came too late. He found

fault with Mr. Webster's course as compromising the honor

and dignity of the country. Mr. Rives, Mr. Choate, and Mr.

Huntingdon defended the Secretary, and Mr. Calhoun partially

supported the views of Mr. Buchanan. In the House of Bep-

resentatives the attack was led by Mr. C. J. Ingersoll, who

pronounced Mr. Webster's first act as Secretary of State " a

blunder." In this spirit the debate continued at intervals

through a great portion of the session. The main purpose was

to represent Mr. Webster as unduly and improperly interfering

with the administration of justice in the State courts of New

York. As he had done nothing but to secure to McLeod the

means of making a defence, through counsel of his own selec

tion-—a defence which the Excutive Government of the United

States held to be complete—of course such a discussion in Con

gress could only have the effect in England of aggravating the

belief that McLeod would be convicted. This belief was further

strengthened by the refusal of the Supreme Court of New York

to discharge him on habeas corpus.

But soon after this refusal was known in England, fortu

nately for the peace of the two countries, a change of ministry

occurred. Lord Melbourne's administration was defeated in

the House of Commons by a large majority, and on the 24th

ing, Badger, and Crittenden to resign seeing no sufficient cause for resigning his

thpir rtlaopq in the Cabinpt on thp to! office, he had requested this meeting to con-
tneir places in trie ^amnet on tne ioi- gn]t wi}h the members of the delegation,

lowing day. What follows is an extract and to have the benefit of their opinion,

from Mr. Adams's diary, which has been assuring them that, as to the office itself,

kindlv fnrnkhpd to mp bv thp Hon 0 ** was a matter of the most perfect indif-
Kmai} rarnisnea to me oy tne lion, o. ference to Mm whether he retained or re

ft . Adams : signed it. We all agreed that Mr. Webster

41 Mr. Webster, then addressing me, said would not be justified in resigning at this

that, being placed in a peculiar position, and time.
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of August he and his colleagues resigned. Lord Palmerston

thus ceased to be the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, and was

succeeded in that office by Lord Aberdeen, under Sir Eobert

Peel. It is a noticeable fact, which has more than once oc

curred, that difficulties between England and this country have

had a better prospect of amicable adjustment under the Tories

than they have had under the Whigs. It was thought on this

side of the water that the closing communications between

Lord Palmerston and Mr. Stevenson, as they retired frcfm their

respective places, were not of a nature tending to a settlement,

and there were judicious persons in England who considered

that those communications were so framed as to render a settle

ment very difficult for their successors.

Mr. Stevenson had, in the February previous^ asked to be

recalled, and, as he was to leave London about the 1st of Sep

tember, Mr. Webster had to decide in July the very important

question whom he should advise the President to nominate in

his place. He selected Mr. Everett, because, in addition to the

great fitness of that gentleman for the place, their personal

relations had for more than thirty years been of the most inti

mate and confidential character. As he was himself to preside

over the delicate negotiations that were to be undertaken with

England, and as it could not be known at this time whether

those negotiations would be principally conducted there or

here, it was of great consequence to Mr. Webster to have in

London a minister who was one of his most valued and trusted

friends. In this the President cordially concurred. The nom

ination was made on the 24th of July, and was soon afterward

confirmed by the Senate. It was thus privately announced by

Mr. Webster to Mr. Everett, who was then in Italy :

[TO MR. EVERETT.]

" Washington, July 24, 1841.

" My dear Sir : I have the pleasure to inform you that you are nom

inated to the Senate as minister to England, an announcement which you

will not doubt it gives me great pleasure to make. I am in hopes the

nomination will be confirmed, so as that I may notify it to you by the

same conveyance which takes this, but the Senate is much engaged to-day,

Saturday, and will probably be so on Monday, so that it may not before
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Tuesday go into executive session, which would be too late, I fear, for this

opportunity. ISTo kind of opposition, however, is expected. So far as I

hear, the nomination satisfies everybody but a few violent partisans, like

the conductors of the Globe.

"Mr. Stevenson will leave London about the 1st of September, with

Mr. Eush. As nobody but the consul will be left in London, it will be

desirable that you repair to your post, if you accept it, as soon as may be ;

although it is hardly to be expected that you should be in England by the

time of Mr. Stevenson's departure. I trust Mrs. Everett will not be afraid

of this march to the 'North on account of her health. If I could have

afforded it, I should have put myself in competition with you for this

place ; but as I wrote to Mr. Brooks the other day, I am too poor even to

stay here, and much less am I able to go abroad. You may hear of me

soon, for aught I know, at Marshfield, with my friend Peterson.

" We are in the midst of the session, and I may say in the crisis of our

affairs. If we get along with the Bank Bill, Bankrupt Bill, Land Bill, and

Revenue Bill, all which are on the tapis, we shall stand strong with the

public. But some of these measures are of doubtful result. The great

difficulty consists in producing and maintaining harmony of action among

the Whigs.

" I am, dear sir, yours truly,

" Dan'l Websteb."

The session of Congress terminated on the 13th of Septem

ber. It will not be doubted by any who can now candidly review

its occurrences, that Mr. Webster's position was a painful one.

Affairs of the utmost consequence to the peace of the country

rested upon Mm. On the one hand, his management of these

affairs was assailed by some of the Democratic opposition. On

the other, the party which had become a majority in Congress,

chiefly through his great exertions and his influence with the

people, had quarrelled with the President, and a portion

of them undertook to compel Mr. Webster to espouse their

side of that quarrel. From this period the propriety of his

remaining in the Cabinet of President Tyler became one of

the mooted questions of the time. The disapprobation which

reached him came chiefly through public channels, and of

course it was more noisy than the opposite sentiment. But

the opposite sentiment flowed in upon him in great abundance.

Scores of letters by every mail came to him from persons

whose opinions were of consequence, not only because of their

position, but because their opinions were disinterested and
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calm. Judging by the current of feeling that was manifested

on the public face of things, it might appear that the major

part of the Whigs throughout the Union condemned ' his

remaining in office. Judging by the mass and the weight of

private evidence which now lies before me in the letters of

those who expressed to him their approval and their grati

tude^ it is clear that he was sustained by a body of opinion at

least as important as that which censured him. As time flowed

on, and the wisdom and patriotism of his conduct became more

and more manifest, this opinion much increased in volume.

But, at the close of this session of Congress in the autumn of

1841, the Whig party was rent by divisions that originated

without necessity, and that finally impaired its hold upon

the confidence of the people acquired in the great election

of 1840. But keeping steadily on in the path which he had

marked out for himself, and enjoying the full confidence of

the President, who never for one moment interfered with the

important concerns of his department, Mr. Webster soon made

it plain to all disinterested men that, as long as he maintained

an official connection with Mr. Tyler, the great interests of the

country could not suffer any material injury. On this con

viction the body of the candid and intelligent people of

the country, who were not political partisans, confidently re

posed.

The trial of McLeod took place at Utica in October.

He proved an alibi and was acquitted. This most unpleas

ant and dangerous business was fortunately thus eliminated

from the vexed questions between England and the United

States.

But, ever watchful to improve the legislation of the country,

Mr. Webster, in the course of the next winter, prepared a bill

designed to effect the removal of cases,- involving international

relations, from the State to the Federal courts. It was sent

to Mr. Berrien, chairman of the Judiciary Committee of the

Senate, with the following explanatory letter, and was passed

by Congress in August, 1842 : *

1 It is the Act of August 29, 1842, en- States." A copy of it is to be found in

titled " An Act to provide further reme- the Works, vi., 267, as well as in the

dial justice in the Courts of the United statutes.
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[TO MR. BERRIEN.]

" Washington, January 14, 1842.

" My dear Sir : In compliance with your request I send you the draft

of a bill, such as appears to me to answer the intended purposes. You

will, of course, consider this as a private and wholly unofficial act, intended

merely to facilitate your own labors, if it may have that effect, and not as

being proposed or recommended by the Executive Government. Neither the

President nor the Attorney-General has seen it, nor indeed any other head of

Department. The Executive Government deems some measure quite neces

sary, but, what that measure ought to be, it leaves entirely to the wisdom

of Congress.

" In making this draft of a bill, I have conformed, as far as practicable,

to the provisions of previous and existing laws, with the exception that a

provision for proceeding by way of habeas corpus is added, as suggested by

yourself.

" I hope the bill may be put into such shape as that the committee may

cordially recommend, and Congress pass it, as I think the object important

to the peace of the country.

" The constitutional authority for such a measure, I suppose, rests on

the truth of these propositions, namely : 1. That the judicial power of the

United States extends to all cases arising under the Constitution, laws,

and treaties thereof. 2. That questions under the law of nations, affect

ing the relations of the United States with foreign states or sovereignties ,

and connected with the power of war and peace, and which respect asserted

rights, or claims of foreign states, or sovereignties, or those things in re

gard to which one nation is answerable to another, belong to the proper

jurisdiction of the Government of the United States, and that cases aris

ing upon these are cases arising under the Constitution of the United

States.

" I am, dear sir, with regard,

" Your obedient servant,

" D. W."

Great vigilance was necessary to be exercised by the Gov

ernment during the whole summer, to prevent outbreaks upon

the frontier ; for, along the whole line, west of TTtica, and

extending into Ohio, there were organized lodges of " patriots 5?

plotting invasions of Canada. How difficult it was to keep the

peace between England and the United States, with all these

causes of irritation, may now be appreciated. The following

.etter, from the President to Mr. Webster, refers to some of the

precautions adopted at this time :
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[FROM PRESIDENT TYLER.]

" Friday Morning, July 9, 1841.

" Dear Sir : I deem it proper to apprise you of the steps which I

directed to be taken yesterday, after leaving you, upon the subject of the

information received from Mr. Kelly, so that, in your interview with Mr.

Fox, you may act with full knowledge. Ascertaining that an active and

vigilant officer, Captain Monroe, was stationed at Cleveland with his com

pany of infantry, I directed General Scott to address him by the last

night's mail a letter, informing him of the suspicions entertained here, as

founded on information recently received ; referred him to Mr. Kelly, con-^

jidentiatty, and directed him so to conduct as to acquire the fullest intel

ligence of any contemplated movements. A similar letter was directed to

be dispatched to Colonel Bankhead at Buffalo, and General Brady at De

troit. The mail travels so much more expeditiously than could a mes

senger, and is regarded as so entirely safe, that I have deemed it best to

adopt that mode of transmission. General Scott apprehends no danger

of a descent on Canada during summer, for various reasons which seem to

have much force and weight. In addition, however, to what has been

done, the vigilance of the collectors, marshals, and district attorneys,

should be enlisted by letters to be dispatched to them. A proclamation

might be premature or unnecessary until we hear further.

" With true regard,

"John Tyler.

" Hon. D. Webster."

The personal discomfort which Mr. Webster endured in

Washington in the season of hot weather is not unfit to be

mentioned, in addition to the perplexities arising from the

state of public affairs ; for he was always, at this time of the

year, in a condition that rendered intellectual labor or mental

anxiety unusually oppressive. He had been for many years

subject to a periodical catarrh of great severity, which came

on with singular punctuality in the early part of August, and

continued until the first frost of the autumn. His system was

much exhausted by it ; and, when it was at its height, he was

a great sufferer. He could not leave his post during this ses

sion of Congress ; nor could he have the relief which sometimes

mitigated his symptoms by going out upon the ocean. His

longing for Marshfield at times was intense. " It will be no

bad result of things," he writes, " that shall send me to Boston

and Marshfield again. Oh, Marshfield ! and the sea, the sea ! "
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It was often indeed piteous to see that great head stricken by

such a distemper, and the " deep-set melancholy eyes " inflamed

by its attacks. But the resolute will and unconquerable sense

of duty carried him, year after year, through this enervating

period, although it is probable that his struggles with such a

persistent enemy were at last too much even for his constitu

tion. At this period of his life, he could sometimes avert its

power over his system by medical aid, and he was not often

wholly unfitted for work.

From among the private letters of this period I select the

following, because they evince the cordial regard of English

friends whom Mr. Webster greatly valued :

[FROM DR. HENRY HOLLAND.]

" 25 Brook Street, London, June 16, 1841.

" My dear Sir : I was much gratified in receiving your letter, intro

ducing Dr. Parker to me. It was welcome, both as a proof of your

friendly recollection, and as furnishing me with the occasion of knowing a

remarkable man engaged in a very interesting object. I have seen him

repeatedly, and forwarded his views so far as the present condition of

affairs in China and the peculiar state of political matters in England

render it practicable to do so. You will readily conceive that difficulty

arises from both these sources. The speculation even of those who best

know China does not now venture to affix any certain term to our war

there ; and, without this, little is likely to be done to forward one of the

most worthy objects of peace. The uncertain tenure of the ministry at

home is another cause of difficulty, which may yet continue two or three

months longer.

" Eventually, I trust all these obstacles will be removed ; and then Dr.

Parker's personal merits, and his remarkable advantages derived from

prior residence on the spot, will, I hope, secure the prosecution on a larger

scale of the important object to which he attaches himself.

" I have introduced him to the Duke of Sussex and Lord Lansdowne ;

each of whom I think likely to enter with interest into his views.

" I will not, my dear sir, encroach further on your time, now (happily

for both sides of the Atlantic) occupied on so many important objects.

Should there be any occasion in which I can in any way or sort serve you

here, I trust you will give me the satisfaction of doing so at any future

time.

" Believe me, my dear sir, with much respect,

" Your most obedient servant,

" H. Holland."
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[from dean milman.]

" Cloistees, Westminstee A-bbeYj July 16, 1841.

" My dear Sir : Our yery intimate friends, Mr. and Mrs. 0. Lyeil, are

about to visit America on a scientific excursion. Mr. Lyell, you well

know, is among the most distinguished geologists in Europe, and,

in all respects, a highly-cultivated and excellent man. Mrs. Lyell (a

daughter of Mr. Leonard Horner's) is one of Mrs. Milman's most intimate

friends, and a very pleasing and accomplished lady. I am quite sure, when

I venture to recommend them to your acquaintance and to Mrs. Webster's,

you will find them fully deserving of any attention which you may be dis

posed to show them. I acknowledge that I wish it were in my power to

follow their example, and visit America. There are three natural objects

which I am extremely anxious to see : Niagara, a primeval forest, and one

of your vast rivers. Among other inducements, not less strong, is the

desire of renewing my acquaintance with American friends whom I Have

learned to value and admire.

" You are now in high official dignity ; and, I am sure, as a man, by

sentiment and profession, of peace, that the affairs of your country cannot

be intrusted to those more disposed to promote public harmony between

the countries and private friendship between the individual members of

either country. Mrs. Milman begs to unite with me in the kindest remem

brances to yourself and all the ladies of your family.

" Believe me, my dear sir, with sincere respect and esteem,

" Ever faithfully yours,

" H. H. Milman.

" The Hon. Dan. Webster."

[from earl spencer.]

" Wiseton, September 12, 1841.

" My dear Sir : I have thought it right to let you know of some

transactions in which I have been engaged, and in which, as I now be

lieve, your name has been most improperly made use of, and your writing

forged. I enclose you a letter, which, when I first saw it, I believed to be

your handwriting, but which I now believe to be a forgery.

" Some time last spring, while I was living at Althorp, I received a

letter from a person who signed himself Monroe Edwards, enclosing the

letter which I herewith transmit to you. He stated that you had given

him a letter of introduction to Lord Brougham as well as this one to my

self; that he had made use of the letter to Lord Brougham when he first

arrived in England, and, Lord Brougham having done for him every thing

he wished, he had not thought it necessary to trouble me with this letter.

But that, now he was in great difficulty, Lord Brougham was abroad,

which I knew to be the case, that neither the American Minister, Mr. Ste

venson, nor any other of his fellow-countrymen would assist him because
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they were so hostile to his objects about the negroes, to whom allusion is

made in the enclosed letter ; and that he was actually without a farthing to

pay for his lodgings, or to carry him and a son of his he had with him

home to New Orleans. He therefore sent me your letter, and asked me to

lend him two hundred and fifty pounds, offering as security certain bonds

or receipts upon some bank in the United States. As to these securities, I

thought very little about them, but I concluded they were good as they

were offered by a friend of yours. Now, this story was a very plausible

one, with the exception of the assertion that Colonel Edwards's fellow-

countrymen would not assist him. But I thought it very probable that

you would give any friend of yours, about whom you were interested, a

letter of introduction to Lord Brougham, and hoped it was not very im

probable that you might also give him a letter of introduction to me. I

accordingly referred Colonel Edwards to my solicitor in London, and sent

up this letter purporting to be from you. My solicitor took the letter to

Messrs. Baring, who said that they knew your handwriting perfectly well,

and were sure the letter was a genuine one. I have said I cared very little

about Colonel Edwards's securities, but I felt that I should behave very

ill to you if I permitted a ' valued friend ' of yours to be arrested when I

could avert it by a loan of two hundred and fifty pounds. I will indeed

say more, that I should not have considered it very creditable to my coun

try if such a friend of yours could have been so treated without any one

of us coming forward to help him. I accordingly advanced the money,

my solicitor taking all the legal securities that were possible, and, among

others, receiving a certificate from the American consul that Colonel Ed

wards was the real bearer of that name. Colonel Edwards promised to

repay me during this month of September, saying that he took so long a

period in order to be quite certain that he should have arrived at New

Orleans, and been able, to transmit the money to the day. I felt myself

quite secure of repayment till about three weeks or a month ago, when

my solicitor received a letter from Colonel Edwards at Philadelphia, not

written in his own hand, but only signed by him, saying that, having had

business to transact in London, he had employed a person of the name of

Justin, an Englishman, to transact it for him ; that, with this view, he had

put his papers into the hands of this Justin ; and, sending my solicitor a

copy of a letter purporting to be from Justin to him, Colonel Edwards,

in which he tells him he had abstracted certain securities from these

papers, and had upon them borrowed two hundred and fifty pounds from

my solicitor, but making no mention of the letter, purporting to be yours,

at all; Justin saying that, with this fraudulent object, he had personated

Colonel Edwards. This, I confess, appeared to me rather suspicious. I

accordingly wrote to Brougham, when I found out that this history about

Justin was a pure invention ; that Colonel Edwards had really been here,

that he had presented to him a letter of introduction from you, and had

asked for a loan of money ; but that General Hamilton, the minister from
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the Republic of Texas, having heard something of this, wrote to Lord

Brougham to say that this Edwards had been convicted and imprisoned

for forgery in Texas, and had escaped from jail ; that he, General Hamil

ton, had told him that he knew all about him, and that Edwards had

made no reply to this letter. In consequence of this information, I had

communication with General Hamilton, and my solicitor showed him the

enclosed letter, which he says he is confident is a forgery.

"As to recovering the two hundred and fifty pounds, that, of course,

is out of the question ; it is also hardly possible to do any thing tow

ard the legal conviction of Edwards for this forgery ; but it may be

possible, by exposing him, to prevent him from defrauding other people.

I fear, therefore, you may think I am giving you a great deal of unneces

sary trouble in sending you this long detail, but, as your name had been so

much mentioned in this transaction, I think it is as well that you should

be aware of what has taken place. And, as we seldom act without some

selfish influence operating upon us, I must also admit that I am not sorry

to be able to lay before you this proof that I am, and always shall be,

most happy to attend to your wishes, and to do all I can to show hospi

tality to any friend of yours whom you may wish to recommend to me.

" Believe me, my dear sir,

" Yours most truly,

" Spencer.1

".Hon. Dan'l Webster, etc., etc."

1 The adventurer here mentioned,

Monroe Edwards, was afterward sen

tenced to the penitentiary, in the State

of New York, for another crime.

The letter which he forged, in Mr.

Webster's name, was in a handwriting

closely resembling Mr. Webster's, and

the signature is so well imitated that it

is not remarkable that persons in Lon

don, not professing to be experts, but

acquainted with Mr. Webster's writing,

should have been deceived by it. Still,

if it had been compared by an expert

with Mr. Webster's genuine signature,

the forgery would probably have been

detected. The plausibility of " Colonel

Edwards's " story will amuse the reader.

The forged letter ran as follows :

" Makshfield (near Boston), October 29, 1840.

u Mt Lord : I have taken the liberty to in

troduce to the honor of your acquaintance my

valued friend, Colonel M. Edwards, a highly

respectable and wealthy planter of Louisiana,

who visits England with the view of confer

ring with her Majesty's Government on the

subject of two hundred African captives, now

illegally held as slaves in Texas, which Afri

cans were sold with an estate to Colonel

Edwards, and imposed on him as bona fide

slaves. Subsequently, learning their claims

to freedom, he, with a degree of magnani

mity before unknown, attempted their re

storation to freedom by sending them to an

English colony, but was prevented from so

doing by the direct interposition of the Gov

ernment of Texas. These poor Africans have

claims on her Majesty's Government, and it

is with a view of representing these claims

in their proper light that Colonel Edwards

visits England.

" Any service it may be in your lordship's

power to render Colonel Edwards, in pro

motion of his most praiseworthy object, will

be properly appreciated.
u I have the honor to be •■>

" Your lordship's most

" Obedient servant,
"■ Dan'l Webster.

" Right Hon. Earl Spencer,

London."

This affair had a very curious sequel.

On his return to this country, Edwards

committed a forgery on certain bankers

in the city of New York. From the pro

ceeds of this forgery, he remitted to

Earl Spencer the money he had bor

rowed from that nobleman ; who there

upon, being completely disarmed of his

suspicions, wrote to Mr. Webster, in the

most amiable manner, to express his re

gret that he had unjustly harbored a dis

trust of Mr. Webster's " friend." The

conviction of Edwards for this forgery

on the bankers put an end to Lord Spen

cer's doubts.
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[FROM THE RIGHT HON. J. S. WORTLEY.]

" Ctjkzon Street, September 30, 1841.

" My dear Sir : I believe it will be quite superfluous for me to give

an introduction to you m favor of Lord Morpeth, to whose hands I com

mit this letter. I have no doubt you must have made his acquaintance

when you were here; but, at any rate, you must know his name well

enough as a member of Lord Melbourne's late government. He and I

differ in politics, and I have lately proved the successful competitor for

parliamentary representative in the West Riding of Yorkshire ; yet, not

withstanding this, you must not be surprised that I wish to recommend

him to your notice as a private friend. He and I were contemporaries at

Oxford ; and he was my earliest and best friend ; and our mutual regard,

I believe I may safely say, has survived all our public differences. He is

at present out of my reach, and therefore I know not whether he was

acquainted with you when you were here or not ; but, if not, I am .quite

sure that I exaggerate nothing when I say that an acquaintance with him

cannot fail to impress you with a due estimate of those qualities of both

mind and character which conciliate the respect and win attachment,

personally, of all who know him.

" I am the more ready to send this letter by his hands, because I

rejoice in the opportunity which it gives me to recall myself to your rec

ollection.

" I have observed with pleasure your elevation to high office in your

own country, where, I have no doubt, you will find opportunities of rais

ing still higher your already distinguished reputation.

" Believe me, my dear sir, yours very sincerely,

" J. Stuart Wortley."

[FROM MR. DENISON.]

" Ossingtok, April 16, 1841.

" My dear Sir : I must not delay another day thanking you for a

letter which gave me so much pleasure ; and I should not wish to bd

quite the last (as I fear I may be) in making you my hearty congratula

tions on the high post to which you have been called ; yet these con

gratulations not to you so much as to your country, and my country, and

the civilized world at large, who are all deeply interested in seeing the

politics of the United States conducted in a just, candid, and honorable

course.

" If we had not seen each other so lately, and if you had not had the

opportunity of seeing with your own eyes, and hearing with your own

ears, how the United States and every thing that belongs to them are

regarded in this country, I might perhaps have thought it worth while to

enter at some length on that topic, and to tell you, not only how com

pletely all bad and jealous feelings are cured, but how sincere and uni
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yersal the desire is to cultivate the most friendly and intimate relations

with you, our brethren on the other side of the water. But all this to you

must be entirely unnecessary. I make no doubt that, among the great

body of the American people, the same feeling of good-will toward us

prevails, and I cannot therefore entertain a doubt that our differences may

be honorably and peaceably adjusted.

"I remember Mr. Jefferson saying to me, that it was his entire belief

that Mr. Pitt and the governments of those days delighted in war, on

account of the plunder they were able to make of the public money in

times of high excitement and large expenditure. But those good old days

are now gone by, and even this high motive for destroying life and prop

erty is now come to an end.

" You will now be overwhelmed with business, and I shall not expect

any answer to this, and not a word from you till Congress has separated,

and the roughest and the heaviest of your work is over, and the days are

long, and you have gone down for a holiday to look at your farm. Then,

if any Ossington seeds are doing themselves credit, you may find ten

minutes to write me a line. Keep peace, too, and let the highway of the

seas be assuredly open ; and I must see about sending you a good speci

men of of some short-horns for your farm, but I won't risk such a precious

cargo to the chance of privateers and prize-hunters.

" We had a very beautiful spring, and one most favorable for all farm

ing operations. I have lately been buying some very good cattle at ter

rible high prices, and very soon I shall have a herd worth a visit from any

of your agriculturists in search of the best short-horns.

" I am busy, too, in finishing my house. I have just had over some

lierman painters from Munich to paint my ceilings. I think Mrs. Web

ster went to Munich, so she will know the style of work there under the

patronage of the king. My attempt is the first that has been made to

introduce it into England.

" My neighbors, to whom you were so good as to desire your remem

brances, were greatly flattered by your recollection of them. I had the

clerical neighbor from Doncaster here yesterday, to lecture me on some

points of farming. I told him how favorably I had imprinted his name

on your mind by the story of his picking up the weed while 'the dog was

pointing. He wanted to deny the story, but, soon afterward, he said he

remembered, some years ago, finding some thorns cut off a hedge lying on

his land, and that he had thrown them over into a neighbor's wheat. One

day, while he was standing concealed under his own hedge, he heard the

said neighbor coming down his field, and exclaiming, as he picked up the

thorns, ' D the parson, he has been here again ! '

" Make my best remembrances to the good Judge. Lady Charlotte

desires to join with me in kind regards to Mrs. Webster.

" Believe me, yours very sincerely,

"J. E. Denison."
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OHAPTEE XXVIII.

1841-1842.

LORD ASHBURTON SENT AS A SPECIAL MINISTER STATE OF THE

BOUNDARY QUESTION COMMENCEMENT AND PROGRESS OF THE

NEGOTIATIONS DANGER OE MISUNDERSTANDINGS COMMISSION

ERS APPOINTED BY MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS SHORT VISIT TO

MARSHFIELD DESCRIPTION OE HIS HOUSE AND FARM SETTLE

MENT AND SIGNATURE OF THE TREATY OF WASHINGTON HOS

TILITY TO MR. WEBSTER OF A PORTION OF HIS OWN PARTY—■

PERSONAL CALUMNIES.

ME. WEBSTER had from the first viewed the subject of

the Northeastern boundary as hopeless without an

entire change in the manner of proceeding.1 He had, there

fore, after obtaining the President's authority, informed Mr.

Fox, in the summer of 1841, that he was willing to settle the

dispute by agreeing to a conventional line, or a line by com

promise. This proposal was at once made known by Mr. Fox

to his Government, and Mr. Webster awaited their response.

In the following December, Mr. Everett, who had previously

entered upon the duties of minister of the United States in

England, was informed by Lord Aberdeen that the Queen's

Government had determined to send Lord Ashburton as

special minister to the United States, with full powers to

settle the boundary and all other controversies between the

two countries. This intelligence reached Mr. Webster in the

latter part of January, 1842. At the same time with Mr.

1 Works, v., 91.
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Everett's announcement of this important event, Mr. Webster

received the following private letter from Mr. Joshua Bates,

then the head of the firm of Baring, Brothers, and Company,

which was founded by Lord Ashburton's father, Sir Francis

Baring :

[FROM MR. JOSHUA BATES. )

" Londok, January 3, 1842.

" My dear Sir : I doubt not you will learn with great pleasure of the

appointment of Lord Ashburton as a special minister to settle all disputes

between the United States and Great Britain. You must be aware that,

with his princely fortune, the emolument is no object, nor do I think he

is ambitious of diplomatic fame. His sole motive in accepting, at his

advanced age (sixty-seven), of such an appointment, is to be found in his

strong desire to see the relations between the two greatest commercial nations

of the world placed on a permanent basis that will cement the friendship

and increase the prosperity of both. I sincerely hope he will not be dis

appointed. Indeed, I think the American people will view the whole as

complimentary to the nation, deserving to "be met in the same spirit of

liberality. Some of the opposition newspapers here endeavor to make out

that he has a personal interest in the preservation of peace. I am not

aware of any. The estate of Mr. Bingham 1 has, I believe, remained undi

vided to this day, but that is equally safe in peace or war. You are

aware that he has had no connection with the house of Baring, Brothers,

and Company, since 1832. In fact, he really went out when I entered the

house, but was not gazetted until 1832, so far as my memory serves me,

nor is he a holder of American stock for a dollar. In 1810 or 1811 he

wrote a pamphlet in defence of the American neutrality and commerce.

It is out of print now, but it showed a strong feeling in favor of the

United States, and a perfect knowledge of their commercial enterprise.

In this he was but following the footsteps of his father, Sir Francis, whose

friendship for America went so far, that when the American minister in

London, on the failure of the house that had acted as agents to the

United States Government, applied to him to take up the business, he

replied, that he should be happy to do so, and that while he lived he

would transact the business free of charge. The letter containing this

offer is the first in a volume which we had copied by order of Mr. McLane

to supply the place of documents destroyed when the Treasury was

burned. The letter is worth reading. I mention it not only to show that

there has always been a friendly feeling in the family toward the United

States, but that, while people sought to magnify the pecuniary advantages

thrown in the way of the house, it was not receiving any compensation

whatever.

1 Lady Ashburton was a daughter of Mr. Bingham, of Philadelphia.
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" I presume Lord Ashburton, who sails in a frigate in about three weeks,

will take a large retinue with him, but Lady Ashburton does not go. He

will want a large house, which I hope may be found, for he is naturally

disposed to give liberal entertainments, and I am anxious that he should

have the conveniences for so doing ready to his hand. I am not sure but

an order will come in time for this steamer to engage a house, but, for fear

it should not, would it be asking too much to request you to have in

quiries made (if there is a large house to be had) as to its price, in order

that he may not have to pay more than twice its value. When the order

to take it shall arrive, the best way will probably be for him to send some

one by the first sailing packet to prepare the house and have all in readi

ness for his arrival. That person will call on you for advice.

" Mr. Everett has made a very favorable impression at court, and will

do the country great credit. It is important at this time to have such a man

here. It is some counter-balance to the disgrace arising from the defalca

tions of some of the States, and the swindlings of various corporations

who have abstracted from John Bull enormous sums by giving their

bonds. The money seems to me all lost, so far as the corporations are

concerned. Trade is improving and money is expected to be abundant in

a few days, and I look for considerable activity in trade in the spring, as

prices are generally low.

"Mrs. Bates joins me in kind regards to Mrs. Webster and yourself.

With which, I remain, my dear sir,

" Very sincerely yours,

" Joshua Bates.

" Hon. Daniel Webster."

This special mission, as Mr. Bates—himself an American,

although long a resident in London—justly observed, was a

high compliment to us. It evinced in a striking manner the

wish of Sir Robert Peel's ministry to settle the pending ques

tions. But this step was one which no ministry could have

ventured to take, if they had not felt assured that it was per

fectly safe to take it, Mr. Webster being the American Secre

tary of State. To transfer these negotiations to Washington

was a proceeding attended with some inconveniences to the

Queen's Government, and with corresponding conveniences to

ours.

The public history of the Treaty of Washington is so well

known that it is unnecessary for me to repeat it at length ;

but there is an interesting private history concerning the man

ner and some of the incidents of its negotiation, which appro

priately belongs to a life of Mr. Webster, whose official position
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was doubtless the principal cause why an unusual step was

taken to produce an adjustment of the questions at issue be

tween the two countries. From this private history it will be

learned how frankly, and with what consultation of each other's*

difficulties, the negotiators conducted this great transaction.

They met and conferred, as men who had an important busi

ness to accomplish for the two nations, which were to be saved

from the dire necessity of war without any sacrifice of honor or

of interest on either side.

If the United States alone had been interested in the ques

tion of the Northeastern boundary, its settlement would have

been far less difficult than in fact it was. But, in our pecu

liar system of government, a question of the boundary of

the country necessarily involves the interest of some State, if

the line to be fixed is also the exterior boundary of a State.

In this instance the interests of two States were involved in the

settlement of the line which the Treaty of 1783 had failed to

establish with precision; for in the disputed territory lay a

large tract of land, the soil of which was claimed by the States

of Massachusetts and Maine, and in addition to this the latter

State claimed the political jurisdiction.1 How there came to

be a disputed territory it is not necessary to state here, further

than to explain that, from the ambiguities in the Treaty of

1783, arising from the imperfect knowledge of the geography

of that country possessed by its negotiators, the terms describ

ing the natural monuments, by wThich the treaty undertook to

run the boundary, were capable of more than one application.

These natural monuments had come, in the British construc

tion of the treaty, to mean one set of highlands and of streams,

and in the American construction to mean another set. *The

maps of that region, known to have been extant at the time of

the treaty, and supposed to have been used by the commis

sioners when they agreed upon the description of these natural

objects, had for years been regarded by each party as confirm

ing its own construction of the terms employed. They were

probably inaccurate, and they certainly afforded no satisfactory

1 The disputed territory comprehend- parties, 7,908 square miles, or 5,061,120

ed 12,027 square miles, or 7,697,280 acres, were assigned to the United States,

acres. By the award of the King of the and 4,119 square miles, or 2,636,160

Netherlands, which was rejected by the acres, to Great Pritain.

46
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evidence of what highlands and rivers the commissioners meant

to describe as the course or termini of the lines which they in

tended to run. But the opinion of each party in respect to the

rightfulness of its own interpretation was a fixed opinion long

before the present period, and the two States of Massachusetts

and Maine held their right to the territory, which was claimed

by Great Britain under her construction of the treaty, to be

beyond dispute.

It was chiefly in order to settle this question with Mr.

Webster that Lord Ashburton came to this country. He

arrived in Washington on the 4th of April, 1842, and on the

6th he was presented to the President. In anticipation of his

arrival, the Legislature of Massachusetts had, on the 3d of

March, adopted resolutions which had been sent to the Presi

dent, declaring that the boundary could be easily and clearly

traced in accordance with the Treaty of 1783 ; that Massachu

setts had a joint interest with the State of Maine in the pro

posed negotiation, and would take all necessary steps to secure

her rights ; and that no compromise could be made without the

assent of the two States. This was perhaps a rather unprom

ising attitude to be taken by one of the interested States, but

Mr. Webster determined on a mode of proceeding by which

their cooperation or assent could be secured-. On the 11th of

April he addressed an official letter to the Governors of the

two States, informing them of the arrival and errand of Lord

Ashburton, with authority to treat for a conventional line with

mutual considerations and equivalents ; that without the as

sent of the States concerned the Government of the United

States could not proceed in this mode, but must go on to nego

tiate a new survey and arbitration, with all the delays and

risk attending such an attempt ; and suggesting the appoint

ment of commissioners by the governments of Maine and Mas

sachusetts, foi the purpose of assenting to the line that might

be agreed upon. Governor Davis, of Massachusetts, imme

diately replied to this communication, that the resolutions

already adopted by the Legislature of the State were deemed

sufficient to authorize the appointment of such commissioners,

that they would probably be appointed, and that the people of

the State were ready to make any reasonable concessions to the
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convenience or necessity of Great Britain, "but nothing—not

a rood of barren heath or rock—to unfounded claims." *

Less difficulty, however, was to be apprehended in that

quarter, than from the State of Maine. It became necessary

to assemble the Legislature of that State for the special pur

pose of having the commissioners appointed. In order to effect

this important object, Mr. Webster went to Boston early in May,

and while there he requested Mr. Jared Sparks to repair to

Augusta and confer with the Governor and the leading mem

bers of the Legislature. Mr. Sparks, who was thoroughly con

versant with the history of the Treaty of 1783, and who knew

the strength or the weakness of the American claim in all its

features, executed this delicate mission with much address.

While in Boston Mr. Webster had occasion to write the

following private letter to Mr. Everett, in regard to a mis

apprehension on the part of Lord Aberdeen of the precise

grounds of our complaint in the case of the Creole. There was

no small danger lest a disagreement on this subject should

obstruct the settlement which Lord Ashburton had come here

to accomplish :

[TO MR. EVERETT.]

" Boston, May 16, 1843.

*' My dear Sir : I left Washington on the 12th and came to this city,

partly on business connected with the boundary question, and partly on

other accounts. Your dispatch by the Caledonia had been received, and

there seemed nothing to require an immediate answer. The King of

Hanover, I fear, will hardly find us willing to extend further the princi

ples of unrestricted trade. We are already suffering too much from our

liberality in regard to that subject, in other instances. The whole subject

of reciprocal treaties must soon receive the careful consideration of the

Government ; meanwhile inquiries, resolutions, and calls for information,

in regard to it abound in Congress. At the moment of leaving Washing

ton I had an opportunity of running over a copy of Lord Aberdeen's

letter to you, in answer to yours on the Creole case. I confess I was a

good deal disappointed at its contents. Its general character seems to be

controversial, and it does not fall in happily with what is attempted to be

carried on here. There are also misapprehensions which quite surprise

me. How is it possible for Lord Aberdeen to understand your letter as

demanding the surrender of fugitives from justice ? Or how is it possible

1 MS. Letter of Governor Davis to Mr. Webster.
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that he could imagine that any thing said in the debates in the House of

Lords, upon which he lays such stress, had any thing to do with any point

raised by us ? But far worse than all misapprehension and mistake, is the

light in which Lord Aberdeen seems inclined to regard the mutineers and

murderers who carried the Creole into Nassau. I may do his lordship

injustice, as the paper was hardly in my hands five minutes ; but he ap

peared to me to look upon those persons as very innocent individuals, who

had chosen to come into her majesty's dominions, with a ship, the posses

sion and control of which they had very rightfully obtained. This ap

peared to me to be, at least, the tendency and result of his remarks. As

the persons had done nothing unlawful, the ship, of course, was theirs ;

and if suit had been brought against them for it, in her majesty's courts,

Lord Aberdeen's reasoning would appear to furnish them with a complete

defence ! You will have seen what passed in the court at Nassau, when

the consul of the United States made an attempt to bring the mutineers

and murderers to trial as pirates. "We have never said nor supposed they

could be tried in the British courts as pirates ; but the Chief Justice of the

Bahama Islands completely justifies these persons for all they have done,

and goes far out of his way to express doctrines and sentiments which

appear to us absolutely ferocious. If such sentiments were to pervade the

British tribunals, and to find favor at home, consequences of the worst

character must certainly ensue. I really hope and trust that I misunder

stood Lord Aberdeen's language ; but as to that of the chief justice, it is

as little capable of being misunderstood as it is of being justified or

excused. I shall probably receive a copy of this paper by the Arabia, and

will examine it more closely.

" I find Lord Ashburton just and reasonable in all his general opinions

and sentiments. Nothing specific is agreed upon as yet. He waits to

hear from his Government, and I wait to see what the Legislature of Maine

will do. It assembles on the 18th. I must confess I have great fears of

the tenacity of Maine, and the tenacity of the British Government, or

points not important to either. If the matter were in the sole discretion

of Lord Ashburton and myself, I am persuaded we should find little diffi

culty.

" I hope to be back in Washington in ten days.

" Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster

" Hon. Mr. Everett."

*Mr. Sparks, after his arrival at Augusta, wrote to Mr.

Webster as follows :

[FROM MB,. SPARKS.]

" Augusta, May 19, 1842.

" My dear Sir : I arrived here yesterday, and have had two interviews

With Governor Fairfield. I stated to him as fully and clearly as I could
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the particulars which you desired me to communicate. He saw at once

their "bearing, and seemed to view them as worthy of deep consideration ;

and I think he was gratified with the measure you had adopted to place

them before him. He spoke frankly of the whole subject, expressing his

conviction strongly, that now is the time to settle the dispute, and that the

preliminaries of the negotiation ought to be placed on such a footing as to

remove all the obstacles to a fair adjustment. He regards the opportunity

now presented as a most favorable one, and says we have little to hope

from another arbitration in Europe, if we cannot agree upon reasonable

and honorable terms offered to us at home. He would have the commis

sioners go without instructions and with full powers. From the tenor of

all his remarks I cannot doubt his sincere desire, by all the means he can

use, to promote the negotiation and bring it to a speedy issue.

" I have conversed with several of the leading members of both branches

of the Legislature. There is certainly a good spirit abroad, and more free

from the influence of party bias than could have been expected. A com

mittee of one member from each county, and nine senators, have been sit

ting yesterday and to-day. They voted unanimously to send commission

ers, and, with three dissenting voices, to send them without instructions.

But I find there are some apprehensions as to the turn which things may

take in the debates. There is a small party for instructions, another small

party who profess to distrust the powers of the Legislature, and who

would have a convention expressly chosen by the people, and I have heard

of those who are opposed to any kind of action. These remnants com

bined may become formidable. Yet the votes of the committee would

seem to indicate a better result. Mr. Sprague will doubtless inform you

more largely on these points.

"I have heard much said incidentally about equivalents. They will

accept no money from the British Government, not a farthing. It would

be derogatory to the dignity of the State. Upon -this there is but one

opinion. Some kind of privilege in the navigation of the St. John's will

be insisted on. They talk of islands at the mouth of the St. Croix, par

ticularly Campo Bello and the Grand Manan, which they say ought to have

belonged to the United States by the treaty of peace, and in this they are

probably right. In short, I have heard nothing extravagant, or app irently

unreasonable, concerning equivalents. They expect the United States to

pay all the charges they have incurred in defending the territory.

" It has been proposed to send four commissioners, two of each political

party. Of course there has been no decision on this subject, but I think

they will certainly send an equal number of each party.

wt Since writing the above, I have called to take leave of the Governor.

He spoke cautiously as to the probable action of the Legislature. He

requested me to present his respects to you, and to assure you that he

heartily concurs with your views as to the manner of meeting the advances

of the British Government ; that he shall aid them as far as may be in his
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power, and that he hopes you 'will have the pleasure and the honor oi

completing the negotiations.'

u I expect to be at home by Saturday night.

" I am, dear sir, respectfully and truly,

" Your obedient servant,

" Jabed Sparks.

" Hon. Daniel Webster, Secretary of State."

The Maine commissioners were appointed, but not, as Mr.

Sparks had hoped, without instructions. The resolutions which

authorized their appointment, asserted that the line of 1783

was entirely^ feasible, and would include within the State

of Maine all the disputed territory ; that the State was ready

to make any reasonable concessions to the necessity or conven

ience of Great Britain, but nothing to unfounded claims, and

that no concession of territory, by the English, lying within the

limits of the State, was in any case to be regarded as an equiva

lent, or set off to any thing yielded by the State. This was not

a very hopeful basis for the negotiation, inasmuch as it rendered

any division of the disputed territory impracticable, if the por

tions which might be assigned to Maine were to be regarded as

an equivalent for what she might release to Great Britain. It

made it necessary, as will be seen, in the progress of the negotia

tion, to find an equivalent for Maine, which she would be con

tent to accept, in case she surrendered her claim to any part of

the disputed territory. The commissioners of the two States

arrived in Washington in the early part of June, and the nego

tiation commenced.1 At this precise moment, Mr. Webster

wrote privately to Mr. Everett as follows :

[TO ME. EVERETT.]

" June 14, 1842.

tl My dear Sir : I know not that I have much to say by this convey

ance. Your private communications by the Caledonia were duly received.

I need hardly say that Ifeel everything contained in that letter, which yon

marked as particularly confidential. One of its topics will be attended to,

and the evil corrected.

" Your letter to Lo^d Aberdeen, on the boundary question, is quite judi-

1 On the part of Maine, the com- John Otis. On the part of Massachu-

missioners were, William Pitt Preble, setts, they were Abbott Lawrence, John

Edward Kavanagh, Edward Kent, and Mills, and Charles Allen.
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cious. You place the argument, de rebus exteris, handsomely and strongly.

Nevertheless I must tell you, in particular confidence, that I hope you will

forbear to press the search after maps in England or elsewhere. Our strength

is on the letter of the treaty.

" The commissioners presented themselves yesterday, and I have had a

conversation with them to-day. They appear disposed to accomplish the

object of their appointment. Mr. Preble's appointment excited some fears,

as he may be supposed to have old wounds. But so far he manifests no

improper temper or feeling. Lord Ashburton is looking daily for his final

instructions. On their arrival, we can decide in twenty-four hours whether

there will be a settlement of the difficulty. There must be mutual cessions.

We must have more or less of the strip lying west of St. John's. The im

portance of this, in order to uphold the character of the proposed treaty,

as an exchange of equivalents, is incalculable ; its importance to England

nothing ; and, so far as we can learn, the inhabitants, from a little above

Woodstock to the river, are as willing to be on one side as the other. I

pray you to state this matter pointedly and urgently to Lord Aberdeen ;

for I greatly fear that, unless Lord Ashburton is left at liberty in this par

ticular, there is danger of his returning to England re infecta.

"Let me repeat, the great object is to show mutual concession, and

granting of what may be regarded in the light of equivalents. The absolute

.value of the thing is not the point of interest.

" Yours faithfully always,

"D.W.
u Edward Everett, Esq., etc., etc., etc."

The negotiations began officially by a letter addressed by

Lord Ashburton to Mr. "Webster on the 13th of June, in which

he said—there was no occasion to revive the old controversy—

the arguments had been repeatedly and thoroughly canvassed,

and further discussion of disputed claims would be unprofitable.

A course of conciliation and compromise was necessary, and a

purely conventional boundary was the only practicable one.

He would, however, go so far as to show that the dispute had

not originated with England, in 1814, as some had asserted, but

dated from the very time of the Treaty of 1783. His wish now

was to settle the matter to the satisfaction of all parties, and not

to urge the old claims of his Government. Mr. Webster and

Lord Ashburton had a personal conference on the 18th of

June ; and, in compliance with Mr. Webster's invitation, his

lordship put in writing two or three days afterward a state

ment of his views on the subject of a conventional line. He

began by alluding to his own efforts to promote cordial relations
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between the two countries, and expressing his desire to deal

with the present question in the most frank and open manner.

It was generally admitted that the Treaty of 1783 could not be

executed, and concession and compromise were therefore neces

sary. The points to be kept in view were the attainment of a

good boundary-line, an open communication between British

colonies, and the retention of the inhabitants of the disputed re

gion under the Government to which they had been wont to pay

allegiance. Acres of land were not what he sought for England

—they were of little value compared to the objects named. He

was willing to concede the material advantages, and retain only

what was essential to Great Britain, and the rightful interests

of her subjects. He thought the river St. John's would form a

good boundary from its intersection with the due north line

coming from the head-waters of the St. Croix, except that he

had settled objections to dividing what was known as " the

Madawaska settlement," one fourth of which was on the Maine

side of that stream. He could not " in any case abandon the

obvious interests of these people." He gave a short account of*

these settlements, and declared that it would be cruel to cast

them off from the British colonies. If this deviation was

allowed, he was willing to surrender the disputed strip along

the forty-fifth parallel of latitude, which included Rouse's Point.

This was a valuable concession, and Ije was determined that

America should be satisfied. Another concession which he was

ready to make, was the privilege of floating timber down the St.

John's to its mouth, free of duty, and under no restrictions not

put upon that from New Brunswick.

At this point the questions growing out of the case of the

Creole appear to have again endangered a misunderstanding,

which threatened to frustrate the whole object of the special

mission. An energetic remonstrance and explanation by Mr.

Webster, in the shape of a private letter to Mr. Everett, which

he was directed to read to Lord Aberdeen, corrected this diffi

culty in part :

[TO MB. EVERETT.]

" Department of State, Washington, June 28, 1842.

" My dear Sir : I had fully hoped to be able to assure you, by this

conveyance, that we were in a fair way to a speedy and happy conclusion
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upon all the subjects intrusted to Lord Ashburton's negotiation. But I

am pained to say that this is far from being the case. Our movement for

the last ten days, if any has been made, has been rather backward. The

boundary business is by no means in a highly promising state—so many

difficulties arise, not only between us and England, but between us and

the commissioners, and the commissioners of the two States themselves—

and other questions are still less so. I know nothing of Lord Ashburton's

recent instructions, but he appears to me, certainly, to be under restraints

not heretofore apparently felt by him. What increases the embarrassment

and renders a failure more probable, is his great unwillingness to stay

longer in the country. The President has desired a personal interview

with him, which has been had, and the President has pressed upon him in

the strongest manner the necessity of staying till every effort to effect the

great object of his mission shall have been exhausted.1 The President

feels, what all must feel, that if the mission should return, rebus infectis,

the relations of the two countries will be more than ever embarrassed.

" I think we have much reason to regret, if not some right to com

plain, that, in regard to the delicate questions growing out of such cases as

that of the Creole, we have been strangely misunderstood.' The Lords

took up the subject of the Creole, apparently with no accurate knowledge

of what had been done or said by us, and argued and decided questions

which we had never raised or thought of raising, and that misapprehen

sion seems to have run through all subsequent considerations of the sub

ject. We did not make any demand for fugitive slaves; no such thing;

we well know that when slaves get on British ground, they are free. Nor

have we ever asked England to enter into any stipulation by treaty which

should interfere with this general principle of English law. Nor do we, in

the absence of treaty provisions, demand the surrender of fugitives from

justice. Yon quote Lord Aberdeen as saying, 'You do not yourselves

give up mutineers to be punished.' Certainly we do not, nor do we sur

render other offenders, unless in virtue of special stipulations by treaty.

But we think a proper convention for the extradition of offenders charged

with high crimes would tend greatly to prevent the commission of such

crimes, and to preserve peace and harmony between the two countries.

Such a provision would have nothing in it peculiarly advantageous to the

United States. Its benefits would be equal and alike to both parties. All

along the inland frontier the necessity for some mutual regulation of this

kind is severely felt, and cases calling for such regulations are also con

stantly arising on the high-seas. It is now only a few months since an

English subject, charged with mutiny, was demanded of the authorities

of Charleston, and could not be surrendered.

" It certainly is not becoming between two nations, such as England

and the United States, that one should make its territories an asylum for

1 It is a fact, which Mr. Webster Ashburton to remain, was most skil-

always acknowledged, that President fully and happily used.

Tyler's address, in persuading Lord
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the perpetrators of any enormity of violence and blood, who may flee to

it from the other. If this state of things continue, its continuance will

not be our fault, nor its consequences, whatever they may be, chargeable

io our account. It is our desire to establish a fair, just, and well-con

sidered rule for mutual extradition, and the option lies with England to

adopt or to reject it. But at any rate we wish to be distinctly under

stood, and I repeat, therefore, that we do not demand the restitution of

fugitive slaves ; that, without treaty stipulations to that effect, we do not

demand, and shall not demand, the surrender of criminals fleeing from

justice. But all this is quite remote from what we firmly hold to be

our rights, according to the laws and usages of nations in such cases as

that of the Creole. That is to say, that in cases of vessels carried into

British ports by violence or stress of weather, we insist that there shall be

no interference from the land, with the relation or personal condition of

those on board, according to the laws of their own country ; that vessels

under such circumstances shall enjoy the common laws of hospitality,

subjected to no force, entitled to have their immediate wants and neces

sities relieved, and to pursue their voyage without molestation. It may

be hoped that cases giving rise to these questions may not hereafter often

occur. I think they v/ill not. Yet, in the present posture of things, I

deem it indispensable to the quieting of excited apprehensions, allaying

resentments, and giving just security for the future, that some regular

stipulation be entered into, or, at least, some authentic declaration given?

that the British colonial authorities shall be made to respect the rules

which usually regulate the intercourse of friendly states, their citizens,

and subjects. No man can well doubt the necessity of this, who has taken

notice of certain recent judicial proceedings in the Bahama Islands.

" I understand you to say, in your last private letter, that, in conversa

tion on this subject with Lord Aberdeen, his lordship said that we must

guard ourselves against occurrences of the kind under consideration, by

* convoy.' I do not comprehend him, and possibly you misunderstood his

expression. He could not mean, certainly, that, in time of peace, a govern

ment should convoy its own coasting trade, or any part of it, or that con

voy was a natural security against those accidents at sea which sometimes

compel vessels to enter the ports of another nation.

"A general feeling prevails in this country at the present moment, no

doubt, both North and South, that all questions will be amicably settled

through the agency of Lord Ashburton's mission. His lordship's frank

and candid manner, his great intelligence and practical ability, and the

apparent justness and moderation of his views and principles, have con

spired to conduct the public mind to this conclusion, and that public

mind desires that result, and the country is preparing itself for the state

of things which will naturally follow it. But if the negotiation fail, if

unexpected obstacles be interposed, if what has been considered quite rea

sonable and moderate be not attained, if the boundary question be put

into another endless series of surveys, explorations, arbitrations, and um
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pirages, if we are left only to understand that our coasting trade through

the Bahama Channel can no otherwise enjoy ordinary safety than as we

put it under convoy, a mission, the institution of which was hailed as a

bright harbinger of the restoration of perfect amity and harmony between

the two countries, and in the conduct of which I am sure the best disposi

tion has prevailed, will only have terminated in leaving things much worse

than it found them. I hardly see how this bad result is to be prevented,

unless we can succeed in beseeching Lord Ashburton to delay his return

another month, in the hope that the cloud on his brow may be dissipated

by the next communication from home.

" I have marked this letter private, as it is in answer to a private letter

of yours ; but the substance and effect of it ought, perhaps, to be made

known to Lord Aberdeen; notwithstanding that his lordship may receive

communications from Lord Ashburton, covering similar accounts of the

sentiments entertained here, and the state of things existing.

" I am, dear sir, always faithfully yours,

" D. Webster."

Notwithstanding the arduous duties of this year, Mr.

"Webster kept up a constant correspondence with his Marsh-

field agent, in which the treatment of every field, down to

the most minute of the operations of farming, was duly

directed. Marshfield, in truth, was never absent from his

thoughts for many hours, even amidst the greatest affairs of

state. To write and to receive letters about what was going

on there, was his recreation while absent. Once in the

course of this spring he managed to be there for a short

time. This purpose he announced in a humorous letter to

Mrs. Edward Curtis ; and, after he had been there some days,

he sent to the same lady that graphic description of the place,

which has been heretofore published in his printed corre

spondence, but which may well be repeated here.

[TO MRS. EDWARD CURTIS, AT NEW YORK.]

(Private. (53P* Be particular.)

" Washington, May 4, 1842.

" My dear Lady : I must tell you, as one of the secrets of diplomacy,

but a secret which all the world, I believe, already knows, that I am to be

your way two or three days hence, on a flying visit to Massachusetts. The

* candid public' suppose, doubtless, that I am going to confer with Gov

ernor Davis and others on the boundary question, to consult the shipping

interest of the North about the right of search, etc., whereas I am really
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going for the change, to get away from my table for a few days, see a few

friends in New York, as many in Boston, and, as the great object of all,

see Seth Peterson, and catch one trout. I shall probably arrive in New

York late in the evening, and shall go to the Astor House. The Boston

boat not going till evening of the next day, I shall have a long morning.

My purpose is to avoid seeing people, and so I shall set out to go to Mor-

risania, but shall be very likely, nevertheless, to stop at your house, and

if you can keep your husband at home we can have a little talk. I will

give him notice, if possible, one day previous to my departure. In truth,

I am waiting principally for news from Rhode Island.

u I have a number of things to talk over with Mr. Curtis. I believe he

will live a thousand years, and triumph over all his enemies.

" My wife is well. The two boys are well. Edward is going to be

somebody, if one of the Miss Bayards does not deprive him of intellect.

They are beautiful girls ; but still, the mother is like the mother of mankind :

" ' The fairest of her daughters, Eve ; '

see Milton, not Shakespeare. They have all gone to , but to return

in June.

" But, to resume the thread of my discourse—by-the-way, threads often

become long yarns—Caroline is well ; her babies are well ; and Master Dan

is another Judge Story. Mrs. Fletcher is well ; the nurse is well ; we are

all well, down even to my noble collection of cacklers in the poultry yard.

But the season advances ; summer is coming, according to the almanac,

and yet our only warmth is before a good fire. But still, as May is here,

and June in sight, we all begin to think of flight ! It is merciful in Provi

dence to change the seasons so that men, and even women too, may find

some excuse for change also.

" Mrs. Webster talks of New York and Boston ; Julia, of Marshfield ;

Caroline, of Nahant, Newport, Watertown ; Fletcher, of staying where he

is ; Edward, of Marshfield. Adieu, I must close this letter in two and a

half minutes or lose the mail. Read Poindexter ; such men as ' Curtis and

Webster.' " Yours,

"Daniel Webster."

[TO MB. FLETCHER WEBSTER.]

"Marshfield, Saturday Morning, May 21, 1842, half-past 4.

" My dear Son : I had a note from you last evening, and am

all are well at the department. I am recruiting in health and strength

very fast, and find it most delightful to be here. Julia and her hus

band are with me. The weather has been cold and we had a frost

last night. The grass is white on the lawn this moment; I fear injury

to the fruit.

" Marshfield never looked so well. Peterson and I have talked over

politics. He says the fault is in Congress ; that Mr. Tyler is not to blame
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for being President, and that they ought to take right hold, man fashion,

and do up the public business.

" I am going out this morning to wet a line. My chief concern is

about your mother's health. Julia wrote her last night, and I shall write

to-morrow.

" Show her this. I wish most earnestly she was here ; she would soon

be well. You mention that she has had recourse to the physicians. I shall

be hastening back, if I do not hear of her being better soon.

" Pray show these letters to the President; they prove that Maine is

doing well. I have attended to that business thoroughly.

" Yours,

" D. W.

" P. S.—I care nothing for such fellows as G D ."

[TO MRS. EDWARD CURTIS.]

{Two sheets of confidential matter.)

" Marshfield, May 26, 1842.

" Dear Mrs. Curtis : You are one of those unfortunate persons who

have not seen Marshfield. It would be cruel to speak of its beauties, if

your fate, in this respect, were irreversible. But as you may, and I trust

do, cherish the hope of one day beholding it, I must prepare you for

something like an ecstasy. And yet a single sight would hardly produce

that effect. Superficial observers see nothing in Marshfield but rocks, and

sands, and desolation ; as one uninitiated runs his eye over the picture of

an old master,, and wonders what folks can see that is pleasing in such a

grim and melancholy looking thing. , Marshfield is to be studied. Do

not come, therefore, without weeks before you. Some may tell you that
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its excellence is like transcendentalism, so refined and invisible as to hang

on the very yerge of nonsense or nonentity. But these are malignant per

sons and not to be believed.

"And now, from generalities to facts. An old-fashioned two-story

house, with piazza (stoop ?) all round it, stands on a gentle rising, facing

due south, and distant fifty rods from the road, which runs in front.

Beyond the road is a ridge of hilly land, not very high, covered with oak

wood, running in the same direction as the road, and leaving a little

depression, or break, exactly opposite the house, through which the

southern breezes fan us of an afternoon. I feel them now coming, not

over beds of violets, but over Plymouth Bay, fresh, if not fragrant. A

carriage-way leads from the road to the house, not bold and impudent,

right up straight to the front door, like the march of a column of soldiers,

f^BJSffiS^SwC"

but winding over the lower parts of the ground, sheltering itself among

trees and hedges, and getting possession at last, more by grace than force,

as other achievements are best made. Two other houses are in sight, one

a farm-house, cottage-built, at the end of the avenue, so covered up in an

orchard as to be hardly visible; the other a little farther off in the same

direction, that is, to the left on the road, very neat and pretty, with a

beautiful field of grass by its side. Opposite the east window of the east

front room stands a noble spreading elm, the admiration of all beholders.

Beyond that is the garden sloping to the east, and running down till the

tide washes its lower wall. Back of the house are such vulgar things as

barns; and on the other side, that is, to the north and n®rthwest, is a

fresh-water pond of some extent, with green grass growing down to its

margin, and a good walk all round it, on one side the walk passing
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through a thick belt of trees, planted by the same hand that now indites

this eloquent description. This pond is separated on the east by a cause

way from the marshes and the salt water, and over this causeway is the

common passage to the northern parts of the farm. I say nothing of

orchards, and copses, and clumps, interspersed over the lawn, because

such things may be seen in vulgar places. But now comes the climax.

From the doors, from the windows, and, still better, from twenly little

elevations, all of which are close by, you see the ocean, a mile off, reposing

in calm, or terrific in storm, as the case may be. There, you have now

Marshfield, and let us recapitulate : 1. The ocean ; as to that, when it is

mentioned, enough is said. 2. A dry and pure air ; not a bog, nor a ditch,

nor an infernal gutter, in five miles ; not a particle of exhalation but from

the ocean and a running New England stream. 3. A walk of a mile,

always fit for ladies' feet, when not too wet, through the orchard and the

belt. 4.- Five miles of excellent hard beach driving on the sea-shore,

commencing a mile and a half from the house. 5. A region of pine forest

three miles back, dark and piny in appearance and in smell, as you ever

witnessed in the remotest interior.

u But I must pause, or I shall diminish too much the list of things

which you will see when you come, and which you had not heard of.

" I have been here, dear Mrs. Curtis, eight days, with tolerable weather

and enjoying good health. . But my family is not here; my wife has been

a good deal ill since I left Washington, though I believe she is now quite

recovered. I have done fishing and trout-catching ; have taken leave of

Seth Peterson; the household is pretty much dispersed, except Charles

and me, and I go to Boston in the morning, and I have written you this

letter, partly that Mr. Curtis might have something to laugh at, and partly

to show how good an account may be written of rather a poor subject.

" Say to Mr. Curtis that I believe I shall get through with the Maine

affair, which has given me no little trouble, and hope to leave Boston

early next week for the South.

" 21th.—P. S.—At Mr. Paige's.

" I came up this morning and found all well at Mr. Paige's and Julia's,

and have a very good letter from my wife. So I feel rather well. I have

not told you that Mrs. Paige and her son Willie, and Julia and her two

babies, made me a visit at Marshfield. Julia's children are- full of ancestral

beauty, and she is as handsome as a picture. She is rather thin, which

makes her eyes look as large as Juno's, while her complexion indicates

perfect health.

" So no more at present.

" Yours truly,

" Daniel Webster."

On the return of Mr. Webster to Washington, Lord Ash-

burton's letters of the 13th and 21st of June were communi
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catecl to the Maine commissioners, and Mr. Webster heard from

them on the 29th.

They were ready, they said, to grant to Great Britain what

was necessary or convenient for purposes of communication be

tween her colonies, but nothing to her claim of a right to the

disputed territory. Their conviction that the whole belonged

to the United States was complete and unshaken. If includ

ing within the limits of British territory that portion of the

Madawaska settlement which lay to the south of the St. John's

was a sine qua non, there was an end of negotiation so far as

they were concerned. They could not entertain such a propo

sition. If, by the " upper St. John's," Lord Ashburton meant

the western branch, it was out of the question as a boundary

above the mouth of the Madawaska, which they contended was

the real "upper St. John's." They then proceeded to show, by

reference to maps and documents, that the commissioners of

1783 had an accurate knowledge of the line which they were

tracing, and clearly set it forth in the treaty, and furthermore

that it exactly corresponded with the claims of the State of

Maine. They were ready, however, to allow free communication

between the British colonies, and with that in view would sug

gest the following conventional line : The due north line of

the treaty, from the source of the St. Croix to the St. John's,

continued along the centre of that stream to a point three miles

above the mouth of the Madawaska ; thence a direct line along

this latter stream, leaving the whole valley for the route to

Canada, until the outlet of Long Lake was reached; thence

westward to the place where the St. Francis empties its waters

into Lake Pohenagamook, and thence continuing in the same

direct line to the highlands separating the waters which flow

into the river Du Loup from those which flow into the St.

Francis, and so along these highlands, in accordance with the

Treaty of 1783. This furnished free communication to the

provinces, and a good natural boundary. As the English envoy

had no power to grant them any equivalents, they were not

bound to give up any territory ; what they gave up by this line

was for the sake of conciliation, by granting the desired means

of communication. The people of the Madawaska settlement,
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they said, could clioose their side of the river, but, in ease the

transfer of territory was made, all grants of land made to them

in New Brunswick should be confirmed.1

Mr. Webster communicated this paper to Lord Ashburton,

with his own comments, on the 8th of July. He said that he

was desirous of abstaining from all controversy on the disputed

claims, but would say that the feeling was strong and universal

that the claims of the United States were in accordance with

the Treaty of 1783, and that that instrument was entirely sus

ceptible of a clear construction. The northwest angle of Nova

Scotia was to be found in. accordance with the treaty by draw

ing a line from the source of the St. Croix to the highlands,

which separated the streams flowing into the river St. Law

rence from the streams flowing into the Atlantic Ocean. Ad-

1 At the time when the matter was

thus getting back into the renewal of

the argument on the soundness of the

claim of the State of Maine, the weather

was intensely hot. The following amus

ing private notes, from Lord Ashburton

to Mr. Webster, are selected from a great

number which were continually passing

between them :

Private.

"July 1,1842.

"My dear Mr. Webster: I must throw

myself on your compassion to contrive some

how or other to get me released. I contrive

to crawl about in these heats by day and pass

my nights in a sleepless fever. In short, I

shall positively not outlive this affair, if it is

to be much prolonged. I had hoped that

these gentlemen from the northeast would be

equally averse to this roasting. Could you

not press them to come to the point, and say

whether we can or cannot agree? I do not

see why I should be kept waiting while

Maine and Massachusetts settle their accounts

with the General Government.

"I am rather apprehensive that there is an

inclination somewhere to keep this negotia

tion in suspense on grounds unconnected

wifch the mere difficulties of the case itself.

Pray save me from these profound politicians,

for my nerves will not stand so much cunning

wisdom.

"Ever, my dear sir, yours sincerely,

"A."

" I shall not venture upon a walk through

the sun, unless I hear that you have some

thing to tell me.

"You promised to procure for me the

Oregon report ; if you have it, pray send it

me.

"I return you, my dear sir, your letter of

the Maine commissioners, in which it is

easy enough to perceive the master's hand.

These gentlemen take their departure always

from the presumption that the whole territory

belongs to them, and that they are benevo

lently giving us a certain portion. I do not

well see how a Secretary of State of the

United States can repeat such sentiments as

his own, but you will best judge in what

shape this paper had best reach me.

" I have had this morning a long^conversa-

tion with Mr. Kavanagh, and I should like to

communicate to you what passed. If you are

at home this evening, I will call on you. I

found him a sensible, liberal man.

"We both agreed that we should do no

good in continuing the negotiations with long

controversal memorials, and that we must

get, by some shorter cut, to ascertain

whether we can agree. I cannot say that I

quite despair, but my confidence of doing

any thing is a good deal shaken. I have per

sonally no objection to any communication

with these gentlemen which you approve.

"I like much your cruising convention.

The question will come when and where the

instructions shall be prepared.

"Yours sincerely,

"A."

Sunday Evening.

" My dear Mr. Webster : Although my

answer bears the date of to-morrow, I send it

you over night, because I know you are an

early riser. " Whatever other complaint you

may have to make against me, it will not be,

I think, from want of diligence.

"As you know that my object, like yours,

is peace and settlement, if you see any thing

very objectionable in my long paper, pray

send it back. If not, pray keep moving with

the least pos.sihle delay.

"There are some coarse insinuations in

Mr. Preble's paper, but I thought it best not

to notice them, and keep my temper.

"Yours kindly,

"A.

"I shall probably not call on you, unless \

hear from you to-morrow."

47
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mitting the doubt as to which flowed into the Atlantic, it was

clear enough that the highlands claimed by America, as those

of the treaty, contained the sources of the rivers flowing into

the St. Lawrence, and separated them from those flowing in the

opposite direction ; and, in the absence of other certainties, this

controlled all uncertainties. Here was a natural line of separa

tion between two systems of streams, and no third class was

alluded to, as those flowing into the Bay of Fundy or the Bay

of Chaleurs. He did not doubt Lord Ashburton's motives in

accepting the mission, and freely acknowledged his candor, but

at the same time he was constrained to say that there were in

superable objections to the line which he had proposed. There

could be no great hardship inflicted on the settlers upon the

Madawaska by a division of that territory. He argued strongly

in favor of natural barriers, so long as they were practicable,

but when the stream made a sudden turn, leaving a large extent

of territory belonging to the United States on the north, it could

no longer be followed. He then proceeded to sketch a bound

ary conforming to the propositions made by the Maine commis

sioners. The strip to the north of KTew Hampshire, Vermont,

and ISTew York was of some value, he said, but would be no rec

ompense to Massachusetts and Maine.

Lord Ashburton replied on the 11th of July. He had hoped

that the geographical discussion would not be renewed, but had

supposed that it was generally conceded to be impossible to

follow the terms of the old treaty. It was unfortunate that a

disposition was shown to revive old disputes. It seemed to him

a new discovery that the Madawaska was the real upper St.

John's. The proposed northwest angle of Nova Scotia he did not

think so certain, and it did not in fact correspond to the point

formerly claimed by the State of Maine, and he believed it to

be useless to attempt to find any such point in accordance with

the terms of the treaty. He cited several occasions on which

it had been admitted to be impossible to conform to the treaty.

Under the circumstances of the present negotiations, it was

hardly fair to claim that any of the disputed territory belonged

indisputably to either party. He thought the commissioners of

1783 were ignorant of the geography of the region, and had

designated a line (separating streams, etc.) which could not be
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laid down. He regrets the controversy thus begun, and is sorry

they are still so far apart. He reiterates his objection to divid

ing the Madawaska settlement, but intimates a possible conces

sion. The arbitrary line proposed by the Maine commissioners

was, however, wholly inadmissible. He speaks of the little value

of the land north of the St. John's, and the importance of the

navigation of that stream to its mouth. This he considered a

full equivalent for the territory. He closes with an expression

of his belief that they could conduct the negotiations much bet

ter by personal conference.

Three months had thus passed since Lord Ashburton's arri

val at Washington, and it now appeared that the Maine com

missioners and the English envoy could not agree upon a line.

The principal difficulty of the case arose from the fact that, for

the concession of territory which Maine was asked to make,

Great Britain could give no equivalent that would enure exclu

sively to that State. In this attitude of the negotiation, Mr.

Webster and Lord Ashburton, laying aside for the present the

forms of diplomatic intercourse, sat down together in the State

Department to consider what could be done. The result of

their numerous conferences was, that they agreed how the whole

line between the United States and the British Provinces of

New Brunswick and Canada ought to be adjusted. They

thought it best to run a line through the disputed territory,

which would give seven-twelfths of it in quantity to the United

States, equal in value to four-fifths of the whole. As the

equivalents for the surrender of the residue, to be made by the

United States to England, it was determined, first, that the use

of the river St. John's should be open for the conveyance, to tide

water, of the timber growing on any of its branches, free from

all discriminating tolls, impositions, or inabilities of any kind,

the timber to enjoy all the privileges of British colonial timber ;

second, that Kouse's Point, on Lake Champlain, and the lands

which had until this time been supposed to be within the limits

of New Hampshire, Yermont, and New York, but which a

correct ascertainment of the forty-fifth parallel of latitude,

called for by the Treaty of 1783, would throw into Canada,

should be surrendered to the United States.

As the privilege of carrying timber down the St. John's was
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a concession by England of something lying within the region

claimed by the States of Maine and Massachusetts, and as the

other cessions by England would enure partly to the benefit of

the States of New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York, but

principally to the United States, it became necessary for Mr.

Webster to provide an equivalent for Maine and Massachusetts,

to compensate them for their consent to establish a part of the

boundary west of the St. John's. No mode of effecting this

was practicable, excepting for the United States to pay to

those States a compensation in money ; and this Mr. Webster

promptly offered to do. He proposed that the United States

should pay them the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand

dollars, to be equally divided between them. In this mode, the

knot of the difficulty could be cut.

Mr. Webster thereupon, on the 15th of July, addressed a

letter to the commissioners of the two States, stating the pro

posed settlement, and closing as follows :

" The line suggested, with the compensations and equivalents which

have been stated, is now submitted for your consideration. That it is all

which might have been hoped for, looking to the strength of the American

claim, can hardly be said. But, as the settlement of a controversy of such

duration is a matter of high importance, as equivalents of undoubted value

are offered, as longer postponement and delay would lead to further incon

venience, and to the incurring of further expenses, and as no better occa

sion, nor, perhaps, any other occasion, for settling the boundary by agree

ment, and on the principle of equivalents, is ever likely to present itself,

the Government of the United States hopes that the commissioners of the

two States will find it to be consistent with their duty to assent to the

line proposed, and to the terms and conditions attending the proposition.

" The President has felt the deepest anxiety for an amicable settlement

of the question, in a manner honorable to the country, and such as should

preserve the rights and interests of the States concerned. From the moment

of the announcement of Lord Ashburton's mission, he has sedulously

endeavored to pursue a course the most respectful toward the States, and

the most useful to their interests, as well as the most becoming to the

character and dignity of the Government. He will be happy if the result

shall be such as shall satisfy Maine and Massachusetts, as well as the rest

of the country. With these sentiments on the part of the President, and

with the conviction that no more advantageous arrangement can be made,

the subject is now referred to the grave deliberation of the commissioners."

The commissioners of the two States finally assented to this

arrangement, and thus the obstacles to the settlement of the
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Northeastern Boundary were removed. Mr. Webster and

Lord Ashburton then proceeded to adjust the boundary through

Lakes Huron and Superior to the Lake of the Woods, and to

digest the whole settlement into articles for the treaty. But

when the fifth article, as the treaty now stands, was submitted

to Lord Ashburton, reciting the stipulation for the payment of

money by the United States to the States of Maine and Massa

chusetts, he presented an objection to it in a private note to

Mr. Webster.

[from loud ashburton.]
u Tuesday Night.

""My dear Mr. Webster: I have read through 'your very able

Creolian, and have derived much information and no little amusement

from it. I will send you my answer to-morrow, which I shall endeavor to

make conciliatory, and, if possible, short.

" But, my dear sir, my rest is disturbed by your money clause in our

treaty, from which you must somehow contrive to relieve it. I cannot with

any propriety be a party to an agreement that the United States shall pay

money to the States of Maine and Massachusetts. This must, it seems to

me, be done by a statement to Congress, of the existence of such an arrange

ment, with which it would be most impertinent that Great. Britain should

interfere. I certainly knew that there was to be a payment, but until yes

terday I had no idea that this was to make any part of the treaty with us.

Further, I foresee endless difficulties and delays from this ill-contrived

arrangement. The treaty must pass the lower as well as upper House, and

what would require only a few days may be prolonged for as many months,

One M. C. to whom this secret was known told me that it might not be of

importance with respect to amount, but that a great constitutional question

was involved, viz., the question of Jay's treaty over again. lam sure this

course will involve us in difficulties, setting aside the consideration that

there is really an absurdity in putting into a treaty with us your bargain

with the States. I must, my dear sir, beg you will make some other

arrangement for these payments. ." Yours ever,

Mr. Webster, however, satisfied Lord Ashburton that the

article ought to stand ; that it would be for the Senate to ratify

the treaty, and for the tw^o Houses of Congress to make the

necessary appropriations for carrying it into effect. But, in

order that no responsibility might appear to be incurred by

Great Britain for the payment of the stipulated sum, formal

diplomatic notes were interchanged, explaining that this article

contained nothing that could be so construed.1 These transae-

1 Works, ji., 289.
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tions relating to the boundary were concluded just before the

9th of August.

The Treaty ofWashington embraces two other subjects. One

of these relates to the suppression of the slave-trade on the

coast of Africa. What was at first called the' right of search,

and afterward came to be denominated the right of visit, was

a claim on the part of Great Britain to detain vessels sailing

under the American flag in order to examine their papers, and

to ascertain whether they were entitled to wear that flag. If

they were, it was admitted that a British cruiser could not

interfere further, because no treaty existed between the United

States and Great Britain for the suppression of the slave-trade

by mutual search and seizure of each other's vessels. The

American flag was fraudulently used to a great extent by the

subjects of other powers, in order to cover the slave-trade ; and

it appeared to the English Government that what they called the

right of search, or of visit, was necessary to its suppression, and

ought to be conceded by the United States. But, at all events,

it was claimed as a right ; and a long correspondence on the

subject was carried on between Mr. Stevenson and Lord

Palmerston, and was continued with Lord Aberdeen down to

the time when Mr. Stevenson left England ; the United States

denying the existence of any such right in time. of peace, and

refusing to concede it.

Mr. Webster entertained the opinion from the first that this

was the wrong mode in which to arrive at the desired end.1 He

1 Writing; to Mr. Everett under date the side of the neutral and the minor naval

of Ar>ril 2fi 1842 Mr Wehster said • powers, always most forward in contending
oi April zo, i«4Z, Mi. w eoster saia . for the freedom of the seas? in the utmost lat-

r t^vprtttt 1 itude of tnat freedom. But, we are in the
[to mr. everett.j process of change. We are no longer a

" Washington, April 26, 1842. minor commercial power, nor do we know

"My dear Sir: General Cass and Mr. that we have any particular exemption from

Wheaton have nearly overwhelmed us with war, if war should again break out. We see

their leti 'v.'s ri-1 pamphlets on the subject of no necessity, then, of being in haste to do

visit and search. I must say, between our- that which our political men sometimes call

selves, that General Cass's pamphlet, however 'defining our position.1 To avoid all this,

distinguished for ardent American feeling, is, and to escape the necessity of mingling our-

nevertheless, as a piece of law logic, quite in- selves, at present, in the discussions now so

conclusive. I think, as might be said of rife in Europe, I have proposed to Lord Ash-

Dther compositions on the same subject, that burton to come to an agreement, that Eng-

it contains passages which yield all that is land and the United States shall maintain, for

contended for on the other side. a limited time, each an independent squadron

"Quite a breeze seems to have "been excited on the coast of Africa, comprising such a

in Paris and on the Continent generally, in number of vessels and of such force as may

regard to the Quintuple Treaty, and the prob- be agreed on, with instructions to their corn-

ability of our accession to it. Here we are manders respectively to act in concert so far

calm," and intend to fulfil our duties, without as may be necessary, in order that no slave-

entering into any of these questions. Our ship, under whatever flag she may sail, shall

position in respect to these maritime ques- be free from visitation and search. This is

tions is peculiar. Hitherto, we have been on our project. Lord Ashburton, so far, appears
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therefore proposed to Lord Ashburton what the latter called his

" cruising convention," which was intended to render unneces

sary any assertion or denial of the claim.1 This was to consist

of a stipulation in the treaty that each Government should keep

a squadron on the coast of Africa, to enforce separately and

respectively its own laws against the slave-trade, but in mutual

cooperation. It stands as the eighth article of the treaty. The

part relating to the interchange of orders appears to have beei*

suggested by Lord Ashburton, in the following private note :

"My dear Mr. Webster: As my correspondence with my masters

must be made up this evening, I should have made you a visit this

morning if I were not waiting for one from Mr. Lawrence which I am every

moment expecting. When he leaves me I hope you will permit me* to call

on you, for a few last words. You will recollect your promise to let me

have our cruising treaty as corrected, which should, I think, contain a

promise to concert and to intercommunicate instructions to our officers in

command. This will save entering upon a wide field of detail in the treaty

itself.

"Can any thing be done about extradition?

"Your servant,

" Ashburton.

" Pray give yourself no further trouble, in answering this, than to say

when and where I may call on you."

The other subject covered by the treaty was the extradition

of fugitives charged with the commission of certain crimes ; a

provision which grew out of the case of the Creole. In con

sequence of the fact that the mutineers and murderers who

carried this vessel into the port of Nassau were slaves, a misap

prehension arose in England respecting the ground on which

they had been demanded by the American consul; while at

the same time, in our Southern States, great sensitiveness was

felt under the operation of that principle of the English law

which did not permit the relation of master and slave to be

to think well of it, and probably will write to other power to do that for us, and to that end

Lord Aberdeen, in regard to it, by this con- to make visits of American vessels, or vessels

veyance. appearing to be such, necessary. An arrange-

" I should like to know your opinion of it ; ment of this kind will, I think, be acceptable

but have most particularly to request that you here, and I trust will prove effectual. If it

will keep it to yourself, except so far as Lord should so prove, we shall not only have ful-

Aberdeen may wish to speak of it with you. filled our duty, as created by the Treaty of

I do not desire that this purpose should be Ghent, toward England, but shall also have

known across the Channel at present. I have accomplished an object greatly desired by

thought it a more manly and elevated pro- the Government and people of this country'1

ceeding, on our part, to make provision in
this way to execute our laws, than to ask an- x bee post, chapter xxix.
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enforced or recognized on British soil. Our Government was

pressed, by representatives of the Southern interest, to make this

case the occasion for some provision which would enable the

owners of slaves to require their extradition. It has already

been seen that Mr. Webster, in his correspondence with Mr.

Everett, pointedly and emphatically disclaimed the idea that

the passengers of the Creole had been demanded as slaves, and

that he made it known in the most unequivocal manner that

they had been demanded as mutineers and murderers. The

occurrence itself- suggested to Mr. Webster the importance of a

treaty stipulation for the international extradition of persons

charged with crime ; and it was on this that he insisted in his

letters •to Mr. Everett already quoted.

When the case of the Creole came, however, to be con

sidered between Lord Ashburton and Mr. Webster, it was found

to be very difficult to handle it, in consequence of the jealousy

of the English Government lest something should creep in to

impair the principle of their law which refuses to recognize the

relation of master and slave. Lord Ashburton at once made

known his inability to make any concession on that point ; and

Mr. Webster, on his part, was fully agreed that there might be

a separate stipulation by treaty to comprehend only fugitives

charged with crime. The following private note, without

date, from Lord Ashburton, relates to this part of the subject :

" Dear Sir : I shall be glad to see Mr. Calhoun to-inorrow morning at

the hour he mentions, and I wish I knew any thing very satisfactory to

suggest or propose in the matter of the Creole, which ends in being my

greatest difficulty ; but I. will see what may be done.

" I fear that Mr. Legare's proposal will not answer. It leaves open the

whole of the difficulty on my side. I apprehend we shall make nothing

of any article for this purpose, and that what is done must be done by

letter.

" I have had my interview with the gentlemen of Maine, and I incline

to think they will consent to our line. I explained that I was at the end

of my line, and that they must therefore say yes or no. I also pressed an

early answer through you, which I believe you will receive this evening or

to-morrow. " Your servant,

"Ashburton."

The result of their personal conferences was, that every

thing was excluded from the treaty which could bind Great
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Britain to the extradition of persons escaping from American

vessels, on the ground that they were claimed as slaves; that

the case of the Creole, so far as it was a case of slaves escap

ing from an American vessel in a British colonial port, should

be dealt with by a separate correspondence ; and that the

treaty itself should contain ample provision for the mutual

surrender of persons charged with certain enumerated crimes.

This provision became the tenth article of the treaty. It intro

duced into the relations of nations a new feature, which has

since been followed by many enlightened states. This great

advance in civilization is due entirely to Mr. Webster's fore

cast, and to the perseverance with which he eliminated from

the case of the Creole the question which could be made the

subject of a treaty with Great Britain.

The various topics intended to be embraced by the Treaty

of Washington being concluded, it was signed on the 9th day

of August, 1842. Before that day arrived, the subject of im

pressment and the cases of the Caroline and the Creole, not

intended to be embraced by the treaty, were considered and

disposed of. In reference to the case of the Caroline, Mr.

Webster's great object was to obtain an admission of the prin

ciple which makes national territory inviolable. This admis

sion was frankly given by Lord Ashburton. In the formal

correspondence on this subject, conducted on the 27th and 28th

of July and the 6th of August, are to be found the rules of

public law which determine the exceptions growing out of the

law of self-defence, that will excuse a momentary invasion

of the territory of a friendly nation in cases which admit of no

other choice of means, where the necessity is overwhelming,

and where there is no time for deliberation. To the law, as

laid down on this subject by Mr. Webster, the English envoy

entirely assented, and the precedent, which is to govern such

cases, was established.1

The closing official correspondence, in reference to the case

of the Creole and to the maritime rights asserted by this coun-

1 Works, vi., 292-303. Lord Ashbur- that some explanation or apology for

ton's letter of July 28th, in relation to this occurrence was not immediately

the affair of the Caroline, contains this made," etc. Mr. Webster afterward

sentence : " Looking back to what said that it took him two days to get

passed, at this distance of time, what Lord Ashburton to consent to use this

is, perhaps, most to be regretted is, word.
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try, was preceded by a private conference, in which it was

settled what that correspondence should b.e. The following

private note touches the difficulty involved in the case :

" Sunday.

" My dear Mr. Webster : I believe we must have a talk on the subject

of the Creole. I am not very fond of an argument, and would certainly not

create unnecessary difficulties by indulging in it. But you sent me a long

argument, and you referred me to a still longer argument in your letter to

Mr. Everett. I think you will see that it would not have been over decent

in me to pass all this by without any notice ; and I thought I had made

as conciliatory an argument as the case would admit. I am far from wish

ing to make mischief, and increase difficulties, and I will readily confer

with you for this purpose ; but you are pretty well aware how far I can

go, and that I cannot say much that would be effectual toward the protec

tion of a vessel with slaves within any harbor of our colonies. I will, how

ever, consider the subject between this and to-morrow morning ; and will

call on you, if you will permit me, immediately after breakfast.

" Your servant,

" ASHBTJRTON.

" You omitted sending me one of the sheets of my letter.

" I have just received your second note. I will try what I can make

of your second suggestion, and will call on you after breakfast."

The principle for which Mr. "Webster contended was not

that slaves, escaping from an American vessel in a British port,

and landing on British territory, should not be considered as

free, or that they should be recaptured, and returned by the

local authorities. But he claimed that, when an American ves

sel, driven by stress of weather, or carried by unlawful force,

is found in a British port with slaves on board, the local

authorities shall not enter the vessel for the purpose of inter

fering with the condition of persons or things on board, as

established by the law of the vessel's own country ; that the

vessel brings with it, under the comity of nations, the law of

its own country, which regulates the relations of persons on

board ; that, so long as they are water-borne, and do not violate

any law of the territorial jurisdiction, they are not to be con

sidered as within that jurisdiction ; and that the vessels are en

titled to all the rights of hospitality, and to permission to depart

unmolested. These were the points covered by Mr. Webster

in his argument addressed to Lord Ashburton on the 1st of
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August. On account of the delicacy of the subject, and his

want of specific instructions, Lord Ashburton, in reply, on the

6th of August, intimated that this topic must be reserved for

further discussion in London ; giving the assurance, however,

that there should be no " officious interference with American

vessels driven by accident or violence into British ports, that

the laws and duties of hospitality should be executed, and that

these neither justified nor required any further inquisition into

the state of persons or things on board than might be indispen

sable to enforce the observance of the municipal law, and the

proper regulation of the harbors and waters." l With this

assurance, the further discussion of the subject was for the

present waived by Mr. "Webster.9

On the subject of impressment, Mr. Webster, on the 8th of

August, addressed a letter to Lord Ashburton, reviewing and

restating the grounds on which it ought to be abandoned by

England, and on which it could no longer be submitted to by

this country, and making the announcement that, in future,,

" in every regularly-documented American merchant-vessel,

the crew who navigate it will find their protection in the flag

which is over them. This announcement," he said, "is not

made, my lord, to revive useless recollections of the past, nor

to stir the embers from fires which have been, in a great

degree, smothered by many years of peace. Far otherwise.

Its purpose is to extinguish those fires effectually before new

incidents arise to fan them into flame. The communication is

in the spirit of peace, and for the sake of peace, and springs

from a deep and conscientious conviction that high interests of

both nations require this so long contested and controverted

subject now to be finally put to rest. I persuade myself that

you will do justice to this frank and sincere avowal of motives,

and that you will communicate your sentiments in this respect

to your Government."

Lord Ashburton replied on the 9th of August, and, after

1 President Tyler, who saw Lord Ash- Lord Ashburton deemed it necessary to

burton's letter of the 1st of August be- make the alteration, and the President

fore it was formally delivered, desired did not insist upon it. Indeed, he was

that the expression, " to enforce the throughout disposed to acquiesce in Mr.

municipal law of the colony," might be Webster's views.

changed so as to read, " their system of 2 See the correspondence, Works,

police." But neither Mr. Webster nor vi., 303-318.
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stating the differences between the laws of the two countries

on the subject of perpetual allegiance, he said that " the very

anomalous condition of the two countries with relation to each

other here creates a serious difficulty. Our people are not dis

tinguishable ; and, owing to the peculiar habits of our sailors,

our vessels are very generally manned from a common stock.

It is difficult, under these circumstances, to execute laws which,,

at times, have been thought to be essential for the existence of

the country, without risk of injury to others. The extent and

importance of those injuries, however, are so formidable, that

it is admitted that some remedy should, if possible, be applied ;

at all events, it must be fairly and honestly attempted. It is

true that, during the continuance of peace, no practical griev

ance can arise ; but, it is also true that, it is for that reason the

proper season for the calm and deliberate consideration of an

important subject. I have much reason to hope that a satisfac

tory arrangement respecting it may be made, so as to set at

rest all apprehension and anxiety ; and I will only further

repeat the assurance of the sincere disposition of my Govern

ment favorably to consider all matters having for their object

the promoting and maintaining undisturbed kind and friendly

feelings with the United States. I beg, sir, on this occasion of

closing the correspondence with you connected with my mis

sion, to express the satisfaction I feel at its successful termina

tion, and to assure you of my high consideration and personal

esteem and regard."

Thus ended a negotiation which not only averted a war on

account of differences of great magnitude, some of which had

been of long standing, while others, of a more recent origin, had

introduced new irritations of national feeling, but which also,

for all future time, set an example in regard to the temper and the

spirit in which such controversies should be conducted between

England and the United States. In this respect, the service

rendered by Lord Ashburton and Mr. Webster to their re

spective countries, and to the world, is of incalculable im

portance. Each was alike firm and true to the interests and

honor of the country whose interests and honor were confided

to him ; but the happy result of this negotiation is due chiefly

to the fact that each could appreciate and understand what the
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interests and honor of the opposite conntry in truth required,

as well as what was required by the demands and expectations

of his own.1 There was, moreover, a high-bred courtesy in all

that was written officially on both sides ; and, at the same time,

there was an entirely full and confidential private intercourse

which smoothed the way for the adjustment of many difficul

ties. Mr. Webster's personal authority on subjects of interna

tional law, and his power of stating its principles, were doubt

less felt by the British negotiator, for they were more than once

frankly acknowledged. But the proof that Mr. Webster, in

laying down the principles with which he had to deal, was

speaking in the interest of truth and of the welfare of mankind

far more than in the spirit of an advocate, is to be found .in

this, that no enlightened jurist of any country will now say that

he pressed a single point of^law to conclusions which the world

has not been ready to accept. Of the skill with which the

negotiators made a boundary between the possessions of the

two countries, in circumstances of extraordinary difficulty and

embarrassment, the subsequent preservation of peace along that

frontier is the most satisfactory evidence. The wisdom of the

negotiators is justified by the fruits it has borne.

Mr. Webster's labors as Secretary of State during the year

1842 were not confined to the negotiations with England. In

the early part of this year he had occasion to consider and to

settle the proper construction of the treaty between the United

States and Portugal respecting the duties on Portuguese wines.

In his correspondence with the Portuguese minister on this sub

ject is to be found the meaning of that class of treaty provi

sions which stipulate that no other or higher duties shall be

imposed on the productions of the country with which the

treaty is made than are imposed on the like article being the

1 Since the text was written, I have ster was one of these men; and his calm

received a note from Sir Henry Bulwer, and comprehensive wisdom rose above

who, at a later period, represented Eng- all controversy—conciliating and con-

land in many negotiations with Mr. Web- vincing. In treating with him concern-

ster, and who thus speaks of him : " It ing the relation between our two coun-

seems superfluous to add any testimony tries, I always felt that the honor of

of mine to the general appreciation of mine was safe in his hands, and I ven-

his great ability. But I often say that I ture to think that he was equally sure ef

have met only two men in the course of my respect for himself and for the power-

my public career whose opinions, in con- ful state which he represented. Between

ducting business with them, invariably us there could not have been a differ-

Btruck me as sound and just. Mr. Web- ence."
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production of any other country.1 At about the same period,

he conducted a long correspondence with the minister of the

United States in Mexico, in relation to the capture and

imprisonment by Mexican authorities of certain American

citizens, who formed part of what purported to be a trading

expedition from Texas to Santa Fe, within the dominion of

Mexico.2 Somewhat later occurred the correspondence in which

he had occasion to vindicate the course of the United States in

regard to the independence of Texas against the complaints of

M. de Bocanegra, the Mexican Secretary of State. The nature

and extent of the duties of neutrality, where war exists be

tween a revolted province and the parent state, and the right

fulness of an acknowledgment by other nations of the inde

pendence of such revolted province, are the topics of permanent

interest treated by Mr. Webster in his letter to M. de Bocanegra.

It also embraces a grave and weighty rebuke of the Mexican

functionary, drawn forth by his imputation of want of good

faith on the part of the United States.3

It was in the spring of this year, also, that the domestic

troubles in Rhode Island brought about the necessity for an

interference by the President of the United States, so far as

such an interference is authorized by the Federal Constitution.

On Mr. Webster devolved the responsibility of advising Presi

dent Tyler respecting the course to be pursued. An official

letter, signed by the President, was addressed to the Governor

of Rhode Island, making known the purpose of the Executive

Government of the United States to maintain the existing con

stitution and laws of the State until regularly changed, and

that, if necessary for this purpose, the President would call out

the militia. Soon afterward Mr. Webster wrote the following

private letter to an eminent citizen of Rhode Island :

[TO THE HON. JOHN WHIPPLE.]

(Private and Confidential.)

" Washington, May 9, 1842.

" My dear, Sir : You will see the President's letter to Governor King,

transmitted through Messrs. Randolph and Potter.

" If there could be any doubt before, there can certainly be none now,

1 Works, vi., 413, et seq. 2 Works, vi., 422, et seq. 8 Works, vi., 136, et seq.
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that the Government of the United States pledges itself to maintain the

existing constitution and laws till regularly changed. This clear and

unequivocal manifestation places Governor King and the Legislature on

such commanding ground that they may now, I think, with great pro

priety commence the agreeable* duty of conciliation, especially as I do

not understand that any one of the functionaries of the new constitution

is actually exercising the powers of office, that any force threatens the

lawful government, or that assemblies of men with hostile purposes any

where exist.

" My opinion therefore is very clear, that no more arrests should be

made ; that perhaps existing prosecutions had better be discontinued, and

that the Assembly, at its June session, should call a convention to amend

the constitution.

" Thus far the law has been asserted, and all must now see that resist

ance is vain and useless, while there are a good many proud spirits who

might be driven to extremities by measures calculated to degrade and

dishonor them, but who would, nevertheless, be glad of a fair chance of

honorable retreat.

" Many misguided men are, after all, doubtless of such respectable

characters, and possess such respectable connections, that it would be

painful to see them subjected to unnecessary mortification, since parties on

both sides are made up of neighbors, family friends, and those who main

tain kind social relations with one another.

" This recommendation proceeds, of course, upon the ground that the

officers, elected under the new constitution, entirely abstain from exercis

ing any authority by virtue of their supposed offices ; but, if they do so

abstain, I am quite anxious that conciliation and peace should be sought

by the measures above recommended.

" I am, dear sir, yours, with regard,

" Daniel Webster.

" 1ST. B.—I shall arrive in New York on Thursday evening, and be in

that city Friday forenoon ; if any friends choose to see me there, I shall

be able to state more fully what we think here. I shall see the President

both to-day and to-morrow."

And now I am pained to say that, during all the labo

rious and responsible duties of this arduous period, Mr. Web

ster was annoyed, and in no small degree made unhappy, by

the conduct of men from whom he had every right to expect

the utmost forbearance, and the most careful consideration of

the difficulties of his position. He possessed, as I have already

said, the entire confidence of the President, and on that side he

met with no embarrassment whatever in any of his efforts to

terminate the disputes with England. But with a portion
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of the party which had placed both him and the President in

the places they occupied it was quite otherwise. The question

of the propriety of his remaining in Mr. Tyler's Cabinet still

continued to be agitated by Whig ^presses, and to be fomented

by Whig leaders. For more than a year this miserable contro

versy was rife throughout the country, and in Massachusetts it

was leading to an alienation from Mr. Webster of persons who

should have given him every support.

In this unnecessary controversy was laid the foundation of

a state of things which exhibited in subsequent years a great

abatement of Mr. Webster's influence in that quarter of the

country. Writing to Mr. Everett in May of this year, he said :

" I wish I could say a cheering word in relation to the general

state of our political affairs. But nothing can be worse. I

cannot trust myself to speak of men and things, even in . a

private letter, as I think of them. Our system of self-govern

ment is now undergoing an experiment, which amounts to

torture. Party and personal rancor, recklessness and ani

mosity, seem to make havoc of all just principles, all practical

expediency, and all really patriotic feeling. I hope for better

times, but the present darkness is thick and palpable."

So it went on through this whole summer, presenting to

this great public servant the prospect that any treaty which he

might make would have to undergo the ordeal not only of

political opponents, but of alienated political friends. This,

however, was not the worst feature of this condition of party

feeling among the Whigs. Spreading down to the baser sort,

who thought to recommend themselves in high quarters by

detraction of Mr. Webster, the rancor of the times engendered

the most atrocious personal calumnies. Some of them wTere of

a nature that rendered it very doubtful whether it was more fit

to notice them or to be silent. Some of them, which were

specific, could be traced to their authors, and some of them

were of the impalpable and irresponsible voice of general

slander. One of them, originating in the February previous,

was so coarse and so cruel, that it drew from one of the best

men in the nation—a man of strong religious feeling and prin

ciple—the following suggestions of a consolation that is only to

be found in a religious source :
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[FKOM THE HON. THEODORE FRELINGHUYSEN.]

" New Yoke, February 11, 1842.

" My dear Sir: I write to sympathize with your outraged feelings, in

the atrocious calumny that has vainly assailed your reputation. It evinces

a reach of malignancy that I could hardly have believed it possible to find

in our country ; but there is a breaking forth of evil in the midst of us,

and all over the land, that makes me tremble for our dearest interests.

What will become of us if God do not interpose and arrest this lawless

and impious daring and violence ? My honored friend, this recent blow

at your good name is an impressive lesson of what this world is worth

—what it is ' to trust in man and make flesh our arm.' I pray God that

your heart may rightly improve it in this respect. You have thirsted for

the world's good-will too ardently, I fear, and God now shows you how

frail and unworthy of your confidence it is. And what can it do for us in

a dying hour ? What can it avail us at the judgment-seat ? We shall

meet then, my dear sir—oh let it be to rejoice together in the redeeming

grace of Him that loved us and washed us from our sins in His own blood.

I know you will not charge this note to any but the kindest feelings of

sincere and anxious solicitude for your eternal welfare. Death has lately

been among my friends with sudden visitations, and my mind feels some

thing of the solemnity that should impress us at all times, and, under this

feeling, I have written as the heart prompted ; and, with best wishes and

prayers,

" Remain very truly yours,

" Theo. Frelinghtjysen.

" The Hon. Daniel Webster."

48
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CHAPTER XXIX.

1842-1843.

WHIG OPPOSITION TO MR. WEBSTER?S CONTINUANCE IN THE CABI

NET YISIT TO MARSHFIELD IN AUGUST NOMINATION OF MR.

CLAY FOR THE PRESIDENCY, BY THE WHIGS OF MASSACHUSETTS

COVERT ATTACK ON MR. WEBSTER—VINDICATES HIMSELF IN

FANEUIL HALL RETURNS TO WASHINGTON DEPARTURE OF

LORD ASHBURTON RECEPTION OF THE TREATY OF WASHINGTON

IN ENGLAND—MISUNDERSTANDING ABOUT THE RIGHT OF SEARCH

—THE TREATY IN PARLIAMENT VOTE OF THANKS TO LORD

ASHBURTON DISPOSAL OF THE RIGHT OF SEARCH THE FRANK

LIN MAP THE OREGON BOUNDARY A SPECIAL MISSION TO

ENGLAND CONSIDERED MR. EVERETT DECLINES THE MISSION

TO CHINA ORIGIN AND PLAN OF THE CHINESE MISSION—■

RECEPTION OF THE TREATY OF WASHINGTON ON THE CONTINENT

OF EUROPE DISSATISFACTION OF GENERAL CASS—HIS COURSE

IN REGARD TO THE TREATY, AND THE RIGHT OF SEARCH

OFFICIAL REBUKE PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN GEN

ERAL CASS AND MR. WEBSTER SURVEY OF THE NORTHEASTERN

BOUNDARY.

THE Treaty of Washington had scarcely been signed—

indeed, it had not been signed—when the clamor for

Mr. Webster's resignation broke forth anew, on the part

of a portion of the Whig press. The ostensible reason as

signed for this demand was what were called his " dispa

raging connections ; " meaning his official connections with

President Tyler. A party newspaper published in Boston,

and accounted the organ of the Whigs in that region, was

foremost in this, movement, the design of which was to in
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duce Mr. Webster to leave the Cabinet, under the fear thai-

he would do himself a permanent political injury if he re

mained longer. Now that the difficulties with England were

settled, it was said, he could have no reason for not obey

ing the voice of his party. These considerations, to some ex

tent, influenced persons who were among his earliest friends,

and whose positions gave a degree of importance to their

opinions. As a representative of this class, I may quote

the following letter from Mr. Abbott Lawrence, written be

fore the treaty was signed, and advising an immediate re

signation : .

[FROM MR. ABBOTT LAWRENCE.]

" Washington, July 30, 1842.

" My dear Sir : Since the conversation I had with you upon the sub

ject of your retaining, till the autumn, the ' seals of office,' I have deliber-

erately considered the consequences that would result to yourself, of delay*

in this delicate matter—every man should be the judge of his own personal

honor—and nothing could have induced me to express an opinion to you,

upon a question of so much delicacy, if you had not invited me to do so.

" I shall, therefore, without stating the reasons that operate upon my

mind, recommend to you, after our treaty shall have been signed, to give

notice at once, to the President, that you wish to retire at the termination

of the present session of Congress. I feel quite sure you will never retire

with so much honor to yourself, as at the present moment. You have

achieved all that was' expected of you by the country—and your real

friends, I think, will unanimously agree with me that now is the accepted

time to quit, with honor, your present responsible but disagreeable position.

I pray you to believe that I am now, as I have always been, your sincere

friend and obedient servant,

" Abbott Lawrence.

" Hon. D. Webster, President Square."

What the question of Mr. "Webster's remaining in the Cabinet

involved for the country, aside from the wishes of any portion

of his party, must now be considered. In making a boundary

by agreeing on a conventional line, Mr. Webster and Lord

Ashburton of course did not undertake to satisfy each other of

the correctness of the claims of their respective countries by an

examination of the maps extant at the time of settling the

preliminaries to the Treaty of 1783. As their object was to

divide the disputed territory by an exchange of fair equivalents,

and to make a line that would be convenient for both countries,
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they in fact made but little use of any of the ancient maps.

But it so happened that, after the treaty had been signed, it

became known that, during the negotiations, Mr. Webster was

in possession of a copy of a map found in Paris by Mr. Sparks,

which was suppc sed to indicate the line agreed upon by the

plenipotentiaries in 1782 ; and, as he did not exhibit it to Lord

Ashburton, or make any other use of it in the negotiation, his

course in this respect was criticised at home and abroad, but

upon very different grounds, until the facts became correctly

known.

The history of this map is as follows :

Mr. Sparks, in making .some researches during the win

ter of 1842, in the Archives des Affaires IStrangeres at Paris,

found an original letter of Dr. Franklin to the Comte de

Yergennes, which was in these words :

" Passy, December 6, 1782.

" Sib : I haye the honor of returning herewith the map your excellency

sent me yesterday. I have marked with a strong red line, according to

your desire, the limits of the United States, as settled by the preliminaries

between the British and American plenipotentiaries.

"With great respect, I am, etc.,

" B. Franklin."

Further researches with the aid of the curator enabled Mr.

Sparks to find a map of North America, by D'Anville, 1746,

with the boundary marked as indicated in Dr. Franklin's note,

drawn in red, apparently with a hair-pencil or a very blunt

pen. The whole map was only eighteen inches square, and

the line was drawn completely around the United States, in

supposed accordance with the treaty, and even running twenty

leagues out at sea, parallel with the coast, from the mouth of

the St. Mary's River in Florida, to that of the St. Croix in

Maine. On the original map of D'Anville, the forty-fifth

parallel of latitude was placed below the red line, which turned

westward before it reached the parallel as it was engraved on

the map, thus giving the United States more than the treaty

gave. Along the northeastern limit of the country this line

passed quite to the south of the St. John's, conforming very

nearly to the boundary claimed by Great Britain, but allowing

her rather more than her claim.
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The message of the President of the United States, bearing

date August 11, 1842, and submitting the treaty to the Senate

for its approval, was written by Mr. Webster. It gave an

account of the mode in which the boundary had been adjusted,

and of the other subjects embraced in the treaty, and was

accompanied by the correspondence, copies of which it com

municated. When it was sent to the Senate, Mr. Webster

placed in the hands of Mr. Rives, chairman of the Senate Com

mittee on Foreign Relations, the supposed Franklin map which

Mr. Webster had received from Mr. Sparks. His purpose in

doing so was that the Senate might have before it, confiden

tially, the means of considering how far that map had a bearing

on the American claim to the disputed territory, and with

what expediency the present treaty could be rejected, and a

new attempt at arbitration entered upon, while this map was

in the archives at Paris, as accessible to the British Govern

ment as it had been to us. This was the only importance that

Mr. Webster attached to it He did not consider any of the

maps, supposed to have been used by the plenipotentiaries of

.1782, as affording satisfactory proof of the line which they

intended to describe, and he regarded this supposed Franklin

map in no other light than as a piece of evidence capable

of being used to prolong the dispute and darken the contro

versy.

The treaty was referred in the Senate to the Committee on

Foreign Relations, who reported it back without amendment

on the 15th of August, and the debate upon it began in secret

session on the 17th.

The debate was opened by Mr. Rives, chairman of the Committee on

Foreign Relations, who spoke at considerable length in favor of reifying

the treaty. After stating the several objects of its stipulations, he entered

into a detailed account of the boundary dispute—which had originated,

he alleged, in the ignorance of the geography of the country on the part

of the commissioners—and in the various attempts which had been made

to settle it. He believed the claim of the United States to be well founded,

but the idea of a clear and incontestable right had been ignored on several

important occasions, and even General Jackson had shown a disposition

to settle the matter by compromise. The arts of arbitration and reference

he declared had been exhausted, and it was useless to try them again ;

and, besides, there was great clanger that our case would be weakened by

new evidence. Here he introduced the subject of the Franklin map, and
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said that, if the matter were to go to a reference again, this might be

insisted on as evidence to the damage of the American claim. He then

proceeded to compare the boundary obtained by the treaty with the

boundary proposed by previous awards, and found it a great improvement,

besides being accompanied by valuable concessions, of which the naviga

tion of the St. John's was an important one. In speaking of the slave-

trade, he declared that a double object had been attained, by stipulating

to aid in the suppression of that traffic, and at the same time preserving

our commerce inviolate from the right of search. He explained and

defended the article respecting fugitives from justice, and discussed at

some length the correspondence relating to the cases of the Caroline and

the Creole, and the subject of impressment, all of which had been satisfac

torily treated. He regarded the language of Lord Ashburton as abandon

ing the "odious pretension" of impressment, and in strong contrast with

the language of the English on the subject heretofore. He closed with

a consideration of the importance of cordial relations between the two

countries.

Mr. Woodbury entered into a defence of the old claims of the United

States, and endeavored to show, by reference to numerous maps and his

torical memoirs, that the boundary between the colonies was well known

long before the Treaty of 1783, and that the commissioners then did not

propose to change it. The map referred to by Dr. Franklin must have

been Mitchell's, which was well known and authoritative at the time.

Between the years 1763 and 1783, thirty maps had been published by-

Englishmen, giving the boundary as claimed by the United States, and

Dr. Franklin himself had said, in a private letter, that they had not de

parted from the old line.

Mr. Benton made an elaborate and violent attack upon every stipula

tion of the treaty, and every part of the negotiation and correspondence.

He condemned them equally for what was done and what was left undone.

His principal objections to the whole transaction were : 1. That there had

been but one negotiator, and he from an interested State. 2. That the

negotiation was not conducted on a basis of absolute right, but as a matter

of bargain and sale. 3. and 4. That no protocols, notes, or minutes of the

conferences, had been kept, and consequently obscurity rested upon the

origin and progress of the different propositions. 5. That the American

negotiator had taken upon himself to act for the British envoy, pre

senting the British • claims as American, and pressing British arguments

upon Maine, "victimizing that deserted and doomed State." 6. That

incongruous matters had been mixed in the same treaty. 7. That rati

fication had been forestalled by private consultations with Senators.

8. and 9, " The solemn and mysterious humbuggery by which Dr. Franklin

lad been made to play a part in ravishing this ratification from our

alarms, and screening the negotiator from responsibility for his gratuitous

sacrifices," and the " awful apparition of the disinterred map," shown to

alarm Senators into ratification. He discussed all these general objections
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at length, and took .up all the different parts of the negotiation in detail,

and could find no redeeming merit in any of them.

On the boundary question he made out twelve important sacrifices "by

America to six insignificant concessions by the British, With regard to

the provisions relating to the slave-trade, he declared that " a more igno

minious purchase of exemption from outrage never disgraced the annals of

an independent nation." He said that it would lead to entanglements

and difficulties with all the nations trading on the coast of Africa. It was,

he said, a British proposition, though Mr. Webster appeared as the "sole

mover and conductor." The provision regarding the surrender of fugi

tives from justice received a large measure of his indignation, and he

declared that it was intended to give Great Britain a right to demand all

fugitives and emigrants, by accusing them of crimes, while it was worth

nothing to us on the main points of forgers and slaves.

Mr. Benton then proceeded to take up and discuss the sins of omis

sion which related to the Columbia River dispute; the subject of impress

ment ; the outrage on the Caroline ; and the liberation of American slaves,

all of which, he said, ought to have been put finally at rest, and in each

case according to the extreme claims of the Americans. He condemned

Mr. Webster in unmeasured terms for not taking a high and unyielding

tone on all these matters, and insisting on a final settlement. He was

peculiarly severe on the correspondence in the Creole case. Mr. Webster,

he said, had laid down the law correctly, but it was all talk, nothing was

done. Lord Ashburton had engaged only for the suamter in modo, while

the fortiter in re remained as it was. It was " solemn bamboozlement " to

repeat this engagement to the Senate and ask them to be satisfied with it.

It was " a contrivance suggested by our Secretary to cover his desertion of

the South."

Only the bare outline of Mr. Benton's voluminous attack on the nego

tiation is here suggested, a negotiation which he repeatedly characterized

as " one of shame and injury."

Mr. Conrad, of Louisiana, gave his reasons for opposing the ratifica

tion. He did not. believe in any compromises on the boundary question.

The important case of the Caroline had been narrowed down to a matter

of etiquette, and the Creole case, which involved " principles vital to the

institutions and safety of the country," and the settlement of which should

have been a sine qua non in the treaty, was left very much as it was found.

Mr. Calhoun said, that he should, neither advocate nor decry the treaty,

but simply state his reasons for voting for its ratification. The question

was not whether it was all that could be wished, but whether it was best

to reject it. He had no doubt that the boundary claimed by the State of

Maine was the correct one, but it had been repeatedly admitted to be

doubtful, and now compromise was absolutely necessary. He doubted

whether a more favorable compromise than that effected by the treaty

could have been brought about, and, if that was not ratified, there was no

hope of better terms from a relerence or arbitration. The only alternative
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would be, to yield to the whole British claim, or to take forcible possession

of the territory. He was opposed to entering into any stipulations with

other powers for the suppression of the slave-trade, but the country had

been long since committed on the subject, and our only course, in order to

avoid the exercise of the right of search, was to take the matter into our

own hands. The questions involved in the Creole case should have been

settled by the treaty, but it was not worth while to throw away what we

had obtained because it was not all we wanted. The principles at the

bottom of this case had been " clearly stated and conclusively vindicated

in the very able letter of the Secretary of State, which had strengthened

our case not a little." The position taken on the subject of impressment

could not fail to have a good effect. On the whole, he found the reasons in

favor of ratifying the treaty greatly to outweigh those against it. Peace

was our want, and peace was our policy, and some sacrifice should be made

to preserve it.

Mr. Williams, of Maine, confined his remarks to the boundary ques

tion, in which he bitterly opposed the treaty, and closed by offering a

resolution that it be recommitted, with instructions to the committee to

direct the President to take possession of the disputed territory, and to

report such contingent measures as were necessary to maintain the rights

of the nation.

Mr. Buchanan made a long speech in opposition to the treaty. There

was no doubt, he said, that it would be ratified, and that the ratification

would send joy throughout the land ; nevertheless, he avowed himself to

be one of the unpopular few in favor of rejecting it, regardless of conse

quences. When the British envoy came here to settle matters in difference

between the two nations, our motto should have been, " all or none."

In the whole negotiation Mr. Webster invariably had the best of the argu

ment, but Lord Ashburton secured the substantial advantages. He goes

on to show that, in the , correspondence relating to the Caroline, Mr

Webster never demanded reparation for injuries, but assumed an apolo-

getical tone about the affair of McLeod. The Creole case should have

been settled by the treaty. All Christendom was leagued against the

South, her only ally was the Democracy of the North, and here her

interests were neglected when an opportunity was afforded to obtain justice.

Mr. Webster, he said, had " placed this whole subject in a most clear, for

cible, and striking light." Lord Ashburton had not attempted to answer

his arguments, for they were unanswerable, but nothing was done, and the

golden opportunity passed. Now there was no hope of an early settle

ment. In speaking of the article providing for the suppression of the

slave-trade, he deprecated all entanglements with foreign powers, and

expressed himself in favor of striking out this article. He discussed the

boundary question at some length, declaring that he agreed with Mr.

Webster in an opinion formerly expressed, that this did not " rise to the

dignity of a debatable question." The commissioners of 1783 were saga

cious men and knew what they were about. Mitchell's map made the
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matter perfectly clear, and that was the map used by the commissioners.

To suppose that the map discovered by Mr. Sparks, among fifty thousand

others, was the one referred to by Dr. Franklin, was to suppose that emi

nent man had a short memory and no understanding of the treaty. Mr.

Buchanan entered into a history of the whole boundary question and

former attempts to settle it, and then sketched the course of the late nego

tiations, characterizing Lord Ashburton's claim as a "bold and bare

faced pretension," and speaking of a " strange inconsistency between Mr.

"Webster's arguments and his actions." He had readily granted all that

England sought, Massachusetts had treated it as a matter of dollars and

cents, and Maine was abandoned by the whole world. "That man of

gigantic intellect," who should have exerted his great powers to saye

Maine, had urged her dismemberment, and " surrendered the ancient high

land boundary for wThich our fathers fought, and blotted it from the

Treaty of Independence." The northwestern boundary, too, was a very

important matter, and no attempt had been made to settle it. It was the

most dangerous question between the two countries, and there was no

probability now that it could be settled without a war.

After the debate, several propositions adverse to the treaty

were brought forward, but none of them met with much favor,

and the ratification was pronounced in the Senate on the 26th

of August by a vote of thirty-nine to nine.1

[TO MR. JEREMIAH MASON.]

" Washington, August 21, 1842.

u My jjear Sir : I cannot forego the pleasure of saying to an old and

constant friend, who, I know, takes a personal as well as a public interest in

the matter, that the treaty was ratified last evening by a vote of thirty-

nine to nine. I did not look for a majority quite so large. I am truly

thankful that the thing is done.

" Yours, ever faithfully,

"Dan'l Webster."

Mr. Mason, in reply, while abstaining from the expression

of his own judgment, informed Mr. Webster of what was un

doubtedly the state of opinion, among many of his personal

1 On that day Mr. Webster was think- piggery, as I am not at all certain but what

iTio-nf whit qVinnlfl hp firm p with thp " <^fllt you aTld * slia11 make a ham the last two
mg oi wnat snouia be done witn me salt weeks in September and the first two in 0c-

hay" at Marshfield: tober. What do you think? Shall we have

r -, a better time ? Can you get suitable lumber ?
LTO MB. WESTON.J jf .j. gtrikes yom. fancy agreeal>lyi y(m may

<t 20, 1842. get about the^ wall whenever you please.

"Dear Sir: lam against filling the floor Perhaps Captain Peleg would lend a hand,

of the great bam with salt hay. It spoils the I shall write Henry, stating what time to look

looks of things, besides being in the way. outf)rme.

You will do better to make a third cap, large, "Yours,

and place it in a convenient spot near the "D. W."
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friends in Massachusetts, in regard to his remaining in Mr.

Tyler's Cabinet.

[FROM MR. JEREMIAH MASON.]

" Boston, August 28, 1842.

" My dear Sir : You are entirely right in the belief that I feel deeply

interested in the matter of your treaty, as well for public as persona

reasons. In my opinion, it is of more importance to the welfare of the

country than any thing that has taken place since the Treaty of Ghent.

Such I believe to be the public opinion. Your merits in this negotiation

are universally admitted to as great an extent as can be desired. What

affects you so essentially cannot fail to excite a strong personal interest

with me. For, be assured, my dear sir, that there has never been a

moment during our long-continued friendship when I felt more deeply

interested in your welfare than I do at the present moment. While I most

cordially congratulate you on your present success, and the increase of your

reputation as a statesman therefrom, I cannot forbear suggesting my fears

and anxiety for the future.

" When the late Cabinet so hastily resigned their places, under the

supposed influence of Mr. Clay, I certainly thought you acted rightly in not

going out at his dictation.

" The eminent services you have since performed will satisfy all, whose

opinions are of any value, that you judged rightly in remaining in office to

enable you to do what you have done.

" This important affair is now brought to a happy conclusion, and your

best friends here think thai there is an insuperable difficulty in your con

tinuing any longer in President Tyler's Cabinet.

" Having no knowledge of your standing, or personal relations with

him, or of your views, I do not feel authorized to volunteer any opinion or

advice.

"It is generally understood that Mr. Choate will resign at the end of

this session.

" In that event, your old seat in the Senate will be open to you. On

some accounts that would seem not altogether desirable. I have heard it

suggested that you might have Mr. Everett's place in England, and let

him go over to France. I repeat that, for the reasons already intimated, I

give no opinion or advice as to what is best and most expedient ; I hope

and trust you will judge and determine rightly. Lord Ashburton has been

received here in a manner, I presume, quite satisfactory to himself. He

lauded you publicly, and also in private conversation, in terms as strong

as your best friends could desire.

" I am, my dear sir, as ever, faithfully yours,

" J. Mason."

The opinions of his friends in Massachusetts, although held

to some extent elsewhere, were outweighed by the sentiments
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of a great body of men of importance in different parts oi the

Union, whose letters to Mr. Webster, urging him still to retain

his present position for the sake of his country, now lie before

me in great numbers.1 Those who wished him to retire did not

adequately regard the necessity for his remaining to complete

the work which he had undertaken. The foreign affairs of the

United States, notwithstanding the treaty with England, still

needed his superintendence, and/ in the peculiar relations

existing, and daily growing worse, between President Tyler and

the Whigs, Mr. Webster's presence in the Cabinet for some

time longer was also of great consequence to the internal

concerns of the county. Above all, the party attacks on Mr.

Webster mistook the character of the man. " I am a little

hard to coax," he said to the people of Boston in Faneuil Hall,

" but as to being driven, that is out of the question." In fact,

as, from no fear of personal consequences could he be compelled

to yield his sense of duty to the country, at the time of the

dispersion of the Harrison Cabinet, so now? at whatever cost to

himself, he determined that the time had not come when he

could with safety to great public interests retire from the

Department of State. He did not make the mistake which

General Jackson is said to have admitted he made once, by

yielding in an important matter to the opinions of his friends,

when he ought to have adhered to his own.2

Lord Ashburton left Washington immediately after the

ratification of the treaty by the Senate, and arrived in New

York on the same day on which the news of the event was

received in that city. A public dinner was tendered to him

by the principal citizens, which took place on the 1st of

September, and which was thus previously announced to Mr.

Webster :

1 See also a very striking letter from eastern boundary. He is reported to

Mr. John Mills, a leading man in the have said afterward that " it was some-

western part of Massachusetts, who was what singular that the only occasion of

a member of the Democratic party. (Cor- importance in his life in which he had

respondence, ii., 140.) allowed himself to be overruled by his

2 The occasion referred to in the friends,, was the one of all others in

text was when General Jackson was which he ought to have adhered to his

led, against his own judgment, to re- own opinions." (See the biographical

ject the award of the King of the memoir prefixed to Mr.Webster's Works

Netherlands in relation to the north- i., 125.)
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[FBOM MR. JAMES G. KING."]

" New York, August 23, 1842.

" My dear Sir : A public dinner by citizens of New York, to Lord

Ashburton, will be given on the 1st September, Thursday of next week, and

a formal invitation will be sent to you and others to attend, and great

disappointment will be felt by Lord Ashburton, as I know, as well as by a

large number of your friends, if any thing prevents your attendance ; and,

in order to give you the earliest notice, I write this, in great haste, for

your information. Nothing can exceed the generous and lofty tone of all

our citizens upon the occasion of Lord Ashburton's arrival here, and upon

the same day, with the news of the ratification of the treaty. The body

politic is very much enfeebled, or it would raise a shout of joy which

should ring from Marshfield to the Pacific Ocean ; but renewed hope

begins to spring up, and comfort and gladness will soon take the place

of despondency and suffering : for no event, since the peace, is more preg

nant of good than the Treaty of "Washington. It is right you should

" pursue the triumph and partake the gale." Pray drop me a line, and

say you will come. " Yours truly,

"James Gk King.

" Hon. L>. Webster."

Mr. Webster, however, felt that, on this occasion of personal

compliment to Lord Ashburton, it would not be becoming in

him to attract the regards 'and attention of the company to him

self. He therefore declined the invitation.

He left Washington, in the last week of August, to make

preparation to receive Lord Ashburton at Marshfield, and to

enjoy there for a time the repose that he so much needed.

Just before his departure he wrote to Mrs. Paige : " The only

question of magnitude about which I did not negotiate with

Lord Ashburton is the question respecting the fisheries. That

question I propose to take up with Mr. Seth Peterson on

Tuesday, the 6th day of September next, at six o'clock, i, m.

In the mean time, I may find a leisure hoar to drop a line on

the same subject at JSTahant." He remained at Marshfield

through the month of September. " I had a glorious month of

leisure " (he writes afterward to Mr. Everett), " on the sea-

coast, where Seth Peterson and I settled many a knotty point.

I went also to my native hills for ten days, and frolicked with

other young fellows of that region." One of the points then

disposed of with Peterson related to the President. " Seth
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goes for the President," Mr. Webster writes, " notwithstanding

the vetoes. He says, there is sometimes an odd fish that won't

take elams ; you must try him with another bait." *

But graver matters claimed Mr. Webster's attention during

this period of recreation. It was the season of the year when,

according to the annual custom of political parties, the.nomina

tions for the autumn elections were to be made. The Whigs

of Massachusetts held a convention of delegates in Boston on

the 17th of September, for the purpose of selecting candidates

for the State offices. With very little consideration for Mr.

Webster's position, and his relation to the Administration of

Mr. Tyler, this body undertook to pronounce, in the name of

all the Whigs of the State, and for them all, a full and final

separation from the President of the United States.2 Most of

the delegates who voted for this declaration probably attached

to it no special significance. But its real purpose was to create

a dilemma for Mr. Webster, by laying it down, in substance,

as an authoritative decision of the party, that any one who re

tained political connection with the President was no longer

to be deemed a Whig. It happened that, before this occurrence,

Mr. Webster had received an invitation to a public dinner from

a large number of his fellow-citizens in Boston and its vicinity,

as a compliment for the part he had borne in the late negotia

tions with England. He had declined the dinner, and had ex

pressed his desire to meet in a less formal way all who might

wish to offer him their congratulations on account of the treaty.

1 Correspondence, ii., 151. Seth Pe- under the evils, inflicted upon it by his

terson, Mr. Webster's fisherman and boat- predecessor in office, he has left no alter-

man at Marshfield, is the person here re- native to the Whigs of Massachusetts,

ferred to. Lest my readers should sus- but to declare, as they do now declare,

pect that this saying was put into Pe- their full and final separation from him."

terson's mouth by his illustrious friend, The other was as follows : " That hav-

I beg leave to observe that this original ing the highest confidence in the in-

personage, who had a kind of Sancho tegrity, ability, and patriotism of Henry

Panza humor, was quite equal to saying Clay, of Kentucky, we present him to the

the good things that Mr. Webster some- Whigs of Massachusetts as the man who,

times reported of him. (See his name in by his uniform support of their principles

the Index.) and their interests, by his many and

2 Two of the resolutions adopted by valuable public services, by his attach-

this body may be quoted here. One of ment to the true spirit of the Constitu-

them, after reciting the offences of Presi- tion, and by the estimation in which he

dent Tyler against the Whig party, con- is held in all parts of the Union, is justly

eluded thus : " That by these acts, entitled to their suffrages for the first

through which he has compelled the office in the gift of the American peo*

Whigs to leave the country suffering pie."
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"No special arrangement, however, had been made for this

purpose, when the decree was suddenly fulminated by the Whig

State Convention, separating all Massachusetts Whigs from

President Tyler. This at once determined Mr. Webster to go

into Faneuil Hall, the famous meeting-place of the dihastery of

Boston, and there, in the presence of the People, as his jury,

to speak his mind freely. The meeting was appointed to be

held on the 30th of September.

The day was looked forward to by some of his friends with

anxiety. The Whig party was there largely in the ascendant ;

and toleration is not one of the strongest characteristics of that

community. Those who had felt the public pulse, believed

that the predominating opinion at that moment was decidedly

adverse to Mr. Webster's remaining longer in the Cabinet, as

it certainly was extremely hostile to the President. It did not

suit the local temper, it hurt the local pride, that Mr. Webster

should give his powerful aid and the weight of his great

reputation to sustain a chief magistrate who had became so un

popular. It was feared, therefore, that he might encounter

some manifestations of disrespect.

As the hour for the meeting approached, he passed slowly

down State Street on his way to the Hall, and loitered for a few

moments in one of the insurance-offices, which abound in that

street, where he met Mr. Jeremiah Mason, Mr. Harrison Gray

Otis, and other distinguished gentlemen of advanced years,

who had assembled there to accompany him. " Well, Webster,"

said Mra Mason, in the affectionate familiarity of old days, " are

you going down to Faneuil Hall to encounter that mob ? "—

" Yes, Mr. Mason, I am," replied Mr. Webster ; " will you walk ? "

The " mob " consisted of a closely-packed assembly of three

thousand people, an intelligent, critical, somewhat cold, Boston

audience—each man of whom was familiar with Mr. Webster's

public life, and had his own opinions for or against the delicate

and mooted question of his remaining in Mr. Tyler's Cabinet.

But all apprehension of a scene was at once dispelled when

he appeared. He was dressed with care, in his usual man

ner ; he was in excellent health, fresh from the breezes of

Marshfield ; and, as his magnificent figure rose above the plat

form, and his deep calm eyes fell upon the audience, every head
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in the hall was instantly uncovered. If that audience had come

to cavil, it was already awed into respectful attention.1

The mayor of the city,2 who presided, addressed Mr. Web

ster in a speech of singular beauty and tact, which expressed

a sincere public gratitude for the services he had rendered to

the country in the negotiation of the treaty with England. In

the course of his remarks he said :

" We are aware, sir, that this treaty is not yet completed, but that an

important act is yet necessary for its accomplishment. We anticipate no

such result, and yet it may be that still further work is necessary for the

crowning of our hopes. You have brought skill and labor, ay, and self-

sacrifice too, to this great work, we know. And whatever may befall the

country, in this or any other matter, we are sure that you will be ready to

sacrifice every thing for her good, save honor. And on that point, amidst

the perplexities of these perplexing times, we shall be at ease ; for we know

that he who has so nobly maintained his country's honor may safely be

intrusted with his own."

This gave the key-note to whatever Mr. Webster might

choose to say respecting his own relation to the country and

the party to which he belonged. But he had no sooner pro

nounced the beautiful exordium with which he opened his

speech, than the whole audience felt at once that the states

man who stood before them occupied a relation to the country

far transcending in importance any in which he stood, or

could stand, to any party organization. Moreover, he made

them feel as he felt himself, that there, in Boston, in Faneuil

Hall, was his home ; that, of all men in the country, they were

bound to judge his acts with candor, and that he was entitled

to rebuke the party spirit which seemed bent upon postponing

all measures needful to accomplish the Whig policy that had

been declared by the election of 1840, until, three years after

ward, a Whig president could be chosen.

This rebuke he gave ; for the plain, perspicuous statement

which he made of the opportunity now in the hands of a Whig

Congress to finish the work that had been assigned to it by the

people, and the manner in which he exposed the folly of widen

ing the breach between Congress and the President, necessarily

1 The writer was an eye-witness of a gentleman of much promise, who

what he has described. died, greatly lamented, at an early

2 The Hon. Jonathan Chapman, age.
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carried that rebuke home to those for whom it was intended.

Yet in all this he was entirely cool, and, although he spoke

with animation and vigor, he spoke also with perfect self-pos

session and dignity. The dramatic interest of the occasion was

heightened by the presence around him, in very conspicuous

positions, of several gentlemen of influence, who were known

to favor movements in their party, looking to the nomina

tion of Mr. Clay for the presidency, with which all these

party tactics, including the effort to separate Mr. Webster

abruptly from President Tyler, had a connection more or less

direct. No allusion was made to such ulterior objects, but

that great assembly was made conscious that there, in his own

Massachusetts, an ungenerous thing had been done toward Mr.

Webster in attempting to forestall, at that early period, the

selection of the next Whig candidate for the presidency. Yet

it was equally manifest that he was determined not to permit

himself, for the sake of obtaining the nomination of his party,

by its next national convention, to be influenced in regard to

the question of remaining in Mr. Tyler's Cabinet ; nor would

he be compelled to leave it for the sake of promoting the objects

of those who wished now to direct the party choice toward Mr.

Clay. The interests of the country, wholly independent of any

party or any personal success, were involved for the present in

his remaining where he was ; and it was for this reason that he

said with an emphasis which drew forth a tempest of applause

before he could finish the sentence—" I give no pledges, I make

no intimations one way or the other ; and I will be as free,

when this day closes, to act as duty calls, as I was when the

dawn of this day "—at this point the cheering made it impos

sible for him to continue. He had previously told the audience

that on the subject of his resignation he should leave them as

enlightened as he found them. When silence was restored

after the interruption, he added :

" There is a delicacy in the case, because there are always delicacy and

regret when one feels obliged to differ from his friends ; but there is no

embarrassment. There is no embarrassment, because, if I see the path of

duty before me, I have that within me which will enable me to pursue it,

and throw all embarrassment to the winds. A public man has no occa

sion to be embarrassed, if he is honest. Himself and his feelings should be
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to him as nobody and as nothing ; the interest of his country must be to

him as every thing; he must sink what is personal to himself, making

exertions for his country ; and it is his ability and readiness to do this

which are to mark him as a great or as a little man in time to come.

"There were many persons in September, 1841, who found great fault

with my remaining in the President's Cabinet. You know, gentlemen,

that twenty years of honest and not altogether undistinguished service, in

the Whig cause, did not save me from an outpouring of Avrath, which

seldom proceeds from Whig pens and Whig tongues against anybody. I

am, gentlemen, a little hard to coax, but as to being driven, that is out of

the question. I chose to trust my own judgment, and, thinking I was at a

post where I was in the service of the country, and could do it good, I

stayed there, and I leave it to you to-day to say, I leave it to my country

to say, whether the country would have been better off if I had left also.

I have no attachment to office. I have tasted of its sweets, but I have

tasted of its bitterness. I am content with what I have achieved ; I am

more ready to rest satisfied with what is gained, than to run the risk of

doubtful efforts for new acquisitions."

The whole of this remarkable scene was a striking exhibi

tion of the power of intellect and character over an audience, a

large majority of whom had come together with feelings adverse

to the speaker on one particular point in his public career,

which then engrossed their attention ; for, while the popular

admiration of Mr. Webster was undiminished, and the services

which he had rendered to the country by the treaty were in all

men's mouths, it is to be remembered that this assembly was

mainly composed of persons who had persuaded themselves that,

the treaty being now accomplished, it became him to resign.

But, from the moment when he began to speak until the last

words fell from his lips, he held as absolute a sway over the

convictions and feelings of his audience as if they had never

differed from him in their lives. Whatever discomfort or dis

satisfaction may have remained in individual bosoms afterward,

the men of Boston then learned, and long remembered, that

Mr. Webster was a man whom no party movements and no

personal objects could detach from that duty to his country

which his own judgment had pointed out to him.1

Yet it is not to be doubted that the folly of the Massa

chusetts Whigs, whose proceedings awakened Mr. Webster's

indignation, did him injury in a merely political view. They

1 The speech is contained in his Works, ii., 117.

49
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had been called together on the 17th of September for a purely

local purpose, and it was altogether beyond the scope and

proprieties of the occasion for them to express opinions thai

were to affect a public man, standing in Mr. "Webster's position

in national affairs. But they went farther even than this, and,

in disregard of Mr. "Webster's claims, and without consulting

him, committed the Whig party of Massachusetts to the

nomination of Mr. Clay by the next national convention. All

who are familiar with the operation of such political move

ments, are aware how important it is to a public man, whose

name is likely to be brought before a great national body, to

have the undivided support of his party in his own State.

However strong might be the preferences of men in other

quarters of the Union for Mr. Webster, and however clear their

convictions that Mr. Clay, having been once defeated before

the people, ought not again to be maiie the candidate of their

party, Mr. Clay's friends could now say that the Whigs of Massa

chusetts had decided against Mr. Webster. But this was not

all ; for their proceedings laid the foundation in Massachusetts

for an opposition to Mr. Webster in the ranks of his own

party. They introduced a tone of remark and a spirit of

action concerning him, among persons who professed to be his

friends, which afterward worked injurious effects whenever the

question of a presidential candidate was to be determined.

Posterity, as I have already said, will ask why it was that this

great man did not attain the first office of the republic.

There are many minor, as well as some greater causes, which

will make up the answer to this inquiry. But, among the

former, the proceedings of the Massachusetts Whigs in 1842 are

to be reckoned.

The effect on the fortunes of the Whig party, which Mr.

Webster had anticipated from the attitude of many of its

leaders toward the President, manifested itself in the autumn

elections of this year. He had tarried in New York until

these elections were over ; and, writing thence to his son, Mr.

Fletcher Webster, at Washington, on the 8th of November,

he said :

" I look forward to the future, my dear son, with great auxiety. The

recent elections show that the Whig party is broken up, and perhaps can
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never be reunited. I intend, however, to do my duty to the country and

to the President so long as I can be useful, without departing from my

own principles or acting against my own judgment. Every thing must be

done to make the ensuing session go off well. I am anxious to be at my

post as soon as I can."

For the purpose of bringing together the various subjects

which now demanded his attention, it is necessary to recur to

what happened at the time of the ratification of the treaty by

the Senate, and to explain its reception in England and on the

Continent.1

The ratifications of the treaty were exchanged in London

on the 13th of October, 1842, by Mr. Everett and Lord Aber

deen. It was immediately attacked by Lord Palmerston in the

Morning Chronicle, in a series of articles, in which he called

the treaty Lord Ashburton's " capitulation," and represented

that the American negotiator had entirely got the advantage

in the whole matter. "When these articles were read in this

country, Mr. Webster amused himself by writing the following

paragraphs, apparently for the editorial columns of some news

paper :

"THE TREATY.

" We are assured from authentic private sources that the several articles

which have appeared in the London Morning Chronicle, treating Lord Ash-

burton with so much severity, were really written, as has been surmised,

by Lord Palmerston, late Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs. In these

articles, the writer calls the treaty ' Lord Ashdurton's capitulation ; ' and,

as the papers have spoken of the probability of his lordship being made

an earl, he recommends that his new title be ' Earl Surrender.' Parlia

ment meets for the dispatch of business about the 1st of February,

1 Lord Ashburton did not leave the agreeably indeed, to my own satisfaction, as

TT™'+^ 3+fl+PC) mi til thp Parlv nart of Dp 1 have every reason t-o hope it will prove to
United btates until the early part oi ve- the satisfaction of my rpyal mistress.

cember. As he was about to embark, he "My reception everywhere has been high-

wrote to Mr. Webster his farewell letter : ly gratifying; ; and, when called upon to say

something in the great cradle of liberty, Fan-

r t enil Hall' I never longed so much for a few
[to me. webster.] crumbs of your or Brougham's power to talk

"NewYoek, December 3, 1842. to the masses. I did not see Derrick, but I

" My dear Mr. Webster : I must at last £°pe to find Mr? in England Adieu, my dear

ran away, or rather sail away, without seeing Mr. Webster. Let me hear from you, if you

you. This is provoking, but I cannot help it: have leisure ; but, above all, let me see you,

1 had indeed little to say ; but it is, notwith- " you_ can. ,...,... w.

standing, a mortification to me to leave these , Remember me most kindly to Mrs. Web-

shores without first shaking your hand. ster and a11 your family.

44 The pain would be greater if I did not Yours sincerely,

confidently hope to see you in the Old World ; ' Ashburton.

but, for me to benefit by your visit, you must P. S.—Healy is to come and take my pic-

make haste, for my taper is burning away fast, ture at the Grange, in October ; and pray do

and I have done my last public work, very not forget I am to have yours/'
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and Lord Palmerston will then, no doubt, followed by his Whig friends,

transfer his attacks from the daily journals to the House of Lords and

House of Commons. The walls will be made to ring long and loud with

charges of imbecile negotiation, disregard of public interest, and sacri

fice of English honor. Now, it will probably so happen that, just about

this time, the 1st of February, the speeches of Mr. Senator Benton, and

other Senators, against the treaty, as a * capitulation,' on our part, and

entitling the Secretary of State to be called ' Mr. Surrender,' will be pub

lished in the London newspapers. It will be very amusing, when Sir

Robert Peel shall rise to answer Lord Palmerston, to see him producing

Mr. Benton's authority to prove that the British minister got the whole

advantage in the treaty, and that the honor and interest of the United

States have both been sacrificed to British pretension and British supe

riority.

" Having so much delighted, by his speeches, the American Senate, of

which he is a member, Mr. Benton will have the rare fortune of delighting,

at least in an equal degree, a British House of Commons.

" Let us imagine to ourselves the scene. Lord Palmerston, having

made an elaborate speech against the treaty, sits down amidst the ap

plause of his Whig friends.

" Sir Robert Peel rises, and says that he shall answer the speech of the

noble lord by reading the speech of an equally distinguished person—a

Senator of the United States. He begins to read, he soon comes to pas

sages averring that the advantage of the treaty is all on the English side.

The i Hear Aims ' now begin to rise. The Premier goes on ; he reads with

more animation ; he comes to studied and well-turned periods, insisting

that the poor and feeble American Administration had been completely

taken in by the ' over-reached, bamboozled, and humbugged ' British

negotiator. The '•Hear Tiims^ are renewed with still more enthusiastic

approbation. Cheered by these manifestations of delight, the first minister

assumes his most earnest and eloquent tone ; reads through the honorable

Senator's speech, and, concluding with the declaration of the sacrifice of

all American interest and honor, and of the complete triumph of British

diplomacy, sits down in a tempest of applause.

" A similar scene may be expected in the House of Lords when the

grave and sober Earl of Aberdeen shall read the speech of the grave and

sober Senator from Pennsylvania. But the distinguished Senators, who

see so clearly that the Government of their own country has been com

pletely outwitted or outgeneralled, have not only the Whigs of England,

with Lord Palmerston at their head, to contend with, they must be pre

pared to make battle also with the public sentiment of Prance, and indeed

of all Europe. For it is not a little curious that, while these gentlemen and

a few others (and we rejoice to be able to say a very few) make objections

to the treaty that it abandons the American ground, the French press

considers the treaty as an abandonment by England of her pretensions,

and taunts M. Guizot for allowing the United States to carry points of
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such magnitude in her negotiations with Great Britain, which France had

Veen obliged to give up.

" The speeches delivered in the Senate against the treaty will sound

very oddly, we anticipate, in the ears of the Liberal party in France."

Before the ratifications of the treaty had been exchanged,

rumors were in circulation in this country respecting the

alleged Franklin map. Whether the - facts concerning it had

been talked about by some of the commissioners of Maine or

Massachusetts, or by some of the Senators, was not known ; but

the injunction of secrecy had not been removed in regard to

any of the proceedings in the Senate at the adjournment of

Congress, which occurred in August. These rumors, however,

were confirmed by a desultory discussion, which took place

in open session of the Senate during the December following,

when members entered into personal explanations of their

speeches made in the secret session of August upon the treaty.

In his annual message, at the commencement of this new

session of Congress, in December, 1842, the President con

gratulated that body on the ratification of the treaty by both

governments. He spoke of the " right of visit " as a practice

which had grown up in the enforcement of the treaty stipula

tions of Great Britain concerning the slave-trade ; and he said

that Lord Aberdeen had, in 1841, disclaimed any right to

detain American ships. Visitation, he said, necessarily de

tained them, and was regarded as " search " in a new form,

and expressed in different words. The doctrine of his former

message, that America had the ability to enforce her own laws

and protect her flag, had been reaffirmed, and now all pretence

was removed for interference with our commerce for any pur

pose whatever by a foreign government.

After the reception of the President's message in England,

Lord Aberdeen, on the 18th of January, 1843, addressed a dis

patch to Mr. Fox, still British minister here, and directed him

to read it to Mr. Webster. It was received by Mr. Fox on the

23d of February, and, on the next day, was communicated for

mally to Mr. "Webster. It took notice of that part of the

President's message which related to the right of search, and

denied that any concession on this point had been made by

Great Britain in the late negotiation. It said that the right
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would continue to be exercised, subject to the duty of making

prompt reparation in cases of loss or injury occasioned by it ;

and that, when Parliament should assemble, ministers would

hold themselves at liberty to make any explanation of their

understanding of the effect of the treaty which they might fee]

to be consistent with their duty, and necessary for the elucida

tion of the truth. Mr. Fox was informed by Mr. Webster that

an answer to this dispatch would be made in due time through

Mr. Everett.

Parliament was opened by a commission on the 2d of Feb

ruary, 1843, and the first topic touched upon by the Lords

Commissioners in their speech, as matter of congratulation, was

the treaty by which " her Majesty trusts the amicable relations

of the two countries have been confirmed." The Earl of Powis

moved the address in reply, in which the Lords declared : " "We

participate in the hope expressed by your Majesty," etc. In

the debate, upon the adoption of the address, the Marquis of

Lansdowne said that he entirely agreed with the sentiment

already expressed with regard to the importance of cordial rela

tions and a good understanding with the United States. But

he was not altogether satisfied with what had been done. He

did not object to making liberal concessions, but the abandon

ment of Madawaska was greatly to be lamented. He deplored

that much had been left unsettled. One door to hostility was

closed, but another left open in allowing the Oregon dispute to

remain. The right of search was of the utmost importance.

Not only had the United States not admitted that right, but they

had distinctly declared that they would not submit to it, and he

regretted to say that Great Britain had seemed to acquiesce.

Lord Brougham exulted in the settlement of disputes with

the United States. He placed so high a value on friendly rela

tions with that country, that he cared not how the boundary

was drawn, provided cordial relations were secured. So far

from the treaty being a capitulation, as it had been called out

side of Parliament, it was not even a concession, as noble lords

within had insisted. The value of the conceded territory he

would not stoop to consider, but England had desired the

establishment of the line awarded by the Dutch king, which

was not so good as the one she had now obtained. The navi
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gation of the St. John's was beneficial to both parties, and not

properly a concession.

Other speakers declared that the right of search had been

given up, and that it was so understood by France.

Lord Ashburton had little to say at that time, but, if occa

sion presented, he thought he could give a satisfactory defence.

No important concession had been made. The right of search

was not given up, for it had never been claimed except when

granted by treaty/and had never been exercised against Ameri

can vessels. The question of visitation had been set at rest by

the dispatch of Lord Aberdeen. The only question left unset

tled was that of the Oregon Territory, and he believed no evil

would result from the postponement of that.

The House of Commons, in its address to the Crown, thanked

her Majesty for the assurance that she trusts the amicable rela

tions of the country with the United States have been con

firmed by the treaty.

In the debate Mr. C. "Wood complained that the right of

visit had not been allowed by America, and that the President

in his recent message claimed that the right had been sur

rendered by the British Government. Mr. Wood thought an

explanation was called for.

Sir P. Peel, in referring to the American question, said

that, in view of the difficulty of the matter, the settlement was

the best that could be hoped for. The boundary was better

than that awarded by the King of Holland. Extreme preten

sions had to be given up on both sides. It was not his purpose

to enter into a defence of the treaty, but he was able and will

ing to do so if it should be found necessary. He was sorry to

see that the Pesident's message did not give a correct account

of the negotiations respecting the right of visit, to ascertain the

real character of a vessel screening itself under the American

flag. He was surprised that the Americans should contest this

right. Not one of the principles contended for by Lord Aber

deen in his dispatch of December, 1841, had been waived by

Great Britain. That dispatch had remained unanswered to

this day, which was a virtual admission that it would not be

wise to contest those principles. For his own part, he was sur

prised that the United States objected to the right of search.
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The right of visit had not been relinquished, and no concession

on the question had been made. The naval force was not ac

cepted as an equivalent for that right. This understanding of

the treaty had been intimated by the Government to the

United States.

Lord John Russell spoke of the settlement of the boundary.

He admitted the importance of a settlement, but was not satis

fied with the terms. Lord Ashburton's first dispatch should

have been firmly adhered to, but disadvantageous concessions

had been in fact made. Mr. Webster was unfair in insisting

on the river boundary so strongly and afterward leaving it.

The correspondence, he thought, showed that better terms

might have been obtained. Lord Ashburton, he considered a

bad appointment. His feelings were not earnestly enough

enlisted in the colonial interests of Great Britain, and so the

hold of the country on those provinces was endangered.

Lord Stanley defended the appointment of Lord Ashburton

as the best that could have been made, and believed the terms

of the treaty very favorable. He adverted to the ill success of

the former Administration in dealing with these questions, and

thought the comparison with the present decidedly in favor of

the latter.

Lord Palmerston said, if the right honorable baronet (Sir

Robert Peel) wanted an opportunity to defend the treaty, he

intended to give it to him. Lord Ashburton he regarded as a

most unfit person for the mission upon which he had been sent.

The treaty had been very properly called a capitulation. It

gave the United States the advantage of a salient point of

attack upon Canada.

In the Senate, on the 23d of February, a dispatch received

from Mr. Everett, and made public, was referred to, in which

he expressed his surprise at the statement of Sir Robert Peel,

that Lord Aberdeen's dispatch of December, 1841, remained

unanswered. The receipt of the dispatch had been promptly

acknowledged, with the assurance that "the subject should be

considered, and a full reply given by the United States Gov

ernment. Before this was received, Mr. Everett had been offi

cially apprised by Lord Aberdeen that Lord Ashburton had

been sent to America with power to settle the question of the
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right of visit among others. The necessity of an answer to the

dispatch was thus admitted to be superseded.

As soon as attention had been drawn to this matter,

Mr. Benton remarked upon another statement in Sir Robert

Peel's speech, viz., that the right of visit had not been relin

quished, and wished to submit the inquiry, whether the Gov

ernment had received any intimation of a different construction

of the treaty, on this point, by the British Government, from

that admitted in this country. A discussion followed, chiefly

between Mr. Benton and Mr. Archer, on the different under

standing of the treaty in the two countries. Mr. Archer

attempted to show that the President's message did not claim

that England had given up the right, but that arrangements

had been made which removed all occasion for exercising that

right. For his own part he did not think the British claim

unreasonable, but still he thought the Government had done

wisely in taking the matter into its own hands, and removing

all occasion for the exercise of the right, instead of insisting

upon its formal abandonment. There was no disagreement

between the President and Sir Eobert Peel.

Mr. Benton insisted that there was a difference between

them, and quoted the language of each, to show that one

claimed that the right of visit was abandoned, and the other

that it was not abandoned.

Mr. Allen thought the President claimed that it was

abandoned, and rightly so claimed. If not, why be at the

expense of exercising the right ourselves % For his own part, he

would not vote a dollar for carrying out the treaty. War was

preferable.

Mr. Calhoun thought Sir Eobert Peel insisted only on the

general right. So far as slave-vessels on the African coast were

concerned, it was certainly superseded by the treaty. At all

events, the discussion was premature and out of place.

Early in the session of Parliament, Lord Palmerston, with

the avowed object of bringing the treaty under discussion, for

the purpose of attacking it, gave notice that he should move

for copies and extracts of the correspondence between Lord

Ashburton and Mr. Webster. Sir P. Peel, the prime minister,

furnished such portions as he thought expedient, and sufficient.
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as he declared, to make out any case which could be founded

on the call for documents ; but, in order to attain his object,

Lord Palmerston, on the 21st of March, moved for copies of the

instructions given by the Government to the British envoy,

and, in a speech of more than three hours5 length, made an

elaborate attack on the whole course of the negotiations and

the result attained. He gave an account of the difficulty from

the Treaty of 1783, together with all the negotiations and

attempts at settlement which had been made down to the

appointment of Lord Ashburton. In speaking of the interpre

tation of the Treaty of 1783, he declared that he believed the

red-lined map of which much had been heard, lately found by

Mr. Sparks in the Royal Library at Paris, was the one alluded

to by Dr. Franklin, as that used by the commissioners, marked

with a strong red line following the boundary as laid down by

the treaty ; and this line, he said, was the boundary which had

always been claimed by Great Britain. There was another

map, similarly marked, in the State-Paper Office at London.

He criticised the appointment of Lord Ashburton, on the

ground that he was unskilled in diplomacy, and inclined to be

favorable to the United States. The first blunder of the envoy

was in beginning with an ultimatum instead of allowing him

self room for concession. He then showed great weakness in

receding from his ultimatum and allowing a division of the

Madawaska settlement, contrary to the wish of the inhabitants

and the right of Great Britain. When Mr. "Webster claimed

the St. John's Elver for the boundary, Lord Ashburton yielded,

and, when at another point Mr. Webster left the river and car

ried the line to the north of it, he yielded again. There were,

moreover, several tracts of land—such as that between the St.

John's and the line claimed by the United States, and the dis

puted strip to the north of Vermont, including Rouse's Point

and the Sugar Islands—which should have been held as equiva

lents for valuable concessions to be made by the United States,

instead of which, they were submissively given up at the outset.

The dignity of the country was sacrificed at every step. He

claimed that nothing had been gained toward the suppression

of the slave-trade, and that, in the case of the Creole, Lord

Ashburton had conceded the ground claimed by Mr. Webster,
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and practically allowed the doctrine that slaves were not

liberated by entrance into British ports. Lastly, he accused

Lord Ashburton of exulting in the humiliation of the country

at public dinners in New York and Boston, by alluding to the

" cradle of American liberty and independence," and speaking

of it as a "hallowed spot."

Sir Robert Peel replied to Lord Palmerston, administering a

severe rebuke to his lordship for not moving a vote of censure

against the Government, who were alone responsible for the

negotiations, instead of attacking Lord Ashburton and the

treaty which he had negotiated. Sir Eobert Peel entered into

an earnest defence of the qualifications of Lord Ashburton, and

the wise and liberal spirit in which he had performed his mis

sion. The protracted dispute, the frequent irritations arising

out of it, the long and futile attempts at adjustment, the impos

sibility of conforming to the terms of the Treaty of 1783, all

made the establishment of a conventional line the only practi

cable course, and that course had been entirely successful. A

boundary was obtained better than that awarded by the King

of Holland, and a vexed question, the constant cause of danger

ous irritation, was put effectually to rest—a question which

Lord Palmerston, with all his diplomacy, had failed to settle in

ten years, during which it was on his hands. Delay had be

come perilous. It was vastly important to both countries that

the boundary question should be settled, and he believed that

both Lord Ashburton and Mr. Webster were animated with a

sincere desire to come to a fair understanding, making such

mutual concessions as were necessary. One proof of the fair

ness of the treaty was, that Mr. Webster and Lord Ashburton

were both accused in their respective countries of making too

great concessions, and sacrificing the honor of their country.

Another proof was, that the colonies themselves were satisfied.

Mr. Webster had been blamed for keeping back a certain map.

Even if he had been bound to produce any such map, there was

no evidence that it was the one referred to by Dr. Franklin, as

having the boundary marked on it, as understood by the com

missioners in 1783. The British Government had not been

able to find this map, but had found another contemporary

with the treaty, published by Mr. Faden, geographer to George
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III., in which the line was drawn according to the American

claims. There was still another, Mitchell's map (which Lord

Palmerston had pronounced untrustworthy), which gave the

boundary according to the American claim, " as described by

Mr. Oswald." Sir E. Peel closed by repeating his regret that

the blame, if any, had not been directed against the Gov

ernment by a vote of censure, and by stating his objection to

producing more of the papers relating to the treaty.

Mr. Macaulay declared the treaty to be in every way deficient.

They had a right to expect that the dignity of the country

would be preserved, that the difficulties should be effectually

put at rest, and that cordial feelings between the two countries

should have been the result. But, he said, the honor of the

country had been compromised by the "humble, caressing,

wheedling tone" which Lord Ashburton had adopted, and

which contrasted strongly with the " firm, resolute, vigilant,

and unyielding" manner of Mr. Webster. He also easily

abandoned his first claim and conceded what Mr. "Webster

demanded, while the latter never gave way to his demands.

The difficulties were not settled, but matters left in a worse

plight than before. The eighth article was so ambiguous, that

it was understood in America as giving up the right of search

on the part of England, while the ministry claimed that it

did not abandon that right. It was so much waste-paper.

Squadrons were likely to be sent to the coast of Africa by the

two Governments with conflicting orders, thus tending directly

to hostility or further irritation instead of cordial sentiments.

Sir H. Douglas, who had been Governor of New Brunswick

from 1823 to 1831, gave a history of the encroachments which

had been permitted upon the disputed territory under Lord

Palmerston's Government. This had given the United States

possession, and led to such a state of things that nothing but a

conventional line could be established, and that which the

treaty laid down was as good as could be obtained, and gave

up no position important to Great Britain.

Sir Charles Napier attacked the eighth article of the treaty

more especially. Mr. Webster, he said, was what the Ameri

cans called a "smart man," and Lord Ashburton's candor and

frankness were misplaced, and he had made v unnecessary con
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cessions. As to the boundary, it was unfair for Mr. Webster to

claim the river for the boundary when it suited his purpose,

and to depart from it as soon as it was to the advantage of the

United States to do so. Rouse's Point, one of the places sur

rendered, was of great importance as a military post.

Mr. Disraeli contended that the treaty gave England

more territory, a better barrier, and a more efficient boundary

than the "Dutchman's line." In concession, England had the

better. Rouse's Point was of no military importance, and

much greater extent of territory had been given up by America

than by England. A great and difficult question had been ad

vantageously settled. As to the famous map, he had seen it.

It was a map of all North America, was but eighteen inches

square, and the red line covered a good space of the disputed

territory. Mitchell's map was much larger, and of recognized

authority, having belonged to the collection of George III.

He showed that this was the map used by the commissioners

in 1783, by quoting from a letter written by Dr. Franklin to

Mr. Livingston, not contained in Mr. Sparks's work, but in a

book published by Mr. Temple Franklin, his grandson. In

this letter Dr. Franklin said: "I am perfectly clear in the

remembrance that the map we used in tracing the boundary

was brought to the treaty by the commissioners from England,

and that it was the same that was published by Mitchell

twenty years ago." In another place the assertion is repeated

that it was Mitchell's map. In Dr. Franklin's manuscript

notes to the nine articles of the treaty, in remarking on the

fourth article, he says, " The map used in the course of the

negotiation was Mitchell's." Soj if maps were to be received

as evidence, the United States would have the best of it.

An end was put to further debate by a call of the House,

which showed that a quorum was not present. On the follow

ing day (March 23d) Mr. Hume inquired if the debate, which

had been so disgracefully checked, was to be resumed. Lord

Palmerston said his point had been gained, and he was willing

the discussion should be dropped. Mr. Hume then gave notice

of a resolution declaring the treaty, in view of previous unsuc

cessful negotiations, and the danger and difficulty of the subject,

"alike honorable and advantageous to each of the high con
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tracting parties, and that Lord Ashburton, who conducted the

negotiations which led to that treaty, deserves for that service

the thanks of this House."

Before time could be allowed for Mr. Hume's motion, a

similar resolution was offered in the House of Lords by Lord

Brougham, and was debated on the 17th of April.

Lord Brougham contended that every object of the negotia

tion had been secured by the treaty, no interest was sacrificed,

and nothing given up which it was important to retain. In

the case of the Caroline, a dignified and becoming explanation

had been given and received, and the matter settled in a man

ner honorable and satisfactory to all parties. The case of the

Creole was of great difficulty, but had been settled on a fair

basis. The right of search, he declared, was not involved at

all. ]STo material misunderstanding could possibly arise. There

was no absolute right of search, but it depended on treaty stipu

lations, and those the United States had never entered into.

The right of visit had been allowed under proper qualifications.

The matter was clearly and fairly settled. In the fixing of the

boundary, there had been no sacrifice of honor. All the evi

dence was stronger in favor of the line claimed by America

than for that of England, but America had made the largest

concessions. And, after all, the peaceable settlement of the

question was of more importance than any concession would

be. The Dutch line was better than the English had a right

to expect, but the one obtained was better yet. Much had

been said of a map referred to by Dr. Franklin in a letter to

Count de Yergennes, "in which," the doctor says, "I have

traced what I take to be the line in Mr. Oswald's treaty."

There had been an unsuccessful search for this map, and there

was no evidence that the one recently found by the Americans

was the same. In fact, it could not be made to tally with the

description in the treaty, and was worthless as evidence. Mr.

"Webster was under no obligation to produce this map as evi

dence against himself. There were two maps in the possession

of the English authorities-—one of them by Mr. Eaden, George

III.'s geographer—which laid down the boundary as claimed

by the Americans. Why did not Lord Ashburton take these

out to damage his own claims ? They were much more likely
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to be authoritative. Finally, Lord Ashburton had accomplished

in a few months what his assailants, when in office, had labored

in vain for years to bring about.

The Duke of Cambridge urgently supported the motion,

and expressed his hearty approval of Lord Ashburton's course.

The Marquis of Lansdowne opposed the motion' as unusual

and uncalled for. The negotiations regarding the case of the

Caroline were satisfactory, and he had no fault to find with the

settlement of the Creole difficulty. The boundary question

had not been dealt with in a satisfactory manner. Maclawaska

was in the possession of British subjects, and ought not to have

been abandoned contrary to the wishes of the people. Tamable

concessions had been made, in allowing the navigation of the

St. John's, and giving up certain tracts of land and positions

important to the defence of Canada, while no equivalents were

obtained. The question of the right of visit had not been

advanced. The labors of Lord Ashburton deserved no such

compliment as was proposed, and he therefore moved that the

House adjourn.

The Earl of Aberdeen defended the unusual character of the

motion, on the ground of the unusual merit of the case. Lord

Ashburton was the only man who could have brought about an

amicable settlement. Matters had reached a point where delay

was dangerous, and the noble lord had removed the causes of

irritation and collision, and bestowed a great benefit upon both

countries. In the matter of the slave-trade and the right of

search, the English had no absolute claim, and the stipulations

of the treaty on these points were a great gain.

Lord Campbell was not satisfied with the terms of the

treaty. There was no imputation to be cast upon Mr. Webster,

but he had been an overmatch for Lord Ashburton. His dis

patches showed " infinitely more astuteness, and judgment, and

skill, than the noble lord's." The evidence was fuller, and the

subject better understood, than at the time of the award of the

King of the Netherlands, and all went to prove that the English

had a right to the whole of the disputed territory. He believed

Franklin's map to be the one by which the treaty was made,

and conclusive as evidence. The Creole question was left un

settled and in a difficult position. Lord Ashburton had been
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all acquiescence, and did not spiritedly resist (as he. ought) Mr.

Webster's claim that slaves did not become free in British

ports, but left the subject for future settlement, and a source

of future trouble. The right of search was absolute and indis

pensable, and had also been left unsettled to breed difficulty

and hostility. The eighth article was a backward step in the

abolition of the slave-trade.

Lord Colchester thought the treaty a success, and the eighth

article an advance on the slave-trade question.

Lord Denman made some objection to the language and-

expression of Lord Ashburton's dispatches, as too humble and

submissive.

Lord Brougham's motion was agreed to, and Lord Ash-

burton complimented accordingly.

Mr. Hume's motion came under debate in the House of

Commons on the 2d of May.

Mr. Hume spoke in the highest terms of Lord Ashburton,

and regretted the attacks which had been made upon him.

He had originally thought it a bad appointment, but had been

convinced to the contrary by the course of the negotiator. The

Treaty of 178.3 had been made with an inadequate knowledge

of the country, and it was impossible to lay down a line accord

ing to its terms. A conventional line only was feasible, and

this had been obtained without any important concession, and

the cause of past disputes and future danger removed by nego

tiations satisfactory to reasonable men in both countries. The

other questions involved had been settled justly and fairly.

Mr. Hume closed by citing precedents for his motion.

Dr. Bowring, in seconding the motion, said that he had

read the whole correspondence, and found that it " was con

ducted in a courteous, pacific, and dignified spirit." Injustice

had been done to Lord Ashburton, and therefore this motion

was called for.

Sir Charles Napier made a few remarks, censuring the

treaty, and moved an adjournment, which was seconded by

Captain Berkeley.

Sir H. Douglas thought the friendly spirit in which Lord

Ashburton had conducted the negotiation was his chief merit

in the matter, and had brought about the successful and satis
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factory result winch they proposed to thank Mm for. He

showed, from his knowledge of the country, the advantage of

the boundary obtained over the Dutch line.

"Jiffr. Vernon Smith characterized the motion as a " monstrous

proposition," for which there was no precedent. He did not

believe in thanking the envoy for giving up territory belong

ing to Great Britain, and abandoning the right of search, and

leaving unsettled a large part of the difficulties which he was

sent to arrange. He had taken a low and feeble tone, and

been too ready to express his cordial and friendly feelings, and

had not shown the heart and spirit of an Englishman.

Lord Stanley said, if the motion was unprecedented, the

attacks made upon Lord Ashburton called for a distinct recog

nition of his deserts. The speaker was especially severe upon

the language used by Mr. Macaulay. The question of geo

graphical advantage was trifling compared with that of remov

ing the cause of misunderstanding between the two countries,

and quieting the dissensions and hostility already awakened

and averting those which were impending when Lord Ash

burton was sent out. Lord Palmerston's administration had

worked upon the difficulty for twelve years without improving

its condition, and now it had been satisfactorily settled and put

at rest. A decided advance had also been made toward the

suppression of the slave-trade. England had no right of search,

and only that of visit, to ascertain the real nationality of sus

pected vessels carrying the American flag. Both countries

were now agreed, and Lord Ashburton had gained what Lord

Palmerston had sought in vain for twelve years. In the case

of the Caroline, concession and explanation had been mutual,

and were creditable to both parties. One of the solid advan

tages of the treaty was attested' by the cordial feeling toward

Lord Ashburton in America.

Lord John Russell said the right of search had not been

settled. The treaty on that point was differently understood

in the two countries. Lord Ashburton had been too humble

and ready to yield, and Mr. Webster had been unfair in claim

ing the river St. John's for the boundary, and afterward leav

ing it, etc.

Sir Eobert Peel declared that the popular feeling was satisfied.

50
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and animadverted on the opposition of such men as Palmerston,

Russell, and Macaulay, to doing justice to Lord Ashburton. He

gave precedents for motions like the present, brought forward

by persons not in the ministry, and complained of the " miser

able cavilling " at the language and tone of Lord Ashburton.

Lord Palmerston closed the debate, in answer to some of the

preceding speakers. There was no apology in the case of the

Caroline, and should be none. The provision for cooperating

against the slave-trade was inadequate, and no equivalent for

the obligations of the Treaty of Ghent. The present motion

was a bad precedent. No new possession had been gained, no

extension of interests, no new means of defence. It was simply

a bad bargain, which was better than none. The vote asked

for would be no honor to Lord Ashburton, and would lower

Great Britain in the eyes of the world. On a division, Mr.

Hume's motion was carried by a large majority.

After some of these debates had reached this country, Mr.

Webster, on the 28th of March, addressed his public dispatch

to Mr. Everett, in answer to Lord Aberdeen's dispatch of the

18th of January, for the double purpose of putting an end to

this misunderstanding, and of-setting at rest the question of the

right of search, as a right capable of being exercised in time

of peace. In this answer, he fully admitted that the claim of

a right of search was not discussed during the late negotiation,

that no concession on this point was required by the United

States or made by Great Britain ; and that the stipulations of

the treaty were resorted to as a mode of rendering unnecessary

both the assertion and denial of the claim by requiring each

Government to execute its own laws by visitation of vessels

sailing under, its nag. The treaty, he said, was clear and

intelligible, needing no interpretation and no comment. Hav

ing disposed of this point, Mr. Webster proceeded to make

known the views entertained by the Government of the United

States respecting the alleged right of search or visit. He

maintained that there is no established distinction between

search and visitation, and that in time of peace there is no

right to visit a vessel at sea except in the execution of revenue

laws or other municipal regulations, usually done within three

leagues of the coast, aud that whenever done it is a right of
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search. He denied also that the claim of visiting vessels, in

order to ascertain their national character in time of peace, can

be regarded as a right / for, if it be a right, no claim can be

made for reparation of injury arising from its fair exercise,

which reparation Lord Aberdeen had said his Government

would be ready to make. He then declared that the right of

every vessel to pursue its course on the ocean, unmolested, in

time of peace, involves the right to repel force by force, and

that, if persisted in, the claim of visitation must lead to the

most serious consequences. His dispatch closed as follows :

" It appears to the Government of the United States that the view of

this whole subject, which is the most naturally taken, is also the most legal,

and most in analogy with other cases. British cruisers have a right to de

tain British merchantmen for certain 'purposes ; and they have a right,

acquired by treaty, to detain merchant-vessels of several other nations for

the same purposes. But they have no right at all to detain an American

merchant-vessel. This Lord Aberdeen admits in the fullest manner. Any

detention of an American vessel by a British cruiser is therefore a wrong

—a trespass—although it may be done under the belief that she was a

British vessel, or that she belonged to a nation which had conceded the

tight of such detention to the British cruisers, and the trespass, therefore,

an involuntary trespass. If a ship-of-war, in thick weather, or in the dark

ness of the night, fire upon and sink a neutral vessel, under the belief that

she is an enemy's vessel, this is a trespass—a mere wrong ; and cannot be

said to be an act done under any right, accompanied by responsibility for

damages. So if a civil officer on land have process against one individual,

and through mistake arrest another, this arrest is wholly tortious ; no one

would think of saying that it was done under any lawful exercise of

authority, subject only to responsibility; or that it was any thing but a

mere trespass, though an unintentional trespass. The municipal law does

not undertake to lay down beforehand any rule for the government of such

cases ; and as little, in the opinion of the Government of the United States,

does the public law of the world lay down beforehand any rule for the

government of cases of involuntary trespasses, detentions, and injuries at

sea ; except that, in both classes of cases, law and reason make a distinc

tion between injuries committed through mistake and injuries committed

by design ; the former being entitled to fair and just compensation, the

latter demanding exemplary damages, and sometimes personal punish

ment. The Government of the United States has frequently made known

its opinions, which it now repeats, that the practice of detaining American

vessels, though subject to just compensation if such detention afterward

turn out to have been without good cause, however guarded by instruc

tions, or however cautiously exercised, necessarily leads to serious incon
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venience and injury. The amount of loss cannot be always ascertained.

Compensation, if it be adequate in the amount, may still necessarily be

long delayed ; and the pendency of such claims always proves trouble

some to the Governments of both countries. These detentions, too, fre

quently irritate individuals, cause warm blood, and produce nothing but

ill effects on the amicable relations existing between the countries. We

wish, therefore, to put an end to them, and to avoid all occasions for their

recurrence.

" On the whole., the Government of the United States, while it has not

conceded a mutual right of visit or search, as has been done by the parties

to the quintuple treaty of December, 1841, does not admit that, by the

law and practice of nations, there is any such thing as a right of visit

distinguished by well-known rules and definitions from the right of

search.

"' It does not admit that visit of American merchant-vessels by British

cruisers is founded on any right,"notwithstanding the cruiser may suppose

such vessel to be British, Brazilian, or Portuguese. We cannot but

see that the detention and examination of American vessels by British

cruisers has already led to consequences, and fear that, if continued, it

would still lead to further consequences, highly injurious to the lawful

commerce of the United States,

" At the same time, the Government of the United States fully admits

that its flag can give no immunity to pirates, nor to any other than to

regularly documented American vessels. It was upon this view of the

whole case, and with a firm conviction of the truth of these sentiments,

that it cheerfully assumed the duties contained in the Treaty of Washing

ton, in the hope that, thereby, causes of difficulty and difference might be

altogether removed, and that the two powers might be enabled to act

concurrently, cordially, and effectually for the suppression of a traffic

which both regard as a reproach upon the civilization of the age, and at

war with every principle of humanity and every Christian sentiment.

" The Government of the United States has no interest, nor is it under

the influence of any opinions which should lead it to desire any deroga

tion of the just authority and rights of maritime power. But, in the con

victions which it entertains, and in the measures which it has adopted, it

has been governed solely by a sincere desire to support those principles

and those practices which it believes to be conformable to public law, and

favorable to the peace and harmony of nations.

u Both Houses of Congress, with a remarkable degree of unanimity,

have made express provisions for carrying into effect the eighth article of

the treaty. An American squadron will immediately proceed to the coast

of Africa. Instructions for its commander are in the course of prepara

tion, and copies will be furnished to the British Government ; and the

President confidently believes that the cordial concurrence of the two Gov

ernments in the mode agreed on will be more effectual than any efforts yet

made for the suppression of the slave-trade.
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" You will read this dispatch to Lord Aberdeen, and, if he desire it,

give him a copy. I am, sir, etc., etc.,

" D. Webster.1

" Edward Everett, Esq., etc., etc."

When this dispatch was communicated to Lord Aberdeen,

he frankly made the very important admissions described in

the following private letter :

[FROM MR. EVERETT TO MR. WEBSTER.]

" London, %Uh April, 1843.

" My dear Sir : On the 22d instant, as I have informed you in my

public dispatch, I called on Lord Aberdeen, and read to him your letter

to me of the 28th March, on the subject of visitation and search. He

said it was an excellent document ; that he did not know that he should

wish to alter a word ; that he concurred with you in the proposition that

there is no such distinction as that between a right of search and a right

of visit ; that he did not agree with Sir Robert Peel on that point ; that

perhaps he himself has not expressed himself as distinctly as he might

on that head in his letter to me of December 20, 1841; that that letter

was written currente calamo, and he only wondered that it had stood criti

cism so well ; perhaps lie might say that, with the lapse of time, and

the progress of the discussion, his ideas had become more definite than

they then were."

There was, in truth, no occasion for the British Govern

ment to be concerned about the alleged right of search in its

connection with the slave-trade, after the Treaty of Washing

ton had been executed. The purpose of the American Gov

ernment to prevent a fraudulent use of its flag in that trade

was fully explained in a private letter to Mr. Everett, which

followed Mr. Webster's public dispatch on this subject ; and

by which Mr. Everett was directed to make known to the

British ministry the principles which had been adopted by our

Department of State in regard to cases brought before it for

?ts interference.

[TO MR. EVERETT.]

(Private.)

" April 27, 1843.

" My dear Sir : I send you a copy of the Intelligencer of March 25th,

and a copy also of that paper of yesterday, for the purpose of drawing

1 The whole of this dispatch is to be found in Mr. Webster's Works, vi., S31, et seq.
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your attention to an editorial article in each, for which I am responsible.

X, in yesterday's paper, is H E . Disappointment, or some other

cause, has led him to rank himself with the disaffected. Whatever I do he

is sure to find fault with ; and, though we used to think him a person of

some talent, he is always wrong, growing vain and conceited in his old

age, without growing wiser.

"I took a good deal of pains to procure a solemn declaration to be

made by the President in his message to the Senate, to the effect that this

Government could not and would not interfere in behalf of American ves

sels found engaged in the slave-trade. I deem this to be of the very first

importance. It will check designs of slave-dealing in their bud. I

already see consequences : of magnitude resulting from it. It is now

understood that, in every application for interference made at this depart

ment for alleged detention by British cruisers, the case will be strictly

inquired into, and closely sifted; and, if just suspicions be awakened, not

only will no interference be made, but the case itself will be referred to

the prosecuting officers of the Government. I wish Lord Aberdeen and

.Sir Robert Peel may be assured of this.

" I feel great confidence that the two Governments may escape all

future collision or disputes about the right of search ; and this is a most

desirable object with me. I am well aware that, misled by circumstances,

American vessels may sometimes be mistaken for English or Spanish or

Portuguese. But, in general, serious consequences in such cases may be

avoided, if parties conduct with moderation and prudence. I trust that

my last public dispatch to you, the instructions given to our American

squadron, the President's message to the Senate, already referred to, and

such use as you may properly make of this private letter, will satisfy the

British Government of the sincere desire felt by us to accomplish the

object, common to both Governments, without prejudice or danger to the

just rights of either. Nothing gives me more satisfaction, in leaving this

department, than the humble trust that the questions which have existed

between the two countries, and which have been subjects of discussion

since I came into office, will be found to have been settled in a manner

honorable to both, likely to promote harmony and good-will between

them, and to preserve the peace of the world.

" Yours always cordially,

" D. W."

It lias already been seen in what manner Sir Robert Peel

and Lord Ashbnrton himself treated the discovery of the Paris

map, and the bearing of some of the other maps upon the dis

puted boundary. The use that was made of the Paris map by

the opposition rendered it necessary for Sir Robert Peel to

bring forward, in the debate of April, another map which be

came known to him after the treaty had settled the boundary.
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This was a copy of Mitchell's map which had been used at

Paris by Mr. Oswald, the British commissioner, who nego

tiated the Provisional Treaty of 1782, and who afterward sent

the map home to his Government. With the library of George

III. it found its way to the British Museum. It had on it

the words " Boundary, as described by Mr. Oswald," in four

places.

Lord Brougham said, in the House of Lords, that these

words were in the handwriting of the king. The map clearly

confirmed the American claim. Under Lord Melbourne's Ad

ministration it was discovered in the British Museum, and was

placed, with other documents, in the hands of Mr. Featherston-

haugh, who, when Lord Aberdeen became foreign secretary,

was directed to hand over all papers relating to the boundary,

to Lord Ashburton, on his departure for this country. Mr.

Peatherstonhaugh kept back this Oswald map, and neither

Lord Aberdeen nor Lord Ashburton knew of its existence,

until after the treaty had been signed and ratified.

At about the same time another copy of Mitchell's map was

found in New York among the papers of Mr. Jay, one of the

American commissioners of 1782-83, with a boundary cor

responding to that marked on the Oswald map, Some pro

ceedings in reference to this map took place in the ISTew-York

Historical Society, before the intelligence respecting the dis

covery in London of Mr. Oswald's map reached this country.

The following private letters show how Lord Ashburton and

Mr. Webster respectively regarded this " battle of the maps " : l

fTO MR. WEBSTER.]

" London, April 28, 1843.2

" My dear Mr. Webster : I take tlie opportunity of Mr. Everett's bag

to thank you for your last kind letter, and for the information it con

tained.

"On this side of the water the several debatable subjects connected

with our treaty are settling down very satisfactorily in the public mind.

1 In the North American Review for 2 In the 2d volume of Mr. Webster's

1843, vol. 56, there is a very learned published correspondence, p. 190, the

article by Mr. Sparks on the Treaty of date of this letter is erroneously printed

Washington, which contains a detailed as if it had been written in 1844. The

account of all the maps bearing on this context shows that it was written as I

controversy. have dated it.
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The battle of the maps, the question whether concessions were made on

either side, and by whom, with respect to search or visit, and the admirable

reproofs administered by you to the officious interference of Mr. ;

the discussion of all these questions, now pretty nearly exhausted, leaves

the universal impression that the treaty was a good and wise measure, and

good and wise, because it was fair ; so much so, that the critics are at a loss

to determine which of us had the advantage in the scramble for the

swamps on the St. John's, a dilemma in which it was your wish, as I am

sure it was mine, to leave them. The map question now fortunately only

interests historians, such as Mr. Sparks and Mr. Bancroft. I am by no

means disposed to disturb its sleep, or that either party should find, or

think they had found, any thing conclusive, so as to interfere with the

conviction that there existed that real shade of doubt or perplexity which

could alone be satisfactorily settled by compromise. If we are ever fated

to meet again, which I indulge the hope may yet be the case, I should

have some curiosity to know how you unravel this, to me, inextricable

puzzle ; at present I will only say, what I know you will believe, that the

discoveries here are quite recent, and were wholly unknown to me when I

was at Washington. Not but that I agree entirely with you, that it would

have been no duty of mine to damage the cause of my client, yet, at the

same time, I perhaps went further in protestations of ignorance than I

otherwise should have done. Palmerston has, in Parliament, been the

only real adversary of the treaty, and it seems that he is not a disin

terested one. His move will probably bring upon me the unusual honor

of the complimentary acknowledgment of my services. That in the Lords

is already passed with only three dissentient voices. In the Commons

the motion is expected to come on next week. The ministers have taken

no part in this volunteer proceeding. I send you herewith Brougham's

speech, which is, I am told, good ; but you will be surprised when I add,

that I have not yet read it. The extradition, article of the treaty makes

some stir with our antislavery people. I have seen some of their deputa

tions, and I hope I have satisfied them ; but we shall hear of them, though

with no bad consequences, when the bill passes for giving effect to this

article. The apprehension is, that some cases of robbery will be got up to

claim fugitive slaves. This will certainly require caution with the magis

trates in Canada, but I am not fearful of the result ; but, should the abuse

prove excessive, the remedy is in the power to correct the article. We

have now in our new governor-general a very judicious, discreet, and liberal

man, upon whose practical good sense full reliance may be placed.

" I can give you no information of what passes in the Old World that

you will not have better from your friend, Mr. Everett, who understands

us thoroughly, and who is, as you may suppose, a marvellous favorite

with us. I am frequently asked whether America furnishes manj such

men. We were in some anxiety that he might leave us for the Celestial

Empire, but I find, as I anticipated, that he will remain with the Terres

trials. He would be much too fine an instrument for such a purpose: it
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would be cutting blocks with a razor. You must have no want of coarse

instruments for such a purpose. To look after ship-captains and super

cargoes, with very limited powers, is no enviable work, and there seems no

alternative between that and sending a parade embassy to Pekin. You

need not be afraid* of any attempt on our part at exclusion or monopoly.

The keeping open the opening v/e have made is best effected by encourag

ing the admission of all the world ; besides, at present, the system of

monopoly is quite out of fashion. On this subject we are shortly to have

a heavy parliamentary battle for the admission of your corn through

Canada. The result is doubtful, for the country gentlemen are just now

very sore and sulky. In other respects I never knew this country more

politically easy and quiet, though with much manufacturing distress,

which is, however, mending. There is a general impression that England

and France are both in safe and prudent hands, with Peel and Guizot,

and that the peace of the world will be conservatively maintained. I do

not much fear any mischief from your side under such circumstances ; but

the scheme would be perfect if we could make a triumvirate with your

name on the Potomac, and I indulge the hope that some way or other the

Great Republic will remain under your guidance.

'"With great regard, yours always,

" ASHBURTON.

" P. S.—Recollecting the alarm expressed when I was with you, about

our supposed intention of making a lodgment in California, which was, I

believe, never dreamt of by anybody here, I should like to know what is

thought of the new French Polynesian empire. People now seem to

attach little importance to it, and to entertain no apprehensions about it.

The Parisians, disappointed that we were not vexed or angry, are already

tired with their new toy. To say the truth, after our doings in New

Zealand, we could hardly make objections. That establishment was

forced upon Government by actual volunteer colonization, which they

very reluctantly supported. The general principle of extensive emigration

is a favorite remedy of the present day for redundant population. I send

you a clever speech of Charles Buller on this subject, which, if you have

leisure, will interest you."

[MK. WEBSTER TO MR. EVERETT.]

"Washington, April 25, 1843.

" My dear Sir : Two or three months ago, Mr. P. A. Jay, of ISTew

York, one of the sons, as you know, of John Jay, died. About the end of

last month it was made knov/n that among his papers was found a copy

of Mitchell's map, with evident marks upon it of having belonged to his

father, and of having been used in Paris in 1782. The map was carried to

Mr. Gallatin, who still keeps up great interest for whatever relates to the

boundary question, and Mr. Gallatin thought it of considerable impor

tance, and it was agreed that he should take an occasion to read a lectur-
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to the New-York Historical Society, of which he is president, on the

boundary subject, in which he should explain the bearing of whatever

evidence this new-found map might furnish. I happened to be in New

York the 6th and 7th of April, and visited Mr. Gallatin, and saw the

map.

" His lecture was then fixed for Saturday, the 15th, and I promised to

attend. I did attend, heard the lecture, and made a short speech myself.

Some account of these things you will see in the papers. Mr. Gallatin's

lecture, which is interesting, will be printed by the society, and my little

speech, corrected from the newspapers, appended. I have some hopes that

the publication will be completed, so that some copies may go to you by

this conveyance. If that should happen, please give one to Lord Ash-

burton, Lord Aberdeen, Sir Robert Peel, etc.

" I had hardly reached my post here, from New York, before I learned

by your letters, as well as by the.published debates in the House of Com

mons, that Mr. Oswald's copy of Mitchell's map was at last found. I have

read your account of that matter with interest, and have also perused all

the debates, down to what I think Lord Ashburton might fairly enough

call Lord Palmerston's ' capitulation.'

" You will see that Mr. Jay's map and Mr: Oswald's map are alike.

"What one proves the other proves. Neither of them is absolutely conclu

sive, because neither proves the line found upon it to have been drawn in

any part after the treaty was agreed to, and for the purpose of setting

forth the boundary as agreed to. On the contrary, it is clear that the

greater part of the line, called Mr. Oswald's line, never was agreed to. I

concur, therefore, entirely in the opinion expressed by Sir Eobert Peel,

that no map, nor all the maps, settle the question, because they bear no

marked lines which may not have been lines of proposal merely. In other

words, none of them shows a line, clearly purporting to be a line, drawn

for the purpose of showing on the map a boundary which had been

agreed on.

"Both these last-discovered maps are evidence, and important evi

dence ; but, in my judgment, more weight attaches to the map published

by Behn, under the circumstances of that publication, than to either or both

of these. And now, I hope, we have arrived at the end of all investigation

of boundary-lines by maps, for I hardly expect any other discoveries will

be made. The universal sentiment here is, and certainly I concur in it

with very great cordiality, approaching personal gratitude, that Sir Robert

Peel treated the matter of the Paris map in a very handsome way. It

required of him a degree of manliness and independence, becoming his

character, and honorable to his feelings, to rebuke such reproachful

charges as those with which Mr. Featherstonhaugh, that man of two

countries, had caused the leading presses of London to be filled. It was

always surprising to me that the Government of Great Britain employed

Mr. Featherstonhaugh. It did not know him as well as you and I know

him. He is shallow and conceited, with quite a lurch toward mischief."
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In the speech before the Historical Society referred to by

Mr. Webster in the foregoing letter, he thus described his own

intentions in regard to the Paris map, and the attitude in which

he was content to leave the treaty to the judgment of the

country.

" With respect, sir, »to the publication of Mr. Featherstonhaugh, and

the tone of sundry articles in the London press, concerning the Paris map,

I hope nobody supposes, so far as the Government of the United States is

concerned, that these things are exciting any sensation at Washington.

Mr. Featherstonhaugh does not alarm us for our reputation. Assuming

that there must either be a second arbitration or a settlement by compro

mise, finding that no arbitration which did not end in a compromise would

be successful in settling the dispute, the Government thought it its duty

to invite the attention of the two States immediately concerned to the

subject, to ask them to take part in negotiations about to be entered

into, with an assurance that no line of boundary should be agreed to with

out their consent, and without their consent, also, to all the conditions and

stipulations of the treaty respecting the boundary. To this the two

States agreed, with the limitation upon the consent of their agents, that,

with regard to both States, it should be unanimous. In this state of

things, undoubtedly, it was the ditty of the Government of the United

States to lay before these States thus admitted into the negotiations all

the information in its power. Every office in Washington was ransacked,

every book of authority consulted, the whole history of all the negotia

tions, from the Treaty of Paris downward, was produced, and, among the

rest, this discovery in Paris to go for what it was wTorth. If these afforded

any evidences to their minds to produce a conviction that it might be used

to obscure their rights, to lead an arbitration into an erroneous, unjust

compromise, that was all for their consideration. The map was submitted

as evidence, together with all the other proofs and documents in the case,

without the slightest reservation on the part of the Government of the

United States. I mast confess that I did not think it a very urgent duty,

on my part, to go to Lord Ashburton and tell him that I had found a bit

of doubtful evidence in Paris, out of which he might, perhaps, make some

thing to the prejudice of our claims, and from which he could set up higher

claims for himself, or throw farther uncertainty over the whole matter.

" I will detain you, sir, by no remarks on any other part of the subject.

Indeed, I had no expectation of being called upon to speak on the subject,

in regard to which my own situation is a delicate one. I shall be quite

satisfied if the general judgment of the country shall be, in the first place,

that nothing disreputable to the Union, nothing prejudicial to its interests

in regard to the line of boundary, has been done in the treaty ; and in the

next place, and above all things, that a fair, honorable, manly disposition,

has been manifested by the Government in settling the question, and put
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ting an end to a controversy which has disturbed the relations of the

country for fifty years, not always without some danger of breaking the

public peace, often with the effect of disturbing commercial intercourse,

spreading distrust between those having daily dealings with one another,

and always tending to excite alarm, jealousy, and suspicion."

The reader can now look back to the preceding autumn,

and consider who was right and who was wrong in respect to

the question of Mr. Webster's resignation at that time. Had

he then gone out of office, what would have become of the

misunderstanding respecting the right of search ? Who could

have carried the Government and the country through the

period when public opinion, on both sides of the Atlantic, was

shaping itself into that confirmation of the treaty and its ac

companying negotiations which was essential as a popular

ratification of the official acts ? If he had been out of office in

the winter of 1842-'43, he would have been a private man;

the dispatch in which he fully answered the claim of a right of

search or visitation would not have been written ; the Presi

dent would have been without his powerful aid, in circum

stances of great embarrassment ; the subject of Oregon would

have run wild in Congress; and the China mission would not

have been shaped as it was, if, indeed, it had been originated

at all. To the subject of Oregon, therefore, and to the China

mission we must now turn.

In the negotiations between Mr. Webster and Lord Ash-

burton, it had not been deemed expedient to attempt the set

tlement or correction of the boundary between the United

States and the British possessions, farther than to the eastern

foot of the Pocky Mountains. At that point the boundary, as

fixed by former treaties, was on the forty-fifth parallel of lati

tude. Lord Ashburton did not think it a part of his duty to

agree upon a line beyond the mountains, and consequently,

after his return to England, it became a question, with Presi

dent Tyler's Administration, in what manner a settlement of

the northern boundary of Oregon could be best accomplished.

By the following private letters from Mr. Webster to Mr.

Everett, it will be seen that a special mission was thought of

for this purpose :
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[TO ME. EVERETT.]

14 Washington, November 25, 1842.

" My dear Sir : I believe I have nothing which needs to be made the

subject of a public dispatch by this conveyance. Some topics, however,

in your recent private letters require attention.

" 1. The first of these subjects is the Oregon Territory. The President

quite agrees with Lord Aberdeen and Sir Robert Peel, that both Govern

ments should avail themselves of the present opportunity to settle, if they

can settle, all disputes respecting this territory. Mr. Fox has made us a

communication relative to the subject, but before this was received the

President had prepared a notice of it, to be inserted in his message to

Congress next week. The question is how, or upon what basis, is a nego

tiation to be opened? The title is disputed between the parties; shall

this question of title be referred to a third power ? Or, if a compromise

be attempted, in what form or on what principle ? A division of this ter

ritory might naturally be suggested, and at first blush the Columbia River

might seem to present itself as a convenient line of division. But there

are great peculiarities about this river. It affords very small accommoda

tions to commerce in comparison with its size, or volume of water. For

nine months in the year the navigation of its mouth is regarded as im

practicable, and for the rest quite uncertain and inconvenient. If we

should consent to be limited by the river on the north, we shall not have

one tolerable harbor on the whole coast. The straits of St. Juan de Fuca

and the inland waters with which they communicate undoubtedly contain

all the good harbors between the Russian settlements and California. You

remember that, when the subject was last up, there was a proposition that

the United States should hold an isolated territory, embracing some of

these inland waters, and have a passage through those straits. But dis

connected territories are inconvenient, England wants a good harbor in

the sound, connected with the ocean, through those straits; she may want

also the privilege of transporting furs and other commodities down the

river ; and I suppose it is an object with her to retain the settlement at

Vancouver and the other small settlements farther north, under her juris

diction and protection. Does she want any more ?

" I doubt whether she can contemplate any considerable colonization in

those regions. I doubt exceedingly whether it be an inviting country for

agricultural settlers. At present there are not above seven hundred white

persons on the whole territory, both sides the river from California to lati

tude fifty-four, north, and about twenty thousand Indians. It has been

suggested that the line of boundary might begin on the sea, or the entrance

of the straits of St. Juan de Fuca, follow up these straits, give us a harbor

at the southwest corner of these inland waters, and then continue south,

striking the river below Vancouver, and then following the river to its

intersection with the forty-ninth degree of latitude north.
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"I describe this without reference to the maps, and without having

them before me, but you will understand the general idea.

" 2. Commercial intercourse. This divides itself into two heads, navi

gation and commerce.

" 1. Navigation. It is not to be disguised that great dissatisfaction

exists in this country with the present state of our intercourse with the

British colonies. Both Houses of Congress moved on the subject at the

last session, and very full and striking reports were made in one of them.

" While our treaty with England gives us a fair and equal chance in

the direct trade between the United States and the English possessions in

Europe, our navigation is exposed to great inconveniences in all that

regards intercourse with the British West Indies.

" This is a proper subject for negotiation, and the President would be

happy that the two Governments should agree to take it into considera

tion.

" 2. Commerce. By this I mean the question of duties about which,

as you know, General Green had conversation with Lord Ripon and Mr.

McGregor. This matter is difficult and delicate. We regard the pri

mary object of duties to be revenue, and the power of laying duties is

one of the express grants to Congress. How far can the treaty-making

power be properly extended in these cases? We have had but two

instances, I think, and both under very particular circumstances, and very

much limited, and yet both a good deal complained of. If you have the

means at hand, turn to the debates of 1796, on the treaty-making power,

its just nature and extent. See especially Mr. Madison's speech, Mr.

Smith's of New Hampshire, and Mr. Giles's. Mr. Madison's general

notion was, that the treaty-making power ought not to be so far extended

as to interfere with subjects, a power over which was especially granted to

Congress by the Constitution. And, perhaps, this doctrine cannot well be

disputed. Any attempt, therefore, to regulate duties by treaties, must be

very well considered before it is entered upon.

"As to intercourse with the colonies, if something be not soon done by

treaty, there is great probability that Congress will be induced to make it

the subject of legislative enactments.

" I believe the President would be gratified if you should incidentally

converse with Lord Aberdeen on these subjects, and learn, so far as you

can, his inclinations. On the commercial part of the case, you may, per

haps, find occasion to say something to Lord Ripon or Mr. Gladstone. It

will be very well to hold up to Lord Aberdeen the great importance of

settling the Oregon business, the probability that Congress may provide

for sending a force into this region, etc. And you may very safely assure

the gentlemen connected with the Board of Trade, that we shall be after

them, by acts of Congress, unless they will come to some reasonable relax

ation of their present system of colonial intercourse. As Lord Ashburton

will probably be in town by January, you will have opportunity of falling

into conversation with him on this subject, which I hope you will improve.
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" My family is yet at the North, but I look for Mrs. Webster to join me

this week. . . . My health is quite good, and I mean to take political

events with a good deal of philosophy. I pray you to make my most kind

remembrances to Mrs. Everett and your daughters, and believe me, my

dear sir, ever most truly yours,

" Daniel Webster.

" P. S.—I was excessively proud of what you repeat Mr. Rogers to have

said of my letter on impressment, as well as by your own friendly sayings

on that point. I must confess I never took more pains to make a clear case,

and to put it in a short compass. Pray give Mr. Rogers and his sister

assurances of my most sincere and cordial regard."

[TO MR. EVERETT.]

" Washington, January 29, 1843.

" My dear Sir : Your despatch and private letter, by the Caledonia

(January 3d), were received yesterday ; and I write this hastily, as it must

leave Washington to-morrow morning in order to reach the vessel at

Boston before her departure on the 1st of February.

" You will have noticed that the business of the Oregon Territory is

exciting a good deal of interest in Congress. A bill was introduced into

the Senate by Dr. Linn, not only for extending commercial jurisdiction

over our citizens in that region (after the example of the English statute),

but also making prospective regulations for granting land to settle. This

latter part of the measure is opposed as being inconsistent with existing

arrangements between the two governments. Mr. Calhoun, Mr. Berrien,

Mr. Choate, Mr. McDuffie, and others, have spoken strongly in opposition

to the bill ; and Mr. Benton, Dr. Linn, Mr. McRoberts, and other Western

gentlemen, in favor of it ; the probability is, it will not pass the Senate.

This new outbreak of interest and zeal for Oregon has its origin in motives

and objects this side the Rocky Mountains. The truth is, there are lovers

of agitation ; and when most topics of dispute are settled, those which

remain are fallen on with new earnestness and avidity. We feel the im

portance of settling this question if we can, but we fear embarrassments

and difficulties. Not, perhaps, so much from the subject itself as from the

purposes of men and of parties connected with it. Mr. Calhoun distin

guished himself by his support of the late treaty. You know his position

before the country in regard to the approaching election of President. Mr.

Benton, as leader of the Van Buren party, or at least of the more violent

part of it, is disposed to make war upon every thing which Mr. Calhoun

supports, and seems much inclined at present to get up an anti-English

feeling whenever and wherever possible. You have read his speech on

the treaty, written, as is said, after the adjournment of the Senate. In

the spirit of this speech he fell upon Oregon ; and the treaty and the

Oregon questions are now under discussion together.
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"I have conversed with the President since he was made acquainted

with the contents of your last private letter.

" We gather from that that Lord Aberdeen and Lord Ashburton are,

on the whole, of opinion that a special mission would hardly be advisable.

But the President still retains a strong impression that such a measure

would be useful. ...

" We hope to hear from you again before the rising of Congress, and

perhaps your next communication will determine the President's mind on

the subject of the extra mission. I believe the gentlemen of the Cabinet

are all in favor of the measure, and that Mr. Calhoun and his friends in

the Senate also think well of it. As to the person who would be sent, I

suppose I may say the President would probably nominate me, if I should

incline to go ; but it is a question I should have great doubts about. . . .

"You are aware that, if Congress should be now called on for an

appropriation for the outfit and salary of a minister, he must be nomi

nated to the Senate at the present session, according to their ideas of the

powers of the President, which Southern gentlemen (and the President him

self) have held. This may probably oblige the President to come to a con

clusion on the subject sooner than may be convenient or might be wished.

" If nothing should be heard from you before the 3d of March, either

to confirm or to weaken the President's present impression, it is quite pos

sible he may recommend provision for the mission to Congress, and nomi

nate the minister, and yet not dispatch him till more information be

received, or further consultation had. If, therefore, you should hear of a

nomination, you will infer that a mission is absolutely decided on.

" On receipt of this, I wish you would hold a free and confiden

tial conversation with Lord Aberdeen on the various points suggested

in this private letter. The President has the strongest desire to settle

this Oregon dispute, as well as every other difficulty with England.

We all fully believe that the English Government is animated by an

equally just and friendly spirit. Both Governments would, undoubtedly,

rejoice to see the object accomplished soon. The way of accomplishing

it, then, becomes a subject for mutual consultation ; and you may assure

Lord Aberdeen of, what I hope he does not doubt, the perfect sincerity,

good faith, and spirit of amity, with which we shall receive and recipro

cate an interchange of unofficial opinions as to the course which the inter

est of both countries requires should now be adopted.

" Your answer to this may be expected by the steamer which shall leave

Liverpool on the 4th of March, and, on its receipt here, the President

will make up his mind, if not done before, as to future proceedings.

" No gentleman has yet been named as successor to General Cass. You

will see that the President has recommended to Congress to make provi

sion for some sort of a mission to China. If the provision should be

ample, and you were in the country, I think I should advise the President

to send you to the Celestial Empire. It would be a mission full of inter

est, and, with your powers of application and attainment, you would
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make great addition to your stock of ideas. I have great difficulty in

fixing upon a proper person.

" Be kind enough to make my most friendly regards to your tamily ;

and believe me, always most truly,

" Your friend and obedient servant,

" D. W.

" Edward Everett, Esq., etc., etc."

The China mission, alluded to in the latter part of this

letter, had been proposed by the President in a message to

Congress, of December 30, 1842, which was written by Mr.

Webster.1 He had foreseen that the result of the English

war with China was destined to change the relations of that

great empire with the Western nations. The treaty by which

that war was closed had opened to the English four of the

ports of China. In a spirit of prophecy, the fulfilment of which

we are now witnessing, Mr. Webster said in the message :

" The peculiarities of the Chinese Government and the Chinese char

acter are well known. An empire supposed to contain three hundred

millions of subjects, fertile in various rich products of the earth, not with

out the knowledge of letters and of many arts, and with large and expen

sive accommodations for internal intercourse and traffic, has for ages

sought to exclude the visits of strangers and foreigners from its domin

ions, and has assumed for • itself a superiority over all other nations.

Events appear likely to break down and soften this spirit of non-inter

course, and to bring China, ere long, into the relations which usually

subsist between civilized states. She has agreed, in the treaty with Eng

land, that correspondence between the agents of the two Governments

shall be on equal terms ; a concession which it is hardly probable will

hereafter be withheld from other nations."

The plan which he formed for the commencement of inter

national relations between China and the United States—a

measure that was not to be extorted by arms, but to be the

result of a voluntary concession, and therefore to be the fore

runner of still greater changes in the spirit of Chinese inter

course with the Western world—was but partially developed

in the message of December. Until the commissioner had

been selected, Mr. Webster could not fully unfold the method

of accomplishing the object, since much must depend upon

the person who was to undertake it. Both the President and

1 The message is to be found in Sandwich Islands, and contained a rec-

Works, vi., 463, et seq. It embraced ommendation to enlarge the- functions

also the subject of intercourse with the of the American consul in those islands.

51
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Mr. Webster desired to intrust this very important matter to

Mr. Everett; and, while the bill authorizing the appointment

of a commissioner was pending in the Senate, Mr. Everett

was nominated for the post. The following private letter to

him explains the circumstances attending this nomination, and

fully refutes the charge, made in some of the party newspapers

of the time, that Mr. Webster proposed this arrangement be

cause he desired to succeed Mr. Everett in England ;

[TO ME. EVERETT.]

" Washington, 10th March, 1843.

" My dear Sir : By an official dispatch of this date, I communicate

to you your appointment as commissioner to China. It was not expected

that any appointment would have been made so soon. The bill, as it

passed the House under the recommendation of Mr. Adams, gave the

President an authority to be exercised whenever he should think proper.

While it was in the Senate, and at the very last hour of the session, an

amendment was made requiring the assent of the Senate to the appoint

ment of a commissioner. An immediate nomination, therefore, became

necessary. Your name was sent in, and the nomination confirmed with

very general satisfaction. I believe, indeed, without any opposition.

" The appointment gives, I think, universal pleasure. The President is

sincerely desirous that you should accept the appointment, because he

thinks you eminently fitted to fulfil its duties.

" You see it said in the newspapers that the object in nominating you

to China is to make way for your humble servant to go to London. I

will tell you the whole truth about this without reserve.

" I believe the President thinks that there might be some advantages

from an undertaking by me to settle remaining difficulties with England.

I suppose this led him to entertain the idea, now abandoned (at least for

the present), of an extra mission ; but, in the present state of things, I

have no wish to go to England—not the slightest. To succeed you in

England for the mere purpose of carrying on for a year or two the general

business of the mission is what I could not think of. I do not mean only

that I would not be the occasion of transferring you elsewhere for any

such purpose ; but I mean that, if the place were vacant, I would not

accept an appointment to fill it, unless I knew that something might be

done beyond the ordinary routine of duties. At present I see little or no

prospect of accomplishing any great object.

" Embarrassed as the Administration is here, and difficult as are the

questions with which it has to deal, I find my hopes of success faint. Be

sides, I do not know wTho is to fill this place (which I suppose I shall soon

vacate), and therefore cannot anticipate the instructions which I might
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receive. The President is most anxious to signalize his administration by

an adjustment of the remaining difficulties with England, and by the

making of a beneficial commercial arrangement. If. for that purpose, a

negotiation could be carried on here, I would give the President all the

aid in my power, whether in or out of office, in carrying it forward. But,

without seeing clearly how I was to get through, and arrive at a satisfac

tory result, I could not consent to cross the water. I wish you, therefore,

to feel that, as far as I am concerned, your appointment to China had not

its origin in any degree in a desire that your present place should be

vacated. If it were vacant now, or should be vacated by you, there is

not one chance in a thousand that I should fill it.

u In a former communication, if not in more than one, I hinted to you

that we had thought of you for China. We are now in hourly expecta

tion of the Great Western from Liverpool, March 11th, and coming byway

of Madeira.; and the packet from Liverpool of the 4th ult. may be looked

for in eight or nine days. In writing to me, by one or the other of these

conveyances, you may possibly have said something about China. If I

should find you speaking upon the subject of the mission, as if it were

entirely out of the case for you to think of it, perhaps the President would

be authorized to consider such declaration as a declining. Your language

must, however, be very strong before he would give it that construction.

" You will observe that, while the Act of Congress imposes a limit on

your annual compensation, it does not affect the President's discretion in

regard to an outfit. The . President is not only desirous, but anxious that

you should undertake the mission, as he knows nobody so well qualified,

and he is disposed to be as liberal in his allowance as the law and his

public duty will allow. The extent of contingent expenditures cannot be

foreseen, nor the duration of the mission known. If it should last longer

than was contemplated, or the contingencies prove greater, and necessarily

so great as not to be capable of being paid out of the specific appropria

tion, aided, as far as might be proper, by the fund for general contin

gencies of foreign intercourse, Congress will soon be in session again,

and no doubt would readily make all further necessary appropriations.

" It is not intended to dazzle the emperor by show, nor soothe him

by presents. Still the mission should be respectable, and the commis

sioner should have the means proper and necessary to carry forward the

undertaking.

" March lAth.—The Great Western arrived at New York on the 12th,

and we ought to have received whatever she brought for us last evening ;

but nothing came. As her route was to be circuitous, perhaps nothing

was sent by her, but I incline to think some accident happened to delay

the bag at New York. As the vessel sails on her return on the 18th, any

thing for Europe must be mailed here to-day. I shall remain in the de

partment till the arrival of the mail this evening (eight o'clock), and, if

any thing comes from you, will acknowledge it, and contrive to get my

letters to New York in season by express or otherwise.
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" I see that a debate lias been bad in tbe Lords on tbe treaty, right of

search, etc., and that a discussion on the same topics was expected to

occur in the Commons on the 23d.

" It has been my purpose to send to you, by this conveyance, a dis

patch, in reply to that read to me by Mr. Fox from Lord Aberdeen. The

paper is drawn; but I am now inclined to waittill I have an opportunity

of reading the debates of which I have spoken.

" The Liverpool packet, now out ten days, may be expected in six or

seven more, and will be likely to bring, us the ' tart reply, the learning,

and the logic and the wit.'

" Mr. Adams came to see me yesterday. He feels the greatest anxiety

that you should undertake the Chinese mission, which he regards as a

most important affair. I think Fletcher Webster will go out as secretary.

I might have mentioned, when speaking of your compensation, that, if

you return to the United States before departing to China, you will, of

course, have your return allowances.

" F. W. thinks it would be most agreeable to, go by the Medi

terranean and the overland route. That might be done, and a vessel-

of-war, sent a sufficient length of time in advance, might take you up at

Aden or Bombay. In all these things your wishes would be much con

sulted. " Your friend and obedient servant,

" D. W.

Edward Everett, Esq., etc., etc."

The office of commissioner to China was declined by Mr.

Everett. Mr. Caleb Cushing was selected, and accepted the

appointment ; and Mr. Fletcher Webster was made Secretary

of the Legation.

In the instructions to Mr. Cushing, Mr. Webster fully de

scribed the purpose of this undertaking, and directed the mode

in which it was to be carried out. The great object was, as

stated in these instructions, to obtain a treaty of commerce

such as had been concluded between England and China, and,

if possible, by fuller and more regular stipulations, " to con

duct Chinese intercourse one step farther toward the prin

ciples which regulate the public relations of the European

and American states." For this purpose, the instructions

given to the commissioner laid down a line of conduct that

was singularly adapted to the very peculiar requirements of

the case. ISTo one, who reads those instructions, will fail to

be impressed by the skill with which the commissioner was

guided in this effort to penetrate the exclusive region of

Chinese manners, policy, and ideas, and to bring about the
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unprecedented result of a voluntary intercourse with one of

the Western nations. It was under these instructions that

Mr. Gushing successfully accomplished this object.1

Among the other official duties of this year was that of dis

avowing the capture of Monterey by Commodore Jones, com

manding the United States squadron in the Pacific.2

The reception of the English treaty on the Continent of

Europe, so far as it affected any question in which other

nations were concerned, was all that Mr. Webster could have

desired. He had made it manifest that the slave-trade could

be suppressed without yielding to the British claim of a right

of search, either by concession in a treaty or otherwise. He

had thus solved a difficulty which had embarrassed every com

mercial power, and which had been a special subject of French

jealousy—a jealousy that had almost overthrown the admin

istration of M. Gruizot, after he had proceeded nearly to the

consummation of a treaty with England, conceding the mutual

right of search.

But there was an incident connected with the reception of

the Treaty of "Washington in Europe, which,. though very per

sonal in its character, demands some explanation here. This

incident was the course of General Cass in regard to the treaty.

General Cass had been the minister of the United States in

Paris since the period when he was appointed to that place

by Mr. Van Buren. He had long enjoyed an intimate acquaint

ance with King Louis Philippe, and was on terms of private

friendship with the leading members of his ministry. He took

an early stand, without any special instructions from his own

Government, against the ratification of what was called the

Quintuple Treaty. This was a convention signed in London

on the 20th of December, 1841, between the plenipotentiaries

of England, France, Austria, Russia, and Prussia, agreeing on

the exercise of a mutual right of search of vessels sailing under

their respective flags, and suspected of being engaged in the

slave-trade. A The controversies on this subject which had

sprung up between the United States and Great Britain

1 The instructions may be found in 2 For the correspondence on this sub-

Mr. Webster's Works, vi., 463-477. The ject, see Works, vi., 460, et seq.

treaty negotiated by Mr. Oushing bears

date July 3, 1844.
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awakened the attention of public men in Europe, and the

ratification of the Quintuple Treaty was vigorously resisted

by the French opposition. General Cass, thinking that this

transaction, if concluded, would have a prejudicial effect on his

own country, took two steps in regard to it—one in his official

and one in his private capacity—but without waiting for in

structions in respect to either.

On the 13th of February (1842) he had an interview with

M. Guizot, and read to that minister a letter in the nature of

a protest against the ratification by France of the Quintuple

Treaty. In this letter he took upon himself the sole responsi

bility for this interference, but offered to inform M. Guizot if.

his course should be approved by his own Government. At .

about the same time he published a pamphlet on the subject

of the Eight of Search, which attracted much attention among

the publicists and statesmen of Europe, and considerably

strengthened the opposition to the Quintuple Treaty. In,

taking these steps, General Cass was influenced by the appre

hension that the parties to the Quintuple Treaty, if it should

be ratified, would undertake to enforce its stipulations upon

other powers ; an opinion in which M. Guizot did not concur.

The result of the opposition to the treaty was a vote of the

French Chambers, which created a great embarrassment for

the ministry.1

1 It was afterward claimed by General ington. There is no doubt that General

fW that thp rpipptirm of thp Oninfnnlp Cass's exertions prior to June increased the
v^assinat me i ejection or tne Quintuple opposition to tbe Quintuple Treaty, and

Treaty by the French Government was they may have assisted to produce the vote

not caused by the Treaty of Washington ; of the Chamber of Deputies which implied a

that this rejection was a fnrpovmp eon censure on the ministry of M. Guizot for ne-
, . inis ejection was a ioregone con- otiatin it But M Guizot did net resign

elusion at the time of the adjournment in consequence of that vote; he waited fur-

of the Chambers in June (1842), and ther developments, and if, as Mr. Wheaton-

that the Treaty of Washington was not further intimated, his course in regard to the

n -i v I-. o x xm a x ratification of the Quintuple Treaty was not
confirmed by the feenate until August decided until after the Treaty of Washing-

23d, and was not ratified until October ton, and after the latter had been concluded

13th. (,a Lie other hand, Mr. Wheaton, he signified to the British ministry that

i.u~ „ ' ' j, j- t» v x j. nr he should not go on with the former., there
then our minister at Berlin, wrote to Mr. was no « anachronism " in Mr. Wheaton's

Webster, under date of November 16th: statement. From what was said by M.

" The arrangement it" (the Washington Guizot in the Chamber of Peers in January,

Treaty) " contains on the subject of the AM- 1843, it is fairly to he inferred that it vyas not

can slave-trade is particularly satisfactory, as until February, 1842, or afterward, that the

adapted to secure the end proposed by the French minister m London was instructed to

only means consistent with our maritime signify to Lord Aberdeen i*hat the Treaty of

rights. This arrangement has decided the 1841 (the Quintuple Treaty) could not be rati-

cou rse of the French Government in respect fied as ** stood- Probably the historical truth

to this matter." General Cass afterward spoke is> that, while the vote of the Chamber of

of this statement, in the Senate (Anril, 1846), Deputies, in the session of 1842, placed the

as Mr. Wheaton's " anachronism." But it is French ministry m a position of great embar-

to be observed that Mr. Wheaton spoke of rassment in regard to their existing negoti-

the course of the French Government as ations with England on the right of search.

having been decided bv the Treaty of Wash- ^ was the Treaty of Washington and its
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Tlie course of General Cass was approved by the President,

and the following private note to Mr. Webster expressed the

approval which was afterward given officially :

[FROM PRESIDENT TYLER.]

"Dear Sir: I have risen from the perusal of the foreign newspapers

with a feeling essentially in favor of General Cass's course.

" The message has been the basis of his movements, and the refusal of

France to ratify the treaty of the five powers gives us more sea-room with

Lord Ashburton. To guard against contingencies, Todd ought to con

verse freely with Nesselrode, and particularly on the importance with

Russia in maintaining the freedom of the seas.

" The Times of London assumed a tone which looked confoundedly as

if the ratification by the five powers was afterward to be proclaimed as

equivalent to the establishment of a new rule of national lav/.

" Yours truly,

" J. Tyler.

" Mr. Webster."

The following is the official dispatch by which the approval

was communicated :

[MR. WEBSTER TO GENERAL CASS.]

" Department of State, Washington", April 5, 1842.

" Sir : By the arrival of the steam-packet at Boston on the 27th day

of last month, I had the honor to receive your several dispatches down

to the 26th of February. That vessel had been so long delayed on the

passage to America that, after the receipt here of the communications

brought by her, there was not time to prepare answers in season to reach

Boston before the time fixed for her departure on her return. The most I

was able to do was to write a short note to Mr. Everett, to signify that

the mail from London had come safe to hand.

" The President has been closely attentive to recent occurrences in

Europe connected with the treaty of the five powers, of which we re

ceived a copy soon after its signature, in December. He has witnessed

with especial interest the sentiments to which that treaty appears to have

given rise in France, as manifested by the debates in the Chambers, and

the publications of the Parisian press; and he is now officially informed of

the course which you felt.it to be your duty to take, by the receipt of a copy

of the letter addressed by you to M. Guizot, on the 13th of February.

mode of disposing of that question which under former treaties respecting the slave-

enabled the French Government to retreat trade.—(See a conversation on the subject

from a final concession of the right of search, between Mr. Webster and General Cass in

as stipulated in the Quintuple Treaty, and to the Senate, April 8,.1848.— 6%£<2, lstsess., 29th

fall badr uoon the status quo as it existed Cong., p. Q21^et seq.)
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" When the President entered upon the duties of his present office, in

April of last year, a correspondence, as you know, had been long pending,

and was still pending, in London, between the minister of the United

States and her Britannic Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,

respecting certain seizures and detentions of American vessels on the coast

of Africa by armed British cruisers ; and generally respecting the visitation

and search of American vessels by such cruisers in those seas. A general

approbation of Mr. Stevenson's note to the British minister, in regard to

this subject, was soon after communicated to that gentleman, by the

President's order, from this department. The state of things in England

in the early part of last summer did not appear to favor a very active

continuance or prosecution of this correspondence ; and, as Mr. Steven

son had already received permission to return home, new instructions

were addressed to him.

" Circumstances occurred, as you are aware, which delayed Mr. Ever

ett's arrival at the post assigned to him as minister to London; and, in

the mean time, in the latter part of August, the correspondence between

Lord Palmerston and Mr. Stevenson was, somewhat unexpectedly, re

sumed, not only on the subject of the African seizures, but on other

subjects.

" Mr. Everett arrived in London only in the latter part of November ;

and, in fact, was not presented to the Queen till 'the 16th day of Decem

ber. While we were waiting to hear of his appearance at his post, the

session of Congress was fast approaching, and, under these circumstances,

the President felt it to be his duty to announce publicly and solemnly

the principles by which the Government would be conducted in regard to

the visitation and search of ships at sea. As one of the most consider

able commercial and maritime states of the world, as interested in what

ever may, in any degree, endanger or threaten the common independence

of nations upon the seas, it was fit that this Government should avow

the sentiments which it has heretofore always maintained, and from which

it cannot, under any circumstances, depart. You are quite too well ac

quainted with the language of the message, on which your letter is bot

tomed, to need its recital here. It expresses what we consider the true

American doctrine, and that which will, therefore, govern us in all future

negotiations on the subject.

" While instructions for Mr. Everett were in the course of preparation,

signifying to him in what manner it might be practicable to preserve the

peace of the country consistently with the principles of the message, and

yet so as to enable the Government to fulfil all its duties, and meet its own

wishes, and the wishes of the people of the United States, in regard to

the suppression of the African slave-trade, it was announced that the Eng

lish Government had appointed Lord Ashburton as special minister to this

country, fully authorized to treat of and definitely settle all matters in

difference between the two countries. Of course no instructions were for
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warded to Mr. Everett respecting any of those matters. You perceive,

then, that, up to the present moment, we rest upon the sentiments of the

message ; beyond the fair scope and purport of that document we aie

not committed on the one hand or on the other. We reserve to ourselves

the undiminished right to receive or to offer propositions on the delicate

subjects embraced in the treaty of the five powers, to negotiate there

upon as we may be advised, never departing from our principles ; but

desirous, while we carefully maintain all our rights to the fullest ex

tent, of fulfilling our duties also as one of the maritime states of the

world.

" The President considers your letter to M. Guizot to have been

founded, as it purports, upon the message delivered by him at the open

ing of the present session of Congress ; as intending to give assurance to

the French Government that the principles of that message would be

adhered to, and that the Government of the United States would regret to

see other nations, especially France, an old ally of the United States, and

a distinguished champion of the liberty of the seas, agree to any arrange

ment between other states which might, in its influences, produce effects

unfavorable to this country, and to which arrangement, therefore, this

country itself might not be able to accede.

" The President directs me to say that he approves your letter, and

warmly commends the motives which animated you in presenting it. The

whole subject is now before us here, or will be shortly, as Lord Ashburton

arrived last evening ; and without intending to intimate at present what

modes of settling this point of difference with England will be proposed,

you may receive two propositions as certain :

"1. That, in the absence of treaty stipulations, the United States will

maintain the immunity of merchant-vessels on the seas to the fullest ex-

• tent which the law of nations authorizes.

2. That, if the Government of the United States, animated by a sin

cere desire to put an end to the African slave-trade, shall be induced to

enter into treaty stipulations for that purpose with any foreign power,

those stipulations will be such as shall be strictly limited to their true and

single object, such as shall not be embarrassing to innocent commerce,

and such, especially, as shall neither imply any inequality, nor can tend

in any way to establish such inequality in their practical operations.

" You are requested to communicate these sentiments to M. Guizot at

•the same time that you signify to him the President's approbation of your

letter ; and are requested to add an expression of the sincere pleasure

which it gives the President to see the constant sensibility of the French

Government to the maintenance of the great principles of national equality

upon the ocean. Truly sympathizing with that Government in abhorrence

of the African slave-trade, he appreciates the high motives and the com

prehensive views of the true, permanent interest of mankind, which in

duces it to act with great caution in giving its sanction to a measure
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susceptible of interpretations, or of modes of execution, which might be

in opposition to the independence of nations and the freedom of the seas,

"I am, etc.,

" Daniel Webster,

" Lewis Cass, Esq., etc., etc., etc."

This was followed by a private letter to General Cass,

informing him of the state of things here down to its date,

the 25th of April :

[TO LEWIS CASS, ESQ.]

" Washington, 25ta April, 184s?.

"My dear Sir: I have your private letter of the 12th March. Its

contents are interesting, as I perceive the lively concern still manifested

toward what we may do here respecting the right of visit and of search.

We keep ourselves as cool as possible on this subject, not intending to

surrender any point of national interests or national honor, and yet re

solved to fulfil all our duties respecting the abolition of the African slave-

trade. We have come to no understanding as yet with Lord Ashburton

upon any of the questions in difference between the two countries,

although we have conversed freely in regard to them all. He mani

fests a good spirit, and assures us of the amiable temper of his Gov

ernment. There are serious difficulties, however, on some of the ques

tions.

" You will have learned that the ground assumed by us in the Creole

case was wholly misunderstood in Europe at the time you wrote me on

that subject. The points debated in the English House of Lords, you

will have seen, were quite beside the real question. We know not how

the facts of the Creole case may eventually turn out, but the general

principles stated in my letter to Mr. Everett we shall never relinquish.

The boundary question is one of the most troublesome. I am most

anxious to terminate that by a just compromise, but State claims inter

fere, and the matter thus becomes complicated. I will try to send you

by this conveyance a letter addressed by me to the Governors of Massa

chusetts and Maine respectively. The Governor of the former State feels

himself authorized to appoint commissioners, and the Governor of the

latter will assemble the Legislature.

" Yours, with very kind regard,

"Daniel Webster.

" General Cass."

The conspicuous attitude in which General Cass had thus

placed himself in Europe, in reference to this subject, led him

to feel himself personally identified with opposition to the right
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of search m every form, and to think that his own reputation

was involved in the action which might be taken upon it by

his Government in the negotiations with Lord Ashburton.

When, therefore, he received from Mr. Webster an official

communication of the Treaty of Washington and the accom

panying correspondence, he thought that the result of the

negotiation had a prejudicial bearing on his own position. Mr.

Webster had indeed pointed out to him, in his dispatch com

municating the treaty, what had now become the American

policy, namely :

" First. Independent, but cordially concurrent efforts of maritime states

to suppress, as far as possible, the trade on the coast, by means of com

petent and well-appointed squadrons, to watch the shores and scour the

neighboring seas. Secondly. Concurrent, becoming remonstrance with all

Governments who tolerate within their territories markets for the pur

chase of African negroes. There is much reason to believe that, if other

states, professing equal hostility to this nefarious traffic, would give

their own powerful concurrence and cooperation to these remonstrances,

the general effect would be satisfactory, and that the cupidity and

crimes of individuals would at length cease to find both their tempta

tion and their reward in the bosom of Christian States, and in the permis

sion of Christian Governments.

" It will still remain for each Government to revise, execute, and make

more effectual its own municipal law against its subjects or citizens who

shall be concerned in, or in any way give aid or countenance to others

concerned in this traffic.

" You are at liberty to make the contents of this dispatch known to

the French Government."

Yet, notwithstanding this clear annunciation of the prin

ciples of action which lay at the basis of the treaty, General

Cass was dissatisfied with it.

It should be mentioned in this connection, however, that

General Cass, on the 19th of September, before he had re

ceived information of the v treaty, had asked to be recalled, on

account of his private affairs, and without assigning as a reason

any thing in respect to his personal relation to the subject of

the right of search or any other public question. The Presi

dent's assent to his resignation was communicated to him by

a dispatch, dated on the 11th of October, with expressions of

the fullest approbation of his official course. But, in about
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three weeks after this acceptance of his resignation, there was

received at the Department of State a dispatch from General

Cass, dated at Paris, on the 3d of October,1 objecting to the

treaty, and complaining that he could no longer remain in

France, honorably to himself or advantageously to his coun

try ; and asserting that the proceedings of the Government had

placed him in a false position, from which he could only escape

by returning home. He arrived in New York about the mid

dle of November.

Mr. Webster* thoughtsthis an extraordinary step to be taken

by a foreign minister in relation to a transaction that had been

already closed by the action of his Government at home, and

with which that minister had had no official connection. It

was, in fact, a protest against the treaty by a public officer

who was not concerned in its negotiation or ratification ; and

it therefore appeared to Mr. Webster to call for an answer ;

not only that it might not be drawn into precedent, but that

the public records of the country might contain the proper

refutation of the objections to the treaty which General Cass

had seen fit to place upon these same records. The answer was

accordingly prepared, and dated on t}ie 14th of November ;

and a copy of it was delivered to General Cass after his arrival

in this country.

In this answer Mr. Webster said :

" Your letter has caused the President considerable concern. Enter

taining a lively sense of the respectable and useful manner in which you

have discharged for several years the duties of an important foreign mis

sion, it occasions him real regret and pain that your last official communi

cation should be of such a character as that he cannot give to it his entire

and cordial approbation.

" It appears to be intended as a sort of protest, or remonstrance, in

the form of an official dispatch, against a transaction of the Government

to which you were not a party, in which you had no agency whatever, and

for the result of which you were no way answerable. This would seem

an unusual and extraordinary proceeding. In common with every other

citizen of the republic, you have an unquestionable right to form opinions

upon public transactions, and the conduct of public men ; but it will

hardly be thought to be among either the duties or the privileges of a

minister abroad to make formal remonstrances and protests against pro

1 This dispatch arrived in New York on the 6th of November.
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ceedings of the various branches of the Government at home upon sub

jects in relation to which he himself has not been charged with any duty,

or partaken any responsibility.

" The negotiation and conclusion of the Treaty of Washington were in

the hands of the President and Senate. They had acted upon this im

portant subject according to their convictions of duty and of the public

interest, and had ratified the treaty. It was a thing done ; and, although

your opinion might be at variance with that of the President and Senate,

it is not perceived that you had any cause of complaint, remonstrance,

or protest, more than any other citizen who might entertain the same

opinion.

" In your letter of the 17th of September, requesting your recall, you

observe : ' The mail, by the steam-packet which left Boston the 1st instant,

has just arrived, and has brought intelligence of the ratification of the

treaties recently concluded with Great Britain. All apprehensions, there

fore, of any immediate difficulties with that country are at an end, and I

do not see that any public interest demands my further residence in

Europe. I can no longer be useful here, and the state of my private

affairs requires my presence at home. Under these circumstances, I beg

you to submit to the President my wish for permission to retire from this

mission, and to return to the United States without delay.'

" As you appeared at that time not to be acquainted with the provi

sions of the treaty, it was inferred that your desire to return home pro

ceeded from the conviction that, inasmuch as all apprehensions of imme

diate differences with Great Britain were at an end, you would no longer be

useful at Paris.

" Placing this interpretation on your letter, and believing, as you yourself

allege, that your long absence abroad rendered it desirable for you to give

some attention to your private affairs in this country, the President lost

no time in yielding to your request, and, in doing so, signified to you the

sentiments of approbation which he entertained for your conduct abroad.

You may, then, well imagine the great astonishment which the declaration,

contained in your dispatch of the 3d of October, that you could no longer

remain in France honorably to yourself or advantageously to the country,

and that the proceedings of this Government had placed you in a false

position, from which you could escape only by returning home, created in

his mind.

" The President perceives not the slightest foundation for these opin

ions. He cannot see how your usefulness, as minister to France, should

be terminated by the settlement of difficulties and disputes between the

United States and Great Britain. You have been charged with no duties

connected with the settlement of these questions, or in any way relating to

them, beyond the communication to the French Government of the Presi

dent's approbation of your letter of the 13th of February, written without

previous instructions from this department.

"This Government is not informed of any other act or proceeding of
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yours connected with any part of the subject, nor does it know that your

official conduct and character have become in any other way connected

with the question of the right of search ; and that letter having been

approved, and the French Government having been so informed, the

President is altogether at a loss to understand how you can regard your

self as placed in a false position. If the character or conduct of any one

was to be affected, it could only be the character and conduct of the

President himself. The Government has done nothing, most assuredly, to

place you in a false position. Representing your country at a foreign

court, you saw a transaction about to take place between the Government

to which you were accredited and another power, which you thought

might have a prejudicial effect on the interest of your own country.

Thinking, as it is to be presumed, that the case was too pressing to

wait for instructions, you presented a protest against that transaction, and

your Government approved your proceeding. This is your only official

connection with the whole subject. If, after this, the President had

sanctioned the negotiation of a treaty, aud the Senate had ratified it,

containing provisions in the highest degree objectionable, however the

Government might be discredited, your exemption from all blame and

censure would have been complete. Having delivered your letter of the

13th of February to the French Government, and having received the

President's approbation of that proceeding, it is most manifest that you

could be in no degree responsible for what should be done afterward, and

done by others. The President, therefore, cannot conceive what particu

lar or personal interest of yours was affected by the subsequent negotia

tion here, or how the treaty, the result of that negotiation, should put an

end to your usefulness as a public minister at the Court of France, or in

any way affect your official character or conduct.

" It is impossible not to see that such a iDroceeding as you have seen

fit to adopt might produce much inconvenience, and even serious pre

judice to the public interests. Your opinion is against the treaty, a

treaty concluded and formally ratified ; and, to support that opinion,

while yet in the service of the Government, you put a construction on

its provisions such as your own Government does not put upon them,

such as you must be aware the enlightened public of Europe does not

put upon them, and such as England herself has not put upon them as

yet, so far as we know.

" It may become necessary, hereafter, to publish your letter in con

nection with other correspondence of the mission ; and, although it is

not to be presumed that you looked to such publication, because such

a presumption would impute to you a claim to put forth your private

opinions upon the conduct of the President and Senate in a transaction

finished and concluded, through the imposing form of a public dispatch ;

yet, if published, it cannot be foreseen how far England might hereafter

rely on your authority for a construction favorable to her own pretensions,

and inconsistent with the interest and honor of the United States. It is
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certain that you would most sedulously desire to avoid any such attitude.

You would be slow to express opinions in a solemn and official form

favorable to another government, and on the authority of which opinions

that other government might hereafter found new claims or set up new

pretensions. It is for this reason, as well as others, that the President

feels so much regret at your desire of placing your construction of the

provisions of the treaty, and your objections to those provisions, according

to your construction, upon the records of the Government.

" Before examining the several objections suggested by you, it may be

proper to take notice of what you say upon the course of the negotiation.

In regard to this, having observed that the national dignity of the United

States had not been compromised down to the time of the President's

message to the last session of Congress, you proceed to say : * But England

then urged the United States to enter into a conventional arrangement by

which we might be pledged to concur with her in measures for the sup

pression of the slave-trade. Till then we had executed our own laws in

our own way. But, yielding to this application, and departing from our

former principle of avoiding European combinations upon subjects not

American, we stipulated in a solemn treaty that we would carry into

effect our own laws, and fixed the minimum force we would employ for

that purpose.'

" The President cannot conceive how you should have been led to

adventure upon such a statement as this. It is but a tissue of mis

takes. England did not urge the United States to enter into this conven

tional arrangement. The United States yielded to no application from

England. The proposition for abolishing the slave-trade, as it stands in

the treaty, was an American proposition ; it originated with the Executive

Government of the United States, which cheerfully assumes all its respon

sibility. It stands upon it as its own mode of fulfilling its duties, and

accomplishing its object. Nor have the United States departed in this

treaty in the slightest degree from their former principles of avoiding

European combinations upon subjects not American, because the abolition

of the African slave-trade is an American subject as emphatically as it is a

European subject ; and indeed more so, inasmuch as the Government of

the United States took the first great steps in declaring that trade unlaw

ful, and in attempting its extinction. The abolition of this traffic is an

object of the highest interest to the American people and the American

Government ; and you seem strangely to have overlooked altogether the

important fact that, nearly thirty years ago, by the Treaty of Ghent, the

United States bound themselves, by solemn compact with England, to con

tinue ' their efforts to promote its entire abolition,' both parties pledging

themselves by that treaty to use their best endeavors to accomplish so

desirable an object.

" Again, you speak of an important concession made to the renewed

application of England. But the treaty, let it be repeated, makes no con

cession to England whatever. It complies with no demand, grants no
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application, conforms to no request. All these statements, thus by you

made, and which are so exceedingly erroneous, seem calculated to hold up

the idea that, in this treaty, your Government has been acting a subordi

nate, or even a complying part.

" The President is not a little startled that you should make such

totally groundless assumptions of fact, and then leave a discreditable in

ference to be drawn from them. He directs me not only to repel this

inference as it ought to be repelled, but also to bring to your serious con

sideration and reflection the propriety of such an assumed narration of

facts as your dispatch, in this respect, puts forth.

" Having informed the department that a copy of the letter of the

24th of August, addressed by me to you, had been delivered to M. Guizot,

you proceed to say : ' In executing this duty, I felt too well what was due

to my Government and country to intimate my regret to a foreign power

that some declaration had not preceded the treaty, or some stipulation

accompanied it by which the extraordinary pretension of Great Britain, to

search our ships at all times, and in all places, first put forth to the world

by Lord Palmerston on the 27th of August, 1841, and on the 13th of Oc

tober following again peremptorily claimed as a right by Lord Aberdeen,

would have been abrogated as equally incompatible with the laws of

nations and with the independence of the United States. , I confined my

self, therefore, to a simple communication of your letter.' It may be true

that the British pretension leads necessarily to consequences as broad and

general as your statement. But it is no more than fair to state that pre

tension in the words of the British Government itself, and then it be

comes matter of consideration and argument how broad and extensive

it really is."

Mr. "Webster having thus stated the precise position of the

British Government previous to the commencement of the

negotiations at Washington, proceeded as follows :

" You observe that you think a just self-respect required of the Gov

ernment of the United States to demand of Lord Ashburton a distinct

renunciation of the British claims to search our vessels previous to enter

ing into any negotiation. The Government has thought otherwise ; and

this appears to be your main objection to the treaty, if indeed it be not

the only one which is clearly and distinctly stated. The Government of

the United States supposed that, in this respect, it stood in a position in

which it had no occasion to demand any thing, or ask for any thing, of

England. The British pretension, whatever it was, or however extensive,

was well known to the President at the date of his message to Congress,

at the opening of the last session. And I must be allowed to remind

you how the President treated this subject in that communication.

" ' However desirous the United States may be,' said he, ' for the sup

pression of the slave-trade, they cannot consent to interpolations into the
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maritime code at the mere will and pleasure of other governments. We

deny the right of any such interpolation to any one, or all the nations of

the earth, without our consent. We claim to have a voice in all amend

ments or alterations of that code ; and, when we are given to understand,

as in this instance, by a foreign government, that its treaties with other

nations cannot be executed without the establishment and enforcement

of new principles of maritime police, to be applied without our consent,

we must employ a language neither of equivocal import nor susceptible of

misconstruction. American citizens, prosecuting a lawful commerce in the

African seas, under the flag of their country, are not responsible for the

abuse or unlawful use of that flag by others, nor can they rightfully, on

account of any such alleged abuses, be interrupted, molested, or detained,

while on the ocean ; and, if thus molested and detained while pursuing

honest voyages in the usual way, and violating no laws themselves, they

are unquestionably entitled to indemnity.'

" This declaration of the President stands : not a syllable of it has

been, or will be, retracted. The principles which it announces rest on

their inherent justice and propriety, on their conformity to public law, and,

so far as we are concerned, on the determination and ability of the coun

try to maintain them. To these principles the Government is pledged,

and that pledge it will be at all times ready to redeem.

".But what is your own language on this point? You say, 'This

claim ' (the British claim) * thus asserted and supported, was promptly met,

and firmly repelled by the President in his message at the commencement

of the last session of Congress ; and, in your letter to me, approving the

course I had adopted in relation to the question of the ratification by

France of the Quintuple Treaty, you consider the principles of that mes

sage as the established policy of the Government.' And you add, ' So far

our national dignity was uncompromitted.' If this be so, what is there

which has since occurred to compromit this dignity ? You shall yourself be

judge of this ; because you say, in a subsequent part of your letter, that

' the mutual rights of the parties are, in this respect, wholly untouched.'

If, then, the British pretension had been promptly met and firmly re

pelled by the President's message ; if, so far, our national dignity had

not been compromitted ; and if, as you further say, our rights remain

wholly untouched by any subsequent act or proceeding, what ground is

there on which to found complaint against the treaty ?

" But your sentiments on this point do not concur with the opinions

of your Government. That Government is of opinion that the sentiments

of the message, which you so highly approve, are reaffirmed and corrobo

rated by the treaty and the correspondence accompanying it. The very

object sought to be obtained, in proposing the mode adopted for abolish

ing the slave-trade, was to take away all pretence whatever for interrupt

ing lawful commerce by the visitation of American vessels.

"Allow me to refer you, on this point, to the following passage in the

message of the President to the Senate accompanying the treaty :

52
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" 'In my message, at the commencement of the present session of Con

gress, I endeavored to state the principles which this Government sup

ports respecting the right of search and the immunity of flags. Desirous

of maintaining those principles fully, at the same time that existing obli

gations should be fulfilled, I have thought it most consistent with the

dignity and honor of the country that it should execute its own laws, and

perform its own obligations by its own means and its own power. The

examination or visitation of the merchant-vessels of one nation by the

cruisers of another, for any purposes except those known and acknowledged

by the law of nations, under whatever restraints or regulations it may take

place, may lead to dangerous results. It is far better by other means to

supersede any supposed necessity, or any motive for such examination or

visit. Interference with a merchant-vessel by an armed cruiser is always a

delicate proceeding, apt to touch the point of national honor as well as to

affect the interests of individuals. It has been thought, therefore, expedi

ent, not only in accordance with the stipulations of the Treaty of Ghent,

but, at the same time, as removing all pretext on the part of others for

violating the immunities of the American flag upon the seas, as they exist

and are defined by the law of nations, to enter into the articles now sub

mitted to the Senate. The treaty which I now submit to you proposes no

alteration, mitigation, or modification of the rules of the law of nations.

It provides, simply, that each of the two Governments shall maintain on

the coast of Africa a sufficient squadron to enforce, separately and respec

tively, the laws, rights, and obligations of the two countries for the sup

pression of the slave-trade.'

" In the actual posture of things, the President thought that the Gov

ernment of the United States, standing on its own rights and its own

solemn declarations, would only weaken its position by making such a

demand as appears to you to have been expedient. We maintain the

public law of the world as we receive it, and understand it to be estab

lished. We defend our own rights and our own honor, meeting all

aggression at the boundary. Here we may well stop.

" You are pleased to observe that, ' under the circumstances of the

assertion of the British claim, in the correspondence of the British secre

taries, and of its denial by the President of the United States, the eyes of

Europe were upon these two great naval powers ; one of which had

advanced a pretension, and avowed her determination to enforce it, which

might at any moment bring them into collision.'

" It is certainly true that the attention of Europe has been very much

awakened of late years to the general subject, and quite alive, also, to

whatever might take place in regard to it between the United States and

Great Britain. And it is highly satisfactory to find that, so far as we can

learn, the opinion is universal that the Government of the United States

has fully sustained its rights and its dignity by the treaty which has been

concluded. Europe, we believe, is happy to see that a collision, which

might have disturbed the peace of the whole civilized world, has been
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avoided in a manner which reconciles the performance of a high national

duty, and the fulfilment of positive stipulations, with the perfect immunity

of flags and the equality of nations upon the ocean. I must "be permitted

to add, that, from every agent of the Government abroad who has been

heard from on the subject, with the single exception of your own letter

(an exception most deeply regretted), as well as from every part of Europe

where maritime rights have advocates and defenders, we have received

nothing but congratulation. And, at this moment, if the general sources

of information may be trusted, our example has recommended itself

already to the regard of states the most jealous of British ascendency at

sea ; and the treaty against which you remonstrate may soon come to be

esteemed by them as a fit model for imitation.

" Toward the close of your dispatch you are pleased to say : ' By the

recent treaty we are to keep a squadron upon the coast of Africa. We

have kept one there for years ; during the whole term, indeed, of these

efforts to put a stop to this most iniquitous commerce. The effect of the

treaty is therefore to render it obligatory upon us, by a convention, to do

what we have long done voluntarily ; to place our municipal laws, in

some measure, beyond the reach of Congress.1 Should ' the effect of the

treaty be to place our municipal laws, in some measure, beyond the

reach of ^Congress,' it is sufficient to say that all treaties containing

obligations necessarily do this. All treaties of commerce do it ; and,

indeed, there is hardly a treaty existing, to which the United States

are party, which does not, to some extent, or in some wTay, restrain

the legislative power. Treaties could not be made without producing

this effect.

" But your remark would seem to imply that, in your judgment, there

is something derogatory to the character and dignity of the country in

thus stipulating with a foreign power for a concurrent effort to execute

the laws of each. It would be a sufficient refutation of this objection to

say, that, if in this arrangement there be any thing derogatory to the

character and dignity of one party, it must be equally derogatory, since

the stipulation is perfectly mutual, to the character and dignity of both.

But it is derogatory to the character and dignity of neither.

" The objection seems to proceed still upon the implied ground that

the abolition of the slave-trade is more a duty of Great Britain, or a more

leading object with her, than it is or should be with us ; as if, in this

great effort of civilized nations to do away the most cruel traffic that ever

scourged or disgraced the world, we had not as high and honorable, as

just and merciful a part to act as any other nation upon the face of the

earth. Let it be forever remembered that, in this great work of humanity

and justice, the United States took the lead themselves. This Government

declared the slave-trade unlawful ; and, in this declaration, it has been fol

lowed by the great powgrs of Europe. This Government declared the

slave-trade to be piracy ; and, in this, too, its example has been followed
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by other states. This Government, this young Government, springing up

in this New World within half a century, founded on the broadest prin

ciples of civil liberty, and sustained by the moral sense and intelligence of

the people, has gone in advance of all other nations in summoning the

civilized world to a common effort to put down and destroy a nefarious

traffic reproachful to human nature. It has not deemed, and it does not

deem, that it suffers any derogation from its character or its dignity if, in

seeking to fulfil this sacred duty, it act, as far as necessary, on fair and

equal terms of concert with other powers having in view the same praise

worthy object. Such were its sentiments when it entered into the solemn

stipulations of the Treaty of Ghent ; such were its sentiments when it re

quested England to concur with us in declaring the slave-trade to be

piracy ; and such are the sentiments which it has manifested on all other

proper occasions.

" In conclusion, I have to repeat the expression of the President's deep

regret at the general tone and character of your letter, and to assure you

of the great happiness it would have afforded him if, concurring with the

judgment of the President and Senate, concurring with what appears to

be the general sense of the country, concurring in all the manifestations

of enlightened public opinion in Europe, you had seen nothing in the

treaty of the 9th of August to which you could not give your cordial

approbation."

To this letter General Cass, writing from New York, re

plied, on the 11th of December, defending his own letter of

October 3d, and reiterating his objections to the treaty. Mr.

Webster prepared a reply which was dated on the 20th of De

cember, and was in the hands of a clerk to be copied when

General Cass arrived in Washington. After several interviews

between General Cass and the President and Mr. Webster, the

reply was withheld. It became necessary, however, in the fol

lowing February, that the correspondence should be laid before

Congress. Mr. Webster's reply to General Cass's letter of De

cember 11th was then forwarded to him at Detroit, and a copv

of it was embraced in the correspondence submitted to Con

gress. General Cass complained of this in a letter written from

Detroit on the 7th of March, and published his letter in the

National Intelligencer, at Washington, in which he entered

into a long vindication of his previous course. The following

answer by Mr. Webster, marked " private," explains his view

of the circumstances which had made it necessary to detain his

letter of the 20th of December ;
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[to GENERAL CASS.]

" Washington, March 16, 1843.

" Sir : Your letter of March 7th has been received this morning, and I

have hastily glanced, and only glanced, at one or two of its first pages.

"My last official letter to you was in the clerk's hands for copying

when you arrived in this city. You remember, doubtless, the various con

versations between you and myself, and the President and yourself, and

the considerations which led to the postponement of the delivery of that

letter to you. Indeed, there was, as you know, no wish on the part of the

President to find a necessity for answering your letter of December 11th.

But gentlemen not remarkably friendly to the President, though express

ing high regard for you, pressed call after call for your correspondence

with this department, and it became indispensable to furnish it. You will

remember also, that I mentioned to you, on your leaving the city, that if

such calls were persisted in, the letter must be sent, and that to this you

answered, that it might be transmitted to you, whenever found necessary,

and that you would make no reply to it.

" At more leisure I shall peruse your letter carefully, and, if I think

occasion requires it, shall write you again ; both that letter and this, and

any further correspondence on the subject, must be regarded as private ;

the President having already directed that the official correspondence

must be considered as closed.1 " Yours, with regard,

"D. "W

" General Lewis Cass, Detroit, Michigan.1'

The following is Mr. "Webster's letter of December 20th, the

delivery of which was delayed until the February following :

[to GENERAL CASS.]

" Department of State, Washington, December 20, 1842.

" Sir: Your letter of the 11th instant has been submitted to the Presi

dent. He directs me to say, in reply, that he continues to regard your

correspondence, of which this letter is part, as being quite irregukr from

the beginning. You had asked leave to retire from your mission ; the

leave was granted by the President, with kind and friendly remarks upon

the manner in which you had discharged its duties. Having asked for

this honorable recall, which was promptly given, you afterward addressed

to this department your letter of the 3d of October, which, however it may

appear to you, the President cannot but consider as a remonstrance, a pro

test, against the treaty of the 9th of August ; in other words, an attack

upon his Administration for the negotiation and conclusion of that treaty.

1 It should be stated that General alluded to in this letter differed from Mr.

Cass's recollection of the conversations Webster's.
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He certainly was not prepared for this. It carne upon him with no small

surprise, and he still feels that you must have been, at the moment, under

JXie influence of temporary impressions, which he cannot but hope have ere

now worn away.

" A few remarks upon some of the points of your last letter must now

close the correspondence.

"In the first place, you object to my having called your letter of

October 3d a ' protest or remonstrance ' against a transaction of the Gov

ernment, and observe that you must have been unhappy in the mode of

expressing yourself, if you were liable to this charge.

"What other construction your letter will bear, I cannot perceive.

The transaction w&sfinished. No letter or remarks of yourself, or any one

else, could undo it, if desirable. Your opinions were unsolicited. If given

as a citizen, then it was altogether unusual to address them to this depart

ment in an official dispatch; if as a public functionary, the whole subject-

matter was quite aside from the duties of your particular station. In your

letter you did not propose any thing to be done, but objected to what had

been done. You did not suggest any method of remedying what you were

pleased to consider a defect, but stated what you thought to be reasons

for fearing its consequences. You declared that there had been, in your

opinion, an omission to assert American rights; to which omission you

gave the department to understand that you would never have consented.

"In all this there is nothing but protest and remonstrance; and

though your letter be not formally entitled such, I cannot see that it can

be construed, in effect, as any thing else ; and I must continue to think,

therefore, that the terms used are entirely applicable and proper.

"In the next place, you say: 'You give me to understand that the

communications which have passed between us on this subject are to be

published, and submitted to the great tribunal of public opinion.'

" It would have been better if you had quoted my remark with entire

correctness. What I said was, not that the communications which have

passed between us are to be published, or must be published, but that ' it may

become necessary hereafter to publish your letter, in connection with other

correspondence of the mission ; and although it is not to be presumed that

you looked to such publication, because such a presumption would impute

to you a claim to put forth your private opinions upon the conduct of the

President a.id Senate, in a transaction finished and concluded through the

imposing form of a public dispatch; yet, if published, it cannot be fore

seen how far England might hereafter rely on your authority for a con

struction favorable to her own pretensions, and inconsistent with the in

terest and honor of the United States.'

"In another part of your letter you observe: 'The publication of my

letter, which is to produce this result, is to be the act of the Government,

and not my act. But if the President should think that the slightest

injury to the public interest would ensue from the disclosure of my views,
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the letter may be buried in the archives of the department, and thus for

gotten and rendered harmless.'

" To this I have to remark, in the first place, that instances have oc

curred in other times, not unknown to you, in which highly important letters

from ministers of the United States, in Europe, to their own Government,

have found their way into the newspapers of Europe, when that Govern

ment itself held it to be inconsistent with the interest of the United States

to make such letters public.

" But it is hardly worth while to pursue a topic like this.

"You are pleased to ask: 'Is it the duty of a diplomatic agent to

receive all the communications of his Government, and to carry into effect

their instructions sub silentio, whatever may be his own sentiments in rela

tion to them ; or is he not bound, as a faithful representative, to communi

cate freely, but respectfully, his own views, that these may be considered

and receive their due weight, in that particular case, or in other cir

cumstances involving similar considerations? It seems to me that the

bare enunciation of the principle is all that is necessary for my justifi

cation. I am speaking now of the propriety of my action, not of the

manner in which it was performed. I may have executed the task well or

ill. I may have introduced topics unadvisedly, and urged them indis

creetly. All this I leave without remark. I am only endeavoring here to

free myself from the serious charge which you bring against me. If I

have misapprehended the duties of an ximerican diplomatic agent upon

this subject, I am well satisfied to have withdrawn, by a timely resignation,

from a position in which my own self-respect would not permit me to

remain. And I may express the conviction that there is no government,

certainly none this side of Constantinople, which would not encourage

rather than rebuke the free expression of the views of their representatives

in foreign countries.1

" I answer, certainly not. In the letter to which you were replying it

was fully stated that, in common with every other citizen of the republic,

' you have an unquestionable right to form opinions upon public transac

tions and the conduct of public men. But it will hardly be thought to be

among either the duties or the privileges of a minister abroad to make

formal remonstrances and protests against proceedings of the various

branches of the Government at home, upon subjects in relation to which

he himself lias not been charged with any duty, or partaken any responsi

bility.'

"You have not been requested to bestow your approbation upon the

treaty, however gratifying it would have been to the President to see that,

in that respect, you united with other distinguished public agents abroad.

Like all citizens of the republic, you are quite at liberty to exercise your

own judgment upon that as upon other .transactions. But neither your

observations nor this concession cover the case. They do not show that,

as a public minister abroad, it is a part of your official functions, in a public

dispatch, to remonstrate against the conduct of the Government at home,
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in relation to a transaction in which you bore no part, and for which you

were in no way answerable. The President and the Senate must be per

mitted to judge for themselves in a matter solely within their control.

Nor do I know that, in complaining of your protest against their proceed

ings in a case of this kind, any thing has been done to warrant, on your

part, an invidious and unjust reference to Constantinople. If you could

show by the general practice of diplomatic functionaries in the civilized

part of the world, and, more especially, if you could show by any precedent

drawn from the conduct of the many distinguished men who have repre

sented the Government of the United States abroad, that your letter of the

3d of October was, in its general object, tone, and character, within the

usual limits of diplomatic correspondence, you may be quite assured that

the President would not have recourse to the code of Turkey in order to

find precedents the other way.

" You complain that, in the letter from this department of the 14th of

November, a statement contained in yours of the 3d of October is called a

tissue of mistakes, and you attempt to show the impropriety of this appel

lation. Let the point be distinctly stated, and what you say in reply be

then considered.

" In your letter of October 3d, you remark that ' England then urged

the United States to enter into a conventional arrangement by which we

might be pledged to concur with her in measures for the suppression of the

slave-trade. Until then we had executed our own laws in our own way ;

but, yielding to this application, and departing from our former principles

of avoiding European combinations upon subjects not American, we stipu

lated in a solemn treaty that we would carry into effect our own laws, and

fixed the minimum force we would employ for that purpose.'

" The letter of this department of the 14th of November, having quoted

this passage, proceeds to observe, that ' the President cannot conceive how

you should have been led to adventure upon such ta statement as this. It

is but a tissue of mistakes. England did not urge the United States to

enter into this conventional arrangement. The United States yielded to

no application from England. The proposition for abolishing the slave-

trade, as it stands in the treaty, was an American proposition.; it originated

with the Executive Government of the United States, which cheerfully

assumes all its responsibility. It stands upon it as its own mode of ful

filling its duties and accomplishing its objects. Nor have the United

States departed in the slightest degree from their former principles of

avoiding European combinations upon subjects not American; because

the abolition of the African slave-trade is an American subject as em

phatically as it is a European subject, and, indeed, more so, inasmuch as

the Government of the United States took the first great step in declaring

that trade unlawful, and in attempting its extinction. The abolition of

this traffic is an object of the highest interest to the American people and

the American Government; and you seem strangely to have overlooked

altogether the important fact that, nearly thirty years ago, by the Treaty
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of Ghent, the United States bound themselves, by solemn compact with

England, to continue their efforts to promote its entire abolition; both

parties pledging themselves by that treaty to use their best endeavors to

accomplish so desirable an object.'

" Now, in answer to this, you observe in your last letter : ' That the

particular mode in which the Governments should act in concert, as

finally arranged in the treaty,- was suggested by yourself, I never doubted.

And if this is the construction I am to give to your denial of my correct

ness, there is no difficulty upon the subject. The question between us is

untouched. All I said was, that England continued to prosecute the

matter ; that she presented it for negotiation, and that we thereupon con

sented to its introduction. And if Lord Ashburton did not come out with

instructions from his Government to endeavor to effect some arrangement

upon this subject, the world has strangely misunderstood one of the great

objects of his mission, and I have misunderstood that paragraph in your

first note, where you say that Lord Ashburton comes with full powers to

negotiate and settle all matters in discussion between England and the

United States. But the very fact of his coining here, and of his acceding

to any stipulations respecting the slave-trade, is conclusive proof that his

Government were desirous to obtain the cooperation of the United States.

I had supposed that our Government would scarcely take the initiative in

this matter, and urge it upon that of Great Britain, either in Washington

or in London. If it did so, I can only express my regret, and confess that

I have been led inadvertently into an error.'

" It would appear from all this, that that which, in your first letter,

appeared as a direct statement of facts, of which you would naturally be

presumed to have had knowledge, sinks at last into inferences and conjec

tures. But, in attempting to escape from some of the mistakes of this

tissue, you have fallen into others. 'All I said was,' you observe, 'that

England continued to prosecute the matter ; that she presented it for

negotiation, and that we thereupon consented to its introduction.' Now,

the English minister no more presented this subject for negotiation than

the Government of the United States presented it. Nor can it be said that

the United States consented to its introduction in any other sense than it

may be said that the British minister consented to it. Will you be good

enough to review the series of your own assertions on this subject, and see

whether they can possibly be regarded merely as a statement of your own

inferences ? Your only authentic fact is a general one, that the British

minister came clothed with full power to negotiate and settle all matters

in discussion. This, you say, is conclusive proof that his Government was

desirous to obtain the cooperation of the United States respecting the

slave-trade ; and then you infer that England continued to prosecute this

matter, and presented it for negotiation, and that the United States con

sented to its introduction ; and give to this inference the shape of a direct

statement of a fact.

u You might have made the same remarks, and with the same propriety,
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in relation to the subject of the Creole, that of impressment, the extradi

tion of fugitive criminals, or any thing else embraced in the treaty or in

the correspondence, and then haye converted these inferences of your own

into so many facts. And it is upon conjectures like these, it is upon such

inferences of your own, that you make the direct and formal statement in

your letter of the 3d of October, that c England then urged the United

States to enter into a conventional arrangement, by which we might be

pledged to concur with her in measures for the suppression of the slave-

trade. Until then we had executed our own laws in our own way ; but,

yielding to this application, and departing from our former principle of

avoiding European combinations upon subjects not American, we stipu

lated in a solemn treaty that we would carry into effect our own laws, and

fixed the minimum force we would employ for that purpose.'

" The President was well warranted, therefore, in requesting your seri

ous reconsideration and review of that statement.

" Suppose your letter to go before the public unanswered and uncon

tradicted ; suppose it to mingle itself with the general political history of

the country, as an official letter among the archives of the Department of

State, would not the general mass of readers understand you as reciting

facts, rather than as drawing your own conclusions? as stating history

rather than as presenting an argument? It is of an incorrect narrative

that the President complains. It is that, in your hotel at Paris, you should

undertake to write a history of a very delicate part of a negotiation car

ried on at Washington, with which you had nothing to do, and of the his

tory of which you had no authentic information ; and which history, as

you narrate it, reflects not a little on the independence, wisdom, and public

spirit of the Administration.

" As of the history of this part of the negotiation you were not well

informed, the President cannot but think it would have been more just in

you to have refrained from any attempt to give an account of it.

" You observe further : ' I never mentioned in my dispatch to you, nor

in any manner whatever, that our Government had conceded to that of

England the right to search our ships. That idea, however, pervades your

letter, and is very apparent in that part of it which brings to rn^ observa

tion the possible effect of my views upon the English Government. But

in this you do me, though, I am sure, unintentionally, great injustice. I

repeatedly state that the recent treaty leaves the rights of the parties as it

found them. My difficulty is not that we have made a positive concession,

but that we have acted unadvisedly in not making the abandonment of

this pretension a previous condition to any conventional arrangement

upon the general subject.'

" On this part of your letter I must be allowed to make two remarks.

" The first is, inasmuch as the treaty gives no color or pretext whatever

to any right of searching our ships, a declaration against such a right

would have been no more suitable to this treaty than a declaration against

the right of sacking our towns in time of peace, or any other outrage.
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" The rights of merchant-vessels of the United States on the high-seas,

as understood by this Government, have been clearly and fully asserted.

As asserted they will be maintained ; nor would a declaration, such as you

propose, have increased either its resolution or its ability in this respect.

The Government of the United States relies on its own power, and on the

effective support of the people, to assert successfully all the rights of all its

citizens, on the sea as well as on the land ; and it asks respect for these

rights not as a boon or favor from any nation. The President's message,

most certainly, is a clear declaration of what the country understands to

be its rights, and his determination to maintain them, not a mere promise

to negotiate for these rights or to endeayor to bring other powers into an

acknowledgment of them, either express or implied. Whereas, if I under

stand the meaning of this part of your letter, you would have advised that

something should have been offered to England which she might have

regarded as a benefit, but coupled with such a declaration or condition as

that, if she received the boon, it would have been a recognition by her of a

claim which we make as a matter of right. The President's view of the

proper duty of the Government has certainly been quite different. Being

convinced that the doctrine asserted by this Government is the true doc

trine of the law of nations, and feeling the competency of the Government

to uphold and enforce it for itself, he has not sought, but, on the contrary,

has sedulously avoided to change this ground, and to place the just rights

of the country upon the assent, express or implied, of any power whatever.

" The Government thought no skilfully extorted promises necessary in

any such cases. It asks no such pledges of any nation. If its character

for ability and readiness to protect and defend its own rights and dignity

is not sufficient to preserve them from violation, no interpolation of promise

to respect them, ingeniously woven into treaties, would be likely to afford

such protection. And, as our rights and liberties depend for existence

upon our power to maintain them, general and vague protests are not

likely to be more effectual than the Chinese method of defending their

towns, by painting grotesque and hideous figures on the walls to fright

away assailing foes.

u My other remark on this portion of your letter is this : Suppose

a declaration, to the effect that this treaty should not be considered as

sacrificing any American rights, had been appended, and the treaty, thus

fortified, had been sent to Great Britain as you propose ; and suppose

that that Government, with equal ingenuity, had appended an equivalent

written declaration that it should>not be considered as sacrificing any

British right, how much more defined would have been the rights of

either party, or how much clearer the meaning and interpretation of the

treaty, by these reservations on both sides ; or, in other words, what is the

value of a protest on one side balanced by an exactly equivalent protest

on the other ?

" No nation is presumed to sacrifice its rights, or give up what justly

Delongs to it, unless it expressly stipulates that, for some good reason or
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adequate consideration, it does make such relinquishment ; and an unne

cessary asseveration, that it does not intend to sacrifice just rights, would

seem only calculated to invite aggression. Such proclamations would

seem better devised for concealing weakness and apprehension than for

manifesting conscious strength and self-reliance, or for inspiring respect in

others.

" Toward the end of your letter you are pleased to observe : ' The re

jection of a treaty duly negotiated is a serious question, to be avoided

wheuever it can be without too great a sacrifice. Though the national

faith is not actually committed, still it is more or less engaged. And

there were peculiar circumstances growing out of long-standing difficulties

which rendered an amicable arrangement of the various matters in dispute

with England a subject of great national interest. But the negotiation of

a treaty is a far different subject. Topics are omitted or introduced at the

discretion of the negotiators, and they are responsible, to use the language

of an eminent and able Senator, for what it contains and what it omits.

This treaty, in my opinion, omits a most important and.necessary stipula

tion ; and therefore, as it seems to me, its negotiation, in this particular,

was unfortunate for the country.'

" The President directs me to say, in reply to this, that, in the Treaty

of Washington, no topics were omitted, and no topics introduced at the

mere discretion of the negotiator ; that the negotiation proceeded from

step to step, and from day to day, under his own immediate supervision

and direction ; that he himself takes the responsibility for what the treaty

contains and what it omits, and cheerfully leaves the merits of the whole

to the judgment of the country.

" I now conclude this letter, and close the correspondence by repeating

once more the expression of the President's regret that you should have

commenced it by your letter of the 3d of October.

" It is painful to him to have with you any cause of difference. He

has a just appreciation of your character and your public services at home

and abroad. He cannot but persuade himself that you must be aware

yourself, by this time, that your letter of October was written under

erroneous impressions, and that there is no foundation for the opinions

respecting the treaty, which it expresses ; and that it would have been far

better, on all accounts, if no such letter had been written.

" I have, etc.,

" Daniel Webster.

" Lewis Cass, late minister of the United States at Paris."

The joint commission for running and marking the bound

ary, as designated by the Treaty of Washington, was appointed

in the spring of this year. The commissioner on the part of

the United States was Mr. Albert Smith, of Maine ; Major

James D. Graham, of the Topographical Engineers, was placed
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at the head of the scientific corps,, Mr. Edward Webster, the

younger son of Mr. Webster, was made secretary of the com

mission. The work was most thoroughly and satisfactorily

performed in the ensuing summer, with the aid of the British

commissioner, Lieutenant-Colonel J. B. B. Estcourt, and his

assistants.
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CHAPTER XXX,

1843-1844.

RESIGNS THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE—PERSONAL ^ND OFFICIAL

RELATIONS WITH PRESIDENT TYLER PECUNIARY TROUBLES

RETIRES TO MARSHFIELD LIFE AT THE SEA-SHORE SPEECH AT

THE ROCHESTER CATTLE-FAIR, ON REPUDIATION—SOLICITED BY

THE MASSACHUSETTS WHIGS TO REAPPEAR IN THE POLITICAL

FIELD SPEECH AT ANDOVER DISCOVERS THE PROJECT FOR THE

ANNEXATION OF TEXAS EFFORTS TO AROUSE THE NORTH IN

OPPOSITION TO THIS SCHEME SOLICITED TO RETURN TO THE

SENATE REASONS FOR DECLINING AT - PRESENT THE CASE OF

STEPHEN GIRARD'S WILL—WHIG NOMINATION OF MR. CLAY FOR

THE PRESIDENCY MR. WEBSTER ADVOCATES HIS ELECTION

THE ATTITUDE OF THE TEXAS QUESTION APPROACHING CON

FLICTS IN REGARD TO SLAVERY.

ME. WEBSTER'S work, as Secretary of State, was now

done. On the 8th of May, 1843, he resigned. What

he had accomplished for the country and for his own lasting

reputation has been described. But, in estimating the effect

on his own political fortunes of his remaining in Mr. Tyler's

Cabinet, it is necessary to recur to the state of things existing

between President Tyler and the Whigs, and to speak of that

very eminent political leader who controlled, at this time, the

course of the Whigs in Congress. This party had been in

trusted with the government by the votes of the people, in

order, among other purposes, that it might carry out its policy

in the establishment of a National Bank.
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Such, at least, was the Whig interpretation of the election

of 1840 ; and I have already expressed the opinion that this

interpretation was in the main a correct one. But the unex

pected accession of Mr. Tyler to the presidency, which brought

his peculiar opinions respecting a bank into the Executive

office, and enabled him to give them effect through the power

of a "veto," caused a sudden and violent opposition to this

important object of Whig policy. From the moment of Mr.

Tyler's " vetoes," it became the policy of Mr. Clay and his

friends—acting, doubtless, under the conviction that it was

necessary so to do—to carry this question of a bank, and what

ever was connected with it, forward into the next presidential

election. As a part of these political tactics, the Whigs in

Congress resorted to denunciation of President Tyler. What

this produced can be best described in Mr. Webster's own

words, which I take from a paper in his handwriting found on

his private files of the year 1843 :

"The editors of the Intelligencer, with an inconsistency no common

degree of exasperation can hide from their own eyes, while they attack

the President and the Administration every day, in the name of the

Whigs of the country, and do every thing—and since September, 1841,

have done every thing—in their power, to set all the Whigs in the country

against them, constantly complain, nevertheless, or, more properly speak

ing, constantly fret and scold, at what they consider the efforts of the

Administration to conciliate the favor and respect of the other party.

The Intelligencer would have the Whigs be against the President, but at

the same time would have the President be for the Whigs. Not infre

quently it repudiates in the hardest terms what it pleases to call

' cooing and courtship ' between the President and the Democratic party,

in the very same columns in which it accumulates, from its own coinage or

other sources, epithets of reproach and contumely against the President,

such as never found their way into that paper before, as applied to the

chief magistrate of the country, in the forty years of its existence.

"In all this the Intelligencer only follows the leaders of the manifesto

Whigs, whose conduct, in this respect, we must say, has been characterized

by a very remarkable degree of assurance.

" It is fit that the people should always hold in mind the general

history of the dissension between the President and the Whig leaders

of the present Congress.

"Both the President and the Whig members of the present Congress

came into power, on the same tide of popular opinion, in 1840.

" By the death of General Harrison, the Executive authority devolved
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on the present President, and the power of Congress, as all the world

knows, was wielded by Mr. Clay. Difficulties and discussions arose;

Mr. Clay would not take Mr. Ewing's bill for a bank, and the President

negatived two subsequent bills. In this state of things the Whigs assem

bled in the Capitol Square, on the 15th of September, and proscribed the

President.

" This is the whole story briefly told. It has been said, that only some

forty or fifty members attended the meeting. However that may have been,

the meeting purported to be 'a meeting of the Whig members of the

Senate and of the House of Kepresentatives of the Twenty-

seventh Congress.' We believe it true that many Whigs, who did not

attend the meeting, and some who did attend, disapproved the proceed

ing; but neither the one class nor the other had courage to make their

absence or their dissent known. They allowed the proceedings to go

forth, as the proceedings of the Whigs of both Houses of Congress.

" We need not republish these proceedings ; everybody knows that,

in substance, they were a violent denunciation of "the President, ending

with a declaration, that the most they hoped for was, that they might be

able to check or prevent some of the mischiefs which, under a different state of

majorities, the President might have the power to impose.

" Now, can anybody wonder, after this, that the President should with

draw his confidence from the Whigs of Congress ? We say, the Whigs of

Congress, because it is certain that very many of the most respectable and

patriotic of the Whig party, out of Congress, lamented or reprobated all

these proceedings, and still continue to repudiate them, and to deplore the

consequences which have flowed from them. But the members of Con

gress, those who concurred in this manifesto, and those who, not concur

ring, had not decision enough to make their dissent known, is there any

reason for all or any of them to complain that the President has with

drawn his confidence from these persons and given it to others ? And the

Whig presses which justified, and still justify these and other still more

hostile and violent proceedings against the President, with what face can

they arraign the President for being untrue to them and their friends in

manifesting a desire to throw himself upon the country, upon the patriotic

men of all parties, for a reasonable support of the measures of his Admin

istration?

" Time has already shown how really inconsiderable were the grounds

upon which the leading Whigs in Congress went into their crusade against

the President. Time has already shown how unimportant, practically and

really, the measures were which threw them into such a flame. Who cares

any thing now about the bank bills which were vetoed in 1841 ? Or who

thinks now that, if there were no such a thing as a veto in the world, a

Bank of the United States, upon the old models, could be established ?

" But our purpose is not, as proved, to go into an extended discussion

upon these matters. It simply is, to present to the view of the world the

bold injustice, not to use a stronger phrase, of reviling the President daily,
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in the Whig presses, seizing every opportunity to represent the breach

between him and the Whigs to be incurable, and at the same time vocifer

ously finding fault that he should think anybody else worthy of his confi

dence than the leaders of the Whig party.

" The President's course, meantime, we are quite sure, will be com

mendable. His path is difficult and thorny ; but it is short, and he will

pursue it unseduced and unterrified by the ultraism which would cause

him to swerve to the one hand or the other. And while the Globe and

Mr. Benton assail him daily on one side, and the Intelligencer and the

partisans of Mr. Clay on the other, the great mass of patriotic citizens,

who have no selfish interests in the squabble of parties, will be very likely

to think him about right."

The third and last session of the Twenty-seventh Congress

commenced on the first Monday of December, 1842, and was

to terminate, by law, on the 3d of March, 1843. There were

thus about seventy working days, excluding holidays, in which

to adopt some plan for the establishment of a national currency,

and to transact all the other pressing public business ; the

Whigs having a majority in both branches. Notwithstanding

the previous dissensions between the Whigs in Congress and

the President, there was a measure in respect to the currency

on which they could have united. This was the plan for an

" Exchequer," which had been offered to Congress by the Ad

ministration at the previous session. Its chief feature was a

power to issue a currency that would be of equal value and

credit in every part of the Union, and its chief merit was that,

while it was for some purposes a kind of Government bank, it

rejected the " old models" of a national bank, which had ren

dered such an institution obnoxious to a considerable part of

the nation. Mr. Webster had become convinced, after what

had followed the occurrences of the previous sessions, that a

Banlf of the United States, founded on -private subscription,

was out of the question; the capital , could not be obtained.

He was satisfied that, notwithstanding the apparent popular

verdict of 1840, the sentiments and situation of the country on

the question of a bank had changed. In speaking, therefore,

in Faneuil Hall, in September, 1842, he had pronounced a

Bank of the United States, on the old model, to be an " obsolete

idea ; " and, as the only mode of providing the country with a

national currency, useful in all the ramifications of domestic

53
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exchange—tlie greatest want of the times—he urgently advised

the adoption of the "Exchequer" plan, which he pronounced

to be, as it came from the Administration, the only measure fit

for the adoption of Congress. But it did not suit the Whigs in

that body to follow his advice. The time was approaching for

the assembly which was to name the next "Whig candidate for

the presidency. The lead taken by Mr. Clay in the Whig

opposition to Mr. Tyler's Administration had placed in the

hands of that gentleman a dictatorial power to mould the sen

timents and to control the action of the party. The whole sub

ject of the currency was consequently postponed, to be again

one of the questions that were to come before the people in a

general election. The effect of all this was, that Mr. Clay

remained the recognized leader of the Whig party, and was

again to be selected as its candidate for the presidency, and to

be a second time defeated, although supported by Mr. Web

ster's powerful aid, principally by the intervention of a new

question on which the Whigs in general, and the country at

large, did not heed Mr. Webster's remonstrance and warning.

It will be for the student of our national fortunes to inquire

how the train of evils brought upon this country by the annex

ation of Texas—how the public disasters which have flowed

from this act, as their primary source—might have been pre

vented, if the Whigs had prudently reserved themselves, in

respect to a candidate, to a later period, and had then bestowed

their choice upon Mr. Webster. It will be, too, for history

to mark, how the ingratitude of a country toward a far-seeing

statesman is to be read on the same page on which is recorded

the origin of calamities from which he could have saved it;

calamities which the remotest posterity must feel, while they

trace them to a disregard of advice which did all that human

wisdom could do to avert them.

When, therefore, the spring of 1843 arrived, bringing with

it the successful accomplishment of all that Mr. Webster had

expected to do in regard to our foreign relations, he saw that

it was out of his power to effect any good in respect to the cur

rency, or any other public interest, by remaining longer in

public life. The relations, too, which had sprung up between

President Tyler and some members of the Democratic party.
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from the continued assaults made upon him by the "Whigs, had

come to render Mr. Webster's position in the Cabinet distaste

ful to him. He could not desire to change his party relations,

and did not abandon the hope that more moderate counsels

and a different appreciation of their public duty would ere

long prevail among the Whigs. While lie did not blame Presi

dent Tyler for accepting, in order to carry on the Government,

the aid of persons who were not connected with the party

which had placed him at its head, but which yet prevented

him from selecting public officers from their own ranks, this

necessity at last produced a system of administration in which

Mr. Webster could no longer take part.

But the official relations between himself and President

Tyler were dissolved with entirely friendly personal feelings

toward each other. Mr. Tyler was a man of far more than the

average ability of our statesmen, and, had he not incurred the

misfortune of being a President without a party to support and

assist his administration of the Government, he would have

stood well in our political history. The following is a copy of

Mr. Webster's letter of resignation, with the President's reply :

[TO PRESIDENT TYLER.]

" May 8, 1843.

" My dear Sir : I have caused a formal resignation of my office, as

Secretary of State, to be filed in the department.

" In ceasing to hold any connection with the Government, I remem

ber with pleasure the friendly feelings and personal kindness which have

subsisted between yourself and me during the time that I have borne a

part in your counsels. And I must be permitted to add, that, while

entertaining the best wishes for your personal welfare, there is, at. the

same time, no one who more sincerely or ardently desires the prosperity,

success, and honor of your Administration.

" Yours very truly,

"Daniel Webster.

"John Tyler, President of the United States."

[FROM PRESIDENT TYLER.]

" Washington, May 8, 1843.

" My dear Sir : I havg received your note of this day, informing me

of your formal resignation of the office of Secretary of State. It only

remains for me to reciprocate, as I truly do, the warm sentiments of
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regard which you have expressed toward me, and to return you my

thanks for the zeal and ability with which you have discharged the

various and complicated duties which have devolved upon you. I do

not mean to flatter you in saying that, in conducting the most delicate

and important negotiations, you have manifested powers of intellect of the

highest order, and, in all things, a true American heart.

" Take with you, my dear sir, into your retirement, my best wishes for

your health, happiness, and long life.

"John Tyler.

" Hon. Daniel Webster.''

[TO PRESIDENT TYLER.]

" Boston, July 3, 1843.

uMy dear Sir: Before leaving Washington on your tour to the

North, you did me the favor to write me respecting a conversation be

tween yourself and Mr. Legare" about the appointment of Mr. M as

chief clerk in the department. I omitted an answer to that letter, sup

posing I should have occasion, while you would be here, to speak to you

on that subject, and some others, in regard to which I wished to say a

word or two. But no such opportunity presented.

" I have certainly no right, nor any disposition, to interfere in ap

pointments, either in the Department of State or elsewhere. But I con

fess I thought that the proposed appointment of Mr. M would have

an awkward appearance. He is known to have been a writer for the

Globe during the greater part of your Administration, and to have been

especially abusive upon me politically and personally. It struck me

that, under these circumstances, to place him in the department, the

moment I left it, would give rise to inferences and remarks which I have

no doubt you would wish should not be made. This is the whole of the

concern I feel in the matter, except that I look upon Mr. Derrick as a

very able, faithful, and competent man, every way qualified to fill the

station with credit, and to the advantage of the public. Having said

this, I only add that I desire you to act in the matter according to your

own sense of propriety and expediency, and to consider me as having no

wishes in relation to it. . . .

" On leaving Washington you placed in my hands a commission for

Mr. J -, to be consulat Mantanzas in place of Mr. Kodney.

" On reflection I have thought it best not to give the commission to

Mr. J , nor to communicate to him the fact that it was made out. I

very much desire Mr. J to receive a proper appointment, and re

proach myself not a little for having yielded to the importunity of others

when I ought to have pressed his pretensions. But perhaps it may be

thought that there was some degree of suddenness in issuing this com

mission ; it appears to me safer to return it, and leave the matter for

further consideration. ... " Yours truly,

" D. Webster."
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[FROM PRESIDENT TYLER.]

" Washington, July 8, 1843.

" My dear Sir : Your letter of the 3d July reached nie last night, and

I delay not to say that, the moment I learned your objections to Mr.

M , I abandoned all idea of appointing him chief clerk to the State

Department. In fact, I had been wholly ignorant, at the time I thought

of making the appointment, of his course toward you. While, therefore,

I may give him some other office, I shall certainly not place him in a

position which would imply, on my part, any disinclination to comply

with your wishes or consult your feelings. ...

" In furnishing you this explanation, my dear sir, I give you only an

additional proof of my sincere regard for you. In fact, no one can

possess that feeling toward you in a higher degree. It is for yourself

alone. ...

" You will perceive in the newspapers the disclaimer of the British

Government as to the Sandwich Islands. It has been highly gratifying ;

but, inasmuch as there seemed to be an unnecessary assertion of right to

enforce its claims for indemnity for wrongs committed on British subjects,

in Mr. Fox's letter, it was considered proper, in the reply of Judge Up-

shur, to guard against any ambiguous or hidden intent.

" I have nothing from England which gives us the hope that any thing

will be done by that Government on the subject of a commercial treaty.

Do you get any thing on that subject? Will you permit me, in conclu

sion, to say, that there is no wish, personal to yourself, which you may

entertain, that I shall not be ready most promptly to meet ; and any sug

gestion you may have to make touching our course of public policy will

be weighed with the greatest attention.

" Be pleased to present me most respectfully to Mrs. Webster ; and be

assured of my constant regard.

"John Tyler.

" Hon. D. Webster."

Mr. Webster was arrested, on his way to Boston, by a pub

lic dinner, in Baltimore, which was pressed upon him by its

most eminent citizens of both political parties. This festival

was given on the 18th of May. His speech on this occasion

is now chiefly important on account of the opinions which he

expressed in regard to the bearing of the treaty-making power

on the limitation of duties.1 As soon as this affair was over,

he proceeded at once to Marshfield.

His retirement from public life at this time was not occa-

1 This speech is not embraced in his and see the National Intelligencer of May

collected works. But see Works, v., 27, 1843, for the entire speech as re-

135-137, and Correspondence, ii., 196 ; ported at the time.
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sioned solely by the political events and causes above detailed.

His private affairs greatly needed bis attention. "What they

had been since the year 1836 is described by himself in a letter

to a friend :

" In 1836, by the aid of friends and my own exertions, I settled up my

concerns, and owed no man anything. I was then desirous of leaving

Congress, and resuming professional labor vigorously. But friends op

posed it, and my papers of resignation were sent back to me. It was a

day of buoyancy and great hope in matters of business, and what money I

had, or could get, I laid out in the West, principally in well-selected Gov

ernment lands. But times soon changed, and I have since had nothing

but a struggle."

It is true that, during this period, he had the aid in his

private affairs of a devoted friend who was likewise a very able

man of business, and who more than once rescued Mr. Webster

from serious difficulties in matters of property. This gentle

man, it is alike my duty and pleasure to say, was Mr. Richard

M. Blatchford, of New York, whose services to Mr. Webster

were labors of love. 'No man, who was not kindred to him in

blood, ever had a larger share* of his personal affection and

confidence. But the disinterested zeal of such a friend could

not always prevent a state of embarrassment, which was partly

the consequence of Mr. Webster's public position, and partly

came from his want of all skill to save, and to accumulate

money. He was, in this respect, singularly constituted ; and,

in undertaking to describe the causes which prevented him from

ever becoming a man of wealth, or even of independent cir

cumstances, although I may present traits of character that

seem contradictory, yet I am persuaded that those who best

knew him will admit my correctness.

From his first entrance into the profession of the law, it

had been for him a very easy thing to earn money at the

bar ; and he had sometimes earned a great deal. In 1823, he

was compelled by a general demand to quit a very lucrative

practice, and to give himself up to the public service. Still

his income from professional employments continued to be

large ; but accumulation seemed to become impracticable for

several reasons. His very conspicuous position, the attractions

of his society, wherever he might be, and his own taste, in>
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posed upon him the exercise of a hospitality that could not be

carried on without a too large expenditure. During the whole

period also, from 1836 to the spring of 1843, at which we are

now arrived, his fondness for agriculture had led him to carry

on two large estates as a practical farmer ; and, although he

was, in one sense, a successful farmer, he was never an econom

ical one. He failed in this respect not from want of atten

tion to details, for he could sit at his table, in Washington, and

give the most minute directions of what was to be done at

Marshfield or at Franklin concerning this herd of creatures or

that collection of poultry, or a field of turnips, or a crop of

hay, or a clip of wool ; and although he kept his eye, upon

markets, and knew what his farm-laborers were doing every

month, and almost every day in the year, and guided them

with the exactness of an overseer, and the experience of a day-

laborer ; although there were few things of a practical nature

that he could not do, or direct others how to do, there was one

thing that he never did. He never kept regular accounts, or

had them kept ; and probably there never was a year in which

he could have told how much the expensive luxuries of farm

ing had cost him out of his other resources, or what was the

balance against either of his farms. It might be imphilo-

sophical to assert that the power to deal with great questions of

public policy and to fulfil the highest functions of statesman

ship is incompatible with the habits and faculties which lead to

the accumulation of a private fortune. But, without resorting

to such generalization, it may be admitted to be true that, in

his instance, the incompatibility existed. "We may lament that

a great character is not in a]l things complete, but we do not

enhance its greatness by concealing its defects.

The ease with which Mr. Webster could earn money in his

profession when his public employments did not prevent it,

and his unskilfulness in making investments, were the chief

causes of the embarrassments from which he was occasionally

relieved by his friends. During the period when he filled the

office of Secretary of State, his expenses at Washington, occa

sioned by the social duties of his position, far exceeded the

salary which the Government allows. When he left office, at

the age of sixty-one, having little property but his two farms,
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which were a source of expense instead of income, it became

necessary for him to return to the bar, or, as he used humor

ously to express it, to " the everlasting company of plaintiff

and defendant."

But he had this consolation, that he could also return to

the company of his fat oxen at Marshfield, to its rural delights,

and to his library, which he now collected in a room built

after a plan made by his daughter, Mrs. Appleton, to whom

this episode in her father's life was a period of great happiness.

She could be with him a great deal at Marshfield, and receive

him at her own house in Boston, free from those public de

mands on him, of which, as we have seen, she had a filial jeal

ousy. A few bright years were thus vouchsafed to her before

she was called away from him, and from the maternal happi

ness that crowned her life. For him, too, this period of his

release from public duties was a season of great enjoyment.

There, at Marshfield, was gathered all that could gratify the

strong, healthy tastes of his nature—the fields, the streams, the

ocean, on which he often spent whole days from the early

dawn to the hours of darkness. "When we open his correspond

ence at this time, it is amusing to see it filled with the multi

tudinous objects of a farmer's employment. " I am to exhibit

some of this mutton," he writes, " both in Boston and New

York, and I shall be shamed if any thing beats." One of his

chief delights was in great cattle, of which he always had a large

stock. It was his habit to rise before break of day, and go

through his principal barn with his hands fall of ears of Indian

corn, with which he fed his favorite animals. His people used

to say that the beasts knew him from every one else upon the

place.

But, however this may have been, it is certain that human

recognition, and sympathy, and love, were everywhere about

him in this charming abode and all its neighborhood. It was

a common remark that, when Mr. "Webster was at home, a

stranger might discover it anywhere within ten miles of his

house, in the looks of the inhabitants. It was not, however,

his renown as a statesman that filled the atmosphere with a

presence cheering to their hearts. To them he was the ever

considerate friend, the best farmer in their county, the wise
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man who knew how to do all common things better than any

one else, the liberal, open-handed citizen whose enterprises kept

a community in active improvement, the kind benefactor whose

thoughtfulness for others flowed in deeds as frequent and as

fast as the hours. If that people had heard it said that Mr.

Webster was a cold, a stern, or a forbidding man, they would

not have known the meaning of the words in connection with

his name.

It would be impossible to understand his character without

understanding his love of what may be called natural pleasures

and natural persons. We must follow him away from the col

lision of politics and the contentions of the forum to the places

where he set up his multiform household gods. Above all, we

must appreciate that part of his nature which, amid all the

excitements or the weariness of public life, often broke into the

sigh, " Oh, Marshfield, and the sea, the sea ! "

He had Sir Walter Scott's passion for land, but, fortu

nately, he had not Sir Walter's weakness for bnilding. When

he first acquired this property, it consisted of one hundred

and sixty acres. It grew in his hands to be eighteen hun

dred. The house, when he became its owner, was a substan

tial square old mansion, belonging to a well-conditioned New-

England family. It had been built about the year 1765 ; and

was of pretty fair dimensions for the period and the neigh

borhood. It had four or five good rooms, and a rather spa

cious hall on the ground-floor, with half a dozen chambers on

the second, and the usual offices, and sleeping apartments for

servants under the same roof. After it became Mr. Webster's

property, it was too small for his purposes ; but, instead of

pulling down and building anew, he wisely determined to

preserve the old house, and to add to it from time to time as

might become necessary. The result was that, in the prog

ress of years, it became a house of various architecture, irreg

ular within and without, but spacious and convenient, and both

externally and internally impressing the visitor with a sense of

its fitness as Mr. Webster's favorite home. At one time he

built a new kitchen with the modern appliances, in which

'' Monica," the old colored cook, who is mentioned in his will,

reigned and ruled supreme, excepting when her master came,
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as was Ms wont, to direct about some fish or some choice bit

of mutton.

The new library was built, as we have seen, at the time of

his retirement from Mr. Tyler's Administration. Other rooms

were added above and below, which, like that, were somewhat

out of keeping with the original house. After he sold the

house in Boston, which he built in Summer Street, and oc

cupied until 1839, his books, and the pictures, and furniture,

were removed to Marshfield. The contents of other houses in

which he had lived in "Washington were afterward added ; so

that, when Marshfield became his sole residence, as it was

henceforward, with the exception of a small house which he

rented in Washington during Mr. Fillmore's presidency, his

abode was as various in furniture as it was in architecture.

MB. WEBSTER'S HOUSE IN SUMMER STREET, BOSTON.

But, in the effect on the visitor, the incongruity was all

made congruous, if one may indulge in such a paradox, by the

taste of the owner, his art of being comfortable himself and

making others so ; and, more than all, by the presence and the

genius for hospitality of him who was never so attractive any

where as he was there, and by the kindness and grace of the

accomplished lady who presided over this unique establishment
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for twenty years. When I first knew it, which was after these

improvements had been completed, it was capable of holding,

besides the family and a good retinue of servants, nearly a

dozen gnests. If there was an overflow of visitors, excellent

lodgings were kept ready for them in the neighborhood.

In the palmy days of the Marshfield estate, Mr. Webster's

table, if he chose to have it so, could be supplied for as many

guests as he commonly had, from the products of his own farm

and the native wealth of the sea. His own beef, mutton, and

poultry, with fish that swam the same morning in the ocean or

the stream, and wild-fowl that had hardly landed on his broad

domain, were the principal courses. All that a New-England

garden could add, as the seasons passed, of fruit or vegetable,

and pastry, rounded out the dinner. In cookery, Mr. "Webster

did not affect, or like, what are called " French " dishes ; but, in

the art of ordering a dinner after a composite manner of his own

and of his chief minister—being mainly the best of the New-

England modes, with a dash of the Southern—he had no supe

rior. Wines that were suited to the tastes of his visitors were

not wanting, but Mr. Webster himself did not much adopt

what he called the " sherry heresy." " John, a little drop of

your Madeira," was his own requisition upon the servant be

hind his chair. In the pleasures of the table he was moderate.

He was not a large, but he was a nice eater; and the same

thing may be said of his usual habit of taking wine.

It is not generally wise to attempt to reproduce the table

conversation of a great man, for who does not know that the

aroma, which fills the room when a precious wine is uncorked,

is an evanescent influence ? Who does not know that there

are characteristics of manner and voice, and a play of features,

which no record of the remark or the anecdote can give to

those who did not hear it ? It should be said, however, of Mr.

Webster, that he never discoursed, never harangued at his own

table or at any other where set speeches were not in set order,

and that he never monopolized the conversation. His mode

of talking was to " give and take ; " and, although all felt him

to be the person whom every one desired to hear, no one

presumed to " draw him out." Nor wTas it necessary to do

so. As Mr. Kenyon found him in England, so it was in his
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own house. We did not " question " him on " affairs of State."

Politics were seldom alluded to. He knew so much else, he

had so many other resources, he was so rich in experience,

observation, and feeling, that conversation did not need to

drift into that dreary subject—the party objects and struggles

of the day. His conversation had that accidental flow which

belongs to all good talking. Natural objects, common things

or common occurrences, might start the topic, but, when he

touched it, he invested it with an interest, and placed it in

relations, and surrounded it with information, that surprised

the listener like a new revelation. It was knowledge without

pedantry, the power of illustration without lecturing. He

excelled, too, in the art of telling a story of which the humor

was infinitely heightened by his own enjoyment of it. But,

in all his humor in conversation, there was never the smallest

approach to indelicacy. When the ladies had retired from the

table, no one ever heard from him, or in his presence, an anec

dote or an allusion that might not have been uttered before

them; nor did a word of profanity or irreverence of things

sacred pass his lips in any company.

It was his habit, while at Marshfield, to rise at three or

four o'clock in the morning. He rarely needed, and seldom

took, when he was not ill, more than six hours of sleep. The

dawn of day to him was the most attractive period of the

twenty-four hours. It probably was because of the stillness. He

liked often to be alone ; and the hour which sees the stars dis

appear from the firmament, and when the sun begins to " pour

increasing day," was to him the most impressive of all the daily

changes of Nature. But it is needless to imagine the feeling

which he has himself described. An extract from a well-known

letter upon the morning, written to Mrs. Paige, shows it with

great beauty :

"It is morning—and a morning sweet, and fresh, and delightful.

Everybody knows the morning, in its metaphorical sense, applied to so

many objects and on so many occasions. The health, strength, and beauty

of early years lead us to call that period the ' morning of life.' Of a

lovely young woman we say, she is ' bright as the morning,' and no one

doubts why Lucifer is called ' son of the morning.' But the morning itself,

few people, inhabitants of cities, know any thing about. Among all our

good people of Boston, not one in a thousand sees the sun rise once a year.
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They know nothing of the morning. Their idea of it is, that it is that

part of the day which comes along after a cup of coffee and a beefsteak, or

a piece of toast. With them, morning is not a new issuing of light ; a

new bursting forth of the sun, a new waking-up of all that has life, from a

sort of temporary death, to behold again the works of God, the heavens

and the earth ; it is only a part of the domestic day, belonging to break

fast, to reading the newspapers, answering notes, sending the children to

school, and giving orders for dinner. The first faint streak of light, the

earliest purpling of the east, which the lark springs up to greet, and the

deeper and deeper coloring into orange and red, till at length the ' glori

ous sun is seen, regent of day,' this they never enjoy, for this they never see.

" Beautiful descriptions of the i morning' abound in all languages, but

they are the strongest, perhaps, in those of the East, where the sun is so

often an object of worship. King David speaks of taking to himself the

' wings of the morning.' This is highly poetical and beautiful. The

% wings of the morning ' are the beams of the rising sun. Rays of light are

wings. It is thus said that the Sun of Righteousness shall arise, ' with

healing in His wings ; ' a rising sun, which shall scatter light, and health,

and joy, throughout the universe. Milton has fine descriptions of morning,

but not so many as Shakespeare, from whose writings pages of the most

beautiful images, all founded on the glory of the morning, might be filled.

"I never thought that Adam had much advantage of us from having

seen the world while it was new. The manifestations of the power of

God, like His mercies, are ' new every morning,' and ' fresh every evening.

We see as fine risings of the sun as ever Adam saw, and its risings are as

much a miracle now as they were in his day, and I think a good deal

more, because it is now a part of the miracle that for thousands and thou

sands of years he has come to his appointed time, without the variation of

a millionth part of a second. Adam could not tell how this might be.

" I know the morning ; I am acquainted with it, and I love it, fresh and

sweet as it is, a daily new creation, breaking forth, and calling all that

have life, and breath, and being, to new adoration, new enjoyments, and

new gratitude.

At Marshfield, after visiting the animals, which, like him

self, slept no more at this hour, he usually went to his library

and wrote his letters for the day, or did any other needful in

tellectual work until he was called to breakfast. This meal

being over, which he much enjoyed, if he had guests in the

house, he provided for their amusement during the forenoon,

and then went out among his laborers. Whatever was doing

on the farm, he knew, and who was doing it. How it should

be done had been directed by him the night before. He went

among them, not so much to stimulate their diligence, as to
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enjoy a passion for the work itself. It was one of his supreme

pleasures to yoke a string of sturdy oxen to some great plough,

and, guiding it by his own hand, to break the soil in a man

ner that would have commanded the admiration of "cattle-

show" committees. He wanted always large pieces of work

to be done with vigor, skill, and promptitude. Nothing less

satisfied his strong and energetic nature. Dinner was usually

at four o'clock. In the afternoon he drove out, or went to the

beach, to see the fishing-craft come in from their adventures.

In the evening, whist, of which he was fond, closed the day,

and he was generally in bed at ten o'clock.

This kind of life was, however, often varied by fishing and

shooting, which, to him, were real excitements. He was a

keen sportsman. Until past the age of sixty-five he was a

capital "shot," and the feathered game in his neighborhood

was, of course, purely wild. He used to say, after he had been

in England, that shooting in " preserves " seemed to him very

much like going out and murdering the barn-door fowl. His

shooting was of the woodcock, the wild duck, and the various

marsh birds that frequent the coast of ISTew England. He cast

a " fly " with as much skill as any one who ever landed a trout.

But his great delight was on the sea. He always kept a well-

appointed fishing-boat, of which Seth Peterson was the steers

man. If he had guests of the same taste, he took them with

him, but more frequently Peterson was his sole companion,

and at such times Peterson and Mr. Webster were like any

other " shipmates." Long before the sun had thrown his rays

over the surface of the ocean, their sail could be seen, as it

made its way toward the increasing light, and, long after the

darkness again enveloped both sea and land, they groped their

way back to the shore. Their spoil was the halibut and all the

various tribes of the "cod" that are known to the cold waters

of Massachusetts Bay. "Whenever Mr. Webster had been

" out," the neighbors knew whose thoughtfulness sent the

grateful gifts to their doors.

During the present summer he enjoyed this mode of life

with less interruption than he had suffered for many years.

But in the course of it he had to prepare and deliver an address

on the completion of the Bunker Hill Monument. Seventeen
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years had elapsed since the corner-stone of this celebrated

obelisk was laid, with words of his, which had become im-

perishably associated, in every part of the Union, with the

event which it was designed to commemorate. The first

Bunker Hill Oration may be said to have built the monument,

for it had invested that great undertaking with an interest and

a solemnity which kept it in this long interval from falling into

public neglect, and which enabled its projectors and their suc

cessors, at last, to complete the most imposing monumental

structure that had then been raised upon this continent. It was

fit, therefore, that his eloquence should crown the work. The

second Bunker Hill Address is naturally less impassioned than

the first, but it is a discourse filled with a sober beauty,

and with a very impressive statement of the true and peculiar

principle of the American Eevolution, and of the systems of

Government which, derived through that Revolution from

English sources, were confirmed and established by it.1

With the autumn came pressing professional engagements,

some of which kept him for several weeks in the city of New

York. "While there he wrote to Mrs. Paige : " Do not wonder

if you hear of me making a sudden expedition to Western ."New

York, to be gone four days. There are to be cattle and sheep

at Rochester." In fact, there was to be a great fair at Roches

ter, under the auspices of the New York State Agricultural

Society.

The president of the society, Mr. Wadsworth, who died as

General Wadsworth, of Geneseo, had earnestly requested Mr.

Webster to be present. No great urgency was needed, how

ever, to draw him to a region where exhibitions were to be

made of the condition and results of agriculture, such as could

be displayed by the farmers of New York. A rumor that he

was to be present drew together an immense concourse of

people, estimated in the public prints of the time to have been

thirty thousand. He arrived on the second day of the exhibi

tion, the 20th of September, and in the evening was present at

an entertainment given by the officers of the society. He was

toasted as "the Farmer of Marshfield," and in response he

1 This address is contained in Works, i., 83, et seq. It was delivered on the 17th

of June, 1843.
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made a speech, avoiding political topics, and treating exclu

sively 'of the industrial pursuits of the country, and their

mutual relations. In the course of the evening a gentleman

from Pennsylvania made some allusion to the financial embar

rassments of that State and the burden of her public debt,

This brought Mr. Webster again to his feet. He said :

" Mr. President and gentlemen, what are the credit and character of this

glorious country, to which we all belong, abroad ? "We are rich ; we are

powerful; we have all the means of accomplishing whatever virtuous

human desire can embrace. But what is our credit ? And I am not one

of those disposed to complain of or to stigmatize in any way the efforts of

the States of this great Union, who have sought for funds abroad to carry

on their enterprises and improvements which their sense of utility has

projected. On the contrary, I think that the circumstances of the times

and the necessities of the case may justify; at least, to a considerable

extent, the engagements into which some of the States, especially the

Western States, have entered abroad. Among those which have thus

justifiably become involved, is the State of Pennsylvania, the richest State

in the Union, in my judgment—perhaps I ought to except New York—

but taking her mineral, commercial, and agricultural facilities into con

sideration, I do not know on the face of the earth, excepting England, a

richer State than Pennsylvania. [Governor Seward—' Take off her debt ! ']

My friend, Governor Seward, says, ' Take off her debt.' Her debt—her

debt. What can be the debt of a State like Pennsylvania, that she should

not be able to pay it-—that she cannot pay it, if she will but take from her

pocket the money that she has in it? England's debt is -engrafted upon

her very soil ; she is bound down to the very earth by it ; and it will affect

England and Englishmen to the fiftieth generation. But the debt of

Pennsylvania—the debt of Illinois—the debt of any State in this Union,

amounts not to a sixpence in comparison. Let us be Americans ! but let

us avoid, as we despise, the character of an acknowledged insolvent com

munity. What importance is it what other nations say of us, or what

they think of us, if they can, nevertheless, say, * You don't pay your debts ? '

Now, gentlemen, I belong to Massachusetts ; but if I belonged to a deeply-

indebted State, I would work these ten fingers to their stumps—I would

hold plough, I would drive plough, I would do both, before it should be

said of the State to which I belonged, that she did not pay her debts.

That is the true principle—let us act upon it—let us 'go it' to its full

extent. If it costs us our comforts, let us sacrifice our comforts ; if it costs

us our farms, let us mortgage our farms. But do not let it be said by the

proud capitalists of England, i You do not pay your debts ! You repub

lican governments do not pay your debts.' Let us say to them, ' We will

pay them, we will pay them to the uttermost farthing.' That is my firm

conviction of what we ought to do. That is my opinion ; and water cannot
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drown, fire cannot burn it out of me. If America owes a debt, let her pay

it—let her pay it. What I have is ready for the sacrifice. What you

have, I know, would be ready for the sacrifice. At any rate, and at any

sacrifice, do not let it be said on the exchanges of London or Paris—do

not let it be said in any one of the proud monarchies of Europe—' America

owes, and cannot or will not pay.' God forbid ! Let us pay—let us pay.

Let us say to them, ' Produce your bond, and take your money, principal

and interest. Add it all up and take your money.' Let us say to them,

' We are not your slaves ; we are not paupers ; we will not be your debtors ;

we will pay. Produce your bond—here is your money—take it.' And

until this is done, my friends, you and I cannot feel as if we could draw a

free breath. I do not want to be indebted to the capitalists of Europe ;

if we owe them any thing, let them produce their bill. If my professional

earnings are of any worth—if they are wanted—if my farm is wanted—if

the conveniences of life for myself, for my wife and children, are wanted—■

so far as I am concerned, so far as America is concerned, come and take

them. That is the right ground to take, and let us take it. In the North

and South, in the East and West, if there live any v/ho are descended from

the fathers of the Revolution, any in whose veins runs a drop of their blood,

and in whose hearts lives a particle of their proud spirit, let them rise up

and say that, if we owe Europe, Europe shall be paid. I wish to breathe

the breath of an independent man. A citizen of a proud and honored

country, I abhor the idea that my daily happiness is to be marred by the

consciousness that any thing disgraceful hangs on the country or any part

of it. Let us, gentlemen, be proud of our country ; but let us preserve for

that country the character of a just and debt-paying nation. Let it never

be said, among the nations of Europe, that the United States of America—

the nation that had its birth in the glorious scenes of '76—the country of

Washington—the example and great type of all modern republics—cannot,

or will not, pay its debts ! "

A considerable change had now taken place among the

Whigs of Massachusetts, in regard to the course which had

been pursued toward Mr. Webster in the previous autumn.

Many persons began to see that a great political mistake had

been made in giving the voice of the party in Massachusetts to

Mr. Clay as their candidate for the presidency, wholly in ad

vance of the assembling of a National Convention. The attacks

on Mr. Webster had not, indeed, wholly ceased. The profound

question continued to be agitated, whether Mr. Webster was a

" Whig." If the impression could be kept up, that, by remain

ing in Mr. Tyler's Cabinet, his standing in the party had been

impaired, his friends could not effect his nomination in 1844.

The folly of all this, as well as its injustice, was perceived by a

54
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large body of the Massachusetts Whigs, and there began to be

a great anxiety among them to have Mr. Webster reappear

upon the political stage. It was certain that the Whigs of the

Union would select him or Mr. Clay as their candidate. If

Mr. Olay were to be nominated, there was scarcely a proba

bility that he could be chosen if Mr. Webster were to stand

aloof and withhold his support. If in any way the action of

the Whigs in Massachusetts, in the autumn of 1843, by which

they had ostentatiously slighted Mr. Webster, and declared

Mr. Clay to be their choice, could be annulled, so that the

delegates of his own State could demand his nomination by the

National Convention, the pretence, that he had ceased to be a

Whig, must of course be abandoned by Massachusetts politi

cians and presses. This very obvious necessity led to an earnest

request to Mr. Webster to be present at a Whig convention

that was to meet at Andover on the 9th of November, 1843.

On some accounts he was not much disposed to accede to

this request. The idea that he had ceased to be a Whig,

which meant, if it meant any thing, that he had changed his

opinions respecting the principles on which the Government

ought to be administered, and the measures that ought to be

adopted, was one that he did not feel it became him to repel.

His opinions on all public questions were too well known to

require repetition. So far as he had changed at all, he had

frankly made known that change. He had said publicly that

a Bank of the United States on the old plan had ceased to be

a practicable measure. But he had modified none of his long-

cherished opinions respecting the power and duty of the Gen

eral Government to regulate the currency, or the power and

duty of affording incidental protection to domestic manufac

tures in laying duties, or the distribution of the proceeds of the

public lands, or on any other question that was supposed to be

a part of the public policy of the Whigs. But there was one

question not yet before the public, and in respect to which the

two parties had therefore as yet no party policy, in regard to

which Mr. Webster could not know what course would be

taken by the party with which he had long acted. From the

day when Texas became independent of Mexico, clown to this

time, he had never lost sight of the probability that in some
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way an effort would be made to bring her into this Union.

While he was a member of Mr. Tyler's Cabinet the annexation

of Texas was more than once a subject of informal conversation

with the President, who was in favor of it, but no action upon

it was attempted so long as Mr. Webster remained there.

That it might be taken up after he left the Department of

State, he knew, but he did not know how far the Whig party

could be relied upon to resist it. Still he entertained the

belief that, if effective opposition to the annexation of Texas

were to come from any quarter, it must come from that party.

For this reason alone, and in order that no excuse might

exist for denying his right to shape on this subject the counsels,

and influence the action, of a party whose obligations to him

were so great, he consented once more to vindicate his per

sonal title to be regarded as a Whig. He did this because he

was looking far forward to the hour when the political course

of the Whig party and the welfare of the country for an indefi

nite future w^ere to be involved for good or for evil in a ques

tion, the development of which he believed to be near at hand.

Yet, he could assign these motives to no one; for, at this

moment, his anxieties on the subject of Texas had to be buried

in his own bosom. On this account, when he consented to go

to Andover, and when he had delivered the speech which he

made there, it appeared as if he had no other object than to

reinstate himself with the Whig party. This object he had;

but it was also his object, beyond and above all others, to pro

duce union and harmony in their ranks, to show them that, in

respect to all their known and acknowledged principles, he was

now what he had ever been, in order that he might be able, when

the necessity should arise, to influence them in regard to a

measure which he believed would be fraught with great evils

to this country, and on which all his previous political history,

and all. his personal situation, would enable him to do what no

other statesman in the country could do, in enforcing upon the

intelligence of the people the solid objections to such a step.

The Andover speech was, of course, confined to a discussion

of questions connected with the currency, the tariff, and the

public lands. With reference to himself, the speech closed as

follows :
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" I am not a candidate for any office in the gift of the Government, or

in the gift of the people. I haye not been named for any office at my own

suggestion, or, indeed, recently with my own previous knowledge. I am

a private citizen, and that condition will never be changed by any move

ment or effort made for that purpose by myself, or at my suggestion. In

my opinion nominations for the high offices of the country should come,

if they come at all, from the free and spontaneous exercise of that re

spect and confidence which the people themselves may feel. All solici

tations of such nominations, and all canvassing for such high trusts, 1

regard as equally inconsistent with personal dignity and derogatory to the

character of the institutions of the country.

" As a private man, I hold my opinions on public subjects. They are

all such, in their great features and general character, as I have ever held.

It is as impossible that I should tread back the path of my political

opinions, as that I should retrace, step by step, the progress of my natural

life, until I should find myself again a youth. On the leading questions

arising under our constitutions and forms of government ; on the impor

tance of maintaining the separation of powers, which those constitutions

establish; on the great principles of such a policy as shall promote all

interests, maintain general harmony in the country, and perpetuate the

blessings of political and religious liberty—my opinions, the result of no

little study, and some experience, have become part of myself. They are

identified with all my habits of thought and reflection, and though I may

change my views of particular measures, or not deem the same measures

equally proper at all times, yet I am sure it is quite impossible I should

ever take such a view, either of the public interest or of my own duty, as

should lead to a departure from any cardinal principles.

"As a private man I am ready to do all in my power to uphold prin

ciples which I have ever deemed important, and to support measures

which the public interest, in my judgment, requires. And as measures

cannot be accomplished without the agency of men, I am, of course, en

tirely willing to support the men of the highest character, most unexcep

tionable principles, and who may be most able to take an efficient and

successful lead in such measures. And here, perhaps, I ought to pause.

But the gentlemen who invited me to this meeting were pleased to express

their approbation of my conduct in remaining in the Cabinet at Washing

ton after the other members, originally appointed by General Harrison,

had withdrawn. I should not have alluded to this subject, gentlemen, on

this occasion, but for the reference which the committee have made to it.

I am aware that there are many persons in the country, having feelings not

unfriendly toward me, personally, and entertaining all proper respect for

my public character, who yet think I ought to have left the Cabinet with

my colleagues. I do not .complain of any fair exercise of opinion in this

respect; and if, by such persons as I have referred to, explanation be

\desired of any thing in the past, or any thing in my present opinions,

it will be readily and cheerfully given. On the other hand, those who
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deal only in coarse vituperation, and satisfy their sense of candor and

justice, simply by the repetition of the charge of dereliction of duty, and

infidelity to Whig principles, are not entitled to the respect of an answer

from me. The burning propensity to censure and reproach, by which such

persons seem to be actuated, would probably be somewhat rebuked, if they

knew by wdiose advice, and with whose approbation, I resolved on staying

in the Cabinet.

" Gentlemen, I could not but be sensible that great responsibility

attached to the course which I adopted. It was a moment of great

excitement. A most unfortunate difference had broken out between the

President and the Whig members of Congress. Much exasperation had

been produced, and the whole country wTas in a very inflamed state. No

man of sense can suppose, that, without strong motives, I should wish to

differ in conduct from those with whom I had long acted; and as for

those persons whose charity leads them to seek for such motive in the

hope of personal advantage, neither their candor nor their sagacity de

serves any thing but contempt. I admit, gentlemen, that if a very strong

desire to be instrumental and useful in accomplishing a settlement of our

difficulties with England, which had then risen to an alarming height,

and appeared to be approaching a crisis—if this be a personal motive,

then I confess myself to have been influenced by a personal motive. The

imputation of any other personal motive, the charge of seeking any selfish

advantage, I repel with utter scorn.

" To be sure, it excites contempt, but hardly any thing so respectful as

regret or indignation, when persons, capable of no effort in any cause but

that of making a noise, and with no other merit than that of interested

partisanship—men, indeed, yet reeking from their labors in the support of

the most questionable measures of General Jackson's Administration, and

others, still odorous with the perfumes of the sub-treasury—distend their

throats, and admonish the country to beware of Mr. Webster's infidelity to

Whig principles.

" Gentlemen, I thought I saw an opportunity of doing the State some

service, and I ran the risk of the undertaking. I certainly do not regret

it, and never shall regret it. And it is in no spirit of boasting or vain

glory, it is from no undue feeling of self-respect, that I say now, that I

am ready to leave it to the public judgment to decide whether my

remaining in the Cabinet was best for the country ; or, on the other hand,

whether my leaving it would have been better for the country.

u On this question I am in the judgment of this generation and the

next generation, and am willing that my name and fame and character

shall abide the result."

The reader can now understand why he took so independ

ent a position, and why he so explicitly declared that his

situation as a private man would be changed by no act of his
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own. Whatever parties might do, whomsoever the Whigs, in

national convention, might select as their candidate, he meant

to be untrammelled when the question of Texas should be

sprung upon the country. If the nomination were to be

tendered to himself, he was determined to receive it only upon

the condition that he should carry into the office his well-

known opposition to that measure.

What he had foreseen was soon to take place. Whoever

would appreciate Mr. Webster's anxiety on this subject must

remember that this very summer had witnessed the formation

of a political party in the North, the avowed object of which

was to effect the abolition of slavery. This organization^

known as-" The Liberty Party," assembled at Buffalo on the

30th of August, 1843, and nominated a candidate for the presi

dency, upon a declaration of principles which plainly evinced

their purpose not to regard either the restraints or the positive

commands of the Constitution in promoting an agitation that

should end in the removal of slavery. This movement was at

first regarded by many politicians of the two great national

parties with contempt. Mr. Webster never did so regard it.

He knew the nature of the sentiment which it sought to enlist ;

he knew, and had long known, that the incorporation of Texas

into this Union was to effect a large increase of the area of

slavery ; and that it would become impossible to carry on the

Federal Government, after that measure had been consum

mated, without the presence of two antagonistic political forces,,

the one in the North and the other in the South—the one

attacking, the other defending, slavery—-a condition of things

that would be attended with extreme hazard to the peace

and well-being of the Union.

How Mr. Webster was affected by the discovery, in the

course of the succeeding winter, of the fact that the Executive

Government of the United States was even now meditating

this project, can be best described in the words of another : l

" In May, 1843, Mr. Webster, as will be remembered, resigned his place

in President Tyler's Cabinet. His position there had, for some time, been

1 The passage which follows is taken among the papers of Mr. Webster's liter-

from the MS. Reminiscences written by ary executors, with which they have

Mr. Ticknor, in 1852, and. then placed since remained.
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an uncomfortable one. On the dissolution of General Harrison's Cab-

met, in consequence of his death, in April, 1841,- and the troubles that

followed, he alone had remained in office. This circumstance dissat

isfied many persons at the North. The Atlas newspaper assailed him

for it. But he maintained himself with firmness, and negotiated with

Lord Ashburton the treaty which was ratified the 9th of August, 1842.

Many persons of influence thought he should have resigned at that

time.1

"Prom the time of his resignation, rmtil the 4th of March, 1845, Mr,

Webster held no political office, but was looked upon with distrust by

many persons of his own party at the North, who favored Mr. Clay's pre

tensions to the presidency, and who were displeased that Mr. Webster had

not followed Mr. Clay's opinions and party in the summer of 1841.

" But, though not in office, Mr. Webster was in Washington attending

the Supreme Court of the United States, during a part of the winter of

1843-'44. While he was there rumors reached Boston, and articles ap

peared in the National Intelligencer, intimating that a project was on foot

for the annexation of Texas. Mr. Webster's opposition to every thing of

the sort had been known to the country from the date of his speech at

New York in 1837, and I suppose that my conversations with him had

led me to hold similar opinions. At any rate, when I read the articles in

the Intelligencer, I became alarmed. A few days afterward, meeting Mr.

Webster in State Street, and knowing that he was fresh from Washington

—for, until I saw him, I supposed him to be still there—I asked him, as we

walked along together, whether there was any foundation for the reports

we had received on the subject of Texas ) I felt his arm press mine spas

modically, as he said in a low tone, but with great emphasis, ' That is not

a matter to be talked about in the street ; come to me this evening at Mr.

Paige's, and I will tell you all about it.'

" I went at the time appointed. He was in his chamber alone. He

looked concerned and troubled. He said, at once, 'It is a long story. I

must make a speech to you about it, as bad as a Congressional speech.'

And he began abruptly, by saying, that he and Mr. Upshur, notwithstand

ing the difference of their political opinions, had always been good friends,

and that one day when he was sitting with that gentleman, who was then

Secretary of State in Mr. Webster's place, he told him that he thought Mr.

1 The persons here referred to were Not long before the period referred

some of those who had sustained Mr. to by Mr. Ticknor, Mr. Webster, who

Webster in remaining in office until the took his own time about resigning, with-

treaty should be concluded, but who con- out heeding the clamor of his party, had

sidered that he ought to have retired as been in Boston, and intimated to Mr.

soon as the treaty was made. As he did Ticknor his intention to resign before

not do so, but continued in office, in six weeks should be passed. When the

order to dispose of the questions still news of his resignation came, it was re-

requiring his care, it began to be said ceived with some surprise by those who

that he was actuated by ambitious mo- had predicted that he would remain in

tives, and that he remained in office for office until the end of President Tyler's

selfish purposes. term.
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Tyler was going on unwisely. Mr. Upshur replied, that lie was of the same

mind, and that he was so little satisfied with the condition of affairs, that

' he would not continue in office a fortnight if he had not a particular ob

ject to accomplish.' Mr. Webster said, that he conjectured in a moment

what this object must be. His phrase was, ' I felt Texas go through me.'

He said, however, nothing further to Mr. Upshur upon the matter ; but, in

two days, he said, that he knew all about it. He went on earnestly, telling

me that he was astounded at the boldness of the Government. They had

absolutely been negotiating with^Mr. Van Zandt about Texas, which then

anxiously desired the protection of the United States against a threatened

invasion from Mexico, and had persuaded our Government to agree to

give such protection, so far as was possible, by the United States vessels

then in the Gulf of Mexico, if that invasion should take place. We might,

therefore, Mr. Webster said, be in a war with Mexico at any time, with or

without the authority of Congress ; and he did not doubt the Administra

tion would be willing to have such a war. Indeed, he said that he felt

sure war would be the inevitable consequence of any annexation of Texas

without the consent of Mexico. He then went on and described the

troubles that would follow any great enlargement of our territory in the

Southern direction. He thought it would endanger the Union. He be

came very much excited. He walked up and down the room fast and

uneasily. He said he had not been able to sleep at night, and that he

could think of little else in the day. He had written two of the editorial

articles which I had read in the Intelligencer, and with great difficulty,

after long conversations with Mr. Gales, had persuaded him to insert them

and to take full ground against any annexation of Texas. At his earnest

request also, Mr. Winthrop had introduced a resolution on the subject in

the House of Representatives,1 and as he passed through New York he

"House of Representatives, it, though he believed there were others

" March U,18U. who m knQW> He feared th&t therQ

k annexation or texas. was something serious in this matter.

" Mr. Winthrop (to whom the atten- He was almost afraid that the gentle-

tion of the reporter was not at the mo- man from South Carolina intended to

ment directed) rose chiefly to reply to try the temper of the House and the

one remark which had fallen from the country by throwing out the idea, as he

gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. (Mr. W.) had said, half in jest, half in

Holmes). The remark seemed to have earnest. And the gentleman from Ohio

been made, partly in jest, partly in ear- (Mr. Weller) had commented upon it,

nest; yet there were some subjects that not exactly in the terms which he (Mr.

were too solemn in their character, and too W.) would like to have heard from a

momentous in the consequences they in- Representative of that State. He be-

volvecl, to be even thus adverted to with- lieved that there was no little danger

out eliciting the most serious feeling. He that the people of the country were

alluded to the idea thrown out by the gen- about to be taken by surprise on this

tleman, that this institution [West Point] subject of the annexation of Texas; he

ought to be sustained because the an- believed that the momentous project,

nexation of Texas was the settled policy which, in his judgment, would endanger

of this Government. Who settled it'? the stability of the Union, and which

Not, he would undertake here to say, was utterly abhorrent to the feelings of

not the people or the Representatives the people in his section of the country,

of the people. They knew nothing about was at this moment in a train of secret
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(Mr. Webster) "had engaged Mr. Charles King to take, the same ground,

and had left with hirn more than one article to be published in the news

paper of which Mr. King was the editor. His object, he said, was to

rouse the whole North upon the subject. Up to that time there had been

little difference between the political parties in New England and New

York on the whole matter. Their Legislatures, particularly that of Massa

chusetts, in 1843, with hardly a dissenting voice, had pronounced the

annexation of Texas unconstitutional and unjustifiable. The Legislature

of 1844 was of the same mind, and had passed similar resolutions. Not

a single newspaper in the country, Mr. Webster believed, had then come

out in its favor, and few had failed to denounce it. This state of feeling,

which he well understood and explained to me, he was urgently desirous

to continue and to strengthen. An election was about to take place in

Connecticut, and he alluded to it. He said that, if it was in his power, he

would make the Texas question an element in its decision. 'If I had the

means,' he said, ' 1 would send men to Connecticut who should run

through the State from side to side, with their arms stretched out, crying,

and stealthy negotiation. He hoped that

a call would be made upon the Executive

for information.

" Mr. Black rose to a question of rel

evancy, which gave rise to a brief con

versation.

" Mr. Winthrop said he should have

concluded what he had to say by this

time if the gentleman had not interposed.

He had stated his fears ; he had stated

what, in his opinion, it was the duty of

this House to do. And he would now

only add, in answer to the argument of

the gentleman from South Carolina, that

if he (Mr. W.) believed this academy was

intended to be used by. way of any aid to

the Government in a war with Mexico,

arising out of the annexation of Texas,

he would, this instant, give his vote to

level it to the ground.

(" From the National Intelligencer',

March 16, 1844.")

"House of Representatives,

" March 15, 1844.

" ANNEXATION OP TEXAS.

" Mr. Winthrop rose and said that

he wished to move a suspension of the

rules, for the purpose of introducing res

olutions on a subject which, in his judg

ment, ought to be brought, at* an early

day, to the solemn consideration of this

House and of this country. He thought

it was high time that it was understood

by the Representatives of the people, and

by the people themselves, whether the

annexation of Texas was the settled policy

of this Government. He had expressed

his apprehensions on this subject yester

day, and it would be out of order for him

to go further now. But he desired to

have the yeas and nays on the motion to

suspend the rules.

" The resolutions are in the following

words :

"Resolved, That no proposition for

the annexation of Texas to the United

States ought to be made, or assented to,

by this Government. .

"Resolved, That the House will re

solve itself into a Committee of the

Whole on the State of the Union, for the

consideration of the above resolution, on

Wednesday, the 20th instant, and that

said resolution be made the special order

of the day until disposed of.

" Mr. Payne (before the reading of

the resolutions had been concluded)

moved that they be laid on the table.

" [Cries of l Hear them read, hear

them read.']

" The reading having been concluded :

" Mr. Black, of Georgia, Mr. Thomp

son, of Mississippi, and other members,

objected to the reception of the resolu

tions.

" Mr. Winthrop said he had moved a

suspension of the rules that they might

be received.

" Mr. Willis Green said he thought

this was a question with which this

House had nothing to do at present ; he

should therefore vote no.

" The yeas and nays were then or

dered."
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Texas, Texas ; ' and he suited the action to the word in the most fervent

and impressive manner.

" But what Mr. Webster told me he had received almost entirely from

private and confidential sources, and nothing but his own convictions on

the subject, without their grounds and proofs, could be communicated to

the public. He could say that he was himself alarmed, but not why he

was alarmed. At his request, however, I went the same evening to see

Mr. Brimmer, then Mayor of Boston, in order to communicate to him these

anxieties and apprehensions, and to say that Mr. Webster wished to con

verse with him upon the subject. Mr. Brimmer was not at home; but so

earnest had been Mr. Webster's expressions to me, and so much had he

alarmed me upon the great ultimate danger that would result from the

annexation of Texas, that I followed Mr. Brimmer to Mr. T. G. Cary's,

where he was passing the evening, and communicated to him as much as

I was permitted to repeat of what Mr. Webster had told me. Mr. Brimmer

saw Mr. Webster the next day, and was much impressed with the urgency

of the case, so far as Mr. Webster felt at liberty to make it known. Mr.

Webster's object was to get up public meetings in Boston and elsewhere,

and, if possible, to have a convention of all Massachusetts to protest

against the annexation of Texas.

" Mr. Brimmer endeavored to promote this with all his power. Mr. C.

G. Loring, and a few other persons, he told me, assisted him, but persons

of mark and note in the Whig party, with the Atlas newspaper for their

organ, he said, earnestly opposed it. They believed that there was no

real danger of the annexation of Texas. Mr. Mangum, of North Carolina,

then a leading Whig member of the Senate, assured them that there was

none ; besides which, they feared any movement of the sort would operate

unfavorably upon the prospects for the presidency of Mr. Clay, who, as

they supposed, would be the next candidate, and whose nomination, they

feared, Mr. Webster might be too anxious to defeat. They were mistaken

in both. If I ever saw the working of strong and sincere feelings in any

man, I witnessed, at that time, in Mr. Webster, a great patriotism over

leaping all the bounds of party. He foresaw clearly the dangers of the

course that was pursued by so many of the Whigs of this part of New

England, and was deeply distressed at the prospect for his country. He

seemed to have no other feeling.

"About this time, that is, I think, the beginning of April, 1844, I

dined in company with him at the hospitable table of Colonel Thomas H.

Perkins. Mr. 1ST. Appleton, Mr. Edmund Dwight, and several other of the

principal Whigs of Boston, were there. They expressed the opinion that

Texas would never be annexed to the United States. They knew nothing

of the secret history of the negotiations that had been going on at Wash

ington, and Mr. Webster had no right to make them public, or to speak

of them in such a circle, which would have been the same thing. He

expressed his own opinion, however, very strongly, that Texas would be

annexed, if a great effort were not made at the North to prevent it, and
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suggested a public meeting in Boston, and a convention of the State, as

the needful and readiest means to accomplish that object.

" 'Mind,' said he, striking his hand on the table, and a little excited

because some one had expressed a strong opinion to the contrary, ' Mind, I

do not say that Texas will be annexed within a year, but I do say that I

think I see how it can be done, and I have no reason to suppose that the

Administration sees less clearly into the matter than I do.' A slight laugh

followed, expressing an incredulity not quite respectful, and then the con

versation wras changed. Mr. Webster soon went away, and, after he was

gone, one of the gentlemen said, ' He ought to come out for Clay.' JSTo

reply was made, and the party soon broke up.

" On the 1st of March following, not a year from that time, Texas was

substantially annexed to the United States ; and, on the 22d of December

following, Mr. Webster, being then again in the Senate of the United States,

pronounced there that short, but solemn protest against it, which will not

be forgotten."

While lie was at Washington, on professional business,

during this winter of 1844, a third " Grace Webster" was con

signed to the tomb. This was his granddaughter ; the eldest

child of his son Fletcher, who was still in China.

[TO MRS. FLETCHER WEBSTER, AT BOSTON.]

" Washington, February 5, 1844, Monday Morning.

" My dear Daughter : We had no idea that poor Grace was dan

gerously sick, until I received Mr. Paige's letter of January 31st yesterday

morning. It alarmed and shocked us excessively ; and Julia's letter, re

ceived last evening, leaves us to fear that dear Grace is now beyond our

prayers. This blow came wholly unexpected, and gives me great grief, as

it does Mrs. Webster, on our account, as well as on yours, and her dear

absent father's.

" Grace has been greatly beloved by me, and I had hoped to live

myself to see her grow up. Little did I think that she would be called

away before me. She was a great favorite with her grandmother ; and we

were both in hopes of having her shortly with us.

" We can do nothing, my dear daughter, but commend you and your

living children, and their absent father, and ourselves, to the mercy of God.

This is indeed a sad bereavement to us all.

" It is many years since such a stroke has fallen upon our family. I

wish we were with you to unite our tears with yours, and give you what

consolation we might. Poor little Daniel, how will he bear such a loss ?

" I have no other hope than that to-night's mail will tell us of the worst.

Let us resign ourselves, my dear daughter, to the hands of God, in the

assurance that we shall one day meet those, whqm we have loved and lost, in

a happier state. " Your affectionate father,

u Dakiel Webster."
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In the course of this winter, it became manifest that Mr.

Clay was to be selected as the candidate of the- Whigs. Mr.

"Webster received a letter from his friends in New Hampshire,

asking permission to present his name for the Presidential

nomination, subject to the decision of the National Convention

of the Whig Party, which was expected to assemble in the

spring. To this request he returned the following answer :

[TO MESSES. JOHN WAEEEN AND OTHEES.]

" Washington, January 3, 1844.

" Gentlemen : I have received your letter requesting permission to

present my name to the people as a candidate for the office of President of

the United States, subject to the future wise, deliberate action of the Whig

National Convention of 1844.

" It would be disingenuous to withhold an expression of the grateful

feelings awakened by a letter containing such a request, so very numer

ously signed, and coming from among those who have known me through

life. JSTo one can be insensible to the distinction of being regarded by

any respectable number of his fellow-citizens as among those from whom

a choice of President might be made with honor and safety to the coun

try. The office of President is an office, the importance of which cannot

be too highly estimated. He who fills it necessarily exercises a great influ

ence not only on all the domestic interests of the country, on its foreign

relations, and the support of its honor and character among the nations

of the earth, but on that which is of the very highest import to the hap

piness of the people, the maintenance of the Constitution itself, and the

prosperous continuance of the Government under it.

u Our systems are peculiar, and while capable, as experience has shown,

of producing the most favorable results under a wise and cautious adminis

tration, they are, nevertheless, exposed to peculiar dangers.

" We have six and twenty states, each possessing within itself powers

of government, limited only by the Constitution of the United. States ;

and we have a General Government, to which are confided high trusts to

be exercised for the benefit of the people of all the States. It is obvious

that this division of powers, itself the result of a novel and most delicate

political operation, can be preserved only by the exercise of wisdom and

pure patriotism. The Constitution of the United States stands on the

basis of the people's choice. It must remain on that basis so long as it

remains at all. The veneration and love which are entertained for it will

be increased by every instance of wise, prudent, impartial, and parental

administration.

" On the other hand, they will be diminished by every administration

which shall cherish local divisions, devote itself to local interests, seek

to bend the influence of the Government to personal or partisan purposes
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or which shall forget that all patriotism is false and spurious which does

not look with equal eye to the interests of the whole country, and all its

parts present and to come. I hardly know what an American statesman

should so much deprecate, on his own account, as well as on the account

of his country, as that the Constitution of the United States, now the

glory of our country, and the admiration of the world, should become

weakened in its foundations, perverted in its principles, or fallen and sunk

in a nation's regard and a nation's hopes, by his own follies, errors, or

mistakes. The Constitution was made for the good of the country ; this

the people know. Its faithful administration promotes that good ; this

the people know. The people will themselves defend it against all foreign

powers, and all open force, and they will rightfully hold to a just and

solemn account those to whom they may commit it, and in whose hands

it shall be found to be shorn of a single beam of its honor, or deprived of

a particle of its capacity for usefulness. It was made for an honest people,

and they expect it to be honestly administered. At the present moment it

is an object of general respect, confidence, and affection. Questions have

arisen, however, and are likely to arise again, upon the extent of its powers

or upon the line which separates the functions of the General Government

from those of the State governments ; and these questions will require,

Whenever they may occur, not only firmness, but much discretion, prudence,

and impartiality, at the hand of the National Executive. Extreme coun

sels or extreme opinions on either side would be very likely, if followed or

adopted, to break up the well-adjusted balance of the whole. And he who

has the greatest confidence in his own judgment, or the strongest reliance

on his own good fortune, may yet be well diffident of his ability to dis

charge the duties of his trust in such a manner as shall promote the public

prosperity or advance his own reputation.

" But, gentlemen, while the office of President is quite too high to be

sought by personal solicitation, or for private ends and objects, it is not

to be declined, if proffered by the voluntary desire of a free people.

" It is now more than thirty years since you and your fellow-citizens of

New Hampshire assigned me a part in political affairs. My public con

duct since that period is known. My opinions on the great questions now

most interesting to the country are well known. The constitutional prin

ciples which I have endeavored to maintain are also known. If these

principles and these opinions, now not likely to be materially changed,

should recommend me to further marks of public regard and confidence,

I should not withhold myself from compliance with the general will.

" But I have no pretensions of my own to bring forward, and trust

that no friends of mine would, at any time, use mj name for the purpose

of preventing harmony among those whose general political opinions con

cur, or for any cause whatever but a conscientious regard to the good of

the country. It is obvious, gentlemen, that, at the present moment, the

tendency of opinion among those to be represented in the convention is

generally and strongly set in another direction. I think it my duty,
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therefore, under existing circumstances, to request those who may feel a

preference for me not to indulge in that preference, nor oppose any

obstacle to the leading wishes of political friends, or to united and cor

dial efforts for the accomplishment of those wishes.

" The election of the next autumn must involve, in general, the same

principles and the same questions that belonged to that of 1840. The

cause I conceive to be the true cause of the country, its paramount pros

perity, and all its great interests ; the cause of its peace and honor, the

cause of good government, true liberty, and the preservation and integrity

of the Constitution ; and none should despair of its success.

"I am, gentlemen, with sentiments of sincere regard,

" Your obliged and obedient servant,

" Daniel Webster."

Soon after this the following correspondence took place

between Mr. "Webster and the Hon. David Sears, of Boston,

respecting Mr. Webster's return to the Senate in the place of

Mr. Choate, who wished to resign :

[TO MR. WEBSTER.]

" Boston, With January\ 1844.

" My dear Sir : Some of your friends here, members of the General

Court, now in session, are desirous of knowing your views in relation to a

seat in the Senate of the United States, made vacant by the resignation

of Mr. Choate, which is to take effect on the 1st of March next.

" It is believed, if you were to allow yourself to be nominated for this

office, that you would unite in harmony the friends of good government

on all sides, and that your being a candidate would cheer and strengthen

the efforts of those who are now laboring, and who must continue to

labor, to check the onward course of that misrule and corruption which

still eminently threaten us.

" Your devotion to the true interests of your country and your readi

ness to make a personal sacrifice for her welfare are well known ; and

every man of reflection is now sensible, and feels the importance of your

labors, when, as Secretary of State, you were the peacemaker of the

nation, and steadily worked for the good of the Commonwealth unde

terred by abuse, desertion, and reproach.

" From what has been, may we not hope for what will be ; and, seeing

your country in a greater danger, will you not again come forward as her

ftest reserve, and, regardless of personal considerations, gain for us a second

time the objects of our struggle ?

"By the approaching presidential choice, the, three great questions

of internal improvement,, sub-treasury, and domestic labor, are to be

decided, involving in their details, for weal or for woe, the thousand inter

ests of agriculture and commerce and the happiness or misery of millions.
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The selection must be made between Henry Clay and Maitin Van Buren.

No alternative seems left to the people. The other prominent candidates

are either already withdrawn, or their friends, despairing of their success,

are prepared to yield them up, and leave the field clear to these two

gentlemen. The number of votes they each can command is approaching

to a balance, and a single additional impulse may turn the scale. What,

under these circumstances, can you advise, and how, in your judgment,

shall we best sei ve our country ?

" Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

"David Seaks.

" Hon. Daniel Webster, Washington."

[TO MR. SEARS.]

" Washington, February 5, 1844.

'' My dear Sir : Your letter of the 27th of January has been some

days before me, and I have reflected on its contents. Indeed, similar sug

gestions had been made to me from other quarters.

" I suppose it is true that Mr. Choate intends to leave the Senate some

time in March, or perhaps not till April. The term for which Mr. Choate

was elected will expire in March, 1845. There will, therefore, remain only

the remnant of this session and the short session of next winter. I doubt

whether any thing important will be done, or seriously attempted, this

session, except on the subject of the tariff, and I hope that may not be suc

cessfully assailed.

" Before next session a new President will be chosen, and the greater

part of a new Congress, so that an expiring Congress, with an expiring

administration, would hardly be likely to venture on great public meas

ures, especially as one House seems an effectual check on the other.

" Under these circumstances, my dear sir, I do not see, even supposing

me capable of performing an important part in public affairs, that I could

be in any considerable degree useful in the Senate for this session or the

next. And there are weighty private reasons which render it desirable

that I should not for some time be charged with responsible public

duties.

" I will not affect to deny that, if all other things favored, I should

prefer suitable public employment to returning to the bar at my age. I

have seen enough of courts of law to desire to be in and among them no

more. But my affairs require attention, and the means of living, you

know, must be had. ... If in the Senate, I should have time to attend

to affairs private and personal, but not to affairs professional.

" I may say to you, in confidence, that I am now earning and receiving

fifteen thousand dollars a year from my profession, which must be almost

entirely sacrificed by a return to the Senate. I am sanguine enough to

hope for better times and a better state of things, in which I may turn

some considerable remnants of property to good account. And if, after
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this Congress, it should seem to friends desirable that I should be in the

Senate, and I should be able to see that I could possibly afford it, I should

probably feel it right to put myself at their disposition. But, for the

remnant of this year, and until March of the next, I cannot but think it

more important to me that I should remain where I am, than it can be to

the country that I should return to the Senate.

" I have said more, my dear sir, than was perhaps necessary ; but your

letter manifests much kindness and good feeling on your part. I value

your friendship highly, and have thought it right, therefore, to give you

my thoughts frankly and in full.

" Yours very truly,

" Daniel Webster."

Among the professional engagements to which he was now

devoting himself there occurred the case of Stephen Girard's

will. Mr. Girard, a very opulent merchant of Philadelphia,

devised a large property to that city to establish a college for

poor white male orphans between certain ages, excluding

from its offices of instruction and government all ecclesiastics,

missionaries, and ministers of every sect, as well as prohibiting

such persons from ever entering the walls of the college.; and

directing, generally, that the orphans should be instructed in

the principles of morality, leaving them to adopt, on their

entrance into active life, " such religious tenets as their ma

tured reason might enable them to prefer." It was claimed by

Mr. Girard's heirs-at-law that this bequest was void as a limi

tation at law, from the uncertainty of the description of those

who were to receive its benefits ; and that it could only be

supported, if at all, as a charity, according to the principles

which equitable jurisprudence applies to charitable bequests.

On the question, whether this was a charitable bequest, Mr.

Webster delivered, in the Supreme Court of the United States,

an argument in which lie maintained that this bequest was

not a charity, because it was derogatory to the Christian reli

gion, tending to weaken men's conviction of its authority and

importance, and therefore, in its general character, tending to

mischievous and not useful ends. The speech is a very impres

sive exhibition of the relation which the Christian religion,
O 7

through its professional teachers, bears to the instruction of

youth. Mr. Webster argued that it was Mr. Girard's in

tention to exclude all teaching of Christianity from his col
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lege, and that such an institution is not a charity. The

court did not adopt his positions, but upheld the bequest.1

A public request was made to Mr. Webster by a num

ber of gentlemen and clergymen in Washington to publish

this argument. It is contained in the sixth volume of his

Works.

Mr. Webster returned to Boston early in April, and was soon

afterward at Marshfield, busily occupied with two new ploughs.

The Whig National Convention assembled at Baltimore on the

1st of May, 1844, and nominated Mr. Clay for the presidency.

In the winter previous, a treaty, secretly negotiated under

President Tyler, for the annexation of Texas to the United

States, had been submitted to the Senate, and had been rejected,

chiefly for the reason that, as Texas claimed to carry her west

ern boundary to the Bio Grande, a majority of the Senate

justly supposed that, to incorporate her into the United States

with such a claim, would be regarded by Mexico as a cause of

war. But, notwithstanding, this rejection, it was well known

that the project of annexation would not be suffered to sleep ;

that it would enter largely into the political issues of the ap

proaching election, and that the grand motive for effecting it

would be to increase the political power of the slave-holding

section of the Union. In the Democratic party, the friends of

Mr. Van Buren were bent upon making him again their candi

date for the presidency ; but neither he nor his friends were in

favor of the annexation of Texas, inasmuch as they considered

such a step an act of bad faith toward Mexico. Under these

circumstances, it was certain that, if Mr. Van Buren did not

receive the nomination of the Democratic party, it would be

because that party should determine to advocate the annexa

tion of Texas. Its convention had not assembled when the

Whigs nominated Mr. Clay.

1 The decision, on the first point, its being taught by its ministers or other

negatived the position that the bequest sectarian persons. On the question,

was void at law for uncertainty. On the whether a bequest would be good as a

second point, whether it was void as a charity, where the testator had pro-

charity on the grounds contended for by hibited all teaching of the Christian re-

Mr. Webster, the court could escape the ligion by anybody, the court expressed

force of his argument only by arriving no opinion. The judgment of the court

at the conclusion that Mr. Girard did not was pronounced by Mr. Justice Story.—■

intend to exclude the teaching of the (See the second volume of Howard's Reports^

Christian religion, because lie excluded pp. 127, et seq.)

55
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True policy, therefore, as well as principle, should have led

the Whigs to take decided ground on this subject, and to have

selected as their candidate some statesman who could command

the attention of the people of the United States to all the weighty

objections to this measure. There was no such statesman in

their party except Mr. Webster. He, however, had been set

aside by a general acquiescence in the claims of Mr. Clay ; and,

when the Whig nomination came to be formally made, it was

made without the adoption of any party policy whatever on the

subject of Texas. Mr. Clay stood before the country, therefore,

as objecting to the annexation of Texas, simply because that

measure would be offensive to Mexico. On the other hand,

when the Democratic National Convention assembled at Balti

more on the 27th of May, the friends of Mr. Yan Buren,

after a number of ballotings, acquiesced in the nomination of

Mr. Polk, and the annexation of Texas, at the earliest practi

cable period, was distinctly and emphatically proclaimed as

a measure of that party.

Mr. Webster was of course well aware that the party with

which he was to act, if he was to take any part in this canvass,

was thus in a false position on this subject of Texas. He knew

very well that its silence on this question would cost the votes

of thousands who felt as he felt in regard to the increase of

slave territory. But he could not change a condition of things

for which he was in no way responsible ; and he could not hesi

tate when obliged to choose between Mr. Clay and Mr. Polk.

As to all the other principles of public policy proclaimed by the

Whigs, and represented by Mr. Clay as their candidate, they

were exactly what Mr. Webster had always advocated ; and

although Mr. Clay's opposition to the annexation of Texas was

qualified, and was without reference to slavery, it was still an

opposition to the measure itself, while Mr. Clay's personal fit

ness for the presidency was immeasurably superior to that of

his Democratic opponent. It was apparent too, to Mr. Webster,

that, whatever might be the result of the election, he himself

would be in a better position to arouse the country against this

project whenever it should be brought forward for execution, if

he were to enter actively into the canvass in support of Mr.

Clay. ~No Whig administration would dare to adopt it against
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Mr. Webster's resistance, and, if Mr. Polk should become Presi

dent, Mr. Webster would be able to lead all the opposition to

this measure that might have any prospect of being effective.

He determined, therefore, to advocate personally and actively

the election of Mr. Clay. What he had himself experienced at

the hands of a large section of his party, and from many of its

leading presses, he determined to overlook.

This magnanimity it has long been the fashion to depreciate

by the suggestion that he expected to follow Mr. Clay in the

presidency. But, after all that a full examination of his confi

dential correspondence has revealed to me, after some" personal

observation of what was most heavily weighing upon him at

this time in regard to the future, and after a thorough revision

of his whole public conduct, I feel bound to give great promi

nence to this subject of Texas, and to his apprehensions concern

ing its bearing upon the welfare of this country. I believe it

to have been, from the moment of its first suggestion, a matter

of the deepest anxiety to him ; and I am quite confident that I

have presented to the reader striking evidence that, in respect to

this dangerous project, he was animated by a patriotism that

rose far above all the objects of personal ambition. Had he

possessed less forecast as a statesman, had he not foreseen and

foretold w^hat this act was to bring upon us, and had we not seen

the result, we might content ourselves with imputing to his polit

ical conduct the common motives of the politician who seeks for

that line of action which shall best secure his own advancement.

More than once I have said that Mr. Webster desired to be

President ; and this desire remained with him to the last. But

posterity is concerned to know whether this is the key to his

character, the explanation of his life, or the measure of his

acts.

Earnestly and frankly he did all in his power to secure the

election of Mr. Clay. The most important of the speeches which

he made during the canvass—although he made a great many

others—were those which he delivered at Albany, on the 27th

of August, at Philadelphia on the 1st, and at Valley Forge

on the 3d of October. These are all embraced in the second

volume of his Works.

The principal topic discussed in them related to the issue
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between the two parties on the subject of protective tariffs

But although the Whig National Convention, in making its

nomination and in declaring the principles of the party,. had

been silent in regard to Texas, Mr. Webster did not remain

silent on that subject. He went as far as he could go without

reflecting on the position of Mr. Clay. He said> at Yalley

Forge :

" Now, the subject for your serious consideration at this time is the an

nexation of another large territory to the twenty-six states we already

possess. I have seen the dismemberment of Texas from Mexico with much

hope. She sprung into existence of a sudden, perhaps prematurely, but

she seemed competent to sustain herself in her position ; and you and I

and all wished her well, for we wished to see the advancement of human

liberty. Men who set up a government after the plan of our own, and

sincerely take our Washington for their model, are always entitled to our

regard. But, whatever may be our feelings and desires in relation to Texas,

we must not take such a vast extent of territory into our Union without

looking a little into the internal condition of things there, and to the

institutions of that country 1 And it has always appeared to me that the

slavery of the blacks, and the unavoidable increase both of the numbers of

these slaves, and of the duration of their slavery, formed an insuperable

objection to its annexation. For I will do nothing now or at any time that

shall tend to extend the slavery of the African race on this continent.

Now, our opponents are in favor of immediate annexation at all hazards.

The Secretary of State, says, in the correspondence transmitted with the

treaty to the Senate of the United States, that the United States are ready

to take all the responsibility of annexing it immediately ; because, he says,

the annexation of Texas is necessary to preserve the domestic institutions

of the two countries ; that is, to preserve slavery in the United States, and

to preserve slavery in Texas. To secure these objects, the United States

will take all the responsibility.

" Now, slavery in this country stands where the Constitution left it. I

have taken an oath to support the Constitution, and I mean to abide by it.

I shall do nothing to carry the power of the General Government within

the just bounds of the States.

"I shall do nothing to interfere with the domestic institutions of the

South ; and the Government of the United States has no right to inter

fere therewith. But that is a different thing, verj^, from not interfering

to prevent the extension of slavery, by adding a large slave country

to this. Why, where would this lead us to ? Some day England may

become deeply involved in domestic difficulties, and the people of the

North may want the annexation of Canada. We have territory enough,

we are happy enough, each State moulds its own institutions to suit its

own people, and is it not best to leave them alone ? "
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Mr. Clay was not elected. Yet the popular vote cast for

Mr. Polk was more than 24,000 below the aggregate of the

votes cast for Mr. Clay and Mr. Birney, the " Abolition" candi

date. A capital error was therefore committed in this election,

by the Whig party and its leaders. If Mr. Webster had been

their candidate, and the Whigs of the South had accepted his

firm position on the subject of slavery, the issue would have

been made with the Democratic party on the annexation of

Texas. If the result of the election may be said to show that

Mr. Polk would have obtained the votes of the same Southern

States against Mr. Webster which he obtained against Mr.

Clay, it must, at the same time, be said that the people of

those States committed a fatal error, when they allowed them

selves to be influenced by the delusive idea of defending the

institution of slavery by enlarging its area, as the people of the

Northern States committed one equally fatal by their general

indifference to the consequences involved in the acquisition of

Texas. But the die was cast. Texas was destined to come in

under Mr. Polk, if not under Mr. Tyler. Henceforward nothing

remained for Mr. Webster but to stand between the contending

forces, that were sooner or later to be arrayed in the attack or

the defence of slavery, and to do what he might to prevent

them from rending the Constitution and the Union in pieces by

their struggles.
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CHAPTEE XXXI.

1844-1845.

ME. WEBSTER IS REELECTED TO THE SENATE THE ANNEXATION

OF TEXAS SECRETLY NEGOTIATED—MR. WEBSTER NOT IN PUB

LIC LIFE AT THIS TIME PASSAGE OF THE JOINT RESOLUTIONS

FOR ANNEXING TEXAS—TAKES HIS SEAT IN THE SENATE FOUR

DAYS AFTERWARD HIS OPINIONS ON THIS MEASURE DEATH

OF MR. JUSTICE STORY.

ME. WEBSTEE was again elected to the Senate of the

United States by the Legislature of Massachusetts, in

the winter of 1844-'45, to fill the vacancy occasioned by the

resignation of Mr. Choate ; but he was not to take the seat

until the 4th of March, 1845. How much his absence from

public life may have emboldened the Administration of Presi

dent Tyler to effect the annexation of Texas before the acces

sion of Mr. Polk to the presidency should be simultaneous

with Mr. Webster's return to the Senate, the reader will be

able to judge, when he recollects that this annexation was

accomplished by legislative resolutions, at a time when Mr.

Webster could not be heard in Congress respecting the consti

tutional objections to the mode or the prudential objections to

the thing itself. A constitutional argument from him on the

subject of bringing foreign territory into this Union in the

capacity of a State^ made under his responsibilities as a Sena

tor, does not exist. It is wanting, because the annexation of

Texas was, to use his own expression, sprung upon Congress.

Mr. Calhoun became Secretary of State under President
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Tyler, after the sudden decease of Mr. Upshur, in March, 1844.

Alarmed, at what he believed to be the designs and intrigues

of the British Government to effect the abolition of slavery in

Texas, by inducing its people to change this feature of their

Constitution, and considering that this change in the institu

tions of that country would leave the Southern States of this

Union on the " exposed frontier " of a free State, from which

they would be open to the aggressions of the Abolitionists, Mr.

Calhoun took up and carried out a new and secret negotiation

that had been begun by his predecessor, Mr. Upshur, by which

Texas was to be brought into the Union as a State, through the

action of Congress, instead of having it done by treaty, which

had failedo An arrangement to this effect was made with the

Government of Texas, and the whole project, together wdth

the correspondence, which fully disclosed the motive of the

proceeding, was suddenly submitted to Congress at the session

which began in December, 1844. When, however, Mr. Web

ster said, in Boston, to incredulous ears, in the spring of 1844,

that there was danger of the annexation, that he thought he

could see how it could be done, and that he had no reason to

suppose that the Administration saw this less clearly than he

did, he did not intend to be understood as affirming that Texas

could be brought in by the mode which was resorted to after a

treaty had been rejected, for he was as much astonished as any

body in the country when it was proposed to bring her in by a

congressional resolution. He alluded, in Boston, to a project

of annexation by treaty, which he had discovered to be on foot

in his conversation with Mr. Upshur. But, when the plan of

effecting the annexation by congressional resolutions was sud

denly broached, Mr. Webster could not be heard upon it as a

Senator. He could do nothing on the subject save as a private

man. He could advise the holding of public meetings, could

supply his friends, who thought and felt as he did, with argu

ments, and could assist the few Northern presses which were

disposed to present the subject in a proper light to the public

mind. All this he did with an extraordinary vigor, activity,

and earnestness, wdiich I witnessed. But it will be asked, Why

did he not speak in his own person, and why, especially, did he

not discuss before the popular tribunal the constitutional ques
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tions involved in this measure ? To these natural inquiries

there are several answers.

In the first place, Mr. Webster did not enter the field as a

popular agitator on this subject, because it was indirectly con

nected with a condition of affairs, in at least one of the States

of this Union, in which it was not advisable that the influence

of any sentiments of his, in reference to slavery as an institu

tion, should be intruded. In the State of Kentucky there had

been, for some time, a party endeavoring to effect emancipa

tion ; and this, as a natural consequence, had awakened a

corresponding defence of slavery. Mr. Webster was strongly

appealed to, by pressing letters, to take up this subject of

Texas on purely antislavery grounds, so that the Abolitionists

of Kentucky might have the aid of his countenance and support

in their denunciations of the institution. But, of course, he

could have stood in no such attitude without doing great injury

to the real merits of the question of emancipation in any slave

State which was then tolerating a discussion of the subject in

its internal policy. An attack at this time upon slavery as an

institution, proceeding from Mr. Webster, would have com

bined the whole South, Whigs and Democrats alike, in favor

of all the immediate increase of the political power of that sec

tion that the Texas project, or any other project, could com

mand.

In the next place, Mr. Webster believed it to be his duty to

remember that he was a statesman, and was soon again to be

a Senator and a legislator, bound by all the express and all the

implied restraints of the Constitution. He considered it his

duty, therefore, to treat this subject of the extension of slavery

not as a merely moral and social, but as a political question,

and to act upon it in reference to its bearing on the political

relations of our system of government so as to preserve

that system in its original scope and purpose, and not so as

to promote or retard the abolition of slavery as an institu

tion already existing in the States of this Union. His personal

sentiments respecting that institution were well known, and

were never changed. But he considered his public relation to

it to be governed by the Constitution of the United States.

Finally, he did not at this time go before the people, in his
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own person, in a constitutional argument against the proposed

annexation of Texas, partly because there was a considerable

degree of apathy on the whole subject among those persons in

the free States who were the natural leaders of public opinion,

and partly because he could not make that argument with

the weight attaching to the responsibility of a Senator of the

United States. He felt that the place to make it was the

Senate ; and, from that place, he could not be heard before the

resolutions would be acted upon. In the form of a popular

address, such an argument, proceeding from him, would have

had far less influence upon Congress than a. speech made in the

Senate, where his antagonists must meet him face to face in

debate.

Still, as has been said, all that he could do, consistently

with his position, was done. He advised the assembling of a

popular convention, which was held in Boston in the winter

of 1844-'45, composed of delegates without distinction of

party, from all the towns of the State ; but he took no public

part in its proceedings.

The joint resolutions for the annexation of Texas were

passed by Congress on the 1st of March, 1845. 1 Four days

afterward, Mr. Webster took his seat in the Senate. The fol

lowing private letter was written on the 11th to his son, who

was now returned from China, and living in Boston :

[TO FLETCHEK WEBSTER.]

" Washington, Tuesday Morning, March 11, 1845.

" Dear Fletcher : The Secretary of State yesterday wrote a mild and

conciliatory letter to General Almonte, in answer to his 'protest.' The

substance of it is, that the annexation of Texas is a thing done ; that it is

too late for a formal protest to have any effect; that Mexico has no right

to complain of such a transaction between independent states ; that the

Government of the United States respects all the just rights of Mexico,

and hopes to bring all questions pending with her to a fair and friendly

settlement, etc.

1 In the Senate there were twenty- but they pledged the faith of the United

seven votes for the admission of Texas, States to allow of the formation of at

and twenty-five against it. Of the twen- least four more States out of Texas, and

ty-seven, there were thirteen votes from to admit them into the Union with or

the free States, four of them being from without slavery, if formed below the

New England. The joint resolutions Missouri Compromise line of 36° 30',

not only admitted Texas as a State, but, if formed above the line, slavery

whose Constitution tolerated slavery, was to be prohibited.
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"General Almonte is still unable to travel, from the effects of his late

severe illness.

" It will be seventy days, probably, before we shall hear how the Gov

ernment of Mexico takes the news of the passage of the joint resolutions.

She will be very angry, doubtless, and will calculate on the sympathies of

other nations. She will, probably, send home Mr. Shannon, and, perhaps,

decree non-intercourse with the United States ; and, undoubtedly, will fail

to resume the payments of the instalments due under the treaty. But

that she will plunge at once into a war, though it is possible, is as yet not

thought probable by the best informed here. Her present Government is

said to be composed of the best of her public men.

" That Mr. Polk and his Cabinet will desire to keep the peace, there is

no doubt. The responsibility of having provoked war by their scheme of

annexation is what they would greatly dread.

" Nor do I believe that the principal nations of Europe, or any of them,

will instigate Mexico to war. The policy of England is undoubtedly pa

cific. She cannot want Texas herself; and, though her desire would be to

see that country independent, yet it is not a point she would seek to carry

by disturbing the peace of the world. But she will, doubtless, now take

care that Mexico shall not cede California, or any part thereof, to us. You

know my opinion to have been, and it now is, that the port of San Fran

cisco would be twenty times as valuable to us as all Texas.

" While we feel as we ought about the annexation of Texas, we ought

to keep in view the true grounds of objection to that measure. Those

grounds are, want of constitutional power, danger of too great an extent

of territory, and opposition to the increase of slavery and slave representa

tion.

" It was properly considered, also, as a measure tending to produce

war. I do not think we should admit that, under present circumstances,

Mexico can regard annexation as a just cause of war. Texas has been

actually independent of Mexico for ten years. We have treated with her

as an independent state, recognized her independence, and made treaties,

and carried on commerce with her, in utter disregard of any claim of

Mexico to exercise authority over her. For thus dealing with her re

volted province, Mexico had a right to make war, according to national

usages, if she had seen fit. But, having omitted to do this, and practically

acquiesced in the recognition of Texan independence, by the United

States and other governments, and having made no attempt at recon-

quest for so many years, she can hardly say, I think, that an entirely

new case has arisen, by annexing Texas to the United States. I do not

see that she had not as good a right to go to war, and indeed better, eight

or ten years ago, than she has now. Let us hope that the two Govern

ments may take such a view of their own interests and duties as shall lead

them to keep the peace.

"Yours most affectionately,

" Daniel Webster.1'
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This summer (of 1845), like the last, was passed chiefly at

Marshiield, in raising the crops, for planting which he had

given very minute directions in the spring. On the 17th of

August he was visited by his annual catarrh, which was this

year peculiarly severe, lasting until the month of November.

In the autumn, on the 10th of September, occurred the

death of Judge Story, an event which moved Mr. Webster

deeply. I saw him in the evening after the funeral, and found

him much depressed ; but on the morning of that day he had

sufficiently overmastered his complaint to come from Marsh-

field to the city, and to pronounce before the Bar that beautiful

eulogium on the great jurist which will be remembered while

the works and the name of either of them shall continue to be

known among men.1

1 Works, ii., 297.
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CHAPTEE XXXII.

1845-1846.

THE ANNEXATION OF TEXAS ACCOMPLISHED GROUNDS OF MR. WEB-

STEr's OPPOSITION TO IT DISPUTE WITH ENGLAND ABOUT THE

BOUNDARY OF OREGON SUCCESSFUL EFFORTS OF MR. WEBSTER

TO PREVENT A WAR HIS COURSE ON THE OREGON QUESTION

PROVOKES A PERSONAL ATTACK UPON HIS CONDUCT WHILE SEC

RETARY OF STATE HIS PUBLIC DEFENCE OF THE TREATY OF

WASHINGTON AND ITS ACCOMPANYING NEGOTIATIONS—CHARGES

MADE BY MR. C. J. INGERSOLL, AND COUNTENANCED BY MR. DICK

INSON HOW MET BY MR. WEBSTER SETTLEMENT OF THE

OREGON DIFFICULTY INVESTIGATION BY THE HOUSE OF REP

RESENTATIVES OF THE CHARGES MADE AGAINST MR. WEBSTER

-A FULL ANSWER TO

FROM CERTAIN CITIZENS OF BOSTON—THE SUB-TREASURY REVIVED

ORIGIN OF THE WAR WITH MEXICO MR. WEBSTER ABSENT AT

THE TIME OF ITS DECLARATION HIS COURSE IN REGARD TO ITS

PROSECUTION INQUIRIES ABOUT THE SPEECH IMPUTED TO JOHN

ADAMS CORRESPONDENCE.

AT the commencement of the session of Congress which be

gan in December, 1845, it appeared that the Government

and people of Texas were ready to avail themselves of the permis

sion to enter the Union upon the terms and conditions of the res

olutions of annexation passed at the previous session. A joint

resolution for the admission of the State of Texas was accord

ingly introduced into the House of Representatives by Mr.

Douglas, and was rapidly passed through all the stages of

legislation. When it came up in the Senate, on the 22d of
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December, Mr. "Webster, seeing that it was useless to resist its

passage, confined himself to a statement of the objections which

he said always had governed, and always would govern him, in

regard to this measure. It is important that those objections

should be distinctly recapitulated here.

With regard to the form of making this foreign country and

nation a part of the United States, he had always held that, if it

were to be done at all, it should be done by diplomatic arrange

ment, sanctioned by treaty. This would have made the country

a " Territory " of the United States, to be governed by Congress

until it might be fit to form that Territory into a State or States

for admission into the Union. The admission of a foreign state

into the Union, by the legislative action of Congress, he regarded

as unwarranted by the Constitution. With respect to the

admission of Texas, under any form whatever, his objections

were these : First, that to enlarge further the limits of the

Union endangered the permanency of its institutions, which

had always been the great subject of all his political efforts

and the paramount object of his political regard. Second

ly, that the example of a great, rich, and powerful republic,

not possessed by a spirit of aggrandizement, was one due from

us to the world, in favor of the character of republican govern

ment, and one that he had always wished this country to exhibit.

Thirdly, that while he adhered, and always meant to adhere, to

the original arrangements and compromises of the Constitution,

he never could consent to the admission of new slave States

into the Union, with the inequalities that were allowed and

accorded by the Constitution to the slaveholding States which

were in existence at the time of its establishment. He held that

the States already in the Union had a clear right to insist that

any new State should come in only upon an equality ; and that, if

slavery was an impediment to coming in on an equality, the State

proposing to come in should either remove that inequality or be

excluded. He rested this objection on the fact that such an

increase of inequality and unjust advantage against the free

States, in favor of the slaveholding States, deranged the balance

of the Constitution. Finally, he objected to the constitution

of Texas, that it tied the hands of the Legislature, in respect to

the abolition of slavery ; and although it might be in the power
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of the people of the State to take away this restriction, when

they wished to abolish slavery, he felt bound to look at the

constitution as it was presented. With respect to the public

men from the Nor fchern and Eastern States, who had manifested

a disposition to add Texas to the Union as a slave State with

the common inequality belonging to slave States, he used these

memorable words :

" They [these members of Congress] aire in no way responsible to me foi

the exercise of the duties assigned them here ; but I must say that I cannot

but think that the time will come when they will very much doubt both

the propriety and the justice of the present proceeding. I cannot but think

the time will come when all will be convinced that there is no reason, po

litical or moral, for increasing the number of the States, and increasing at

the same time the obvious inequality which exists in the representation of

the people in Congress by extending slavery and slave representation."

There are two observations which, in regard to Mr. "Webster,

should be made here. The one is, that, in all his public action

on this subject, he entered into no consideration of the moral

aspects of slavery, but dealt with the enlargement of it as an

element of political power in reference to the mode in which it

affected the structure and working of the government. The

other is, that he distinctly foresaw how this increase in the

political power of the slaveholding section would speedily be

resented by the people of the free States, some of whose repre

sentatives had consented to it, and how the conflict thus

produced was to result in further efforts on the one side to

enlarge and on the other to restrict the extension of slavery.

All such tendencies he would have suppressed, if he could, by

avoiding all occasions for the introduction of this topic into- the

field of national political discussion and action. By closing the

door against any further admission of slave States—which was

entirely in the power of the North—the merits and demerits of

the institution in all its moral and economical relations would

be kept in the attitude of a purely State and local question.

The requirements and the restraints of the Federal Constitution,

and the general disposition of the people of the free States to

reverence and to be bound by them, were sufficient, in Mr.

Webster's judgment, to prevent any undue interference with

the rights of the slaveholding States so long as there should be
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no incentive to aggression created by measures which would

bring the subject into necessary discussion in Congress. The

public men who, while representing the same section of the

Union, favored the annexation of Texas, must be presumed

to have estimated less seriously than he did the causes which

were to make this great prospective increase in the num

ber of the slave States a standing topic of irritation and

agitation in the North. Yet it was there, plainly and irrevo

cably stipulated in the resolutions of annexation, that four

new States might be carved out of Texas, and could demand

admission into the Union as slave States, if they should

be formed south of the line known as the Missouri Com

promise. While in the case of Missouri there might have been

some necessity for that compromise as applied to a territory

already in the Union, in order to quiet a dangerous controversy,

there was no necessity whatever for acquiring Texas, and then

applying to it a division which contemplated the future possible

addition of four new slave States. It is true that the Mexican

War was not necessarily to.have been foreseen, with its resulting

conquest and the fresh discussion of this question of slavery as

applied to a still further increase of territory. But it needed

no foresight to teach any man, when the foreign territory of

Texas was acquired, that it was done expressly and avowedly in

order to enlarge*the area of slavery and to fortify the political

power which rested upon it ; and that a new element of discord

was thus introduced into the Union which had never until then

disturbed its councils or alienated its people from each other.

Acquisitions of foreign territory had been made before, which

had become in progress of time slave States ; but they had been

made with mixed motives and from a general sense of an

overruling necessity which equally affected the whole country.

Now, a vast foreign territory was added to the Union, from

the pure and unmixed motive of increasing the sectional power

of one of its parts. The precedent and the motive were alike

of dangerous import.

It has already been seen that a settlement of the boundary

of Oregon was not negotiated between Mr. Webster and Lord

Ashburton, because the latter was not prepared to go into a

discussion of that subject. During the administration of Presi
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dent Monroe, the United States made an offer to England to

extend the forty-ninth parallel of latitude to the Pacific, as the

boundary between the possessions of the two countries; and

Mr. "Webster was always of the opinion that this was the proper

thing to be done. But, down to the period when he left the

Department of State, and for some time afterward, the British

Government, in the interest of the Hudson's Bay Company,

claimed to follow the Columbia River to the ocean, and in

sisted that the title of the United States, derived through the

Louisiana and Florida Treaties, was not exclusive to any portion

of the territory, but that the whole was subject to the joint and

rival claim of England. This pretension produced a corre

sponding extravagance in this country. The Democratic Con

vention which nominated Mr. Polk to the presidency, in the

spring of 1844, proclaimed, as one of its party shibboleths, that

" our title to the whole of Oregon is clear and unquestionable,"

and resolved, that " its reoccupation at the earliest practicable

period is a great American measure," to be recommended to

the cordial support of the " Democracy of the Union." The

sole truth about our title was, that it combined the Spanish

and French titles, which were founded on the doctrine of prior

discovery as applied to the Columbia River, with such doubt

ful occupation as had been taken. But popular and party

spirit was not likely to allow of much intelligent investigation

of such a claim, and the "Democracy of the Union" readily

embraced the conclusion that our title was " clear and unques

tionable." President Polk, in fact, regarded himself as elected

under a popular instruction to assert this claim ; and in his

inaugural address in March, 1845, he repeated the declaration

of the party which had nominated him to the presidency, in

the very same words and with marks of quotation. The claim

of the United States, as the President asserted it, extended to

54° 40' north latitude; and "fifty-four forty or fight" became

one of the party cries all over the land.

In the mean time Mr. Pakenham having arrived in Wash

ington, and been accredited, and the negotiation being in his

hands, a proposition was made to him by our Government to

take the forty-ninth parallel as the boundary, but without con

ceding to Great Britain the free navigation ,of the Columbia
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River. This proposal was rejected by the British minister; it

was then immediately withdrawn, and our title to the whole

of Oregon was reasserted. Such was the posture of this alfair

in the autumn of 1845 ; the two Governments standing aloof

from each other, both claiming a clear right to the whole terri

tory. The two countries were on the verge of a war. On the

Continent of Europe, thoughtful men, who remembered that

Mr. "Webster no longer had charge of our foreign affairs, but

wdio were aware how these two nations had been rescued from

a similar hazard only three years previously, could not conceal

from themselves the danger that this dispute about a wilder

ness on the Western coast of North America might involve the

civilized world in the horrors of war.

It had long been true of Mr. Webster, far more than it has

been of any other statesman in our annals, since the age of

Washington, that he could influence opinion in Europe. That

he possessed this power, he naturally knew ; and this appeared

to him to be an occasion when he was bound to exert it. On

the 7th of November, therefore, he went into.Eaneuil Hall and

spoke on this subject of Oregon. He began by saying that the

vast importance of peace with England, he took for granted ;

but that the question which now threatened that peace, and

was causing great alarm, was of forty years' standing, and was

coming to a crisis. After expressing the opinion that it was a

fit subject for compromise and amicable adjustment, and that

such an adjustment could be made in a manner perfectly con

sistent with the honor and the rights of all parties, he indicated

the forty-ninth parallel as a natural arrangement, the two coun

tries keeping abreast on that line to the Pacific Ocean. At all

events, he said, " it was certainly not a question on which, by

loud representations of patriotism on the one side, or extrava

gant claims of commercial greatness on the other, to embroil

the two nations in hostile relations." The spirit of the age was

against it. He then proceeded as follows :

" Now, gentlemen, who is the man at the head of either Government,

who will take upon himself the responsibility of bringing on a war be

tween two nations like Great Britain and America upon a question of this

kind, until he is prepared to show that any thing and every thing that he

could do has been done to avoid such a terrible ultimate result ? If a

56
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British minister, under whose administration a war should ensue on this

question, cannot stand up in Parliament and show that it is not his fault—

cannot show that he has done every thing which an honest and sensible

man could do to avert the conflict, I undertake to say that no power or

popularity can uphold his shaking position for an hour. And in the same

sense and spirit I say, that if in this country any party shall, before we are

aware of it, plunge us into a war upon this question, it must expect to

meet a very severe interrogatory from the American people—must expect

to prepare itself to show that it had done all that it could, without any

bias from the pride of success or the love of war—all that it could do to

keep the nation safe from so great a calamity, with the preservation of its

rights and its honor.

" Gentlemen, it appears to me that any man, Prime Minister of Eng

land or President of the United States, who should unnecessarily light up

the flames of war upon such a subject (flames, let me add, that will burn

over the whole globe), may well consider the genius of his country ad

dressing to him the words which the orator of Rome supposed the genius

of his country would address to him if he did not quell the Catiline con

spiracy : ' An cum tello vastabitur Italia, vexabuntur urbes, tecta ardebunt ;

turn te non existimas invidice incendio conflagraturumS

" No, gentlemen I the man who shall incautiously, or led on by false am

bition or party pride, kindle those fires of war over the globe on this ques

tion, must look out for it—must expect himself to be consumed in a burn

ing conflagration of general reproach.

"There will be a public indignation before which no popularity, public

or private, can stand—it will melt down every monument of the dead, it

will destroy all respect for the living, it will burn up every vestige of

respect for individual worth, if unnecessarily, if recklessly, if ambitiously,

it has plunged the subjects and citizens of two civilized Christian states

of the world into war—a war which shall cause the loss of millions of

wealth—shall turn cities to smoke—shall cost thousands and hundreds of

thousands of lives ; and those smoking cities, and that destruction of prop

erty, and that sacrifice of life, shall be found over the whole globe, in every

latitude and longitude surrounding the ball on which we live."

A letter, which now lies before me, written from Copen

hagen on the 24th of December, informed Mr. Webster that this

speech had been translated and published in full not only in

Denmark and in Sweden, but in nearly every language on the

Continent. It was considered, out of England, as having set

tled the question of peace or war.

But the diplomatic crisis was not passed until some time

afterward. On the assembling of Congress, in December

(1845), President Polk, in his annual message, after having re
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cited the history of the negotiations, and submitting the corre

spondence, recommended that notice be given for terminating

the joint occupation of the territory under the Convention of

1827, and that the laws of the United States be extended over

our citizens in that country. From this point Mr. Webster's in

fluence in the settlement of this controversy involves a public

and a private history which must be taken together.

At about the middle of December, he received a private

letter from James MacG-regor, Esq., of Glasgow, a distinguished

member of Parliament. In his answer to this letter, Mr. Web

ster suggested the offer by the British Government of the forty-

ninth parallel as the boundary. His letter was shown to Lord

Aberdeen, and the suggestion was acted upon.

But on the 15th of December General Cass introduced into

the Senate certain resolutions relating to the national defences,

assigning, as a reason for making inquiries into the condition of

the militia, the army, and the navy, the relations between this

country and England on the Oregon question. On the follow

ing day, Mr. Webster, in some grave remarks in which he

uttered a caution against alarming the country, expressed his

belief that no war would grow out of this matter ; and, while

he purposely abstained from any present discussion of the Pres

ident's recommendation or the correspondence, he said that

there were two ways in which a government could proceed ;

" it might create alarm and apprehension, and it might, if it

chose, create no unnecessary alarm, but make quiet, thorough,

just, politic, statesmanlike provision for the future." He then

intimated that the President, having communicated the ultima

tum of this Government, might be looking for propositions from

the other side. At least he felt bound to suppose that the

President understood the responsibility of the position in which

he was placed. He deprecated the resolutions only in connec

tion with the remarks with which they had been introduced.

If other Senators were/ disposed to say that the time had come

for augmenting the army and navy, he was ready to cooperate

with them.1

On the 18th of December, Mr. Allen, of Ohio, presented a

joint resolution, advising the President to give notice to

1 Works, v., 60.
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Great Britain that the Government of the United States would

terminate the convention for the joint occupation of Oregon.

In allusion to this " notice " resolution, the following extracts

from Mr. Webster's private correspondence may be introduced

here :

[TO MR. FLETCHER WEBSTER.]

" The ' notice ' resolution will only barely get through the House, un

less some stimulus be furnished by the news from England by the next

steamer. Things remaining as they are, it will not pass the Senate at all.

There will be no war ; but I expect a squall when the steamer arrives, say

about the 20th. I believe Mr. Pakenham thinks the message will make

quite a stir in England. Perhaps he may overrate its effects.

" If you will write me a letter every other day, I will keep you well ad

vised of every thing here ; but you have a foolish notion that one should

not write unless he has something to say. That is nonsense. If he has

nothing to say, let him say so, and that is something.

" One other rule—never put a private matter in a general letter. Don't

you know that others always want to read general letters ? D. W."

[TO MR. SEARS.]

"Washington, January 17, 1846.

" My dear Sir : If the news by the next steamer should not be very

exciting, I think the chance a good one for the prevalence of more moderate

and wiser counsels here. There is doubtless a very bad spirit among some

members of the House of Representatives ; but others, who talk loud and

large, do not, nevertheless, intend or desire war. I think this last class

includes nearly all the Southern members who have spoken in favor of

giving the notice.

"An opinion is at the present moment rather gaining ground in favor

of arbitration, and of offering fair terms of submission to reference, at the

same time that notice is given, if notice shall be given at all. I under

stand that Mr. Crittenden and Mr. Clayton would assent to this. My

opinion is, however, that, unless a storm be raised by the news from Eng

land, no notice will be given. The South will be nearly united against

notice, though too many Southern members make violent speeches for

home consumption. The principal war feeling comes from the Northwest.

Those new States, full of enterprise and fast becoming full of people, and

being so circumstanced as to have nothing which would be put to hazard

by war, seem to look upon war as a pleasant excitement or recreation.

They have no cotton crops and no ships ; while war would create much

employment among them, raise the price (as they think) of their provi

sions, and scatter money.

" Most of the Whigs in the Senate incline to remain rather quiet, and to
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follow the lead of Mr. Calhoun. He is at the head of a party of six or

seven, and, as he professes still to be an Administration man, it is best to

leave the work in his hands, at least for the present.

"I incline to think, that either through Mr. McLane or Mr. Pakenham,

the British Government will make a fair offer of arbitration, unless it shall

first propose some plan of dividing the territory, not yet rejected. I am

quite sure England will offer arbitration, if nothing else can be done, and,

if the offer be fair, it will be found difficult to reject it here.

" Yours very truly,

"Daniel Webster.'

Mr. Webster, in fact, when writing the last of these letters,

believed that a conciliatory proposition had come, or would soon

come, from England. At all events, he. thought it necessary to

draw out the actual state of the correspondence down to the

latest moment ; and, accordingly, on the 26th of January, he

submitted a resolution, calling on the President for the cor

respondence. "When this resolution was answered, the mes

sage was found to cover a correspondence down to the 4th

of February, on which day Mr. Buchanan had declined Mr.

Pakenham's proposal for an arbitration which would warrant

a division of the territory, and saying that the President would

not, in any event, submit any thing to arbitration but the title

to the whole country in dispute. In this attitude of the matter,

the " notice " came up for discussion in the Senate, on the 10th

of February, and was continued until the 26th, on which day

Mr. Webster spoke upon the several propositions in regard to

the forms and conditions of the notice which were then pend

ing. The substance of what he then said was, that it did. not

appear that the Executive desired or expected war ; and, if not,

then the alternatives were a continuation of the controversy, or

a settlement by negotiation. Yet, as the demand was " the

whole of Oregon or none," * what was there to negotiate about ?

He said that he could not much longer remain quiet in this

posture of affairs without knowing for what purpose the Execu

tive desired the notice to be given.

The firm attitude in which he thus stood, and pressed the

responsibility for the next step in this hazardous movement, so

as to hold the action of the Senate for the present in check,

1 Which, meant Oregon up to 54° 40'.
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was not pleasing to the Administration Senators. In the course

of the discussion, allusion was frequently made to the Treaty

of "Washington, and very disparaging remarks were thrown out

respecting its negotiation, in which Mr. Webster was accused

of having unconstitutionally surrendered a portion of the State

of Maine, and with having made a boundary unfavorable to his

own country. Mr. Dickinson, of 'New York, especially, on the

24th of February, alluding to some charges which had been

made by Mr. 0. J. Ingersoll, in the House of Representatives,

concerning the case of McLeod, said :

" I have heard it said that counsel who defended him [McLeod] were

paid by the nation. I make not the charge ; I hope, for the honor of the

nation, it may not be so."

Mr. Webster : " It is totally false."

Mr. Dickinson : "At all events, I have understood that the Federal

Government insisted upon its right of taking possession of the individual,

and thus preventing New York from holding jurisdiction of a person who

declared that he held the death-missile which terminated the life of a

citizen of that State. Does the Senator wish to explain ? "

Mr. Webster : " Not at present ; I do not wish to interrupt the Sena

tor. I shall think it necessary, perhaps, to call on him for the authority

on which he makes this statement."

Mr. Dickinson said that he had alluded to it that the state

ment, which had been made in the other House, if untrue,,

might be contradicted.

Here the matter was dropped for the present. But Mr.

Webster had been so violently assailed in both Houses of Con

gress for the manner in which he had conducted the foreign

affairs of the country, that he could not refrain from the oppor

tunity, which these attacks afforded, to bring the whole subject

of the treaty, with its accompanying correspondence, before the

Senate, where he had not till now been able to speak of them.

Accordingly, on the 20th of March, he submitted a resolution,

calling for the correspondence. When this call was answered,

he said, on the 3d of April :

' ' In the course of the discussion on the Oregon question, observations

have been made from various quarters of the Senate in disparagement of

the ^reaty of Washington, of August, 1842. It was my fortune, whether

for good or evil for my country and myself, to have a hand in the nego
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fciation of that treaty. It was much discussed before the Senate, and that

discussion was made public. In returning here again, sir, through the

favor of the Commonwealth of which I am a citizen, nothing was further

from any purpose of mine than to revive or to reconsider, or to discuss

over again, any of the questions connected with that treaty. There have

been sentiments expressed by Senators here very unfavorable to that

treaty, but sentiments which, of course, gentlemen have a right to express.

The President of the United States at the time, and myself as Secretary of

the Department of State, have been concerned in a transaction which has

been submitted to the Senate, which was properly before the Senate, and

was a fit subject for discussion in the Senate. Nobody ever heard or ever

will hear a word of complaint from me of any thing said by any Senator

in his place on that occasion. But, since I have come here again, and, in

the discussion of the Oregon question, allusions have been frequently

made by way of disparagement to that treaty in many particulars, I have

not thought it my duty to forbear a proper and just vindication of the

treaty, as well for myself, who bore a secondary part in it, as for the then

President, who gave it his sanction, and submitted it to the Senate.

" It is my purpose, therefore, with the leave of the Senate, to trespass,

I hope not too long, on its indulgence, as soon as I have an opportunity,

and to take occasion to reply to the allusions which have been made in

this debate to the Treaty of Washington."

On the 6th and 7th of April he delivered the speech in

defence of the Treaty of Washington, which now stands in the

fifth volume of his Works. But, in this edition of the speech,

there are several passages omitted in which he reflected with,

great severity upon Mr. Ingersoll and Mr. Dickinson. I be

lieve tlw was the only occasion in Mr. Webster's public life in

which he gave way to an indignation that led him into per

sonal denunciation of his opponents ; and it is right that the

provocation should be fairly stated. Mr. Dickinson, after what

he had said in the debate on the Oregon question, as above

quoted, printed his speech, and appended to it, in a note, an

extract from the speech of Mr. Ingersoll, containing some of

the charges against Mr. Webster, which had been made by Mr.

Ingersoll in the House of Representatives, as wilV appear here

after. The charges thus quoted by Mr. Dickinson from Mr.

Ingersoll were, that Mr. Webster had instructed the Attorney-

General to proceed to New York, and take charge of the de

fence of McLeod ; and that he had written to the Governor of

New York that, if McLeod were not released, the city of New
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York would be " laid in ashes."' As there was no foundation

whatevei for these imputations, it is not remarkable that Mr.

Webster should have been incensed. It should be added, too,

that although not brought before the Senate by Mr. Dickinson,

Mr. Ingersoll's speech in the House of Eepresentatives em

braced other charges against Mr. Webster, which would have

been most disgraceful if they had been true. As I shall have

occasion hereafter to refer to the subsequent relations between

Mr. Webster and Mr. Dickinson, and to quote a correspondence

which the latter gentleman treasured to the close of his life as

one of his most valuable possessions, it seems suitable that the

real cause of their personal estrangement for a time should be

distinctly explained in the proper connection.

In defending the Treaty of Washington and its accompany

ing negotiations, Mr. Webster refuted the charges which had

been made of improper interference in the case of McLeod, and

showed that his correspondence with the Governor of New

York embraced nothing more than the letter written on the

11th of March, 1841, expressing the gratification of the Presi

dent at having heard that the Governor intended to enter a

nolle prosequi ; which information, as we have seen, turned

out to be erroneous. The residue of the speech was devoted

to an explanation and a defence of the treaty in respect to the

boundary, the right of search, the extradition of fugitives from

justice, the affair of the Caroline, the question of impressment,

and the immunity of the coasting trade.

He closed the speech as follows :

" Mr. President, I have reached the end of these remarks, and the com

pletion of my purpose ; and I am now ready, sir, to put the question to

the Senate and to the country, whether the northeastern boundary has not

been fairly and satisfactorily settled ; whether proper satisfaction and

apology have not been obtained for an aggression on the soil and terri

tory of the United States; whether proper and safe stipulations have not

been entered into for the fulfilment of the duty of the Government, and

for meeting the earnest desire of the people in the suppression of the slave-

trade ; whether, in pursuance of these stipulations, a degree of success in

the attainment of that object has not been reached wholly unknown

before ; whether crimes disturbing the peace of nations have not been

suppressed ; whether the safety of the Southern coasting trade has not

been secured ; whether impressment has not been struck out from the list
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of contested questions among nations ; and, finally, and more than all,

whether any thing has been done to tarnish the lustre of the American

name and character ?

" Mr. President, my best services, like those of every other good

citizen, are due to my country ; and I submit them and their results, in

all humility, to her judgment. But, standing here to-day, in the Senate

of the United States, and speaking in behalf of the Administration of

which I formed a part, and in behalf of the two Houses of Congress,

who sustained that Administration cordially and effectually in every

thing relating to this day's discussion, I am willing to appeal to the

public men of the age, whether, in 1842, and in the city of Washington*

something was not done for the suppression of crime, for the true exposi

tion of the principles of public law, for the freedom and security of

commerce on the ocean, and for the peace of the world ? "

Before leaving the subject of Oregon, it is only necessary to

state, that the resolution giving notice to terminate the joint

occupation was passed by both Houses of Congress, and was

transmitted t6 London, where it was received by Mr. McLane

on the 15th of May, for delivery to the British Government.

But it had already been determined by the British ministry to

offer to extend the forty-ninth parallel as the boundary to the

sea, substantially in conformity with the advice which Mr.

Webster had given both publicly and privately. On the 19th

of May, before the notice was delivered, instructions were sent

to Mr. Pakenham to make this offer. It was made, and on

the 6th of June a protocol was signed between Mr. Buchanan

and Mr. Pakenham, embodying this proposition. The advice

of the Senate was then taken upon it, and on the 15th of June,

the Senate having advised its acceptance, it took the form of a

treaty.

It is now necessary to recur to what took place in the House

of Representatives while the subject of Oregon was under dis

cussion in that body. Charges of corruption, misconduct, and

defalcation in office are, perhaps, not more common in our

country than under other free governments ; and, while it un

doubtedly concerns the public interest that they should be

investigated when made, from whatever motive they are made,

the circumstances under which they are brought forward should

not be overlooked. Mr. Webster had stood, during the whole

of this session of Congress, in an attitude of firm resistance to
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the precipitate tendencies of those whose rash and inconsiderate

counsels might have impelled us into an unnecessary war. He

did not believe that the President or his official advisers de

sired a war ; but he saw that many of the supporters of the

Administration were disposed to urge the Executive to a point

at which a rupture with England would be inevitable. He

wished to prevent the President from being forced into such

an attitude, and to gain time for the arrival of pacific prop

ositions which he had reason to believe would come from

England. Hence arose the irritation against him in the minds

of a portion of the Administration members in the Lower

House.

Mr. Ingersoll^ who first made public these charges against

Mr. Webster, lent a too credulous ear to what was intimated

to him by others whose names did not come before the public,

but whose desire to injure Mr. "Webster in the estimation of both

the great political parties lay wholly aside from "his course on

the Oregon difficulty. Mr. Ingersoll was told that there were

transactions connected with the case of McLeod in New York,

and with the management of the boundary matter in Maine,

which were irregular and improper. Of a somewhat impetu

ous temperament, he took fire at these suggestions, and gave

utterance to the charges in the House of Representatives.

Then followed Mr. Dickinson's introduction of some of them

into the Senate, on the authority of Mr. Ingersoll, and Mr.

Webster's indignant denunciation of both these gentlemen.

Mr. Ingersoll, thereupon, sought for proof to sustain the

charges, and was permitted to look for it in the Department

of State, by some of its inferior officers. Finding there what

he supposed was proof—but on which he put a wholly errone

ous construction—he reiterated and amplified the charges in

the House and called for an investigation. The result will

appear from the following account of what took place, which

is condensed from the official reports.

On the 9th of April, two days after Mr. Webster's speech

in the Senate in defence of the Treaty of Washington, Mr.

Ingersoll arose in the House and declared that freedom of

speech had been grossly attacked through him by Mr. Webster.

He intended, he said, to make no personal defence, but merelv
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wished to explain the object of some resolutions which he was

about to offer.

The substance of the first resolution was, that a call be

made upon the Secretary of State (subsequently changed to the

President) for an account of all payments made from the fund

for contingent expenses on the President's certificates since

March 4, 1841, with copies of all entries, receipts, letters,

vouchers, or other evidences of payment, particularly all con

cerning the Northeastern Boundary ; also a communication

made by the Secretary of State during the Twenty-seventh

Congress to Mr. Cushing and Mr. Adams, of the Committee on

Foreign Affairs, regarding a desire of the President to institute

a special mission to England ; and copies of any letters on the

books of the State Department to any officer of the United

States, or person in New York, concerning Alexander McLeod.

The second resolution called on the chairman of the Com

mittee on Foreign Affairs for the minutes kept by that com

mittee during the Twenty-seventh Congress. These minutes,

Mr. Ingersoll said, would prove that Mr. Webster had lately

denied the rightfulness of our claim in the Oregon dispute.

He then proceeded with his explanation.

The documents called for in the first resolution would, he said,

furnish proofs of Mr. Webster's " misdemeanors in office," his

" fraudulent misapplication and personal use of the public funds,"

and his " corrupting party presses with the money appropriated

by law for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse." He

applied to Mr. Webster the terms " delinquent," " public de

faulter," and other opprobrious epithets, and spoke of him as

having been removed from an office to which he was a disgrace.

He furthermore declared that the late Secretary did not account

for public money " fraudulently abstracted from the depart

ment until more than a year after he was expelled from it,"

and then, not by refunding it, but by means of vouchers from

u notoriously base agents of his choice." There was one letter,

he said, which applauded Mr. Webster for his new and admir

able mode of settling—by corrupting the press—a question

which, for forty years, had baffled statesmen who were scrupu

lous as to their employment of the public money. It would

also be shown that money had been used to obtain the. release
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of McLeod. Mr. Ingersoll concluded with hinting at the im

peachment of Mr. Webster, as the result of all this enlighten

ment of the House.

Mr. Dromgoole made a few remarks, exonerating the Whig

party from all responsibility in the case. The Secretary of

State was at the time separated from the party, and, he said,

acting with the most corrupt Administration that ever existed

in this country. The charges which had been made against

Mr. Webster he had no doubt were entirely true, and he fa

vored the resolutions. It was enough for him that Mr. Web

ster's son was engaged in running the boundary line.

Mr. Bayley opposed the resolutions. He said, it had been

considered expedient that a certain fund should be employed

in secret service, and the whole utility of it would be destroyed

by making its use a subject of investigation. No future min

ister would venture to employ it, nor would agents consent to

perform the services necessary. The very nature and object of

this service forbade any such prying into the employment of

that fund. Only a partial revelation was possible, and that

was not expedient. He did not believe a Senator could be im

peached for what he had done as Secretary of State. The only

proper method of setting these charges at rest was by appoint

ing a committee to investigate them.

Mr. Hilliard expressed his regret at the personal collision

which had occurred between two so eminent members of Con

gress as Mr. Ingersoll and Mr. Webster. It must have arisen

from misconception and misunderstanding. He defended Mr.

Webster's character, and declared that he had rendered the coun

try illustrious, and was honored and loved abroad as no other

American had been since Washington. He thought that

the friends of Mr. Webster should be the last to place any

obstacle in the way of investigation into charges made against

him.

Mr. Winthrop was of opinion that Mr. Webster had shown

himself fully capable of defending himself ; he only wished to

say a word in defence of the honor and dignity of the House.

A resolution ought not to be entertained which was offered by

a man in a passion from the sting of severe rebuke. The

charges were made in a spirit of anger and revenge. If true,
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why had they not been brought forward before % This was an

attempt to blacken the character and fame of one whose name

would live after others (whom he would not designate) were

buried in merited oblivion. Should they allow this proceeding,

in order to gratify a passion raised by personal rebuke ?

Mr. Seddon thought that, after the charges which had been

made, it was due to Mr. Webster himself that the investigation

should be made, but it should be strictly limited, to the object

of ascertaining the foundation of the charges. His wish was to

do justice to Mr. Webster.

Mr. Adams said that the secret service fund was disbursed

on certificates of the President, and was frequently of great im

portance, and not necessarily used for corrupt purposes. The

Secretary of State was in no degree responsible for its use, and

it did not necessarily pass through his hands. The President

alone had power to use this money, but might make the Secre

tary of State his agent in disbursing it. If any one was to be

impeached for its misapplication while Mr. Webster was Secre

tary of State, Mr. Tyler was the man. Any expenditure of the

money by the Secretary o£ State could only be by his order,

and it was to be accounted for only by his certificate. No good

could come from bringing to light the secret history of the

Northeastern Boundary negotiation- or of the McLeod case. So

far as the charges against Mr. Webster were concerned, there

could be no objection ; it would no doubt go much further tow-

ard justifying him than proving the charges. So far as con

cerned the expenditure of the secret service fund, the responsi

bility was wholly with the President.

Mr. Yancey said Mr. Adams had intimated that the House of

representatives had no authority over the fund devoted to the

secret service, and therefore no right to institute these inquiries.

Mr. Yancey differed with him. All appropriations of money,

he said, belonged to the House, and it had a right to demand a

full account of all expenditures. Every person intrusted with

the public funds had been and should be held to a rigid account.

Mr. Ingersoll had accused Mr. Webster of a corrupt use of the

public money, and called for evidence. This he had a perfect

right to do. He (Mr. Yancey) did not agree with Mr. Adams,

that the President alone was responsible for the use of this fund.
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"When the money passed into Mr. Webster's hands, he became

responsible for the use of it. Mr. Tyler eonld not be brought

forward to shield Mr. Webster. Every officer was responsible

for his own acts, and, if these charges were proved, Mr. Webster

might be impeached by the House. Mr. Yancey was particu

larly offended by what he called his colleague's (Mr. Halliard's)

" fulsome eulogy " of Mr. Webster. He thought it outrageous

to compare him with Washington. He knew Mr. Webster

only from history, and, after what he learned of him there, he

should " loathe a political affinity with him." What was the

foundation of this eulogy ? What had he done to give him so

much honor abroad ? Was it for his conduct in the late war,

when he refused to vote clothing and supplies for the soldiers,

and did every thing in his power to embarrass the Government

in its hour of peril ? Was it for his course on the French ques

tion, when he declared that he would not vote a cent for defence

if the enemy were battering down the walls of the capitol ?

Was it for the Ashburton Treaty, when he gave away the land

of the country, left murder unavenged, and the right of search

unsettled ? If Mr. Hilliard's eulogy was not for these things,

what was it for ? Was it because he acted now as the pen

sioned agent of the manufacturing interest of Massachusetts ?

He protested against the monstrous statement that Mr. Web

ster's name made the country honored and respected abroad.

He had no doubt that Mr. Webster's name would live, but

fame did not always depend on merit. Benedict Arnold was

famous. " The daring youth that fired the Ephesian dome out

lives in fame the pious fool that reared it." With regard to

Mr. Webster's corruption, he had been charged with being the

pensioned agent of the United States Bank and of Great Brit

ain, and now he was charged with being the pensioned agent

of the manufacturers of Massachusetts. He would ask the mem

ber from Massachusetts (Mr. Winthrop) whether it was true

that one hundred thousand dollars had been given him or set

tled on his family, raised by his friends on manufacturing stocks.

Mr. Yancey intimated that he understood Mr. Webster had

been inclined not to return to the Senate because a part of it

was not paid, and now he was the paid attorney of the manu

facturers to prevent the repeal of the tariff acts. It had been
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said that Mr. "Webster was poor and of expensive habits : what

if he were as poor as Cincinnatus, could he not forego his ex

pensive habits to serve his country, without the additional re

ward of six thousand dollars a year ? Mr. Yancey dwelt at

length on this charge of the pension from the rich manufacturers,

declaring that Mr. Webster was not a free representative ; all

his views were those of an advocate, and colored by his bribe.

Was this the basis of the eulogy ?—Mr. Webster's defence of

himself, he said, and his attack on Mr. Ingersoll, were undig

nified and vituperative, without honest indignation or elevated

sentiment. America could receive no respect at home or

abroad from her connection with Mr. Webster. He had been

called a defender of the Constitution—what right had he to

that name, "this latitudinarian constructionist, so ready to

sacrifice the provisions of the Constitution except when the

country was in danger and vigorous action was called for ? "

He would give nothing for the defence of the country, but

thousands for the improvement of creeks and rivers, and the

construction of canals and roads. Mr. Yancey closed by reit

erating his " loathing " of Mr. Webster's public character, and

declaring that, if not the wisest, he was the " meanest, basest

of mankind." All acknowledged his intellectual power, but in

tellect when not united with integrity was worthy of no respect.

After some further scattered remarks, among which was a

defence by Mr. Hilliard of his former statement with regard

to the esteem for Mr. Webster abroad, Mr. Ingersoll's resolu

tions were adopted by a vote of one hundred and thirty-six to

twenty-eight.

The subject was brought up again the next day by a motion

of Mr. Dixon to reconsider this vote. In February, said Mr.

Dixon, Mr. Ingersoll had gone out of the record to make an

attack on Mr. Webster, and his charges had been sent all over

the country, in his own speech and that of Mr. Dickinson.

Mr. Webster had not adopted Mr. Ingersoll's method of de

fence, by making counter-accusations, but had himself called

for papers and entered into an able vindication of himself,

which rendered all further investigation unnecessary. Instead

of substantiating his former charges, Mr. Ingersoll had entered

into a new tirade against the character and reputation of Mr.
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Webster. He (Mr. Dixon) did not believe in giving any more

countenance to this proceeding. Mr. Dixon's motion failed.

On the 11th Mr. "Winthrop rose to an explanation. When

asked by Mr. Yancey about the " pension " of one hundred

thousand dollars, he had said that he knew nothing about it—

which was strictly true at the time. Lest his position should be

misconstrued, however, he would state some matters which had

come to his knowledge since. He was now prepared to make a

specific denial of the charge against Mr. Webster in every sense.

He owned no dollar in manufacturing stocks, nor had any one

money so invested for him ; and he was in no way interested in

the rise and fall of manufacturing stocks. But an arrangement

had been made, highly honorable to Mr. Webster—" as high a

compliment as any that was ever paid to a public man in this

country." An annuity had been settled on him as a testimonial

for his past public services. Mr. Winthrop then read a passage

from the letter tendering this testimonial, showing that it had

no reference to his remaining in the Senate, or to his future

course there. He was there by the free, unsolicited suffrages

of the Legislature of Massachusetts.

Mr. Yancey still insisted that, in spirit and effect, it was a

bribe. These presents in recognition of past service always

had tacit reference to future services. High-minded statesmen

had refused to receive them.

The message of President Polk, in reply to Mr. Ingersoll's

resolutions, was received on the 20th of April.

He gave some account of the fund for contingent expenses,

a part of which was disbursed solely on the authority of the

President, no evidence being required by the law, except his

certificate. Since 1810 this had been expended in pursuance

of the provisions of the present law, and no inquiry had ever

been made as to its use. The certificate of the President was,

in effect, a solemn determination that the use of that money

should remain secret, and there was great doubt whether his

successor could be justified in making it public, when there was

no means of forming an adequate judgment of the propriety of

the objects for which it had been employed. If he was author

ized to answer this call, he must answer all similar ones. It

had never been attempted to make public the use of this fund,
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and he (the President) greatly apprehended the consequences

of such a precedent, for it would entirely defeat its purpose.

It was admitted to be a necessity that such resources should be

used, and they must be used in secret service, and kept forever

from the public. " While this law exists in full force," said the

President, " I feel bound, by a high sense of public policy and

duty, to observe its provisions and the uniform practice of my

predecessors under it." As to the papers referring to a special

mission to England, he said, "no such communications, or

copies of them, are found in the Department of State." The

papers relating to McLeod were submitted.

Mr. Ingersoll rose to some explanations. Allusion had been

made to a conspiracy ; if there was one, he was the only con

spirator. When he was subjected to a " coarse contradiction,"

in " another place," he had made investigation for the purpose

of vindicating himself, and he had unexpectedly come upon

the evidence which led him to make the charges which he had

made, all of which could be proved by that evidence. With

regard to the special mission, Mr. Webster had called his state

ment "another falsehood," but he would show by an extract

from the journal of the Committee for Foreign Affairs, in the

handwriting of Mr. Adams, that reference was there made to

" a communication from the Secretary of State to Mr. Gushing

and Mr. Adams, of the wish of the President of the United

States to institute a special mission to Great Britain," and that

the question of an appropriation for the salary and outfit of the

minister was submitted to the committee and defeated.

Mr. Adams said that such an application was made and

defeated in committee, but he had no recollection of any

letter or written communication. He never supposed there

was any secrecy or any treason in the matter, or any thing

more than an ordinary application to that committee.

Mr. Ingersoll said, that he had supposed that so important

a communication had been in writing, and was surprised at not

being able to find the letter. • He reiterated his charges with

regard to the McLeod affair, and declared that Mr. Crittenden's

explanation of his agency in the matter, and his statement that

he acted with the full sanction of the President, did not alter

the case. Mr. Webster was the prime mover. Mr. Harrison

57
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had said, at his inauguration, that he was not well informed

with regard to the foreign relations of the country, and he must

have deferred greatly to the Secretary of State in all these

matters. All *his charges were true and susceptible of proof.

They were : 1. That Mr. Webster had taken into his possession

the fund for contingent expenses in foreign intercourse, a thing

never done before or since. 2. He had used a portion of this

fund to corrupt party presses. 3. He had left office indebted

to that fund, and had not been able to make a settlement for

two years after leaving the Department of State. Mr. Inger-

soll said, that he should make no further movement in this

matter—that duty belonged to others—he simply affirmed that

his charges were true and capable of proof.

Mr. T. B. King arose and said, that a member of that House

had assailed the character and reputation of a man in high offi

cial station, and was bound to substantiate his charges. This

he had not done, but had brought forward additional accusa

tions, which he had also failed to substantiate. He (Mr. King)

was authorized to say that not one cent had been disbursed

from this contingent fund without the written sanction of the

President—that not one dollar had been paid to any connec

tion, or personal or political friend of Mr. Webster. For all

that had been expended, very reasonable and proper objects

might readily be supposed, considering the state of affairs at

the time. The secret organizations on the Canada border

required attention. Confidential agents were needed in Maine,

Another matter requiring the employment of this fund he had

special occasion to know of, having been consulted in regard to

it as a representative from the part of the country concerned.

He could not even now speak more fully of it, but it was

" much connected with the peace of one part of the United

States." Gentlemen had voted for Mr. Ingersoll's resolutions,

who, if they had known what he knew, "would sooner have

put their heads into the fire than to have joined in any vote

derogatory to the honor and character of the able and dis

tinguished Senator who, at that time, was at the head of the

State Department."

On the 22d of April, a resolution, which had been intro

duced before the President's message was received in the
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House, was brought up in the Senate, requesting the President

to furnish a statement of all payments made since 1825 from

the fund for the contingent expenses of foreign intercourse, so

far as such information might not involve the citizens or sub

jects of any foreign power. While this resolution was pend

ing, Mr. Webster said :

" I have a few, and but a few, remarks to make on the President's

message in answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives, call

ing for an account of the disbursements during the period in which I

had the honor to be Secretary of State, out of the fund for the contingent

expenses of foreign intercourse. In the first place, sir, I am happy to say

that I entirely approve the course of proceeding which the President has

adopted. In my judgment, he could not have acted otherwise than he

has done without the violation of law and of his own duty. Sir, as I

know that not a dollar was disbursed from that fund without the sanction

of the President, and as I am conscious that every disbursement was made

for a proper and necessary public purpose, it may be thought that I should

desire the publication of the papers, in order that everybody might see

what they are, or what they show. But this is a matter of so little con

cernment to me (and, I presume, it is of as little to the late President)

that I certainly could not wish to see an important principle and an im

portant law violated and broken for any personal convenience in that

respect. I am not at all apprehensive that the country will suspect either

President Tyler or me, acting under his authority, of any thing improper

in the disbursement of a few hundred or a few thousand dollars in a case

in which the law reposes confidence in the President, and gives him dis

cretion as to making the expenditure public. Sir, a President of the

United States, or the head of a department, acting under his authority,

must think but poorly of his own reputation and standing with the

country if he is afraid of being suspected of having violated his duty

and his oath in a matter of so little moment. I will add that, a person

who entertains such a suspicion, without reason, of any public man, may

himself be well suspected of having held no very complimentary dialogue

with himself.

" Sir, we all know that the head of a department cannot touch a

dollar of this fund except with the President's sanction. The whole

power and the whole responsibility are with the President. The Presi

dent's message states this so fully and clearly that I need not dwell upon

it. I will say, in the first place, that no expenditure, improper in itself,

or improper in its amount, was made, to my judgment, knowledge, or

belief. And I will say, in the next place, that the late President of the

United States, in all things respecting the expenditure1 of the public

moneys, was remarkably cautious, exact, and particular.

"And I here say, sir, that all declarations, averments, statements, or
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insinuations, made anywhere or by anybody, which impute perversion,

misapplication, or waste of the public funds, committed by me while

Secretary of State, are utterly groundless and untrue. And I will con

clude with one remark, the bearing of which I shall leave to the Senate

and to the country.

" Whoever charges me with having misapplied or wasted the public

funds, while in the Department of State, has either seen the papers, or has

in some other way obtained knowledge on the subject, or he has not. If

he has seen no papers, and has no knowledge, then his imputations are

purely wanton and slanderous. If he has seen the papers, or has any

knowledge, then he would be sure to state what he knows, if he knows

any thing to sustain him in his charge. Silence, under such circum

stances, is conclusive that he knows nothing, because he is under no obli

gation of secrecy, and, in absence of all other proof, he would of course

tell all he knew, if he knew any thing which could in the slightest degree

bear him out. The charge, therefore, was either made in utter ignorance

of any facts to support it, or else with the knowledge that the facts

which do exist would, if made known, entirely disprove it."

The mover of the resolution then proposed to withdraw

it, but objection was made by Mr. Westcott, of Florida, T\ho,

in the course of his remarks, said :

" The Senate, it is proposed, shall ask the President as to how the

secret service fund, for a certain period, has been spent. The Senator

who offered this resolution, I am satisfied, has no idea that any impro

priety has occurred as to its disbursement. I am convinced he believes,

as I do not hesitate to declare that I do, nay, as I deem it my duty to

say, that the imputations made against the late President and the distin

guished Senator from Massachusetts, in reference to the use of this fund

improperly, while the latter was Secretary of State, are slanders of the

silliest and most pitiful character. Sir, I will not, as a Senator, by any

vote of mine, permit any such fugacious scandal against any high execu

tive officer of my country, of any political party, and especially against a

citizen who stands as high before the world as does the Senator assailed,

and of whose reputation and fame abroad (opposed as I am to him in

political opinion on almost every subject of party contest) I, as an Ameri

can, feel proud ; I say I will not consent that such gossip shall be the founda

tion of a call upon the President, or any action whatever of this Chamber.

" I will not dignify such unworthy accusations by any notice of them

whatever. But this is not the chief reason for my desire that this resolu

tion may be voted down by the Senate, to stand as a precedent. He'said

that he especially desired that President Polk, and all future Presidents,

may be assured that, as to the disbursement of this fund, the Executive

acts upon its own responsibility, and is not to be called to an account ; other

wise, the act of Congress would be a dirty trap. Sir, it is a pretty busi
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ness if we cannot repose sufficient confidence in our Chief Magistrate—one

who is elevated to the highest station in the gift of the people of these

States by their free suffrages—to intrust him with the expenditure of the

paltry sum of fifty thousand dollars a year for his country in this mode.

I feel humbled that I should be impelled, by what I conceive to be my

duty, to make these observations. I regard the fair fame of our distin

guished public men as the property of the country ; we have received a

rich heritage from those who have preceded us, and any man who unjustly

and causelessly assails the reputation of such Americans is no true friend

of the people or their institutions.

" I hold it to be important that the executive branch of the Govern

ment should be satisfied that full confidence is and will be reposed in it,

as to the fidelity with which this fund may be disbursed—as to the dis

cretion which will be exercised ; and that it will be protected by Con

gress and by the people from scandalous imputations, so easily made in

regard to it ; and that it may not be deterredfrom its judicious and patriotic

use by any apprehensions of popular suspicion improperly excited, or popular

clamor gotten up for other than patriotic objects.

" The distinction which the resolution makes between the disclosure

offoreigners' names and the names of citizens employed as agents, I regard

as untenable. All should be protected from exposure, or else we may not

procure the information they disclose, or obtain the services they render.

But I am opposed to the resolution on the general grounds which I have

stated. It is scarcely necessary for me to remark that I can safely vouch

that no knowledge was had by the distinguished and worthy function

ary now at the head of the State Department, or by the faithful officer next

to him, of any disclosure of documents in their care, to justify the call

proposed. I feel assured of this from their high character. I hope the

resolution will be rejected at once."

The resolution had but one vote in its favor.1 Forty-four

votes were given against it.

On the 27th of April the rules of the House of Represent

atives were suspended, to enable Mr. Ingersoll to make a per

sonal explanation, when the following proceedings took place.

Mr. Ingersoll said :

" When Mr. Webster had * in virulent terms assailed his truth,' he had

sought proofs to vindicate himself, and found those which supported the

charges which he afterward made. When the President had declined to

submit those proofs to the House, he had done no more than to repeat the

charges, in the hope that Mr. Webster would himself call for an investiga-

1 Mr. Turney. The mover of the fied with the reasons given by President

resolution, Mr. Jarnagin, voted against Polk in his message against making such

it, expressing himself as entirely satis- disclosures.
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tion. He not having done this, but having, ' in opprobrious language,

charged him (Ingersoll) with slander, and called upon him to substantiate

his accusations,' he would proceed to make a statement ofhis charges in full:

" 1. Mr. Webster had made an unlawful use of the secret service fund.

This fund was ordinarily placed in the hands of a clerk, as disbursing

agent of the Department of State. The President, on requisition from the

Secretary, authorizes payments to be made to him, and the disbursing

agent gives checks for the required amounts. The first item in Mr. Web

ster's account with this fund was one thousand dollars for services in the

McLeod case. Soon after Mr. Harrison's death, Mr. Webster required the

money to be paid directly to him, and, in 1841 and 1842, drew fifteen thou

sand dollars, while it was not until July of the latter year that he got any

President's certificate, and then only to the amount of four thousand four

hundred and sixty dollars. In the memoranda of payment there wras a

note of five thousand dollars returned by Mr. Webster ; why was this, if

the money was drawn only for public service ? In 1843 he took two thou

sand dollars more. Thus he had in his hands seventeen thousand dollars

contrary to usage, and, if he used it, contrary to the provisions of the Sub-

Treasury Act.

" 2. He had used this money to corrupt party presses. There was a

letter from F. O. J. Smith, dated Portland, August 12, 1842, congratulat

ing Mr. Webster on his settlement of the boundary question ' oy a new

mode of approaching the subjectf after forty years of diplomacy had failed,

and without which new mode forty years more would be necessary. Mr.

Webster is informed, in this letter, that Mr. Smith had had occasion to

resort to services and influences, in order to adjust the tone and direction of

the pabty presses, and, through them, of public sentiment ; and he sub

mits a claim, in blank, to be filled by Mr. Webster. Mr. Smith also pre

sented a voucher for two thousand dollars, and, two years later, he

received five hundred dollars more.

" 3. The records show a default of two thousand two hundred and ninety

dollars 'beyond all denial or question,' neither paid nor accounted for for

two years. There were several letters from Mr. Tyler, urging payment,

and several evasive replies of Mr. Webster, offering excuses ; and, at

length, a peremptory letter from Mr. Tyler, threatening exposure. Under

the fear of this exposure, he came to a settlement on the 1st of February,

1845, when he presented two vouchers of five hundred dollars each, but

one of the agents declared that he had received only one hundred and

fifty dollars, and the voucher was reduced accordingly, leaving the actual

default twelve hundred dollars. Mr. Ingersoll professed regret that this

exposure was forced from him, but he had no other alternative to justify

himself."

The rules were again suspended to allow Mr. Ashmun to

reply. His speecli was made up chiefly of personal observations

on Mr. IngersolPs character, the only accuser and witness, lie
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said, in this case. Mr. Ashmun was several times interrupted

by protests against his personalities, but, the rules being in

suspense, he was allowed to proceed. The only truth in all

Mr. IngersolPs accusations appeared to be that an application

had been made for a special mission to England. How did the

gentleman happen to know so much about the secret records

of the State Department ? The President had not felt author

ized to break the seal of confidence at the call of the House ;

but this member seemed to have been prowling clandestinely

among the archives. He knew all about this matter ; where

did he get his information % Mr. Ashmun closed by reiterat

ing that there were no proofs whatever of the charges against

Mr. Webster.

Mr. Schenck then offered a resolution providing for the

appointment of a committee of five to ascertain how the seal

of confidence had been broken with regard to the records and

papers of the State Department, and how Mr. Ingersoll had

obtained the information which he claimed to have—whether

by his own agency or that of others (and whose). Power to

send for persons and papers was conferred. An amendment

was offered, proposing the appointment of a second committee

of five to inquire into the truth of Mr. IngersolPs charges, with

a view to founding an impeachment against Mr. Webster, hav

ing power to send for persons, papers, books, and vouchers.

The resolution, with the amendment, was adopted, and the

two committees appointed.

While this affair was pending before the committees, Mr.

Webster left Washington on a visit to Massachusetts and New

Hampshire. The following letter, written during his absence,

is important, since it contains his view of the only possible cir

cumstances in which an investigation into the expenditures of

the " secret service fund " can properly be allowed :

[TO MR. WTNTHROP.]

(Private.)

" Boston, May 2, 1846.

" My dear Sir : The accompanying sheet expresses what appears

to me the proper course to be pursued. You will use what is there sug

gested, in your discretion.
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" I should prefer remaining away from Washington, if I can, for the

present. And if the committee appear to be taking a just and proper

course, and need no explanations except such as others can give, I shall

stay where I am. But, perhaps, it might be intimated to them that, if

any thing appears to require explanation from me, I will present myself

immediately.

"You will see Mr. Tyler's letter, which is in Fletcher's hands. I have

no doubt he will be quite ready to explain any thing which may appear

to require explanation.

"Although I think the committee ought to content itself with a

general report, that nothing illegal or reprehensible has been done, yet,

if such general report cannot be full, honorable, and above all cavil or

question, then I should prefer a publication of all the papers, accounts,

letters, etc. Personally, I am quite willing to trust all these things with

the public. Perhaps, indeed, that would be -rather best for me. But such

a publication I cannot but think would be injurious and disreputable to

the Government.

" One other observation may be important. As the whole proceeding

in such cases is in confidence, and the expenditures are to be covered by

the President's certificate, there is naturally not so much care for regular

and formal vouchers as if an account was to be settled in the ordinary way

at the Treasury.

" I will add only another remark. It appears to me, that, if the

papers show the President's sanction for every thing, then very short work

may be made of the whole business. This is little more, however, than I

have said above.

" You can use any of these suggestions as you think proper.

" I go to New Hampshire this morning, expecting to be here again on

Wednesday morning, and then to hear from you. .

" Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster.

The following paper was enclosed in this letter, and I be

lieve nothing more was submitted to the committee by Mr.

Webster :

" 1. The only inquiry is, whether any use was made of what is called

1 secret service money ' without the sanction of the President.

" This, in itself, is nearly an impossibility, but still it is the only

question. The whole power, discretion, and responsibility are vested by

statute law in the President. What he sees fit to sanction, protects all

-acting under him. If this were not so, then heads of departments

would be responsible not for their own acts, but for the acts of the

President.

" If, therefore, the committee find, as it seems admitted on all hands
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they will find, and as they surely must find, that every expenditure was

sanctioned by the President, then that fact should be reported, and the

inquiry should stop there. The manner of the expenditure cannot be

material ; nor can its objects be inquired into, because, to the extent

of that fund, the discretion of the President is absolute. Beyond this

inquiry the committee cannot go ; nor, beyond this, could any inquiry

be made, unless the object were to prove corruption in the Presi

dent.

" 2. If the committee find that the disbursements were authorized by

the President, they ought not to report facts or particulars. This whole

disclosure must be admitted to be discreditable to the Government, be

cause it is a vio]ation of the public faith plighted by law.

" It may be true, as Mr. Polk suggested, that, in a highly important

case, or a charge of great and dangerous delinquency, this faith may be

disregarded, in order to bring high-handed offenders to justice. I do not

say this is my opinion. Indeed, I cannot see the probability of any such

case. But, if this be admitted to any extent, still, it is clear that, when

it is ascertained that no law has been broken, nor the authority of the

President transcended, it becomes quite improper to make an official dis

closure, in such case quite unnecessary, of the names of individuals con

nected with secret transactions,

u To me such a disclosure would be and could be of no personal detri

ment. Indeed, in point of fact, names are already published, having been

surreptitiously obtained. But I consider the honor of the Government

concerned in the matter, and have a proper respect, too, for the rights of

individuals.' '

The committees appointed to make these investigations did

not report until the month of June.1 The substance of their

reports will appear from the following summary :

The last committee reported first, on the 9th of June, after

a " patient and laborious investigation," in which they had col

lected a "large mass of testimony." With reference to the first

charge, they said that they found the President had the exclu

sive control of the fund in question, and might keep it in his

own hands, or intrust it to agents. The Secretary of State

was the natural and appropriate agent for this purpose, and the

fund had always been received, kept, and disbursed by him,

under the first Presidents. Under Mr. Jefferson it had been

intrusted to a different agent, apparently for the convenience

of the Secretary of State. Mr. Tyler had testified that he had

1 President Tyler came voluntarily from Virginia to vindicate Mr4 Webster

before the committees.
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found the foreign relations of the country in a very delicate

condition, requiring the employment of confidential agents.

He considered the Secretary of State the fittest person to em

ploy these, and he had himself suggested that the fund to be

used for that purpose be disbursed by Mr. "Webster, and had

caused a portion of it to be placed in his hands. All the money

put in his hands was placed there with the knowledge and

sanction of the President, and so much as was necessary had

been disbursed in accordance with his views. "What was not

needed was returned to Mr. Stubbs, the ordinary disbursing

agent. With regard to the second charge, the testimony taken,

said the committee, "fully explains whatever of obscure or

doubtful meaning in this letter " (that of F. O. J. Smith, alluded

to by Mr. Ingersoll), " and removes every foundation for a belief,

or even a suspicion, that the public money was used, or at

tempted to be used, to corrupt the party presses." As respects

the last charge, they said, when Mr. Webster left the State

Department there was an apparent balance against him of two

thousand two hundred and ninety dollars to be accounted

for. There was delay in obtaining the necessary vouchers,

and vouchers for one thousand dollars Mr. Webster had as

serted were lost, or mislaid, or never obtained. In 1844, when

it became necessary for Mr. Stubbs to close his account with the

Treasury, Mr. Webster had not yet obtained the vouchers, and

he proposed to pay the balance, to be refunded to him by the

Government whenever he could present the proper vouchers

of payment. This proposition was acceded to by the President.

Mr. Webster afterward obtained vouchers for two hundred

dollars, and paid the remainder in cash, remitted in part from

Philadelphia and part from Boston. On the 1st of February,

1845, he had presented a voucher for one thousand and fifty

dollars, and that sum was refunded to him. Mr. Webster had

been urged by Mr. Stubbs to collect and transmit his accounts

and vouchers, but there was no evidence of any threat of

exposure. Assuming that Mr. Webster was correct as to the

lost vouchers, there was only forty dollars left unaccounted

for. The committee deemed "comment unnecessary.'9 "In

their opinion there is no proof in relation to any of the charges,

to impeach Mr. Webster's integrity, or the purity of his motives
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in the discharge of the duties of his office." This report was

signed by Samuel F. Vinton, Jefferson Davis, Daniel P. King,

and Seaborn Jones.

Mr. Brinckerhoff presented a minority report. The money

had been placed in Mr. Webster's hands, he said, at Mr. Tyler's

suggestion, but that suggestion was given on the recommenda

tion of Mr. Stubbs, which recommendation was made at the

instance of Mr. Webster himself. The whole amount of money

in his hands, altogether, was seventeen thousand dollars, of

wThich live thousand dollars had been returned. How this five

thousand dollars had been employed, during the six months

that it was at his disposal, did not appear. Mr. Brinckerhoff

gives Mr. F. O. J. Smith's letter in full, and thinks Mr. Ingersoll's

conclusion from it inevitable, but admits that Mr. Smith testi

fied that no part of this money had been paid to any person

connected in any way with the party press. As to the default,

there was no evidence, but Mr. Webster's word, that a portion

of the vouchers was lost, or that there was difficulty in ob

taining others. The settlement had been delayed until Mr.

Webster had been reminded of the necessity of publishing

the accounts, and, under the apprehension of the exposure

which would follow, he had proposed that he be credited for

the one thousand dollars represented by the lost vouchers,

and pay the rest ; but, this not being acceded to, he had paid

the whole balance. What was accounted for by subsequent

vouchers left the whole default at one thousand and forty

dollars.

Both reports were laid on the table, and ordered to be

printed. Afterward, a resolution originating with the majority

of the committee was adopted, ordering that the whole testi

mony taken be printed as a part of the majority report.

Mr. Schenck's committee reported on the 12th of June.

They expressed no opinion at all as to Mr. Ingersoll's method

of obtaining his information, but spoke of the implication of

one or more of the subordinate officers of the State Department

with Mr. Ingersoll, and recommended the publication of the

evidence which they had taken. This report was also voted to

the table, and there the whole matter rested.

Nothing further needs to be said here concerning what was
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done in the case of McLeod, or concerning Mr. "Webster's ap

plication of any portion of the " secret service fund/' excepting

to explain the simple facts concerning the use of money in

Maine, which was magnified into a " corruption of the party

press." At the time when Mr. Webster undertook to procure

the consent of that State to the appointment of commissioners

to meet Lord Ashburton for a settlement of the boundary diffi

culty, it was necessary that the subject should be presented to

the people of Maine in a light in which they had not been ac

customed to view it. The leaders of the two political parties

in the State, jealous and afraid of each other, had become

almost powerless in regard to this subject, which scarcely any

one could touch without being charged with a willingness to

abandon the just rights of the State. It was important, there

fore, to reach the intelligence of the people with new argu

ments and views. For this purpose a citizen of Maine, whose

name was disclosed in the proceedings before the committee

of the House, acting under Mr. Webster's direction, caused the

necessary articles to be written and published, not in the party

newspapers, but in an independent religious journal, of wide

circulation among all parties. With this object, a very moder

ate sum of money was placed in his hands by Mr. Webster,

which was duly expended and accounted for, with the sanction

of the President. It is true that this gentleman claimed some

compensation for his own services, which he desired should be

fixed by Mr. Webster, and it is equally true that his claim was

a just one. I believe that it was allowed.

But it is due to Mr. Webster's memory that some notice

should now be taken of the charge that, as a Senator, he

was " the pensioned agent of the manufacturers " among his

constituents. This charge, originating in this debate of 1846,

and then for the first time made public, rested wholly upon a

transaction which will now be laid fully before the reader, with

all its attendant circumstances. It will be seen that it was a

transaction which raises a moral question that is not of very

easy solution. That question relates to pecuniary gifts to

eminent public men, whose services to a country necessarily

debar them from that care and attention, in regard to their

private affairs, which men who are not so occupied can freely
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devote to their personal interests. The habits of expense of

the individual statesman—whether he lives freely or carefully

—have really very little to do with the principle that is involved

in such gifts. When once it is conceded that the public emolu

ments of office, applied to any reasonable scale of living, are

grossly inadequate, if compared with the dignity of the posi

tion, the merits of the man, or the demands which the usages

of society make upon his purse, the sentiments of gratitude and

justice wdll lead, individuals to consider whether those who can

do so are not bound to protect a great public servant who can

not, for any reason, suitably protect himself. In such cases,

there is a question to be decided. It is, Whether such a gift,

presuming it to be made with proper motives and with honor

able purposes, will, from the nature of the case, create any

bias in the statesman who is to receive it, which will cause him,

in his capacity as a legislator, to separate, the interests of the

individual donors from the general interests of their country.

If it is morally certain that no such effect is involved, and that

no such influence was intended, it is not easy to assign the

ground on which an objection can be made to the transaction

which I am now to describe.

The gentlemen who, in 1846, as will presently be seen, pre

sented to Mr. Webster a small annuity, were some of the purest

and best men in the community which had long insisted upon

keeping him in public life. If they erred in taking this step,

they, at least, decided the question involved upon full intelli

gence, and with just consideration. Nor do I think that they

did err. They certainly had no other selfish purpose in view

than one that was common to all men of all pursuits and inter

ests—the purpose of sustaining in the public service a states

man who was preeminently fitted to render most important

services to the whole country and to mankind. They knew Mr.

Webster well. They knew that no public act of his ever had

been or would be influenced by any narrow and merely local

considerations, and that no private gratitude could bind him to

the selfish interests of a class, whose interests might be in con

flict with the welfare of the nation. On the subject of domestic

manufactures, his opinions and his position before the country

had long been fixed ; and his constituents were much more accus
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toined to seek his views, formed upon a comprehensive survey of

the situation of the whole country, than they were to attempt

to force upon him their own. Moreover, these gentlemen well

knew that no vote of Mr. "Webster's, in his place in Congress,

on a public or a private matter, ever had been or could be

given for a fee, a consideration, or a bribe. Whether such

practices existed in his day or not, no man. could justly impute

such a thing to him. He stood therefore, if any statesman ever

stood in such a position, in no danger of being improperly in

fluenced by a gift which looked to the comfort of his declining

years, which proceeded from the generosity of private friends,

and in which were represented as many persons who were not

as of those who were concerned in the manufacturing interests

of Massachusetts, that could be in any way affected by the

tariff legislation of Congress. The following is the correspond

ence relating to Mr. Webster's annuity :

[ME. DAVID SEARS TO MR. WEBSTER.]

" Boston, 21st March, 1846.

" Dear Sir : I have the honor to inform you that there is now de

posited in the Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance Company, on special

contract, the sum of thirty-seven thousand dollars.

" Your friends, whose names are enclosed, have placed this sum there for

your benefit, to constitute a fund under the supervision of Messrs. William

Amory, Ignatius Sargent, and David Sears, Jr. The income will be sub

ject to your order, semi-annually, and, when not called for, will be added

to the principal to increase the income appropriated to your use.1 This

fund has been created freely and cheerfully by your friends, in evidence of

their grateful sense of the valuable services you have rendered to your

whole country. They have done it without your sanction or knowledge,

and with some reason to imagine that their purpose might not be entirely

acceptable to you. But they have been moved in this matter by no

common feelings.

" Government grants nothing beyond the salary of office for services

rendered, and a consequence is, that our ablest statesmen, on their retire

ment from tht highest positions, are frequently obliged to return to the

labors of their early life; and our venerable judges, even of the Supreme

Court of the nation, after years of toil, are left in their old age poor and

unprovided for. Your friends in Boston, desirous, in your particular

case, to ward off these evils, and furnish you with a supply for your future

wants, have determined to show, on their part at least, a decided prefer-

1 The income never exceeded the sum hundred or nine hundred and fifty dollars

of eleven hundred and thirty-five dollars per annum. The capital was never in-

in anv one vear. It was ordinarily nine creased.
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ence for a permanent provision, and to offer you, in this way, a prop to

sustain you hereafter.

"They are now numerous and strong, and, with a few exceptions, the

same who, for five-and-twenty years, have rallied round you, with minds

firm and active, and with hearts warm and grateful. But time will do its

work on all of us, and when increasing age shall have rendered labor irk

some to you, and growing infirmities call for repose, where may then

be your friends ? Most of them probably in their graves, and the few

that remain without the influence, and perhaps without the ability, to

serve you.

" These considerations have been conclusive with the gentlemen who

act with us. All have agreed that it was best to do now what they might

not be able to do hereafter.

" In their behalf, therefore, I have the honor respectfully to offer to

you the above annuity of thirty-seven thousand dollars, hoping that,

if it be not desirable at present, it may hereafter tend to the comfort of

your advancing years, and serve to recall to your mind this last united

efifort of your friends whose hearts were with you, and who were anxious,

while they had the power, honorably and truly to assist and serve you.

" With great respect and consideration,

" Your obedient servant and friend,

" David Sears.1

" Hon. Daniel Webster, Marshfield, Massachusetts."

[MR. WEBSTER TO MR. SEARS.]

" Washington, March 25, 1846.

" Hon. David Sears,

" Sir : I had the honor to receive yesterday your letter of the 21st

instant.

" The kindness manifested by the transaction, information of which

you communicate, is of too important and grave a character to be acknowl

edged in the forms in which a sense of ordinary obligations is usually ex

pressed.

" I cannot but feel how entirely unworthy my public services have

been of so unusual and munificent a memorial.

"It is true I have been in public life many years, to the no small

neglect of my profession and prejudice of my private affairs. I hope that,

1 List of names referred to in the kins, Jr., Dudley L. Pickman, George

above letter : W. Lyman, G. C. Shattuck, John D.

David Sears, William Appleton, Na- Williams, Thomas Lamb, Samuel Law-

than Appleton, John Wells, David S. rence, Edward H. Robbins, W. W. Stone,

Brown, Samuel Appleton, Robert G. Thomas B. Curtis, John C. Gray, Ozias

Shaw, J. Chickermg, W. P. Winchester, Goodwin, Benjamin T. Reed, Ebenezer

Horace Gray, Francis 0. Lowell, Wil- Smith, A. Binney, C. W. Cartwright, Ben-

Ham Amory, Franklin Dexter, John E. jamin Loring, Eben Chadwick, J. W. Ed-

Thayer, John A. Lowell, Josiah Quincy, mands, Henry Cabot, John L. Gardner,

Jr., Thomas B. Wales, Thomas H. Per- Ignatius Sargent, William H. Prescott.
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on some occasions ^ I have done good, and that, on others, I may have

averted evil. But, for all I have done, and for much more, if I could

have accomplished more, I have found, and should have found, abundant

reward in the evidences of respect, confidence, and kindness already re

ceived from political and private friends.

" When I have returned home, after long-continued and exhausting

labors, I have forgotten, amidst the cordial greetings of those whom I

most respect and honor, all the inconveniences, toils, and losses, connected

with public life.

" The contribution which you now make known to me must be placed

entirely to the account of the friendship and generosity of yourself and

the other gentlemen.

" Expressions of thanks, however warm and earnest, would, in a case

like this, be feeble. I must rest, therefore, in the persuasion that all who

have borne a part in this transaction will believe that it has deeply and

profoundly impressed me with the sentiments and emotions justly belong

ing to the occasion.

" I am, dear sir, with the greatest personal regard,

" Your obedient servant, etc.,

" Daniel Webster."

The speeches made by Mr. Webster, at this session of Con

gress, on the tariff, will always stand as the best refutation that

could be given to the charge that he was an agent in the Sen

ate of certain New-England interests. The Administration

of President Polk had conceived and prepared a measure that

was to work an entire change in the mode of levying the

duties on imported merchandise. Discarding the principle

of specific duties, it proposed that all duties should be ad

valorem, and that duties be levied on the value of the goods

at the place of exportation. Next, it so changed the ad

justment of existing rates of duties as to operate unfavor

ably upon the interests of our own labor. Finally, by en

hancing the duties on raw materials, it tended to depress

the shipping interests. As a mere representative of a certain

class of manufacturers in Massachusetts, Mr. "Webster might

have been expected to attend to those features of the bill which

especially concerned them, and to have left the internal in

dustry and the external commerce of the country at large to

take care of themselves. But whoever will examine the tariff

speeches which he made at this session of Congress, whatever

may be his own opinions on the abstract questions of protection
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and free trade, will be impressed by the magnitude of the sub

jects which were dealt with, in which Mr. Webster's constitu

ents had very little concern. He will see the whole industrial

and commercial pursuits of a great country, with all their inter

dependent relations, as then existing, grasped, dissected, and

analyzed in the spirit and with the power of a statesman ; and

it will be difficult for him to rise from the perusal of these

speeches with the conviction that he has been reading an argu

ment made for the benefit of a few capitalists in a single State,

whose investments in some special pursuit were but a fraction

in the great aggregate of national wealth and labor. It was

indeed impossible for Mr. Webster to make himself the mere

representative of a locality or a class. So universal was the

feeling that he belonged to all localities and to all classes, that,

whenever these subjects were under discussion, men, who had

no personal or any other claims upon him—men of every

region, engaged in every kind of pursuit, and entertaining

every variety of opinion—poured in upon him the informa

tion which they supposed important, and which they knew

would find its legitimate influence when digested by his in

tellect.1

The special influence exercised by him, in the settlement of

the tariff of 1846, consisted in saving the Government from the

perpetration of a great blunder. As it came from the House

of Representatives, the bill contained a provision by which the

importer or consignee of goods, who had entered them with a

fraudulent under-valuation, could compel the Government to

take and pay for them at his own valuations, with five jper

centum in addition ! After -a scorching exposition of this

extraordinary scheme, Mr. Webster caused it to be stricken

out.2

The reenactment of the " Sub-Treasury " was another of the

measures of this session which Mr. Webster felt it to be his duty

to oppose. Originally proposed by Mr. Yan Buren in 1837, but

failing then and at a subsequent session to be adopted, this

plan for the keeping of the public funds became a law in 1840,

1 See the speeches on the tariff of pending Tariff Bill, which, on Mr. Web-

846, Works, v., 161-243. ster's motion, was stricken out on the

2 1 refer to the ninth section of the 28th of July.

58
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and was repealed in 184-1. Being a favorite measure of the

Democratic party, it was now brought forward again. Its

characteristic principle was, that the Government should keep

its own funds in its own custody instead of depositing them in

banks. Without repeating his objections to this measure on

account of its effects on the business of individuals, Mr. "Web

ster, on this occasion, confined himself to a statement of the

embarrassments it would produce in the financial operations of

the Government itself.1

The annexation of Texas was not regarded by Mr. Webster

as affording to Mexico a just cause of war against the United

States, although he, like many other public men in this coun

try, considered it a measure tending to produce war. The

letter, written to his son, in March, 1845, immediately after

the passage of the resolutions admitting Texas into the Union,

already quoted, shows, with precision, how he regarded this

matter.

It is to be remembered that the war with Mexico was not

the result of a declaration of war by Mexico on account of our

having acquired Texas, but that it was brought on by a state

of hostilities produced by the course of our Executive in taking

armed occupation of that country before we had an ascertained

title to any of it, and by subsequently advancing our forces

into a region where the boundary between Texas and Mexico

proper was not settled ; so that when the President, by his

message of May 11, 1846, applied to Congress for authority to

raise troops for the prosecution of a war, it was deemed neces

sary to recite, in the preamble of the act, that " a state of war

exists" between Mexico and the United States. When this

extraordinary act, growing out of these extraordinary circum

stances, passed the Senate of the United States on the 12th of

May, Mr. Webster was absent, and consequently his vote was

not given for or against the Mexican War. When he left Wash

ington, on one of the last days of April, he could not have

anticipated the introduction of such a measure. The Presi

dent's message, recommending to Congress to recognize the

existence of a war, was read in the two Houses on the 11th

1 See his remarks, Works, v., 244, et seq.
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of May, and the act was passed on the following day. Mr.

"Webster, on receipt of this intelligence, returned imme

diately to Washington, and was again in the Senate on the

14th.

Wholly irresponsible therefore for the war itself, his course

in regard to it was limited to the expression of his opinion re

specting the measures brought forward by the Administration

for conducting it, and many of these opinions have a permanent

importance. For example, it is well known that, instead of

pursuing the line of action prescribed in the Constitution, by

raising a provisional army to be officered by the United States,

or by calling into the field the militia of the States, Congress

authorized the creation of a mongrel force, consisting of " vol

unteers " organized into regiments by the States, with officers

appointed and commissioned by the States. The service of

these regiments was accepted by the United States when ten

dered, and they were mustered into the service of the United

States, with officers whose commissions were derived from the

separate States. Properly speaking, therefore, they were not

/part of an " army " " raised " by Congress, in the sense of its

constitutional power to raise armies, nor were they militia

called into the service of the United States under another of

the military powers of the Constitution. Mr. Webster regarded

this system as mixed, irregular, and incongruous, and said that

it would be abundantly proved to be inconvenient before the

war with Mexico should be ended. But, among the opinions

which he expressed in regard to this system, one of especial

consequence relates to the constitutional powers of Congress

in the employment of troops. We have already seen that, in

the War of 1812, he opposed and assisted in defeating .a con

scription bill.1 He now repeated, with great emphasis, the opin

ion that the only compulsory military service known under the

Government of the United States is that which arises when the

militia of the States, in its organized forms, is called into the

service of the United States under the constitutional provi

sion which authorizes its employment for certain purposes. In

some remarks which he now made upon this system of " volun

teer regiments " (on the 26th of May, 1846), he said :

1 Ante, i., 138, 139.
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" Now, it appeared to him that they would have acted somewhat more

wisely if they had proceeded upon the true line of their policy, as pre

scribed by the Constitution. They were authorized to raise and support

armies, bound by no rule but the discretion of Congress. That was a

large, and broad, and unqualified power. Congress was also authorized

by the Constitution to call forth the militia of the States—for the militia

was the militia of the States—to repel invasion, suppress. insurrection, and

execute the laws. In the present bill, and that passed the other day, these

persons were spoken of as volunteers. All were volunteers in the militia

proper—all were volunteers in the service of the United States—unless it

were the militia of the States, called into the service of the United States

for the exigency provided for in the Constitution, and that service was

compulsory—the only compulsory service under this Government.

In his opinion, then, it would have been better to have had all the mili

tary forces, regular or provisional, employed and paid by the Government

of the United States, officered by the United States Government. In other

words, it appeared to him that it would have been more consistent with

the acknowledged power of Congress, if these troops had been called into

the service, and the officers commissioned by Congress itself, leaving them

just as much volunteers as they now were. He hacl heard no objection to

that, except that the practice in the States had been, that the volunteers

selected their company officers, and that by the latter the field-officers

were selected. That could be done just as well in a provisional army,

under the sanction of a law of Congress, as not. But there would always

be considerable inconvenience in having forces paid by the United States

and commissioned by State authority. He did not know how far they

might be able to go on with that system, and avoid some great inconven

iences. The bill authorized the President to accept the service of citizens

by regiments, battalions, squadrons, and companies. A brigade was to

consist of two regiments—one might be raised in Ohio and the other "in

Indiana. The service of these regiments is accepted—who is to command

them ? According to the proposed law, the President was to designate the

general officer out of the militia of the States. What did that come to ?

Why, to this: that a brigadier-general of Indiana—a brigadier only by

State authority—commands the Ohio troops in the service of the United

States ! It struck him that a serious difficulty thus lay in their way.

The brigadier commanding these regiments, thus designated by the Presi

dent, was not to come before the Senate. He was not to derive his au

thority from the Government of the United States. He could easily fore

see that they could not go on long with such a system without great hinder-

ance and obstruction. Nevertheless, it was not, as he had said, his purpose

to offer any formal opposition to the bill. They would grow wiser by

experience ; and if the war should last—which God forbid !—they would

see the propriety of having a provisional army for short enlistment, l?ept

a distinct corps for all purposes of promotion and organization, destined

or expected to be temporary and occasional, in its use and character, but,
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nevertheless, officered by the Government of the United States, or [if] the

election of [by] the soldiers and subordinate officers is considered advis

able [it can be done], just as well by authority of this Government as of

the States."

With respect to the prosecution of the war, Mr. Webster,

in some remarks which he made on the 24th of June, declared

his readiness to vote for all needful supplies that might be

demanded by those who were responsible for the war, and gave

some important advice in regard to what he deemed the best

mode of providing for the extraordinary expenses attending

it. But, inasmuch as our armies were now invading Mexico,

and it was rumored that they were to march immediately and

directly to the city of Mexico, he demanded for what objects

the war was to be prosecuted. It was quite apparent to him

that the weaker nation would be subjected to a conquest by the

stronger one, if the war was to go on ; that her dismemberment

would follow, and that in that case wre should have more terri

tory to be annexed to the Union and to embarrass us with new

questions concerning it. Foreseeing these results, and greatly

fearing them, he took this early occasion to say that a formal,

solemn embassy ought to be sent to Mexico, to invite her to

treat for peace, and in the mean time that hostilities should be

suspended. If it should turn out that she was not willing to

treat, he should then be in favor of a vigorous prosecution of

the war. He expressed it as his own opinion that neither

England nor any other European power would interfere to aid

Mexico, and said that it was undoubtedly the true policy of

all governments to have Mexico at peace, in a state of active

industry, and increasing her resources and multiplying her

products. He felt sorry to say it of a republic, but Mexico

had produced few or no enlightened public men to guide her

counsels, and her people had been a great deal worse governed

than they were under the viceroyalty.

During this winter he finally felt it to be necessary to make

an explicit answer to one of the many inquiries which he had

received from time to time for many years, respecting the

speech attributed to John Adams in the eulogy of August,

1826. A generation of men had grown to manhood,' with this

remarkable piece of eloquence impressed upon their memories
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as if it liad been a genuine speech recited by Mr. "Webster from

the records of the Revolutionary epoch. Certainly he had no

design or expectation of producing such an impression. We

have seen the circumstances under which the supposed speech

was composed. It was like the production of an historian who

imagines what some great personage of a former era might have

said on a critical occasion, and who expresses what he imagines

in the form and with the surroundings of an actual harangue.

The dramatic effect thus given to his conception, by Mr. Web

ster, was one of the most simple and natural, and one of the

most legitimate of the arts of oratory. No one who heard the

eulogy on Adams and Jefferson ever supposed the speech at

tributed to Mr. Adams to be a real one. But it passed into the

school-boobs as a specimen of eloquence and of English ; and,

although it was generally in some way credited to Mr. Webster,

it became fixed in the popular imagination as a real utterance

of the great patriot whose sentiments and action it was designed

to embody. Hence the inquiries addressed to Mr. Webster, to

solve a doubt which was thus expressed with great naivete in

one of the numerous letters that came to him, and which hap

pens to have been addressed to him from Auburn in the State

of New York, in January, 1846 :

[FROM MR. BECKER.]

" Auburn, Cayuga County, N. Y., January 16, 1846.

" Honored and dear Sir : You will, I trust, pardon the liberty I take

(being personally a stranger to you) in asking a question which to your

self may seem one of little importance.

"The object of my inquiry is to ascertain whether that part of your

speech in commemoration of the lives and services of John Adams and

Thomas Jefferson, beginning ' Sink or swim, live or die, survive or perish,

I give. my hand and my heart to this vote,' etc., and closing with 'Inde

pendence now and Independence forever,' is your own composition, or

whether it is the very speech which John Adams gave when deliberating

upon the expediency of adopting the Declaration.

" I trust you will not deem this unworthy of notice, when I inform yon

that, even among our ' liberally'' educated men, there is nearly an equal

division of opinion, many of the ' great ' lawyers contending most strenu

ously -that the said speech is the veritable address, word for word, de

livered by Mr. Adams when deliberating upon the Declaration. Not only

our lawyers, but merchants of the first standing, as well as intelligent
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mechanics, entertain these views, while others contend as strongly that it

is all your composition.

" Although it will, undoubtedly, appear strange to yourself how

language can be thus differently understood by different persons, yet I

trust, for the gratification of a large circle of your warm friends and

admirers, whose highest regard and esteem I am requested to present

to you, that you will condescend to answer the inquiry I make in their

behalf.

" With the highest regard and esteem,

" I subscribe myself your most obedient servant,

" Peteb J. Beckeb."

[TO MB. BECKEB.]

" Washington, January 22, 1846.

" Peteb J. Beckeb, Esq.,

" Deab Sib : I have the honor of acknowledging the receipt vl

your letter of the 18th instant. Its contents hardly surprise me, as I

have received very many similar communications.

" Your inquiry is easily answered. The Congress of the Revolution

sat with closed doors. Its proceedings were made known to the public,

from time to time, by printing its journal, but the debates were not pub

lished. So far as I know, there is not existing in print or manuscript the

speech, or any part or fragment of the speech, delivered by Mr. Adams on

the question of the Declaration of Independence. We only know from

the testimony of his auditors that he spoke with remarkable ability and

characteristic earnestness.

" The day after the Declaration was made, Mr. Adams, in writing to

a friend, declared the event one fit to be celebrated by bonfires, illumina

tions, etc., etc. And, on the day of his death, hearing the noise of bells

and cannon, he asked the occasion. On being reminded that it was

' Independence day,' he replied : ' Independence forever ! ' These expres

sions were introduced into the speech supposed to have been made by

him. For the rest I must be answerable. The speech was written by me,

in my house, in Boston, the day before the delivery of the discourse in

Faneuil Hall ; a poor substitute, I am sure, it would appear to be, if we

could now see the speech actually made by Mr. Adams on that transcend-

antly important occasion.

" I am, respectfully, your obedient servant,

"Dan'l Webster."

This correspondence was sent to Mr. Ticknor, with the

following note :

"Washington, January 24, 1846.

" My deab Sib : The accompanying letter and copy of answer respect

a question which has been a great many times asked me. I place them
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in your hands, to serve if similar inquiries should happen to be made

of you.

" You see all that is publicly done here. As to personal and domestic

matters, we get along pretty well. We have taken a house, called ready

furnished, about as big as two pigeon-boxes, but pleasantly situated, and

some little space and shrubbery about it.1 Our nearest neighbor is very

quiet. It is the Unitarian Church. The ringing of the bell on Sunday

is all that we hear from it.

" My health is excellent. I must say I am surprised to think how well

I am, and how little abatement I feel of the disposition for occupation.

My affairs in court are as numerous and as important as at any time of my

life. But, I would be glad to be relieved from the necessity of attending

to these, for two reasons. First, if I remain in the Senate, I wish to be

abia to fulfil the duties of the place, so far as attention to the business

before it is regarded ; second, if I should have leisure, there are some

things which I would gladly bestow thought and time upon, of more per

manent interest than the temporary politics of the day.2

" I pray you make Mrs. Webster's and my own kindest remembrances

to Mrs. Ticknor and your daughter.

" Yours always cordially,

" Dan'l Webster.

" Mr. Ticknor."

[TO MB. TICKNOR.]
u March 22, 1846.

" My dear Sir : Here comes another.8 I cannot possibly answer all

these, one after another. How would it do to publish the correspondence

with the Auburn man which I sent to you ; and, if that would be well,

how and where %

" My wife has written to friends in New York to look out a little for

you, but she is now so little of a New-York woman, she can give no advice

herself.

" I am just opening the British newspapers. It would seem that Old

England will not get in a passion, do all we can. Some people here think

her conduct very provoking. They are offended that she does not show

a proper resentment; and that such glorious flights of indignant eloquence

are all lost upon her. Yours,

"D. W."

[FROM MR. SAMUEL B. RUGGLES.]

" New Yoke, October 12, 1846.

" My dear Sir : On leaving Vienna last winter, I had • the gratifica

tion of receiving from Prince Metternich a fine proof impression of a

1 This was the house in which he had long entertained, of writing a His-

resided through Mr. Fillmore's presi- tory of the Constitution and of the Ad-

dency. ministration of Washington.

2 This alludes to a purpose, which he 3 From Bangor, Maine.
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recent engraving of himself, giving his features and expression with sin

gular fidelity. With his own autograph and signature he addressed it to

yourself, and requested me to present it, in his behalf, on my return to

America.

" I feel under deep obligation to his Highness, not only for much per

sonal kindness received at his hands, but particularly for the opportunity

he has thus afforded me of showing how highly your flattering letters

of introduction are appreciated in Europe. May I, then, hope that this

engraving may be allowed a place at Marshfield^ and that, as a token of

regard from the eminent and venerable man occupying a position so im

portant in one hemisphere, it may not be wholly unacceptable to him who

fills so wide a space in the other ?

" With kind regards to Mrs. Webster, in which Mrs. Ruggles and my

daughter beg to unite,

" I remain, dear sir,

" Very truly and faithfully your obliged friend,

" Samuel B. Ruggles.

" Hon. Daniel Webster, etc., etc., etc."
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OHAPTEE XXXIII.

1846-1847.

PUBLIC BANQUET IN PHILADELPHIA SPEECH ON THE OREGON CON

TROVERSY AND THE MEXICAN WAR—INTRODUCTION OF THE

44 WILMOT PROVISO " HOW TREATED BY MR. WEBSTER—OP

POSES ALL ACQUISITIONS OF NEW TERRITORY COURSE OF THE

" NORTHERN DEMOCRACY " VISIT TO THE SOUTH MEDICAL

OPINION ON HIS CATARRH.

IN December, 1846, there occurred another of those popu

lar demonstrations of respect and gratitude which were

more frequently tendered to Mr. Webster than to any other

public man of his time. The merchants of Philadelphia, in

the spring of this year, invited him to a public dinner, as a

mark of their friendly regard and their admiration of his ser

vices to the country. In their invitation, they said :

" Nearly all who offer this mark of esteem are men of business,

removed from the party strifes of the country, though deeply interested

and affected in all their relations by the action and agitation of party.

With these your name has long been associated as one of those whose

advice, whether heeded or not, whose abilities, whether successfully ex

erted or not, were always directed toward the advancement of their inter

ests and the promotion of their prosperity. They offer to you this token

of respect, not only as an evidence of personal esteem, but as a mark of

sincere and grateful feeling.

" But, in this expression of regard, they will not limit themselves to

what may be considered as more peculiarly their own interests. As mem

bers of this great Republic, they desire in this way to express their appro

bation anfd pride in those efforts that have multiplied and strengthened

our ties with the family of nations ; that have increased and made more
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stable, as well as intimate, our own national sympathies, and which, by

extending your reputation, have given credit and fame to your country.

" None cherish with more interest these, the lasting memorials that

you have given of your patriotism and devotion to the welfare of your

fellow-citizens, than those who now tender this token of their esteem."

It was not convenient, however, for Mr. Webster to accept

this invitation until the 2d of December. On that day the

festival took place, the Hon. Samuel Breck being in the chair.

If these compliments had in their day any alloy of a political

purpose less pure than the language and sentiments in which

they were expressed, it is certain that they will now have,

when reproduced, a voice as of history speaking the words of

truth and soberness. Of what other contemporary statesman

could any citizen of another State have spoken as the chair

man on this occasion spoke of Mr. Webster ? And of whom

could this have been said, in words that so truly anticipate the

judgments of another age ? Among all the complimentary

addresses of which Mr. Webster was the object, I know of

none more graceful, simple, and national than this of Mr.

Breck :

" Gentlemen : I rise to propose a toast, expressive of the great

esteem and honor in which we hold the illustrious guest whom we are

assembled to welcome. It is cause for felicitation to have this opportunity

to receive him, and to meet him at our festive board.

" In Philadelphia, we have long been accustomed to follow him, with

earnest attention, in his high vocations in the legislative hall and in the

Cabinet ; and have always seen him there exercising his great talents for

the true interests of our wide-spread Kepublic. And we, in common with

the American people, have felt the influence of his wisdom and patriotism.

In seasons of danger, he has been to us a living comforter ; and more than

once has restored this nation to serenity, security, and prosperity.

" In a career of more than thirty years of political agitation, he, with

courageous constancy, unwavering integrity, and eminent ability, has

carried out, as far as his agency could prevail, the true principles of the

American system of government.

" For his numerous public services we owe him much, and we open

our grateful hearts to him in thanks ; we say to him, with feelings of pro

found respect and warm affection, that we are rejoiced at his presence

here, amid his Philadelphia friends—his faithful Philadelphia friends and

admirers."

The speech which followed from Mr. Webster was, like all
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his efforts in public, a speech full of instruction ; for, at all

times, whenever he said any thing in public, it was with " the

same high power of reason, instant in every one to explore and

display some truth." 1 He spoke on this occasion, as was his

custom, of the public affairs of the time : the late controversy

on the subject of Oregon and the existing Mexican War being

two of the chief topics. In reference to the refusal of our

Government to arbitrate the Oregon dispute, because the Presi

dent " did not believe the territorial rights of this nation to

be a proper subject of arbitration," he said that every question

of boundary is a question of territory, and that a refusal to

arbitrate leads directly to an assertion of the right of the

strongest, and to a resort to the sword :

" Do not all perceive that sentiments like these lead only to establish

the right of the strongest ? that they withdraw public questions between

nations from all the jurisdiction of justice, and all the authority of right,

from the control of enlightened opinion, and the general judgment of

mankind, and leave them entirely to the decision of the longest sword ? I

do not think this correspondence has raised the character of the United

States in the estimation of the civilized world. Its spirit does not partake

of the general spirit of the age. It is at wTar with that spirit, as much as it

is at war with all our own history from 1789 to the present day. The sense

of modern times, the law of humanity, the honor of civilized states, and

the authority of religion, all require that controversies of this sort, which

cannot be adjusted by the parties themselves, should be referred to the

decision of some intelligent and impartial tribunal.

" And, now that none can doubt our ability and power to defend and

maintain our own rights, I wish that there should be as little doubt of our

justice and moderation."

On the subject of the Mexican War, which was then so far

developed that conquests and new acquisitions of territory

might be anticipated, he thought proper to give a detailed his

tory of the mode in which the w^ar had been brought about,

Intent always upon the preservation of the Constitution, watch-

ing with ceaseless vigilance every thing that tended to its

infraction, he now stated, with his usual precision, in what

respect the Executive had encroached upon the prerogative of

Congress. Having shown that the Executive order, advancing

the army to the Eio Grande, was a step naturally, if not neces-

1 Rufus Choate. Eulogy on Mr. Webster at Dartmouth College, July 27, 1853
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sarily, tending to provoke hostilities, and to produce a war, lie

pronounced it to be against the spirit of the Constitution,

against the just limitations of the different departments of

the Government, and a dangerous precedent. What was the

value, he asked, of the constitutional provision that no power but

Congress can declare war, if the President of his own authority

may make such military movements as must bring on war ?

He held that any thing tending directly or naturally to pro

duce war should be referred to the discretion of Congress.

With respect to the preamble of the Act of May 11th, which

asserted that " wrar exists between the United States and

Mexico," he said that this was an assertion of a fact. ]STo war

having been declared by Congress, this act undertook to create

a fact ; a thing beyond the power of any legislative body. He

presumed that it was the intent of Congress to do nothing

more than to enable the President to defend the country to the

extent of what he claimed to be its limits. A war of invasion,

of conquests, the establishment of provinces, and the annexa

tion of new worlds to the United States, which now seemed to

be the purpose of the Executive, he did not believe had been

intentionally sanctioned by Congress.

The speech at the Philadelphia dinner also contains an im

portant discussion of the congressional power to regulate com

merce ; which was drawn forth by the previous u vetoes " of

President Polk, of several bills for river and harbor improve

ments. It embraces, too, a full exposition of the opinions of

Mr. Webster on the subject of protective tariffs, and their

bearing on the interests of labor, which he always sought, as a

legislator, to regard before the interests of capital.1

At the opening of the session, on the 7th of December,

1846, Mr. Webster was in his seat in the Senate.

The only important questions before Congress, during this

session, related to the Mexican War ; and, in these, so far as

they concerned mere details, he did not take a prominent part.

He did, however, interest himself to see that justice was done

to the chaplains proposed to be appointed for the army ; and

to the soldiers, in respect to the land bounties that were to be

offered to encourage enlistments. When a vote of thanks to

1 Works, ii. 309-368.
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General Taylor was proposed in the following February, hav

ing, as Mr. Webster expressed it, " a sting in it," lie caused

the sting to be removed, and the vote to stand as a single

expression of the thanks of Congress.1 Beyond this he did not

interfere in regard to measures relating to the prosecution of

the war ; but when, toward the close of the session, it became

necessary to act on the conditions under which the war was to

be brought to a close, he took a very decided attitude, the

wisdom of which has been proved by all that has since oc

curred.

On the 1st of February, 1847, while a bill, to appropriate

three millions of dollars to defray any extraordinary expenses

that might be incurred in ending the war, was before the House

of Representatives, Mr. "Wilmot, of Pennsylvania, a member of

that body, introduced the amendment which has since borne

his name, and which proposed to exclude slavery from all ter

ritory that might thereafter be acquired by, or annexed to,

the United States. The principle of this famous " "Wilmot

Proviso " was, of course, one that commended itself to every

representative of a Northern constituency ; but, the wisdom

of acquiring territory at all, trusting to the chances of estab

lishing this restriction, obviously admitted of the most serious

question. It is to be remembered that Texas was already in

the Union, under a compact which admitted of the formation

of four new slave States out of her vast territory; that she so

came in by the votes of Northern Senators and representatives ;

and that there was little prospect, after this concession, that

Southern men of any party would consent, in future acquisi

tions of territory, to have what was regarded as a mark of

inequality affixed to their relation to new regions lying con

tiguous to their own section of . the Union. To Mr.- Webster,

as has been already seen, all these projects of enlarging the

area of the Union, involving, as they necessarily did, the sec

tional question of slavery, were exceedingly objectionable ; and,

after what had occurred in the case of Texas, he had no faith in

a policy which proposed to risk the consequences of acquiring

more territory, along with the doubtful prospect of laying

1 The " sting " was embraced in a nothing herein contained shall be con-

proviso, which excepted one of General strued into an approbation of the terms

Taylor's acts, in these words : "That of the capitulation of Monterey."
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upon it, before or after it had been obtained, the restriction of

the " Wilmot Proviso." As in the case of Texas, he now sought

again to close the door against these questions, so full of peril

to the future peace and harmony of the Union. He therefore,

within a fortnight after the introduction of the " Wilmot Pro

viso " into the House, laid upon the table of the Senate two

resolutions, in which he proposed to declare that the war with

Mexico ought not to be prosecuted for the acquisition of ter

ritory to form new States to be added to the Union ; and that

the Government of Mexico ought to be informed that the

United States did not seek her dismemberment, and were

ready to treat for peace on a liberal adjustment of boundaries,

and with a just indemnity to the citizens of either country

having claims against the other.1

But the policy of the Democratic party, then holding as a

party the control of public measures, was fixed. The two

divisions of that party concurred in the determination to have

more territory, to be acquired by conquest from Mexico, and to

be wrested from her by the treaty which it was foreseen she

could be compelled to make.

Many of the " Northern Democracy," so called in the po

litical designations of the time, were for acquiring this territory,

under the " Wilmot Proviso," if they could, but, at all events,

for acquiring it ; the " Southern Democracy " were opposed

to the proviso, and were determined to have the territory with

out it, assuming that, in the end, it would be framed into slave

States. Accordingly, on the 1st of March, when the Three-

million Bill was before the Senate, a resolution, introduced by

Mr. Berrien, of Georgia, similar in tenor to the resolutions of

Mr. Webster, and disclaiming all acquisitions of territory, was

voted down by the Democratic Senators against the votes of

twenty-four Whig members, representing both Southern and

Northern States* Thereupon, Mr. Webster, in some remarks

which he made after the rejection of Mr. Berrien's resolution,

expressed himself as follows :

" But here, sir, I cannot bat pause. I am arrested by occurrences of

this night, which, I confess, fill me with alarm. They are ominous, por

tentous. Votes which have been just passed by majorities here cannot

1 February 15, 1847.
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fail to awaken public attention. Every patriotic American, every man

who wishes to preserve the Constitution, ought to ponder them well. I

heard, sir, the honorable member from New York, and with a great part

of his remarks I agreed ; I thought they must lead to some useful result.

But, then, what does he come to, after all ? He is for acquiring territory

under the Wilmot Proviso ; but, at any rate, he is for acquiring territory.

He will not vote against all territory to form new States, though he is

willing to say they ought not to be slave States. Other gentlemen of his

party from the Northern and Eastern States vote in the same way, and

with the same view. This is called ' the policy of the Northern Democ

racy.' I so denominate the party, because it so denominates itself. A

gentleman from South Carolina, if I understand him rightly, said he

wanted no new territory ; all he wanted was equality, and no exclusion ;

he wished the South to be saved from any thing derogatory, and yet he

does not vote against the acquisition of territory. Nor do other Senators

from Southern States. They are, therefore, in general, in favor of new

territory and new States, being slave States. This is the policy of the

Southern Democracy. Both parties agree, therefore, to carry on the war

for territory, though it be not decided now whether the character of the

newly-acquired territory shall be that of freedom or slavery. This point

they are willing to leave for future agitation and future controversy.

Gentlemen who are in favor of the Wilmot Proviso are ready, nevertheless,

to vote for this bill, though that proviso be struck out. The gentleman

from New York is ready to take that course, and his Northern and Eastern

friends, who sit round him here in the Senate, are as ready as he is. They

all demand acquisition, and maintain the war for that purpose. On the

other hand, the other branch of the party votes eagerly and unitedly for ter

ritory, the Wilmot Proviso being rejected, because these gentlemen take it

for granted that, that proviso being rejected, States formed out of Mexico

will necessarily be slave States, and added to this Union as such. Now,

sir, it has appeared to me from the beginning, that the proposition con

tained in the amendment which was submitted some days ago by my

friend, the honorable member from Georgia, was the true and the only

true policy for us to pursue. This amendment rejects all desire for the

dismemberment of Mexico; it rejects acquisition of territory by conquest;

it signifies a wish for the restoration of peace, and a readiness on our part

to enter into negotiations, and to treat, not only for peace, but also for

boundaries and indemnities. This amendment has been rejected, and now

I come to the point : Who has rejected it ? By whose votes has this

amendment, this very evening, been lost ? Sir, it has been lost by the

votes of the honorable member from New York and his Northern and

Eastern friends. It has been voted down by the ' Northern Democracy.'

If this ' Northern Democracy ' had supported this amendment, it would

have prevailed, and we should then have had no new territory at all, and,

of course, no new slave territory ; no new States at all, and, of course, no

new slave States. This is certain and indisputable. If the Senate had
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said what that resolution proposes, the danger would have been over.

But these gentlemen would not vote for it. To a man, they voted against

it. Every member of the Senate belonging to the Democratic party, in

the Northern States, however warmly he might have declared himself

against new slave States, yet refused to vote against all territorial acquisi

tion, a measure proposed and offered as a perfect security against more

slave States. They are for acquiring territory ; they are for more States ;

and, for the sake of this, they are willing to run the risk of these new

States being slave States, and to meet all the convulsions which the discus

sion of that momentous question may hereafter produce. Sir, if there be

wisdom, or prudence, or consistency, or sound policy, or comprehensive

foresight, in all this, I cannot see it.

"The amendment of the honorable member from Georgia was sup

ported by the votes of twenty-four members of the Senate. Twenty-nine

members voted against it. Of these twenty-nine there were six gentlemen

representing Northern and Eastern States ; viz., one from Maine, one from

New Hampshire, one from Connecticut, two from New York, and one

from Pennsylvania. If these six members had voted for the resolution,

they would have changed the majority ; there would, from that moment,

have been no apprehension of new slave territory or new slave States.

Against the resolution, also, we heard the voices of five members from the

free States in the Northwest ; viz., one from Ohio, two from Indiana, one

from Michigan, and one from Illinois. So it is evident that, if all the

Senators from the free States had voted for this amendment, and against

the acquisition of territory, such acquisition would have been denounced,

in advance, by nearly two-thirds%of tfye whole Senate, and the question of

more slave States settled forever.

"Mr. President, I arraign no men and no parties. I take no judgment

into my own hands. But I present this simple statement of facts and con

sequences to the country, and ask for it, humbly but most earnestly, the

serious consideration of the people. Shall we prosecute this war for the

purpose of bringing on a controversy which is likely to shake the Govern

ment to its centre? And now, sir, who are the twenty-four members who

supported the amendment of the member from Georgia ? They are the

Whigs of the Senate, Whigs from the North and the South, from the East

and the West. In their judgment it is due to the best interests of the

country, to its safety, to its peace and harmony, and to the well-being of

the Constitution, to declare at once, to proclaim now, that we want no

new States, nor territory to form new States out of, as the end of conquest.

For one, I enter into this declaration with all my heart. We want no ex

tension of territory, we want no accession of new States. The country is

already large enough.

" I do not speak of any cession which may be made in the estab

lishment of boundaries, or of the acquisition of a port or two on the Pa

cific, for the benefit of navigation and commerce. But I speak of large

territories, obtained by conquest, to form States to be annexed to the

59
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Union; and I say I am opposed to the prosecution of the war for any

such purposes.

" Mr. President, I must be indulged here in a short retrospection. In

the present posture of things and of parties, we may well look back upon

the past. Within a year or two after Texas had achieved its indepen

dence, there were those who already spoke of its annexation to the United

States. Against that project I felt it to be my duty to take an early and

decided course. Having occasion to address political friends in the city

of New York, in March, 1837, I expressed my sentiments as fully and as

strongly as I could. From those opinions I have never swerved. From

the first I saw nothing, and have seen nothing, but evil and danger to

arise to the country from annexation.

"The prudence of Mr. Van Buren stifled the project for a time, but in

the latter part of the Administration of Mr. Tyler it was revived.

" Sir, the transactions and occurrences from that time onward, till the

measure was finally consummated in December, 1845, are matters of history

and record. That history and that record can neither be falsified nor

erased. There they stand, and must stand forever ; and they proclaim to

the whole world, and to all ages, that Texas was brought into the Union,

slavery and all, only by means of the aid and active cooperation of those

who now call themselves the 'Northern Democracy' of the United States;

in other words, by those who assert their own right to be regarded as

nearest and dearest to the people, among all the public men of the country.

Where was the honorable member from New York, where were his North

ern and Eastern friends, when Texas was pressing to get into the Union,

bringing slaves and slavery with l^er ? Where were they, I ask ? Were

they standing up like men against slaves and slavery ? Was the annexa

tion of a new slave State an object which ' Northern Democracy ' opposed,

or from which it averted its eyes with horror ? Sir, the gentleman from

New York, and his friends, were counselling and assisting, aiding and

abetting, the whole proceeding. Some of them were voting here as eagerly

as if the salvation of the country depended on bringing in another slave

State. Others of us from the North opposed annexation as far as we

could. We remonstrated, we protested, we voted, but the ' Northern

Democracy' helped to outvote us, to defeat us, to overwhelm us. And

they accomplished their purpose. Nay, more. The party in the North

which calls itself, by way of distinction and eminence, the ' Liberty Party,'

opposed with all its force the election of the Whig candidate in 1844,

when it had the power of assisting in and securing the election of the

Whig candidate, and of preventing Mr. Polk's election ; and when it was

as clear and visible as the sun at noonday, that Mr. Polk's election would

bring slaveholding Texas into . the Union. No man can deny this. And

in the party of this ' Northern Democracy,' and in this * Liberty Party '

too, probably, are those, at this moment, who profess themselves ready to

meet all the consequences, to stand the chance of all convulsions, to see

the fountains of the great deep broken up, rather than that new slave
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States should be added to the Union ; but who, nevertheless, will not join

with us in a declaration against new States of any character, thereby shut

ting the,door forever against the further admission of slavery.

" Here, sir, is a chapter of political inconsistency which demands the

consideration of the country, and is not unlikely to attract the attention

of the age. If it be any thing but party attachment, carried, recklessly, to

every extent, and party antipathy maddened into insanity, I know not how

to describe it.

u Sir, I fear we are not yet arrived at the beginning of the end. I pre

tend to see but little of the future, and that little affords no gratification.

All I can scan is contention, strife, and agitation. Before we obtain a

perfect right to conquered territory, there must be a cession. A cession

can only be made by treaty. No treaty can pass the Senate, till the Con*

stitution is overthrown, without the consent of two-thirds of its members.

Now, who can shut his eyes to the great probability of a successful resist

ance to any treaty of cession, from one quarter of the Senate or another ?

Will the North consent to a treaty bringing in territory subject to slavery ?

Will the South consent to a treaty bringing in territory from which

slavery is excluded? Sir, the future is full of difficulties and full of

dangers. We are suffering to pass the golden opportunity for securing

harmony and the stability of the Constitution. We appear to me to be

rushing upon perils headlong, and with our eyes wide open. But I put

my trust in Providence, and in that good sense and patriotism of the

people which will yet, I hope, be awakened before it is too late."

And here, with this distinct and prophetic warning of what

was to come, Mr. Webster, for the present, said no more. The

" Wilmot Proviso " was not adopted ; the Executive was left to

prosecute the war, and to make a treaty, without restriction of

any kind respecting the acquisition of territory, and the coun

try entered upon a course of policy full of the perils which Mr.

Webster had pointed out.1

1 When the "Wilmot Proviso" was tlemen passed their minds over it ? Did any-

moved in the Senate as an additional sec- man suppose that there would he no difficulty

. x1 mi .-,,. -n-n n, ,, in carrying out this problem of a free gov-
tion to the Three-million Bill, after the eminent without further acquisition, as our

rejection of Mr. Berrien's restriction, population increased ? The House of Eep-

Mr. Webster voted for it. It was re- fesentatiyes now with two hundred and

. . -, , , r , , . , , . , twenty-eight members, found it necessary to
jected by a vote of thirty-one to twenty- adopt the - one-hour rule1 in debate ; but

one. Some remarks made by Mr. Archer, when we become a population of one hun-

of Virginia, on this occasion, ought to be dred millions as it had been calculated we

. ?, ' ° soon should, it would be necessary to adopt
quoieu nere . . a ' minute rule,1 and then every thing would

"But there was another view that was just be done out of doors—nothing more than the

as absolutely imperative on his mind as that mere. forms of deliberation remaining; and

at which he had ouly just glanced. It was we shall become the- most corrupt Govern-

the introduction of the question, which would ment ever seen in the world. And did any

come up with the acquisition of new terri- man doubt, if they passed this appropriation,

tory. Had they, he inquired, become abso- that the struggle on the question of slavery

lutely insane with this rabid appetite for ter- would come ? Let honorable Senators read

ritorial acquisition ? What was the super- the resolutions which have already been pre-

ficial extent of the United States? Had gen- sented from eight or nine States of this
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At this session a bill was introduced by Mr. Crittenden,

making an appropriation for sending supplies of food in a

national vessel to relieve the famine in Ireland, caused by a

failure of the crops. As originally proposed, the offer was

from the Government of the United States to the Government

of Great Britain. Mr. Webster thought it should be from one

people to the other, and the bill was so amended. He said

that the condition of Ireland was one of which Christendom,

since the dark ages, had known no parallel.

Mr. Webster had long desired to make a tour in the

Southern States, which, with the exception of Virginia, he had

never visited. After the adjournment of Congress, on the 4th

of March (1847), he proposed to carry out this purpose, but he

was detained in Washington by professional business until the

last week in April. He then proceeded on his journey, accom

panied by Mrs. Webster and Miss Josephine Seaton, the eldest

daughter of W. W. Seaton, Esq., of Washington. On the

29th of April he was at Eichmond, where there was a public

entertainment in honor of his visit. The journey was thence

to Raleigh, at which place he remained until the 4th of May.

Passing then through the pine region of North Carolina, he was

met by a special train and a large deputation, ten miles from

Wilmington, and escorted to that city. The party arrived in

Charleston on the 7th of May.

The visit of Mr. Webster to this, the most cultivated city

of the South, was marked by every possible demonstration of

respect and interest. The proceedings at a public reception

given to him by the citizens at large, at the dinners of the New-

England Society and of the Charleston Bar, are all embraced

in the second volume of his Works.

The first two were given to the statesman, the last to the

lawyer ; and in the addresses which he made on these several

occasions are to be seen the distinct characters in each of which

he was so eminent, and neither of which in him predominated

Union, expressing their inflexible purpose minister to the dissensions of the States, and

to exclude slavery from all territory that may if they were to subscribe a paper, declaring

hereafter be acquired. And he had informa- their purpose to be to produce such a calam-

tion that resolutions had nassed one branch ity, it would be no more apparent than by the

of the Legislature of Virginia, and were ex- passage of this bill. It was lamentable to

pected to pass the other, in which language think of the consequences to result, which

was used which showed that the people of would be either the overthrow of this Union,

his State were prepared for resistance to the or the infusion into the veins of the body

determination of the free States. It was evi- politic of a poison that would make it un

dent, then, that the passage of this bill would worthy of preservation."
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over the other. At Columbia there were similar receptions,

given by the citizens and the officers and students of the South

Carolina College.

The reception at Savannah was peculiarly imposing. A

great concourse assembled in the principal square, at the base

of the monument erected to Greene and Pulaski, and there Mr.

Webster was addressed in the name of the people of Savannah,

by Mr. Justice Wayne, of the Supreme Court of the United

States. His reply is also contained in the second volume of his

Works. But here the state of his health, and the increasing

heats of the season, obliged him to turn back. He gave up the

purpose of visiting New Orleans with great reluctance. But

his tour had enabled him to see and understand the rice and

cotton culture of the South, and, with the exception of the city

of New Orleans, and the regions of the lower Mississippi, he

had now seen every principal and distinct region of the United

States. As invariably happened, when travelling without a

political purpose, he was everywhere recognized as standing in

a peculiar relation to the Union ; and everywhere, in the public

speeches which he made, there was the same impressive incul

cation of the duty of adhering to the Constitution as it is, of

resisting all changes in it, because its original spirit and its

original purpose must be impaired by such changes, and be

cause the spirit and purpose cannot be departed from without

great social and political convulsions, in which the free institu

tions of the country must be lost.

Before Mr. Webster left Washington on this Southern tour,

it had become apparent that the brilliant success with which

General Taylor had conducted the first campaigns of the

Mexican War had created a military enthusiasm throughout

the country, which was not unlikely to transfer him to civil

life, and to the highest political station, by that popular as

sumption which jumps, from the display of high qualities as a

soldier, to the conclusion that a successful general is fit for the

highest duties and functions of a statesman. Mr. Webster had

had too much experience in political life, and understood too

well what are the qualifications which ought to be regarded as

fitting any man for the position of President of the United

States, to be willing to place a mere soldier in that office. He
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saw this popular tendency toward General Taylor, as a candi

date for the presidency, with great concern. He thought that

it betokened the 'same weakness which had led other nations to

the same error ; and he never, at any time, was willing that the

presidency should be regarded as a reward for mere military

achievements, or that it should be bestowed on public men who

were not trained for it in civil and political life.

Writing from Washington to his son, Mr. Fletcher Web

ster, April 25, 1847, he said :

" The probability now is, that General Taylor will come in President

with a general rush. He would, certainly, were the election now to come

on. It is in the nature of mankind to carry their favor toward military

achievement. No people yet have ever been found to resist that tendency.

The great pensionary John De Witt established it by a ' perpetual law ' in

the Dutch republic, that the supreme civil authority should never be

placed in military hands. But this perpetual law was soon broken down,

in order to place the chief authority in the hands of the military princes

of the house of Orange. Here is a chapter of history worth studying."

Mr. Webster reached Marshfield, on his return from the

South, on the 8th of June. The state of affairs in his " gun

room " was pathetically described a few days afterward as fol

lows : " Fish-baskets all gone, great and small ; every rod not

gone is broken to pieces, so that I cannot take a fish ; book of

flies and hooks, belonging to the Edgar rod, gone, etc., etc., to

the end of the list." This was a melancholy state of things for

so great a sportsman. But, on opening a box, which had

arrived before him, from some unknown giver, he found a very

splendid and complete angling apparatus. Nothing indicated

the source of this superb gift but the name of the maker of the

articles. To him, therefore, Mr. Webster addressed the follow

ing characteristic letter :

[MR. WEBSTER TO MR. WELCH.]

" Marshfield, June 10, 1847.

" Dear Sir : On my arrival here, on the 8th instant, I found an un

known and unopened box, whose contents no one knew, nor could I ascer

tain whence it came, nor, with any accuracy, the date of its reception.

You know what the box contained, and can therefore well judge of my

surprise, as I found no explanation and no clew except your card and a
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short memorandum in writing. Such a rich and elegant apparatus for

angling I am sure I never saw, either at home or abroad.

" The rods and reels are certainly of exquisite workmanship, and richly

mounted ; the flies truly beautiful, and the contents of the books ample,

abundant, and well selected. Poor Izaak Walton ! Little did he think,

when moving along by the banks of the rivers and brooks of Stafford

shire, with his cumbrous equipments, that any unworthy disciple of his

would ever be so gorgeously fitted out, with all that art and taste can

accomplish, for the pursuit of his favorite sport !

" Among his followers are thousands of better anglers than myself;

but I may challenge them, one and all, to show that a disciple can be

found who goes to the field better prepared for creditable performances.

" My responsibility, I fear, is the greater. A fly thrown clumsily, with

such implements, or a fish struck unadroitly, or played without skill, or

suffered to escape, except into the basket, would justly affect the operator

with lasting disgrace. How could he hope to justify himself before the

Girards of New York, or the Eckleys of Boston ? Henry Grinnell ! I

should be ashamed to meet him after such a misadventure. If he should

hear of it, he would pause though he were just throwing a fly at a salmon

in the rivers of Ireland ! If I again shall see Islip or Smith's Pond, or the

Fireplace, even if I shall wet a line, quite alone, at Waquoit or Sampson's

Narrow, my hand, I am sure, will tremble, especially when I shall, for the

first time, throw a May-fly to a trout by this beautiful gear.

" I do not know, my dear sir, that I ought to ask any questions of you.

If my warmest thanks may be made acceptable to the source to which I

owe this most extraordinary and elegant outfit for angling, I pray you to

present them with cordiality and earnestness.

" For yourself, as the maker, you will allow me to express very high

respect. I have never seen any thing to compare with your work ; and I

conclude by offering you my regards and hearty good wishes.

" Yours, etc.,

" Daniel Webster."

The summer passed away in the rural delights of Marsh-

field, from which he was absent but once ; when, in the month

of July, he was obliged to be in the city of New York, where,

by the efficient aid of his friend, Mr. Blatchford, he accom

plished a settlement respecting the affairs of certain property

at Hoboken, which had given him much trouble and embar

rassment. In the autumn, he was at Franklin, where " John

Taylor was in a fright " concerning a railway that had been laid

out through the farm, and in close proximity to the house.1 In

1 At the opening of the Northern Rail- was present, and made a short speech.

road, November 17, 1847, Mr. Webster Works, ii., 414.
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the autumn, he was much occupied with professional engage

ments in different parts of New England.

During this season, he had occasion to consult the eminent

physician, Dr. Samuel Jackson, of Philadelphia, with respect to

his catarrh. This complaint, recurring at a regular period in

the summer of every year, was considered by Dr. Jackson,

who had great experience in treating it, as a nervous affection,

although it simulates an inflammatory disease. Dr. Jackson's

opinion was, that a depleting, debilitating treatment aggra

vated and prolonged, it ; that the diet should be as generous

and substantial as the digestive organs will bear ; that a tonic

and alterative treatment should for two or three weeks pre

cede the access of the disorder ; and that, during its continu

ance, the inhalation of pure sulphuric ether affords the best

relief. He did not regard change of climate as having much

influence.1 Mr. Webster pursued this system for a time, and

occasionally resorted to it for the residue of his life. I think

that he found it beneficial, but he never succeeded in con

quering the disorder, and never wholly avoided its sufferings.

1 It is a fact, however, that Mr. Web- inland to an c Dean atmosphere, or the re«

ster often found relief by passing from an verse.
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OHAPTEE XXXI V.

1847-1848.

FAREWELL TO MARSHFIELD FOR THE WINTER ILLNESS OF MRS.

APPLETON DEATH OF MAJOR EDWARD WEBSTER—SKETCH OF

HIS LIFE AND CHARACTER BY HIS BROTHER MR. WEBSTER DE

TAINED AT WASHINGTON BY THE PENDING- TREATY OF PEACEPREDICTS THE CONSEQUENCES OF NEW ACQUISITIONS OF TER

RITORY ARRIVAL IN BOSTON—DEATH OF MRS. APPLETON—■

EFFECT OF THE DEATHS OF HIS CHILDREN—PREPARES THE

FAMILY BURIAL-PLACE AT MARSHFIELD RETURNS TO THE SEN

ATE EXPECTED NOMINATION OF GENERAL TAYLOR FOR THE

PRESIDENCY—MISTAKES OF MR. WEBSTER'S FRIENDS NOMINA

TION OF GENERAL TAYLOR BY THE WHIGS REITERATES HIS

OBJECTIONS TO INCREASING THE AREA OF SLAVERY ADVISES

THE ELECTION OF GENERAL TAYLOR, AND ASSIGNS HIS REA

SONS SPEECHES AT MARSHFIELD AND IN FANEUIL HALL-

DEATH OF MR. JEREMIAH MASON—EULOGIUM PRONOUNCED BY

MR. WEBSTER AT A MEETING OF THE BOSTON BAR.

THE following letter, written by Mr. "Webster before his

departure from Marshfield, at the close of the year

1847, describes his last visit to that place before leaving it

for the labors of the winter :

[TO MB. BLATCHFORD.]

" Maeshfield, Tuesday Morning, Five o'clock, December 7, 1847.

" My dear Sir : It is a beautiful, clear, cold, still morning.

" I rose at four o'clock, and have looked forth. The firmament is glori

ous. Jupiter and Venus are magnificent ; ' and stars unnumbered gild the

glowing pole.' I wish I could once see the constellations of the South,
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though I do not think they can excel the heavens which are over our

heads. An hour or two hence we shall have a fine sunrise. The long

twilights of this season of the year make the sun's rising a slow and

beautiful progress. About an hour hence, these lesser lights will begin

to ' pale their ineffectual fires.' Meantime, Mr. Baker and his men are

already milking and feeding the cows, and his wife has a warm breakfast

for them all ready, before a bright fire. Such is country-life, and such is

the price paid for manly strength, and female health, and red cheeks.

" I hear the sea, very strong and loud at the North, which is not un

usual after violent atmospheric agitations, and when the wind has lulled.

They call this the ' rote,1 or ' rut,' of the sea. Either expression is cor

rect. The Latin rota is the root of both words. The ' ruts ' in the road

are the result of rolling, or the repeated and successive pressure of blows

of the wheel. Rotation means repetition as well as succession. To learn

a thing by rote, is to possess the mind of it by repeated readings or hear

ings. The rote or rut of the sea, therefore, means only the noise produced

by the action of the surf, the successive breaking of wave after wave on

the shore ; and the beach means precisely the smooth shore, beaten by

this eternal restlessness of the ocean. There is another expression for the

same thing, sometimes used instead of ; rut ' or ' rote ; ' I hear our people

speak of the 'cry of the sea,' not an unapt phrase to signify the deep,

hollow-sounding, half-groaning, or loud wailing voice of the ocean,

uttered as if in resentment of its violent disturbance by the winds. As an

indication of wind and weather, the rote of the sea is generally under

stood to signify either that the wind has recently left the quarter whence

the rote is heard, or else is soon to spring up in that quarter. The moon

changes to-day, the tides are high, and, at eleven o'clock, the sea will

cover all the meadows, and reach the wall of our garden. I found the

trees leafless, of course. The old elm shows nothing but bare limbs and

sprays. But the ground is not yet frozen, and the fields are not without

their green spots. Our harvest accounts are good. We think we have a

thousand bushels of corn, three thousand of turnips, and seven or eight

hundred of beets. The barns are full of hay. Six or eight oxen are eat

ing turnips by w^ay of preparation for the Brighton market, in March. We

are in snug winter quarters, with only men enough to take care of the

cattle, get the wood, and look out for kelp. To-day I shall try to look

over accounts, count the cattle and sheep, see to the curing of the pork

and hams, etc. ; and to-morrow try to get back to Boston. Nobody is

with me but George.

" Yours truly,

" D. Webster.

" P. S.—I went down to the mouth of the river at high water. The

marshes are all covered, there was not a breath of wind, but the sea looked

cold and blue. Our port was deserted, and the lobster-houses are all vacated.

Half a dozen great wild geese were in the river, just below the boat-house,.
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who seemed very happy, as they had the whole scene to themselves. It is

winter. I have taken my last look of Marshfield, out of doors, for the

season, and, not without reluctance, give it all up for toilsome law and

wrangling politics. I am thankful for the past. Adieu ! "

He took his seat m the Senate, at this session of Congress,

on the 20th of December, 1847. He presented numerous

petitions praying that the war with Mexico might be brought

to a close ; but, in the early part of the session, he did not

take an active part in the public business. He was, in fact,

at this time much occupied in the Supreme Court ; more so

than he had been at any period since he went into the Depart

ment of State. Writing to his son, at this time, he says : " I

attend to causes pretty closely ; although, now that I am sixty-

six years old, I take it for granted that people begin to say,

' He is not the man he was.' In some respects that is certainly

true ; perhaps in many." His argument in the Rhode Island

case, involving the late attempt at revolution in that State,

was made at this time, and it certainly gives no sign of not

having been made by the " man he was." Its permanent im

portance consists in its discussion of the principles on which

our American institutions are founded ; of the modes in which

constitutional changes can be lawfully reached ; and of the

meaning and bearing of that clause in the Constitution of

the United States which guarantees to every State a re

publican form of government, and protects it against domestic

violence.1

In the midst of these engrossing and most important duties,

there came to him from Boston intelligence which gave him

great anxiety respecting the health of his daughter, Mrs.

1 It is to be found in his Works, which it had been argued in the court

vi., 217, et seq. The counsel who had below. When he had concluded, Mr.

argued this cause in Rhode Island, in Webster inquired if that was all, intimat-

the court below, was assisted by a gen- ing that the case was not fully covered,

tleman of that bar, of the name of Bos- ' Mr. Bosworth modestly replied that he

worth, at that time a young, but a had himself prepared another point, but

learned lawyer. In preparing a brief that Mr. did not consider it im-

for the cause, in the court below, Mr. portant. He then went through with

Bosworth had much elaborated a point his own view of the case. Mr. Webster

which he thought highly important, but started up with great animation, and

which his senior associate rejected, said : " Mr. Bosworth, by the blood of

When Mr. Bosworth attended Mr. Web- all the Bosworths that fell on Bosworth

ster in Washington, to instruct him in Meld, that is the point of the case ! Let

the cause, he went over the points on it be included in the brief by all means."
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Appleton. In the early part of the winter, she had taken a

severe cold, which developed some latent pulmonary tendencies.

Still, she wrote to him so cheerfully, on one of the last days of

December, that he felt relieved.

[FROM MRS. APPLETON TO MR. WEBSTER.]

" Boston, December 28, 1847.

" A happy New Year to you, my dear father, and many, yery many,

returns of it ! I was glad to see a letter from you yesterday, addressed to

Fletcher, which assured us you were quite well in your solitude. I sup

pose ' Monica' and yourself paid due attention to Christmas, in the way

of turkeys, mince-pies, etc. Uncle Paige and his children dined with us

on that day. Fletcher remained at home, as Caroline came down to

dinner. There was a great hanging up of stockings on Christmas eve

—five little ones, and even papa and mamma were requested to hang

up theirs, in which some most mysterious little trifles were found; of

course it was impossible to guess where they came from. The children

are nearly free from colds. I am the only invalid at present. My cold

has at last reached the crisis. I anticipated, when I was visiting and shop

ping with mamma those damp days, and I now am to stay in my room

until I get rid of it. I hope I shall not be housed very long. How very

sad is Mr. Fairfield's death ! He was very sanguine last winter about that

fatal remedy, and urged Aunt Sam. Appleton strongly to try it. I am

rejoiced she did not. We have had snowy weather for two or three days,

and the sleighing is very good. Sammy and his sled take advantage of it.

The poor child cried bitterly the day you left, to think you should have

been at the door, and he did not see you. I tried to divert his mind by

talking of Christmas, but he said, ' all he wanted was grandpapa in his

stocking ; ' rather a capacious stocking would be required. The little

ones all wish their grandpapa a ' Happy New Year,' and send a great

many kisses.

" With much love, dear father, I am ever,

" Your affectionate daughter,

"Julia."

The disease, however, made rapid progress, and, by the end

of January, Mr. "Webster, who had become very much alarmed,

desired to have his daughter brought to the milder climate of

"Washington. This was found to be impossible, and Mrs. Web

ster therefore went immediately to Boston. Some improve

ment in the case occurred by the middle of February, giving

ground for that hope which in this disease is ever renewed and

ever deferred.
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[MK. WEBSTER TO MRS. APPLETON.]

" Washington, February 14, 1848.

u My dear Daughter : Your mother writes me daily, about all Boston

things, the state of your health among the rest ; but I hope her face will

be turned this way by the time you receive this. I have not been out of

my house for some two or three days, having given myself up for that

time to Dr. Lindsley, to see if he cannot melt out of my bones and muscles

some lingering rheumatism. Your mother says you are indignant about

' vice-presidents ' and ' such things,' as Mr. Biddle used to say.1 On all

such subjects, my dear child, my notion is this. I am allowed to be the

first farmer in Marshfield, South Parish, and I am content with this, unless

I should be called to be first, elsewhere, where I can do more good. Give

my best love to your husband, and to Miss Caroline Le Roy Appleton,

Master Samuel Appleton, Miss Julia W. Appleton, Master Daniel Webster

Appleton, Miss Constance Mary Appleton.

" Your truly affectionate father,

"Daniel Webster."

In a little more than a week after this letter was written,

Mr. Webster received intelligence of the death of his youngest

son, Major Edward Webster, which occurred near the city of

Mexico, on the 23d of January. The last letter his father

received from him, written on the 20th of December, indicated

little danger from either battle or disease, and, when the intelli

gence of his death came, it was without warning of any kind.

[MR. WEBSTER TO FLETCHER WEBSTER.]

" February 23, Two o'clock, 1848.

" My dear and only Son : I have just received this ; when shown to

Julia and the rest of the family, send it back safely "to me.

"My own health is pretty good, but I hardly know how I shall bear up

under this blow. I have always regarded it as a great misfortune to out

live my children ; but I feel now, but more intensely, as when Grace and

Charles died.

" But the will of Heaven be done in all things !

" Yours affectionately,

"Dan'l Webster."

[mrs. appleton to mr. webster.]

" February 26^.

'" My dear Father : Your most kind and comforting letter was

received by me yesterday, and a great source of consolation it has been to

1 Alluding to a rumor that he was to be nominated for the vice-presidency by

fhp Winers,
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me. I rejoice to find that you have been enabled to lift up your head after

this blow, and look ' unto Him from whence cometh our help.' It is,

indeed, a sad affliction ; but, thank God ! I feel such perfect trust in His

mercy and love, and know so well that ' He doth not willingly afflict or

grieve the children of men,' that I feel assured that it was for Edward's

good and happiness, as well as for ours, that he was taken away. May we

all prepare to follow Him, through whom is the Way, the Truth, and the

Life, and through whom alone we can find acceptance with God ! I have

many things to say to you, my dear father, but I trust to see you shortly,

and I will wait until then, as I do not write very readily. Fletcher is very

much afflicted, and not as calm and resigned as I hope he will be in a few

days. God bless and keep you, dearest father, may you long, long, live ;

and may your remaining children be spared to be a comfort and solace to

you 1 Tell mother that I think I am improving. I drive out every day.

The children have all recovered. With much love from Samuel and my

self, I am ever your affectionate daughter,

"Julia."

The following account of Major Webster's brief life, and

sketch of his character, was written by his brother Fletcher :

"Major Edward Webster, younger son of Hon. Daniel Webster, was

born in Boston on the 20th of July, 1820. He went through his early

studies at the Latin school, and at Exeter Academy, and entered Dart

mouth in 1837. In August, 1839, before his class graduated, he went to

Europe, during the visit abroad of his father, and, after travelling some

time in Great Britain and on the Continent, repaired to Geneva, where he

remained nearly a year, pursuing his studies. From Geneva he went to

Italy, and spent many months in the family and under the friendly care

of the Hon. Edward Everett, then living at Florence. He returned from

Europe in the year 1841, took his degree at Dartmouth, and commenced

the study of. the law at Washington, in the office of Richard S. Coxe,

Esq., and finished his studies at Boston, in the office of Charles G. Loring,

Esq.

"The commission for establishing the boundary-line between the

United States and Canada being set on foot, he was appointed secretary

to the American commission in 1843, and repaired at once to the scene of

his duties on the frontier.

" Dispatch being very necessary, he was also charged with the duty of

a civil engineer, and, taking command of one of the parties, surveyed a

considerable portion of the boundary-line. After this part of their opera

tions was finished, and while at Washington, engaged with others, under

the direction of the commission and the chief-engineer, Major Graham, in

preparing a report of the survey, the news of General Taylor's supposed

imminent danger reached this country, and the well-known requisition of

the Federal Executive was made upon the several States for volunteers.
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" He resigned his commission on the boundary survey and came at vnce

to Boston, where he raised the first company of volunteers accepted and

organized by the State.

" As these were not immediately wanted for service, he remained for

some time pursuing other avocations at home, until the regiment of Mas

sachusetts was called for to proceed at once to Mexico. By this time

several months had elapsed ; many of his men had scattered ; some of

them, who had come from Maine and New Hampshire, where they had

learned to know him, to serve under him again, had returned to their

homes, and the character of the war had much changed.

" It was with no such enthusiasm as at first that he recommended

recruiting at this time. His opinions of the war and its objects were the

same as those entertained by his friends, but he felt that he had gone too

far to recede ; he had offered his services, had received his commission,

and he felt that it was hardly consistent with his honor to withdraw, at

the moment he was about to be sent into the field.

" Recruiting went on but slowly ; many, however, of his former enlist

ment rejoined him, and several of those from Maine and New Hampshire

who had previously enrolled, returned at once, and were among the first

to answer to their names. All are aware how much the general sentiment

of that part of the country, and especially of Massachusetts, was opposed to

the war, and all can conceive what a disheartening attempt it must have

been to recruit men under such circumstances, with no bounty from the

Government, no aid from any one, and the good wishes of very few.

" He was, however, to be deterred or discouraged by nothing ; he re

linquished the prospect of a pleasant and profitable engagement at home,

in his congenial pursuit of engineering, and pushed on his recruiting with

undiminished resolution.

At last he raised a sufficient number of men, and they were mustered

into the service of the United States, and the organization of the regi

ment was then begun. Upon his success in filling up his company, those

who know any thing about it are aware, the hope Of raising the regiment

at all depended.

" On the final completion of the regiment he sailed for Mexico, senior

captain in command of the first detachment of Massachusetts troops, being

his own and the late Captain Felt's companies, and landed at the Brazos,

whence he proceeded at once to garrison Matamoras.

" He was here taken severely ill, and his life was for some time feared

for—he recovered, however, sufficiently to be removed, and returned home

on leave of absence.

" While thus absent from his regiment, he was chosen to the majority,

made vacant by the promotion of Colonel Cushing to a brigadier-general

ship.

As soon as his health was restored he returned to his duties. In No

vember, 1847, he reached Vera Cruz, and proceeded at once on the road to
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join his regiment, which had gone up to Perote before his arrival. At

Jalapa he was put in command of a battalion of troops from Georgia, all

of them sick, then on their wray up from that place to Perote, and ordered

by General Patterson to get them through. During the march the

weather was extremely bad, a cold north wind blowing, and a heavy rain

falling all the while. He wras overtaken and passed on the march by

General Gushing and his staff, at Las Vegas. He was then wet through to

the skin, and had been in the saddle fourteen hours in that condition, nor

did he arrive in camp till after midnight. It was the exposure on this

occasion, probably, which laid the foundation of the illness that proved

fatal.

" On reaching Perote the command of his regiment devolved on him,

and he marched with it to the city of Mexico, which he reached on the 8th

of December.

" On the 19th, with his regiment, forming part of General Cushing's

brigade, he proceeded to San Angel, where he was last heard from by letter,

on the 20th of December, in good spirits and apparent health.

" On the 25th of the succeeding January he died, after an illness of

about twenty days.

" Major Webster possessed in an eminent degree those qualities which

commanded respect and engage affection. He had a gravity and steadiness

of demeanor and a conscious self-respect which inspired those under him

with confidence in his judgment and resources, and his manners, though

always dignified, were peculiarly winning and attractive. Those who had

the opportunity of seeing him in situations where it could be displayed,

whether on the northeastern frontier with a surveying party, or in Mexico at

the head of his men, bear witness that he possessed, to an extraordinary

extent, the power of command, of making himself respected and beloved.

" With excellent abilities, a strong mind improved by travel and general

association with distinguished persons, a decided taste and talent for

mathematics, a resolution and firmness of purpose that nothing could

shake, great courage, and a high sense of honor, he was well calculated to

distinguish himself in the profession of arms, to which h* -%lt always the

strongest predilection.

" To his intimates he was all that generosity and amiability and good

ness of heart could make a man ; to his father and family he was a hope

and a stay and a comfort, whose loss can neither be forgotten nor sup

plied.

" Many of our best and bravest have fallen in. Mexico, but none have

been cut off from fonder hopes, none leave behind more longing, aching

hearts than Edward Webster.

" ' And thou for whom an unavailing woe

Bursts from my heart, and mingles with the strain,

Had the sword laid thee with the mighty low,

Pride might forbid affection to complain.' "
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No adequate idea of Mr. Webster's nature has been

imparted to the reader, if be has not perceived how deep

were his affections, and how strong the ties of kindred

wound themselves around his heart. At the moment when

this blow fell upon him, soon to be followed by another

and yet a greater one, he could not withdraw from his public

duties.

Early in the session, a bill was reported by General Cass,

from the Committee on Military Affairs, to increase the army

then engaged in Mexico, by raising ten regiments of additional

troops. This formed the principal subject of discussion in the

Senate until the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo was ratified,

and for some time longer. That treaty was signed on the 2d of

February ; it was styled " A treaty of peace, friendship, limits,

and settlement, between the United States of America and the

Mexican republic." It was negotiated by an agent, Mr. N. P.

Trist, appointed by the President of the United States, and

three citizens of Mexico appointed by the President of that re

public.1 It undertook to cede New Mexico and Upper Califor

nia to the United States ; but it was to take effect only after it

had been ratified by the President and Senate of the United

States, and by the President of Mexico, with the previous ap

probation of its general Congress, which ratifications were to

be exchanged within four months. It was ratified by the Sen

ate of the United States on the 16th of March. Still, the meas

ures for the further prosecution of the war were not dropped

or even suspended. The " Ten-regiment Bill " continued to be

pressed ; there was also a bill for raising a loan of sixteen mill

ions ; and it was understood that a further measure for raising

twenty regiments of volunteers was likewise to be introduced.

It appeared very plainly that the object of all this was to

coerce the Government of Mexico into the ratification of a

treaty which would cede large territories to the United States.

Under these circumstances, Mr. Webster could not leave his

place in the Senate ; although, on the 12th of March, and

until it appeared that these measures were to be urged even

after the Senate had ratified the treaty, he had supposed that

1 The President of Mexico, by whom . time under the "protection" of the Uni-

this treaty was authorized, was at the. ted States forces.

60
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he could go home. The following letters show his situation

and the state of his feelings :

[TO MR. FLETCHER WEBSTER.]

41 Washington, Sunday Morning, March 12, 1848.

" My dear Son : The business of the treaty was finished on Friday, and

the court rose yesterday ; so that I have no very urgent duties, now, in

either part of the capitol. I could now go home, were it not that I cannot

well leave till we hear from Mexico. We must hear soon. I have to-day

written to General Cushing. I suppose I wrote you that Adjutant-General

Jones has written to New Orleans, to have all done that may "be necessary

if the remains arrive there.

" Mr. Healy is painting a portrait from the daguerreotype ; I have not

seen it, but it is thought to be very good. I have been meditating upon

something which I wish should be thought of. Edward was ten years old

when I made the Hayne speech in the Senate. Why should not Mr. Healy

make a picture ofhim, as of that age, from the daguerreotype, and from Miss

Goodrich's little miniature, and place him at my feet ? He was then no older

than Daniel is now.

"My health is pretty good, but I have been troubled, as you know, with

rheumatism, etc. I now need rest. From the time of my arrival here till

the day we heard of Edward's death, I was very laboriously employed.

It is most likely an adjourned term of the court mil be holden early in May ;

and, from this to that, I do not intend to do much. I shall go North as

soon as possible. In Boston is the divorce case, and a case with Mr.

Choate and Mr. Bartlett. These I must attend to, if necessary ; and the

rest of the time I think I shall spend principally at Marshfield. I have

gone nearly through the proofs of the volume of diplomatic papers, and I

feel that I ought to lose no time in preparing the proposed edition of the

speeches. It would suit my feelings, as well as any thing, to sit down at

Marshfield, and attend to this.

" Give my love to Caroline and the children. We hear you are all well.

" See Julia, and tell her what I propose about Edward's picture.

" Yours affectionately,

" Daniel Webster."

[to mrs. ticknor.]

" Washington, March 13, 1848.

" From our first acquaintance, my dear Mrs. Ticknor, you have been

with us and near us, in the vicissitudes of this checkered life. You have

solaced us when distressed by the death of children ; and when God has

healed those wounds, and given us new blessings, your kind nature and

sympathizing heart have participated in all we enjoyed.

" And now, my dear friend, when a very heavy and unexpected calam
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ity has fallen upon 11s, and almost crushed us, I hear your voice, and that

of your husband, uttered in tones of soothing and condolence.

" I can only thank you, and say, that the smitten heart revives under

the influence of commiseration and tenderness. I cannot speak of the lost

one ; but I submit to the will of God. I feel that I am nothing, less even

than the merest dust of the balance ; and that the Creator of a million

worlds, and the Judge of all flesh, must be allowed to dispose of me and

mine as to His infinite wisdom shall seem best.

" May He have us all in His holy keeping ! and may we all feel that

nothing in the universe can ever be lost ; that no mind, the emanation of

the Deity Himself, can possibly be extinguished ; and that our merciful

heavenly Parent will assuredly, on© day, gather His moral and intelligent

creatures to Himself! '

" Pray give our love to Mr. Ticknor and your daughter.

"Daniel Webster."

[to mr. fletcher webster.]

** Wednesday, March 15, 1848.

" My dear Son : The telegraph announces sundry arrivals at New

Orleans from Vera Cruz. I dare say we shall hear in a day or two.

" Mr. Healy has made a most beautiful picture of dear Edward. I

shall take it home and keep it before my eyes as long as I live.

"I have a very nice letter from Daniel Webster, Jr.,1 to-day.

" Your affectionate father,

"Daniel Webster."

On the 17th of March, although laboring under deep depres

sion, he made some remarks in the Senate on the Ten-regiment

Bill, in which he took occasion pointedly to condemn the exer

cise by the President of legislative powers over those portions

of Mexico then held by the armies of the United States as con

quered territories.2 He also declared himself to be entirely

opposed to the making of peace of any kind, on any terms,

without looking to the consequences ; to taking any thing, sent

in the form of a treaty, and confirming it " with our eyes dead,

sightless as the eyes of a marble statue, to all the future."

This, it is to be remembered, was said in open session of the

Senate, the treaty having been ratified in secret session on the

previous day, with its acquisition of enormous territory, and

sent back to Mexico. If a peace was to be had, Mr. Webster

strongly disapproved of this mode of holding out to the people

of this country the prospect of peace, which was to entail upon

1 His grandson 2 Works, v., 262, et seq.
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them the consequences that would flow from these acquisitions

of territory before the public voice could be pronounced upon

that policy ; and he was equally opposed to all measures de

signed to coerce the people of Mexico into a surrender of their

territories.

What he had chiefly to say on these subjects, however, he

was obliged, by the state of his health and his domestic afflic

tion, to postpone until the 23d of March, when the loan bill

was before the Senate. It was the purpose of this bill to pro

vide the money that might be needed in securing the assent of

the Mexican Government to the cession of New Mexico and

California. Mr. Webster now insisted that this was but the

carrying out of the purpose for which the war was originally

begun ; and stating with great force that the issue now was,

whether we were to have peace without new States to be added

to the Union, or war until new States had been acquired at vast

expense, he announced himself as unwilling to acquire new

territories in that or in any other direction. He regarded this

question as " vital, permanent, elementary, in the future pros

perity of the country and the maintenance of the Constitu

tion." He desired to have it go to the people of the United

States ; because, he said, " if a great constitutional principle, or

what was essential to the maintenance of the Constitution, was

to be broken down, he wished it to be the act of the people

themselves "—it should never be his act. " If otherwise," he

declared, " if they will have territory and add new States to

the Union, let them do so ; and let them be the artificers of their

own fortune, for good or for evil."

What was it, then, that led him, in this prophetic spirit, to

resist the acquisition of new territories, and to oppose himself

to the wishes of men whose judgments differed from his, in this

crisis of our national fortunes ? History will demand that this

question be examined, and that Mr. Webster's course shall be

judged by the soundness of his reasons. It will inquire whether

he, or those from whom he differed, acted with the largest cir

cumspection and foresight, and it will try this question by the

results. It will find that the acquisition of these new territories

involved the question of a further extension of slavery ; that

this question was one that could not be raised without extreme
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danger to the peace and harmony of the country; and that

when it had been once raised, and the two opposite sections of

the Union had been arrayed upon it against each other, the

strife would probably go on until it had ended in some great

peril. So it plainly appeared to him, and we can now see that

he was right.

But there was still another ground on which he resisted

this enlargement of the area of the Union. Since the acquisi

tion of Louisiana and Florida, until the annexation of Texas,

nothing had occurred to disturb the relation between the two

branches of the legislative department. When new States

had been admitted out of territory already belonging to the

United States, care had been taken not to increase the repre

sentation in the Senate beyond the corresponding increase in

the House of Representatives, by requiring a certain standard

of population for the formation and admission of a State. But

now, looking to the fact that, under the terms on which Texas

had been admitted, it was in the power of Congress to make of

that country five States, with ten Senators, these additions of

New Mexico and California would admit of the legal crea

tion of four more—making fourteen Senators from a region so

sparsely populated that it could not send that number of rep

resentatives into the other branch of Congress. To the argu

ment that Congress might be trusted not to make the new

States until they had suitable populations, Mr. Webster replied

that the purposes of party would govern the whole matter;

that w^hat had been done in the case of Texas would be done

again ; that when the new Senators were wanted for any par

ticular purpose they would be made, and he said that the year

1850 w^ould witness what he then foretold. This monstrous

disfigurement and derangement of the Constitution, placing

in the Union States entitled each to two Senators, but with

a population in the whole of them not an eighth part of that

of one of the older States that could still have but its two

members in the Senate, was an innovation which, however

hopeless might be the effort, he intended to resist to the last.

" I think," lie said, " I see a course adopted which is likely to turn the

Constitution of the land into a deformed monster ; into a curse rather than

a blessing ; in fact, a frame of unequal government, not founded on pop
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ular representation, not founded on equality, but on the grossest ine

quality ; and I think this process will go on, or that there is danger that

it will go on, until this Union shall fall to pieces. I resist it to-day and

always ! Whoever falters or whoever flies, I continue the contest." l

Soon after he had thus discharged all the public duty thai

he could perform on this momentous subject, he went directly

to Boston, where he arrived on the 26th of March. His

daughter's condition is described in the following letter :

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

Boston, March 28, 1848, Tuesday morning, seven o'clock.

" My dear Friend : We arrived here on Sunday morning, early and

comfortable, and found Julia much as I had expected, though not so

weak. Her countenance is bright and natural, but I suppose there is no

important change in the tendency of her complaint. I shall go to Marsh-

field to-morrow, if the weather should be fair; I shall not leave this

neighborhood for the present. It would hardly be worth while for me to

write you at large nowT, because the news by the steamer must occupy all

your thoughts.

" These afflictions have pressed upon me the propriety of doing some

things, about which I entirely need your advice and assistance. I want

you to come whenever you have four days on hand. The sooner you can

be here, the better, on account of Julia's condition. And I should like to

be informed some days beforehand, in order that I might be sure to be

quite disengaged.

"Mrs. Webster is pretty well. We had the pleasure of seeing Mrs.

Blatchford and Mary a moment on Sunday. I hope to get a line from you

this morning.

" Two o'clock.—My dear sir, your letter has come, and with it your en

closure. You are more than kind. I can never repay your constant and

assiduous goodness. Do not come this way till you can stay four days.

With that condition, come as soon as possible. Julia is reported to be

quite comfortable to-day.

" Yours,

"Daniel Webster."

But the disease, with its wonted alternations of hope and

discouragement, went on slowly but surely to its^fatal consum

mation. Mrs. Appleton died on the 28th of April. Her last

words were, " Let me go, for the day breaketh." Her father

wrote to Mr. C. H. Thomas, his Marshfield agent, on the fol

lowing day.

1 Works, v., 271-301.
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[TO CHARLES H. THOMAS, ESQ.]

" Saturday Morning, eight o'clock.

Deak Heney : It is all over. Mrs. Appleton died last evening at a quar

ter past eight o'clock. She suffered a good deal at times during the day

from difficulty of respiration, but finally expired, calmly, without a struggle,

and without pain. She retained all her faculties to the last moment in a

most remarkable degree. Her mind was never brighter, and she conversed

as much as her strength would allow. During her suffering moments she

seemed impatient to be gone, but generally exhibited perfect resignation,

and the most assured Christian faith. I have never seen a death so calm

and serene, and attended with such perfect soundness and strength of

mind. I do not yet know whether the funeral will be on Monday oT

Tuesday.

" Yours,

" Daniel Webster."

The funeral of Mrs. Appleton took place on Monday, the

1st day of May. A few hours previous to this mournful cere

mony, the remains of her brother, Major Webster, reached

Boston, in the charge of a faithful servant who was with him

when he died. He was buried with military honors on the

4th day of May—Thursday of the same week. His funeral

took place from the house of his uncle, Mr. Paige, the whole

square in front being filled with a great concourse of people,

waiting in reverent sympathy with the afflicted father. "When

Mr. "Webster appeared at the door, the crowd uncovered their

heads, and then slowly followed his carriage to the church

where the interment was to be made. The whole population

of the city was profoundly moved.

During this melancholy week I did not personally witness

his demeanor, being unable to be with him or near him. I re

turned from Carolina on the day previous to the burial of his

son, bringing with me the remains of one who had been a friend

and companion of his children from early life, for whom I had

sought in vain the restorative influences of a Southern clime.

He was not unmindful of these recollections. Notwithstand

ing his own great affliction, he was present at these third

funeral rites, occurring in the same week. His letters at this

time, and an interesting extract from the reminiscences fur

nished me by Mr. Ticknor, will best bring him before the

reader.
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[ME. WEBSTER TO MRS. LEE.]

" Boston, May 8, 1848.

"My dear Mrs. Lee: Your first two letters were duly received, and

have actually lain open and unfolded before me till the third arrived.

Certainly I ought not so long to have omitted acknowledging that which

accompanied the ' book.'

" Mrs. Webster immediately read the book through, and expressed great

gratification with it. I only fear it has made her dislike our Puritan an

cestors a good deal more than she did before.

" I shall take my turn with it the first leisure day, at Marshfield.

" I thank you, my dear friend, for your sympathy with us, under our

most severe afflictions ; I did not look for these calamities, but I pray for

a submissive and reconciled spirit. I know that I must follow my lost

children soon, and that we must all be diligently preparing for an ex

change of worlds.

" A great portion of my life, my dear friend, has been passed with you

near me. Poor Grace, who died in your arms ! Twice within the week I

have looked upon her coffin ; and there lies her mother, who loved you

like a sister ; and there lies dear little Charles. The mother, and four out

of five of her children, are already in the same tomb. May God enable me

to sustain these overwhelming sorrows, and still always to bless His most

holy name !

" Dr. Sprague wrote me several times for a short sketch of your father's

character. I would gladly do any thing, but the matter is better disposed

of in your hands. Of your father, his person, his appearance in and out

of the pulpit, his graceful manners, his agreeable social habits, and the

fervor and glow of his pulpit performances, I have a most lively recollec

tion. You remember that you and I and Mrs. Webster went together to

visit his grave.

" My wife desires her best love to you. We should both be happy to

see you. I met with Mrs. Parker,1 for a moment, at Mrs. Curtis (poor Mary

Story's) funeral on Friday. The meeting, though for an instant only,

brought a thousand tender recollections to my mind.

" Yours truly and sincerely always,

" Daniel Webster."

[TO MR. JEREMIAH MASON.]

" Boston, May 8, 1848.

" My dear Friend : I thank you for your kind letter, received some

days ago, and for all the proofs of sympathy and affection manifested for

us in our afflictions. These two calamities were unexpected.

" I find it difficult to hold up against them. Of five children, only one

1 One of his Portsmouth friends, the widow of the Kev. Dr. Parker, ante, i., p.
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now remains ; but I try to discipline myself, and to submit, without repin

ing, to the will of God. It is a sad thing to outlive our children ; but, if

it be so ordered by Divine wisdom, I acquiesce. Ere long I know that I

must follow them.

" I shall not go to Washington for a week or ten days, and will find an

occasion to see you and your family before my departure. You and Mrs.

Mason are among those whom I and mine have longest known, and most

loved.

I thank God that I am not deprived of either of you, in this day of

trouble. I look back on our long friendship and intercourse, as a bright

line along the course of life ; and it has been a continuing consolation,

when connections, the nearest and the dearest, have been struck down.

" With true regard and affection, yours,

" Daniel Webster."

Mr. Ticknor says, in his Reminiscences :

" On the 29th of April, 1848, the day after Mrs. Julia Appleton's

death, I called at Mr. Paige's, merely to make inquiries about Mr. Web

ster, without any intention of going in. But he heard my voice, and

came to the door. He was alone, walking restlessly up and down the

parlors, with a Bible in his hand. I joined him, and we continued to

walk for some time. At first he was very composed, and talked freely of

Julia, and her character. He said that, not long before her death, he was

driving slowly with her in a carriage around the ' Common,' and, as they

passed the burial-ground, she pointed to a modest monument, and said

she would like to have one like that erected at Marshfield to Edward, and

another to herself. He told her it should be done. The form she selected

was that of a very nicely-proportioned, but very plain marble, which the

poet Sprague had erected to his excellent father, an honest, faithful,

strong-minded man, whom I remember from my earliest years. And all

the monuments Mr. Webster subsequently erected at Marshfield are of this

form.

" Mr. Webster then talked of Edward, whose body was expected to

arrive from Mexico, where he had died on the 23d of January previ

ous. He said that, when Edward was going to Mexico the first time,

he desired to have Henry, a colored man, who had lived with Mr.

Webster a long time, from a period when Edward and Henry were

both boys. - In fact, Henry had been a slave in a family where Mr.

Webster boarded, in Washington, and, being cruelly treated there, Mr.

Webster had bought him, and given him his freedom. But he was

now a married man, living with his wife, in Washington, and it seemed

doubtful whether he would be willing to go on such an expedition. His

attachment to Mr. Webster and to Edward, however, prevented a mo

ment's hesitation, and, when Edward proposed it to him, he said : ' I will

go with you, Master Edward, to the ends of the earth.' As is well known,
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Edward had a very severe illness after reaching Mexico, and returned

home broken in health, and with a firm conviction that nothing but the

affectionate care and watching of Henry had saved his life. When his

health was partly restored, he determined to rejoin his regiment, and

Henry offered to accompany him, saying that he would not trust him to

go alone. The second expedition proved fatal. Henry watched over him

with the same care, the same unremitting affection, slept and watched in

his room every night, and was with him while, in sleep, he passed from

life to death. He then remained with his body, and accompanied it

home, bringing with it a favorite horse, that Edward had continued to

watch and feed from his bed, through a window, during his illness.

" As Mr. Webster related these circumstances to me, he became very

much agitated, and, as he ended, saying : ' I paid five hundred dollars

for Henry, and it was the best spent money I ever laid out in my life,'

the tears flowed freely over his face, and his whole person was con

vulsed."

In the following week, after the burials of his children, Mr.

Webster sought the retirement of his own house, at Marshfield,

and there occupied himself with preparing the last resting-place

for his kindred dust. To that spot the remains of all his de

ceased children and their mother were afterward removed, and

monuments were erected of the form chosen by his daughter.

While engaged in giving these directions, he wrote the follow

ing memoranda :

" My daughter, Julia, the wife of S. A. Appleton, died at her husband's

house, No. 30 Winter Street, Boston, April 28, 1848, at fifteen minutes past

eight o'clock in the evening.

" There were present, at her decease, her husband, myself and v/ife, her

brother, Daniel Fletcher Webster, and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Paige, and

their daughter, Mrs. Caroline Blatchford, Miss Mary Fletcher, Miss Ellen

Fletcher, Dr. John Jeffries, Miss Fellows, the nurse, and other domestics.

" Her funeral was attended Monday afternoon, May 1st. The Episcopal

Service was read by Bishop Eastburn, and the body was deposited in my

tomb, under St. Paul's Church, in Boston.

" My son, Edward Webster, a major in the regiment of Massachusetts

Volunteers, serving in Mexico, died at San Angel, eight miles from the city

of Mexico, of a typhoid fever, on the night of the 23d of January, 1848.

Henry Pleasants, his faithful servant, who was in the room with him, says

he died in his sleep. He did not suppose himself to be so near his end.

" The doctor had ordered drink to be given him at certain intervals.

His servant woke him in the night, and gave him his drink. He took it,

and said, ' That will do, Henry,' and turned over, and lay down again.

When Henry went to him he was dead.
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" His funeral was attended by the regiment, the Episcopal funeral ser

vices read, and military honors performed. The best possible care was

taken by his military friends to preserve the body. It was sent home under

<the care of Lieutenant Wing, attended by Henry Pleasants, with all his

effects and his horse ; and arrived in Boston on Monday, the 1st of May,

a few hours before his sister was committed to the tomb. The body was

taken to the same tomb on Thursday, the 4th of May, from Mr. Paige's

house, in Summer Street, under a military escort, and attended by rela

tives and friends ; a most appropriate and fervent religious service having

been performed, at the house, by Eev. Mr. Lothrop. Mr. Blatchford, Mr.

Jaudon, and Mr. Draper, came from New York to attend the funeral.

" On the 10th of May I planted two weeping elms on the lawn, in

front of the house at Marshfield, as a kind of memorial to the memory of a

lost son and daughter. They are to be called l The Brother and Sister ; '

there being present myself and wife, and my son, Daniel Fletcher Web

ster, and wife, and my daughter's two eldest children, viz., Caroline Le

Roy Appleton and Samuel Appleton. My daughter left five children,

viz., Caroline Le Roy, Samuel, Julia Frances, Daniel Webster, and Con

stance Mary.

" Edward Webster was never married. Charles B. Haddock and Mary

Anne Sanborn, full cousins of the deceased, were present at their funerals.

Two other full cousins are living, viz., Mrs. Alice B. Whipple, of Brook

lyn, New York, and Mrs. Emily Webster, of Boscawen, New Hampshire.

" Written at Marshfield, Map 11, 1848.

" Daniel We£steb."

The inscriptions, afterward placed by Mr. "Webster on the

monuments erected near bis family tomb, at Marshfield, and

now before me in his handwriting, are these :

GRACE FLETCHER WEBSTER,

Born, January 16, 1781.

Died, January 21, 1828.

Aged 47 years.

" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God."

GRACE FLETCHER WEBSTER,

liORN, April 29, 1810.

Died, January 23, 1817.

Aged 7 years.

CHARLES WEBSTER,

Born, December 31, 1822.

Died, December 18, 1824.

Aged 2 years.
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MAJOR EDWARD WEBSTER,

Born, July 20, 1820.

Died, in Mexico, January 23, 1848.

Aged 28 years.

JULIA WEBSTER APPLETON,

Born, January 16, 1818.

Died, April 28, 1848.

Aged 30 years.

" Let me go, for the day breaketh."

Julia W. Appleton.

CONSTANCE MARY APPLETON,

Born, May 30, 1847.

Died, March 15, 1849.

Aged 2 years.1

But the statesman cannot linger at the tomb. There is a coun

try, there are duties stretching far in their relations to the pres

ent and the future, which command him, not to forget, but yet

not to be borne down by private griefs. In religious resignation

and in the power of self-control, Mr. Webster's character was

endowed equally with his intellectual gifts. It was not alone

from the teachings of philosophy, drawn from a great experience

of what our human life is, that he was able to derive the calm-

1 This child of Mrs. Appleton died in the year following the death of its mother.
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ness which he now needed. He was a firm believer in revealed

as well as in natural religion. No one can doubt this, who has

followed through the narrative of his life, and has observed how

his religious tenderness was always the deepest chord in his

moral nature, answering immediately and naturally to . the

touch of affliction. Nor was there any parade, or any purpose

to stand as an example, in any thing that he said or wrote on

such occasions.

He was too great to act a part of any kind ; and it may be

taken as a certainty that, if he had not fully believed and felt

all that he ever said or wrote on such subjects, it would never

have come. from him.

It would be wrong to say that the deaths of his children, and

the contemplation of his own, which was now much mingled

with his thoughts, produced any change in him. He had long

ceased to act from mere personal ambition, even if it is true of

him that he had ever so acted. He had long known that he

stood in a peculiar relation to the people of this country ; that

there was a certain work to be done for the preservation of our

political institutions, by endeavoring to save us from sectional

collisions, disunion, and civil strife ; and that this could be

done, and only done, by preserving the Constitution of the

United States as we received it from its founders. In this he

was now to labor, while his day lasted. His own personal for

tunes as an American statesman were identified with this

great purpose of his life. If public measures and popular action

were destined to choose the ways of wisdom, his wish to be

placed at the head of the Government would be gratified. If-

we were to be swept along the dark road to disunion and civil

war, the same causes which were to give us that fatal impulse

would prevent the attainment of any personal wish of his.

"When he turned, therefore, from the graves of his children a

sadder, he did not need to become a wiser, man, in relation to

the objects for which he lived ; or a better one in relation to

the public duties that it remained to him to perforin. As soon

as the state of his feelings would permit he returned to Washing

ton, and was again in his place in the Senate on the 29th of May.

But it is necessary to recur to what had taken place in the

political world before and during his absence from Washington ;
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as we are now to mark another of the grand errors of the

Whig party in their relation to Mr. Webster ; at the same time

one that was also an error in their treatment of the questions

growing out of the Mexican War.

It had long been apparent that the Administration of Mr.

Polk intended by that war to acquire New Mexico and Upper

California ; and even before the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidal

go was projected, as the means of compelling a surrender of

those territories, it was known to all men that Mr. Webster's

position was that of unyielding opposition to this result. He

would have had a peace, as we haye seen, but peace without

the addition to the Union of new States or Territories. In

every view, therefore, whether of the highest political expedi

ency or of mere party tactics, it should have been the policy of

the Whigs to plant themselves firmly upon this principle. It

was well known that the object of these acquisitions was to in

crease still further the number of slave States, and that it was

expected that these 'new regions would become slaveholding.

Whether this expectation was well or ill founded, it was clearly

to be seen, that their addition to the Union would give rise to a

question respecting the further extension of slavery. Through

out the North, therefore, a well-organized and long-established

party like the Whigs, taking such a ground as that occupied by

Mr. Webster, and making him its candidate for the presidency,

would have had strong reasons to expect success; and, even in

the South, Mr. Webster's conservative opinions, his steady fidel

ity to the laws of the land, his known hostility to any inter

ference with slavery as it existed, constitutionally, in the States,

and his wise disinclination to open new sectional questions,

might have been expected to overcome the wishes and plans

of those who were pursuing the hazardous and,, unjustifiable

course of defending slavery by attempting to increase its politi

cal power. It was of the utmost consequence, moreover, to

the future welfare of the Union, to prevent the promotion in

the North of a purely sectional party, based solely on opposi

tion to slavery.

But, in the first place, the Whigs in the Senate of the United

States were not unanimous in their opposition to the treaty by

which the Administration proposed to make a peace. In the
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next place, a large body of tlie leading men in the Whig party

supposed that the popularity of General Taylor, consequent

upon his brilliant services in the war, rendered him the most

" available " candidate for the presidency whom they could se

lect. Knowing very little respecting his real fitness for the of

fice, or even his political views, and turning wholly aside from

the great question of principle and public policy that demanded

their consideration, these persons were ready to incur serious

hazards, in the idea that the popular enthusiasm for a military

chief was more certain to bring their party into power than the

merits and claims and long public services of the most eminent

statesmen connected with their organization. It happened,

therefore, that when the time drew near for the assembling of a

"Whig National Convention to nominate candidates for the pres

idency and the vice-presidency, this class of politicians con

ceived the idea that if Mr. Webster would consent to be nomi

nated for the second office, with General Taylor for the first, a

ticket of " great strength "—to use the language current on such

occasions—would be presented. On Mr. Webster himself this

plan was much pressed, by the suggestion thai it was the best

mode to secure the present triumph of the Whig party, and his

own election as President at the next following term. But it re

ceived no countenance from him ; not only because it was in

truth a personal indignity, but because it was not and could not

be known what would be the character of General Taylor's Ad

ministration in reference to the questions connected with the

incorporation into the Union of the territories that were to be

severed from Mexico. Mr. Webster, moreover, strongly disap

proved of the selection of military men for the office of Presi

dent of the United States, especially in cases where there was

nothing but military success and reputation to cause the selec

tion. He never did any thing, or would consent to do any

thing, signifying his previous assent to the nomination of Gen

eral Taylor as the candidate of the Whig party.

In this state of things, an occurrence took place in the city

of New York in the month of Febuary (1848), which had an

unhappy influence in preventing the nomination of Mr. Web

ster by the Whig National Convention which assembled in the

following June. Mr. Clay, it was supposed, intended to have
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his name brought before the convention as a competitor for the

nomination. As a means of counteracting the plans of Mr.

Clay's friends among the Whigs, certain gentlemen of influence

and consideration in that party, well known to be personal and

political friends of Mr. Webster, incautiously, and without con

sultation with him, placed their signatures to a paper calling a

popular meeting in favor of the nomination of General Taylor.

As a political movement, to be participated in by persons who

desired the nomination of Mr. Webster, this meeting was an

obvious blunder. What he thought of it may be seen from the

following letter, addressed by him to one of his intimate friends,

who had written to him to explain its purpose :

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

" January 30, 1848.

"My dear Sir: I have received your letter of Friday evening. It

would be wrong in me not to say that I felt surprise at the publication

of the call for a meeting in New York, and the names subjoined.

" I cannot, by writing, say all I could wish to say on the subject. I do

not question at all the motives of the gentlemen, nor complain at all of

not being consulted. But I fear the step will turn out to be a mistake,

and I will state in few words the grounds of my apprehension.

" There are hundreds and thousands of Whigs who are sober-minded

and religious, who will not vote for a candidate, brought forward only

because of his successful fighting in this war against Mexico. Mr. Clay is

still a candidate, and will be so ; and many Whigs will flock to his standard,

unwillingly, perhaps, but yet they will do so, if no other Whig candidate

he Jcept prominent except General Taylor.

" There will be a Whig convention ; and, if things go on in their present

course, when the convention comes, there will be no leading candidate but

Mr. Clay and General Taylor ; and unless the latter should, in the mean

time, come out clearly and distinctly, with an avowal of Whig principles,

which, I think, he is not likely to do, Mr. Clay will, most certainly, be

nominated. My impression, therefore, is strong that this proceeding in

New York is calculated, instead of weakening, very much to strengthen,

Mr. Clay's chances.

" It seems to me obvious enough that a more promising state of things

would have existed, if the gentlemen concerned in this call had taken

another course, or even if they had done nothing. Mr. Clay's prospects

are, in my opinion, at this moment, decidedly brightening. In all this,

however, I may be mistaken.

" Yours always truly,

"Daniel Webster.

" To Mr. Blatchford."
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As Mr. Webster had predicted, when the convention assem

bled at Philadelphia in the following June, General Taylor

and Mr. Clay were found to be the leading candidates, and

the latter had nearly as many supporters as the former.1 But

Mr. Clay had been twice defeated before the people, and it was

the general judgment of the party that he could not be elected,

if he were to be nominated. General Scott had also a consider

able body of friends in this convention, but there was no period

in the canvass prior to its assembling when his name could

have been carried before that body with any prospect of suc

cess. If the proper steps had been taken, therefore, before the

meeting of the convention, to keep Mr. Webster's name promi

nently before the public as the person who ought to receive the

nomination, neither Mr. Clay nor General Scott would have

commanded on the first balloting the votes which they received ;

for, when the delegations came together, General Taylor was

the choice of much less than a majority of them, and, of those

who were found voting for Mr. Clay and General Scott, many

might have been sent under instructions to vote for Mr. Web

ster, or have been personally inclined to do so, if his own

friends had pursued from the first a different course. On the

assembling of the convention, when it was found that Mr.

Clay and General Scott would respectively receive votes which

in the aggregate would exceed those likely to be cast for Gen

eral Taylor, some of the friends of Mr. Webster, from New

York and other States out of New England, adopted a line of

action which resulted in the nomination of General Taylor, but

without Mr. Webster's concurrence. Having received a letter

from him, written from Washington, firmly declining to be

nominated as Vice-President, these gentlemen determined to

support General Taylor for the presidency.2 Their reasons, as

appears from a letter written by one of them at the time, in

order to explain to Mr. Webster the grounds of their action,

appeared to have been these :

^ On the first ballot General Taylor for Mr. Webster, and did not at all concur

received one hundred and eleven votes, in the course of his friends in that body

and Mr. Clay received ninety- seven. from other States. The member of the

2 The Massachusetts delegation are Massachusetts delegation who did not

not included in the observations made vote with his colleagues came to the

in the text. Those gentlemen, with one convention originally as a supporter of

exception, continued throughout to vote General Taylor.

61
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1. That their party could succeed with General Taylor as a

candidate, and with no one else.

2. That General Taylor's political sentiments were those

of the Whigs.

3. That if General Taylor should become President, Mr.

Webster and his opinions would be respected and regarded in

the administration of the Government.

4. That if the friends of Mr. Webster were to insist per

tinaciously on his nomination, Mr. Clay would become the

nominee ; and if Mr. Clay were elected President, Mr. Webster

and his services to the country would be dispensed with by the

men in power.

In all this there was very little that was sound or wise. It

might be true that the Whigs could elect General Taylor, if no

regard was to be paid to the great questions which ought to

have been put at issue, and if "successful fighting" was to be

made the ground for placing him in the office of President.

But, if a public policy, founded on principle, had been dis

tinctly enunciated by this convention, and its candidate had

been a fit representative of that policy, there was no good

reason for assuming defeat as a foregone conclusion. It might

be true that General Taylor could be vaguely called a " Whig ; "

but it was a matter of some consequence to have it understood

what was meant by that term, since there was a great body of

men hitherto acting as Whigs, who, if they could not have what

they regarded as Whig principles represented by that organiza

tion, would sooner or later give effect to them through another.

It might be true, that if Mr. Clay were to become President,

Mr. Webster's services to the country would not be asked for

in any post of administration ; but, whatever may have been

General Taylor's personal feelings toward Mr. Webster, it

was no more certain that the men who were seeking to make

him President would desire or consent to his following the

advice of Mr. Webster, than it was that the friends of Mr.

Clay would seek to have Mr. Webster included in his coun

cils.

In short, the result of this balancing of political chances, by

gentlemen who were some of Mr. Webster's " oldest and most

ardent friends," evinced the unsoundness of their calculations
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in all respects but one. That General Taylor could be elected

President on the mere furore of popular admiration for the

sterling qualities as an officer which he had exhibited in the

Mexican War, and on a general conviction of his personal

honesty, turned out to be true. But the party which made

him its candidate relied on nothing else when they made the

nomination. The convention, after his nomination was de

clared, steadily refused to make any declaration of principles ; l

and the consequence was, that this election settled nothing in

regard to the momentous questions involved in the results of the

Mexican "War. It left the Whig party in possession of the Gov

ernment without any declared policy on these subjects ; and it

consequently increased the peril of the formation of a third

party, whose opinions, feelings, and action, on the subject of

slavery would confine their organization to the North, and

introduce for the first time in our history a purely sectional

party.

Although Congress continued in session, Mr. Webster left

Washington soon after the middle of June, to pass a portion of

the summer at Marshfield. The action of the Whig Conven

tion created for him one of those embarrassments which states

men in very eminent positions must often meet ; one in which

it is necessary to decide, under a sense of great responsibility,

what course to pursue among alternatives none of which is free

1 The following were the ballotings President, as " Whigs ; " but what con-

in the Philadelphia Whig Convention of stituted Whig principles was left to be

1848 : defined according to the personal and

First, second, nivd. Fourth. iocai views of the voters. Now, the real

Clay?* '.'.'.'.'.'.'. 97 86 74 32 question by which this course of conduct

Scott.'!.'!.'.".'.' 43 49 54 63 should be judged, is, not what one or

Webster 22 22 17 13 another person in the North or the South

McLean'.'.'.'.!' 2 1 — — would have called lhe Political prmci-

— — — — pies of the Whig party, but what ought

Total 279 280 279 279 to have been adopted by that party, in

Several attempts were made to have that crisis of our national affairs, as their

the convention declare by resolution that public policy.

the nomination must be accepted as a Mr. Webster had very clearly indi-

" Whig" nomination, if at all; and one cated what that policy ought to be.

effort was made to define " Whig prin- But his doctrine was thought to be of

ciples " as " no extension of slavery—no less consequence, in the political field,

acquisition of foreign territory—protec- than the " availability " of General Tay-

tion to American industry, and opposi- lor.

tion to Executive usurpation." But these Consequences stretching very far into

propositions were ruled to be out of the future, and fatal to the welfare of

order. General Taylor was nominated both sections of the country, ensued

for President, and Mr. Fillmore for Vice- from this mistake, as we now know.
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from objection. The power to make such a decision, and in

making it to maintain that higher consistency which yields

some minor opinions for objects of great public concern,* was

one of the strongest attributes of Mr. Webster's character.

When he had reached a decision, on such occasions, he did

not act as a mere politician, sheltering himself in silence and

leaving his motives to be inferred. He always assigned his

reasons, placing them in the public judgment for the present

and the future. He now had to determine whether he should

retire altogether from public life, or advocate the election of

General Taylor. That he must do the one or the other, seemed

to him quite clear ; and that these were the real alternatives,

we can now see with equal clearness. For the question pre

sented to Mr. Webster by the nomination of General Taylor

was, whether he should withhold from the country his advice

and influence, making no effort still to affect public measures

by acting with the party to which he belonged, or whether he

should do what he could to correct the errors of that party by

still endeavoring to cause his own principles to prevail in the

public councils. It was most manifest that, during the next

four years, the questions produced by the result of the Mexican

War would be decided; and that Mr. Webster's presence in

some department of the Government would be of the utmost

consequence.

To be silent, and to allow it to be inferred that he was will

ing to see the candidate of the Democratic party elected, and

the open and avowed policy of that party to prevail, was out

of the question. To remain in the Senate, and yet to make

no effort to cause his own opinions to be regarded by the party

with which he had long been connected, in case that party

should prevail in the election, was an equally impracticable

course. To countenance the breaking up of the Whig party,

and to consent that its elements and forces should be merged

in a new political organization that could exercise no influence

in any Southern State, was to incur the hazard of indirectly

promoting the success of the Democratic candidate. The real

issue before the country was, whether General Cass, the candi

date of the Democratic party, or General Taylor, the candidate

of the Whigs, should be elected President. In the former
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event, the whole foiee of the Administration would be thrown

in favor of the creation of new slave States ; in the latter,

something might be done to prevent this resnlt. Among all

the numerous letters which Mr. "Webster received at this time,

I have found none that so accurately touches the question of

duty which Mr. "Webster had to decide, as the following from

Mr. Berrien, of Georgia, the Southern Senator who had hitherto

steadily endeavored to prevent the mischiefs that were to ensue

from the acquisition of new territory.

[FROM MR. BERRIED;]

"■June 16, 1848, Friday.

" My dear Sir : The present aspect of our political affairs may per

haps authorize this brief note.

" You are aware that, from the moment when the Whig party of the

Senate faltered in the discharge of what I suppose to be its plain and

obvious duty in the matter of the Mexican treaty, I haye not been san

guine in my hopes of success in the present canvass. By our ' faltering ' on

that occasion, I thought we had lost an opportunity of putting the party

on vantage-ground, which would have enabled us to select our candidate

for the presidency, with a just reference to his merits and qualifications,

and not solely on the ground of his supposed ' availability.' And when the

convention had determined to put aside the claims of one who had borne

their standard, because victory had not crowned their efforts, I thought

that the rights of our Northern friends ought to have been respected. I

am not, therefore, among those who 'rejoice with exceeding joy,7 at the

result of its deliberations. But the die is cast—and the question between

the nominee of the Democracy and General Taylor is one on which I

think no Whig ought to hesitate. I am equally sure that any division

among ourselves will be fatal to our success, and that, without the cordial

cooperation of New England, we cannot succeed. Your position enables

you to exercise with that portion of our countrymen the just influence

which acknowledged talent, undoubted patriotism, and unwavering devo

tion to those great conservative principles which they as well as we have

cherished, cannot fail to command.

"Public opinion will not allow you to remain inactive, and the earliest

demonstration will be the most efficient. If your situation is thus respon

sible, it is also not without its advantages. The South is, in a great de

gree, answerable for the present position of the party ; and that man who,

in this hour of need, shall effectually contribute to the successful issue of

the adventurous experiment in which they have involved us, cannot fail to

be gratefully remembered by them. If, as I hope and believe, the unhappy

question which fanatics and minor politicians are constantly thrusting into
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our councils shall be disposed of within the next four years, I think there

is no portion of the Union in which your talents and public services will

be more and more justly appreciated than that with which my local posi

tion renders me most intimately conversant.

" I am, dear sir, very respectfully and truly, yours,

"Jno. Macpherson Berrien.

" To Hon. Daniel Webster."

Mr. Webster, however, did not decide hastily what course

to pursue. He remained in New England until the month of

August, with what feelings, in regard to public affairs, may be

seen from the following letter :

[MR. WEBSTER TO MR. KETCHUM.]

" Boston, July 21, 1848.

" My deae Sir : I received yours of tlie 18th last evening, on my return

from New Hampshire.

" My health is good, and, if the weather is not too oppressive, I intend

going to Washington next week,

"But, really, I feel no disposition to make a speech. In the first place,

I have nothing new to say; in the next, I am so much disgusted with our

Northern politicians, Whigs and all, that I am out of all humor of making

farther effort. We are wise ' behind the hand.' We lock the stable fast

after the steed is safely off, with the thief on his back.

" I see no longer any important practical question. There will be no

slaves in Oregon or California, and all that part of New Mexico, where

slaves could be employed, will probably be made part of Texas. The

annexation of Texas did the business mainly, and the ratification of Mr.

Polk's treaty with Mexico has finished what remained. I have steadily

resisted all annexation and all acquisition, but there are those who would

have territory, or pretended that they must take it. I feel much inclined to

leave it to them to say what they will do with it, now that they have got it.

u You need not fear that I shall vote for any ' compromises,' or do any

thing inconsistent with the past. But, as to new efforts, I cannot see that

I am called upon to make them. The counsels of others have been fol

lowed, and it is but reasonable that they should work out from them their

proper results themselves. At any rate, I am tired, and since I do not see

now pending, especially since the report of the Oregon Committee, any

question of great practical importance to the country, I am disposed to

indulge a little my desire for quiet and silence.

" Yours, always very truly,

" Daniel Webster."

But, soon after he arrived in Washington, certain occur
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rences rendered it necessary for Mm to break the silence in

which he desired for the present to remain. A bill for the

organization of a government for the Territory of Oregon came

from the House of Representatives,, and, while it was pend

ing in the Senate, Mr. Douglas caused an amendment to be

adopted, by which the "Missouri Compromise" was revived,

and declared to be " in full force and binding for the future

organization of the Territories of the United States, in the same

sense, and with the same understanding, with which it was

originally adopted . ? '

The effect of this was to declare that, north of the parallel

of 36° 30', slavery should be prohibited, and that, south of that

line, new Territories might be organized, in which slavery could

be established. The House disagreed in this amendment, and

the question then came whether the Senate should recede from

it. Mr. Webster at once entered into this discussion, and what

he said is contained in the fifth volume of his Works.1 Having

pointed out that the amendment was not germane to the object

of the bill, which was simply to make a territorial government

for Oregon, he reiterated his opinions respecting the whole sub

ject of slavery in its various political relations. That the Con

stitution recognized a particular description of slavery in cer

tain States belonging to the Union at the time of its adoption,

and gave to those States a right to have the slaves included in

a certain ratio in the basis of representation in the lower House

of Congress ; that this was consented to on the understanding

that, in the northwestern territory, slavery would not be allowed

to be introduced, and that there would be no acquisition of ter

ritory to be made into new States on the Southern frontier

of the country, either by cession or conquest, he held to be

plain historical facts. That this understanding required that

slavery, as it existed in States then in the Union, should not

be interfered with on the one hand ; and, on the other, that the

inequality of political power, which it so far admitted, should

not be increased by the creation of new slave States, he main

tained with equal firmness. But this original purpose and

understanding of the two sections of the country had -been

broken in upon, he said, by the creation of five new slave-

1 Works, v., 302, et seq.
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holding States, and but one free State. Pie would not go

further ; and, in refusing to go further, he did not consider that

he was doing injustice, for he could not admit that, because

the local law of a slave State recognized slaves as propertyr, the

citizens of such a State could claim a right to carry that local

law into the Territories of the United States, and there demand

a recognition as property of that which is not regarded as such

by the general law of the world. With respect to the constitu

tional power of Congress, to declare its will on this subject of

the introduction of slaves into the Territories, he said he had no

doubt whatever. He concluded by declaring that he should

consent to no extension of the area of slavery upon this con

tinent, nor to any increase of slave representation in the other

House of Congress.

The Senate receded from its amendment. But what had

occurred revealed to Mr. Webster a still stronger necessity for

his continuing to act publicly with the Whig party, notwith

standing the fact that their candidate for the presidency was a

citizen of a Southern State, and himself a slaveholder. In the

first place, it had become apparent that many important persons

in the Democratic party stood ready to sanction the Southern

claim of a right to carry slavery into the Territories. In the

next place, the best mode in which this could be effectually

counteracted was by increasing Northern Whig strength in the

House of Representatives ; an object which would be thwarted

by any unwillingness of Mr. Webster to use his influence in the

North for the general success of the Whig party. By what he

said on the Oregon bill, he made it plain to the friends of Gen

eral Taylor that he could not be included in the Administration

of the latter if it was not to act upon the principles which Mr.

Webster had always held and now reiterated ; and, to the country

at large, be made it equally plain that it was not office, but in

fluence over public measures and the welfare of the Union that

he would seek, if he should advise the people to make General

Taylor President. In taking this view of his duty, and in finally

deciding to recommend, publicly, the election of General Tay

lor, I do not say that Mr. Webster did not incur hazards. The

hazard that the Administration of General Taylor would adopt

a dangerous policy in regard to the boundary of Texas, and
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the organization of the new Territories, and the probability that

Mr. Webster would be misunderstood and misrepresented, in

his own quarter of the country, by those who could not, or

would not, look at the subject as comprehensively as he did,

were the obvious perils. But when does a statesman ever act,

in circumstances of difficulty, without incurring such hazards ?

If he is not to accomplish all the good he can, by choosing the

path that is attended with the least peril, although it be at

tended with some, he must retire from public life, and cease to

act at all. Fully believing this to be the alternative, Mr. "Web

ster, in the course of the autumn, consented to meet his neigh

bors at Marshfield, in the vicinity of his own house, and on his

own property, and there to give his advice to his fellow-Whigs.

The meeting took place on the 1st of September. What he

was to say was, of course, looked for with great interest not

only in Massachusetts, but throughout the country. Reporters

came from very distant presses to give the speech to their

public. It was a very plain and perspicuous statement of the

reasons which governed him in determining to vote for General

Taylor, and in advising others to do so.1

It was of the utmost consequence at this time to have it

understood, by the people of the United States, that this

nomination of General Taylor had not been brought about

—as it certainly had not been—by any peculiarly Southern

interest, or in order to secure the further extension of slavery ;

because, if General Taylor were to become President, it was

most important that the people should understand on what

ground, and by whom, he had been presented for their suf

frages.

Hence, in this speech at Marshfield, Mr. Webster showed

distinctly and pointedly that the movements for the nomination

of General Taylor originated chiefly with Northern Whigs; that

these persons were certainly not in favor of the extension of

slavery ; that the sole motive which actuated them was the

belief that General Taylor's popularity as a successful military

chieftain would make him President ; or, as Mr. Webster ex

pressed it, the " sagacious, wise, far-seeing doctrine of availa

bility lay at the root of the whole matter." Looking, then, to

1 See the speech in Works, ii., 425, et seq.
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tlie fact tliat General Taylor had had no experience in civil

life, lie said that "this case stands by itself, without a prece

dent, or justification from any thing in our previous history."

This objection, founded on the merely military distinctions and

qualifications of the candidate, ought, in his opinion, to have

prevented the nomination. It was, he said, a nomination " not

fit to be made."

These observations gave offence to some of General Taylor's

friends; but it was of vast consequence to have the, country

understand that an Administration—whose head might be

likely to deal with some of the critical questions growing

out of the annexations of further territory, more with the

forecast of a soldier than with the forecast of a statesman-

would be one attended with some peculiar perils, and there

fore one that Mr. Webster would feel it his duty carefully to

watch. iStill, he said there was another side to the account ;

for he believed General Taylor to be an upright, indepen

dent man ; that he had been fairly nominated ; that he would

not plunge the country into further wars of conquest ; and

that the sole alternatives were, his election as the Whig, or the

election of General Cass as the Democratic candidate.1 Pre

senting this issue with great force, Mr. Webster concluded that

the safest, the only safe, course to be followed was to insure

the success of the Whig party in the election, and thereby to

put it in the strongest position to meet the questions that were

to arise in relation to the newly-acquired territories. This, he

said, could not be done if he and other Whigs were to refuse

their votes to the Whig candidate for the presidency.

In a letter written to his friend Mr. Blatchford, on the 18th

of September, Mr. Webster stated his precise objects in mak

ing this speech :

" You speak kindly of my speech, and I should be glad if it did some

good. Of course, there are many in your circle that it will not satisfy.

They think General Taylor is a miracle of a man, knowing every thing,

without haying had the opportunity of learning it, and the fittest man

in the world, by a sort of inspiration, to administer a constitutional

1 General Cass and his party entered ried to the Pacific Ocean the consent

this canvass with declarations in favor of Congress that new States, formed

of establishing the line of the " Missouri south of the parallel of 36° 30', might

Compromise," which would have car- come into the Union as slave States.
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government, and discharge the highest civil trusts. My purpose in this

speech was exactly this : first, to make out a clear case for all true Whigs

to vote for him : second, to place myself in a condition of entire inde

pendence, fearing nothing, and hoping nothing personally, from his fail

ure or his success. I would not, therefore, flatter either him or his more

ardent friends. Thirdly, and most especially, to show the preposterous

conduct of those Whigs who make a secession from their party, and take

service under Mr. Van Buren.

" I am, dear sir, very truly, ever yours,

"Daniel Webster.

u P. S.—Have you ever been to Edgartown and Nantucket ? They are

great places for bluefish at this season of the year, as I am told. The

blackfish abound at New Bedford."

How the speech was received by judicious men out of New

England, may be inferred from the following letter to Mr.

Webster from Mr. R. L. Colt, an eminent private citizen of

New Jersey :

" Paterson, September 12, 1848.

" My dear Sir : I have read with great satisfaction your admirable

exposition of your sentiments on the great question of who shall we vote

for, for our next President, and, though you do not go as zealously for Tay

lor as I do, yet I am satisfied that your views will do more good in New

England than mine would have done, and therefore I again express my

thanks for your coming to our rescue. How much better and more hon

orable your course has been than that of Mr. Clay, who under no circum

stances could have been elected, while it is now believed that, if you had

carried the nomination, you could have received a majority of all the votes.

But we will not now think of what ought to have been, but how we can

defeat Cass, whose election I should look upon as the prostration of our

country for years to come.

" I send to you a peacock and hen, and two Guinea hens, which I hope

will arrive safe. I visited Buffalo Fair, and saw no pigs or other stock that

I thought better than yours, except sheep—the Merino and South-downs

were worthy of all praise.

" With great respect, ever truly yours,

"Roswell Colt.

" To Hon. Daniel Webster."

On the 24th of October he delivered another speech in

Faneuil Hall, on the topics involved in -the presidential elec

tion.1 He said of it, in a letter to Mr. Blatchford :

1 Works, ii., 449, el seq.
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"It was not well reported. I am correcting the notes, and there will

be a reprint. It might have been better. In this sort of meeting, I am

not apt to enter into the spirit of the occasion till the occasion comes.

There is, therefore, usually no preparation.1

In the course of this autumn, Mr. Webster was called to

pronounce a public eulogium on that great man who had been

his intimate friend for forty years, and to whose intellect, as we

have seen, he never failed to pay the tribute of his admiration

and gratitude. Mr. Jeremiah Mason died in Boston on the

14th of October (1848), at the age -of eighty years. In the

Supreme Court of Massachusetts, on the 14th of November,

Mr. Webster delivered the address concerning Mr. Mason

which is now embraced in his collected works. It was closed

with the following impressive passages :

" But, sir, political eminence and professional fame fade away and die

with all things earthly. Nothing of character is really permanent but

virtue and personal worth. These remain. Whatever of excellence is

wrought into the soul itself belongs to both worlds. Real goodness does

not attach itself merely to this life ; it points to another world. Political

or professional reputation cannot last forever; but a conscience void of

offence before God and man is an inheritance for eternity. Religion,

therefore, is a necessary and indispensable element in any great human

character. There is no living without it. Religion is the tie that con

nects man wTith his Creator, and holds him to His throne. If that tie be

all sundered, all broken, he floats away, a worthless atom in the universe ;

its proper attractions all gone, its destiny thwarted, and its whole future

nothing but darkness, desolation, and death. A man with no sense of

religious duty is he whom the Scriptures describe, in such terse but terrific

language, as living ' without God in the world.' Such a man is out of his

proper being, out of the circle of all his duties, out of the circle of all his

happiness, and away, far, far away, from the purposes of his creation.

"A mind like Mr. Mason's, active, thoughtful, penetrating, sedate,

could not but meditate deeply on the condition of man below, and feel its

responsibilities. He could not look on this mighty system—

4 This universal frame, thus wondrous fair,'

without feeling that it was created and upheld by an Intelligence to which

all other intelligences must be responsible. I am bound to say, that in the

course of my life I never met with an individual, in any profession or con

dition of life, who always spoke, and always thought, with such awful rev

erence of the power and presence of God. No irreverence, no lightness

1 MSS.
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even no too familiar allusion to God and His attributes, ever escaped his

lips. The very notion of a Supreme Being was, with him, made up of awe

and solemnity. It filled the whole of his great mind with the strongest

emotions. A man like him, with all his proper sentiments and sensibili

ties alive in him, must, in this state of existence, have something to believe

and something to hope for ; or else, as life is advancing to its close and

parting, all is heart-sinking and oppression. Depend upon it, whatever

may be the mind of an old man, old age is only really happy when, on

feeling the enjoyments of this world pass away, it begins to lay a stronger

hold on those of another.

"Mr. Mason's religious sentiments and feelings were the crowning

glories of his character Such, Mr. Chief Justice, was the life, and

such the death, of Jeremiah Mason. For one, I could pour out my heart

like water, at the recollection of his virtues and his friendship, and in the

feeling of his loss. I would embalm his memory in my best affections. His

personal regard, so long continued to me, I esteem one of the greatest

blessings of my life; and I hope that it may be known hereafter, that,

without intermission or coolness through many years, and until he de

scended to his grave, Mr. Mason and myself were friends.

" Mr. Mason died in old age ; not by a violent stroke from the hand of

death, not by a sudden rupture of the ties of nature, but by a gradual

wearing out of his constitution. He enjoyed, indeed, through life, remark

able health. He took competent exercise, loved the open air, and, avoid

ing all extreme theories or practice, controlled his conduct and habit3 of

life by the rules of prudence and moderation. His death was therefore

not unlike that described by the angel, admonishing Adam :

" I yield it just, said Adam, and submit.

But is there yet no other way, besides

These painful passages, how we may come

To death, and mix with our connatural dust ?

" There is, said Michael, if thou well observe

The rule of ' not too much,' by temperance taught,

In what thou eat'st and drink'st ; seeking from thence

Due nourishment, not gluttonous delight ;

Till many years over thy head returned,

So mayst thou live ; till, like ripe fruit, thou drop

Into thy mother's lap ; or be with ease

Gathered, not harshly plucked ; for death mature.

This is old age.1'
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CHAPTEE XXXV.

1848-184:9.

RELATIONS WITH THE ADMINISTRATION OF GENERAL TAYLOR—

BEGINNING OF THE SECTIONAL CONFLICT IN REGARD TO THE

NEW TERRITORIES—ME. WEBSTER'S VIEW OF THE COURSE PROP

ER TO BE PURSUED DEBATES ON CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS

BUSINESS IN THE SUPREME COURT DEATHS OF A GRANDCHILD

AND OF MRS. THOMAS VISIT TO VIRGINIA RETURN TO MARSH-

FIELD EXCURSIONS.

THE election of General Taylor, as President of the United

States, occurred in the month of November, 1848. What

expectations Mr. Webster then formed concerning his own rela

tions to the incoming Administration will be seen from the

following letters, written from Boston before he went to attend

the second session of the Thirtieth Congress.

[TO MR. KBTCHUM.]

" Boston, November *22, 1848.

" My deah Sin : The sentiments of your letter concur, very fully in the

main, with my own. My feelings are against office of any kind, at present ;

but I do not intend to commit myself, nor indeed to make up any opinion,

on any subject, till the time comes.

" In one respect, I think a suggestion of yours not very practicable. I

could have little or no influence with an Administration of which I was

not a member. Sometimes members of Congress obtain an influence with

the Executive, by assiduity and importunity. These are not accordant

with my habits. I could volunteer no advice; and in the course of things

my advice would be seldom asked, notwithstanding that I might be on
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friendly terms with the President. He would naturally chiefly rely, either

on himself, or those officially near him. He ought to do so.

" The general result of my reflections, up to the present moment, is, that

it will be most expedient for me to leave Congress at the end of the ses

sion, and attend to my own affairs. I hope to have half an hour's talk

with you next week.

" Yours truly,

" Daniel Webstek."

[to me. blatcheobd.]

" Boston, December 5, 1848, Tuesday, Two o'clock.

" My deab Sir : I have yours of yesterday. I believe it is true that

an effort is making here, for Mr. , for the Treasury, but it is by only a

few. Sensible men see the impropriety of it, considered in connection

with the tariff question. . . .

"A friend has just said to me, ' The great question in State Street is,

can Mr. Webster be prevailed upon to be Secretary of State ? If so, that

settles the question for New England.'

" My dear friend ! I am old, and poor, and proud. All these things

beckon me to retirement, to take care of myself—and, as I cannot act the

first part, to act none. That is exactly my feeling ; without being pressed

to say what I would or would not do, in case of the arising of an exigency,

in which these who have been friendly, and are entitled to best regards

from me, might think I could be of essential service.

" I shall be in New York at the end of the week, with no power of

stopping ; I am under promise to the Supreme Court.

"It is my expectation to be back here on professional business at

Christmas.

" We have no news to-day. If any to-morrow, I will let you know ;

but all the news here is through New York.

" Yours,

"D. W."

Mr. Webster arrived in Washington on the 13th of Decem

ber. As this was the period when the existing Administration

was about to close, and a new one to come in, speculation of

course was rife concerning the formation of General Taylor's

Cabinet. The war with Mexico was over ; and the questions

brought upon the country, by the acquisitions of territory

with which that war had ended, were now to be the great po

litical questions of the time. The message of President Polk,

at the opening of the session, distinctly admitted—what Mr.

Webster had long since declared would be the result—that the
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acquisition of these territories had created" a domestic question

which seriously threatens to disturb the harmony and suc

cessful operation of our system." It was claimed, in this mes

sage, that Congress ought not to legislate on the subject of

slavery in those territories ; but that, if such legislation was to

be had, it ought to be based on a recognition of the right of

citizens of slaveholding States to carry their slaves with them

into territories acquired by the common blood and treasure

of the whole Union ; and that, as the best adjustment between

this claim of right, on the one side, and its denial on the other,

the line of the "Missouri Compromise" ought to be extended

from the western boundary of Texas to the Pacific, which

would leave the territories south of the parallel of 36° 30' with

power to become slaveholding States, if the inhabitants should

so determine. Such was the attitude of the Administration

then about to go out of office ; and this course Congress

was earnestly pressed in the message to adopt at its present

session.

Mr. "Webster's position, at this time, was in a considerable

degree an embarrassing one, because it was not known, when

this question was thus precipitated upon Congress, what the

character and course of General Taylor's Administration were

to be in reference to this momentous subject. If an invitation

had come from the President-elect to Mr. Webster, to enter his

Cabinet, or if the advice of Mr. Webster had been sought by

the friends of General Taylor at Washington, who were con

cerned in making the new arrangements, there would have

been a plain indication that the policy of the Whig Admin

istration, in regard to the new territories, was to be the reverse

of that which had been announced by those who were soon to

surrender the executive influence and power. But General

Taylor remained in Louisiana for the present, and sent no

message to Mr. Webster, nor was the latter consulted at all by

his Whig associates who undertook to advise General Taylor

respecting the formation of his Cabinet. Under these circum

stances, it was clearly Mr. Webster's public duty, on the one

hand, not to take any step which would prevent the new Presi

dent from seeking his advice, when he should come to shape

the' policy of his Administration, if, on arriving in Washington,
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he should be inclined to do so. On the other hand, it was

necessary for Mr. Webster, when obliged to act at the present

session on the questions urged upon Congress by President

Polk, to maintain the views and purposes which he had.always

avowed , In every form, and on every occasion, he had resisted

the acquisition of new territory. But these territories had been

acquired. What was now to be done, in his opinion, was, so

to act on the questions to which this enlargement of the Union

had given rise, as to prevent the demand for further increase in

the number of slave States from bringing the harmony of the

Union into peril, by a dangerous conflict of sectional interests

and feelings. It is to be remembered that, at this time, al

though a great immigration into California had already begun,

it was not foreseen that it would become a free State by the vol

untary action of a majority of its inhabitants ; nor that Ne^

Mexico would be a country unfitted for slave-labor. At the

opening of this session of Congress it was supposed that both

of these great regions might become slaveholding, and there

was a struggle to make them such.

Mr. Webster was of opinion, at this time, that the proper

course to pursue was to authorize the President to take tem

porary possession of these territories as conquered countries,

and to hold them under a military government, preserving the

operation of their local laws, until the end of the next session

of Congress, or until Territorial governments should be provided

for them. In this way, he thought that time would develop a

state of things which would render action in Congress upon the

slavery question unnecessary, besides enabling Congress to see,

more clearly than they could now do, how the Territorial gov

ernments ought to be framed, and how the boundaries of New

Mexico ought to be adjusted. With this explanation of the

attitude of aifairs at the commencement of the session, I now

continue the series of Mr. Webster's private correspondence

after his arrival at Washington.

[TO MR. FRANKLIN HAVEN.]

" Washington, December 17, 1848.

"My dear Sir: Nothing more is known here, I believe, of General

Taylor's purposes respecting his Cabinet, than is known with yon. It is

62
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generally supposed he will defer a final decision till he reaches the city. In

the mean time, I think opinion here is settling down on two or three points,

absolutely or contingently. I infer this from what I hear expressed in the

circles of Congressmen. There seems a general readiness to concur in

whatever may be necessary to make a respectable Administration.

" I expect to leave Washington toward the end of the week, and to be

in Boston on Christmas-day, or the day after.

"Yours with very true regard,

"Daniel Webster."

TO MR. TICKSTOR.]

u Washington, Louisiana Avenue, next the Unitarian Church. \

" December 21, 1848, Thursday Evening, alone, over a small wood-fire. )

" My dear Sir : I thank you for yours, which I received this morning.

I remember that next Monday is Christmas ; and I have an idea, not indis

tinct, ofPark Street, four o'clock—certain ladies—a certain gentleman, and

a good dinner. But pity me ; here I am. A case is before the court, of

some importance.

" Mr. Ashmun spoke yesterday, all day, ' from morn till noon, from

noon till dewy eve,' and dropped, etc., ' with the setting sun.'

" Mr. John Davis has occupied this whole day, and he has either not

finished, or else, like the angel to whom enraptured Adam listened, though

he has finished, he ' seems still speaking.' When I can persuade myself

that he has really made an end, I have something to say. But my speech

will be ' the be all and the end all here; ' and I shall be off immediately

by steamer, since I cannot take passage on the river.

"Meanwhile, I am, with affection for you and yours,

"RUSTICUS EXPECTANS.

"Mr. Ticknor."

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

44 Washington, January 1, 1849.

" A beautiful bright morning. The long twilight of such a morning is

charming—the sun shining along beneath the horizon, showing his light

a great while before he shows himself. As all is open before my southern

and eastern windows, I gazed on his ' bright track ' an hour this morning.

The evening twilight of winter would be equally beautiful in fine weather,

and more often seen, but the air is usually not clear enough toward

evening.

" My dear sir, I hardly think a ' certain event ' so probable as Mr.

Hall seems to regard it. In the first place, there will be l cliques ' opposed

to it, formed by those who wish the principal control themselves. In

the next place, allowing much good sense and magnanimity to the

President-elect, he still knows that, if my opinion had prevailed, he would

not have been nominated. Finally, it is likely he may be much influenced
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by Mr. Crittenden's advice, and I am not at all certain what that advice

will be.

" And now give me leave to ask one question : What good could I do in

that position to the country, or my friends ? I know my appointment would

keep out a person whom you do not want to see in power ; but, beyond

this negative benefit, I see no other. ...

"Pray think of something else, and if something better cannot be done.

I am willing to stay in the Senate, if that should be thought desirable,

though I should prefer to leave it. What I sincerely wish, and all that I

wish respecting myself, is to see Fletcher placed in a position to support

his family, and myself left to my profession, my studies, or my ease.

" I do not like the French news. Nothing is more likely, than [that]

this election of Napoleon will create new troubles with Austria and Italy,

and foment disaffection in Germany and Prussia. I trust we may es

cape.

" How are Mr. Jaudon's family 1 Pray give my love to them all. I

hope they see Mrs. W. often.

"Yours,

"D. W."

41 Boston, Janum^y 16, 1849, Tuesday, Twelve o'clock.

" My dear Sir: I write this in court, Mr. Choate still speaking. We

shall finish the law discussion to-day, probably, and go to the jury to-mor

row. I have your letter this morning. ... I have a letter here from Mr.

Stetson, with which I doubt not you are acquainted. Say to him I keep

every thing close and say nothing.

u My dear sir, if possible, without sacrificing objects dear and impor

tant to Mends, let me be left out of all cabinets but that of Porter Wright,

Seth Weston, and Seth Peterson.1 I assure you this is my earnest wish.

Fletcher being in some way provided for, with permission on my part to

leave the Senate, I should be exactly suited. But I would stay in the

Senate, if it were thought I could be useful. But I could not possibly take

another situation, without things being done which I have no right to ask

for ; and then come on, also, the long and hot summers. I feel faint when

I think of them.

"P. S.—Two o'clock, court adjourned; Choate through on the law.

B. JR. Curtis replies to-morrow : then to the jury.2

" D. W."

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

" In the Senate, February 5, 1849, Monday, Two o'clock.

" My dear Sir : . . . I have heard something this morning, upon good

authority, which is gratifying. There is said to be a letter from General

1 The farmer, the carpenter, and the this time for the purpose of taking part

fisherman, at Marshfield. in the trial of an important patent

2 Mr. Webster had come to Boston at cause.
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Taylor, in which he says, in effect, this : ' The leading men of the Whig

party agreed to nominate me for the presidency. I am chosen ; and now

these leading Whigs must divide with me the responsibility of appointing

an able and satisfactory Cabinet.'

" There is no doubt, I believe, that he has written a letter containing,

in substance, the foregoing sentiments ; I hope it may be so, and that he

'will persevere.

" I cannot think what has become of Fletcher.

" Yours,

"Dan'l Webster.

"Mr. Blatehford."

[TO MB. KETCHUM.]

" February 16, 1849.

" My dear Sir : I thank you for your letter. It let me into a sight

of New-York Whig politics pretty fully. I think I see the lay of the

land.

" I have no expectation of being consulted about these things or any

of them, though my advice will be honestly given if wanted ; yet it will

not be obtruded in any case. I do not see that I am called on to interfere

"between good men; all being original Taylor men. I have very sincere

regard, for instance, for Mr. Maxwell, and wish him all sorts of good

fortune and happiness. But I think it is now plain enough that, if Mr.

Maxwell, and those associated with him, had chosen to bring forward a

Northern candidate, he would have been elected. The movement in New

York settled the whole thing, as I supposed it would, at the time.

" The great embarrassment I should feel, if I had any official duty to

perform in these cases, makes me most happy in the consciousness that no

more duty is upon me, nor to be upon me. I am quite content to let

others decide.

" Yours truly,

" D. Webster."

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

" In the Senate, February 16, 1849, Friday, Two o'clock.

* My dear Sir : I hear nothing from you since your excursion to

Boston, but hope you are safe at home.

" I have been at home all the morning, trying to bring up my cor

respondence, and waiting for the sun to warm the air a little. The morn

ing is exceedingly cold ; the mercury, I believe, eight or nine above zero

at sunrise.

"The ice, it would seem, is likely to \ keep General Taylor away from

Pittsburg, and to delay his arrival here. I have no news, except that

Mr. T. S. thinks it may be his duty, after all, to go into the Treasury ;

at least, so says the rumor of the hour.
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" We are on the Diplomatic Bill, Washington Canal, etc. Nothing

important. "Yours,

" D. W."

The following, marked " private," was enclosed in the

letter of February 16th to Mr. Blatchford :

" It is not General Taylor's present purpose to offer me a place in his

Cabinet, but rather the contrary. It is possible that, after he comes here,

he may alter his mind, but not probable ; and I hope he will remain as

he is.

" I could not accept the offer, if made ; and, having come to a resolu

tion on that subject, I think it due to you to settle your mind on it by a

private and confidential letter. You know the general reason growing out

of my own condition and circumstances, and the confining and irksome

nature of the duties of the office which have weighed with me when we

have conversed on the matter. There are one or two other general reasons

to which 1 have not frequently adverted. The first of the general reasons

is, that I cannot help feeling some apprehension as to what the real char

acter of the Administration is to be. Many things look very well ; but,

on the other hand, there is some reason to fear that the tone of character

called into the Cabinet will not be high. If appointments should run as

some of the various speculations indicate, I should have little confidence

of a useful or honorable result. All may come right ; I hope it will ; but I

cannot but entertain some doubt. Another general reason is, that although

I would not yield myself to any undue feelings of self-respect, yet it is

certain that I am senior, in years, to General Taylor ; that I have been

thirty years in public civil life, and have had some few friends who have

thought that, for the administration of civil and political affairs, my own

qualifications entitled me to be considered a candidate for nomination for

the office to wThich General Taylor has been chosen.

"Acquiescing, therefore, most cheerfully in the result of things which

has flowed from honest and intelligent Whig counsels, and perfectly dis

posed to render all the aid in my power to the support of the new Whig

Administration, I yet feel that I shall best consult my own dignity by

declining to fill a subordinate place in the Executive Government.

" So much for general reasons. In addition to these there is one

peculiar reason, growing out of my peculiar relations, and that of my

friends, to General Taylor's election. In Massachusetts, New York, and

other States, there will be candidates for office, w7ho have been my friends,

and who opposed General Taylor's nomination to the last.

" There will be other candidates for the same offices, who distinguished

themselves as early and zealous friends of General Taylor's nomination,

and who will naturally think themselves entitled to his regard. Cast your

eyes over your own city, and you will see that questions of this kind, and

several of them, must, in all probability, arise at once. And these ques
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tions would create a degree of embarrassment that I could not meet. I

could not abandon my own friends ; on the other hand, I could not act

with any want of fidelity to General Taylor and his friends. It is clear,

therefore, that my true position is a position of respect, friendship, and

support of the incoming Administration ; but not a position in which I

should be called upon to take part in the distribution of its offices and

patronage.

[TO MB. BLATCHFOBD.]

" February 24, 1849, Saturday, One o'clock.

" Deab Sib : I have telegraphed you to say that I see no bad signs in

the weather. Fletcher and I have called on General.Taylor, but he does

not see his friends to-day. He is fatigued, I believe, and probably feels

some injury from his accident.

" He was heard to say yesterday, in the cars, that he had not settled

any other Cabinet appointment, and should not till he had consulted

friends. If he adheres to this, it will be well.

" There is a very small clique here, from Boston, urging Mr. for

the Treasury, and looking for small offices by means of his expected influ

ence. Some of them will be, and all of them ought to be, disappointed.

" I shall be glad when it is all over, and I can summon my thoughts

back again to the barns and poultry-yards of Marshfield, and the plans for

next year's farming.

" Mr. Jaudon took a bit of shad with us this morning.

" Yours always truly,

" D. W."

[TO MB. BLATCHFOBD.]

"February 25, 1849, Sunday morning, Eight o'clock.

"My deab Sib: I passed half an hour last evening with General

Taylor. He was pleasant and conversable enough, and by no means of

such a harsh and stern countenance as the pictures represent him. Our

conversation was general. He said nothing to me nor I to him of Cabinet

appointments. He said, last night, that he had signified his purpose to

decide nothing for two or three days.

" The last rumor gives Mr. Binney to the Treasury, and Mr. Lawrence to

che Navy.

" All comes back to the original points. General Taylor means well,

but he knows little of public affairs, and less of public men. He feels that

he must rely on somebody ; that he must have counsel, even in the appoint

ment of his counsellors, and, regarding Mr. Crittenden as a fast personal

friend, he feels safest in his hands. This, I think, is the present state of

things. What may be the result I do not know, and it would be idle to

conjecture. The various cliques, with their committees, are about him in

force. Of course, they feel different ways. The main hope for a favorable
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issue of things must be that, in this scrambling, he may lean to the judg

ment of his Secretary of State. You had better burn this letter.

" Yours truly,

" D. Webster."

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

"February 27, 1849, Tuesday, Three o'clock.

"Dear Sir: I am overwhelmed with labor; obliged to study from

five to eleven a. m. ; be in court from eleven to three ; and all the rest

of the day in the Senate till ten o'clock.

" I learn nothing certain. I do not think the President has decided

any thing ; and I do not think Mr. will be placed in the Treasury.

" Yours,

" D'. W."

The events transpiring in the Senate, during the period in

which these letters were written, evince the nature of the con

flict that had been produced by prosecuting the war to the con

quest and acquisition of foreign territory ; and while they show

a great confusion of ideas respecting the mode in which these

acquisitions ought to be or could be dealt with, they reveal

the steady policy of some of the Southern Senators to secure in

some way an acknowledgment of the right to. carry into those

regions the relation of master and slave, the willingness of some

Northern Senators to give this acknowledgment, and the deter

mination of others to withhold it. Mr. Webster, as I have al

ready said, believed that these discussions were premature, and

that the most expedient course, as well as the most consistent

with the constitutional powers of Congress, was to give to these

Territories a temporary military government, leaving their local

laws in operation. But their local laws did not recognize the

relation of slavery, as it was known in the Southern States of

this Union ; and consequently the representatives of that sec

tion desired something more. The struggle, therefore, which

began at the commencement of the session, went on to its close.

On the 11th of December, Mr. Douglas introduced a bill for

making the whole territory acquired from Mexico at once a

State in the Union. On the 13th, a petition was presented in

the Senate, purporting to come from " the people of New Mex

ico, assembled in convention," praying Congress to establish a

territorial government over them, and to exclude slavery from
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that government. Mr. Calhoun pronounced the petition "in

solent," saying that the inhabitants of New Mexico were under

a conquest, and that the country belonged " not to Congress as

a government, but to the States, the thirty States of the Union."

On the 18th, Mr. Douglas's bill was referred to the Judiciary

Committee. On the 19th, this committee reported against it,

and in favor of creating territorial governments for New Mex

ico and California. On the 24th of January, Mr. Douglas

offered a substitute, and procured its reference to a select com

mittee. On the 29th, the select committee reported a new bill.

On the 19th of February, Mr. Douglas endeavored to have his

bill, for creating the whole of New Mexico and California into

a State, taken up, but failed. The close of the session was

thus drawing near, and nothing had been done in regard to

providing any species of government for these newly-acquired

Territories, into one of which immigration was rapidly pouring.

In the mean time the annual appropriation bills had come into

the Senate from the House of Representatives. On the 21st

of February, Mr. Walker (of Wisconsin) moved an amendment

to one of these bills, which finally, after several modifications,

suggested chiefly by Southern Senators, took the shape of a

proposition to " extend the Constitution of the United States "

to all the territory acquired from Mexico, and also to extend to

it certain revenue laws of the United States, the President

being authorized to establish rules and regulations for this pur

pose. It was at this juncture, and on the 22d of February,

that Mr. Webster introduced his bill for the temporary govern

ment of these Territories, which he prefaced with a few re

marks :

" I beg to call the attention of the Senate for five minutes to a paper

which I wish to lay on the table of the Senate. The Senate has been en

gaged now for some days in discussing the very important question of the

present state and condition of the newly-acquired Territories of the United

States, and the necessity of some provision immediately being made for

the government ofthese Territories ; and we have given some consideration

to the kind of government it is expedient, bearing in mind the urgency of

the case, and the approaching end of this session of Congress, to form for

them.

" I have heard, sir, with respect and attention, the speeches of honor

able Senators who have addressed the Senate on this important question
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and I have read carefully the propositions which have been made in

the form of proposed amendments to the bill now before the Senate.

To these amendments there seem to be objections, arising as well from

the manner in which the subject has been introduced, in the way of

amendments to this bill, as from the character of the propositions them

selves.

" I wish, sir, at as early a moment as may be convenient, to suggest in

a precise form what appears to me to be the most expedient course to pur

sue at the present moment in regard to the Territories of California and

ISTew Mexico. If it be the opinion of the Senate that, considering the cir

cumstances of the case, some provision for the government of these Territo

ries may with propriety, or from necessity, be adopted in the civil and

diplomatic appropriation bill, I shall offer the paper I hold in my hand as

an amendment to that bill ; but if the sentiment of the Senate shall be

that any bill relating to California shall be considered as a separate meas

ure, then this paper will suggest what, in my judgment, is the most prac

ticable and reasonable course now to be adopted. I do not propose to

prolong any discussion on this bill. My purpose is to have the paper

which I hold in my hand printed. I ask that it may be read and printed,

by way of amendment to the bill now before the Senate, or as a substitute

for it.''

The secretary read the paper, as follows, and it was ordered

to be printed :

" That the President of the United States be, and he hereby is, author

ized to hold possession of and occupy the Territories of California and New

Mexico ceded by Mexico to the United States by the treaty of the 2d of

February, 1848 ; and that he be authorized for that purpose, and in order

to maintain the authority of the United States, and preserve peace and

order in said Territories, to employ such parts of the army and navy of the

United States as he may deem necessary.

" Section 2. And de it further enacted, That, until the expiration

of the next session of Congress, unless Congress shall sooner provide for

the Government of said Territories, the existing laws thereof shall be main

tained and observed ; and that the civil and judicial authorities, hereto

fore exercised in said Territories, shall be vested in, and exercised by, such

person or persons as the President of the United States shall appoint and

direct, to the end that the inhabitants of said Territories may be protected

in the full and free enjoyment of their liberty, property, and religion : Pro

vided, nevertheless, that martial law shall not be proclaimed or declared in

said Territories, or either of them, nor any military court established or

instituted, except ordinary courts-martial for the trial of persons belong

ing to the army and navy of the United States.

" Section 3. And be it further enacted, That the sum of thou

sand dollars be, and the same hereby is, appropriated for the purpose of
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carrying these provisions into effect, to be paid out of any moneys in the

Treasury not otherwise appropriated."

On the next day (23d), in the course of the debate on Mr.

Walker's proposition, Mr. "Webster made the following re

marks :

" The Senate and the country will bear me witness that I have had no

hand in producing the present state of things connected with these Ter

ritories which we have acquired. I have opposed all wars leading to such

acquisitions ; and I have opposed all treaties accepting of such cessions of

territory ; and I do not ascribe to myself any considerable sagacity when

I say that the state of things which exists to-day—brought about, per

haps, a little sooner by accidental circumstances than would otherwise

have been the case—was as evident to me as the sun in heaven, ever since

the notion prevailed of new acquisitions on the Southern border of the

United States. It is, nevertheless, not my purpose to mingle in this dis

cussion any thing of the past. There is enough to occupy our most seri

ous thoughts in learning how to deal with the present ; in learning how

to deal with it as prudent, practical men, desiring to preserve peace in the

country, desiring to give protection to all those who live under the Gov

ernment of the United States. And, while I do not think it wise or pru

dent to dwell on the past, I do not think it wise either to attempt to look

too far into the future. There are evils which threaten individuals, and

there are evils which threaten communities, which sagacity and a long-

reaching foresight may probably avert ; but there are other evils, occa

sionally threatening individuals, and communities also, which are as likely,

perhaps more likely, to find their remedy in the course of events than in

the exercise of prescience or premonition; and this, in my judgment, is

one of those cases. I think our practical duty, our duty as practical men,

is to provide a government for those Territories, for the preservation of

peace among the inhabitants, to give security to all well-disposed persons,

and to repress the efforts of the ill-disposed ; to give them a government

such as we may, in the short period now before us, considering the great

distance at wilich they are from us. And that single purpose has been all

that I have contemplated in the proposition wrhich I have laid before the

Senate, and of which, at some convenient time, it was my purpose to ask

further consideration. My idea is, that the government, for the present,

must be substantially a military government ; that we can hardly do more

than keep the peace, and protect the lives and property of individuals,

until we either admit the people, who are freemen, as a State into this

Union, or give them a regular Territorial government. I think it should

be limited to that one object—to keep the peace—without any attempt to

administer revenue laws, or any other laws growing out of their political

relations, because I do not think it practicable to do any such thing.

" In the case of Florida, to which attention has been drawn by the
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Senator from New Jersey, there was a provision that the revenue laws

should be applied to the Territory. That, I think, was in 1822, after

the ratification of the treaty, but it all came to nothing. The President

did authorize the collection of customs ; he did appoint an officer in

that collection district ; but, so far as I understand, there never was a

hundred dollars collected from customs in Florida until it had re

ceived a regular form of government ; and it cannot be otherwise, while

it is at the same time attended with considerable expense, inasmuch as

you must have custom-houses, navy officers, appraisers, and a whole corps

of official persons who will have nothing to do ; because, how is it pos

sible to establish or administer a system of revenue laws before there are

any courts ? Who is to seize vessels under the revenue laws ? Who is to

libel them ? How are they to be tried ? What is to become of the prop

erty ? There can be no seizure by law, no adjudication by law—and that

is all-important—until there is a regular Territorial government estab

lished. This must be obvious, I think, to everybody;, and this is the

objection, in my humble judgment, to the proposition of the Senator from

New Jersey, which goes further than the proposition that I have submitted

to the Senate. It will be expensive, it will be giving unnecessary power

to the Executive government, and it will be useless. Since I had the

honor of submitting my own thoughts upon this subject very briefly to

the Senate a few days ago, the House has sent us a bill which purports to

extend the revenue laws to the Territories.

" In my judgment, the true course to adopt, in the position of things as

they are, is to arrest all amendments to this Appropriation Bill, affecting

these Territories, which are offered here, since there is another measure be

fore us much more appropriate for the consideration and deliberation of

the Senate, much more suitable to the case upon which we wish to act,

than this mode of proceeding by amendments to this bill. I shall, for one,

vote against all amendments that are proposed to be introduced into this

bill for the establishment of a government, or for any regulation whatever

in regard to the Territories. But when this bill shall have been disposed

of, if it be the pleasure of the Senate that the bill from the House be

taken up, I shall propose to strike out all of the bill after the enacting

clause, and insert the amendment which I laid before the Senate a few

days ago. I have no particular right to exhort the Senate ; I claim no

authority to hasten its proceedings ; but I think we are all imperiously

called on to make what dispatch we can with this appropriation bill for

the civil and diplomatic expenses of the Government. We all know what

delays are continually occurring ; we all see the reluctance that is mani

fested to-day by the great majority of the Senate to prolong the duration

of our daily sittings. Should we not, then, proceed exclusively with the

subjects appropriately belonging to this Appropriation Bill ? There are

many amendments to be proposed.

" There are some which I desire myself to propose ; in doing which I

shall not occupy five minutes, however, because the time of the Senate
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is precious. I hope, therefore, that all these amendments regarding a

government for California, which are proposed to be incorporated in the

Civil and Diplomatic Bill, may be rejected, as a more appropriate occa

sion is just before us—a measure which will naturally give rise to a discus

sion of this subject being now upon our table—and one which will be

taken up in its order. And, allow me to add, that I have avoided, and

shall avoid, all discussion that is calculated to excite local or party feel

ings, or to disturb the progress of the Senate and the Government in

making a proper present temporary provision for the government of Cali

fornia. Enough for this day—I will not say is the evil—but the duty

thereof Our duty is immediately, if we can, to give a practical and secure

government to the people of California; and there, in my judgment, our

present duty terminates. I have no idea that any remarks which I might

feel disposed to make would be either gratifying or instructive to the Sen

ate, and I shall, therefore, from a sense of duty, abstain from occupying

further time in relation to this subject at present."

On the 24th, Mr. Walker's proposal, to " extend the Consti

tution of the United States " to these Territories, being still

under consideration, a very important debate occurred between

Mr. "Webster and Mr.. Calhoun, and other Senators, which I

here transcribe :

Mr. Webster : " Mr. President, the honorable member from South

Carolina, who has just taken his seat, says that he is prepared to say

boldly that the Northern States have not observed, but have broken, the

compromises of the Constitution."

Mr. Butler (in his seat) : " I said it."

Mr. Webster : " Yes, Mr. President, he said so. It is no duty of mine

to take up a glove that is thrown at the whole world ; it is no duty of

mine to accept a general challenge. But if the honorable member shall see

fit to be so obliging as to inform the Senate, in my hearing, that the State,

whose representative I stand here, has forborne to observe, or has broken

the compromises of the Constitution, he will find in me a combatant on

that occasion."

Mr. Butler rose to reply ; but, as there appeared to be some misun

derstanding as to his possession of the floor for that purpose, he re

sumed his seat.

Mr. Webster : "I would hear the gentleman with the greatest re

spect, a respect which I always feel for him ; but, what I mean to say is,

that if he is to reduce what seemed to be a general charge to a particular

charge, and if he shall undertake to specify or particularize any case in

which the Legislature of the State, whose representative I am, has for

borne to observe, has broken, or attempted to break, the compromises of

the Constitution, it will be my duty to meet the charge, and to defend

tue State, if I am able to do so. I do not intend to go into any such
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debate on this matter at present; other States will answer for themselves.

Mr. President, it is of importance that we should seek to have clear ideas

and correct notions of the question which this amendment of the mem

ber from Wisconsin has presented to us; and, especially> that we should

seek to get some conception of what is meant by the proposition, in a

law, to ' extend the Constitution of the United States to the Territories.'

Why, sir, the thing is utterly impossible. All the legislation in the world,

in this general form, could not accomplish it. There is no clause for the

operation of the legislative power in such a manner as that. The Consti

tution, what is it ? We extend the Constitution of the United States by

law to territory ! What is the Constitution of the United States ? Is not

its very first principle that all wTithin its influence and comprehension

shall be represented in the Legislature which it establishes, with not only

a right to debate and a right to vote in both Houses of Congress, but a

right to partake in the choice of the President and Vice-President ? And

can we by law extend these rights, or any of them, to a Territory of the

United States ? Everybody will see that it is altogether impracticable.

Well, sir, the amendment goes on, and says that the revenue laws shall, as

far as they are suitable, be applied in the Territories. Now, with respect

to that qualification, made by the honorable member from Wisconsin, I

should like to. know if he understands it as I suppose he does. Does the

expression, ' as far as suitable,' apply to the Constitution or the revenue

laws, or both ?

Mr. Walker : "It was not the proposition to extend the Constitution

beyond the limits to which it was applicable.

Mr. Webster : " It comes to this, then, that the Constitution is to be

extended as far as practicable ; but how far that is, is to be decided by the

President of the United States, and therefore he is to have absolute and

despotic power. He is the judge of what is suitable and what is not suit

able, and what he thinks is suitable is suitable, and what he thinks Unsuit

able is unsuitable. He is ' omnis in hoc,' and what is this but to say, in

general terms, that the President of the United States shall govern this

Territory as he sees fit till Congress makes further provision ? Now, if the

gentleman will be kind enough to tell me what principle of the Constitu

tion he supposes suitable, what discrimination he can draw between suit

able and unsuitable, which he proposes to follow, I shall be instructed.

Let me say that in this general sense there is no such thing as extending

the Constitution. The Constitution is extended over the United States

and over nothing else, and can extend over nothing else. It cannot be

extended over any thing except over the old States, and the new States

that shall come in hereafter, when they do come in. There is a want of

accuracy of ideas in this respect that is quite remarkable among eminent

gentlemen, and especially professional and judicial gentlemen. It seems

to be taken for granted that the right of trial by jury, the habeas corpus,

and every principle designed to protect personal liberty, are extended by

force of the Constitution itself over every new Territory. That proposition
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cannot be maintained at all. How do yon arrive at it by any reasoning or

deduction ? It can only be arrived at by the loosest of all possible con

structions. It is said this must be so, else the right of the habeas corpus

would be lost. Undoubtedly these rights must be conferred by law before

they can be enjoyed in a Territory. Sir, if the hopes of some gentlemen

were realized, and Cuba were to become a possession of the United States

by cession, does anybody suppose that the habeas corpus and the trial by

jury would be established in it by the mere act of cession ? Why more

than election laws and the political franchises, or popular franchises ? Sir,

the whole authority of Congress on this subject is embraced in that very

short provision that Congress shall have power to make all needful rules

and regulations respecting the Territories of the United States. The word

is Territory ; for it is quite evident that the Constitution looked to

no newT acquisitions to form new Territories. But, as they have been

acquired from time to time, new territories have been regarded as com

ing under that general provision for making rules for Territories. We

have never had a Territory governed as the United States are governed.

The legislature and the judiciary of Territories have always been estab

lished by a law of Congress. I do not say that, while we sit here to make

laws for these Territories, we are not bound by every one of those great

principles which arc intended as general securities for public liberty. But

they do not exist in Territories till introduced by the authority of Con

gress. These principles do not, proprio vigore, apply to any one of the

Territories of the United States, because a Territory, while a Territory,

does not become a part, and is no part of the United States."

Mr. Calhoun: "I rise, not to detain the Senate to any considerable

extent, but to make a few remarks upon the proposition first advanced by

the Senator from New Jersey, fully indorsed by the Senator from New

Hampshire, and partly indorsed by the Senator from Massachusetts, that

the Constitution of the United States does not extend to the Territories.

That is the point. I am very happy, sir, to hear this proposition thus as

serted, for it will have the effect of narrowing very greatly the controversy

between the North and the South, as regards the slavery question in con

nection with the Territories. It is an implied admission, on the part of

these gentlemen, that if the Constitution does extend to the Territories, the

South will be protected in the enjoyment of its property—that it will be

under the shield of the Constitution. You can put no other interpretation

upon the proposition which the gentlemen have made, that the Constitu

tion does not extend to the Territories. Then the simple question is, Does

the Constitution extend to the Territories, or does it not extend to them ?

Why, the Constitution interprets itself. It pronounces itself to be the

supreme law of the land."

Mr. Webster : " What land ? "

Mr. Calhoun: "The land; the Territories of the United States are a

part of the land. It is the supreme law, not within the limits of the States

of this Union merely, bat wherever our flag waves—wherever our authority
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goes, the Constitution in part goes, not all its provisions certainly, but all

its suitable provisions. "Why, can we have any authority beyond the Con

stitution ? I put the question solemnly to gentlemen : if the Constitution

does not go there, how are we to have any authority or jurisdiction what

ever ? Is not Congress the creature of the Constitution ? does it not hold

its existence upon the tenure of the continuance of the Constitution ? and

would it not be annihilated upon the destruction of that instrument, and

the consequent dissolution of this Confederacy ? And shall we, the crea

ture of the Constitution, pretend that we have any authority beyond the

reach of the Constitution ? Sir, we were told a few days since, that the

courts of the United States had made a decision that the Constitution did

not extend to the Territories without an act of Congress. I confess that I

was incredulous, and I am still incredulous that any tribunal, pretending

to have a knowledge of our system of government, as the courts of the

United States ought to have, could have pronounced such a monstrous

judgment. I am inclined to think that it is an error which has been un

justly attributed to them ; but, if they have made such a decision as that, I

for one say that it ought not to be, and never can be respected. The Territo

ries belong to us ; they are ours ; that is to say, they are the property of

the thirty States of the Union ; and we, as the representatives of those

thirty States, have the right to exercise all the authority and jurisdiction

which ownership carries with it. Sir, there are some questions that do

not admit of lengthened discussion. This is one of them. The mere

statement is sufficient to carry conviction with it. And I am rejoiced to

hear gentlemen acknowledge that, if the Constitution is there, we are

under its shield. The South wants no higher ground to stand upon.

The gentlemen have put us on high ground by the admission that their

only means of putting their claims above ours is, to deny the existence of

the Constitution in California and New Mexico. The Senator from Massa

chusetts, I say, in part, indorsed the proposition. He qualified it, how

ever, by saying that all the fundamental principles of that instrument

must be regarded as having application to the Territories. Now, is there

a more fundamental principle than that the States of which this Federal

Union is composed have a community of interest in all that belongs to the

Union in its federative character ? And that the territory of the United

States belongs to the Union in that capacity, is declared by the Constitu

tion, and that there shall be, in all respects, perfect equality among all the

members of the Confederacy. There is no principle more distinctly set

forth than that there shall be no discrimination in favor of one section

over another, and that the Constitution shall have no half-way operation

in regard to one portion of the Union, while it shall have full force and

effect in regard to another portion. I wTill not dwell upon this. I will

only listen, if gentlemen choose to go on, in order to discover by what

ingenuity they can make out their case. It is a mere assumption to say

that the Constitution does not extend to the Territories. Let the gentle

men prove their assumption. I hold the course of the whole of this
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debate to be triumphant to us. "We are placed upon higher ground ; we

have narrower questions to defend ; and it will be understood by the com

munity that we are nonsuited only by a denial of the existence of the Con

stitution in the Territories."

Mr. Webster : " The honorable Senator from South Carolina alludes

to some decision of the United States courts as affirming that the Constitu

tion of the United States does not extend to the Territories, and he says

that, with regard to—"

Mr. Calhoun: "I hope the gentleman will state my position exactly

right. I said. I was told a few days since that they had so decided, but

that I was incredulous of the fact."

Mr. Webster : " I can remove the gentleman's incredulity very easily,

for I can assure him that the same thing has been decided by the United

States courts over and over again for the last thirty years."

Mr. Calhoun : "I would be glad to hear the gentleman mention a case

in which such a decision was given."

Mr. Webster : "Upon a few moments' consideration, I could mention

a number of cases. The Constitution, as the gentleman contends, extends

over the Territories. How does it get there ? T am surprised to hear a

gentleman so distinguished as a strict constructionist affirming that the

Constitution of the United States extends to the Territories without show

ing us any clause in the Constitution in any way leading to that result ;

and to hear the gentleman maintaining that position, without showing us

any way in which such a result could be inferred, increases surprise."

" One idea further upon this branch of the subject. The Constitution

of the United States extending over the Territories, and no other law ex

isting there ! Why, I beg to know how any Government could proceed,

without any other authority existing there than such as is created by the

Constitution of the United States ? Does the Constitution of the United

States settle titles to land ? Does it regulate the rights of property ?

Does it fix the relations of parent and child, guardian and ward ? The

Constitution of the United States establishes what the gentleman calls a

confederation for certain great purposes, leaving all the great mass of laws

which are to govern society to derive their existence from State enactments.

That is the just view of the state of things under the Constitution. And

a State or a Territory that has no law but such as it derives from the Con

stitution of the United States must be entirely without any State or Terri

torial government. The honorable Senator from South Carolina, conver

sant with the subject as he must be, from his long experience in different

branches of the Government, must know that the Congress of the United

States have established principles in regard to Territories that are utterly

repugnant to the Constitution. The Constitution of the United States has

provided for them an independent judiciary; for the judge of every court of

the United States holds office upon the tenure of good behavior. Will the

gentleman say that in any court established in the Territories the judge

holds his office in that way ? He holds it for a term of years, and is remov
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able at executive discretion. How did we govern Louisiana before it was a

State ? Did the writ of habeas corpus exist in Louisiana during its Terri

torial existence ? Or the right to trial by jury ? Who ever heard of trial

by jury there before the law creating the Territorial government gave the

right to trial by jury ? No one. And I do not believe that there is any

new light now to be thrown upon the history of the proceedings of this

Government in relation to that matter. When new territory has been ac

quired it has always been subject to the laws of Congress, to such law as

Congress thought proper to pass for its immediate government, for its

government during its Territorial existence, during the preparatory state

in which it was to remain until it was ready to come into the Union as

one of the family of States.

" The honorable Senator from South Carolina argues that the Consti

tution declares itself to be the law of the land, and that therefore it must

extend over the Territories. i The land,' I take it, means the land over

which the Constitution is established, or, in other words, it. means the

States united under the Constitution.

" But does not the gentleman at once see that that argument would

prove a great deal too much? The Constitution no more says that the

Constitution itself shall be the supreme law of the land, than it says that,

the laws of Congress shall be the supreme law of the land. It. declares

that the Constitution and the laws of Congress passed under it shall be

the supreme law of the land."

Mr. Calhoun: aThe laws of Congress made in pursuance of its pro

visions."

Mr. Webster: "Well, I suppose the revenue laws are made in pur

suance of its provisions ; but, according to the gentleman's reasoning, the

Constitution extends over the Territories as supreme law, and no legisla

tion on the subject is necessary. This would be tantamount to saying that,

the moment territory is attached to the United States, all the laws of the

United States as well as the Constitution of the United States become the

governing rule of men's conduct, and of the rights of property, because

they are declared to be the law of the land—the laws of Congress being

the supreme law as well as the Constitution of the United States. Sir,

this is a course of reasoning that cannot be maintained. The crown of

England often makes conquest of territory. Who ever heard it contended

that the Constitution of England, or the supreme power of Parliament,

because it is the supreme law of the land, extended over the territory

thus acquired, until made to do so by a special act of Parliament ? The

whole history of colonial conquests shows entirely the reverse. Until pro

vision is made by act of Parliament for a civil government, the territory is

held as a military acquisition. It is subject to the control of Parliament,

and Parliament may make all laws that they deem proper and necessary

to be made for its government; but, until such provision is made, the ter

ritory is not under the dominion of English law. And it is exactly upon

the same principle that Territories coming to belong to the United States

63
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by acquisition, or by cession, as we have no jus colonim, remain to be made

subject to the operation of our supreme law by an enactment of Congress.'

Mb. Calhoun : a I shall be extremely brief in noticing the arguments

of the honorable Senator from Massachusetts, and I trust decisive. His

first objection is, as I understand it, that I show no authority by which

the Constitution of the United States is extended to the Territories. How

does Congress get any power over the Territories ? "

Mr. Webster : " It is given in the Constitution in so many words ;

the power to make laws for the government of Territories."

Mr. Calhoun :." Well, then, the proposition that the Constitution

does not extend to the Territories is false to that extent. How else does

Congress obtain the legislative power over the Territories ? And yet the

honorable Senator says I assign no reason for it. I assigned the strongest

reason. If the Constitution does not extend there, you have no right to

legislate or do any act in reference to the Territories. Well, as to the next

point. The honorable Senator states that he was surprised to hear from

a strict constructionist the proposition that the Constitution extends itself

to the Territories. I certainly never contended that the Constitution was of

itself sufficient for the government of Territories without the interven

tion of legislative enactments. It requires human agency everywhere; it

cannot extend itself within the limits of any State in the sense in which

the gentleman speaks of it. It is, nevertheless, the supreme law, in obedi

ence to which, and in conformity with which, all legislative enactments

must be made. And the proposition that the Constitution of the United

States extends to the Territories so far as it is applicable to them, is so

clear a proposition that even the Senator from Massachusetts, with his

profound talent, cannot disprove it. I will put the case of some of the

negative provisions of the Constitution. ' Congress shall make no law con

cerning religion, nor create titles of nobility.' Can you establish titles ot

nobility in California ? If not, if all the negative provisions extend to the

Territories, why not the positive ? I do not think it necessary to dwell

any longer upon this point."

Mr. Webster : " The precise question is, whether a Territory, while

it remains in a Territorial state, is a part of the United States ? I main

tain it is not. And there is no stronger proof of what has been the idea

of the Government in this respect than that to which I have alluded, and

which has drawn the honorable member's attention. Now, let us see how

it stands. The judicial power of the United States is declared by the

Constitution to be ' vested in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior

courts as Congress shall from time to time ordain and establish.' The

whole judicial power, therefore, of the United States is in these courts.

And the Constitution declares that ' all the judges of these courts shall

hold their office during good behavior.' Then the gentleman must admit

that the legislation of Congress, heretofore, has not been altogether in

error ; that these Territorial courts do not constitute a part of the judicial

power of the United States, because the whole judicial power of the United
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States is to be vested in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior courts as

Congress shall establish ; and the judges of all these courts are to have a

life tenure under the law ; and we do not give such tenure, and never did,

to the judges of these Territorial courts. That has gone on the presump

tion and true idea, I suppose, that the Territories are not even part of the

United States, but are subject to their legislation. Well, where do we

get this power of legislation ? Why, I have already stated that the Con

stitution says, ' the Congress shall have power to dispose of, and make all

needful rules and regulations respecting the territory or other property

belonging to the United States ; ' and it is under that clause, and that

clause only, that the legislation of Congress in respect to the Territories

has been conducted. And, it is apparent, from our history, that no other

provision was intended for Territorial government, inasmuch as it is

highly probable, I think certain, that no acquisition of foreign territory

was ever contemplated. And, again, there is another remarkable instance.

The honorable gentleman, and his friends who act with him on these sub

jects, held that the power of internal improvement, within the United

States, does not belong to Congress. They deny that we can jiass any

law for internal improvements within any State of this Union, while they

all admit that, the moment we get out of the States into a Territory, we

can make just as much improvement as we choose. There is not an

honorable gentleman on that side of the Chamber who has not, time and

again, voted money out of the public Treasury for internal improvements

out of the Union, in Territories, under the conception that, under that

provision of the Constitution to which I have referred, they do not con

stitute any portion of the Union ; that they are not parts of the Union. Sir,

there is no end to the illustrations that might be brought upon this sub

ject; our history is full of them. Our history is uniform in its course.

It began with the acquisition of Louisiana. It went on after Florida be

came a part of the Union. In all cases, under all circumstances, by every

proceeding of Congress on the subject, and by all judicature on the sub

ject, it has been held that Territories belonging to the United States were

to be governed by a constitution of their own, framed by a convention,

and, in approving that constitution, the legislation of Congress was not

necessarily confined to those principles that bind it when it is exercised in

passing laws for the United States itself. But, sir, I take leave ofthe subject."

Mr. Calhoun : " Mr. President, a few words. First, as to the judici

ary. If Congress has decided the judiciary of the Territories to be part

of the judiciary under the United States, Congress has decided wrong.

It may be that it is a part of the judiciary of the United States, though I

do not think so."

Mr. Webster (in his seat) : " Nor I."

Mr. Calhoun: "Again, the honorable gentleman from Massachusetts

says that the Territories are not a part of the United States; are not of

the United States. I had supposed that all the Territories were a part of

the United States. They are called so."
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Mr. Webster (in his seat) : " Never."

Mr. Calhoun : "At all events, they belong to the United States."

Mr. Webster (still in his seat) : " That is another thing. The colo

nies of England belong to England, but they are not a part of England."

Mr. Calhoun : " Whatever belongs to the "United States they have

authority over, and England has authority over whatever belongs to her.

We can have no authority over anything that does not belong, to the

United States, I care not in what light it may be placed. But, sir, as to

the other point raised by the Senator—internal improvements. The Sena

tor says there is not a member on this side of the Chamber who has not

voted to appropriate money out of the public Treasury for internal im

provements in the Territories. I know that a very large portion of the

gentlemen on this side have voted to appropriate money out of the public

Treasury for improvements in Territories, upon the principle of ownership ;

that the lands in the Territories in which the improvements are made have

an increased value in proportion to the sums appropriated ; and the ap

propriations have, in every case, been given in alternate sections. But

many gentlemen here have utterly denied our right to make them under

tjijat form. But that question comes under another category altogether.

It comes under the category whether we have a right to appropriate funds

out of the common Treasury at all for internal improvements. Sir, I repeat

it, that the proposition that the Constitution of the United States extends

tp the Territories is so plain a one, and its opposite—I say it with all re

spect—is so absurd a one, that the strongest intellect cannot maintain it.

And I repeat, that the gentlemen acknowledge, by implication, if not more

than that, that the extension of the Constitution of the United States to

the Territories would be a shield to the South upon the question in con

troversy between us and them. I hold it to be a most important conces

sion. It narrows the ground of controversy between us. We then cannot

be deprived of our equal participation in those Territories without being

deprived of the advantages and rights which the Constitution gives us."

3No measure relating to these Territories became a law at

tKs session, excepting an act to extend the revenue laws of the

United States over the Territory and waters of Upper Cali

fornia, and to create a collection district therein.1 The mooted

questions respecting the relation of the Constitution of the

United States to territory of the United States not embraced

in any State of the Union—whether by force of the Constitu

tion itself the citizens of a slaveholdiiig State could carry into

such territory the relation of master and slave created by their

own local law—whether, if this was to be denied, the denial

#ould constitute a grievance to be resisted by the Southern

1 Act of March 3, 1849.
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States—were thrown forward into the next session of Congress.

But the struggle had begun, and in a spirit that boded no good

to the Union.

At the present term of the Supreme Court of the United

States, Mr. "Webster was engaged in the final argument of a

constitutional question relating to the power of the States to

impose a tax upon vessels bringing alien passengers, on account

of every such passenger brought into the State.

The State laws were declared void by a majority of the

judges.1 This was the last constitutional question of great im

portance in the discussion of which Mr. "Webster took part in

the Supreme Court. The following letters relate to it :

[TO MR. BLATCHFOBD.]

" February 3, 1849, Saturday, One o'clock. At Home.

" No Court and no Senate to-day. A clear, cold winter day,

" My deab Sib : I was delighted to get a line from you this morning,

although it bore date back as far as Wednesday. There is great interest

here to hear the opinions of the judges on Tuesday. I wish you could be

here. Several opinions will be read, drawn with the best abilities of the

writers. In my poor judgment, the decision 2 will be more important to

the country than any decision since that in the steamboat cause.3 That

was one of my earliest arguments of a constitutional question. This will

probably be, and I am content it should be, the last.

" I am willing to confess to the vanity of thinking that my efforts in

these two cases have done something toward explaining and upholding

the just powers of the Government of the United States on the great sub

ject of commerce. The last, though by far the most laborious and perse*

vering, has been made under great discouragements and evil auspices.

Whatever I may think of the ability of my argument, and I do not think

highly of it, I yet feel pleasure in reflecting that I have held on and held

out to the end. But no more of self-praise. We are all well. Mr. Curtis

is here, gomg on grandly.

" Yours,

" Daniel Websteb."

[TO MB. J. PBESCOTT HALL.]

" "Washington, February 10, 1849.

" My deab Sib : You will have learned that the case, * Morris ys. th*

City of Boston? in the argument of which you took a part in December

1 Reported in the seventh volume of 2 In the Passenger Tax Cause.

Howard's Reports, 283, and called the 3 The celebrated and important case of

Passenger Case. Gibbons vs. Oyden.
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last, has been decided, the judgment of the State court reversed, and the

State law declared to be repugnant to the Constitution of the United

States, and void.

"A similar judgment has been entered in the New York case.

" The questions arising in these cases have been four times argued in

the Supreme Court of the United States :

"In the New-York cause, in December, 1845, by Mr. Ogden and my

self, for the plaintiffs in error, and by Mr. [John] Van Buren, then Attor

ney-General of New York, and by Mr. Willis Hall, ex-Attorney General,

for the defendant in error.

" Two years afterward, that is to say, in December, 1847, the same

cause was argued again by the same counsel.

" The Massachusetts case was argued in February, 1847, by Mr. Choate

and myself for the plaintiff in error, and the Hon. John Davis for the de

fendant in error.

" And the same cause was heard again, as you know, in December last,

on which occasion you took part in the discussion in behalf of the plain

tiff in error, and Mr. Ashmun and Governor Davis for the defendant in

error.

" These causes have been finally decided by the judgment of five judges

against four.

"By recurring to the case of ''Milne vs. City of New York? .m the

eleventh volume of Mr. Peters's reports, you will see that not only Judge

Story, but the late Chief-Justice Marshall, held State laws, passed for like

purposes with these now declared unconstitutional and incapable of being

sustained, to be equally unconstitutional, although they did not go the

length of laying or imposing any tax whatever.

" As far, therefore, as authority is concerned, the weight of Chief-Jus

tice Marshall's opinion, as well as that of Judge Story's, is to be added

to the opinions of the five judges now concurring in the reversal. I need

hardly say that the opinions read by the several judges were able and

quite elaborate ; they are long, and it will be some days before copies

can be made. In the mean time Mr. Justice Wayne gave a summary

of the points, which he understood were decided by a majority of the

members of the bench. It has been published, and you have doubtless

seen it. It may not be improper to add that Chief-Justice Taney, in

delivering a dissenting opinion in the New-York case, while he main

tained the power of the States to lay a tax on alien passengers, or

passengers coming from other countries, admitted, nevertheless, that the

New-York law must be regarded as clearly unconstitutional and void, so

far as it purported to tax passengers coming to New York from othei

States.

"I am, my dear sir,

" With true regard, yours,

" Daniel Webster."
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Mr. "Webster was detained in Washington, by professional

engagements, for six weeks after the termination of the session

of Congress. In March he received intelligence of the death

of a grandchild, the youngest daughter of Mrs. Appleton, and

at the same time occurred the death of Mrs. Thomas.

[to me. s. a. appleton.]

" "Washington, Sunday, March 18, 1849.

" My dear Son : A telegraphic dispatch from Fletcher, on Friday

morning, informed us of the death of dear little Constance.

" Our last accounts had been quite favorable ; but I must say for myself

that, from the first moment I heard of her sickness, I had a presentiment

that, she. would not recover. I felt that it was destined that she should

immediately follow her mother.

'Bright, early, transient as the morning dew,

She sparkled, was exhaled, and went to heaven.1

" Not only on your account and that of your other children, but on our

own, my dear son, this new bereavement affects Mrs. Webster and myself

deeply. Every thing that is sweet, lovely, and engaging in infancy, be

longed to the dear little lost one. But God has seen fit to call her away,

and to leave us only a tender and affectionate recollection of her. I must

confess that her death brings back to my heart that of her mother, and

seems to open again that fountain of tears and sorrow. Never was a

daughter loved more than I loved Julia, and never was a bereaved hus

band commiserated more than I have commiserated you. But you and I,

and all, must submit to the will of God. We must bear these afflictions

with resignation and patience, knowing that, like all other events, they

are controlled and directed by unerring wisdom and goodness. What we

know not now, we shall know hereafter. All is not dark and dreary in

the soul, while the lamp of religious faith and hope continues to burn.

" You have yet four beloved ones around you to console and comfort

you. Nearer and dearer to you than to me, I yet cherish them as precious

blessings to myself, and as objects of affection on whom the heart still

fondly leans, for happy family association, and kind endearments. In all

these feelings of sympathy and love, Mrs. Webster, as you know, fully and

entirely partakes. Wherever you and your children are, there our affec

tions will be with you ; and we hope that Heaven may still have bright

days in store for us all.

" Mrs. Webster has been a little unwell for a day or two, but she is better

this evening, and joins with me in the sincerest love and condolence to

you and the children.

" Your affectionate father,

"Dan'l Webster."
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[TO MR. CHARLES H. THOMAS.]

" Washington, March 20, 1849.

" My dear Sir : We were quite surprised by the receipt of your letter

yesterday, informing us of the death of your mother.

" We knew that she had been feeble and complaining, but had not

heard of her being taken violently ill. The aged and the young go off

together. Your mother and poor little Constance died, I think, within a

day of each other. Those who have the happiness to have friends, must

be liable to the sorrows occasioned by their death ; and the larger the

circle, the more frequently must the blow come. Your mother seemed to

us as one of our own family and our own household. You know how

much we have been attached to her. Her solid principles and Christian

spirit, her good sense and nice perception of propriety in all things, her

benevolence and warm affection for her relatives and friends, made her ah

object of love and regard to all who knew her. It is a happy thing, my

dear sir, that, when, her children think of her, they have nothing to regret

but her death. She had tasted the cup of human sorrow, but the cup of

joy also had touched her lips. On the whole her life was a happy one,

and a useful one. She has died in a good old age, and passed, I doubt

not, to a better state of being. I pray you to accept my condolence and

oner it to all the members of the family. Mr. Curtis is here ; and he de

sires me to assure you how much he partakes in the feeling of loss, and

how much he sympathizes with sorrowing children and friends.

"Yours always, faithfully and truly,

"Daniel Webster."

" P. S.—Mrs. W. is not quite well to-day ; she has a bad cold, and some

fever, and keeps her room. I sent this letter up to her, and she says it

does not express half her feelings of sadness and sympathy on account of

your mother's death. Your mother has been a part of Marshfield, you are

aware, ever since Mrs. Webster knew it. She feels how very deeply you

and your wife must be afflicted, and wishes to repeat her sympathy and

heart-felt grief. It has indeed been a mournful year in our circle."

In the month of April, he made an excursion into Virginia,

going down the James River as far as Norfolk. From two

interesting letters of description, written to Mrs. Paige on this

journey, and now embraced in his printed correspondence, I

take the following extracts :

"If to-morrow were not Sunday, we should land and go to Mr. Tyler's,

and pass the day. With no more approbation, of his public conduct, in

the latter part of his administration, than other Whigs, I have yet softer

personal feelings toward him. He always showed me great kindness,

and especially I shall not forget the promptitude with which he came
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to Washington, and put down effectually Mr. C. J. Ingersoll's attempt at

defamation. Nor shall I cease to remember his concurrence in the tariff

of 1842, or his steady and really able cooperation in, as well as his official

sanction of, my own poor labors, in the Treaty of Washington. We send

ashore a civil note to Mr. and Mrs. Tyler. Ere long we shall pass old

Jamestown, the Plymouth Rock of the South.

"I hardly find an acquaintance here [Norfolk], except Mr. Tazewell,

and Mr. Myers, a respectable merchant. Mr. Tazewell I knew well in the

Senate. I suppose he is the ablest man in Virginia, certainly the most flu*

ent and eloquent talker. Twenty years ago, he was one of the best-look

ing men in the country. He is now seventj^-five years old, and quite re

tired. In half a year, he does not leave his own home, except to pass over

the bay to his estate on the Eastern Shore.

" I called on him, with Mr. Seaton and Mr. Bradley, yesterday morning,

after church, and had an excellent visit. And, to everybody's amazement,

he came to see Mrs. Webster at the hotel, toward evening, and sat three

hours talking finely, and laughing heartily, all the time. He and I have

been personal friends a great while, though always differing on political

matters. He endured me, notwithstanding my distaste of Virginia no*

tions, and I admired him for his knowledge, his talents, his vivacity, and

his infinite volubility of discourse.

a This morning we go to visit the navy yard ; after that I give myself

to receive calls from the citizens till two o'clock. At that hour we dine,

and at four take the boat for Baltimore."

From Baltimore Mr. Webster went directly to Marshfield,,

where lie remained during the month of May, completing the

planting that had not already been done under his written

directions, and in " catching" cod and halibut with " Commo

dore Peterson " and " Mr. Hatch." " I grow strong," he

writes, " every hour. The giants grew strong again by touch

ing the earth ; the same effect is produced on me by touching

the salt sea-shore." Of the farming operations he says :

"The work of the farm has gone on well. The spring, though very

cold, has been dry, and the weather, therefore, favorable to field labor.

Porter Wright has planted twelve or fifteen acres of potatoes in one field.

They are ' Mercers,' ' pink-eyes,' and ' peach-blossoms,' and are intended

for early market in Boston.

" Another piece of as many acres is receiving corn. By the ancient

rules of husbandry in New England, corn should be planted by the 1st

day of May, old style, which is on the 11th, by the new style.

" But this was arbitrary, and had no reference to the actual advance

ment of the warm weather. The Indian's rule was a better one ; namely,

to plant corn when the new leaf of the white oak has got to be as big as
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a mouse's ear.' The field where the beets and turnips were last year,

twenty acres, is laid down in clover. You remember it, on the left hand

as you go down to the gate. The ploughed land inside the gate, on the

right hand, is to rejoice in a crop of millet, and be put down to grass.

" Opposite, in the old orchard, two acres of pumpkins are to show what

land we live in. I believe you were here in the early part of last autumn,

when our hands were putting kelp on part of Fletcher's enclosure. Beets

are to have the enjoyment of six acres of that, and a large kind of field-

peas, sowed in drills, of the remainder.

" Cherry Hill, near the garden, will make a show of an acre or two of

beans; and, if all human purposes shall he accomplished, the north side

of Black Mount, facing the house, which you know has had the appear

ance of a dry and arid pasture, will be planted with turnips by the 1st

day of July.

" The cattle have been well taken care of, and look well ; the sheep espe

cially. We have lambs, both South Downs and Cheviot, as fine as I have

ever seen. In regard to the piggery, I omit particulars; the general state

of things in that department is satisfactory. The progenitor of all the

porkers, now eighteen years old, if not nineteen, still bristles up if you

come near his habitation.

" Morrison's garden is quite up to the season, and is indeed all that the

weather will permit it to be. Mr. Colt sent us in the fall hundreds of

selected fruit-trees, which are all planted here, or at Fletcher's.

" And here you have, my dear sir, the progress of farming in Marsh-

field thus far this year, and a programme of what remains to be accom*

plished, time and circumstances permitting."

In June* Mr. "Webster was obliged to be again in "Wash

ington on professional engagements, but during July lie was

again at MarsMeld, and in August lie made an excursion to

the islands of Martha's Vineyard and Naushon, with the hope

of mitigating the symptoms of his approaching catarrh. Dur

ing the last week in August he was at Franklin, from whence

he wrote to Mr. Blatchford :

"My cold was severe coming up in the cars, but since Monday evening

I have hardly felt it. My eyes are wTeak, and I am obliged to avoid the

sun; but, so far, I have suffered nothing in comparison with former years.

This place looks charmingly. It is the delight of my eyes to behold.

Some of the crops were short, but the rains have revived every thing, and

this beautiful meadow before me seems the sweetest spot on earth, verdant

and smiling as it is, and surrounded by high hills. It was the view ol

some such spot which Dr. Watts spiritualized—

4 A little spot enclosed by grace

From put the world's wide wilderness.1 "
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[TO ME. BLATCHFOBD.]

" Makshfield, September 5, 1849.

"A quarter to Three, and just before Dinner.

" My dear Sir : I read your letter of the 3d with very great interest

and concern. Your own illness, and the apparently more severe illness of

your daughter, have created great sympathy, which both Mrs. "Webster

and myself would gladly express. I have had a bitter taste of the afflic

tion of daughters attacked by dangerous disease. My two, and my only

two, have left me. One in early life, a sweet child of seven years old,

and my first ; and the other, as you know, recently, a lovely woman, and

the head of a family. I fervently hope that all yours may live, and that

you may not see your children go before you to another world.

" Saturday Morning, Five o'clock, September 8th.

" I wrote the foregoing on Wednesday. Thursday I had occasion to

go early to Boston, and returned yesterday. The two days were hot and

close, and I suffered a good deal, though I avoided the cars as much as I

could, and went in my chaise, and by the boat. My cold goes on, not in

its worst train, but with occasional severe turns. Last evening I received

yours of the 4th, namely, Tuesday. Its best information is that which

speaks of your dear little daughter's progressive restoration to health.

"In Boston, I saw Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curtis on their return from

the White Hills.

" They seem highly pleased with the mountain scenery in that quarter

as well they may be.

" Fletcher will return, I suppose, on Monday, and make report of Seconet.

" There are no fish in our bay. I have a world of talk when I see you,

on the phenomena of the season by sea and land. I understand the fish

die by thousands and hundreds of thousands in the Chesapeake and the

rivers of Maryland, and are washed on shore. The weather has been ex

cellent for a fortnight. Marshfield looks green, and the later crops,

beets, turnips, etc., are quite promising.

" I shall write you as usual, and hope to hear daily from you till we

meet again.

" Yours truly,

" Daniel Webster."

[to mr. blatchford.]

" Maeshfield, October 25, 1849, Tuesday Evening, Eight o'clock.

" My dear Sir : A very short note from you of yesterday revives me,

and calls me back to a correspondence which has been dormant for an un

usually long time. I hardly know how it is that I should have suffered

the tares of the world so much to spring up, and choke the true seed of

social and friendly life. I have been very busy for a month, and yet, when

I look back upon it, it seems but a ' strenuous idleness.' I have done
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nothing. This week I am engaged with Mr. Edward Curtis and Mr.

Coxe, on Mexican claims. They are both now here. Mr. Coxe has been

to sea to-day, and caught a fish. Mr. Curtis and I have given the day tc

work in the office. Last week we went on a visit of two days to Mr.

Haven at Beverly, after Mr. Colt left us.1 He was with us, to our great

gratification, for nearly a week. Marshfield is green and beautiful. It has

seen no such October since I knew it. But autumn is here. Harvesting

is in progress, the leaves are fading, and the year prepares for its closing

scenes. I shall hardly be here much after next week. Caroline says you

will be in Boston next Tuesday morning. Nothing happening, J will be

there to receive you. Perhaps we will run down to Marshfield, for a day,

to take the last look.

" Among my present occupations, one is the arrangement of a cemetery

for my family. I do not find it disagreeable to dwell on thoughts con

nected with the end of life, and the gathering together those I have loved,

and with whom I must, in God's due time, be associated again.

" I am, dear sir, with unabated regard and kindness, your friend,

" Daniel, Webster."

1 Mr. Roswell Colt, of Paterson,
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CHAPTEE XXXVI.

1849-1850,

sectional conflict of 1850—its character and causes-

northern and southern fanaticism on the subject of

slavery—errors of both sections the peculiar perils

of this era nature of the crisis president taylor^

plan for avoiding a sectional collision—interview be-

d mr. webster mr. clay's " compro-

-mr. Webster's speech of the 7th of

march its reception at the north—his motives and

positions assailed his true vindication controversies

and criticisms how he was received ln boston his ef

forts to carry the a compromise measures " death of

president taylor mr. webster becomes secretary of

state under president fillmore passage of the " com

promise measures " state of public opinion ln the north,

and exertions to correct it the lopez expedition to

cuba duties of neutrality.

THE public events which had occurred during the period

commencing with the acquisition of Texas, and ending

with the close of the Mexican War, account for the fact that

the year 1850 was to witness a great sectional conflict on the

subject of slaveryJ which was not unlikely to rend the Union

asunder. Viewed in the relation in which the Constitution

regarded the so-called " institution " of slavery, there was

nothing connected with it which ought to have produced any

serious hazard to the peace and harmony of the country; for,

so long as the spirit and intent of the Constitution should
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continue to be faithfully observed by the two great sections of

the slaveholding and the non-slaveholding States, there could

be no rational cause for anxiety to either of them.

The duty which a just regard for the Constitution imposed

upon the South was, to refrain from efforts to increase its

national political power in the interests of servitude ; for such

efforts could not be made without exciting angry opposition

in the ]STorth. The correlative duty that rested upon the

North was, to fulfil, exactly and literally, the stipulations by

which the Constitution always intended to guard the indi

vidual rights of the master where the Constitution had recog

nized those rights as lawfully existing, and to refrain from

all interference with a social relation which was under the ex

clusive control of a local sovereignty, whose independence, in

this regard, was fully promised by the fundamental law of the

land.

But these duties, plain and imperative as they were, were

obscured to great numbers of people in the two sections, by

the influence which their several acts and exertions produced

upon each other.

It was easy for a Northern man to see that the slavehold

ing States ought to be content with the guaranties of the Con

stitution, and ought to refrain from seeking new defences for

slavery by increasing its political power ; but the same man did

not see how his own denunciation of this peculiar social rela

tion operated to lead the Southern people in quest of further

sectional power as a means of defending themselves against un

warrantable interference. On the other hand, it was quite

natural for a Southern slaveholder to perceive, with great dis

tinctness, that the Constitution had secured to him a personal

right of extradition of his fugitive slave, and to be indignant

at any failure to comply with this obligation; but he did not

see so clearly that, in insisting on extending the area of a social

relation, elsewhere regarded as odious and morally wrong, he

was only increasing a feeling at the North that found its ex

pression in State laws which obstructed the exercise of his con

stitutional right, and at the same time fomented a popular

spirit which practically denied its existence.

The relation of Mr. Webster to this whole subject cannot
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be understood without attending to the fact that he considered

the. preservation of the political system, established by the

Constitution of the United States, as paramount to every other

political consideration. He knew that there could not be an

attempted dissolution of the Union without a civil war ; and

he knew that a civil war, turning on the question whether the

United States should be divided into separate nations, would

not leave the political institutions of his country in all respects

as it should find them. His conservatism, therefore, was the

conservatism which . foresees how a wrong done, or a duty

neglected, on the one side or the other, may produce a state

of things in w^hich the voice of reason is hushed in a conflict

of the passions ; in which remedies will be sought that cannot

be permitted either by the institutions of the country or by its

national welfare ; and out of which there is but one issue, in

the conflicts and desolations of civil war, which never has oc

curred, or can occur, in a country of free, yet fixed political

institutions, without changing them in spirit or in form, or in

both. Hence, from the very origin of all the dangers to the

Union which sprang, in his day, from what was done, or at

tempted, on this subject of slavery, he was equally prompt and

firm in resisting all measures that tended to make it a matter of

sectional political controversy. Down to the period at which

we are now arrived, the measures which he had been called to

oppose, and the tendencies, whose fatal consequences he had.

early pointed out, had been nearly all in the interest of that ex

tension of slavery, which was to be deprecated because of its

disregard of the real intention of the original constitutional

arrangement, and because of its effect in aggravating the

Northern sentiment on the subject of such an institution.

Connected also with this effort, and with the general aspects of

the whole subject, he had found it necessary to put himself in

an attitude of resistance to the same Southern interest, when it

caused a denial of the right of Northern citizens to be heard in

Congress in relation to slavery in the District of Columbia. In

all this, he had thus far been obliged to resist extreme Southern

measures and extreme Southern views. As a public man, and

as a Senator of the United States, however he might disapprove

of the Northern popular agitation which was preparing the
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way for more or less of direct aggression on the Southern con

stitutional rights, he could not deal with it ; for it had5 while

he was a member of the Senate, taken no form of public action

which appeared to call for his remonstrance or rebuke.

Mr. "Webster was therefore generally regarded in the North,

down to the present period, as a statesman who, in all sectional

conflicts on this subject, would necessarily be found on the

Northern side. Governed chiefly by feeling in regard to the

moral and social aspects of slavery, on which they knew that

Mr. Webster, individually, held many of their sentiments, and

looking, in his political conduct, chiefly to the fact that he had

resisted measures which were in the sectional interest of the

South, many persons in the North expected and required him

to be their champion through the entire contest, and to make

himself the representative of Northern views in the whole con

troversy, whatever might be its merits, or whatever turn it

might take, because the North was the section of the Union

which he officially represented in the Senate. Many such

representatives the Northern feeling found in the public men

of that time. But it could not find such a one in Mr. Web

ster. He was a man too great in his political courage, and too

comprehensive in his patriotism, to speak in terms of disappro

bation and rebuke to one section only of the Union, when there

were causes which threatened its peace and security, for which

both sections were responsible. He stood, intellectually and

morally, at an elevation from which he could see all the wrongs

that were done on either side ; and since his great object had

been, from the first, so to counsel and influence the people of

this country, of all sections, as to prevent them from incurring

the hazards and suffering the consequences of disunion and

civil war, it was impossible for him, in any conjuncture, to be

wanting to this grand duty of his life, and this solemn fidelity

to his own character and fame. Events were now rapidly

evolving, which made it necessary for him to step forth, and

perform the last of the series of great acts which had for their

object the preservation of our internal peace, and the safety of

our political institutions. These events, therefore, must now

be recapitulated.

In 1846, before the declaration of war by the United States
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against Mexico was known in California, the people of that prov

ince had overthrown the Mexican provincial government, and

declared themselves independent. But, when the news arrived

at San Francisco that war existed between the United States

and Mexico, the flag of the United States was substituted for

that of the independent local government, and the forces of the

United States took possession of the country. A large immigra

tion flowed in, stimulated chiefly by great discoveries of gold ;

and, as we have already seen, after peace was established, it

became the duty of Congress to provide some kind of govern

ment for the new territorial acquisition. This duty, we have

also seen, failed to be performed, and had not been performed,

when the Administration of General Taylor commenced in

the spring of 1849. Impatient, under their neglected condi

tion, the inhabitants of California assembled in convention, in

the course of the summer of 1849, formed themselves into a

State, and adopted a State constitution, which contained an

express prohibition of slavery or involuntary servitude. This

result was unexpected ; for, until the character of the immigra

tion had decided the question in this way, it was supposed that,

unless prevented by the interference of Congress—which thus

far had not taken j)lace—California would become a sjavehold-

ing State. When, therefore, at the session of Congress, com

mencing in December, 1849, her Senators and Representatives

presented themselves for admission into the Union with what

was called a " free" constitution, some disappointment was to

be encountered, arising from the expectations which the pur

pose and prosecution of the Mexican War had excited in the

South. The same disappointment was felt concerning New

Mexico, which turned out to be a country unfitted to. receive,

and to make a profitable use of, the slave-labor existing in the

Southern States of this Union. This attitude of things, in rela

tion to these new regions, was the general cause which brought

the whole subject of slavery into fresh discussion in Congress,

in the year 1850.

But there were other causes which likewise precipitated this

discussion, and tended in their turn to increase the Southern

resistance to the admission of California as a free State. The

Northern agitation in regard to slavery, which had been going

64
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on since the year 1836, had at length resulted in public acts

which were calculated to prevent the execution of that part of

the Constitution which required the extradition of fugitive

slaves, and occasioned a decided popular resistance, in many

quarters, to the fulfilment of that obligation. In 1843, the

Legislature of Massachusetts enacted a law, making it penal in

her officers and magistrates to perform any duties under the

Act of Congress of 1793, for the surrender of fugitives from ser

vice. Although, in point of strict constitutional right, it was

competent for a State to prevent her magistrates from acting

under a law of the United States, this legislation was, of course,

regarded in the South as unfriendly, and it certainly evinced

no disposition to comply with either the letter or the spirit of

the Constitution of the United States.1 Similar laws had been

passed by other Northern States ; and from the year 1843 to

the year 1850 it is undoubtedly true that the legal machinery

for executing that clause of the Constitution which required the

extradition of fugitives from service was defective, and the

right of the master was become practically inoperative.

On- the other hand, Massachusetts, and other Northern

States engaged in maritime commerce, had their special griev

ance to allege against a law of South Carolina, which, as a

matter of police regulation, required all colored seamen, coming

into her ports from other States, to be taken out of their ves

sels, and to be detained in custody until the vessel was ready

to depart. This requirement was regarded in the North not

only as unfriendly, but as a violation of the right of citizens of

any State to enter and to remain, unmolested, in any other

State, at least for a temporary purpose of business.

But these grievances, on the one side and on the other, might

have continued to be subjects of agitation out of Congress,

without serious danger to the peace of the Union. They were

not, however, and, in the state of things existing at the com

mencement of the session in December, 1849, they could not

be, kept from the discussions of that body.

But to those who seek a just comprehension of Mr. Web

ster's course at this momentous crisis, it is necessary not only to

1 See the letter of Mr. Webster, post, gestion of a special motive for passing

under date of June 1st, 1850, for the sug- this law.
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recall the public acts already adverted to, but to describe the

state of opinion and feeling from which those acts had sprung.

In the Northern portion of the Union, opposition to the further

extension of slavery was no new sentiment ; but, in the course

of the twenty or thirty years preceding the year 1850, certain

peculiar opinions had come to be widely prevalent, which were

both new and revolutionary in their tendencies.

The subject of slavery, as Mr. "Webster pointed out in 1837,

had arrested the religious feelings, and taken a strong hold on

the consciences of men. When he thus warned the country of

this very important fact, he at the same time expressed the

opinion, which was then undoubtedly true, that the feeling to

which he referred was still willing to fulfil all existing public

engagements and duties, and to defend the Constitution as it had

been established, with whatever regrets about some provisions

which it actually contained. But it not infrequently happens,

when the religious sentiment is touched and brought to bear

upon political relations, that the dictates of conscience produce

a state of opinion and argument in regard to civil obligations

which finally threatens to subvert the foundations of civil obedi

ence. This was what happened now, with respect to that

provision of the Constitution of the United States which re

quired the surrender of fugitives from service escaping into a

State whose local law did not recognize the relation of servi

tude. The religious feeling in regard to the inherent wrong of

slavery sought for some means of evading this obligation, be

cause the conscience, having reasoned itself into a belief that

the obligation was an immoral one, could not remain at rest

under its performance. What was sought for by the religious

and conscientious masses was supplied by the politician, who

is never inattentive to the workings of the religious senti

ment in politics, and never unwilling to serve and to gratify

it. A public leader, who can make a political theory which

will assist a religious sentiment in reaching its object, will

not fail to be regarded by those who can bestow place and

power.

As an original question, it might have been doubted whether

the Constitution intended that the duty of providing for the

extradition of fugitives from service should devolve on Congress,
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or should rather be discharged by the States themselves. But in

1793 Congress legislated expressly for the execution of this im

portant provision ; and it had ever since been considered, as it

was then concluded by the generation who established the Con

stitution, that while the States, in their separate capacities,

might rightfully make laws within their own limits to aid the

master in recovering his fugitive slave, it belonged to Congress to

make, of its own authority, such laws as it might deem necessary

for this purpose, to operate alike throughout the Union. This

view of the subject continued to be regarded as the correct one,

down to the time when the State of Pennsylvania actually

undertook to punish the act of removal of a fugitive slave, which

the Constitution of the United States had secured.

This brought the whole subject, in the year 1842, before the

Supreme Court of the United States. It was then decided that

the Constitution had conferred on Congress an exclusive power

to legislate concerning the extradition of fugitive slaves; that

the law enacted by Congress for this purpose in 1793 was con

stitutional and valid ; and that a State law which obstructed the

exercise of this right was void.

In this attitude of the subject, the religious sentiment,

which had become more and more excited, found its first pub

lic expression in the State laws, already referred to, which pro

hibited the State magistrates from rendering any service under

the Act of Congress of 1793, whose machinery of extradition

involved and required the aid of such State magistrates, as

well as that of the judicial officers of the United States. To

find a justification for refusing to allow the State officers to

execute the existing Act of Congress, in a matter involving

the personal rights of citizens of another State, explicitly

secured by the national Constitution, a theory was resorted

to which embraced a religious and a political element inter

mingled.

It was said that the surrender of a fugitive slave to his

master is an immoral act, and is one contrary to the Divine

law; and that such was now the conscientious conviction of a

majority of the people of the States which had passed these

laws. This was the religious view of the subject, which was

assigned to account for the unwillingness of the people of a free
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State to do any thing actively for the performance of a stipula

tion which they declared to be immoral. Still, some kind of a

political theory was wanting to justify this resort to a religions

sentiment, which regarded as immoral the performance of an

act authorized and required by the supreme law of the land.

The political theory was furnished by the politicians, in aid of

the religious teachers.

It was therefore said that the provision of the Constitution

addressed itself to the States ; that it was a " compact " between

the States as separate and independent communities ; and that,

if one of the parties to an international compact comes to regard

the stipulated act as immoral or contrary to its public policy, it

may rightfully withdraw from its performance, and leave the

other party to such remedy as that other party can find. It is

true that this doctrine brought its advocates into conflict with

the decision of the Supreme Court of the United States—the

acknowledged interpreter of the Constitution—which had de

clared that this particular clause of that instrument was not a

mere compact between independent States, but that it was the

establishment, by the fundamental law of the land, of a personal

civil right, which could be, and needed to be, enforced by appro

priate legislation. Still, as the rightful source of that legislation

was held to be Congress, all that could be said of the State laws

which prohibited their magistrates from acting under the law

of Congress was, that they were unfriendly toward the slave-

holding States and their citizens, and that the kind of religious

justification by which they were defended was of dangerous

import, because it could be equally resorted to as a reason for

opposing or obstructing the same act, when it was to be done

by an officer deriving his appointment and functions from the

laws of the United States.

Accordingly, this predicted tendency of the popular theory

turned out to be true ; for when, at this session of Congress, it

was introduced into the Senate of the United States by public

men who foresaw the recasting of political parties which the sub

ject of slavery was not unlikely to produce, it was pushed to an

extent that made it a justification for refusing even the aid of

congressional legislation for the extradition of fugitive slaves.

It was contended, in the Senate, that the extradition clause of
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the Constitution contained only a " compact," which rested for

its execution on the States ; that the slave States had, in viola

tion of the compact, obtained legislation by Congress, and that

the Supreme Court had wrongfully decided such legislation to

be constitutionally valid. This, it was claimed, was a perversion

of the compact, by the procurement of the slave States, and that

they could no longer call on the free States, ex gratia, to reas-

snme the obligations from which they had caused those States to

be discharged. It was further said that the compact itself was

an immoral one ; that all human constitutions, compacts, and

codes must be brought, in respect to their performance, to the

standard of the law of God, by which they must stand or fall ;

that the law of God forbids the surrender of a fugitive slave,

and that, for this reason, all compacts and laws, State or

national, designed to enforce such surrender, are unjust, un

constitutional, and immoral. When it was urged that, even

upon the construction which claimed the Constitution to be a

mere compact between independent States, the compact had

been broken, two answers were given : one, that, if the compact

was broken, there was no remedy ; the other, that the thing

required to be done was a violation of the Divine law. Ac

cording to this theory, therefore, whether the legislation, by

which the extradition was to be effected, proceeded from Con

gress or from the States, the Constitution was not to be exe

cuted in this particular, and individual Senators and Bepresent-

atives in Congress, as well as their States, were absolved from

all civil obligation in the premises, because, in their opinion,

the law, or the compact, stood opposed to the law of God. This

state of opinion and argument, which not only existed to a

large extent in the free States, but which found advocates in

the Senate of the United States, should be carefully noted by

the reader for two reasons : first, because it was one of the

controlling facts which made it necessary for Mr. Webster to

speak and to act on the subject of slavery as he did speak and

act at this session of 1850 ; secondly, because he well knew that

these doctrines were sowing the seeds of distrust, in regard to

the fidelity of one part of the country to its constitutional obli

gations, in the breasts of the people of another part of it ; and

that such doctrines were acting with great force to provoke
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counter-efforts to strengthen, perpetuate, and extend the politi

cal power of the slaveholding section.

This brings us, therefore, to the peculiar state of opinion

and feeling existing at this time in the opposite section of the

Union. In proportion as the sentiment that slaveholding is a

sin, as well as a political and social evil, had grown in the

Northern States, it had come to be regarded in the South as

the natural and fit relation of the African race to the European

races, when they are brought in contact in the same com

munity, and to be capable of justification on religious grounds.

The people of the Southern States, influenced by the Northern

denunciations of slavery, naturally sought for it a religious

sanction. In legal phrase, they "joined issue" on the reli

gious question. They were, in general, a religious people, and

they had long been accustomed to regard themselves as stand

ing in a relation to the African race which involved duties that

are referable to the precepts of Christianity, as well as to the

dictates of self-interest. The best and highest of their men

and women had ever given as much evidence of their regard

for the teachings of the Gospel, in their treatment of their

slaves, as they had of regard for the dictates of their own pecu

niary interest ; and there should be no rational doubt, in his

tory, that, as communities, they were as religious, and as much

given to religious feeling, speculation, reflection, and practice,

as the communities of the free States. When, therefore, they

felt themselves obliged to cast about for defences of slavery, it

is not surprising that they should have sought, and that they

should have found for it, what seemed to them a religious sanc

tion. .The slaves were among them, and emancipation was, or

seemed to them, an insoluble problem. They did not regard

the relation as out of, but they did regard it as within, the

domain of religion, at least for the regulation of the duties

which it called for. How easy, then, it was for them, to find it

to be not only a social good, but a Divine appointment, espe

cially when they were denounced as guilty of sin by those who

knew little of their situation, their feelings, or their efforts to

do the duty which God in His providence had cast upon them.

There is nothing in human institutions or laws for which a

people will not be able to find what they believe to be a sane
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tion in the Word of God, when they are thus situated ; and, in

proportion as they are assailed, and as they are accustomed to

act from religious and conscientious convictions, these convic

tions will rise to fanaticism.

That there came to be a religious fanaticism on this subject

of slavery in the South, as well as in the North, is a fact which

no well-informed person will now or hereafter deny. The

Southern opinion on this subject, grounded in its own expositions

of Scripture, and in its own interpretations of Divine Providence,

sought for political theories and public measures that would

give effect to its views, and protect Southern society against

the reproaches and the aggressions of the North. Here, then,

was a religious sentiment quite as strong as that in the North,

acting in like manner until it amounted to fanaticism ; acting,

too, upon equally false principles concerning the limits of politi

cal duty, as affected by our opinions of religious truth; and

seeking, from equally conscientious motives, to extend the area

of an institution which it believed to be right, in disregard of

the interests, the feelings, and the just political expectations of

the people of the non-slaveholding section.

This great fact, too, of the light in which slavery had come

to be regarded by the people of the South, is a very important

key to Mr. Webster's conduct in 1850, in respect to the new

Territories then to be brought into the Union. He knew it to

be of the utmost importance that nothing should be done by

Congress, or occur in its legislation, that would have a tendency

to deepen and perpetuate the hold which slavery had taken on

the religious feeling of the Southern people. He was well

aware that any unnecessary stigma would certainly have this

effect ; that a high-spirited people, who had come to regard

slavery as not only a social and political advantage, but as jus

tifiable in a religious light, would be capable of any efforts in

its defence ; and that the gradual emancipation of the African

race, which all reason, policy, and philanthropy, rendered the

most desirable result, must be frustrated by any course that

seemed to force the opinions of the people of the North upon

the people of the South through the action of Congress. Hence,

while in any case of necessity he would have prevented the

further increase of the area of slavery in national territory by a
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congressional prohibition, he determined that, without a prac

tical necessity for it, he would not inflict the reproach which

such legislation would imply—a reproach that could have no

effect but to strengthen the Southern feeling that slavery was

right in every political, moral, and religious sense.

These opposite conditions of public sentiment in the North

and the South were the very results which Mr. Webster fore

saw must follow from any public measures which should in

volve and require a discussion of this subject in Congress. The

reader, therefore, who has now seen the people of the United

States divided, practically, into two geographical parties, hold

ing with great tenacity the most conflicting opinions in regard

to the slavery of the African race, in its political, moral, and

social aspects, can understand, if he never has understood it

before, why Mr. Webster, from the first mention of the idea

of annexing Texas to the United States, in 1836-'37, was dis

turbed by a great anxiety that never left him while he lived.

But the dangers of this period were not confined to these

general aspects of the subject of slavery. "When the vast

region, geographically known as Texas, became annexed to

the United States, its western and northern boundaries were

entirely undefined. Those boundaries had not been settled

when Texas became independent of Mexico ; and when, as one

of the results of the war between Mexico and the United States,

the country known as New Mexico became the property of the

United States, it was and remained a disputed question where

the western limits of Texas ended and where the eastern limits of

New Mexico began. The people of Texas claimed the whole of

the great region west and north of the river Nueces quite out to

the Eio Grande ; the people of New Mexico resisted this claim.

By the resolutions annexing Texas to the United States, Texas

had a right to regard as future slave territory all that lay south

of the parallel of 36° 30'. About one-third of the disputed terri

tory lay north of the parallel ; and, from this portion, if it be

longed to Texas, slavery was excluded by the same resolutions

of annexation ; so that the remaining two-thirds could become

slaveholding, if the western boundary of Texas were fixed at

the Rio Grande. Thus, to the question of the limits of Texas,

and the settlement of her boundary, the slavery question, with
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all its troubles and difficulties, was added, meeting Congress at

every -step it might take, and furnishing a motive to one sec

tion to contract and to the other to enlarge the limits of that

State. And even when those limits should be settled, and the

eastern boundary of New Mexico should be ascertained, there

would still be the question whether the restriction, known as

the " "V^ilmot Proviso," ought to be applied to that Territory,

or whether she could be left under the operation of the Mexican

law, which had put an end to slavery in all the Mexican do

minions.

The condition of the Union at this time, in consequence of

the state of feeling arising out of these questions, is apparent

from the fact that the House of Representatives was not organ

ized until the end of nearly three weeks of contest from the

commencement of the session ; the choice of a Speaker, and

even of its door-keeper, turning upon these sectional divisions.

The President, in his annual message (December 24, 1849),

recommended to Congress to admit California as a State, and

to leave the other Territories as they were until they had

formed themselves into States, and applied for admission into

the Union in that capacity. This was the President's plan for

avoiding the discussion of topics of a sectional character, which

were likely to lead to sectional divisions.

But the plan was an impracticable one. In the first place,

the peace could not be kept between the people of Texas and

the people of New Mexico, or between the United States and

the State of Texas, if the latter were to be left to assert her

boundaries where she pleased. In the next place, the state of

feeling in the two opposite sections of the Union had mounted

to a high point of excitement, and was rising still higher. In

the North, there was a strong determination to enforce what

was called the " "Wilmot Proviso," and, in the South, there

was an equally strong disposition to resent this as an indignity

and an aggression that would justify a rupture of the Union.

These feelings, into which the spirit of party, as well as the

spirit of section, was strongly infused, increased in intensity

with every discussion of the subject ; so that, by the end of

January, there were, to use the words of Mr. Clay, '"in the

legislative bodies of the capital and of the States twenty odd
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furnaces in full blast, emitting heat, passion, and intemperance,

and diffusing them throughout the whole extent of this broad

land."1

The effect was an almost total suspension of business in

Congress, except that which in some way involved the subject

of slavery ; and, in regard to this, there seemed to be no meas

ure affecting the admission of California as a State, and the

organization of the Territories, that could command the assent

of a majority of the two Houses. In this perilous condition

of public affairs, Mr. Clay determined to make an effort to put

an end to the strife, and to secure the peace of the Union, by a

system of measures that would dispose of these dangerous con

troversies.

He was now past the age of seventy-two, and in a very infirm

state of health. But, although his frame was racked by a cruel

cough, and his sands of life were running out, his great intel

lect was entirely unimpaired, his spirit was as firm and his will

as unconquerable as they had ever been ; while his natural

ardor was tempered by the magnitude of the crisis, and by the

consciousness that this was to be the last important public ser

vice he could ever perform. He addressed himself to the task

before him with that powerful grasp of a difficult and com

plicated subject, which was one of his strongest characteristics.

In comprehensive power, and in the adjustment of the numer

ous details requisite for the formation of a plan of composing

national difficulties, I know of nothing in our political history

that exceeds the compromise plan of Mr. Clay, taken in con

nection with the actual state of the country, and with the

speech by which he introduced and explained his measures to

the Senate. Perhaps this effort of Mr. Clay has been some

what obscured by the splendor of Mr. Webster's speech of the

7th of March, that soon followed it, and by the excitements and

controversies which that speech produced. But no historian of

our affairs can do justice to the intellectual and moral displays

of this critical period, who does not observe and admit the mas

terly statesmanship of Mr. Clay in this last great act of his life.

The task that Mr. Clay proposed to himself was no less than

to provide, at one and the same time, for the settlement of all

1 Mr. Clay's speech on introducing his compromise resolutions, February 5, 1850.
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the pending questions in relation to slavery, in such a "manner

as to leave no just cause for complaint to either of the two princi

pal sections ofthe Union. The great features of his plan, distrib

uted into eight resolutions, were these: 1. To admit California as

a State, with suitable boundaries, without the imposition by Con

gress of any condition whatever in regard to slavery. 2. That,

as slavery did not exist by law, and was not likely to be intro

duced, in any of the territory acquired by the United States

from Mexico, territorial governments should be established for

those countries, without any restriction against or declaration

in favor of slavery. 3. That the western boundary of Texas

should be fixed at the Rio del Norte, up to the southern bound

ary of New Mexico, and thence eastwardly to the line as estab

lished between the United States and Spain. 4. That the

United States provide for the payment of all that portion of

the public debt of Texas, contracted before its annexation to

the United States, for which its duties on imports were pledged,

and upon the condition that Texas relinquish her claim to any

part of New Mexico. 5. That slavery in the District of

Columbia be left undisturbed, until the adjoining State of

Maryland should consent to its abolition, and that, when such

consent and the consent of the people of the District should be

obtained, compensation should be given to the owners of the

slaves. 6. That the trade in slaves in the District of Columbia

brought there for sale be prohibited. 7. That more effectual

provision be made by law for executing that clause of the Con

stitution which required the extradition of fugitive slaves, es

caping from one State into another. 8. That it be declared,

that Congress has no power over the subject of the trade in

slaves between States in which slavery obtained by the local

law.

Having settled these principal features of his plan, Mr. Clay

determined, before proposing it, to submit it to Mr. Webster,

and to ask his cooperation. The relations between them had

always been courteous, but they had never been intimate since

their rivalry in regard to the presidency began ; and, since the

Administration of President Tyler, their intercourse had been

only formal. But that long rivalry was now over. Mr. Clay

was conscious that, whether the office of President of the United
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States did or did not remain for his great competitor and

compeer, it did not remain for himself. It was his sole object

to discharge the duties of a patriot, whose days could not be

long, and whose ambition had been terminated by events which

had rendered its gratification impossible.

On the evening of January 21st, in a state of the weather

which rendered it very unfit for Mr. Clay to be abroad, his

name was announced at Mr. Webster's house, without previous

intimation of his visit. He had come, he said, to express to Mr.

Webster his anxieties concerning the country, to unfold to him

his plan for composing the differences between the two sections,

and to ask Mr. Webster's aid. The following memorandum,

made by a gentleman who was at Mr. Webster's house during

and after the interview, will be read with great interest :

"Monday Evening, January 21, 1850.

" At seven o'clock this evening, Mr. Clay came to Mr. Webster's house,

and held a long interview with him concerning the best mode of action

to settle the difficulties growing out of slavery, and the newly-acquired

Territories. I heard a part of the conversation. Mr. Clay retired after an

interview of about an hour. Mr. Webster called me to his side, and spoke

to me of Mr. Clay in words of great kindness. He said he agreed, in sub

stance, with Mr. Clay ; that he thought Mr. Clay's objects were great and

highly patriotic ; that Mr. Clay seemed to be very feeble, had a very bad

cough, and became quite exhausted during the interview ; that he had

no doubt it was Mr. Clay's anxious desire to accomplish something for the

good of the country during the little time he had left upon earth. That

perhaps Providence had designed the return of Mr. Clay to the Senate, to

afford the means and the way of averting a great evil from our country.

" Mr. Webster said, further, that he regarded Mr. Clay's plan as one

that ought to be satisfactory to the North, and to the reasonable men of

the South ; that he had not reflected enough upon any part of it, but his

first impression was, that he could adopt the whole of it ; 1 and, if, upon

further consideration, he should hold his present opinion, he would devote

himself to this cause in the Senate, no matter what might befall himself at

the North ; that as to the Wilmot Proviso, that was no shibboleth for

him ; that from Niblo's Garden, in 1837, to this day, he had declared his

purpose not to assist in giving slavery a new home in any Territory of the

United States. But, he added, if New Mexico be let alone, she will no

more have slavery than California ; that it is useless, and more than use-

1 1 have heard Mr. Webster say, that tling the pending difficulties, he could

he told Mr. Clay that, while he was not approve of it, with perhaps some modifi-

then prepared to concur in all the details cations, and that he should give it the

of his plan, a3 a general system for set- utmost attention.
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less to be interdicting slavery where it could not exist, and with the sole

effect of needlessly irritating the South. He said that Mr. Clay told him

that some of the Democratic Senators and most of the Whigs, except those

from the North, would approve his purposes, though it would not suit the

violent disposition of Georgia."

During the period that elapsed between the introduction of

Mr. Clay's compromise resolutions (Ja,nuary 29th) and the 7th of

March, the sectional controversy went on in both Houses of Con

gress, developing in each a Northern and a Southern opposition

to any such plan of adjustment.1 On the 13th of February, Presi

dent Taylor submitted the proposed constitution of California;

and, on the same day, Mr. Foote, of Mississippi, brought forward

his resolution to refer this document and all the pending proposi

tions relating to the subject of slavery, which were quite vari

ous, to a select committee. But what course should be taken

was not settled when Mr. "Webster delivered his speech on the

7th of March ; for there was a struggle, from various and con

flicting motives, to have the admission of California go to the

Committee on Territories, with a view to its being acted on as

a separate measure. Mr. Webster had hitherto remained al

most wholly silent, waiting for what he could regard as a suit

able time for his interposition. With what feelings and views

he approached this great duty can now be seen with entire dis

tinctness. A careful observation of the events which succeeded

each other, after Mr. Clay's interview with Mr. Webster, will

show that, while, in the middle of February, Mr. Webster did

not regard the Union as in imminent danger, he was soon com

pelled, by what was taking place, to see that the perils of its dis

ruption were developing with great rapidity.

[TO PETER HARVEY, ESQ.]

" Washington, February 14, 1850.

"My deab Sir : I do not partake, in any degree, in those apprehensions

which you say some of our friends entertain of the dissolution of the

Union, or the breaking up of the Government. 1 am mortified, it is true,

1 The Southern Senators who opposed Territories which were the common prop-

the plan of adjustment contemplated by erty of the Union. The Northern op-

Mr. Clay's resolutions were those who position came from those who desired to

insisted on the recognition by Congress apply the " Wilmot Proviso " to all Ter-

of the alleged constitutional right of the ritories, and who considered that there

Southern people to carry slavery into was no other safe course.
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at the violent tone assumed here by many persons, because such violence in

debate only leads to irritation, and is, moreover, discreditable to the Gov

ernment and the country. But there is no serious danger, be assured ;

and so assure our friends.

u My own opinion is, that California will be admitted, by a large ma

jority of the House of Representatives, and by two-thirds of the Senate.

I take it, all the Northern members in this House will vote for her admis

sion; together with both the Kentucky Senators, both the Maryland

members, one or both of the North Carolina members, I hope both, or

perhaps only one of the Louisiana members, one Tennessee member, and

one Missouri member.

"I have, thus far, upon a good deal of reflection, thought it advisable

for me to hold my peace. If a moment should come, when it shall appear

that any temperate, national, and practical speech which I can make would

be, useful, I shall do the best I can.—One purpose I wish to execute—and

that is, to call on Mr. Berrien, and other Southern gentlemen, to state dis

tinctly what are these acts of the North, which, it is said, constitute a

series of aggressions, by the North, on the South. This matter ought to

be looked into a little more carefully than it has been. Let the North

keep cool. I hope Massachusetts will send us no resolutions at present.

They can do no good. This is a most important matter, and I hope our

Mends will understand it so.

"Yours truly,

"Daniel Webster.

" Mr. Harvey."

Between the elate of this letter and the 7th of March, the

aspect of affairs was materially changed. There were indica

tions of disunion which Mr. "Webster could not disregard ; for

there were declarations made in the Senate, which were so

pointed and precise, that he could not continue to regard the

Union as free from serious peril, especially after Mr. Calhoun

had caused the speech to be read which will be referred to here

after.1 On the 22d of February, in writing to the same friend,

1 See post, page 412.—At this time, "JResolved, That we seek a dissolution of

the Antislavery Societies, in Massachu- H8 J{nion' fir?' as a T^re of ^dividual

,, j rwu* i j u i r duty to cease from sustaining a great evil:
setts and Ohio, led by persons who, for secondly, to secure free action and expres-

thirty years, have been known for this sion for the degree of antislavery feeling

kind of agitation, and whose efforts were w^c? even now exists in the nation, and

■™™. ,q;„n,5wi +/-V +1.^ k™«^;™ „~ ~f +i ~ which is either soothed or cajoled by thepro-
now directed to the breaking up of the fe88ioiis, or intimidated by the power of the

Union, boldly avowed themselves as its great national parties and sects ; thirdly, by

enemies, and as enemies of the Constitu- abstaining from all guarantees to the master,

firm At an nrmivprsarv mpptino- of thp to leave the balance eveu between the two
tion. At an anniversary meeting oi the races fourthi to bring closer t0 the Southern

Massachusetts Antislavery Society, held conscience the indignation and moral rebuke

in Faneuil Hall, on the 23d and 24th of of the age, now confused and restrained by

January 1850, the following resolutions, ?/•£»t^S^VS^Sf

among others, were adopted : principles of the relative value of free and
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Mr. Harvey, Mr. Webster sa\d : " As time goes on, I will keep

you advised by telegraph, as well as I can, on wliat day I shall

speak. As to what I shall say, you can guess nearly as well as

I can. I mean to make a Union speech, and discharge a clear

conscience." But the fullest expression of the feelings with

which he regarded the demand upon him, by that portion of

Northern opinion that was led and represented by the anti-

slavery organizations, is to be found in a letter which he wrote

to the Rev. Mr. Furness, of Philadelphia, on the 15th of the

same month.

[TO THE REV. MR. FURNESS.]

" Washington, February^ 1850.

"My dear Sir: I was a good deal moved, I confess, by reading youi

letter of the 9th January. Having great regard for your talents and char

acter, I could not feel indifferent to what you said, when you intimated

slave labor, of the unchangeable connection

of national prosperity with, popular progress

and the elevation of the masses, which has

swept chattelism from Europe, and will put

an end to it here, whenever the breakwater

of this Union, which now shields the South

from their reach, is removed.
'■'Resolved, That, admiring the fearless

ness, the fidelity to principle, and the just dis

cernment of slavery^ true nature, and its

chief strongholds, manifested by the great

convention of Ohio's sons and daughters, as

sembled in September last at Berlin, in that

State, we, the members and friends of the

Massachusetts Antislavery Society, assem

bled in Faneuil Hall, do cordially respond to
their words, and say with them, l With full

confidence in the integrity of our purpose

and the justice of our cause, we do hereby

declare ourselves the enemies of the Consti

tution, Union, and Government of the

United States, and the friends of the new

Confederacy of States, where there shall

be no union with slaveholders, but where

there shall ever be free soil, free labor, and

free men ; and we proclaim it as our unalter

able purpose and determination to live and

labor for a dissolution of the present Union,

by all lawful and just, though bloodless and

pacific means, and for the formation of a

new republic that shall be such, not in name

only, but in full living reality and truth.

And we do herebv invite and entreat all our

fellow-citizens and the friends of justice, hu

manity, and true liberty throughout the

Northern States, to unite with us in labor

ing for so glorious an object."

Certain obvious reflections will occur

to those who may hereafter read these

proceedings in the light of what has

actually occurred : First, that, whether

attempted at the North or at the South,

the idea of breaking up the Union and

destroying the Constitution by" blood

less and pacific means" was a chimera,

palpably impossible; for, in whatever

hands the Government of the United

States might at the time of any such

attempt be lodged, if those who admin

istered it obeyed their oaths of office,

there could be no such thing as a " peace

able secession." Secondly, that if it was

right for such sentiments and purposes

to be proclaimed in Boston, it was

equally right to proclaim them in Nash

ville ; for the disunionists of the oppo

site sections alike incurred the inevitable

risk of civil war, in the pursuit of their

opposite ends. Thirdly, that it was sim

ply impossible for such proceedings to

take place in the Northern States, with

out producing a conviction in the South

that the Southern States were not safe

in the Union ; for the Northern agitation

had reached a point at which it was

plainly seen to be a mere question of

patriotism and duty how far the po

litical parties of the North, or either of

them, would abstain from conciliating

the votes or yielding to the sentiments

of those who declared themselves as

" the enemies of the Constitution and

the Union." Finally, that, if Mr. Web

ster had not so spoken as to convince a

majority of the Northern people, irre

spective of party, that such proceedings

and sentiments must be discountenanced,

the civil war through which we have

passed would have occurred ten years

before it actually came, and with a

much smaller probability as to its final

result.
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that there was, or might be, in me, a power to do good not yet exercised

or developed. It may be so ; but I fear, my dear sir, that you overrate,

not my desire, but my power to be useful in my day and generation. From

my earliest youth, I have regarded slavery as a great moral and political

evil. I think it unjust, repugnant to the natural equality of mankind,

founded only in superior power ; a standing and permanent conquest by

the stronger over the weaker.

"All pretence of defending it on the ground of different races, I have

ever condemned. I have even said that, if the black race is weaker, that is

a reason against, not for, its subjection and oppression. In a religious

point of view, I have ever regarded it, and ever spoken of it, not as subject

to any express denunciation, either in the Old Testament or the New, but

as opposed to the whole spirit of the Gospel and to the teaching of Jesus

Christ. The religion of Jesus Christ is a religion of kindness, justice, and

brotherly love.

"But slavery is not kindly affectioned; it does not seek another's and

not its own ; it does not let the oppressed go free. It is, as I have said,

but a continual act of oppression. But then, such is the influence of a

habit of thinking among men, and such is the influence of what has been

long established, that even minds religious and tenderly conscientious,

such as would be shocked by any single act of oppression, in any single

exercise of violence and unjust power, are not always moved by the reflec

tion that slavery is a continual and permanent violation of human rights.

"But now, my dear sir, what can be done by me, who act only a part in

political life, and who have no power over the subject of slavery, as it

exists in the States of the Union ? I do what I can to restrain it; to pre

vent its spread and diffusion ; but I cannot disregard the oracles which

instruct me not to do evil that good may come. I cannot cooperate in

breaking up social and political systems, on the warmth, rather than the

strength, of a hope that, in such convulsions, the cause of emancipation

may be promoted. And, even if the end would justify the means, I confess

I do not see the relevancy of such a means to such an end. I confess, my

dear sir, that, in my judgment, confusion, conflict, embittered controversy,

violence, bloodshed, and civil war, would only rivet the chains of slavery

the more strongly.

" In my opinion, it is the mild influence of Christianity, the softening

and melting power of the Sun of Righteousness^ and not the storms and

tempests of heated controversy, that are, in the course of those events

which an all-wise Providence overrules, to dissolve the iron fetters by which

man is made the slave of man.

"The effect of moral causes, though sure, is slow. In two thousand

years, the doctrines and miracles of Jesus Christ have converted but a very

small part of the human race ; and, among Christian nations even, many

gross and obvious errors, like that of the lawfulness of slavery, have still

held their ground. But what are two thousand years in the great work

of the progress of the regeneration and redemption of mankind I

65
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" If we see that the course is onward and forward, as it certainly is, in

regard to the final abolition of human slavery, while we give to it our fer

vent prayers, and aid it by all the justifiable influences which we can

exercise, it seems to me we must leave both the progress and the result in

His hands, who sees the end from the beginning, and in whose sight a thou

sand years are but as a single day. I pray you, my dear sir, accept this,

the product of half an hour of the evening, and unread by the writer, as

a respectful and grateful acknowledgment of your very kind and friendly

letter.

"Daniel Webster. "

At length it became understood that Mr. "Webster would

speak at the first opportunity he could have ; but it so hap

pened that, on the 7th of March, Mr. "Walker, of Wisconsin, was

entitled to the floor, on the resolutions offered by Mr. Clay,

which were the special order of that day. It was apparent,

however, that public expectation was now directed with intense

interest toward Mr. Webster.1 " At an early hour this morn

ing," says the official report, "the Senate-chamber was com

pletely occupied by ladies, and such few gentlemen as had been

able to obtain admittance, who endured several hours' patient

possession of seats, and even of the floor, that they might hear

the long-expected speech of the Senator from Massachusetts."

When the order of the day was called, Mr. Walker gracefully

said, that this vast audience had not come to hear him, and

that there was but one man who could have assembled it. He

then waived his privilege of the floor, and requested Mr. Web

ster to proceed. Mr. Webster rose, and, after thanking Mr.

1 With the exception of the interview bers of his Administration, what con-

\)etween Mr. Clay and Mr. Webster, in vinc'ed him that a dangerous policy was

January, I am not aware that any one likely to be pursued by the Executive, in

sought to ascertain what course Mr. Web- regard to these sectional controversies,

ster intended to pursue in regard to the and that a different and more compre-

pending sectional controversy. There is hensive plan of general pacification must

no evidence whatever among his private be pursued. Before General Taylor's

papers which would warrant the belief death, Mr. Webster had made up his

that he was consulted or approached by mind to risk himself on such a plan,

iiny person in public life, with suggestions The one that was suggested by Mr. Clay

of a political character, nor did I ever met, as we have seen, his general ap-

hear of such an occurrence having taken probation. But beyond the general as-

place. In fact, down to the eve of the surance that he gave to Mr. Clay, no

speech referred to in the text, he had no person in public life was aware of Mr.

consultation with anybody excepting a Webster's purposes, as I believe.—(See

few personal friends. But, as early as the letter to Mr. Haven, quoted infra.)

December, 1849, Mr. Webster learned 2 The Globe. Session of 1850, p

from President Taylor, and the mem- 476.
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Walker for his courtesy, lie delivered that speech which, more

than ^ny other act of his life, has been a subject of embittered

controversy. There was but little written preparation for it.

All that remains of such preparation is on two small scraps of

paper, one of them containing a mere outline of the exor

dium, and the other a brief summary of the points on which

Mr. Webster intended to speak, and which are exactly in the

order in which the speech was made.1 Yet, it is not to be

inferred that he said any thing, on this occasion, on which he

had not long deliberated.

On the contrary, the speech was measured in every word. It

was delivered with even more than his usual calmness, and was

in every part of it the result of convictions to which he had

been brought by what was taking place around him. It is

unnecessary for me to make an elaborate analysis of it. After

an exordium, in which he said that he desired to speak, not as a

representative of Massachusetts or of the Worth, but as an Ameri

can and as a member of the Senate of the United States, he pro

ceeded to an historical review of the events which had brought

the two sections into their present attitude on the subject of

slavery, ascribing it to the unnecessary acquisition of Texas,

and the other Territories obtained by conquest from Mexico.

Passing from this review, he sketched the different conditions

of opinion in regard to slavery prior to the Christian era, and

down to the period, in this country, when very opposite reli

gious views concerning it began to prevail in the opposite sec

tions of the Union. These he contrasted with the different

state of opinions prevailing in the North and in the South, at

the time of the establishment of our Constitution, when, in the

North there was far less condemnation of slavery than there

was in the South. He then described the change which had

since taken place, the North having become excited against it

as a great moral wrong, while the South, under the influence

of the cotton culture, had come to regard it as no evil, and as

justifiable on religious grounds.

He then proceeded to establish the proposition on which

1 The original of the first of these was given to Mr. Edward Curtis, but a

memoranda, on a small sheet of note- copy of it is now before me. It contains

paper, is in my possession. The other only the heads of topics.
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he meant to rest, namely, that the character of every foot of

territory then belonging to the United States, and not em

braced in some State, was already fixed, as to slavery or free

dom, by some irrepealable law. He showed this by referring,

first, to the compact made with Texas, which had plighted the

faith of the Government to admit new slave States ont of her

limits, south of the parallel of 36° 30', if the people of such

States should demand it ; secondly, by the unfitness of all the

remaining territory acquired from Mexico to receive slavery,

or, in other words, by the law of Nature and physical geog

raphy, which he said had excluded slavery from those regions

by a power superior to all human enactments. No " "Wilmot

Proviso," therefore, was needful as to these Territories, and he

declared that, while in any case of necessity he would enforce

that restriction, in a case where there was no necessity he

would not vote for it, and cause a useless irritation.

Mr. Webster then passed to the other topics of crimination

and recrimination between the North and the South. Noticing

first the complaints of the slaveholding States, he said that

there was just ground for complaining that, among individuals

and legislators at the North, there had grown up a disinclina

tion to perform fully their constitutional duties in regard to the

return of fugitives from service ; and in this connection he an

nounced his purpose to support, hut with some amendments', the

bill of Mr. Mason, then before the Senate, to the fullest extent.

He spoke in terms of grave condemnation of the disregard of

constitutional obligations exhibited in this respect in some of

the Northern States, and said that the enactment by Congress

of proper laws for the restoration of fugitive slaves, according

to the injunction of the Constitution, had become imperatively

necessary.

He next noticed the practice of some Northern Legislatures,

of sending resolutions to Congress, not only on the subject of

slavery in the District of Columbia, but sometimes recommend

ing Congress to consider the means of abolishing slavery in the

States. In reference to this, he said verj plainly that he should

be unwilling to receive from the Legislature of Massachusetts

any instructions to present resolutions expressing any opinion

whatever on the subject of slavery, as it existed in the States ;
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and lie intimated quite as plainly that he would not hold him

self bound by any instructions of that kind.

He referred then to the " Abolition Societies " in the North,

and imputed to their agitation of the subject the greatly-in

creased adherence to slavery, which had come about in the

South. He spoke in terms of severe rebuke of the violence of

the Northern press ; which, however, he said, was set off by

equal violence in the press of the South.

But, in regard to the whole catalogue of Southern com

plaints, he saw no solid grievance capable of being redressed by

the power of Congress, excepting that which related to the sur

render of fugitive slaves.

Turning, then, to the other side of the chapter, he enumer

ated, as first among the complaints of the North, the change

that had taken place in Southern sentiment since the estab

lishment of the Constitution, resulting in efforts to extend the

institution of slavery into new regions, contrary to the original

understanding when the Constitution was adopted. He next

adverted to the tone with which many Southern men treated

the free labor of the North, elevating the slave of the South

above the free Northern laborer in all points of condition, com

fort, and happiness. Whether intended so or not, this of neces

sity became offensive to a people among whom five-sixths of all

property was in the hands of free and educated laborers, work

ing with their own hands. Finally, he commented on the

Southern laws, which detained the colored seamen of Northern

vessels in custody while in Southern ports, as a more tangible

and irritating grievance, and as a thing unjustifiable and op

pressive. He referred to a mission to South Carolina, under

taken some years previously by Mr. Hoar, an agent of Massa

chusetts, as a well-intended effort to remove this cause of com

plaint.

In regard to the various grievances on both sides, he said

that, so far as they had their foundations in matters of law, they

could be and ought to be redressed ; and, so far as they had their

foundations in matters of opinion, sentiment, and mutual crim

ination, all that could be done was to endeavor to allay the

agitation and cultivate fraternal sentiments between the two

sections.
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The speech was closed as follows :

" Mr. President, I should much prefer to have heard from members on

this floor declarations of opinion that this Union could never be dissolved,

than the declaration of opinion, by anybody, that, in any case, under the

pressure of any circumstances, such a dissolution was possible. I hear

with distress and anguish the word i secession,' especially when it falls

from the lips of those who are patriotic, and known to the country, and

known all over the world, for their political services.

" Secession ! Peaceable secession I Sir, your eyes and mine are never des

tined to see that miracle. The dismemberment of this vast country with

out convulsion ! The breaking up of the fountains of the great deep with

out ruffling the surface ! Who is so foolish, I beg everybody's pardon, as

to expect to see any such thing ? Sir, he who sees these States, now re

volving in harmony around a common centre, and expects to see them

quit their places and fly off without convulsion, may look the next mo

ment to see the heavenly bodies rush from their spheres, andjostle against

each other in the realms of space, without causing the wreck of the uni

verse ! There can be no such thing as a peaceable secession. Peaceable

secession is an utter impossibility. Is the great Constitution under which

we live, covering this whole country, is it to be thawed and melted away

by secession, as the snows on the mountain melt under the influence of a

vernal sun, disappear almost unobserved, and run off? No, sir ! No, sir!

I will not state what might produce the disruption of the Union ; but, sir,

I see, as plainly as I see the sun in heaven, what that disruption itself must

produce ; I see that it must produce war, and such a war as I will not de

scribe, in its twofold character. Peaceable secession ! Peaceable secession !

The concurrent agreement of all the members of this great republic to sep

arate ! A voluntary separation, with alimony on one side and on the other.

Why, what would be the result ? Where is the line to be drawn ? What

States are to secede ? What is to remain America ? What am I to be ? An

American no longer ? Am I to become a sectional man, a local man, a sep

aratist, with no country in common with the gentlemen who sit around me

here, or who fill the other House ofCongress ? Heaven forbid ! Where is

the flag of the republic to remain? Where is the eagle still to tower? or

is he to cower and shrink, and fall to the ground ? Why, sir, our ancestors,

our fathers and our grandfathers, those of them that are still living

among us with prolonged lives, would rebuke and reproach us ; and our

children and our grandchildren would cry out shame upon us, if we of this

generation should dishonor these ensigns of the power of the Government

and the harmony of the Union which is every day felt among us with so

much joy and gratitude. What is to become of the army ? What is

to become of the navy ? What is to become of the public lands ? How is

each of the thirty States to defend itself? I know, although the idea has

not been stated distinctly, there is to be, or it is supposed possible that there

will be, a Southern Confederacy. I do not mean, when I allude to this
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statement, that any one seriously contemplates such, a state of things. I dc

not mean to say that it is true, but I have heard it suggested elsewhere,

that the idea has been entertained, that, after the dissolution of this Union,

a Southem . Confederacy might be formed. I am' sorry, sir, that it has

ever been thought of, talked of, or dreamed of, in the wildest flights of

human imagination. But the idea, so far as it exists, must be of a sepa

ration, assigning the slave States to one side and the free States to the

other. Sir, I may express myself too strongly, perhaps, but there are im

possibilities in the moral as well as in the physical world, and I hold the

idea of a separation of these States, those that are free to form one govern

ment, and those that are slaveholding to form another, as such an impos

sibility. We could not separate the States by any such line, if we were to

draw it. We could not sit down here to-day and draw a line of separa

tion that would satisfy any five men in the country. There are natural

causes that would keep and tie us together, and there are social and do

mestic relations which we could not break if we would, and which we

should not if we could.

" Sir, nobody can look over the face of this country at the present mo

ment, nobody can see where its population is most dense and growing,

without being ready to admit, and compelled to admit, that ere long the

strength of America will be in the valley of the Mississippi. Well, nowr,

sir, I beg to inquire what the wildest enthusiast has to say on the possi

bility of cutting that river in two, and leaving free States at its source and

on its branches, and slave States dowm near its mouth, each forming a

separate government? Pray, sir, let me say to the people of this country,

that these things are worthy of their pondering and of their consideration.

Here, sir, are five millions of freemen in the free States north of the river

Ohio. Can anybody suppose that this population can be severed, by a

line that divides them from the territory of a foreign or an alien govern

ment, down somewhere, the Lord knows where, upon the lower banks of

the Mississippi. What would become of Missouri? Will she join the

arrondissement of the slave States? Shall the man from the yellow-

stone and the Platte be connected, in the new republic, with the man who

lives on the southern extremity of the Cape of Florida? Sir, I am

ashamed to pursue this line of remark. I dislike it, I have an utter dis

gust for it. I would sooner hear of natural blasts, mildews, war, pesti

lence, and famine, than to hear gentlemen talk of secession. To break up

this great Government ! to dismember this glorious country ! to astonish

Europe with an act of folly such as Europe for two centuries has never be

held in any government or any people ! No, sir ! no, sir ! There will be

no secession ! Gentlemen are not serious when they talk of secession.

" Sir, I hear there is to be a convention held at Nashville. I am bound

to believe that, if worthy gentlemen meet at Nashville in convention, their

object will be to adopt conciliatory counsels; to advise the South to for

bearance and moderation, and to advise the North to forbearance and

moderation ; and to inculcate feelings of brotherly love and affection, and
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attachment to the Constitution of the country as it now is. I believe, if

the convention meet at all, it will be for this purpose ; for certainly, if

they meet for any purpose hostile to the Union, they have been singularly

inappropriate in their selection of a place. I remember, sir, that, when

the Treaty of Amiens was concluded between France and England, a

sturdy Englishman and a distinguished orator, who regarded the condi

tions of the peace as ignominious to England, said in the House of Com

mons that, if King William could know the terms of that treaty, he would

turn in his coffin ! Let me commend this saying of Mr. Windham, in all

its emphasis, and in all its force, to any persons who shall meet at Nash

ville for the purpose of concerting measures for the overthrow of this

Union over the bones of Andrew Jackson !

"Sir, I wish now to make two remarks, and hasten to a conclusion.

I wish to say, in regard to Texas, that if it should be hereafter, at any

time, the pleasure of the government of Texas to cede to the United States

a portion, larger or smaller, of her territory which lies adjacent to New

Mexico, and north of 36° 30' of north latitude, to be formed into free

States, for a fair equivalent in money or in the payment of her debt, I

think it an object well worthy of the consideration of Congress, and I shall

be happy to concur in it myself, if I should have a connection with the

Government at that time.

" I have one other remark to make. In my observations upon' slavery

as it has existed in this country, and as it now exists, I have expressed no

opinion of the mode of its extinguishment or melioration. I will say,

however, though I have nothing to propose, because I do not deem myself

so competent as some other gentlemen to take any lead on this subject,

that if any gentlemen from the South shall propose a scheme, to be carried

out by this Government on a large scale, for the transportation of free col

ored people to any colony or any place in the world, I should be quite

disposed to incur almost any degree of expense to accomplish that object.

Nay, sir, following an example set more than twenty years ago by a great

man,1 then a Senator from New York, I would return to Virginia, and

through her to the whole South, the money received from the lands and

territories ceded by her to this Government, for any such purpose as to re

move, in whole or in part, or in any way to diminish or deal beneficially

with, the free colored population of the Southern States. I have said that

I honor Virginia for her cession of this territory. There have been re

ceived into the Treasury of the United States eighty millions of dollars, the

proceeds of the sales of the public lands ceded by her. If the residue

should be sold at the same rate, the whole aggregate will exceed two hun

dred millions of dollars. If Virginia and the South see fit to adopt any

proposition to relieve themselves from the free people of color among

them, or such as may be made free, they have my full consent that the

Government shall pay them any sum of money out of the proceeds of that

cession which may be adequate to the purpose.

" And now, Mr. President, I draw these observations to a close. I have

1 Mr. Rufus King.
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spoken freely, and I meant to do so. I have sought to make no display.

I have sought to enliven the occasion by no animated discussion, nor have

I attempted any train of elaborate argument. I have wished only to speak

my sentiments, fully and at length, being desirous, once and for all, to let

the Senate know, and to let the country know, the opinions and senti

ments which I entertain on all these subjects. These opinions are not

likely to be suddenly changed. If there can be any future service that I

can render to the country, consistently with these sentiments and opin

ions, I shall cheerfully render it. If there be not, I shall still be glad to

have had an opportunity to disburden myself from the bottom of my

heart, and to make known every political sentiment that therein exists.

"And now, Mr. President, instead of speaking of the - possibility or

utility of secession, instead of dwelling in these caverns of darkness,

instead of groping with those ideas so full of all that is horrid and horri

ble, let us come out into the light of day ; let us enjoy the fresh air of

liberty and union ; let us cherish those hopes which belong to us ; let U3

devote ourselves to those great objects that are fit for our consideration

and our action ; let us raise our conceptions to the magnitude and the im

portance of the duties that devolve upon us ; let our comprehension be as

broad as the country for which we act, our aspirations as high as its cer

tain destiny ; let us not be pigmies in a case that calls for men. Never

did there devolve on any generation of men higher trusts than now

devolve- upon us, for the preservation of this Constitution, and the har

mony and peace of all who are destined to live under it. Let us make our

generation one of the strongest and brightest links in that golden chain

which is destined, I fondly believe, to grapple the people of all the States

to this Constitution for ages to come. We have a great popular constitu

tional Government, guarded by law and by judicature, and defended by

the affections of the whole people. No monarchical throne presses these

States together ; no iron chain of military power encircles them ; they live

and stand under a government, popular in its form, representative in its

character, founded upon principles of equality, and so constructed, we

hope, as to last forever. In all its history it. has been beneficent ; it has

trodden down no man's liberty ; it has crushed no State. Its daily respi

ration is liberty and patriotism ; its yet youthful veins are full of enter

prise, courage, and honorable love of glory and renown.

■ " Large before, the country has now, by recent events, become vastly

larger. This republic now extends, with a vast breadth, across the whole

continent. The two great seas of the world wash the one and the other

shore. We realize, on a mighty scale, the beautiful description of the

ornamental border of the buckler of Achilles:

4 "Now, the bipad shield complete, the artist crowned

With his last hand, and poured the ocean round;

In living silver seemed the waves to roll,

And beat the buckler's verge, and bound the whole/ " *

1 When this speech was first pub- people of Massachusetts, and placed

.ished, Mr. Webster dedicated it to the upon the title-page a sentence from the
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It will, perhaps, surprise some future reader of our political

history, who may not be minutely informed of the whole state

of things existing at this time in the North, to learn that this

speech was received by probably a great majority of Mr. "Web

ster's constituents, if not by a majority of the whole North,

with disfavor and disapprobation ; and that at least this

feeling was so strong, and so capable of being increased and

perpetuated by those who had motives for encouraging it,

that Mr. Webster's position as a public man, supposed to be

still a candidate for the presidency, became seriously impaired

by it. What was there, it will be asked, in the attitude taken

by Mr. Webster, that should have cost him the popular favor

of his own section ? To reach an answer to this question, the

inquirer must observe that the very attitude taken was that of

a statesman who deems it his duty to stand between twro highly-

excited sections of a great and free country, whose institutions

are purely popular, and to speak in terms which might disap

point the expectations of his own particular region. There has

been no similar example of moral independence exhibited by

any other statesman in our annals, under circumstances at all

resembling those in which Mr. Webster at this time stood. All

that can be said is, either that a sufficiently large number of the

Northern people were not capable of his elevation, and for

that reason he might be politically injured by this speech,

or else that he was totally wrong in making it, and that the

objections alleged against it were sound. But, in judging

between these alternatives, the impartial reader will see that

the risk which Mr. Webster knew he incurred is a full answer

to the suggestion, that he expected by this speech to reach the

presidency ; for the sequel will show that no Northern states

man could have attained that object of ambition, through the

action of the party to which Mr. Webster belonged—and of

course Mr. Webster could reach it in no other way—if that

person was deprived, as he was, by the defection of Northern

speech of Titus Quinctius Barbatus Capi- fin.] I have understood that this motto

tolinus, as imagined by Livy: "His ego was suggested ' to Mr. Webster by Mr.

gratiora dictu alia esse scio ; sed me vera Winthrop. No quotation was ever more

pro gratis loqui, etsi meum ingenium non felicitous in adaptation to the circum-

moneret, necessitas cogit. Vellem, equi- stances which led to its use. Mr. Web-

dem, vobis placere ; sed multo malo vos ster afterward gave a ring to Mr. Win-

salvos esse, qualicumque erga me animo throp, bearing on its seal the mottc

futuri estis." [Livy, lib. iii., cap. 68, ad " Vera pro gratis. "
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supporters, of the power to command support from the same

party in the South.

One of the most bitter denunciations with which this speech

was received, in the Northern section of the Union, consisted

in the assertion that the Union was in no real danger, and that

Mr. Webster was either insincere in acting as if it were, or that

he gave way to weak and unfounded apprehensions. That he

believed the Union to be in danger, before the speech was made,

no one will probably now question. That he had abundant

cause for this belief, will scarcely be denied by any reflecting

person, who will recall the state of opinion and feeling existing

in the South. Of that opinion and feeling, Mr. Calhoun was

undoubtedly the best and highest representative then in public

life. He was a man of the utmost sincerity ; and what he said

and felt on this subject is the best evidence of the existence of

sentiments of which no Northern statesman like Mr. "Webster

could fail to take notice.

It is to be remembered that Mr. Calhoun had always re

garded this Union as a federal republic of sovereign States,

from which a peaceable secession was at all times the right of

any one or more of the States which should consider that there

existed sufficient cause for such a step. Both he and those

who concurred with him in 'this opinion regarded the alleged

wrong of a congressional exclusion of slavery from the Terri

tories as furnishing cause for secession, because it would evince,

as they held, a settled purpose on the part of the Northern

States to break up the balance of power which the Southern

statesmen and people regarded as the essential condition of

union between the slaveholding and the non-slaveholding

States. In a very carefully-prepared and dispassionate speech

which Mr. Calhoun caused to be read in the Senate, on the 4th

of March,1 he displayed the nature of the existing discontent

in the Southern States, and said that it was their belief, as

prevalent as their discontent, that they could not remain in the

Union, as things then were, with honor and safety. The causes

of this discontent and this belief were, the hostility to slavery

felt by every portion of the Northern people, and the efforts

1 Mr. Calhoun was at this time very last time that he appeared in the Sen-

ill, and the Yth day of March was the ate.
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made to act politically on the subject through the General Gov

ernment, as well as through the State Legislatures. The vital

question of the time, according to his view of it, was, whether

the North, by admitting the equal right of the slaveholding

section to enjoy and to occupy the new Territories which were

adapted to slave-labor, would restore and preserve the political

equilibrium of the Union. He closed with the following dis

tinct avowal :

"It is time, Senators, that there should be an open and manly avowal

on all sides as to what is intended to be done. If the question is not now

settled, it is uncertain whether it ever can be hereafter ; and we, as the rep

resentatives of the States of this Union, regarded as governments, .should

come to a distinct understanding as to our respective viewTs, in order to

ascertain whether the great questions at issue can be settled or not. If

you, who represent the stronger portion, cannot agree to settle them on the

broad principle of justice and duty, say so ; and let the States we both

represent agree to separate and part in peace. If you are unwilling we

should part in peace, tell us so, and we shall know what to do, when you

reduce the question to submission or resistance. If'you remain silent, you

will compel us to infer by your acts what you intend. In that case, Cali

fornia will become the test question. If you admit her, under all the

difficulties that oppose her admission, you compel us to infer that you

intend to exclude us from the whole of the acquired Territories, with the

intention of destroying irretrievably the equilibrium between the two

sections. We would be blind not to perceive, in that case, that your

objects are power and aggrandizement, and infatuated not to act accord

ingly."

To this very important evidence of the Southern feeling,

there should be added what took place in a colloquy between

Mr. Calhoun and Mr. Webster, after Mr. Webster had closed

his speech on the 7th of March.

Mr. Calhoun : " I cannot agree with the Senator from Massachusetts,

that this Union cannot be dissolved. Am I to understand him, that no

degree of oppression, no outrage, no broken faith, can produce the destruc

tion of this Union ? Why, sir, if that becomes a fixed fact, it will itself

become the great instrument of producing oppression, outrage, and broken

faith. No, sir, the Union can be broken. Great moral causes will break

it, if they go on; and it can only be preserved by justice, good faith, and

a rigid adherence to the Constitution."

Mr. Webster : "The honorable member asks me, if I hold the break

ing up of the Union, by any such thing as the voluntary secession of

States, as an impossibility ? I know, sir, this Union can be broken up ;
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every Government can be ; and I admit there may be such a degree of

oppression as will warrant resistance, and a forcible severance. That' is

revolution—that is revolution ! Of that ultimate right of revolution I have

not been speaking. I know that that law of necessity does exist. I for

bear from going further, because I do not wish to go into a discussion of

the nature of this Government. The honorable member and myself have

broken lances sufficiently often before on that subject."

Mb. Calhoun : " I have no desire to do it now."

Mr. Webster: "I presume the gentleman has not, and I have quite as

little."

It would be idle, at the present day, to regard this attitude

of the greatest representative of Southern opinion as mere men

ace and bluster. Mr. Calhoun was a man of deep convictions,

and he never resorted to mere threats. There was, moreover,

great truth in much that he said, concerning the opposite feel

ings of the two sections of the Union, as to the relations of the

two races in the South ; and it was the well-known existence,

the nature, and the causes of these opposite views which rendered

it necessary for Mr. Webster to set forth, plainly and distinctly,

in what the political errors of each section consisted, in order

that he might do what he could to correct the public sentiment

of each, and to render a final resort to the authority of the Gov

ernment unnecessary for the preservation of the Union.

The circumstances of the present juncture were very differ

ent from those of 1832-'33, when a whole system of existing laws

of the United States was actually resisted by the State of

South Carolina, and when Mr. Webster did not think it fitting

to modify those laws in the face of such resistance. The ques

tion now was, not whether existing laws should be enforced,

but what laws it was expedient to enact ; and how the pending

difficulties could be adjusted without any sacrifice of principle

on the part of the North, and without needlessly increasing the

Southern discontent.

Mr. Webster, however, was accused of having sacrificed an

important principle with which his own fame was identified,

because he refused to apply to the new Territories a congres

sional prohibition of slavery, although he demonstrated that it

was totally unnecessary, and because he declared that he would

observe the compact that had been made when Texas was an

nexed to the Union. In all this, the spirit of party animated
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many of the attacks that were made upon him. It had long

been perceived that a most powerful means of combining the

people of the Northern States into a new party organization ex

isted in their hostility to slavery. Such an organization was

already formed, and had its leaders and its representative men

in public life.1 To impair the influence of Mr. Webster's great

speech, by representing him as guilty of extraordinary incon

sistencies for the sake of reaching the presidency through the

favor of the South, became one of the ordinary tactics of a new

party.

There were, too, many honest and well-meaning persons,

who were sincerely grieved at what they thought a lamentable

fall by a great statesman, from a high moral elevation, through

the promptings of an inordinate ambition.

It is time that these opinions, so far as they may remain,

should be revised. It is time that the people of this part of the

Union should examine the truth of these accusations, and should

calmly weigh the moral probabilities that ought justly to deter

mine the question, whether their present and future welfare,

or his own political aggrandizement, was the motive that ani

mated the course of this great man from the 7th of March,

1850, to the close of his life. In this examination it can

scarcely be necessary to insist that Mr. Webster himself should

be heard.

"We know, then, when he said he would not reenact by

human law what was already manifestly settled by a law of

Grod, in regard to these new regions for which Territorial gov

ernments were to be provided, that he had good cause for the be

lief that African slavery could not be introduced into them, by

reason of their natural unfitness for that species of labor ; and

it was certainly true that the people of the slaveholding States

would regard a congressional prohibition, under such circum

stances, as an indignity and a theoretical wrong. If it was also

true that the same Southern people were at this time insisting

on the acknowledgment of their constitutional right to carry

slavery- into those regions, it surely should afford no impeach

ment of Mr. Webster's statesmanlike wisdom or his personal

consistency, if he sought to take, as he did take, from them, all

1 It was at this time commonly known as the " Free-Soil " party.
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cause for insisting further on the admission of a principle which

he could not concede to them. When such a man as Mr. Web

ster had said that he would waive the ■" Wilmot Proviso," be

cause under the actual circumstances it was unnecessary to any

practical end, there arose in the South a sufficient body of

opinion, finally to insure the acceptance of this mode of set

tling the present controversy, and Mr. Calhoun's, question and

his alternative of secession became practically unnecessary to

be considered. And it was not until Mr. Webster had been dead

for several years, that the fundamental law of the Missouri Com

promise, on which he relied for security against slavery in a

part of the territory acquired with Louisiana, was repealed in

the case of Kansas, and that region was thrown open to the

contention of both sections, in a lamentable and dangerous

struggle for preoccupation.

On the 11th of March, in a general speech against the pro

posed plan of settling the slavery question, Mr. Seward under

took to show that Mr. Webster was wrong in regard to the

obligation of Congress to admit new slave States out of

Texas.

After the close of Mr. Seward's speech, Mr. Webster read

in the Senate the following clause from the joint resolution ad

mitting Texas : " And such States as may be formed out of that

portion of said territory lying south of 30° 30' north latitude,

commonly known as the Missouri Compromise line, shall he ad

mitted into the Union with or without slavery, as the people of

each State asking admission may desire;" and he then add

ed, " No consent of Congress, in that re&23ect, is necessary."

Mr. Hale then said : " I understood him [Mr. Webster] to place

the obligation of this Government to receive four new States

into the Union, to be formed from the territory of Texas, on the

ground that it was a compact formed with Texas. The ques

tion that I wish to propose, with great deference and respect, is

this, and I should be glad if the honorable Senator from Massa

chusetts would give an answer to it, as a lawyer. Does he be

lieve that it was competent for the two Houses of Congress, by

joint resolution, to enter into a compact with a foreign nation?

Would such a compact be binding ? Would it not be uncon

stitutional and void—a usurpation of the treaty-making power,
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which is vested by the Constitution in the President and two-

thirds of this body ? "

When this question was put to Mr. Webster he misunder

stood its purport, and the answer which stands recorded in the

official report did not correctly express his real opinions.1 On

the following day (the 12th) he caused Mr. Hale's question to

be read in the hearing of the Senate, and then said :

"I only wish now, sir, to guard against any mistake or misapprehen

sion, and for that purpose say that, as an original question, I have always

entertained, and often expressed, the opinion that the formation of new

States, or their adoption into the Union, out of territory not belonging to

the United States, was not in the contemplation of the Constitution of the

United States, although it had seemed to be in the contemplation of the

States of the old Confederation, at least so far as regarded Canada.

"I wish to say, in the next place, that, after the acquisition of Louisi

ana, I considered this a settled question, and have always acted upon it

accordingly.

" I wish to say, in the third place, that I do suppose, and always have

supposed, that the appropriate mode of acquiring that territory was by

the exercise of the treaty-making power; and I enjoined my friends, so

far as I had occasion—being then out of Congress—to urge, on all necessary

occasions, the exercise of this power, if any thing was to be done in the

matter. I thought, and I still think, that it is not in the spirit of the Con

stitution to carry on correspondence and enter into contracts with foreign

powers through the medium of legislative acts, reciprocal or mutual. But

then, that, I have now to say, is not the only way in which contracts have

been entered into by this Government and others—I mean, that such con

tracts or stipulations have been made by legislative acts. The leading in

stance is that which was called Mr. McLane's arrangement, by which a

conditional act, regulating commerce, was passed by the British Parlia

ment ; and another conditional act, regulating commerce, was also passed

by the Congress of the United States ; and under the conditions of those

two acts, a compact was made with England by the force of legislation.

All I wish to say at present, however, is to guard against any inference

which might otherwise be drawn, to the contrary of what I now state."

With regard to the alleged inconsistency between Mr. Web

ster's sentiments and course respecting the annexation of Texas,

in 1845, and his present declaration that he should stand by

the plighted faith of the Government which had stipulated that

four new slave States might be carved out of Texas, the follow

ing colloquy took place in the Senate on the 25th of March.

1 See the Globe for 1850, p. 502.
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Mr. Webster, having received permission to make a per

sonal explanation, said :

" Some persons, sir, are edifying the Senate and the House, and, I sup

pose, the country, by sending round a little scrap of pcper, with my name

at the top of it, and quoting from a speech delivered by me, in my place

here, in 1848, if I mistake not, in which I said that ' my opposition to the

increase of slavery in this country, or to the increase of slave representa

tion in Congress, is general and universal. It has no reference to lines of

latitude or the points of compass. I shall oppose all such extension, and

all such increase, in all things, under all circumstances, even against all in

ducements, against all combinations, against all compromises.'

" I believe the passage has been quoted in the Senate."

Mr. Dawson : " It has."

Mr. Webster : " I undertake to say that anybody who quotes that

speech, for the purpose of showing any inconsistency between the senti

ments I hold now and those which I addressed to the Senate then, either

does not understand the subject or is not candid. There is no inconsist

ency. There is no inconsistency whatever between any thing which I ever

said in the Senate and the speech which I addressed to the Senate a fort

night ago. No man can show any such inconsistency. I have never voted

for any increase of slavery or slave territory ; but I have said that I will

stand to the plighted faith of the Government ; and if others have bound

the Government by particular stipulations, I shall not set up my own indi

vidual opinion upon the constitutionality of the law creating those pledges.

It is not the part of a statesman so to act ; it is not the part of a member

of Congress so to act ; and, lastly, it is not the, part of an intelligent and

honest man so to act.

" I repeat, sir, that there is not a man in the country, here or elsewhere,

of candor and intelligence, that can see for himself, or that will suggest to

others, that there is a particle of difference between the remarks which I

addressed to the Senate a fortnight or ten days ago, and any thing that

was, either in 1848, or at any other time, or in any other place, spoken by

me on this subject; and the man who says there is, I repeat, is either not

intelligent or not candid."

Mr. Hale : " I read the quotation in the remarks I made in the Senate

the other day, certainly under no feeling of want of respect for the distin

guished Senator from Massachusetts, and without expressing any opinion

as to whether there is a discrepancy between the sentiments he advocated

in 1848 and those which he advocates now. I made no assertion of that

sort ; I merely read the quotation, and left the country to judge of that

question. The honorable Senator thinks that, if there are any persons who

see discrepancies, they are either wanting in candor or wanting in intel

ligence. Now, however . any one would shrink from so severe a censure

coming from such a quarter, I will say, being thus challenged, that, to my

mind, the difference is a very great one. It should be remembered that

66
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the resolutions of 1845, which the honorable Senator thinks have bound

the plighted faith of this Government to admit four new slave States oul

of the Territory of Texas, had already passed in 1848, and had as binding

force in 1848 as they have in 1850, and yet, if I understand the remarks

made by the honorable Senator in 1848, his opposition to the increase of

slavery in the country was general and universal, without qualification,

' against all inducements, all combinations, and all compromises.' But,

sir, the two speeches . are before the country, and no assertion that I can

make, and no denial that anybody else can make, can blind the common

sense of the country to what they mean. If there is no discrepancy, the

honorable Senator will seem to be right ; if there be a discrepancy, it is

for the country to judge of it ; but, in the remarks which I made, I gave

the quotation without stating whether there was a discrepancy or not."

Mr. Webster : " If the honorable member did not make that quota

tion for the purpose of uttering or intimating a suggestion that there was

an inconsistency, I cannot conceive for what purpose he did make it. He

may—he may, but I cannot see the object of his remark. Why, what is

there that I have said since 1848 ? Any fair interpretation of my remarks

in 1848 would mean, and can only mean, that I would be accessory to

bringing in no new slave territory into the Union ; and I have not been.

It cannot be fairly construed to mean that I would seek to undo what Con

gress has done, to oppose my own opinion to the law of the land and the

Constitution of the country.

" Sir, I have always said and done whatever I could to resist the ac

quisition of slave territory. I voted against the war, because that war was

made in order to obtain, by conquest, slave territory. I voted against the

treaty, because that treaty -was made for the purpose of bringing slave ter

ritory into the Union. How did the member from New Hampshire vote on

the ratification of the treaty ? "

Mr. Hale : " I voted for it."

Mr. Webster : " I supposed he did ; so I do not stand upon the same

ground with him in that respect. I voted against that treaty in 1848, as

I would vote against it now ; and, if that gentleman had stood by me and

two or three other gentlemen on this side of the Chamber, this controversy

would never have arisen. We should have got paid our money, and, if we

had not, I should hardly have cared, provided we had not purchased this

bone of contention. But the gentleman himself did vote for the treaty,

bringing in these new conquests, and now he is afraid there will be slavery

there—now he is desirous of covering the white tops of its hills, and the

barren sides of its mountains, and its useless valleys, under the protection

of a law of Congress against slavery. Why did he not keep out the Ter

ritory, keep the question out, keep this controversy out ? "

Mr. Hale : "I want to make one further explanation, sir; and I am

sorry, very sorry to be driven to it. The honorable Senator asks me why

I did not vote to keep it out. I call upon the Senate to mark what I am

about to say. A motion was made by the Senator from Connecticut to in
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sert in the treaty a provision keeping slavery out of the whole country

that we should acq lire, and upon the vote my name stands recorded in

favor of the proposition ; and upon that vote the name of the honorable

Senator from Massachusetts does not appear at all, although it appears

that he was in the Senate five minutes before and five minutes after the

vote was taken. So much for that, sir. Again, when this treaty was be

fore the Senate, another proposition was made by the Senator from North

Carolina to insert an amendment to the boundaries, so as to leave out all

the territory about which there was any dispute, except the disputed

boundary of Texas. I do not remember how the Senator from Massa

chusetts voted on that motion, but I know how I voted. I voted to keep

it out, to amend the treaty, so that the whole territory might be left out,

and simply to settle the boundary between this country and Texas. And,

sir, there were not fifteen—not one-third of the Senate—found to vote for

that amendment. I do not remember how the Senator from Massachusetts

voted on that occasion, but the record will show. I voted, in fact, against

the war ; I voted against all supplies to the war ; and I voted for the

treaty, because I thought, in the words, I think, of Benjamin Franklin,

that there could never be a good war or a bad peace ; that peace was bet

ter than war, and therefore that I would take the best peace that I could

get. I tried to made the peace better, but, when I found we had got the

best we could get, I took it.

"It was, sir, with no purpose of provoking controversy with the Sena-

ator from Massachusetts, or any one else, that I alluded to this matter.

He says, and says with great truth, that, if the remark was not made

under the impression that there was a discrepancy, he does not know what

it was made for. I state distinctly that I do believe there is a difference,

and a very wide one, between the position assumed by the honorable

Senator in 1848 and the position assumed by him a few days since. If I

am mistaken in this, I am not alone in it. The whole country, sir, so

understands it, I think. There have been the most flattering words, the

highest commendations bestowed upon the honorable Senator for the posi

tion he has taken in 1850, from sources where, for the first time in his life,

he has had any thing savoring of commendation. It will be found in a

newspaper published in this city, the most constant, most uniform, and

most unscrupulous in abusing without measure every man from the North,

that has stood up for Northern rights, and the honorable Senator among

the rest, until the speech made the other day ; I allude to the Union. And

now, all at once, it seems as if the vocabulary of adulation was exhausted

to find commendation to bestow upon the honorable Senator for the course

which he took in that speech, by a paper which, up to that moment, had

constantly and continually abused him, and not only him but every man

who stood with him. If I am mistaken, this very astute and sagacious

editor is mistaken, and the whole country is mistaken also.

** But, sir, I have impugned and impeached no man's motives. I would

almost sooner lose my life than to suggest that the honorable Senator, in
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making the change, has been governed by any thing but the high and

patriotic motives which have been imputed to him and the honorable Sen

ators who have made an effort to settle this distracting question, which

disturbs the country ; but I cannot shut my eyes to the convictions of my

own judgment, and when I see a man occupying the position which the

honorable Senator occupies—a man whose fame is part of the inheritance

of every son of New Hampshire, at least, if not of the whole country ;

when I see him taking a course calculated in my judgment to sacrifice

interests which are dear to every Northern man ; when I see him in the

great contest now in issue—when the eyes of Christendom are fastened

upon us, and on which the interests of unborn millions, throughout the

countless generations in which the world shall exist, are suspended, when

I see a man occupying such a position, in a contest like this, taking a

course different from that which he has hitherto pursued, I cannot shut

my eyes to the fact ; and I have simply called attention to it, without sug

gesting any thing improper or discourteous toward him ; and I think, if

any issue is to be made between my candor and intelligence, and that of

anybody else, in this matter, that the verdict of the country must be, that

there is a wide difference between the position occupied by the honorable

Senator now and that which he occupied in 1848.

Mr. Wesster : " This is not a question of motives : I do not throw

myself back for protection upon the purity of motives; it is a question of

opinion—a question of consistency. The gentleman says that he quoted

the extract without saying that there was any inconsistency about it ; yet

his whole argument now is, to prove that there is such inconsistency. He

says, the whole country thinks so too. I do not take that gentleman's

understanding of the opinion of the whole country as authentic, nor do 1

think him a competent witness to prove what the whole country's opinion

is, in regard to the consistency of my opinions. He can speak for himself

and state his own impressions ; but he is taking rather too large a jurisdic

tion to himself, when he stands up here to speak for the whole country.

I demur—I hesitate—I doubt—I repel any such authority of the honorable

member. I leave it to the country to judge, and to speak its own opin

ions. I shall not say what is the sentiment of the country. I do not find

myself competent to say, yet I trust I am nearly as competent as the mem

ber who undertakes to lay down what the sentiment of the whole country

is. After all, sir, I believe it comes pretty much to this : The gentle

man's observations, if they did not originate in, are somewhat tinctured

by—they take a little flavor, an odor, a perfume from—the fact, not, it

seems, at all agreeable to him, that a certain portion of the public press,

which he says for a series of years has been unfavorable to me, now cornea

put in commendation of my speech and my sentiments."

It is quite apparent, therefore, that, in Mr. Webster's view

when a transaction had been concluded, by which foreign terri
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tory had been admitted into the Union as a State, through legis

lative proceedings, he was bound as a Senator to regard the

question of constitutional power as settled. In the case of Tex

as, she was now in the Union, and, having been admitted under

a compact which gave her the right to divide herself into sev

eral new States, with slavery, if the inhabitants should choose to

have it, Mr. "Webster held the faith of the Government pledged

to the fulfilment of the stipulation. This was the exact

ground on which he declared that, as to all the region compre

hended within the limits of Texas, its character as free or as

slave territory was now fixed by an irrepealable law. He

pointed out that this would be the result, in 1848, after Texas

had been finally admitted.1

To this it is needful to add nothing beyond the following

private notes written in May, while the popular clamor in New

England was directed against Mr. Webster's supposed incon

sistency on the subject of Texas.

[to mr. .]

" Washington, May, 1850.

" My dear Sir : It is difficult to beat the truth into men's heads. Mr.

's is as hard as the rest. There is no inconsistency between my late

speech and any thing said in my speech in 1845.2

"Before the act of December, 1845, passed, every thing was open, and

unsettled. After the act, every thing was settled. Before, all was argu

able ; after, all was concluded by positive law.

" This is the whole of it. Do please write one column ' opening up '

the matter to the comprehension of such men as Mr. . Pound hard

upon the enormous thickness of their skulls.

"Yours,

"Daniel Webster."

[to mr. .]

"Washington, May 24, 1850.

" My dear Sir : . . . The resolutions of March, 1845, contemplated a

further action of Congress. The contract for the admission of Texas was

not an executed contract, a consummated contract, till the resolution of De

cember, 1845, had passed Congress, and been approved.

" An ' overture ' had been made ; it had been accepted ; still it all

rested in contract, in agendo, till the Final Act.

1 Works, v., 288, et seq. the final resolution admitting Texas.

a Speech of December 22, 1845, on Works, v., 55, et seq.
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"A man makes an '. overture' to sell his estate, and make the regular

deed. His ' overture ' is accepted ; but still the business is not finished,

the thing is not done, till the conveyance is actually made.

" The manner in which this transaction was considered may appeal

from this. Thirteen Whig members of the Senate, of whom Mr. Webstei

was one, felt quite at liberty to vote against the resolution of December

29, 1845 ; but no one of them would now say that the resolution of 1845

left any thing open, or undecided, debatable, disputable, or in any way

avoidable. For instance, see Mr. Phelps's vote. [Senator from Vermont.]

"It may be well to look at Mr. Polk's annual message, December, 1845.

" Yours truly, and thanks to the fair transcriber,

"D. Webster."

But, of all the topics of popular agitation concerning this

speech, that which related to the proposed new law for the ex

tradition of fugitive slaves was the most fruitful of denunciation

in New England and in some localities elsewhere in the North.

Individuals, presses, and communities became so violent,

and so much excited on this subject, that all just discrimination,

all fairness of judgment, and all candor, were lost sight of.

There was thus produced a temper in the public mind which

led, after the law had been enacted, to concerted resistance to

its execution, making it necessary for the Executive to enforce

it by extraordinary measures.

Mr. Webster's course on this subject was governed entirely

by the necessity which had arisen for further provisions of law,

to carry into effect the requirement of the Constitution. As

early as February, he had prepared a bill of his own, in which

he had inserted a provision for a trial by jury, in case the al

leged fugitive, after arrest, should deny the fact that he owed

service to the claimant.1 He had not, however, offered this bill

in the Senate, when he made his speech on the 7th of March ;

and the bill then pending was that of Mr. Mason, which did

not secure a trial by jury. But, when Mr. Webster declared it

to be his purpose to support Mr. Mason's bill, he did so with

the qualification that he should seek to amend it. On the 3d

of June, he presented his own bill to the Senate, Mr. Mason's

not having then been acted upon. But, Mr. Webster did not

propose this provision of a trial by jury because he thought

that it was required by any part of the Constitution, but be-

1 See Works, v., 373, for a copy of this bill.
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cause he wished it to be considered by the Senate whether it

was not both practicable and expedient to make this provision.

STo attention, however, was paid to his efforts in this direction,

by the objectors in JSTew England, or, if they were noticed at

all, it was only for the purpose of charging him with inconsist

ency : one of the great topics of agitation, both before and after

the enactment of the law proposed by Mr. Mason, being the

omission of the jury trial, and the commission of the whole

question to the decision of a magistrate. "What Mr. Webster's

opinions on this part of the question were, can be best under

stood by citations from his public and private correspond

ence.

In a public letter addressed on the 15th of May to certain

citizens of JSTewburyport, who had expressed to him 'their ap

proval of his speech, after giving the history of the law of 1793,

which provided for the surrender of fugitives from justice and

from service, and which all New England had sanctioned, he

said :

" I am not aware that there exists any published account of the debates

on the passage of this act. I have been able to find none. I have

searched the original files, however, and I find among the papers several

propositions for modifications and amendments, of various kinds ; but

none suggesting the propriety of any jury trial in the State where the party

should be arrested.

" For many years, little or no complaint was made against this law, nor

was it supposed to be guilty of the offences and enormities which have

since been charged upon it. It was passed for the purpose of complying

with a direct and solemn injunction of the Constitution; it did no more

than was believed to be necessary to accomplish that single purpose ; and

it did that in a cautious, mild manner, to be everywhere conducted accord

ing to judicial proceedings.

"I confess I see no more objection to the provisions of this law than

was seen by Mr. Cabot and Mr. Strong, Mr. Goodhue and Mr. Cerry ; and

such provisions appear to me, as they appeared to them, to be absolutely

necessary, if we mean to fulfil the duties positively and peremptorily en

joined upon us by the Constitution of the country. But, since the agita

tion caused by abolition societies and abolition presses has to such an

extent excited the public mind, these provisions have been rendered

obnoxious and odious. Unwearied endeavors have been made, and but

too successfully, to rouse the passions of the people against them; and

under the cry of universal freedom, and under that other cry, that there is

a rule for the government of public men and private men, which is of
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superior obligation to the Constitution of the country, several of the States

have enacted laws to hinder, obstruct, and defeat the enactments in this

act of Congress, to the utmost of their power. The Supreme Court of the

United States has solemnly decided that it is lawful for State officers and

State magistrates to fulfil the duties enjoined upon them by the act of

Congress of 1793, unless prohibited by State laws; and thereupon pro

hibitory State laws have been immediately passed, inflicting fine and im

prisonment on all State officers and magistrates who shall presume to

conform to these requisitions of the act of Congress. And these prohibi

tory and penal laws of the States have rendered it imperative in Congress

to make further and other provisions for carrying into effect the substan

tial intention of the act of 1793. This is the cause of the introduction into

the Senate of a bill on the subject, recently, by the Committee on the Judi

ciary. Notwithstanding all that may be said by shallow men, ignorant

men, and factious men, men whose only hope of making or of keeping

themselves conspicuous is by incessant agitation and the most reckless

efforts to alarm and misguide the people, I know of no persons, in or

out of Congress, who wish any thing more to be done, on the subject

of fugitives from service, than what is essentially necessary in order to

meet the requirements of the Constitution, and accomplish the objects

of the act of Congress of 1793. Whatever enactments may be deemed

essential to this purpose, I, for one, shall certainly support, as I feel

bound to do by my oath of office, and by every consideration of duty and

propriety.

"As I have already said, the act of Congress of 1793 made no pro

vision for any trial by jury in the State where the arrest of a fugitive is

made. I have considered the subject with a conscientious desire to pro

vide for such jury trial, if possible, in order to allay excitement and

remove objections. There are many difficulties, however, attending any

such provision ; and a main one, and perhaps the only insuperable one, has

been created by the States themselves, by making it a penal offence in

their own officers to render any aid in apprehending or securing such fugi

tives, and absolutely refusing the use of their jails, for keeping them in

custody till a jury could be called together, witnesses summoned, and a

regular trial had. It is not too much to say that to these State laws is to

be attributed the actual and practical denial of trial by jury in these cases.

These ill-considered State laws it is which have absolutely deprived the

alleged fugitive, as the case now stands, of any trial by jury, by refusing

tfiose aids and facilities without which a jury trial is impossible.

" But at the same time, nothing is more false than that such jury trial is

demanded in cases of this kind by the Constitution, either in its letter or

in its spirit. The Constitution declares that in all criminal prosecutions

there shall be a trial by jury ; the reclaiming of a fugitive slave is not a

criminal prosecution.

" The Constitution also declares that in suits at common law the trial

by jury shall be preserved ; the reclaiming of a fugitive slave is not a suit
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at the common law. And there is no other clause or sentence in the Con

stitution having the least bearing on the subject.

" I have seen a publication by Mr. Horace Mann, a member of Congress

from Massachusetts, in which I find this sentence. Speaking of the bill

before the Senate, he says : ' This bill derides the trial by jury secured by

the Constitution. A man may not lose his horse without a right to this

trial, but he may his freedom. Mr. Webster speaks for the South and for

slavery, not for the North and for freedom, when he abandons, this right.'

This personal vituperation does not annoy me, but I lament to see a public

man of Massachusetts so crude and confused in his legal apprehensions,

and so little acquainted with the Constitution of his country, as these

opinions evince Mr. Mann to be. His citation of a supposed case, as in

point, if it have any analogy to the matter, would prove that, if Mr.

Mann's horse stray into his neighbor's field, he cannot lead him back with

out a previous trial by jury to ascertain the right. Truly, if what Mr.

Mann says of the provisions of the Constitution, in this publication, be a

test of his accuracy in the understanding of that instrument, he would do

well not to seek to i^rotect his peculiar notions under its sanction, but to

appeal at once, as others do, to that higher authority which sits enthroned

above the Constitution and above the law. ...

"Now, the counterpart of the ' agitation ' presents an equally singular

and striking aspect, in the fact that the greatest clamor and outcry have

been raised against the cruelty and enormity of the reclamation of slaves,

in quarters where no such reclamation has ever been made, or, if ever made,

where the instances are so exceedingly few and far between as to have

escaped general knowledge. What, and how many, are the instances of

seizure of fugitive slaves which have happened in New England ? And

what have been the circumstances of injustice, cruelty, and atrocity, attend

ing them ? To ascertain the truth in this respect, I have made diligent

inquiry of members of Congress from the six New-England States. On a

subject so general, I cannot be sure, of course, that the information received

is entirely accurate, and therefore I do not say that the statement which

I am about to present may be relied on as altogether correct ; but I sup

pose it cannot be materially erroneous. The result, then, of all I can learn

is this. No seizure of an alleged fugitive slave has ever been made in

Maine. No seizure of an alleged fugitive slave has ever been made in New

Hampshire. No seizure of an alleged fugitive slave has ever been made in

Vermont. No seizure of an alleged fugitive slave has ever been made in

Rhode Island, within the last thirty years. No seizure of an alleged fugi

tive slave is known to have been made in Connecticut, except one, about

twenty-five years ago ; and in that case the negro was immediately dis

charged for want of proof of identity. Some instances of the seizure of

fugitive slaves are known to have occurred, in this generation, in Massa

chusetts ; but, except one, their number and their history are uncertain.

That one took place in Boston twelve or fifteen years ago ; and in that

case some charitably-disposed persons offered the owner a sum of money,
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which he regarded as less than half the value of the slave, but which he

agreed to accept, and the negro was discharged. A few cases, I suppose,

may have occurred in New Bedford, but they attracted little notice, and,

so far as I can learn, caused no complaint. Indeed, I do not know that

there ever was more than a single case or two arising in that place. Be it

remembered that I am speaking of reclamations of slaves made by their

masters under the law of Congress. I am not speaking of instances of

violent abduction and kidnapping, made by persons not professing to be

reclaiming their own slaves.

"If this be a true account of all that has happened in New England

within the last thirty years, respecting the arrest of fugitive slaves, and I

believe it substantially is so, what is there to justify the passionate ap

peals, the vehement and empty declamations, the wild and fanatical con

duct, of both men and women, which have so long disturbed, and so much

disgraced, the Commonwealth and the country ? What is there, especially,

that should induce public men to break loose from all just restraint, fall

themselves into the merest vagaries, and fan, with what they call elo

quence, the fires, ever ready to kindle, of popular prejudice and popular ex

citement ? I suspect all this to be the effect of that wandering and vagrant

philanthropy which disturbs and annoys all that is present, in time or place,

by heating the imagination on subjects distant, remote, and uncertain.

" It is admitted on all hands that the necessity for any legal provision

for the reclaiming of fugitive slaves is a misfortune and an evil ; as it is

admitted, by nearly all, that slavery itself is a misfortune and an evil. And

there are States in which the evil attending these reclamations is practi

cally felt. But, where the ^evil really exists, there is comparatively little

complaint, and no excitement."

[TO MR. , OF BOSTON.]

kt Washington, June 1, 1850.

"My dear Sir : The effusion of the Atlas-, of which you sent me a slip,

may receive an effectual reply.

"The Atlas complains that I speak derogatorily of Massachusetts, and

deride her for shedding tears over Pennsylvania wrongs, etc., etc.

" KowT two things :

1. "My remarks, from their nature, were applicable to the abolition

ists and fanatics of Massachusetts, and were so intended.

2. "But Massachusetts, as a State, is answerable for what she does as a

State. And what has she done ? Let us see. The act of Congress for

the reclamation of slaves was passed in 1793. All her eminent men in

Congress at that day cordially concurred in it. For forty years and more

they obeyed its injunctions, without complaint.

" At last, in 1843, she passed a law, making it penal in her officers and

magistrates to obey the commands of this act of Congress ; and thus de

prived the owners of all remedy whatever, for the recovery of their fugi
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tive slaves. By this penal act of the State, the Constitution and the law

of Congress both became, in Massachusetts, a dead letter. Massachusetts,

then, herself, disturbed a state of things which had continued for half a

century, nearly, without complaint. And what led her to do this ? No

case of illegality, inhumanity, or cruelty, had occurred. No slave had

been unjustly reclaimed. No actual injury or oppression had taken place.

" But agitation had arisen—theoretic, fanatical, and fantastical agita

tion—and under a loud cry of antislavery led away silly women and sil

lier men, who formed a considerable party, and both the great parties strove

to see which could win this third party by the greatest yielding to its

clamor and its nonsense. This ought to be presented as the real causa

causans of the Massachusetts act of 1843.

" Now it should be put strongly to the Atlas to say why this law was

passed ? What new grievance had sprung up under the act of Congress ?

If the Massachusetts law had not been passed, there would have been no

occasion, so far as she was concerned, of any further legislation by Con

gress. It was her own legislation which madefurther legislation by Congress

" If this be put home to the Atlas, it can make no decent answer. You

know, it never attempted any answer to your former article, respecting

this State law, and its effects upon the act of 1793.

" The Atlas asks, if the cases of reclamation be so few, where is the

necessity for a new law ? The answer is, because Massachusetts has done

away with the old law altogether, and left the case wholly without any provi

sion at all.

" But now, let me say something, which is true, and perhaps the Atlas,

if it replies, will let out, but which it may not be expedient for you, in

your article, to bring out. John Davis told me, the other day, that this

act of Massachusetts was passed to retaliate on South Carolina for her law

for the imprisonment of free blacks. I think the law was passed tempore

Marcus Morton ; but that it had been talked of, and perhaps recom

mended, the year before, regnante John Davis. This should be looked

into. The debates in the Legislature, and the party votes, etc., etc., should

be hunted up. I have no doubt that the Atlas has now given you an

opportunity for two columns of pretty conclusive matter ; and much better

than Mr. Webster's letter to the people at Newburyport. Pray lay out

your strength upon it.

" Mr. [Edward] Curtis and I, and our wives, taking advantage of a

recess in the Senate for three or four days, are going to Harper's Ferry,

Winchester, and return, perhaps by Charlottesville. Give our love to the

ladies. I suppose you will soon be by the sea-side.

" Yours truly,

" D. Webstek.

"Mr. .

u P. S.—If the Atlas shall answer, setting forth the real cause of pass

ing the Massachusetts act, then this defender of Massachusetts will place

her in a remarkable attitude."
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[TO MR. — OF BOSTON.]

"In the Senate, June 13, 1850.

"My dear Sir: Mr. Mann's second letter is sufficiently disingenuous,

and remarkably feeble. The Atlasy I see, regards it as * conclusive.' It

will be ' conclusive,' I think, with sensible men, on the fairness and abil

ity of the writer.

"I am writing a letter to the good people on the Kennebec, in an

swer to one from them. In this I may bestow three words on Mr. Mann,

or I may not.1 I must leave him, in effect, to friends in Massachusetts. I

would be glad you would pay your respects to him, if you can find a place

in his letter solid enough to strike. It seems to me, however, that any

blows upon it would be like attempting to knock a feather-bed out of the

way by a sledge-hammer. . . . Puff him off, by a breath, if you can be

stow a few idle hours upon such a person.

"The letter, now in circulation in Massachusetts, will undoubtedly

produce a good impression here. How far it may affect votes, we shall

see. Certainly, no such paper was expected here.

" Nobody from New England, so far, has given me the succor of his

vote. No matter. Sometimes a single man may do something. Do you

remember a rather laughable argument, used by President Wheelock, to

prove that the trustees of the college ought to have no power, and that

the president should have all—all great things, he insisted, had been done

always by a single mind. 'It was Jason,' said he, 'who stole the Golden

Fleece, it was Hercules who slew the Lernaean tiger, and the Erymanthian

boar ! ' But as for me, I shall seize on no golden fleece, though I may be

obliged to encounter some Lernsean and some Erymanthian animals.

" I write this while General Houston is speaking loud, in answer to

Mr. Benton, who spoke louder, on the Texan part of the Compromise Bill.

"I made a short speech, this morning—look for it in the National In

telligencer. If correctly reported, you will see in it a matter stated that a

little chokes some people.

Yours,

"Daniel Webster.

"Mr. n

[to the same gentleman.]

" In the Senate, June 14, 1850.

"My dear Sir: I have received yours of the 12th. 'Mr. Mann's

last ' is multum in parvo. He is put in a mousetrap. The article on the

clergy is excellent, and will do good.

" There are two topics, each ofwhich requires an article from your pen,

before you say 'Finis.'

1. " The Atlas, and other Whig papers, who find fault with my speech

lse always general terms.

1 See post) p. 431.
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" They ' do not agree with Mr. Webster.' * The people of Massachu

setts differ from Mr. W.'

" ' Mr. Webster's propositions are new, and startling, and dissatisfac

tory.' Now, all this requires to be soberly considered. Why do not those,

who complain, state some points in law or fact on which they can show

Mr. W wrong ? Why do they not, somewhere, confute Mr. Webster ?

Why do they not meet him, face to face, and enter into argument or dis

cussion ? 1. Let it be shown he is wrong in law; 2. In error, in fact;

3. Or guilty of some clearly-made-out inconsistency.

" The evil begins now to be felt, of making so many new States, free

or slave. Please read my speech of 23d of March, 1848, which I send you.

" You will see some important suggestions in it, I think, and some little

prophecy, not yet refuted by events.

" Yours truly,

" Daniel Webster.

" Mr. -."

But, without anticipating further the course of things in

Congress and in the country, I return to the period immedi

ately following the delivery of the speech of March 7th.

It is not to be inferred, from what has now been said, that

Mr. Webster was left without support and approbation among

his constituents ; and from other quarters of the Union there

came to him, from men of prominence, and of all parties, ex

cepting that which was carrying on the agitation against the

" compromise measures," a vast weight of sympathy and ap

probation.1

1 One of the most striking of the ef- public effort of that truly great, but, as I have

fppts nf Mr WAhqWq qnppph was th<^ believed, long-mistaken and now deeply-la-
tects oi fflr. weDster s speech was that mented man John c calhonn, and the deli-

produced upon men who had long been Cate compliment and intimation made by Mr.

his political opponents on all public Webster at its close.

motions and who had somptimps hppn " MF old resentments in opposition to
questions, ana t\ no naa sometimes oeen milliflcatioa were re7ivea, and expressed,

very bitter toward him. Among these, perhaps, in your presence in the progress of

I may refer to the Hon. Isaac Hill, of that hearing; and / should, on the impulse

TsTpw T-Tnmmhirp who had nerhans said of the moment, have answered Mr. Calhoun
iNew iiampsmre wno naa, peinaps sam .n a different temper. Mr> Webster's great

and written, m former years, more harsh speecn was delivered two days after I left the

things of Mr. Webster than any man city; and, on reading the first imperfect re-

who ever lived. Mr. Webster's well- port of it, I at once saw how much better to

, , v , t .. the dying nervous man was his kindly answer
known answer to a complimentary letter than might have been my own. ... I was

addressed to him by Mr. Hill is em- much rejoiced to find Mr. Webster in nearly

braced in the sixth volume of his Works, every particular occupying the ground I had

kkc\ fri^ ^n«-™r:««. w+™ A,r,™ \rJ steadily taken m public and private, ever
5o0. The following letter from Mr. eiuce ^ moving $ the MiBS0£ri agitation.

ill to one of Mr. Webster's friends, He is right, if I know what is right ; and the

refers to this correspondence : power he can exercise at the North, beyond

any other man, in rectifying a?vicious morbid

public sentiment in this behalf, gave me a

[Hon. Isaac Hill to Mr. E. Curtis.] gratification that I could not repress.

"A friend of Mr. Webster, whose opinion
" Concokd, New Hampshire, May 9, 1856. i much respected, advised me to write him

" Dear Sir : You will remember being on the subject. I answered him that, al-

present in the Senate-chamber on the excit- though, being both of us enthusiastic on mat

ing occasion of the reading of the last great ters of agricultural renovation and improve-

lb
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At present, it is only necessary to notice what occurred in

New England, soon after the speech. On the 25th of March,

a formal address was sent to him from Boston, signed by a

great number of its principal citizens, directly and emphatically

approving this speech. He answered it on the 9th of April

declaring that, in his judgment, there was no sufficient cause

for the continuance of the existing alienation between the

North and the South.

Somewhat later he received a similar address from citizens

of Newburyport, the answer to which has been quoted above ;

another from citizens of Medford, and still another from the

inhabitants of the cities and towns on the Kennebec Eiver, in

Maine. To the latter he said :

" Gentlemen, one of the exciting questions of the present moment re

spects the necessity of excluding slavery, by law, from the Territories lately

acquired from Mexico. If I believed in any such necessity, I should, of

course, support such a law. I could not do otherwise, consistently with

opinions very many times expressed, and which opinions I have no inclina

tion to change, and shall not change. But I do not believe in any such

necessity. I have studied the geography of New Mexico diligently, having

read all that I could find in print on the subject, and inquired of many

intelligent persons who have been in the country, traversed it, and become

familiar with it.

" New Mexico may be considered as divided into two parts; one lying

on the east side of the Rio Grande, below the Paso del Norte, which is

claimed by Texas ; the other extending along the river, on both sides,

from Paso del Norte to the forty-second degree of north latitude, or the

boundary of Oregon. Of this part, also, that which lies on the eastern

side of the river is claimed by Texas. The whole extent of both parts can

hardly be less than one thousand miles, and by the windings of the river

much more. The southern part is far less mountainous than the northern ;

it has, nevertheless, mountain-peaks and mountain-ridges. From San

Antonio de Bexar, which is a hundred miles north of the Gulf of Mexico,

and near the western line of the actual settlements in Texas, it is five hun-

ment, we might agree on that topic, pertina- brought me hack the beautiful answer, of

city on my part had hitherto forbidden all which I presume you can obtain a copy,

political fraternization, and that perhaps I ''You will be the best judge of the pro-

had better not write. priety of publishing that which was originally

''Seeing, however, in newspapers on both intended for the perusal of a single individ-

sides. censures of Mr. Webster and his mo- ual; it will do no violence to my feelings,

tives which I believed to be undeserved—con- if not only the two ietters, but yours, and

s u res, too, which it required more moral this answer, should go to the world together

courage [to meet] than even his long experi- through any medium you may select,

ence in public life would naturally produce— " I am, very respectfully,

without further thought I took my pen and " Your obedient servant,

wrote the letter to him of which I did not even " Isaac Hill.

preserve a copy. Six days from its date " Hon. Edward Curtis."
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dred and seventy miles to Paso del Norte, by a track or road recently

explored, keeping east of the Rio del Norte, and south of the Guadalupe

Mountains, the general direction of which road is west by north. This

whole country is of very little value. The mountains are barren, and a

great portion of the more level country is a mere desert of rocks and sand.

Sometimes prairies are met with, producing grass in more or less abun

dance ; but the decisive and fatal characteristic of the country is the want

of water. In traversing the region, travellers not unfrequently find them

selves without water for twenty or thirty miles, and sometimes even for

longer distances. T think an exploring expedition, which within the last

year passed along this route, found no water for seventy miles. It may be

truly said, that here is a country of six hundred miles in extent, which, in

its general character, must be described as a barren desert. I agree that,

in a considerable part of this desert, African slave-labor is not necessarily

excluded by the law of climate ; the climate is mild enough ; but all labor,

free or slave, all cultivation whatever, is excluded, for all time, by the

sterility of the soil, throughout this vast arid region. There may be

trifling exceptions here and there, on the banks of some of the streams ;

but the general character, without doubt or question, is such as I have

represented it. . . .

" My speech was delivered on the 7th of March. Speaking of what I

thought the impossibility of the existence of African slavery in New Mex

ico, I said, ' I would not take pains uselessly to reaffirm an ordinance of

Nature, or to reenaet the will of God.' Everybody knew that, by the

1 will of God,' I meant that expression of the Divine purpose in the work

of creation which had given such a physical formation to the earth, in this

region, as necessarily to exclude African slavery from it forever. Every

body knew I meant this, and meant nothing else. To represent me as

speaking in any other sense was gross injustice. Yet, a pamphlet has been

put into circulation, in .which it is said that my remark is ' undertaking

to settle by mountains and rivers, and not by the Ten Commandments,

the question of human duty.' ' Cease to transcribe,' it adds, ' upon the

statute-book what our wisest and best men believed to be the will of God,

in regard to our worldly affairs, and the passions which we think appro

priate to devils will soon take possession of society.' One hardly knows

which most to contemn, the nonsense or the dishonesty of such commen

taries on another's words. I know no passion more appropriate to devils

than the passion for gross misrepresentation and libel. Others, from

whom more fairness might have been expected, have not failed to rep

resent me as arguing, or affording ground of argument, against human

laws to enforce the moral laws of the Deity. Such persons knew my

meaning very well. They chose to pervert and misrepresent it. That is all.

"In classical times there was a set of small, but rapacious critics, de

nominated captatores verborum, who snatched and caught at particular

expressions ; expended their strength on the disjecta membra of language ;

birds of rapine, who preyed on words and syllables, and gorged them
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selves with feeding on the garbage of phrases chopped, dislocated, and

torn asunder, by themselves, as flesh and limbs are by the claws of unclean

birds. Such critics are rarely more distinguished for their ability in dis

cussion, than for that manly moral feeling which disdains to state an

adversary's argument otherwise than fairly and truly, and as he meant to

be understood. ...

" Gentlemen, I will conclude this letter by a short reference to one

other topic. A good deal of complaint has been manifested, as you know,

on account of the opinions expressed in my speech respecting Texas, and

the legal construction and effect of the resolutions by which she became

annexed to the United States.- Surprise and astonishment, and all the

eloquence of capital letters and notes of admiration, have been summoned

to mark the utterance of such new and startling sentiments. The truth is,

however, that there is nothing new in the whole matter. The same view,

substantially, of the resolutions of annexation had been taken, again and

again, by myself and others.

" Gentlemen, I voted against the treaty by which these Territories were

ceded by Mexico to the United States ; and in open Senate, in a speech

made on the 23d of March, 1848, I referred to Texas and to the resolutions

of annexation. The speech was published in the newspapers, and cir

culated in pamphlet form, and read by everybody who chose to read it.

In that speech you will find these words :

" ' Now, sir, I do not depend on theory. I ask you, and I ask the

Senate and the country, to look at facts, to see where we were when we

made the departure three years ago, and where we now are, and I shall

leave it to imagination to conjecture where we shall be.

" ' We admitted Texas as one State for the present. But, if you will

refer to the resolutions providing for the annexation of Texas, you will

find a provision that it shall be in the power of Congress hereafter to make

four other new States out of Texan territory. Present and prospectively,

therefore, five new States, sending ten Senators, may come into the Union

out of Texas. Three years ago we did that. Now we propose to make

two States, for, undoubtedly, if we take what the President recommends,

New Mexico and California each will make a State ; so that there will be

four Senators. We shall have, then, in this new Territory, seven States,

sending fourteen Senators to this chamber. Now, what will be the relation

between the Senate and the people, or the States from which they come ? '

" You will see that here is the same opinion of the meaning of the

resolutions of annexation, expressed nearly in the same words as are con

tained in my speech of the 7th of March last. And this only two years

ago. But nobody then expressed either surprise or astonishment. There

was no call to arms, no invocation of the genius of Liberty, to resist a false

construction of an act of Congress ; there were no stirring and rousing

paragraphs in the newspapers, no patriotic appeals to the people, and no

insane declarations, such as we now hear, that the Texan resolutions are

•itterly void.
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"But, gentlemen, I will pursue no . further a topic of some little interest

to myself, but of no great importance to you or the country. I leave it

with the single remark, that what was true in respect to the construction

of an act of Congress in 1848, must be true in the same case in 1850 ; and,

if an individual, on his own authority, may declare one act of Congress

void, he may with equal propriety absolve himself from the obligations

imposed on him by all other acts ; and his oath binds him only to the

observance of such laws as he himself approves. How far such a senti

ment is fit to be acted on by men, or to be instilled into the minds of

youth, the country must judge."

In the autumn, Mr. Webster had occasion to reply to a let

ter of the same kind from some of his New-Hampshire neigh

bors. To them he said, in the close of his answer :

" And now, friends and neighbors, I could pour out my heart in tender

ness of feeling for the affectionate letter which comes from you. Approv

ing voices have been heard from other quarters ; other commendations

have reached me, high enough and warm enough to demand, as they have

received, my most grateful acknowledgment and regard. But yours comes

from home ; it comes from those whom I have known, and who have

known me, from my youth.

" It is like the love of a family circle ; its influences fall upon my heart

as the dew of Hermon. Those of you who are advanced in age have

known my father and my family, and especially that member of it whose

premature death inflicted a wound in my breast which is yet fresh and

bleeding. Some of you were my companions in the country schools ; with

others I have partaken in the sports of youth, the cheerful labors of the

field of agriculture, and in the associations and exercises of early manhood.

I see on the list learned, and now aged and venerable clergymen ; profes

sional gentlemen and magistrates, of my own age, whom I have long hon

ored and esteemed ; and others of all classes and all pursuits in life. There

are on the list, also, not a few, who bear my name and partake my blood.

What I was in early life you all know ; toward what I may have done, at

subsequent periods, for the good of the country, you have ever manifested

sufficiently favorable and partial regard ; and now, after I have been called

upon to act a part in a more important crisis, perhaps, than any other of

my life, your kind regard, your neighborly recognition of former days and

former friendships, and the affectionate terms in which you express your

selves, make your letter a treasure, precious in my esteem, which I shall

keep near me always while I live, and leave for the gratification of those

who may come after me."

It is now necessary to recur to the proceedings of the Senate.

On the 12th of March, Mr. Foote endeavored to obtain some

action upon his resolution to send all the questions relating to

67
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slavery to a committee of thirteen. On the 13th, Mr. Web

ster, after having said that he should not oppose this course,

expressed great doubt, from what had been witnessed during

the past two months, of the expediency of attempting to settle

these questions by resolutions ; and, concerning California, he

thought the proper course was to admit her just as she pre

sented herself, as a separate measure, and with the boundaries

which she proposed.

On the last day of March, Mr. Calhoun, who had not been

in the Senate since Mr. Webster spoke on the 7th, died in

Washington, at the age of sixty-eight. He was but a few

months younger than Mr. Webster ; both were several years

younger than Mr. Clay.

On the announcement of Mr. Calhoun's death in the Senate,

Mr. Webster, following Mr. Clay, said : 1

" I hope the Senate will indulge me in adding a very few words to what

has been said. My apology for this presumption is the very long acquaint

ance which has subsisted between Mr. Calhoun and myself. We are of the

same age. I made my first entrance into the House of Representatives in

May, 1813. I there found Mr. Calhoun. He had already been a member

of that body for two or three years. I found him an active and efficient

member of the assembly to which he belonged, taking a decided part, and

exercising a decided influence, in all its deliberations.

" From that day to the day of his death, amidst all the strifes of parties

and politics, there has subsisted between us, always, and without interrup

tion, a great degree of personal kindness.

" Differing widely on many great questions respecting our institutions,

and the government of the country, those differences never interrupted our

personal and social intercourse. I have been present at most of the dis

tinguished instances of the exhibition of his talents in debate. I have

always heard him with pleasure, often with much instruction, not unfre-

quently with the highest degree of admiration.

" Mr. Calhoun was calculated to be a leader in whatsoever association

of political friends he was thrown. He was a man of undoubted genius

and of commanding talent. All the country and all the world admit that.

His mind was both perceptive and vigorous. It was clear, quick* and

strong.

1 During Mr. Calhoun's last days, cannot look truth in the face and oppose

while conversing about the public men it by argument. I think that it can be

with whom he had been associated, he readily perceived by his manner, when

said :" Mr. Webster has as high a stand- he felt the unanswerable force of a

ard of truth as any statesman with whom reply." [See a letter from the Hon. A.

I have met in debate. Convince him, W. Venables, in Mr. Webster's Corre-

and he cannot reply ; he is silent ; he spondence, ii., 3*71.]
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" Sir, the eloquence of Mr. Calhoun, or the manner of the exhibition of

his sentiments in public bodies, was part of his intellectual character. It

grew out of the qualities of his mind. It was plain, strong, terse, con

densed, concise; sometimes impassioned—still always severe. Rejecting

ornament, not often seeking far for illustration, his power consisted in the

plainness of his propositions, in the closeness of his logic, and in the ear

nestness and energy of his manner. These are the qualities, as I think,

which have enabled him through such a long course of years to speak

often, and yet always command attention. His demeanor as a Senator is

known to us all—is appreciated, venerated by us all. No man was more

respectful to others; no man carried himself with greater decorum, no

man with superior dignity. I think there is not one of us but felt, when

he last addressed us from his seat in the Senate—his form still erect, with

a voice by no means indicating such a degree of physical weakness as did

in fact possess him, with clear tones, and an impressive, and, I may say^ an

imposing manner—who did not feel that he might imagine that we saw

before us a senator of Rome, when Rome survived. Sir, I have not, in

public nor in private life, known a more assiduous person in the discharge

of his appropriate duties. I have known no man who has wasted less of

life in what is called recreation, or employed less of it in any pursuits not

connected with the immediate discharge of his duty. He seemed to have

no recreation but the pleasure of conversation with his friends. Out of

the Chambers of Congress, he was either devoting himself to the acqui

sition of knowledge pertaining to the immediate subject of the duty before

him, or else he was indulging in those social interviews in which he so

much delighted.

"My honorable friend from Kentucky has spoken in just terms of his

colloquial talents. They certainly were singular and eminent. There was

a charm in his conversation not often found. He delighted, especially, in

conversation and intercourse with young men. I suppose that there has

been no man among us who had more winning manners, in such an inter

course and such conversation, with men comparatively young, than Mr.

Calhoun. I believe one great power of his character, in general, was his

conversational talent. I believe it is that, as well as a consciousness of

his high integrity, and the greatest reverence for his talents and ability,

that has made him so endeared an object to the people of the State to

which he belonged.

"Mr. President, he had the basis, the indispensable basis, of all high

character; and that was, unspotted integrity—unimpeached honor and

character. If he had aspirations, they were high, and honorable, and

noble. There was nothing grovelling, or low, or meanly selfish, that came

near the head or the heart of Mr. Calhoun. Firm in his purpose, perfectly

patriotic and honest, as I am sure he was, in the principles that he es

poused, and in the measures that he defended, aside from that large regard

for that species of distinction that conducted him to eminent stations for

the benefit of the republic, I do not believe he had a selfish motive or a
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selfish feeling. However, sir, he may have differed from others of lis in

his political opinions or his political principles, those opinions and those

principles will now descend to posterity, and under the sanction of a great

name. He has lived long enough, he has done enough, and he has done

it so well, so successfully, so honorably, as to connect himself for all time

with the records of his country. He is now an historical character. Those

of us who have known him here will find that he has left upon our minds

and upon our hearts a strong and lasting impression of his person, his

character, and his public performances, which, while we live, will never be

obliterated. We shall hereafter, I am sure, indulge in it as a grateful

recollection that we have lived in his age, that we have been his contem

poraries, that we have seen him, and known him. We shall delight to

speak of him to those who are rising up to fill our places. And, when the

time shall come that we ourselves shall go, one after another, in succession,

to our graves, we shall carry with us a deep sense of his genius and charac

ter, his honor and integrity, his amiable deportment in private life, and

the purity of his exalted patriotism."

On the 4th of April, Mr. Webster again had occasion to

press upon the consideration of the Senate the propriety of

acting upon the admission of California. In the conclusion of

his remarks, he said :

" I wish this body to come to a conclusion upon California ; my opinion

is made up. I wish this body to come to a conclusion upon the character

of the Territorial bills. I am willing to act upon them on the principles

and opinions which I have already avowed; and I do apprehend, sir, an .

entire concurrence in these opinions by a majority of this body; and my

conviction is, that, when these bills shall come up, and this body shall

come to a decision upon them—upon what may be called the contested

part of them—the majority of this body will come to a conclusion exceed

ingly useful to the country, in extending to it more harmony, quiet, and

satisfaction.

" Sir, I desire—if I may say so—to preserve the credit of this great Re

publican Government in the estimation of men all over the world. I do

not wish to hear it said on the other side of the Atlantic, that this great,

constitutional, free, representative Government cannot go on with certainty

and dispatch, and without impediment; that it is liable to a great hiatus

every now and then ; that the great principle of free government is likely,

after all, not to be satisfactorily exemplified in this great republic, as its

friends at home and abroad have fondly hoped and predicted. I am de

sirous that we should take such a course in regard to these exciting ques

tions as will enable us to dispose of them, and to resume and go through

with our ordinary duties of legislation. And I will take occasion to say,

sir, that I do not expect to see harmonious legislation, upon any of the sub

jects which touch the great interests of the country, until this question
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Bhall be settled. There are great questions—highly important questions—

for the decision of which the country, ISTorth and South, and in the centre,

have looked with great interest to the action of Congress at this session.

For one, I despair of any wise, and temperate, and just legislation, until

these disturbing questions be removed ; and therefore I wish that the ques

tions that have been brought upon us by the events of the last two or

three years, somewhat unexpectedly, shall be settled. I wish them to be

settled upon the true principles of the Constitution of the United States.

I want no new platform. I ask no new concessions on one side or the

other—no new compromises; the Constitution is enough, it is broad

enough, full enough, efficient enough; and if we can bring ourselves to act

with moderation, and temperance, and candor, and magnanimity, and I

will add, with what is equally important, a fraternal regard and sympathy

upon the questions before us, in the spirit of the Constitution, we shall be

able to rescue the country from its present perils. We who sit here,

clothed with this high authority for the moment, are, I firmly believe, able

to rescue the country from its present embarrassing condition, and to

satisfy the public judgment and the public feeling of the extreme North

and the extreme South and from one ocean to the other.

" Sir, I beg the indulgence of the Senate, for wandering into these gen

eral remarks. I had no intention to do so when I rose ; but I must now

express my sincere, deliberate conviction, that our true course is to pro

ceed onward, step by step, with the great subjects that have been devolved

upon us by recent events, by the acquisitions that have been made by this

Government of these great Territories, and to take them up, and act upon

one and all in the spirit which the Constitution of the United States pre

scribes to us all, enjoins upon us all, as it is our duty to conform to that

spirit in all our legislation.

■ . " Well, when gentlemen shall have satisfied themselves on these propo

sitions, and when, as I have said, the movers of the propositions shall have

had all the opportunity they desire for replying to the remarks that have

been made, I shall feel it my duty to bring to the attention of the Senate

practical measures, with the view to their being decided upon, one after

the other, in the order in which they may have been presented."

From this time until the 18th, Mr. Webster steadily pressed

on in the same course, entertaining the conviction that the

proposed reference to a special committee was inexpedient,

hut not unwilling to have any course taken that was likely to

result in some definite action. When the question was finally

taken, he voted against the reference, but it was carried by a

majority of eight Senators. On the 19th, he was elected one

of the Committee of Thirteen, Mr. Clay being made chair

man. Mr. Webster did not seek to be excused from serving on
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the committee, but he went immediately to Massachusetts,

where he remained until the 10th of May.

He arrived in Boston on the afternoon of Monday, the 29th

of April. His coming had been announced in the newspapers,

although no formal preparation was made to receive him. But

at an early hour " Bowdoin Square," in front of the hotel where

he was expected, was thronged, and by five o'clock every spot

favorable for hearing or seeing him was occupied. He came

from the railway in an open barouche, attended by a few per

sonal friends.. The multitude received him with every mark

of respect. An informal address of welcome wras made to him

by Mr. Benjamin E. Curtis, in which the speaker alluded to

the excited controversy then going on, and expressed "the

abiding gratitude of the great party of the Union, for the abil

ity and fidelity which Mr. Webster had brought to the defence

of the Constitution."

Mr. Webster arose in the carriage and replied to this ad

dress, saying, that he had made an effort to allay excited feeling

and to restore the legislation of the country to its " old har

monious way." He had believed that Massachusetts wTould

approve of his "honest, cautious, and sincere exertion to allay

the dissensions among the people of the country, and to restore

Congress to its constitutional capacity for action." "But,

however that may be," he added, " that effort I shall repeat.

I shall persevere, regardless of all personal consequences. I

shall support no agitations having their foundations in mere

ghostly abstractions. I shall say nothing that may foster the

unkind passions separating the North from the South. May

my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth, before it utters any

sentiment which shall increase the agitation of the public mind

on such a subject. The simple question is, whether Massachu

setts—whether this old State, improved by two centuries of

civilization—renowned for her intelligent character—conspicu

ous before the world—a leading State in this country ever since

it was a country—a leading State in the Union since it was a

Union—the simple question is, whether Massachusetts will con

quer her local prejudices, will shrink from, or will come up to,

a fair, reasonable, and moderate performance (and no more is

asked) of her sworn obligations. In the mean time, I shall
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take no step backward, but shall continue to labor for the

restoration of peace, harmony, and concord. 'It is my desire to

see that state of things produced in which, filling all hearts

with gratitude, all bosoms with joy, illuminating all faces,

spreading through all ranks of people, whether rich or poor,

wThether Worth, South, East, or West, there shall exist the balm

of all our sufferings ; the great solace of all our political calami

ties ; the security of every thing prosperous and great in the

future—and that is, the united love of a united government."

It would be difficult to say whether the tone and sentiment

of these remarks were acceptable or distasteful to a majority of

the people of Boston, at the moment. There was a large de

gree of local irritation about the peculiar topic of the surrender

of fugitive slaves, which was diligently fomented by those who

sought to continue the excitement ; and the intimation, that

Massachusetts had prejudices which needed to be conquered, of

course could not be well received by those who felt that they

were never wrong. But it was Mr. Webster's duty now to

utter wholesome even if they were unwelcome truths ; for he

had been assailed with great injustice, and the issue was,

whether he was to be sustained by the people whom he rep

resented, in his efforts to preserve the Union, or whether that

people were to array themselves in opposition to the only meas

ures that could preserve it. For some time longer, in the par

ticular community which he thus addressed with the loftiest

independence that has been exhibited by any American states

man, this issue remained doubtful.

During this visit to Massachusetts, he wrote to Professor

Stuart, of Andover, who brought to Mr. Webster's vindication

the whole weight of his authority, learning, and character,

throughout the entire controversy which followed the speech

of the 7th of March.

[MR. WEBSTER TO PROFESSOR STUART.1]

" Boston, April 31, 1850.

"My dear Sir : I cannot well say how much pleasure it gives me to

see a name, so much venerated and beloved by me as yours is, on the let

ter recently received by me from friends in Boston and its vicinity, approv-

1 The Rev. Moses Stuart, Professor in the Andover Theological Seminary.
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ing the general objeqt and character of my speech in the Senate, of the 7th

of March. I know the conscientiousness with which you act on such occa

sions, and therefore value your favorable sentiments the more highly.

" Is it not time, my dear sir, that the path of Christian duty, in relation

to great and permanent questions of government, and to the obligations

which men are under to support the Constitution and the fundamental

principles of the Government under which they live, should be clearly

pointed out ? I am afraid we are falling into loose habits of thinking

upon such subjects ; and I could wish that your health and strength would

allow you to communicate your own thoughts to the public.

"We have established over us a much better form of government than

may ordinarily be expected in the allotments of Providence to men ; an d

it appears to me that the consciences of all well-meaning men and enlight

ened individuals should rather be called upon to uphold this form of

government, than to weaken and undermine it by imputing to it objec

tions, ill-considered and ill-founded, dangerous to the stability of all

government, and not imfrequently the offspring of overheated imagina

tions.

" Allow me to conclude, my dear sir, by offering you my highest re

spects, and my affectionate good wTishes for your health and happiness.

" D. Webster."

While Mr. Webster was absent at the North, the Committee

of Thirteen altered their original plan, and put the admission

of California, the organization of the other Territories, and the

regulation of the boundary of Texas, into one bill. Their

report was made on the 8th of May. Besides the bill for the

accomplishment of these three objects, they recommended an

amendment of the bill then before the Senate, respecting the

extradition of fugitive slaves. The whole of the recommenda

tions of the Committee embraced the following points : 1. The

admission of any new State or States to be formed out of Texas,

to be postponed until they should present themselves, when it

would be the duty of Congress fairly and faithfully to execute

the compact between Texas and the United States. 2. To ad

mit California forthwith into the Union, with her proposed

boundaries. 3. To establish Territorial governments for New

Mexico and Utah, without the "Wilmot Proviso." 4. To

combine the two last-mentioned measures into one bill. 5. To

establish the western and northern boundaries of Texas, with

a pecuniary equivalent to her for a surrender of her claim to

any part of New Mexico, incorporating this provision in the
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same bill with California and the Territorial governments. 6.

To make more effectual provisions of law for the surrender of

fugitives from service. 7. Without abolishing slavery in the

District of Columbia, to prohibit the slave-trade in the District,

under a heavy penalty. It would then die out.

Substantially, these recommendations in regard to Califor

nia, Texas, and New Mexico, and the amendment of the law in

regard to fugitives, accorded with what Mr. Webster had ad

vised on the 7th of March ; although he did not think it expe

dient to incorporate the first three of these measures into one

bill. But he was disposed to acquiesce in any course that would

produce finally the adjustment which he had advocated.

In the spring of this year an expedition, organized by

Narcisso Lopez, secretly escaped from New Orleans, for Cuba,

for the purpose of effecting . a revolution in that island, and

wresting it from the Government of Spain. President Taylor,

as soon as he was informed of this event, dispatched a vessel-of-

war to prevent the landing of the expedition, and, in case a

landing had been effected, to prevent reinforcements of arms

or provisions under the American flag from reaching the in

vaders. In the Senate, on the 21st of May, during a debate

which arose upon a call for the instructions, Mr. "Walker, of

Wisconsin, proposed an amendment, to inquire of the Presi

dent by what authority he had sent an armed vessel " to sup

press this insurrection." In the course of the discussion Mr.

Yulee, of Florida, said :

" I wish it, therefore, to be distinctly understood, and I so declare,

that, according to my apprehension of the law, if the flag of revolution

is once raised in the island of Cuba, from that moment it is the right of

every American citizen to hire his vessel, or to sell it, to the revolution

ary party, equally as to the other party, and to send, under the American

flag, provisions and arms, and whatever else the revolutionary party may

require, and can pay for. And, further, that every person who chooses to

emigrate to the island, and to take part with either side, has the full right

to do so, provided he chooses to incur the hazards of the 'contest. And I

will say, further, that every American ship engaged in lawful commerce is

entitled to be protected in its pursuit by the public force. I say, then,

that the instructions, so far from being consistent with the rights of Ameri

can citizenship and property, are in violation of those rights. I go further,

and I say that the acts ordered to be done are acts of war. I say that the
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President has undertaken to involve the country in the danger of a hos

tile collision without the authority of Congress, and therefore in viola

tion of the Constitution. In support of this position, I have to refer

back to the ground which I took just now, that the moment a rev

olutionary flag has been raised in the island a civil Avar is begun, and

that, by the law^s of nations, the respective parties in the struggle are to

be regarded by all other people as belligerent powers. I say, then, that

the order given to our fleet to go upon the coast of Cuba, where this war

is raging, to take part in that war by preventing reenforcernents and sup

plies for one party, and not the other, is a participation in the war ; and,

if the revolutionary party should be successful, it will justify them in

treating the United States as an enemy, and in treating those engaged in

such acts of hostility toward them with all the severity due to those taken

with arms, flagrante <bello.v

After a claim so sweeping as this, Mr. "Webster felt it to

be necessary for him to come forward, and state the law on

this whole subject, as he held it :

Mr. Webster : " Mr. President, I regret that the honorable member from

Wisconsin (Mr. Walker) has thought it necessary to offer the amendment

which he has proposed, because it seems rather offensive in its terms. It is

not, perhaps, quite regular to demand by what authority an act has been

done until the inquiry be first answered whether such an act has been

done. I hope, therefore, that the honorable member will see the pro

priety of withdrawing the amendment. If he does not, however, I shall

vote for the whole resolution.

" Mr. President, I am somewhat surprised at some of the propositions

stated by the honorable member from Florida. He says it looks to him

as if this were a declaration of war without the authority of Congress.

Against whom ? or against what country ? "

Mr. Yulee : " Not a declaration of war. I said that the instructions

involved an act of war."

Mr. Webster : "An act of war, then. Against whom ? Against what

government, what country, what colony, what province ? It is important

that we should govern ourselves by some distinct understanding of the

neutral duties of this Government, and of the duties of all the citizens of

this Government, established by standing law. If we mean to be neutral,

as between a government and any party assailing it at home or abroad, we

are to consider what our treaty stipulations are in the first place, and upon

what relations we stand to the government of that country. Now, every

body knows the stipulations of peace, amity, and good-will, contained in

all our treaties with Spain ; and probably every member of the Senate

knows that, in the diplomatic history of this country, at different times

within the last thirty years, so far as the Executive Government could

pledge the country to a particular line of policy, over and over, and over
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again we assured the Government of Spain that, if Spain should not volun

tarily relinquish Cuba to any European power, the United States would

do to her every office of kindness and good-will to maintain her in posses

sion of that island ; that the United States would look with great jealousy

and great alarm at any voluntary surrender of Cuba to a European power ;

and that, if Spain would abstain from that, she might be assured of the

good offices and the good-will of the United States, and the friendship of

the United States to maintain her in possession of the island. I do not

mean to say how far those communications to the Spanish Government

bind Congress or the country; I only mean to say that they have been

made at different times, as far back, at least, as General Jackson's Admin

istration; and they have been made for the purpose of impressing on

Spain the great importance of our peace, and her regard for us ; and of

preserving that island in her possession, and under her authority. These

significations of the purpose of the Executive Government have been uni

form, and they have been published from time to time ; and I never heard

of a complaint of them in any part of the country.

" But now let us conie to the direct question. What is it that is com

plained of ? It is said that the President of the United States has directed

a portion of the naval armament of the country to the coast of Cuba for

a certain specific purpose; and, if the facts are as they are generally be

lieved to be, for a purpose not only perfectly legal and perfectly constitu

tional to be executed on the part of the Executive of the Government, but

a purpose made his special duty by positive statute. If there is any case,

it is a case of this kind. A military expedition has been fitted out, or

begun to be fitted out, in the United States, to act against the island of

Cuba, now belonging to the Spanish Government. And it is not material,

if such be the fact, if it be fitted out, or begun to be fitted out, or pre

pared according to the language of the statute, in the United States,

whether by citizens of the United States or by others. *. The law prevents

the thing being done in the United States. Now, I suppose that what

ever action the President has taken on this subject is founded upon infor

mation that this is a military expedition, prepared and set on foot in the

United States, in whole or in part. Well, then, if that be so, the law

makes it his express duty, wherever he can exert the military and naval

power, within the limits and jurisdiction of the United States, to exert it

to defeat such an expedition, And, in the next place, if a United States

vessel is found on the coast of Cuba, intending- to violate this law of the

country by helping to carry on a military expedition against Cuba, that

vessel is just as milch within the jurisdiction of the United States—for

that is the word of the statute—as if she lay in the Potomac River. I

suppose that nobody doubts now that the jurisdiction of the United States

is in and Over—protecting for the benefit of the United States, and protect

ing for the benefit of other countries—all that are under the flag of the

United States, whether that flag float upon the sea or even in the harbor

of a foreign port. I believe that, some time ago, an honorable member
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trom Ohio doubted that, and I believe that an honorable member from

New York quoted the sentiment, and said that nobody believed it. How

ever, I take it to be unquestionable law, settled' upon the surest basis of

the national code. If that be so, the President of the United States is

bound in duty, wherever he finds the jurisdiction of the United States ex

tending on the sea or on the land, if persons are engaged in violation of

the law of Congress, by use of the naval and military power of the United

States to prevent it.

" Such is the language of the law, 'by the military and naval arma

ment of the United States.' And why is he to use the naval armament of

the United States unless there is something that can be lawfully done

with it upon the sea ? I cannot persuade myself that the honorable mem

ber from Florida has read the Act of 1818 with his usual diligence and

acuteness. I say that that act not only gives powder to the President, but

imposes it upon him as a duty, to preserve the peace of the country by

suppressing every unauthorized expedition set on foot in the United States

against any portion of a country, province, or colony, with which we are

at peace.

" I will not go into this subject at any great length. But pray, what

does the honorable member from Florida mean ? How does he mean to

be understood when he says that, at home, nothing could be done with

out process and warrant ? That is not the language of the law, nor the

language of the Constitution ; nor is it consonant to our general ideas of

the authority of the President under the Constitution. If an insurrection

breaks out, may not the President suppress it by an armed force ? If a

squadron were coming up the Potomac River to burn the capital, may he

not resist it with a naval force ? If there were an insurrection of colored

persons breaking out anywhere, threatening the overthrow of the iaws and

institutions of the country, must he stop for a warrant ? Sir, it is made

his duty to execute the laws ; and, where there is an open, a flagrant, a

dangerous violation of law, it is his duty to come with the proper force of

the country to the rescue of the violated law, and to reassert and reestab

lish it.

"I do not know what are the precise facts in this case, but I have

no apprehension at. all that it will be found that any thing has been

done which should not have been done or that any thing is intended

which should not be intended. I have not the least doubt that what

ever has been done in the case has been done upon full consideration ;

and that the answer to this inquiry will show to the country that no

step has been unadvisedly taken, and that no object has been cherished

but the general, salutary, beneficial one of preserving the peace of the

country.

" But the honorable gentleman went somewhat further. He says that,

if a landing be made on the island of Cuba under the flag of the United

States, it is a breaking out of civil war, in regard to which we must be

neutral. Why, certainly we may be neutral if no act for carrying on that
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invasion, and raising that flag of the United States in Cuba, has been done,

or attempted to be done, or set on foot, or prepared, according to the lan

guage of the statute, in the United States."

Me. Yulee : " The Senator seems to have understood me as saying

the flag of the United States. I did not say so. I said that the moment

the revolutionary flag was raised, there was a civil war, and there were

two belligerent parties."

Me. Webstee : "It is the same thing. The honorable member says

that, when a revolution breaks out, it is a civil war ; and, in a civil war,

we are bound to be neutral. Very well. But it is no neutrality at all to

suffer preparations for war—military armaments—to be fitted out, and sent

from this country to carry on that war. That certainly is not neutrality ;

and that is exactly what the statute of 1818 intended to prevent. It was

that no such civil commotions should be aided by military armaments

fitted out in the United States ; that being supposed to be against the

general law of neutrality.

" The honorable member, while speaking of the particular circum

stances of this case, indulged in a general remark. He fears that there is

a disposition (running through various acts of the present Administration)

which inclines more to that side of these questions which is not the repub

lican side. That is a matter of opinion into which I will not enter. It is

not very pertinent to the question now before the Senate. I can only say

that, for one, I have seen no evidence of such intention or sympathy

manifested by the President of the United States. I believe he means to

execute the laws of the country honestly, fairly, and firmly, as I hope he

will do, as I trust he will do, as I believe he will do. As to the rest, sir,

I know nothing to lead me to suppose that he is not as good a republican

as any of us."

[to me. blatchfoed.]

"Washington, May 26, 1850, Sunday, Twelve o'clock.

" My deae Sie : We are all quite delighted to hear such good news

from Mary. How I should like to be in Fourteenth Street, to join in her

welcome 1

" I suppose she must have come along with General Lopez ! * Did I not

lay down the law in that matter in pretty good time ?

" You do not read every thing ; but you may read this speech some

leisure hour.

" There is some historical matter in it. We are all well, and so are Mr.

and Mrs. Curtis.

" Mary Scott is with us for a week or two.

" Yours always truly,

" Daniel Webstee."

1 He had been repulsed from Cuba and had returned to the United States
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"When the discussion came on in regard to the "compro

mise measures," and before Mr. "Webster left the Senate, he

had occasion three times to press steadily the principles of

settlement which he had advised for the disposal of these com

plicated and irritating subjects. The first time was on the 13th

of June, when a motion was pending made by Mr. Turney, of

Tennessee, to strike out the section of the bill settling the

boundaries of Texas. This would have been a very dangerous

omission, and Mr. Webster successfully opposed it, in a short

speech that is contained in the fifth volume of his Works.

On the 17th of June, an amendment was pending, moved

by Mr. Soule, of Louisiana, to insert in the bill a provision that

the States formed out of New Mexico and Utah should have

the right of making their own constitutions, and of presenting

them to Congress, with or without a prohibition against slavery,

as the people forming those States might see fit. This was but

a superfluous assertion of the principle on which Mr. Webster

and the committee had advised Congress to act. But? as it had

been presented in this form, it was plain that, if Mr. Webster

should vote against it, he would be open to the imputation of

being willing to see accomplished in another way what he had

declared he did not desire to accomplish, namely, the restric

tion of the " Wilmot Proviso." He, therefore, took this occa

sion to repeat the views which he had expressed on the 7th of

March, and to say that, in rejecting the " Wilmot Proviso "

from the Territorial bills, he had acted upon a full and deep

conviction that it was unnecessary to exclude slavery from

those Territories by Act of Congress, because there were suf

ficient natural causes which would by their own operation

exclude it forever. This opinion he said had been strengthened

by every thing he had since heard. Having declared that he

should vote for Mr. Soule's amendment, he said :

"I repeat again, I do it upon the exact grounds upon which I declared,

upon the 7th day of March, that I should resist the ' Wilmot Proviso/

" Sir, it does not seem to strike other Senators as it strikes me, but if

there be any qualification to that general remark which I made, or the

opinion which I expressed on the 7th of March, that every foot of territory

of the United States has a fixed character for slavery or no slavery, if

there be any qualification to that remark, it has arisen here, from whal
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seems to be an indisposition to define the boundaries of New Mexico ; that

is all the danger there is. All that is part of Texas was, by the resolutions

of 1845, thrown under the general condition of the Texan Territory; and

let "me 'say to gentlemen, that if, for want of defining the boundaries

of New Mexico, by any proceeding or process hereafter, or by any event

hereafter, any portion which they or I do not believe to be Texas should

be considered to become Texas, then, so far, that qualification of my re

mark is applicable. And, therefore, I do feel, as I had occasion to say

two or three days ago, that it is of the utmost importance to pass this bill,

to the end that there may be a definite boundary fixed now, and fixed for

ever, between the Territory of New Mexico and Texas, or the limits of

New Mexico and the limits of Texas. Here the question lies. If gentle

men wish to act efficiently for their own purposes, here it is, in my poor

judgment, that they are called upon to act. And the thing to be done,

and done at once, is to fix the boundaries of New Mexico.

" Mr. President, when I see gentlemen from my own part of the coun

try, no doubt from motives of the, highest character and for most conscien

tious purposes, not concurring in any of these great questions with myself,

I am aware that I am taking on myself an uncommon degree of respon

sibility. The fact, that gentlemen with whom I have been accustomed to

act in the Senate took a different view of their own duties in the same

case, naturally led me to reconsider my own course, to reexamine my own

opinions, to rejudge my own judgment. And now, sir, that I have gone

through this process, without prejudice, as I hope, and certainly I have

done so with the greatest feeling of regret at being called upon by a sense

of duty to take a step which may dissatisfy some to whom I should always

be desirous of rendering my public course, and every event and action of

my public life, acceptable, yet I cannot part from my own settled opinions.

I leave consequences to themselves. It is a great emergency, a great exi

gency, that this country is placed in. I shall endeavor to preserve a

proper regard to my own consistency. And here let me say, that neither

here nor elsewhere has any thing been advanced to show that on this sub

ject I have said or done any thing inconsistent, in the slightest degree,

with any speech, or sentiment, or letter, or declaration, that I ever delivered

in my life ; and all would be convinced of this if men would stop to con

sider and look at real differences and distinctions. But where all is gen

eral denunciation, where all is clamor, where all is idle and empty declama

tion, where there is no search after truth, no honest disposition to inquire

whether one opinion is different from the other, why, everybody, in that

way of proceeding, may be proclaimed to be inconsistent.

" Now, sir, I do not take the trouble to answer things of this sort that

appear in the public press. I know it would be useless. Those who are

of an unfriendly disposition would not publish my explanations or distinc

tions if I were to make them. But, sir, if any gentleman here has any

thing to say on this subject, though I throw out no challenge, yet if any

gentleman here chooses to undertake the task, and many there possibly
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are who think it an easy task, to show in what respect any thing that I

said in the debate here on the 7th of March, or any thing contained in my

letter to the gentlemen of Newburyport, is inconsistent with any recorded

opinion of mine since the question of the annexation of Texas arose, in

1837, I will certainly answer him with great respect and courtesy, and

shall be content to stand or fall by the judgment of the country.

" Sir, my object is peace. My object is reconciliation. My purpose is,

not to make up a case for the North, or to make up a case for the South.

My object is not to continue useless and irritating controversies. I am

against agitators, North and South. I am against local ideas, North and

South, and against all narrow and local contests. I am an American, and

I know no locality but America ; that is my country. My heart, my sen

timents, my judgment, demand of me that I shall pursue such a course as

shall promote the good, and the harmony, and the union of the whole

country. This I shall do, God willing, to the end of the chapter." *

While the friends of the so-called " compromise measures "

were painfully working to carry them through the Senate,

against both a Northern and a Southern resistance springing

from very discordant motives, President Taylor suddenly died,

on the 9th of July. What effect this event might produce,

upon the course of public measures, was for a time extremely

doubtful. General Taylor, according to a well-known descrip

tion of his character by Mr. Webster, had a soldier's foresight,

but not the foresight of a statesman. His policy, in relation to

California and the Territories, announced at a very early period

of the session, was embraced by that class of public men who

were most in his confidence, and who were naturally prone to

adhere to a policy because it was the President's. These per

sons, out of regard for consistency, would be likely to oppose

the pending plan of settlement after the death of General

Taylor, as they had opposed it before. JSTor was it certain, at

first, what course would be taken by the new President, or in

what direction the influence of the Executive Department,

1 After the opportunity thus given, great day when the contest came to a

no one came forward in the Senate, decisive issue, surrendered that great

while Mr. Webster remained there, to cause then in his place, and derided the
call in question the propriety v or con- proviso of freedom, the principle of the

sistency of his present course; but, in. ordinance of 1*78 7."

1858, Mr. Seward spoke of Mr. Webster Mr. Seward, as we have seen, in

in the Senate, as "a great statesman, 1850, followed Mr. Webster in the de-

now dead, who for a large portion of his bate, after the speech of March fan, but

life led the vanguard of the army of free- he did not use such language to Mr.

dom—of freedom in the Territories, of Webster living, as he used of Mr. Web-

freedom in the States, and ^ho, on the ster when dead.
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which, is always great in a critical state of affairs, would be

exerted. Mr. Fillmore, as Vice-President, was not, however,

personally identified with the peculiar policy of President

Taylor ; and his known moderation and wisdom, as well as the

political relations in which he stood among the public men of

his own great State, where there was a decided antagonism

between himself and certain of the leading Whigs who did not

concur in the proposed ," compromise measures," led to the be

lief that his administration would be one standing in a very

different attitude toward these measures from that of his prede

cessor. Mr. Fillmore was, moreover, a civilian and a states

man of large civil experience ; one who would not be likely to

overlook the consequences of a military collision between the

United States and Texas, on the subject of boundary, nor one

who would fail to see how the critical questions in relation to

slavery might be adjusted by appropriate legislation. These

expectations became at once confirmed, so soon as it was known

that President Fillmore, after taking the oaths of office9 had

offered the Department of State to Mr. Webster. But, in the

interval between the death of President Taylor and the an

nouncement of this offer by President Fillmore, there was no

inconsiderable danger that the extreme Southern Senators

would join the extreme Northern members in admitting Cali

fornia, and in laying the Territorial bills on the table, to go over

until the next session. But many senators of the Democratic

party were disposed to give time for the character of the new

administration to be developed ; and, when it was known that

Mr. Webster had been asked to accept the place of Secretary

of State, a hope of the final success of all the pending measures

was revived. This offer was made to Mr. Webster between

the 16th and the 20th of July. With great reluctance, he con

sented to a demand which he could not well refuse. " J.

yielded," he wrote on the 21st, "to what has been suggested

on so many sides, .and gave v up my own wishes to the wishes

and opinions of my friends. I must leave myself in their^hands.

There is work enough before me, and anxious duty in plenty :

but, if I can preserve my health, I will toil through a hot sum

mer here, though I confess it does seem hard that, at my age, I

cannot enjoy the comforts of my own home. I was persuaded

' 68
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to think it was my duty, in the present crisis, to accept a seat

in the cabinet, but it made my heart ache to think of it." l

To another friend he writes on the same day :

"My brain has been in such a whirl for a week that I have hardly been

composed enough to write to anybody. I am well, and that is about all I can

say of myself, except that I sometimes feel that I have done a very foolish

thing. A hot and anxious summer is before me ; I dread its heat and its

fatigue, and I shrink from its responsible duties. Indeed, my dear sir, to

give up home and rest for such a prospect of things is bad enough. But

I must try to go through it." 2

Before he left the Senate, he made one more effort to im

press upon its members and npon the country the necessity for

a final disposition of the " Compromise Measures."

In this speech, which was delivered on the 17th of July,

after a frank and graceful tribute to the character of General

Taylor, he proceeded to say :

" The longer we stay in the midst of this agitating subject, the longer

the final disposition is postponed, the greater will be the intensity of that

anxiety which possesses my breast. I wish, sir, so far as I can, to harmo

nize opinions. I wish to facilitate some measure of conciliation. I wish

to consummate some proposition or other that shall bring opposing senti

ments together, and give the country repose. It is not my purpose to-day

to compare or contrast measures or plans which have been proposed. A

measure was suggested by the President3 in his message of 1848. The

same measure, substantially, was again recommended by the late Presi

dent4 in his message of 1849. Then there is before us this proposition of

the Committee of Thirteen. I do not regard these as opposite, conflict

ing, or, to use the language of the day, antagonistical propositions at all.

To a certain extent they all agree. Beyond what was proposed, either

by Mr. Polk or by the late President, this .report of the committee, and the

bill now before us, go another step. Their suggestions were, and especi

ally that of the late President, to admit California, and for the present to

stop there. The bill before the Senate proposes to admit California, but

also to make a proper provision, if the Senate deem the provision proper,

for the Territories of New Mexico and Utah. I confess, sir, my judgment

from the first has been that it was indispensable that Congress should

make some provision for these Territories ; but I have been indifferent

whether the things necessary to be done should be done in one bill or in

separate bills, except that, as a matter of expediency, it was and has beer

1 Letter to Mr. Harvey, July 21st. Correspondence, ii., 378.

2 Letter to Mr. Blatchford, July 21st.

8 Mr. Polk. * General Taylor.
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my opinion from the beginning that it would have been better to have

proceeded measure by measure. That was a matter of opinion upon the

expediency of the course.

" I was one of the Committee of Thirteen. Circumstances called me

to my home during its deliberations ; and the general opinion of the com

mittee at that time seemed to be, and I thought the better opinion, in

favor of beginning with California, and then taking up the other meas

ures in their order. Upon further consideration, the committee, very

fairly, I doubt not, and in the exercise of their best judgment and discre

tion, thought fit to unite the three things which are in this bill. Well,

sir, whether singly or together, each and every one of these objects meets

my approbation ; and they are all, in my judgment, desirable.

"In the first place, I think it is a desirable object to admit California.

I do not conceal from myself, nor do I wish to conceal from others, that

California is before us with some degree of irregularity stamped upon her

proceedings. She has not been through the previous process of terri

torial existence. She has formed her constitution without our consent.

But I consider, sir, that California, from the extraordinary circumstances

which have attended her birth and progress to the present moment, en

titles herself, by the necessity of .the case, to an exemption from the ordi

nary rules. Who expected to see such a great community spring up in

such an incredibly short time ? Who expected to see a hundred or a hun

dred and fifty thousand people engaged in such an employment, with so

much activity, and enterprise, and commerce, drawing to themselves the

admiration and regard of the whole world in the period of a few months ?

Well, sir, she comes to us with a constitution framed upon Republican

models, and conformable to the Constitution of the United States ; and,

under tliese circumstances, still regarding her application as premature

and irregular, I am for admitting her, as there has been nothing done

which her admission on our part will not cure. She will be lawfully in

the Union if we admit her, and therefore I have no hesitation upon that

point.

" Then, with respect to the Territories, I have been and I am of opin

ion that we should not separate, at the end of this session of Congress,

without having made a suitable provision for their government. I do not

think it safe to allow things to stand as they are. It has been thought

that there may be such a thing as admitting California, and stopping

there. Well, it is not impossible, in the nature of things, that such a

course of policy should be adopted, ifat would meet the proper concurrence.

But, then, I have always supposed, sir, that, if we.were now acting upon

California as a separate measure, and should, in the prosecution of that

measure, admit her into the Union, the inquiry would immediately arise,

What is next to be done ? I have never supposed that the questions re

specting the Territories would thereby be put to rest, even for the present.

I have supposed, on the contrary, that the very next thing to be done

would be to take up the subject of a government for the Territories, and
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prosecute that subject until it should be in some manner terminated by

Congress, to the exclusion of all ordinary subjects of legislation. I am

not authorized to state, sir, I do not know, the opinion of the honorable

members of the Committee on Territories. The honorable member from

Illinois, who is at the head of that committee, sits near me, and I take it

for granted that he can say whether I am right or not in the opinion that,

if we should this day admit California alone, he would to-morrow feel it

his duty to bring in a bill for the government of the Territories, or to

make some disposition of them.

Mr. Douglas (in a low voice) : " Does the Senator wish an answer ? "

Mr. Webster : " I should like to know the honorable member's

purpose."

Mr. Douglas: " Mr. President, if California should be admitted by

herself, I should certainly feel it my duty, as the chairman of the Com

mittee on Territories, to move to take up the subject of the Territories at

once, and put them through, and also the Texas boundary question, and

to settle them by detail, if they are not settled in the aggregate, together.

I can say such is the opinion and determination of a majority of the com

mittee."

Mr. Webster : " Then, sir, it is as I supposed. We should not get rid

of the subject, even for the present, by admitting California alone. Nbw,^

sir, it is not wise to conceal our condition from ourselves. Suppose we

admit California alone. My honorable friend, from Illinois, brings in, then,

a bill for a Territorial government for New Mexico and Utah. We must

open our eyes to the state of opinion in the two Plouses respectively, and

endeavor to foresee what would be the probable fate of such a bill.

" If it be a bill containing a prohibition of slavery, we know it could

not pass this House. If it be a bill without such a prohibition, we know

what difficulty it would encounter elsewhere. So that we very little re

lieve ourselves from the embarrassing circumstances in which we are

placed by taking up California, and acting upon it alone. I am, there

fore, sir, decidedly in favor of passing this bill in the form in which it is

upon your table.

"But, sir, if it be the pleasure of the Senate to approve the motion

which is shortly to be made for laying this whole measure upon the table,

and thereby disposing of this bill, I can only say, for one, that, if this

measure be defeated by that proceeding, or any other, I hold myself not

only inclined, but bound, to consider any other measures which may be

suggested. The case is pressing, and the circumstances of the country

are urgent. When have, we ever before had any foreign question, any ex

terior question, if I may say so, that has occupied the consideration of

Congress for seven months, and yet been brought to no result ? When

have we had a subject before us that has paralyzed all the operations of

the Government, that has displaced the regular proceedings of the two

Houses of Congress, and has left us, at the end of seven months of a ses

sion, without the ordinary annual appropriation bills ? What is now pro
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posed is, to make a Territorial government for New Mexico and Utah

without restriction. I feel authorized to assume, from the circumstances

before us, that it is in the power of gentlemen of the South to decide

whether this Territorial government without restriction, as provided in

the bill, shall be established or not. I have voted against restriction for the

reasons which I have already given to the Senate, and may repeat ; but it

now lies with Southern gentlemen to say whether this bill, thus providing

for Territorial governments without restriction, shall pass or.not; and they

will decide that question, doubtless, by reference to what is likely to

happen if it should not pass.

" Now, sir, I am prepared to say, that, if this measure does not pass, I

am ready to support other proper measures that can and will pass. I shall

never consent to end this session of Congress until some provision is made

for New Mexico. Utah is less important. Let her repose herself upon the

borders of the Salt Lake another year, if necessary. But as to New Mex

ico, situated as she is, with a controversy on her hands with her more

powerful neighbor, Texas, I shall never consent to the adjournment of

Congress without a provision made for avoiding a collision, and for the

settlement of the point in controversy, between that Territory and that

State. I have the strongest objection to the premature creation of States.

I stated that objection at length in the Senate some two years ago. The

bringing in of small States with a representation in the Senate equal to

the representation of the largest States in the Union, and with a very small

number of people, deranges and disturbs the proper balance between the

Senate and the House of Eepresentatives. Tt converts the Senate into a

kind of oligarchy. There may be six, or eight, or ten small States in

the Southwest, having as many Senators in Congress as they have Repre

sentatives. This objection is founded upon the incongruity which such

a cafie produces in the constitutional relation of the Senate and the

House.

" It disfigures the symmetry of the Government ; and in this respect it

does not make the slightest possible difference, in my estimation, whether

they are to be free States or slave States. I am not disposed to convert a

Territory that is immature, and not fit to come into the Union on account

of want of population, into a State, merely because it will be a free State.

That does not weigh with me a hair. But my objection has been and is,

as I have stated, or attempted to state, that the admission of States with

so small an amount of poiaulation deranges the system. It makes the

Senate what it was never intended by the Constitution to be. Neverthe

less, sir, as I favor the admission of California, although she presents her

self before us with some irregularities in her course of proceeding, so there

are greater evils, in my judgment, than the admission of New Mexico as a

State now, at once, or than the provision that she shall be admitted in a

certain time hereafter. I do not think that so great an evil as it would be

to leave New Mexico without a government, without protection, on the

very eve of probable hostilities with Texas, so far as I can discern; for, to
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pay mind, there is the highest degree of probability that there will arise

collisions, contests, and, for aught I know, bloodshed, if the boundaries of

New Mexico are not settled by Congress.

" Sir, I know no question so important, connected with all these mat

ters, as this settlement of the Texan boundary. That immediately and

intimately, in my judgment, touches the question of the duration of peace

and quiet in the country; and I cannot conceive how gentlemen, looking

on that subject in all its aspects, can satisfy themselves with the idea of

retiring from their seats here, and leaving it where it is. I should be dere

lict to my duty if I did not persist to the last in bringing it to a decision

by the authority of Congress. If a motion be made, as it has been an

nounced is intended, to lay this bill upon the table, and that motion pre

vails, this measure is at an end. Then there must be a resort to some

other measures ; and I am disposed to say that, in case of the failure of

this bill, I shall be in favor of a bill which shall provide for three things:

namely, the admission of California with its present constitution and

boundaries, the settlement of the Texan boundary, and the admission of

New Mexico as a State. Such a measure will produce a termination of

the controversies which now agitate us, and relieve the country from

distraction.

" Sir, this measure is opposed by the North, or some of the North, and

by the South, or some of the South ; and it has the remarkable misfortune

to encounter resistance by persons the most directly opposed to each other

in every matter connected with the subject under consideration. There

are those (I do not speak, of course, of members of Congress, and I do not

desire to be understood as making any allusion whatever, in what I may

say, to members of this House or of the other), there are those in the coun

try who say, on the part of the South, that the South by this bill gives up

every thing to the North, and that they will fight it to the last ; and there

are those on the part of the North who say that this bill gives up every

thing to the South, and that they will fight it to the last. And really, sir,

strange as it may seem, this disposition to make battle upon the bill, by

those who never agreed in any thing before under the light of heaven, has

created a sort of fellowship and good feeling between them. One says,

Give me your hand, my good fellow ; you mean to go against this bill to

the death, because it gives up the rights of the South; I mean to go

against the bill to the death, because it gives up the rights of the North;

let us shake hands and cry out, ' Down with the bill ! ' and then unitedly

raise the shout—

" ' A day, an hour, of virtuous liberty,

Is worth a whole eternity in bondage ! '

Such is the consistency of the opposition to this measure.

" Now, sir, I ascribe nothing but the best and purest motives to any of

the gentlemen, on either side of this Chamber, or of the other House, who

take a view of this subject which differs from my own. I cannot but

regret, certainly, that gentlemen who sit around me, and especially my
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honorable colleague,1 and my friends from Massachusetts in the other

House, are obliged, by their sense of duty, to oppose a measure which I

feel bound by my conscience to support to the utmost of my ability. They

are just as high-minded, as patriotic, as pure, and every way as well-inten

tioned as I am ; and, sir, if it were put to vote, and the question were to be

decided by a majority, I must confess my friends from Massachusetts

would outvote me. But still my own opinions are not in the least degree

changed. I feel that every interest of the State, one of whose representa

tives I am, as well as every great interest of the whole country, required

that this measure, or some measure as healing, composing, and conciliatory

as this, should be adopted by Congress before its adjournment. That is

my object, and I shall steadily pursue it. Let us examine this. If I may

analyze the matter a little, both in regard to the North and the South,

Massachusetts, being a Northern State, may be taken as a representative

of the Northern interests. What does she gain by this bill? What does

she lose by it ? If this bill passes, Massachusetts and the North gain the

admission of California as a free State, with her present constitution, a

very highly desirable object, as I believe, to all the North.- She gains,

also, the quieting of the New Mexican question and the Texas boundary,

which, in my judgment, as I have already said, is the most important of

all these, questions, because it is the one most immediately menacing evil

consequences, if such consequences be not arrested by this or some similar

measure. She gains the quiet of New Mexico, and. she gains the settle

ment of the Texas boundary, objects all desirable and most important.

More than that, sir, she gains, and the whole North gains, and the wTnole

country gains, the final adjustment of by far the greater part of all the

slavery questions. When I speak of this bill in that connection, I mean

also to connect it with the other subjects recommended by the committee ;

and I say that, if the v/hole report of that committee could be carried out,

one of the greatest of all possible benefits will be secured ; that is, the

settlement, to an extent of far more than a majority of them all, of the

questions connected with slavery which have so long agitated the coun

try. And then, sir, Massachusetts, and the North, and the whole country,

gain the restoration of this Government to the ordinary exercise of its

functions. The North and the South will see Congress replaced in its5

position of an active, beneficial, parental legislature for the whole Union.

Consider, sir, what has happened ? While it is of the utmost importance

that this restoration of Congress to the exercise of its ordinary functions

should be accomplished, here we are, seven or eight months from the

beginning of the session, hardly able to keep the Government alive. All

is paralysis. We are nearly brought to a stand. Every thing is suspended

upon this one topic, this one idea, as if there were no objects in govern

ment, no uses in government, no duties of those who administer govern

ment, but to settle one question. Well, sir, the next inquiry is, What do

Massachusetts and the North, the antislavery States, lose by this adjust-

1 Mr. Davis.
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ment ? I put the question to every gentleman here, and to every man in

the country. They lose the application of what is called the i Wilmot Pro

viso ' to these Territories, and that is all. There is nothing else that I

suppose the whole North are not willing to do, or willing to have done.

They wish to get California into the Union and quiet New Mexico ; they

wish to terminate the dispute about, the Texan boundary, cost what it

reasonably may. They make no sacrifice in all these. What they sacrifice

is this : the application of the ' Wilmot Proviso ' to the Territories of New

Mexico and Utah ; and that is all. Now, what is the importance of that

loss, or that sacrifice, in any reasonable man's estimate ? Its importance,

sir, depends upon its necessity. If, in any reasonable man's judgment, the

necessity of the application of that proviso to New Mexico is apparent,

why, then it is important to those who hold that the further extension is

to be resisted, as a matter of principle. But if it be not necessary, if cir

cumstances do not call for it, why, then there is no sacrifice made in refus

ing or declining to apply the ' Wilmot Proviso.'

" Now, sir, allow me to say that the Wilmot Proviso is no matter of

principle ; it is a means to an end ; and it cannot be raised to the dignity

of a principle. The principle of the North, I take to be, that there shall

be no further extension of slave territory. Let that be admitted ; what

then ? It does not necessarily follow that, in every case, you must apply

the Wilmot Proviso. If there are other circumstances that are imperative

and conclusive, and such as influence and control the judgment of reason

able men, rendering it unnecessary, for the establishment of that principle,

to apply a measure which is obnoxious and disagreeable to others, and re

garded by them as derogatory to their equality as members of the Union,

then I say it is neither right, nor patriotic, nor just, to apply it.

" My honorable colleague admitted the other day with great propriety

and frankness that, if it were certain, or if it could be made certain, that

natural causes necessarily excluded slavery from New Mexico, then the

restriction ought not to be inserted in the bill. Now, by certainty, I sup

pose my colleague meant not mathematical certainty ; I suppose he meant

that high probability, that moral certainty, which governs men in all the

concerns of life. Our duties to society, our pursuits in life, are all meas

ured by that high probability which is something short of mathematical

certainty, but which we are bound to act upon in every daily transaction,

either in a public or a private capacity. The question^ therefore (I address

myself to gentlemen of the North), is this : Is the probability of the exclu

sion of slavery from New Mexico by natural causes so high, and strong,

and conclusive, as that we should act upon it as we act on the same de

gree of probability applied* to other questions in civil, moral, and social

relations ? I shall not recur to what I have myself said, heretofore, on this

subject ; for I suppose my friend from Pennsylvania,1 and my friend from

Connecticut/'2 who discussed this matter latterly, have left it proved, and

a9 much demonstrated as any problem of a moral and political character

1 Mr. Cooper. 2 Mr. Trueman Smith.
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can be demonstrated, that New Mexico is not a country in which slavery

exists, or into which it ever can be introduced. If that were not so upon

previous evidence, and if now any thing further need be added, we have

before us to-day an authentic expression of the will of the inhabitants of

the country themselves, who, it is agreed on all hands, have the ultimate

right of decision on a subject that concerns themselves alone, and that

expression is against slavery.

" What is it, then, that is yielded by the North but a mere abstraction,

a naked possibility, upon which no man would act ? No man would

venture a farthing to-day for a great inheritance to be bestowed on him

when slavery should be established in New Mexico. Now that there is an

authentic declaration upon the subject by the people themselves, what is

there that should lead us to hesitate in settling this matter ? Why should

we proceed upon the ground of adhering to the Wilmot Proviso as an ab

stract notion ? And I must be permitted to say that, as applied to this

case, it is all an abstraction. I do not mean to say that the injunction

against slavery, in the Ordinance of 1787, was a.mere abstraction; on the

contrary, it had its uses ; but I say the application of that rule to this

case is a mere abstraction, and nothing else. It does not affect the state

of things in the slightest degree, present or future. Every thing is to be

now, and remain hereafter, with or without that restriction, just as it

would the other waj. It is, therefore, in my judgment, clearly an ab

straction.

I am sorry, sir, very sorry, that my friend from Connecticut, who has

studied this case a great deal more than I have, not only as a member of

this body, but while he was a member of the other House, and has demon

strated, beyond the power of any conscientious man's denial, that there

can be no slavery in the Territory about which we are speaking—that the

South is mistaken in supposing it possible to derive any benefit from it,

and that the North is mistaken in supposing that that which they desire

to prohibit will ever need any prohibition there—I am sorry to see that my

very able friend, having demonstrated the case, did not carry out his own

demonstration.

u The expression of his purpose to vote against this bill followed one

of the clearest and strongest demonstrations in its favor that I have heard

from the mouth of any man. What is the reason of his opposition ? Why,

the gentleman said he was instructed by the Legislature of Connecticut to

oppose it ; and, on the whole, he did not feel it to be his duty to depart

from those instructions.1 . . .

" Sir, I am of opinion that every public consideration connected with

the interests of the State, one of whose Representatives, and the most

humble of them all, I am, shows the absolute necessity of settling this

question at once upon fair and reasonable terms ; the necessity ofjudging

1 Here Mr. Webster entered into to carry out what are called instruc*

an elaborate refutation of the doctrine tions. See the speech, Works, v., 423,

that a Senator is in all cases bound et seq.
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subjects according to their real merit and importance, and acting accord

ingly ; and that we should not be carried away by fancies of ' gorgons,

hydras, and chimeras dire,' to the utter disregard of all that is substan

tially valuable, 'important, and essential in the administration of the Gov

ernment. Massachusetts, one of the smallest States of the Union, circum

scribed within the limits of eight thousand square miles of barren, rocky,

and sterile territory, possesses within its limits, at this moment, nearly a

million of people. With the same ratio of population, New York would

contain nearly six millions, and Virginia more than seven millions. What

are the occupations and pursuits of such a population on so small a terri

tory ? A very small portion of them live by the tillage of the land. They

are engaged in those pursuits which fail under the control, protection,

and regulation of the laws of this Government. These pursuits are com

merce, navigation, the fisheries, and manufactures, every one of which is

under the influence of the operation of Acts of Congress every day.

" On none of these subjects does Congress ever pass a law that does

not materially affect the happiness, industry, and prosperity of Massa

chusetts ; yes, and of Rhode Island too [looking at the Rhode-Island

Senators].

" Is it not, then, of great importance to all these interests that the Gov

ernment should be carried on regularly ? that it should have the power of

action, of motion, and legislation ? Is it not the greatest calamity that it

should be all paralyzed, hung up, dependent upon one idea, as if there

was no object in government, no use in government, no desirable protec

tion from government, and no desirable legislation by government, except

what relates to the single topic of slavery ?

" I cannot conceive that these great interests would be readily sur

rendered by the business men of the country, the laboring community of

the Northern States, to abstractions, to naked possibilities, to idle fears

that evils may ensue if a particular abstract measure be not passed. Men

must live ; to live they must work. And how is this to be done, if in this

way all the business of society is stopped, and every thing is placed in a

state of stagnation, and no man can even conjecture when the ordinary

march of affairs is to be resumed ? Depend upon it, the people of the

North wish to see an end put to this state of things. They desire to see a

measure of conciliation pass, and to have harmony restored ; to be again in

the enjoyment of a good government, under the protection and action of

good laws ; and that their interrupted labors may be profitably resumed,

that their daily employment may return, that their daily means of subsist

ence and education for themselves and families may be provided. There

has not been, in my acquaintance with the people of this country, a mo

ment in which so much alarm has been experienced, so much sinking of

the heart felt, at the state of public affairs, in a time of peace, as now. I

leave it to others to judge for themselves, who may better know public

opinion ; but, for my part, I believe it is the conviction of five-sixths of

the whole North, that questions such as have occupied us here should
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not be allowed any longer to embarrass the Government, and defeat the

just hopes of those who support it, and expect to live under its protection

and care.

" I have alluded to the argument of my friend from Connecticut, be

cause it is the ablest argument on this subject that I have heard; and I

have alluded to his intimated vote, as illustrating what I consider the evil

of instructing men, before a case arises, as to what shall be their conduct

upon that case. The honorable member from Connecticut is as indepen

dent as any other man, and, of course, will not understand me to mean

any thing personal in what I have said. I take his case merely as an

illustration of the folly and absurdity of instructions. Why should a man

of his strength of intellect, and while acting for the whole country, be

controlled in his judgment by instructions given by others, with little

knowledge of the circumstances, and no view of the whole case ?

"I have now, Mr. President, said what I think the North may gain,

and what it may lose. Now let us inquire how it is with the South. In

the first place, I think that the South, if all these measures pass, will gain

an acceptable and satisfactory mode for the reclamation of fugitive slaves.

As to the territorial acquisitions, I am bound in candor to say, taking

Maryland as an example, for instance, that Maryland will gain just what

Massachusetts loses, and that is nothing at all; because I have not the

slightest idea that, by any thing that we can do here, any provision could

be made by which the Territories of New Mexico and Utah could become

susceptible of slave labor, and so useful to the South. Now, let me say,

Mr. President, with great respect and kindness, that I wish Southern gen

tlemen should consider this matter calmly and deliberately. There are

none in this Chamber, certainly, who desire the dissolution of this Union,

nor in the other House of Congress. But all the world out of doors is not

as wise and patriotic as gentlemen within these walls. I am quite aware

that there are those who raise the loudest clamor against the Wilmot Pro

viso and other restrictions upon slavery, that would be exceedingly grati

fied, nevertheless, to have that restriction imposed. I believe there are

those scattered all along from here to the Gulf of Mexico who would say,

'Let them put on further restrictions, let them push the South a little

further, and then we shall know what we shall have to do.' But, again,

the Southern States gain; what they think important and gratifying; that

is, an exemption from a derogatory inequality. They find themselves

placed where they wish to be placed, and, as far as the Territories are

concerned, relieved from what they consider the Wilmot yoke. This ap

peases a feeling of wounded pride ; and they gain, too, the general restora

tion of peace and harmony in the progress of the Government, in the

beneficial operations of which they have a full share. One of the evils

attendant upon this question is the harsh judgment passed by one por

tion of the Union upon another; founded, not on the conduct of the

North or South generally, but on the conduct of particular persons or

associations in each part respectively. Unjust charges are made by one
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against the other, and these are retaliated by those who are the objects of

them. Accusations made by individuals in the North are attributed by

the South to the whole North indiscriminately. On the other hand, extrav

agant individuals at the South utter objectionable sentiments, and these

are bruited all over the North as Southern sentiments, and therefore the

South is denounced. In the same way, sentiments springing from aboli

tionists of the North, which no man of character and sense approves, are

spread in the South ; and the whole North are there charged with being

abolitionists, or tinctured with abolitionism. It is a prejudice of which

both sides must rid themselves if they ever mean to come together as

brethren, enjoying one renown, one destiny, and expecting one and the

same destiny hereafter. If we mean to live together, common prudence

should teach us to treat each other with respect.

" The Nashville Address has been alluded to, and it has been charged

upon the whole South as a syllabus of Southern sentiments. Now, I do

not believe a wTord of this. Far be it from me to impute to the South,

generally, the sentiments of the Nashville Convention. That address is a

studied disunion argument. It proceeds upon the ground that there

must be a separation of the States : first, because the North act so injuri

ously to the South that the South must secede ; and, secondly, even if it

were not so, and a better sense of duty should return to the North, still,

such is the diversity of interest, that they cannot be kept together."

Mr. Barnwell (interposing) : " Will the honorable Senator refer to

that portion of the address which contains the sentiment which he declares

implied the desire for disunion in any event whatever ; for that I under

stand is the charge against the address ? "

Mr. Webster : " What I understand about this address is this : I say

the argument of the address is that the States cannot be kept together : be

cause, first, the general disposition of the North is to invade the rights of

the South, stating this in general language merely ; and then, secondly, even

if this were not so, and the North should get into a better temper in that

respect, still no permanent peace could be expected, and no union long

maintained, on account of the diversity of interests between the different

portions of the Union. There is, according to the address, but one condi

tion on which people can live together under the same Government ; and

that is when interests are entirely identical. An exact identity of interests,

according to its notions, is the only security for good government."

Mr. Barnwell : " With regard to the first part, the honorable Sena

tor is correct; and I have no doubt at all that it is the character of the

address that, unless a great change be produced in the temper of the

Northern people, and the treatment which they give to us on account of

our institutions, no permanent union between us can exist. With regard

to the latter part, I contend that the address contains no such sentiment.

It states distinctly that, in the positions which the different portions of

the Union occupy with regard to each other, with the want of that

identity of interest between them, it is absolutely essential to the Soutfc
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that its sectional interests should be independent of the control of the

North."

Mb. Webster : " And what does that mean but separation ? "

Mr. Barnwell : " Not at all. It means, what I have always alleged,

that the North has no right to interfere with the institution of slavery. If

that interference is stopped, we do not contend that there is any necessity

for a dissolution of the Union. But if it is persisted in, then the opinion

of the address is, and I believe the opinion of a large portion of the South

ern people is, that the Union cannot be made to endure."

Mr. Webster : "It is hardly worth while, as the paper is not before

us, for the honorable member from South Carolina and myself to enter

into a discussion about this address. If I understand its argument, it is

as I expressed it, that, even if the North were better behaved, there is a

want of identity of interests between the North and the South, which

must soon break up the Union. As far as regards the gentleman's re

mark that the North must abstain from any interference with the peculiar

institutions of the South, why, every sensible man in the North thinks

just so. I know that the sensible men of the North are of opinion that

the institution of slavery, as it exists in the States, was intended originally

to be, has ever been, and now justly is, entirely out of the scope and reach

of the legislation of this Government ; and this everybody understands.

"But I was saying that I can and shall impute no sentiment of dis

union to the South, generally. Why, whom do I sit among? With

whom have I been associated here for thirty years ? With good Union

men from the South. And in this Chamber, and in late years, have there

not been men from the South who have resisted every thing that threat

ened danger to the Union ? Have there not been men here that, at some

risk of losing favor with their constituents, have resisted the Mexican War,

the acquisition of territory by arms, nay, men who played for the last

stake, and, after the conquest was made, resisted the ratification of the

treaty by which these Territories were brought under the control of this

Government ? Sir, with these recollections, which do so much honor to

the character of these gentlemen, and with these acts, which attest the

entire loyalty of the great body of the South to the Union, I shall indulge

in no general complaint against them ; nor, so far as it comes within the

power of my rebuke, will I tolerate it. They have the same interests, they

are descended from the same Revolutionary blood, and believe the glory

of the country to be as much theirs as ours ; and I verily believe they de

sire to secure as perpetual an attachment to the North, as the most intel

ligent men of the North do to perpetuate such an attachment to the

South. I believe that the great masses of the people, both North and

South, aside from the influence of agitation, are for the Union and for the

Constitution ; and God grant that they may remain so, and prevent every

thing which may overturn either the one or the other ! . . .

Mr. "Webster then proceeded to show the exaggerated sense
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of the actual evil of the reclamation of fugitive slaves, felt by

Massachusetts and other ISTew-England States. The speech

was closed as follows :

"Mr. President, it has always seemed to me to be a grateful reflec

tion that, however short and transient may be the lives of individuals,

states may be permanent. The great corporations that embrace the gov^

ernment of mankind, protect their liberties, and secure their happiness,

may have something of perpetuity, and, as I might say, of earthly immor

tality. For my part, sir, I gratify myself by contemplating what in the

future will be the condition of that generous State, which has done me

the honor to keep me in the counsels of her country for so many years. I

see nothing about her in prospect less than that which encircles her now.

I feel that when I, and all those that now hear me, shall have gone to our

last home, and afterward, when mould may have gathered upon our mem

ories, as it will have done upon our tombs, that State, so early to take her

part in the great contest of the Revolution, will stand, as she has stood

and now stands, like that column which, near her capital, perpetuates the

memory of the first great battle of the Revolution, firm, erect, and immov

able. I believe, sir, that, if commotion shall shake the country, there will

be one rock forever, as solid as the granite of her hills, for the Union to

repose upon. I believe that, if disasters arise, bringing clouds which shall

obscure the ensign now over her and over us, there will be one star that

will but burn the brighter amid the darkness of that night ; and I believe

that, if in the remotest ages (I trust that they will be infinitely remote), an

occasion shall occur when the sternest duties of patriotism are demanded

and to be performed, Massachusetts will imitate her own example ; and

that, as at the breaking out of the Revolution she was the first to offer the

outpouring of her blood and her treasure in the struggle for liberty, so she

will be hereafter ready, when the emergency arises, to repeat and renew

that offer, with a thousand times as many strong hands.

" And now, Mr. President, to return at last to the principal and impor

tant question before us, What are we to do ? How are we to bring this

emergent and pressing question to an issue and an end ? Here have we

been seven and a half months disputing about points which, in my judg

ment, are of no practical importance to one or the other part of the coun

try. Are we to dwell forever upon a single topic, a single idea ? Are we

to forget all the pnrjDoses for which governments are instituted, and con

tinue everlastingly to dispute about that which is of no essential conse

quence ? I think, sir, the country calls upon us loudly and imperatively

to settle this question. I think the whole world is looking to see whether

this great popular government can get through such a crisis. We are the

observed of all observers. It is not to be disputed or doubted that the

eyes of all Christendom are upon us. We have stood through many trials;

Can we not stand through this, which takes so much the character of a

sectional controversy? Can we stand that? There is no inquiring man
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in all Europe who does not ask himself that question every day, when he

reads the intelligence of the morning. Can this country, with one set of

interests at the South, and another set of interests at the North, and these

interests supposed, but falsely supposed, to be at variance ; can this people

see what is so evident to the whole world besides, that this Union is their

main hope and greatest benefit, and that their interests in every part are

entirely compatible ? Can they see, and will they feel, that their pros

perity, their respectability among the nations of the earth, and their hap

piness at home, depend upon the maintenance of their Union and their

Constitution? That is the question. I agree that local divisions are apt

to warp the understandings of men, and to excite a belligerent feeling

between section and section. It is natural, in times of irritation, for one

part of the country to say, If you do that, I will do this, and so get up a

feeling of hostility and defiance. Then comes belligerent legislation, and

then an appeal to arms. The question is, whether we have the true patri

otism, the Americanism, necessary to carry us through such a trial. The

whole world is looking toward us with extreme anxiety. For myself, I

propose, sir, to abide by the principles and the purposes which I have

avowed. I shall stand by the Union, and by all who stand by it. I shall

do justice to the whole country, according to the best of my ability, in all

I say, and act for the good of the whole country in all I do. I mean to

stand upon the Constitution. I need no other platform. I shall know

but one country. The ends I aim at shall be my country's, my God's, and

truth's. I was born an American ; and I intend to perform the duties in

cumbent upon me in that character to the end of my career. I mean to

do this, with absolute disregard of personal consequences. What are per

sonal consequences ? What is the individual man, with all the good or

evil which may befall a great country in a crisis like this, and in the midst

of great transactions which concern that country's fate? Let the con

sequences be what they will, I am careless. JSTo man can suffer too much

and no man can fall too soon, if he suffer or if he fall in defence of the

liberties and Constitution of his country."

[TO MR. TIOKNOR.]

" Washington, July 28, 1850.

"My dear Sir: I have felt so much ashamed, since the 22d of this

month, that I have not been able to write to anybody. But I must break

the ice at some time, and may as well do it now. . . .

" I have just now corrected the proof of my last speech, and shall send

you a copy in the course of the week. There is in it some pretty plain

talk to Massachusetts. All is uncertain yet as to the fate of the Com

promise Bill. The prospects change from day to day. It appears to me

that our Northern Whig Senators are given over to judicial blindness.

They actually cooperate and caucus with the disunion men of the South,

to see how to keep up the contest, till this bill of peace can be defeated.
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" At the end of the day they confer together, and arrange the plan of

operations for the next day.

" But the friends of peace and union will persevere. If Congress

should break up without accomplishing any thing, and without fixing an

early day for the commencement of the next session, I trust the President

will call them back. I trust he will have a heart like Pharaoh's, and ' will

not let the people go.1

" The great point of difficulty is the Texan boundary ; and that must

be settled. I hope your wife and daughters are well, and keep cool. Mrs.

Webster sends her best regards. 'I eagerly seize the occasion to renew

assurances of the very highest,' etc., etc., etc.

" Daniel Webster." *

1 The following letters, written by

Mr. Webster to his friend Mr. Franklin

Haven, after the death of President Tay

lor, have an important bearing upon a

scandalous imputation referred to in the

next chapter :

[to me. haven.]

" Washington, July 11 , 1350, )

Thursday Morning, Eight o'clock. )

" Mt dear Sib : It is not easy to say what

will be the extent of the changes in conse

quence of Genera] Taylor's death and Mr.

Fillmore's accession. It is at this moment

supposed that there will be an entirely new

Cabinet. Certainly not more than one or

two can remain. Who will succeed to the

vacant places I have no means of saying with

any certainty. One thing I feel sure of, and

that is that they will be sound men. The

President is a sensible man, and a Conserva

tive Whig, and is not likely to be in favor of

any ' isms ' such as have votaries at the pres

ent day.

" 1 believe Mr. Fillmore favors the Com

promise, and there is no doubt that recent

events have increased the probability of the

passage of that measure. Nothing will be

done in Congress this week. The funeral

ceremonies will take all that remains of it.

P. S.—-Two o'clock : I am rather confirmed

in the expectation of a total change. Beyond

this I know little, and nothing which I can

communicate. The idea is now general that

the Compromise will go through. I have a

few "words to say on Monday or Tuesday.

"Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster.' '

[to mb. haven.]

" Washington, July 12, 1850.

"My dear Sir: You will hear various

rumors respecting appointments to the Cabi

net, but none of them will deserve credit any

further than they rest on general probabil

ity. Nothing is decided as yet. The present

Cabinet have all tendered their resignations,

but they will not be answered until after the

funeral.

" The three important departments are

State, Treasury, and Interior. I have no

doubt some man known to be thoroughly

sound in revenue matters will be appointed

to the Treasury. As to the State Depart

ment, I have no idea who will have it, al

though, if the power were with me, I think

I could find a man 1 without going out of

Massachusetts, who has talent enough and

knowledge enough ; but whether he is at this

moment so fresh in the minds of the people

that his appointment would strike the public

mind favorably may be a doubt. Nobody can

well be Secretary of State who has not for

tune, unless he be a bachelor. The Secretary

of State is the head of the Administration,

and he must have a house, sometimes to re

ceive guests in. He is, of course, necessarily

in daily communication with the diplomatic

corps, which, I believe, is twice as numerous

now as it was twenty years ago.

" My dear sir, you see the spirit of good

will which is manifesting itself here. This

is the golden hour of opportunity, be as

sured. The opposition gentlemen are deter

mined, all the conservative part of them at

least, to give the Administration fair play ;

and Mr. Fillmore is well intentioned and dis

creet. He will meet with annoyances from

the rather overbearing spirit of a certain

charter, but I hope he will stand stiff. If he

is successful in forming his Administration,

I verily believe a prospect is before us for a

better state of things than we have enjoyed

for twenty years.

" Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to mr. haven.]

" July 16, 1850, Tuesday Morning.

"Mt dear Sir : The President goes slow,

but I trust will come out well. He will, un

doubtedly, have a sound Cabinet, and one ac

ceptable to all good Whigs. How able he

may make it I cannot say. As yet, I believe

he has not committed himself.

" I hope we shall at last finish this long-

protracted measure in the Senate.

" The story, yesterday, was that the ex

treme South would join the extreme North,

and lay the bill on the table, judging it the

less evil, in their opinion, to let California

come in at once, and the Territorial bills go

over.

" Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

On the 20th of July Mr. Webster

sent a telegraphic dispatch to Mr. Ha
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When Mr. Webster became Secretary of State under Presi

dent Fillmore, there was of course a great amount of unfin

ished business in that department ; for the sudden breaking

up of a Cabinet necessarily leaves a very different state of

things from that which attends the close of an Administration

at the regular periods. The account of the foreign and the

domestic concerns which now demanded his attention must

be embraced in the next chapter.

ven, communicating the fact that the

Department of State had been offered to

him, and that he had accepted it.

[TO MR. HAVEN.]

" Washington, July 21. 1850, )

Sunday Morning, Six o'clock. J

" My dear Sir: You probably received a

telegraphic dispatch from me yesterday. In

the morning [of yesterday] I received your

letter, and One from Mr. Mills, and one from

Mr. Harvey ; and I thought it better to decide

at once, as affairs are pressing, and as the

President, who had agreed that I mi^ht have

time to go home before deciding whether I

would take the office or not, felt some anxi

ety, nevertheless, about the delay, and was

desirous that, if possible, I should accept at

once. He behaved in the most handsome

manner in all respects ; and, when the prop

er time came, sent me word by a member of

the Senate, offering me the Department of

State, and desiring me to come to his house

p.t once, and confer on other appointments.

I am quite satisfied with the Cabinet in all

respects. Mr. Fillmore is exceedingly cau

tious, and takes time for consideration ; but

he is not wanting in firmness, I think, and is

a thorough Conservative Whig.
•l I never did any thing more reluctantly

than taking the office which I have taken.

From the "time of General Taylor's death I

supposed it mie;ht be offered, and pressed

hard upon me, by members of Congress. The

fear rendered my nights sleepless. And, the

truth is, I was so much urged on all hands

that resistance was out of the case, except

upon the grounds which the letters received

yesterday removed.

"The old Cabinet quits to-morrow, and I

suppose the new will be sworn in on Tues

day. It is likely enough that Mr. Bwing will

be* immediately appointed to the Senate by

the Governor of Ohio, in Mr. Corwin's place.

Unfortunately, the Governor of Maryland is

not of our politics. I write, of course, to

Governor Briggs, and shall look with interest

to see whom he may send. You vvill smile on

being informed that there were some New-

England Whigs who expressed a wish to the

President that I might not be appointed, as

my appointment would appear to be an ap

proval of my recent course in Congress, and

of course, more or less of a censure on theirs.

But you will be glad to know that Mr. Win-

throp acted in the most friendly, open, and

decided manner. He behaved 'like a man

throughout.
'•' I am, dear sir, yours truly,

Dan':l Webster.

"Mr. Haven.

" F. W. left Washington last evening, and

will probably be in Boston when you receive
this." ■

While this volume is passing through

the press, Mr. Ketchum writes to me :

"I was in Washington when Mr. Fillmore

appointed Mr. Webster Secretary of State, in

July, 1850, and saw much of him. In one of

his conversations with me, he spoke with

great feeling of his 7th of March speech,

which had brought upon him such an amount

of criticism, not, to say vituperation and per

secution, especially among his former friends

in New England, and particularly in Massa

chusetts. He was much affected ; it was in

his own house, and at the hour of midnight.

He said : ' I have reviewed that whole pro

ceeding, and I solemnly assure you that all is

right here '—laying his hand on his breast. I

was deeply impressed with the manner, as

well as the matter, of this declaration; and

it is impossible for me to forget it."

The following is an extract from a

letter written by President Fillmore to

the author of this work while the present-

edition was in the press :

" Buffalo, September 2, 1871.

. . . "President Taylor's illness was

so brief, and his death so unexpected, that I

was taken -wholly by surprise. About ten

o'clock at night I received a request from his

Cabinet to come to the Executive mansion.

I went, and found the Cabinet in the council-

room. They informed me that President

Taylor was dead, and immediately presented

their resignations. I took them, saying that

I should" not look at them until after tho

funeral. This I did to obtain a little time for

reflection. Differing, as I did, on some points

of policy from that of President Taylor's Ad

ministration, I felt constrained to accept the

resignations (although I was pressed hard to

refuse them) and to appoint a new Cabinet

that should share with me the responsibility

of the course I had determined to pursue.

But this was an important movement that

required more time than I had for considera

tion, and it must be decided by me alone ;

but I concluded at once to offer the office of

Secretary of State to Mr. Clay or Mr. Webster.

Mr. Clay, however, called upon me, and rec

ommended Mr. Webster. This relieved me

from all embarrassment on that point, and I

tendered him the office, which, after a little

while, he -accepted; and I had his advice in

making the other selections. But two or

three declined or resigned, and this caused

some delay."

69
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CHAPTEE XXXYII.

1850-1851.

SECOND PERIOD OF SERVICE IN THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE DOMES-

WEBSTER WITH MR. DICKINSON VISIT TO MASSACHUSETTS ANP

NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE OF OPINION IN NEW ENGLAND COR

RESPONDENCE WITH FRIENDS UNDERTAKES TO CONVINCE THE

WHOLE COUNTRY OF ITS DUTY IN REGARD TO THE LATE SETTLE

MENT—EFFORTS AND EXERTIONS SUCCESSFUL RESULTS ABOUT

TO APPEAR PUBLIC JOURNEY THROUGH NEW YORK VISIT TO

VIRGINIA DELIVERS AN ADDRESS AT THE LAYING OF THE

CORNER-STONE OT^ THE CAPITOL' EXTENSION CHARACTER OF HIS

DEVOTION TO THE CONSTITUTION DIPLOMATIC AND OFFICIAL

DUTIES OF THIS PERIOD THE HULSEMANN LETTER CENTRAL

AMERICA, THE SHIP-CANAL, AND RELATIONS WITH ENGLAND

THE TEHUANTEPEC RAILROAD, AND CONTROVERSIES WITH MEXICOBOUNDARIES OF TEXAS EXCESSES AT NEW ORLEANS INTER

VENTION FOR PRISONERS TAKEN IN CUBA AT THE TIME OF THE

LOPEZ EXPEDITION THE CASE OF THRASHER, AN AMERICAN CIT

IZEN CONVICTED IN CUBA OF TREASON AGAINST THE SPANISH

GOVERNMENT KOSSUTH^ DETENTION IN TURKEY, AND OFFER TO

BRING HEM AND HIS COMPANIONS TO THE UNITED STATES SOCIAL

GRIEVANCE OF A FOREIGN MINISTER IN WASHINGTON.

THE second period of Mr. Webster's service in the Depart

ment of State, unlike the first, was marked by no extraor

dinary dangers in our foreign relations. It was the peril to

which the internal peace of the country was exposed, that

caused the anxiety and the dread of labor which are expressed
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in the letters quoted toward the close of the preceding chapter.

In physical strength, he was not the man he was seven years

before. But the power of labor, which a great intellect,

aided by the long habit of endurance and self-devotion, can

give over a failing constitution, was still possessed by him in

a remarkable degree. The demands that were made upon

him required not only great intellectual but great moral

exertion. He had marked out a path for the country and for

himself that rendered it necessary for him to put forth all the

powers of mind and of character that had been bestowed upon

him. He had undertaken to convince the people of the United

States that now was the time to settle the whole of the political

questions relating to slavery upon a permanent basis, which

should leave that institution to the causes that were to work

out the beneficent results of gradual emancipation, without put

ting the authority of the Constitution to the test of encounter

ing an attempt to dismember the Union. The great principles

on which he rested the adjustment measures of 1850 consisted

in the recognition of the fact that every part of the territory

of the United States now had impressed upon it the character

of free or of slave labor, by some irrepealable enactment, human

or divine, which neither section should seek to disturb; that in

the States in which slavery existed by the acknowledged admis

sions and guaranties of the Constitution, it was beyond the

rightful reach of the people of the other States, and that every

requirement of the Constitution which was founded on this

truth must be obeyed in the letter and in the spirit of its pro

visions ; and that, moreover, in the interest alike of peace,

prudence, and safety, there must be no further efforts to open

new regions for the extension of this institution. Slavery was

sure to die everywhere by its own weakness, as fast as it was

for the interest of the slave and of humanity that it should be

extinguished.

This great policy, which assumed that a new point of depart

ure must be taken by the people of this country, different from

that on which the respective sections had lately acted, and truly

in accordance with the provisions and purposes of the Consti

tution, had to encounter great resistance. In the North, what

ever touching the new measures related to the extradition of
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fugitive slaves, was treated as if Mr. "Webster and those who

concurred with him had voluntarily undertaken to create an

obligation to make the extradition, while the fact that it was

created by the Constitution, and had existed for more than

sixty years, was overlooked. An agitated and angry contro

versy about the method of proceeding was carried on by those

who were in fact unwilling that the thing should be done at

all, by any method, and was addressed to those who were will

ing to find in their objections to the mode an excuse for ob

structing the end. Nor was it easy to convince the people of

the North that there was no necessity for applying the " Wil-

mot Proviso " to the new Territories, when the passionate

appeals of those who urged it fell upon the ears of men who

longed for a sectional political triumph over the South, as a

means of punishing it for the acquisition of territories for w^hose

addition to the Union the North, was as morally responsible as

the South. In the South, on the other hand, jealousy and fear

lest any settlement that might now be made would not be

carried out in good faith—a jealousy and a fear that were but

too much encouraged by what was taking place in the North—

had to be disarmed, and therefore rendered it very difficult to

cause the full and candid acceptance, as a finality, of the prin

ciple that further efforts to defend their social institutions by

extending their area must cease.

But to the great task of bringing the people of the country,

into harmony with the Administration of President Fillmore, in

support of the proposed measures, and to the great labor of exe

cuting them if they should become laws, Mr. "Webster now de

voted all his energies. There was no small danger, however,

that the Administration, which was necessarily a Whig govern

ment, and required the support of the Whig party, would fail

to receive that support in regard to this great public policy ;

for there were many men of influence in that party who openly

opposed and denounced the proposed settlement, and the gen

eral tendencies of considerable masses of its members in the

Northern States were now toward an extreme sectional spirit.

Mr. Webster, while he meant, if possible, to hold the Whig

party together, and through that party to enable Mr. Fillmore

to carry on the Government upon the principles of the adjust
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ment now pending in Congress, determined at all events to

convince a majority of the people of the country, of whatever

party, that their present and future welfare depended upon the

acceptance of these principles, and upon a firm adherence to

them thereafter.

He again entered upon the duties of the State Department

on the 23d of July (1850). The following letters disclose the

state of his feelings, and the course of the adjustment measures

in Congress, and some of the causes which retarded or promoted

their final adoption.

[to mk. HAVEN.]

" Washington, July 25, 1850, Friday, Twelve o'clock.

" My dear Sir : I thank you for all the good wishes and kind expres

sions in your letter, and hope that my transfer to this position may be in

some measure useful to the country.

" If we could only get the measure now pending in the Senate passed

into a law, we should have a glorious prospect before us indeed. But you

see how decided is the hostility of the Massachusetts members. With

their consent, it would become a law in a week. If it fail, we must try

something else.

" An eminent Northern Senator came to me last night, to know what

he could do. to insure the passage of this bill. He was ready to do any

thing but to vote for it. Half a dozen others are in exactly the same con

dition. They became committed to a favorite measure of the late Presi

dent before his death. All that holds them to it now is the notion of

consistency. I was not without hopes last night that the bill would pass

the Senate.

" Yours truly,

" Daniel Webster."

[to mr. harvey.]

" Washington, August 7, 1850.

" My dear Sir : I received your letter this morning. I do most fer

vently hope that Mr. Fearing will come to Congress.1 We need him. I

am tired of standing up here, almost alone from Massachusetts, contend

ing for practical measures absolutely essential to the good of the country.

All must see that it cannot but be disagreeable to me to struggle day after

day, and waste my health, in the Senate or in the Department, to bring

about a settlement of national difficulties, and yet have no Massachusetts

following. I will not say I am altogether alone. Mr. Ashmun is acting a

1 The Hon. Albert Fearing, an emi- the seat in Congress made vacant by

nent citizen of Boston, was much urged the transfer of Mr. Winthrop to the Sen-

at this time to accept a nomination for ate.
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very proper and a very vigorous part ; I rely on him entirely. And I hope

that a better feeling is beginning to inspire others of the members ; but

there has not been one of them, as yet, who has ventured to stand up, and

say that he would stand by me, or my principles, or my views of policy

This is disagreeable and mortifying ; although, instead of discouraging

me, it only puts me up to greater efforts to maintain myself, and to defend

my position. I feel that something has been accomplished by my feeble

efforts, aided or unaided ; and, if Massachusetts should leave me alto

gether without succor or encouragement from her, there will be no faint

ing in my heart, no slackening of my exertions. But if Mr. Fearing-would

come here, I should feel that I had a friend near me, free and indepen

dent, above all pledges and commitments, and having a single eye to the

great good of the country. Coming fresh from Boston, since these great

measures have been under discussion, he would have great weight, and,

with Mr. Ashmun's assistance, might exercise a salutary influence with

other representatives. He will be able to speak for Boston ; and her voice

is wont to be respected.

" I thank you for the kindness expressed in other parts of your letter.

I am busy enough ; but my health is good, and I hope I may yet live to

wee the return of a better state of things.

" I am, dear sir, with regard,

" Always truly yours,

" Daniel Webster."

[to professor stuart.]

" Washington, August 10, 1850.

"My dear Sir : So many things have occupied my attention of late,

that I have neglected those I love most, and am most indebted to. I have

no other apology to offer for suffering your let! er to remain so long un

answered.

" The Cabinet is not yet full, but will be if Mr. McKennan accepts the

Department of the Interior. They are all sound men, of fair and upright

character, sober minds, and national views. The President himself is a

man of sagacity, entire fairness, and a good deal of vigor.

" There is yet to be a warm contest in the House of Representatives,

extremes cooperating as usual. The Southern gentlemen, in number about

forty, had a meeting last night. They resolved to resist, and try to amend

the bill for the settlement of the Texan boundary, but not to make any

factious opposition by calling ayes and noes, etc. It is probable the bill

will pass the House as it went from the Senate.

" It is hoped the California Bill will get through the Senate on

Monday.

"All Southern men of intelligence and fairness admire your pamphlet ;

and they intend, in a quiet way, to give it extensive circulation. The

most learned and respectable clergymen, this way, all say the scriptural
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argument is unanswerable. Mr. Badger, who is learned and discerning in

such things, particularly admires it. I shall join very cordially in an

attempt to spread its influence and usefulness. No matter who or how

many attack you, if they will only quote you fairly, you have nothing to

fear. But some periodicals, calling themselves religious, have an abomina

ble habit of misrepresenting an adversary's statements and arguments. I

am rather ashamed of my change of position.1 I fear I have come from

home ; but here I am, and shall do as well as I can.

. . " I have great occasion to be thankful for excellent health.

"Yours, with affectionate regard,

" D. Webster."

[TO MR. TICKNOR.]

" Washington, August 15, 1850.

" My dear Sir : I send you a fair copy of my last speech, which, put

into the language of mercantile correspondence, would be, ' I wait upon

you with the tenor of my last respects.' My last speech ! certainly the last

in Congress, and not likely to be followed by any considerable efforts of

the same sort anywhere else. No hearts will break at this prospect of the

future.

" You will see that the Senate is getting ahead, but I am full of fears

of the House. The vote will be close, I am told, on the Texan Bill ; and,

if that be lost, we are thrown back into trouble again. Mr. Mann, Mr.

Fowler, from the Old Colony, and John Otis, of Maine, all chosen by the

Whigs, are expected to vote against the bill. Their votes for it would

save it.

" I am exceedingly gratified by Mr. Eliot's nomination.2 Nothing

could be better. I hope you will all leave your country places, to go to

town, to give him your votes.

"Mr. McKennan, wiio is proposed as Secretary of the Interior, arrived

last night ; and he, and Mr. Conrad, as Secretary of War, will be nomi

nated to-day. The table will then be full. The members are agreeable

gentlemen, and I foresee no schisms or dissensions.

The President is a good-tempered, cautious, intelligent man, with

whom it is pleasant to transact business. He is very diligent, and what

he does not know he quickly learns. More than all, he has read the

Scriptures, and knows upon what authority it is said, ' be not puffed up.'

" Mrs. Webster has gone to her sister's, near New York. Mr. Curtis

and myself are chums in this, the 'vine cottage.' We propose to remain

here. Neither Mrs. Webster nor myself inclines to take the trouble of a

1 His transfer to the Department of Senate by appointment of the Governor,

State. as the successor of Mr. Webster, after

2 The Hon. Samuel A. Eliot, nominated the latter became Secretary of State.

to succeed Mr. Winthrop as representa- For the circumstances and importance

tive in Congress for the Boston district, of Mr. Eliot's election, see the letters

Mr. Winthrop having been placed in the post, pp. 4Y2, 474.
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large establishment. Our landlord says he will put up a little adjunct

one-story building, after the Washington fashion, for a dining-room, and,

with that superadded elegance, we shall have, as far as a house is con

cerned, all that little which man wants here below. Nor shall we want

that little long.1

" I think of you and Mrs. Ticknor, and the daughters, constantly. As

for yourself, I need not say—I could not say, if I would—how much my

attachment to you has been increased, by the affectionate kindness, as well

as the ability, with which you have upheld me, and my name and fame,

through recent events. May God preserve and bless you, and yours !

" Daniel Webster.

" Mr. Ticknor."

[to me. habvey.]

" Tuesday, Two o'clock, September 10, 1850.

" My dear Sir : You have heard how all things have gone, so far. I

confess I feel relieved. Since the 7th of March, there has not been an hour

in which I have not felt a ; crushing ' weight of anxiety and responsibility.

I have gone to sleep at night, and waked in the morning, with the same

feeling of eating care. And I have sat down to no breakfast or dinner to

which I have brought an unconcerned and easy mind. It is over. My

part is acted, and I am satisfied. The rest I leave to stronger bodies and

fresher minds. My annual cold is now heavy upon me, weakening my

body and depressing my spirits. It has yet a fortnight to run ; and per

haps will sink me lower than it did when strong excitement enabled me

to withstand it. I have lost a good deal of flesh, and you will think me

thin and haggard. I have had little sleep, not four hours a night, on an

average, for the whole six months. Now I mean to grow stupid and lazy,

and, if I can get rid of my catarrh, to eat and drink like an alderman.

" It is a day of rejoicing here, such as I never witnessed. The face of

every thing seems changed. You would suppose nobody had ever thought

of disunion. All say they always meant to stand by the Union to the

last.

" Boston, ever true and glorious Boston, has helped us immensely.

Mr. Eliot's triumphant election awakened entirely new hopes. Up to that

period, they had no hopes of the North. I never knew an election, by its

mere character of an election, on certain principles, produce half so much

effect. He is quite a lion here. He is decided, straightforward, without

any shadow of turning. It ran through the whole city, on Friday after

the main vote had been taken, that Mr. Eliot said : ' Now we have trodden

Satan under our feet.' I mention this, only to show with how much eager

ness every thing is listened to, that a sound Northern man says against

abolitionism and all the other ' isms.'

1 This refers to the house next to the was Mr. Webster's last residence in that

Unitarian Church in Washington, which city.
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" Pray remember me to Mr. T. B. Curtis, Mr. Mills, Mr. Haven, and

other friends. There is a host of them, I shall never cease to love. Bos

ton forever.

" My eyes allow me to write only about one hour a day.

"I hope to see the State-House and the ' Common,' and the steeple on

the old South, two days after Congress adjourns.

" Among others, remember me kindly to Fearing.

" Yours truly,

" Daniel Websteb.

" P. S.—I look to hear from you to-morrow morning."

[TO MR. HAVEN.]

{Private.)

" Washington, September 12, 1850.

" My dear Sir : I use the confidential hand of another to write you a

short letter, my eyes holding out only to perform a small part of the duty

expected from them every day. I am in the midst of my periodical

catarrh, or ' hay fever,' or whatever you please to call it, but which you

know all about. I read nothing, and hardly -write any thing but signa

tures. The disease is depressing and discouraging. I know that there is

no remedy for it, and that it must have its course. It produces l6ss of

appetite and great prostration of strength, but, since the event of last week

terminated, I have some little time for rest, and, shutting myself up very

much, I keep 'as quiet as I can.

" My dear sir, I think the country has had a providential escape from

very considerable dangers. I was not aware of the whole extent of the

embarrassment likely to arise till I came here, last December, and had

opportunities of conversation with General Taylor, and the gentlemen of

his Administration. General Taylor was an honest and truly patriotic

man ; but he had enough of that quality, which, when a man is right, we

call firmness, and when he is wrong, we denominate obstinacy. What has

been called the President's plan, was simply this ; to wit, to admit Califor

nia under her free constitution, and to let the Territories alone together,

until they could come in as States. This policy, as it was thought, would

avoid all discussion and all voting on the question of the * Wilmot Pro

viso.' All that matter, it was supposed, might be thus postponed, and the

slavery questions staved off. The objection to this plan was the same as

that to poor King Lear's idea of shoeing a company of horse in felt, and

stealing upon his enemies. It was flatly impossible ; that's all. But the

purpose was settled and decided. General Taylor told me, in the last con

versation I had with him, that he preferred that California should not

come in at all, rather than that she should come in bringing the Territo

ries on her back. And, if he had lived, it might have been doubtful

whether any general settlement would have been made. He was a soldier,

and had a little fancy, I am afraid, to see how easily any military move
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ment by Texas could have been put down. His motto was, ' Yi et armis ! ■

He had a soldier's foresight, and saw quite clearly what would be the re

sult if Texan militia should march into New Mexico, and there be met by

troops of the regular army of the United States. But that he had a states

man's foresight, and foresaw what consequences might happen in the

existing state of men's opinions and feelings, if blood should be shed in a

contest between the United States and one of the Southern States, is more

than I am ready to affirm. Yet, long before his death, and in the face of

that observation which he made to me, as already stated, I made up my

mind to risk myself on a proposition for a general pacification. I resolved

to push my skiff from the shore alone, considering that, in that case, if

she foundered, there would be but one life lost. Our friend Harvey hap

pened to be here, and with him and Mr. Edward Curtis I held a little

council the evening before the speech. What followed is known. Most

persons here thought it impossible that I should maintain myself, and

stand by what I declared. They wished, and hoped, and prayed, but

fear prevailed. When I went to Boston soon afterward, and was kindly

received, and intimated that I should take no march backward, they felt a

little encouraged. But truly it was not until Mr. Eliot's election that

there was any confident assurance here that I was not a dead man.

"It would be of little consequence, my dear sir, if I could only say that

Boston saved me, but I can say with all sincerity, and with the fullest con

viction of its truth, that Boston saved the country. From the commence

ment of the Government, no such consequences have attended any single

election as those that flowed from Mr. Eliot's election. That election was

a clear and convincing proof that there was breaking out a new fountain of

brilliant light in the East, and men imbibed hopes in which they had never

before indulged. At this moment it is true that Mr. Eliot is the greatest

lion that exhibits himself on Pennsylvania Avenue. He is considered the

impersonation of Boston ; ever-intelligent, ever-patriotic, ever-glorious Bos

ton ; and, whatever prejudices may have existed in the minds of honorable

Southern men against our good city, they are now all sunk and lost for

ever in their admiration of her nationality of spirit.

" But I must stop here. There is much else that I could say, and may

say hereafter, of the importance of the crisis through which we have

passed. I am not yet free from the excitement it has produced. I am like

one who has been sea-sick, and has got to bed. My bed rolls and tosses

by the billows of the sea over which I have passed.

"My dear sir, this is for your own eye. You are much younger than

I am, and hereafter possibly you may recur to this hastily-dictated letter,

not without interest. If you think it worth reading, you may show it to

T. B. Curtis, Mills, Fearing, Harvey, etc. It is but half an hour's gos«

sip, when I can do nothing but talk, and dictate to a confidential clerk.

" Yours, always truly,

" Dan'l Webster."
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[to me. harvey.]

" Washington, D. C, September 13, 1850.

" My dear Sir : I have read to-day your exceedingly kind letter of

the 11th instant. Your heart is full of joy, at recent occurrences, and

your friends are apt to imbibe your own enthusiasm. T see you have a

good deal of rejoicing in Boston, and I am heartily glad of it. Nothing

has occurred since I wrote you last, except the passage ofthe Fugitive Slave

Bill through the House of Representatives. I am afraid it is too late to

do any thing with the tariff, except to make preparation for action at the

commencement of the next session, now only a month and a half off. I

am considering, however, whether some decided expression of opinion, by

the House of Representatives, might not be obtained, and be useful ; it is

a subject upon which I have been occupied with friends all day. ^Possibly,

something stronger than a mere expression of opinion may be produced.

There are several gentlemen here, interested in that subject, principally

from Pennsylvania.

" I shall be glad to see the Boston friends who you say are coming. I

wish you would come with them.

" Yours, always truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[TO MR. HARVEY.]

" Washington, Monday, September 16, 1850.

" My dear Sir : Your two very gratifying letters were received this

morning. It is my purpose to remain here till Congress adjourns, and

then,- so soon as the cars shall be a little cleared of the crowd, to go North.

I shall be content that the people of Boston dispose of me just as they see

fit. They have been accustomed to do that, and, as they have always

treated me much better than I deserved, I shall not now oppose any of

their wishes.

"You will all know when I shall be coining along. Of course, Mr.

Eliot must be invited to any proceedings intended to be complimentary to

me. He has acted a noble part, and deserves all commendation.

"The weather is so cool, I write a few lines with my own hand this

morning, but must not tax my eyes too far.

" Yours, always truly,

"Dan'l Webster.

"P. S.—Thursday morning. This should have been sent three days

ago, but it got mislaid. No great news here to-day.

" Congress is working along, and I hope will get through by the 30th."

[TO MR. HAVEN.]

" September 27, 1850, Tuesday Morning, Seven o'clock.

" My dear ,Sir : There is no chance of doing any thing for the tariff,

this session, for want of time, and from the crowded state of business in
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Congress. If we had three or four of those precious weeks which were

Bpent in making speeches on the ' Wilniot Proviso,' the revenue of the

country might be settled, I think, on a satisfactory foundation. There is

a clear majority in the House of Representatives in favor of a reform in

the tariff of duties, although some Southern Whigs feel very angry. Three

of the North Carolina members, for instance, good men and good Whigs,

were found hanging off. I was asked to speak to them, or cause them to

be spoken to. They said that the Northern members, Whigs and all, had

done little else for six months than assail their rights, their property, and

their feelings, as Southern men, and now those Northern men might take

care of their own interests. These gentlemen, however, will come into

their places in the ranks, after a little cooling and reflection.

" I hope the important measures, such as the appropriation bills, may

get through to-day and to-morrow, yet I am afraid of some mishap. Such

a mass of unfinished things never existed before, at so late a moment of the

session.

" It is a great misfortune that Mr. Ashmun should leave Congress.

The Whigs in the House of Representatives need a leader, and, if he could

stay, he would be that leader by general consent. He is sound, true, able,

quick in his perceptions, and highly popular. I hardly know how his

place could be filled. At the other end of the avenue things go on very

smoothly. There is entire confidence and good-will between the President

and all those about him. Mistakes will be made, no doubt, but nothing

will be done rashly, and no step is likely to be taken which shall endanger

the peace of the country, or embarrass the general business either of the

Government or the country.

" Some day next week I hope to set out for the North. I never wanted

to see home more. My catarrh is going off, or else is having a long inter

mission ; and, for whichever it may be, I am truly thankful.

" I pray to be remembered most kindly to Mrs. Haven and your daugh

ters. Yours, always truly,

"Dakl. Webster."

The " Compromise Measures,55 as they were called, were

finally passed by Congress before its adjournment, which took

place on the 30th of September. They consisted of an Act to

admit California as a State with its " free 55 constitution, and

with certain defined boundaries ; an Act for the organization

of the Territories of New Mexico and Utah, without any re

striction against or declaration in favor of slavery ; an Act to

fix the boundary of Texas ; a new Act for the extradition of

fugitive slaves ; and an Act excluding the slave-trade from

the District of Columbia. These measures all received the

approval of President Fillmore; and it was now in the power
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of the people of the United States to treat them as a final settle

ment of all questions relating to slavery, on which there could

be any action of Congress, under the Constitution. Whether

they should be so accepted, and so regarded in the future, be

came during the residue of Mr. Webster's life, and for some

time afterward, the most important public question in the in

ternal politics of this country.

Before leaving Washington, in the autumn, he desired to

put an end to the personal estrangement which had existed

between Mr. Dickinson and himself, since the discussion in the

Senate of which an account is given in a former chapter of this

work.1 He therefore addressed to Mr. Dickinson the following

letter, and received from him a reply, which I subjoin :

[TO MB. DICKINSON.]

" Washington, September 27, 1850.

" My deah Sir : Our companionship in the Senate is dissolved. After

this long and most important session, you are about to return to your

home ; and I shall try to find leisure to visit mine. I hope we may meet

each other again two months hence, for the discharge of our duties, in our

respective stations in the Government. But life is uncertain ; and I have

not felt willing to take leave of you without placing in your hands a note,

containing a few words which I wish to say to you.

" In the earlier part of our acquaintance, my dear sir, occurrences took

place, which I remember with constantly-increasing regret and pain ; be

cause, the more I have known of you, the greater have been my esteem for

your character and my respect for your talents. But it is your noble,

able, manly, and patriotic conduct, in support of the great measures of

this session, which has entirely won my heart, and secured my highest

regard. I hope you may live long to serve your country ; but I do not

think you are ever likely to see a crisis in which you may be able to do

so much, either for your own distinction or the public good. You have

stood where others have fallen ; you have advanced, with firm and manly

step, where others have wavered, faltered, and fallen back; and, for one, I

desire to thank you, and to commend your conduct, out of the fulness of

an honest heart.

" This letter needs no reply ; it is, I am aware, of very little value ; but

I have thought you might be willing to receive it, and, perhaps, to leave

it where it would be seen by those who shall come after you. I pray you,

when you reach your own threshold, to remember me most kindly to your

wife and daughter. I remain, my dear sir, with the truest esteem, your

Mend and obedient seryant, „ Daniel Webster.„

1 Ante, Chap, xxxii., p. 262, et seg.
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[MR. DICKINSON TO MB. WEBSTER.]

(Private.)

14 Binghamton, October 5, 1850.

" My dear Sir : I perused and reperused the beautiful note which you

placed in my hands, as I was about leaving Washington, with deeper emo^

tion than I have ever experienced, except under some domestic vicissitude.

" Since I learned the noble and generous qualities of your nature, the

unfortunate occurrence in our early acquaintance, to which you refer, has

caused me many moments of painful regret, and your confiding commu

nication has furnished a powerful illustration of the truth, that 'to err is

human—to forgive is divine.' Numerous and valued are the testimonials

of confidence and regard which a somewhat extended acquaintance and

lengthened public service have gathered around me, but, among them all,

there is none to which my heart clings so fondly as this. I have presented

it to my family and friends as the proudest passage in the history of an

eventful life, and shall transmit it to my posterity as a sacred and cher

ished memento of friendship. I thank Heaven that it has fallen to my lot

to be associated with yourself and others, in resisting the mad current of

disunion which threatened to overwhelm us ; and the recollection that my

course, upon a question so momentous, has received the approbation of

the most distinguished American statesman, has more than satisfied my

ambition. Believe me, my dear sir, that of all the patriots who came for

ward in the evil day of their country, there was no voice so potential as

your own. Others could buffet the dark and angry waves, but it was your

strong arm that could roll them back from the holy citadel.

"May that beneficent Being who holds the destiny of men and nations

long spare you to the public service, and may your vision never rest upon

the disjointed fragments of a.convulsed and ruined confederacy !

"I- pray you to accept and to present to Mrs. Webster the kind remem

brances of myself and family, and to believe me truly yours,

" D. S. Dickinson." *

Mr. Webster arrived in Boston on the 7th of October, and

on the 9th he went to Marshfield, qnite ill from the effects of

his catarrh, which in its last stages assumed the form of an

asthmatic congh. But he was obliged, notwithstanding, to

receive and entertain the Turkish commissioner, Amin Bey.

Writing to President Fillmore on the 14th, he said of political

affairs and opinions in New England :

1 Mr. Dickinson survived Mr. Webster was indeed "proud" of this letter of

for a period of fourteen years. He died Mr. Webster's. He caused it to be lith-

m the city of New York, April 12, 1866, at ographed, and was in the habit, for

the age of sixty-five, while filling the office many years, of presenting copies of it

of United States District Attorney. He to his friends and acquaintances.
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" All true Whigs are not only satisfied, but gratified with every thing

done by you, since the commencement of your Administration. Indeed, I

am at a loss to account for that want of confidence which appears to have

prevailed. A gentleman of discernment said to me in Boston, that, within

a week after you had taken the chair, men met together, and, without

saying a word, sufficiently manifested to one another that, in their judg

ment, a highly important and conservative change had taken place. The

respectable portion of the Democratic party incline to treat the Administra

tion with respect."

The acquiescence, however, among the Whigs of ISfew Eng

land, in the course of policy which had now become the policy

of Mr. Fillmore's Administration, was far from being universal.

An active and violent agitation was still kept up, the principal

topics of which were Mr. "Webster's treatment of the " Wilmot

Proviso," Mr. Webster's conduct in regard to Texas, Mr. Web

ster's support of the new Fugitive Slave Law, and Mr. Web

ster's general apostasy from " the cause of freedom." Opinion

became divided and the result uncertain. On one side, includ

ing nearly the whole of the Democratic party and perhaps a

moiety of the Whigs, were those who saw no inconsistencies

between Mr. Webster's present position and any of his past

sentiments or acts, who were grateful to him for the manner in

which he encountered the obloquy that followed his efforts to

preserve the peace and harmony of the Union, and who looked

upon his conduct throughout this trying period as the chief

glory of his life. On the other side, there were those who could

not, or would not, see in it any thing but a lamentable defec

tion from his own principles, in pursuit of Southern popular

favor, including those who had motives of their own for incul

cating and extending this feeling in regard to him. This agita

tion against the Compromise Measures and against Mr. Web

ster's support of them, so far as it was yielded to by the Whigs,

was destined to cause their overthrow as a national party, and

to place the power of the Federal Government in the hands of

their opponents ; for the sequel will show that a majority of

the nation, influenced in a large degree by Mr. Webster's ap

peals to them, were about to recognize the settlement of 1850 as

a final one. Happy would it have been for us, if, after its prin

ciples had been fairly accepted by the popular will of the na

tion, they had never been disturbed.
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Tlie following selections are made from Mr. Webster's cor

respondence during the period of his absence from "Washington

this autumn.

[TO PRESIDENT FILLMORE.]
u October 3, 1850.

" My dear Sir : I have directed the proper clerk to send you a copy

of the letter of Mr. Hiilsemann, received yesterday. We shall have a quar

rel with Austria. I have foreseen it for some time. As you have leisure,

I pray you to reflect on the subject, so that we may decide, on my return,

in what form we shall manifest our opinion of this letter.

" Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to mr. blatchford.j

*' Boston, October 19, 1850, Sunday Morning.

" My dear Friend : You are exceedingly kind to write to me, so fre

quently, while I am so unable to make you any suitable return. My health

has been miserable ever since I arrived in Boston. I have been at Marsh-

field, and hardly able to drive round the farm more than twice. My eyes

are well, and my head pretty clear ; but a sort of asthma remains, with

spells of coughing, and I am weak and reduced. I stay here to-day and

to-morrow, and intend to go to New Hampshire on Monday morning,

alone, to try the air of the mountains ; and there to remain till I am better,

or worse. I found Mr. Curtis here last evening.

" Be pleased to make my regards to Colonel Webb. I should be glad

to see him, but at present I am fit to see nobody. I will write you from

over the first fire of chips.

" Yours ever, sick or well,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to mr. blatcheord.]

" Elms Fakm, Franklin, N. H., October 21, 1850, Monday, Twelve o'clock.

"Dear Sir: I am here, in two hours and three-quarters from Boston,

ninety-two miles, without fatigue, and feeling pretty strong. The weather

cold—a little cloudy—heavy frost yesterday morning. The foliage inde»

scribably beautiful. John Taylor straight up. Henry and I his only

guests—and three glorious chip-fires already burning. Can you resist that ?

" B. M. B. D. W."

" My dear Sir :

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

* Elms Fakm, October 22, 1850, Tuesday Morning, before sunrise.

" This castle has a pleasant seat ; the air

Kindly and sweetly recommends itself

Unto our gentle senses "

" Throw physic to the dogs ; I'll none of it ;

Nor rhubarb, senna, nor a purgative drug."
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" But Dunsinane was a poor, foggy, sickly spot, compared with Elms

Farm ; nor did Scotland ever see such a forest prospect as the sun at this

moment begins to shine upon. The row of maples, by the side of my field,

for half a mile, shows like a broad line of burnished gold ; and the side-

hill, west of the house, displays every possible variety of tint, from the

deepest and darkest evergreen to the brightest orange.

" In half an hour, I shall be ascending some of the hills. It seems to

me the finest morning I ever saw.

" ' Chips' enough ; and, by the looks of John Taylor's larder, we can

4 laugh a siege to scorn.'

" Say to Miss Annie Jaudon, that she can read the account of Captain

Tower's voyage, in a vessel called the ' Cloud,' in the fourth act of the

Tempest. Yours,

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

" Elms Farm, October 23, 1850, Wednesday Morning, Half-past Seven o'clock

" My dear Friend : The morning is damp, and I am not out so early

as usual. A dense fog lies all along the valley of the river, so heavy that

I can scarcely see Mr. Noyes's house. John [Taylor] says the wind is in

the right quarter, and that the sun will show his face by nine or ten o'clock.

" I drove over the hills, thirty miles, yesterday before dinner, and in the

afternoon had an entertaining visit from Governor Hill.1 He was quite

agreeable. We talked no politics, but he is a most intelligent farmer, and

we had much to say about cattle, potatoes, etc.

"lam rather looking for Mrs. Webster to-day, with Miss Downs, and

Mr. Chew, for a call ; to return to-morrow. . . . My wagon is harnessed,

and, as soon as the sun appears, I go forth.

" Yours, always truly,

" D. W."

[TO MR. FLETCHER WEBSTER.]

u Franklin, October 24, 1850.

" Dear Fletcher : I have yours of the 22d. I am growing so fat

here, I hate to think of leaving. My cough spasms are pretty much gone

off. I am out of doors all day, if it be a fair day, and I am getting to be

hungry. At least, I can sit at table, amid the odor of viands, while other

people eat, which I could not do a month ago. I shall stay as long as I

can. Evidently, the air suits my case. I hear no news, I read no news-

oapers. D. W."

[TO MR. EDWARD CURTIS.]

" Franklin, October 24, 1850.

" My dear Sir : I received yours of the 22d, yesterday, and it came in

time, as our friend Pettes was here from Windsor. He came down to ask

1 The Hon. Isaac Hill.

70
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me to go to Montpelier, which I think I should do on Monday, if I could

rely on the weather. But I am afraid. The weather seems changing,

with a tendency to rain.

" I like much the spirit of your advice, about keeping people away.

In the forenoon, I do pretty well, when the weather is good, as I leave

home at seven o'clock—nobody knowing where I am going, and often not

knowing myself—and I do not return until two or three o'clock. But, in

the afternoon, they are often pressing. The day before yesterday, I lay

down on the sofa after dinner, and told John Taylor to take the great

kitchen-tongs, stand at the door and defend the castle. When I rose, he

reported that he had knocked down seventeen, some of whom he thought

would be crippled for life. I am much better than when I left Marshfield,

whether it be the air and weather, or whether it be merely that the dis

ease is at length going off. Nose and eyes are pretty well, and hardly any

cough remains, and appetite has come back like a prowling, hungry wolf.

" Mrs. Webster, Miss Downs, and Mr. Chew came up yesterday, and go

back to-morrow. I expect General Pierce,1 and some other friends from

Concord, to-morrow. Governor Hill has been to see me. I devoutly wish

I could stay here till Christmas. We all send love to Mrs. Curtis.

" Yours,

" D. W.

"P. S.—John Taylor says, 'Remember me to Mr. Curtis.'"

[to mr. blatghford.]

kt Elms Faem, November 3, 1850, Sunday Evening, Six o'clock.

"My dear Sir: I expect to take my leave of Franklin to-morrow

morning, and the last thing I propose to do is, to write to you. I have

now been here a fortnight, having arrived on Monday, the 21st of October.

It is the longest visit which I have paid to my native place for many years,

and it has been quite agreeable. It is hard to say when I shall look on

these hills and vales again, for so many successive days.

"Your visit is a marked part of the occasion, and I like to repeat the

expression of the pleasure it has afforded me, I sometimes wonder that

you should take any interest in these scenes or these things ; but that you

do is so much the better and happier for me. You left me on Friday, the

1st of this month. I did not leave home on that day, as I had a good deal

of company. Yesterday I was quite alone till afternoon, when I went to

Boscawen, to see and take leave of my relatives. To-day the weather has

been damp, threatening rain, and I have been out no farther than to the

barn. The clouds seem now dispersing themselves, and I look for a good

day to-morrow. I duly received your note of Friday, from Boston. The

Union meeting was a spirited and stirring occasion, but what may be the

end I do not know. I expressed to you, you know, three weeks ago, my

1 The Hon. Franklin Pierce.
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fears of a decisive split in the Whig party, and I now strongly fear that

result. Nevertheless, my dear sir, I go to Washington to stay for a longer

or a shorter time, but determined to do my duty while I do stay. Of per

sonal consequences, I grow every day more careless. To-morrow is Amin

Bey's dinner.1 Then I go to Marshfield for a day, and then South. I have

been quite well since you left, though I must confess all the time melan

choly, at leaving a place which is dear to my recollections, and which I

cannot expect to see often. But away with low spirits ! Bum mvimus,

vimmtis.

P. S.-—The stars are all out, but it is too warm for them to be very

oright. The night is so perfectly still that one may hear the trickling of

the little brooks. Or else it is the fall in the Winnipiseogee, away up

near ' Tin Corner.' Yours, D. W."

[to president fillmoke.]

" Boston, November 5, 1850.

" My dear Sir : I left New Hampshire yesterday, having become free

of disease, and well, except so far as this protracted catarrh has reduced

me. I am quite aware how inconvenient my long absence is to you, and

to the Government, and sometimes feel that, as this illness is of annual

recurrence, I ought to regard it as unfitting me for an office the duties of

which require constant attention ; I must now go to Marshfield for a few

days. When there a fortnight ago, I was hardly able to go out of doors,

and could do nothing about arranging my little affairs.

" On public subjects things are here becoming quiet. The excitement

caused by the Fugitive Slave Law is fast subsiding, and it is thought that

there isnow no probability ofany resistance, if a fugitive should be arrested.

Thousands of young men have tendered their services to the marshal at a

moment's warning. There is an evident and vast change of public opin

ion in this quarter since the adjournment of Congress.

" There is much talk of a Union meeting, and a great desire to hold

one. Very many persons have spoken to me on the subject, since my

arrival yesterday. My opinion is, that such a meeting should be held, but

that I should not attend it. My opinions are all known, and they may

perhaps be topics of comment, before the meeting. ... I look upon the

result of our election, so far as respects Governor, as very doubtful.

" Yours always, truly,

" Dan'T/ Webster."

[to mr. colby.]

" Marshfield, November 11, 1850.

" Dear Sir : I have received your letter of the 7th of this month.

" Experience has long since taught me how useless it is to attempt to

stop the allegations of political adversaries by denials of their statements.

1 A dinner given to the Turkish com- euil Hall, which Mr. Webster was obliged

missioner by the city of Boston, in Fan- to attend.
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" For your sake, however, I will say, that my public speeches show my

opinion to have "been decidedly in favor of a proper, efficient, and well-

guarded law, for the recovery of fugitive slaves ;. that while I was in the

Senate, I proposed a bill, as is well known, with provisions different from

those contained in the present law ; that I was not a member of that body,

when the present law passed ; and that, if I had been, I should have

moved, as a substitute for it, the bill proposed by myself.

" I feel bound to add that, in my judgment, the present law is constitu

tional ; and that all good citizens are bound to respect and obey it, just as

freely and readily as if they had voted for it themselves. If experience

shall show that, in its operation, the law inflicts wrong, or endangers the

liberty of any whose liberty is secured by the Constitution, then Congress

ought to be called on to amend or modify it. But, as I think, agitation

on the subject ought to cease. We have had enough of strife on a single

question, and that, in a great measure, merely theoretical. It is our duty,

in my opinion, to attend to other great and practical questions, in which

all parts of the country have an interest.

" Yours, very respectfully,

" Daniel Webster."

[to president fillmore.]

(Private.)

" Boston, November 13, 1850.

" Dear Sir : I took leave of Marshfield yesterday, not without regret.

The trees were leafless, but the fields were green, and the sea was calm as

summer.

"Among the things which detained me, was the seeing to the comple

tion of a vault or tomb, for the deposit of me and mine. I have lost one

wife and three children. Their remains are now under a church in this

city, which the progress of change is very likely ere long to remove.

" At Marshfield, by my own latfd, on the margin of the upland, is a

spot on which a party of pilgrims from Plymouth erected a church, in

the very earliest period of the colony; and here is the ancient burial-

ground. It is quiet, and secure against change, and not far from my

house.

"■ To this spot I shall be taken not many years hence, and those loved

ones, whose spirits have gone before me to another world, will be gathered

around me.

" I dwell on these things without pain. I love to see a cheerful old age ;

but there is nothing I should dread more than a thoughtless, careless, ob

tuse mind, near the end of life. Of course, it makes no difference in our

future state, on which spot we mingle again with our parent earth ; but it

sobers the mind, I think, and leads us to salutary reflections, to contem

plate our last resting-place.

" Yours truly,

" D. W."
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[TO MESSRS. RANDALL AND OTHERS.]

" Boston, November 14, 1850.

" Gentlemen : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 11th of this month, inviting me, in behalf of the friends of

the Constitution and the Union, without distinction of party, resident in

the city and county of Philadelphia, to attend a public meeting in that

city on the 21st instant. I most sincerely wish that it was in my power to

attend that meeting. That great central city is not only full of the friends

of the Constitution, but full, also, of recollections connected with its adop

tion, and other great events in our history. In Philadelphia the first

Revolutionary Congress assembled. In Philadelphia the Declaration of

Independence was made. In Philadelphia the Constitution was formed,

and received the signatures of Washington and his associates ; and now,

when there is a spirit abroad evidently laboring to effect the separation of

the Union, and the subversion of the Constitution, Philadelphia, of all

places, seems the fittest for the assembling together of the friends of that

Constitution, and that Union, to pledge themselves to one another, and to

the country to the last extremity.

" My public duties, gentlemen, require my immediate presence in Wash

ington ; and for that reason, and that alone, I must deny myself the pleas

ure of accepting your invitation.

" I have the honor, gentlemen, to be, with great regard, your fellow-

citizen and humble servant, Daniel Webster.

" To Josiah Randall, Isaac Hazlehurst, Robert M. Lee, C. Ingersoll,

John W. Forney, John S. Riddle."

[TO MESSRS. LATHROP AND OTHERS.]

" Boston, November 14, 1850.

" Gentlemen : I am under great obligations for the letter received

from you, expressing your approbation of the sentiments contained in my

letter to the Union meeting at Castle Garden.

" The longer I live, the more warmly am I attached to the happy form

of government under which we live.

" It is certain that, at the present time, there is a spirit abroad which

seeks industriously to undermine that government. This, of course, will

be denied, and denied by those whose constant effort it is to inspire the

North with hatred toward the South, and the South with hatred toward

the North ; and it is time for all true patriots to make a united effort, in

which I shall most cordially join, not only to resist open schemes of dis

union, but to eradicate its spirit from the public mind.

"I have the honor to be, gentlemen, with great regard, your obliged

fellow-citizen and humble servant, Daniel Webster.

" To Messrs. F. S. Lathrop, Charles G. Carleton, Peter S. Dunee, Gerard

Hallock, committee, New York."
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Notwithstanding the condition of his health, Mr. Webster

now felt it to be his duty to withhold himself from no labor and

no exertion, by which he could contribute to a sound and

healthy state of public opinion and feeling in all parts of the

country. The amount and character of what he put forth, by

pen or speech, during the twelve or fifteen months succeeding

the adoption of the " Compromise Measures," can scarcely be

estimated. His was the mind which could reach the people

of all sections and communities ; and while great credit is

due to a few other public men of both the great political par

ties who labored with the same end in view, it was by him,

chiefly, that a tone of public feeling was at length created,

which, in the autumn of 1852, made it certain that the Union

was no longer exposed to the perils of disruption, and that

those perils would not return, unless there should be a new and

rash departure from the principles on which the adjustment of

1850 had been based. The limits of this work do not permit

me to describe in detail all that he said or wrote during this

critical period'. These efforts began while he was at Franklin,

in the autumn, with a written response to an invitation to

attend a "Union meeting" at Castle Garden, in New York.1

This was followed by an answer to a similar invitation from

Philadelphia, in November, after he had returned to Boston

from New Hampshire;2 and in the same month he wrote a

letter of the same kind to certain citizens of Staunton, in Vir

ginia.8 Then came the " Pilgrim Festival " at New York, on

the 22d of December, which he attended in person, and at

which he made one of the most impressive speeches that were

ever heard even from him.4 In the following January, he was

called upon to answer an invitation from the citizens of West

chester County, in New York,5 and in February, to reply to a

committee in the city of New York, preparing to celebrate the

birthday of Washington.6

Besides these, during the same period, embracing the autumn

of 1850, and the succeeding winter, numerous letters written

by him to individuals on the same public topics found their

1 Works, vi., 577, October 28, 1850. 4 Works, ii., 519, December 22,

8 Correspondence, ii., 403, Novem- 1850.

ber 14, 1850. 5 Works, vi., 582, January 17, 1851.

8 Works, vi., 579, November 23, 1850. 6 Works, vi., 586, February 20, 1851
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way into the public prints. Every thing uttered or written by

him, during this period, was circulated in all parts of the

Union, read by all classes, and commented on favorably or un

favorably by all presses. All men felt the power and the im

portance of what he said.

In these productions, and in many similar efforts which fol

lowed them, Mr. "Webster had to deal not merely with the gen

eral topics which the advantages and benefits of the Union to

all sections naturally suggest, but also with a condition of pub

lic sentiment in his own section which was but too prone to

give ear to a doctrine that unsettled the foundations of obedi

ence to the Constitution itself. We have seen the character of

what may be called the religio-goliUcal philosophy, by which

many individuals, and some men in public station, undertook

to set up private judgment of what the law of God ordains, in

opposition to the positive commands of the fundamental law

of the land. In New England, especially, this doctrine, incul

cated by many pulpits, and adroitly used by many politicians,

was assumed to be peculiarly "Puritan." I presume it will

be allowed, by candid judges, that if any man in our country

understood the spirit and principles of the Pilgrim founders of

New England, Mr. Webster understood them. He knew well

that, while they founded their religious organizations on the

right of private judgment, they and their immediate descend

ants carried their attachment to their own forms of public wor

ship, and to their own strongly-cherished religious opinions,

even as far as the point of intolerance, and required individual

conformity. Possibly this was the natural effect of the perse

cutions which the first Pilgrims had undergone ; for, as Mr.

Webster himself expressed it, it is "the common infirmity of

human nature for man to retaliate upon man." But, whatever

may have been the cause,*he always regarded the early Puritan

intolerance in matters purely religious as a great error, accord

ing to all just modern and American ideas, by which society is

not at liberty to interfere in things that concern only the rela

tions of the individual to the Creator. But there was one mis

take which he always contended they did not make. They did

not affirm the right of private religious opinion against the

ordinances of the state. They did not hold that, in civil rela
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tions, the right of private judgment is not to be relinquished and

subordinated to the judgment of the whole. He insisted that,

however strong were their religious tendencies, and however

prone they were to walk by the light of religious truth, as they

viewed it, they fully recognized the principle that society, civil

rule, the civil state, cannot exist while every man is respon

sible to nobody and to nothing but his own opinion. He re

garded this as proved by the " Constitution," drawn up and

signed on board the Mayflower, before the first Pilgrims landed,

by which they formed themselves into a civil body politic, and

bound themselves, solemnly and mutually, by a written cove

nant, to submission and obedience to such laws, ordinances, and

constitutions, as should be thought most meet and convenient

for the general good of the colony which they were about to

establish. Mr. Webster said :

" The right of private judgment, in matters between the Creator and

the individual, and submission to the will of the whole, in all that respects

civil polity, and the administration of such affairs as concerned the colony

about to be established, they regarded as entirely consistent ; and the

common-sense of mankind, lettered and unlettered, everywhere establishes

and confirms this sentiment. Indeed, all must see that it is the very liga

ment, the very tie, which connects man to man in the social system ; and

those sentiments are embodied in that constitution" [of the Mayflower.] *

Of course, the topic which led to such discussions as these,

concerning the foundations of civil obedience, related to the

extradition of fugitive slaves. The particular statute which

had been passed, to carry into effect a positive requirement of

the Constitution, was not one that Mr. Webster would have

preferred ; and he had left the Senate before it was enacted.

But he believed it to be a constitutionally valid law, entirely

within the power of Congress to ena^ct ; and the question now

was whether, having become a law of the land, it could be exe

cuted, or whether it was to be defeated and disobeyed. In the

region where Mr. Webster felt it to be his duty to cope with

the false doctrine above referred to, the execution of this law

was resisted, not merely on grounds of constitutional objection

to its methods of proceeding, but on the bold assumption that

1 See the speecn at the Pilgrim Festival in New York, Works, ii., 519.
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the Constitution, in this respect, was not to be obeyed at all,

because it was in conflict with a religious duty, or some other

higher obligation. A public meeting was held in Boston and in

Faneuil Hall, in the autumn of 1850, at which it was resolved

that, " Constitution or no Constitution, law or no law, we will

not allow a fugitive slave to be taken from the State of Massa

chusetts.5' l Speakers predicted that the law would be resisted ;

and that, if the marshal should be killed, a Massachusetts jury

would not convict the fugitive who should slay the* officer of

the law. Sermons were preached of the same purport ; men,

occnpying high social positions, held in public the same kind

of language ; and one very prominent individual, since con

spicuous in public life, was reported in the newspapers to have

said, in Faneuil Hall : " Sir, I will not dishonor the home of

the Pilgrims and of the Revolution by admitting, nay, I cannot

believe, that this bill will be executed here. [Cries of " Never."]

Individuals among us, as elsewhere, may forget humanity in a

fancied loyalty to law, but the public conscience will not allow

a man, who has trodden our streets as a free man, to be dragged

away as a slave." [Applause.]

A newspaper, published in Boston, under the name of The

Commonwealth^ the organ of those who felt and acted in

this way, uttered similar sentiments every day ; while other

journals, opposed to the u Compromise Measures," kept up the

prediction that this law would never be executed in that com

munity .

The natural effect of all this was to create a spirit of vio

lence that always ends in mobs. In the month of February,

1851, an alleged fugitive was arrested in Boston, under a pro

cess issued in conformity with the Act of Congress. The

magistrate issuing the warrant, finding, on its return, that the

negro arrested was unprepared with counsel, adjourned the pro

ceedings to the next day, and the negro was detained in the

custody of an officer, in ihe United States Court-room, in the

court-house, situated in the heart of the city. During the

afternoon, a mob broke into the court-house, rescued the pris

oner, set him at liberty, and he was not again found.

The Executive Government of the United States was thus

1 The resolution was introduced by a clergyman.
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brought face to face with the issue, whether a law of the

United States should be executed in Massachusetts, or whether

men of education and social position, who chose to be dema

gogues on this subject, should be permitted to stir up a spirit

of open resistance to a statute, without seeing at least their de

luded and ignorant instruments brought to punishment. At

this time, the superintendence of the Judicial Department of

the United States was in the hands of the Secretary of State.

Mr. Webster, as soon as he heard of this occurrence, sent the

following telegram to the marshal of the district :

" "Washington, Department oe State, February 18, 1851.

" Information has reached this city, through the newspapers and

private letters, that the execution of the Fugitive Slave Law has been

forcibly resisted in the city of Boston by a lawless mob, which over

powered the officers of the law ; and the President is surprised that no

official information has been received from you respecting this occurrence.

" Daniel Webster."

The marshal himself Was absent from Boston at the time

of this outrage, but, on his return to the city on the same day

on which Mr. Webster's dispatch was received, he forwarded to

Mr. Webster a sworn account of it, attested by his deputy. Pros

ecutions were then directed against the supposed leaders of the

mob, who were arrested, examined, and held for trial.

Of this event, Mr. Webster said, in his letter to the ISTew-

York committee for the celebration of Washington's birthday :

" We have recently been informed, gentlemen, of an open act of resist

ance to law, in the city of Boston ; and, if the accounts be correct of the

circumstances of this occurrence, it is, strictly speaking, a case of treason.

If men combine and confederate together, and, by force of arms, or force of

numbers, effectually resist the operation of an Act of Congress, in its ap

plication to a particular individual, with the avowed purpose of making

the same resistance to the same act in its application to all other indi

viduals, this is levying war against the United States, and is nothing less

than treason. ISTow, I understand that the persons concerned in this out

rage, in Boston, avow openly their full purpose of preventing, by arms, or

by the power of the multitude, the execution of process for the arrest of an

alleged fugitive slave in any and all cases whatever. I am sure, gentle

men, that shame will burn the cheeks, and indignation fill the hearts, of

nineteen-twentieths of the people of Boston at the avowal of principles

and the commission of outrages so abominable. Depend upon it that, if the
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people of that city had been informed of any such purpose or design as

was carried into effect in the court-house in Boston, on Saturday last, they

would have rushed to the spot, and crushed such a nefarious project into

the dust. The vast majority of the people of Boston must necessarily

suffer in their feelings, hut ought not to suffer at all in their character or

reputation for loyalty to the Constitution, from the acts of such persons

as composed the mob. I venture to say that, when you hear of them next,

you will learn that, personally and collectively, as individuals, and also as

represented in the city councils, they will give full evidence of their fixed

purpose to wipe away and obliterate, to the full extent of their power, this

foul blot on the good name of their city."

Twenty years before this occurrence, Mr. Webster bad

given tbe wbole power of his mind and character to prevent

the nullification of laws of the United States in South Caro

lina. "What was he to do now % What face was he to turn

to nullification in Massachusetts ? The spirit of resistance to

the lawful authority of the Government was the same, and

there was much in the situation of things which rendered the

attitude of the State closely analogous to that of the people

of South Carolina in 1830-'33 ; for there was then a law on

the statute-books of Massachusetts which created obstructions

to the execution of any law of the United States for the sur

render of fugitives from service.

Was Mr. Webster, although clothed in 1833 with only the

authority of a Senator, to uphold the Government against the

nullifiers of South Carolina, and was he now, standing at the

most important post in the Executive Department, below that

of the President, to shrink from asserting the authority of the

Constitution and the laws in Massachusetts ? He was to be as

firm in the one case as he had been in the other ; and it was

his power to be thus firm, or the want of it, that was, to use

an expression of his own, " to mark him for a great or a little

man in all time to come."

All very eminent statesmen in free countries are probably

subjected to personal calumnies, originated or circulated by

those who dislike their political conduct. Certainly this hap

pened to Mr. Webster. But I have noticed such attacks, in

the course of this work, only where they were made in a public

place, and when for that reason they became part of the public

history of the times. What is a part of such public history, in
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eluding the names of the actors, if it concerns Mr. Webster, is

necessarily a part of any full account of his life and motives.

Soon after Mr. Webster became Secretary of State in 1850,

he made an arrangement for the payment of the last instalment

of an indemnity to Mexico, provided for by the Treaty of Gua

dalupe-Hidalgo.1 In February, 1851, a bill to appropriate

money for this purpose came under discussion in the House

of Kepresentatives. On the 25th, at a late evening . session,

while this bill was before the House, Mr. Charles Allen, a mem

ber from Massachusetts, severely criticised Mr. Webster's course

in this matter, and declared that it was connected with a cor

rupt arrangement made at the same time, by which Mr. Webster

was to receive fifty thousand dollars as an inducement to his ac

ceptance of the office of Secretary of State. On the following

day, Mr. Ashmun, of Massachusetts, a personal friend of Mr.

Webster, professing to speak by authority, pronounced this ac

cusation " an unqualified falsehood ; " and at the same time he

desired that Mr. Allen might have an opportunity to sub

stantiate it, as he had offered to do. Mr. Allen asked leave to

reply, but the House refused its permission. On a subsequent

day, Mr. Julian, of Indiana, asked leave to introduce a resolu

tion to raise a committee to investigate the charge made by

Mr. Allen ; but the House would not permit the resolution to

be received. The following letters relate to this occurrence :

[from the host. r. c. schenck.]

" Wednesday Morning, February 28, 1851.

" My dear Sir : . . . . You have heard of the coarse assault upon you,

made last night by the Worcester member, in the House of Representa

tives. His malignity was rebuked, not merely by what was said in reply

by friends on the floor, but still more by the universal indignation and

scorn, felt and freely expressed, all round, and on both sides of the hall.

It was worth something to be attacked, to have such a triumph in the

good feeling which it elicited for you in the hearts and looks and words

of all honest and honorable men who witnessed the scene.

" Very respectfully and truly yours,

''Robert C. Scheitck:."

1 The arrangement for the payment Messrs. Howland and Aspinwall, a firm

to Mexico was made through Mr. T. W. of merchants in New York ; and Messrs.

Ward, of Boston, agent of Messrs. Corcoran and Riggs, bankers in Wash

Baring, Brothers and Co., of London; ington
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[FROM THE HON. GEORGE ASHMUN.]

** House of Eepkesentatives, March 1, 1851.

" My dear Sir : On coming to the House this morning, I stated to

gentlemen on all sides, what you desired me to communicate, namely :

that neither you, nor your friends, would interpose any obstacle to any

inquiry in relation to you, which, in the judgment of the House, the cir

cumstances of the case might render proper.

" But the whole attack was so utterly disgusting to the House, and

treated with so much scorn and indignation, and especially by General

Bayley and others, leading Democrats, as well as by the Whigs, that the

House has just refused to allow the introduction of the resolution of Julian

by the very emphatic vote of one hundred and nineteen to thirty-five.

" I did not vote upon the question, because, while I looked upon the

whole movement as an outrage, I did not wish to seem in the least degree

to interfere with your expressed wishes for the freest action of the House

upon the subject. Very respectfully,

" George Ashmun."

[memorandum.]

" Hottse of Representatives, March 1, 1851.

" Mr. Otis told me that last July, as he came through Boston on his

way to Washington, he was at the Cnstom-House in Boston, in company

with Mr. Greely and Mr. Charles Hudson, and was conversing with them

about the rumor that Mr. Webster was to be Secretary of State, when Mr.

Haven came in with a letter from Mr. Webster, and Mr. Haven and Mr.

Greely stepped aside for consultation for a few minutes ; that, after Mr.

Haven had left the room, Mr. Greely said that Mr. Webster had written

to Mr. Haven that he had been offered the State Department, and was

hesitating about accepting it, on account of the pecuniary sacrifice to

which he would be subjected ; that Mr. Haven said that he should write

to Mr. Webster to accept, and his friends would save him. Mr. Otis fur

ther said that he was requested by Mr. Hudson and Mr. Greely to go

directly to Washington, and remonstrate with the President against the

appointment of Mr. Webster as Secretary of State ; that accordingly he,

Mr. Otis, did come on, and as soon as he could, on the morning of his

arrival, he called on the President, and among other things told him what

had occurred at Boston as above stated.

" Mr. Otis also at the same time told the story t) members of Congress,

in the hearing of Mr. Allen, of Massachusetts.

" George Ashmun."

[from mr. franklin haven.]

"Boston, February 28, 1851.

"My dear Sir : The following article appeared in the papers of last

evening :
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" ' The Washington correspondent of the New-York Herald telegraphs

concerning the charge against Mr. Webster as follows :

" ' The facts appear to be that Mr. Webster wrote to the Sub-Treasurer,

Mr. Haven, that he had been offered the State Department, but could not

accept it unless his friends would make up what he would sacrifice pecu

niarily by accepting. Mr. Haven showed the letter to Collector Greely,

who, at the time, told its contents to Mr. Otis, a member from Maine, who

was present. Mr. Otis has divulged the matter to Congressmen,' etc., etc.

" So far as regards myself, this statement is, except in one particular,

wholly untrue. You did advise me, by letter, that the President had in

vited you to take the State Department. There was not a word in rela

tion to the other matter set forth in the article.

" Mr. Collector Greely has made a written statement that I never

showed to him any such letter ; that he never knew of my receiving any

such letter ; and that he never made any such statement to Mr. Otis or

anybody else.

" With the request that you will excuse me for noticing an article so

obviously untrue,

"I remain, with the highest considerations of respect and esteem,

" Yours always,

'« Hon. D. Webster." " F*A*™ h™-

The origin of this absurd tale was traced, at the time, to

the following occurrences : While the formation of Mr. Fill

more's Cabinet was yet undecided (July, 1850), Mr. Webster

wrote to his friend Mr. Haven, in Boston, the letters on that

subject which are printed in the last chapter.1 On the 30th of

July, as has already been stated, he sent a telegraphic dispatch

to Mr. Haven, communicating the information that President

Fillmore had offered the Department of State to him, and that

he had accepted it.

Soon after the receipt of this intelligence, Mr. Haven

chanced to call at the office of the collector of the port, Mr.

Philip Greely, on business ; and, while there, he answered, to

a question asked by Mr. Greely, that Mr. Webster was to be

Secretary of State.

Mr. Haven said or intimated nothing in regard to any

pecuniary arrangements to enable Mr. Webster to accept the

office, exhibited no letter from Mr. Webster, and referred to

none. Mr. Otis, a member of Congress from Maine, was pres

ent at the time, but Mr. Haven had no conversation with him.

1 Letters of July 11, 12, 16, and 21, 1850, ante, pp. 464„465„
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After Mr. Haven had left, Mr. Greely and Mr. Otis conversed

about Mr. Webster's private affairs, and his probable hesitation

in regard to the office on account of the pecuniary sacrifices its

acceptance would require ; and, after Mr. Otis went away, he

asserted that he learned from Mr. G-reely, as intelligence de

rived from Mr. Haven, that Mr. Webster would not accept the

office unless in some way relieved from the sacrifices it would

involve, and that Mr. Haven said he should write to Mr. Web

ster, urging him to accept. Mr. Otis declared, before he left

Mr. Greely, that he should proceed immediately to Washing

ton, lay the facts before the President, and thereby endeavor

to prevent the appointment of Mr. Webster. There were other

persons present during part of the time who were not friendly

to Mr. Webster.

Subsequently, Mr. Greely and Mr. Otis caused the follow

ing statement to be made in the public prints :

" MR. AI/LEN'S CHARGE AGAINST DANIEL WEBSTER.

" We are authorized, both by Mr. Otis, of Maine, and by Mr. Greely, to

state that the conversation between them, which has been referred to of

late in the newspapers and elsewhere, related entirely to the rumors and

reports which were in Boston at that time (July last), in relation to the

formation of Mr. Fillmore's Cabinet, and whether Mr. Webster was to be

Secretary of State. The object of Mr. Otis in calling on Mr. Greely was

solely to obtain information on that point ; and the information given by

Mr. Greely had reference- to that point alone.

" Mr. Greely answered his inquiries by stating the conflicting reports

which were in circulation, as said to come from Mr. Webster and others.

In this way Mr. Otis may have confounded, as coming from Mr. Haven,

what was said to be reporttd from others. In a few minutes after the con

versation commenced, Mr. Haven came in upon other business, and Mr.

Greely did inquire of him respecting the rumors of Mr. Webster's appoint

ment as Secretary of State, and Mr. Haven answered that Mr. Webster had

written that the President had tendered him the office.

" Mr. Otis believes that Mr. Greely said Mr. Haven, in addition, told

him that Mr. Webster hesitated from the pecuniary sacrifices he would have

to make ; and that he said he should write to Mr. Webster, urging him to

accept the place. But Mr. Greely has no recollection of this as coming

from Mr. Haven, but thinks that matter was alluded to incidentally by

other persons, who afterward came into the office before Mr. Otis left ; and

that he confounded one conversation with the other.

" The only information asked for and received had reference solely to

the fact whether Mr. Webster was to be Secretary of State ; and Mr. Otis
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so intended to be understood when he made his statement in July last,

and in his more recent explanation of that statement. There was nothing

in the statement that could be, by any ingenuity, perverted to the purpose

of showing a proposition from Mr. Webster to obtain money, or that could

be used by any one for that purpose, either according to the recollection

of the conversation by Mr. Otis or by Mr. Greely.

" From the above statement, it will be seen that the statement niade

by Mr. Otis could furnish no basis for the late attack upon Mr. Webster ;

nor does it in any degree justify or sustain the extraordinary position

taken by Mr. Allen in the late attack."

It is, of course, immaterial to know how far Mr. Allen

deemed himself justified, on the authority of Mr. Otis, in

making the charge that Mr. Webster would not accept the

office of Secretary of State unless a large sum of money should

be raised for him as an inducement, and that such an arrange

ment was actually made ; or how far, or from whom, Mr. Otis

supposed he had authority for saying whatever he did say in the

hearing of Mr. Allen or others. Mr. Haven's statement, that

he never received any letter from Mr. Webster, containing such

a suggestion, disposes of the whole charge. The occurrence

itself, however, is a remarkable instance of the credulity with

which a person of ardent political opinions will sometimes

listen to rumors affecting the character of an opponent, whose

course is a subject of embittered controversy. Mr. Allen was

warmly opposed to Mr. Webster's political conduct after March,

1850 ; and he was one of the principal leaders of a party in

Massachusetts which sought to impair Mr. Webster's influence

over the public mind.

That Mr. Webster could not take the office of Secretary of

State without great pecuniary sacrifices, the whole country

knewr ; but neither the House of Eepresentatives nor the people

of the United States believed that he sought and received any

sum of money as a condition of his acceptance. What he did

was precisely What he had done before, more than once, namely,

he took a public position from a sense of his public duty, with

too little regard for the state of his private affairs.

After he had been for some time in the office, a number of his

personal friends, not more than two of whom could be regarded

as " bankers," sent him a few thousand dollars to meet the ex

traordinary expenses of his table. But I believe it to be a fact
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that lie never knew their names or positions. Mr. Haven him

self had no agency in the matter, and no connection with it.1

1 In January, 1852, Mr. Allen re

peated this charge, notwithstanding the

fact that Mr. Haven had publicly denied

its alleged foundation, over his own sig

nature, in May, 1851, and notwithstand

ing the disclaimers of Mr. Greely and

Mr. Otis, which left it morally certain

that Mr. Otis had acted on a false as

sumption of a fact, when he said to Mr.

Ashmun, and in the hearing of Mr.

Allen, that Mr. Webster had written to

Mr. Haven, suggesting some pecuniary

arrangement to enable him to accept the

office of Secretary of State, and that Mr.

Haven had replied that his " friends

would save him." Apparently. unwilling

to be convinced by any testimony, Mr.

Allen, on this last occasion (January,

1852), while the same bill to provide for

the payment of the Mexican indemnity

was again before the House, amplified

his charges against Mr. Webster, as fol

lows : 1. That no officer had any right

to make a negotiation of this kind, in

advance of the appropriation. 2. That

if any such negotiation should be made,

competition should be invoked, and the

agent should be employed whose terms

would be the most favorable. 3. That

the Secretary of State should not have

interfered in the matter, but should have

left it to the Secretary of the Treasury.

He alluded to his having presented these

objections at the previous session, and

to his having then urged " that the rela

tions of the Secretary of State to these

capitalists and bankers were such as ren

dered it highly improper and unfit that

he should take it upon himself, unneces

sarily, to discharge the duties he had

assumed. . . . Now, what were these re

lations ? It had come to my knowl

edge—and it seemed to me a proper

matter for the knowledge of the House—-

that when the Secretary of State took

upon himself the office which he now

holds, he entered into a negotiation quite

as remarkable, to say the least, as the

negotiation which it appears he made

with the Barings and their associates.

It was a negotiation with men of a char

acter, class, and description, similar to

that of Mr. Ward, of Boston, and How-

land and Aspinwall, of New York ; a ne

gotiation, by which, as an inducement for

Sir. Webster to take the office which he

now holds, a sum of money was to be fur-

n

nished—fifty thousand dollars to support

him in that office." Mr. Allen did not say

that Mr. Ward, or Messrs. Howland and.

Aspinwall, had contributed to that fund,

but he said there was every reason to be

lieve they had. He then proceeded to say

that the negotiation with the bankers waa

made " at tlie very time when the negotia

tion was going on for raising the fifty thou

sand dollars." These facts,' Mr. Allen said,

had been denied, but Mr. Webster's friends

were strenuously opposed to an inves

tigation. [The refusal of the House of

Representatives to make an investiga

tion had alone prevented it.] Mr. Allen

also spoke of misrepresentations and

attempts to palliate the offence, among

then* a letter from Mr. Haven denying that

a proposition had been made to him by

Mr. Webster with regard to the fifty thou

sand dollar fund. [Mr. Haven's previous

public denial had covered the whole

ground-work of the charge.] Political

rancor and such credulity as it engen

ders could go no further than they car

ried Mr. Allen and others who continued

to repeat this statement after it had been

shown to be untrue. The whole affair

subsided in the House of Represent

atives, after Mr. George T. Davis, who

was also a member from Massachusetts,

had made a defence of Mr. Webster

showing the groundlessness of this

charge (January 23, 1852). The de

bate then fell back to the bill, and the

general objections to the arrangement

which Mr. Webster had made for the

payment of the Mexican indemnity.

Several amendments to the bill were

offered, intended to carry a censure of

Mr. Webster's action : such as " that

the said sum be paid over to the proper

authorities of Mexico, by the Secretary

of the Treasury under the supervision

of the President ; " that it be paid " in

a manner conformable to the request of

the Mexican Government," etc. All of

these amendments wrere rejected, and

the bill passed, simply appropriating

three million one hundred and eighty

thousand dollars for the payment of the

last instalment due under the Treaty of

Guadalupe-Hidalgo— which was to fall

due May 31, 1852.

I have spoken of a party in Massa

chusetts who sought from political mo

tives to impair Mr. Webster's influence
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Early in April of this year, Mr. Webster made a short visit

to Massachusetts. While he was at Marshfield, many of the

citizens of Boston, of both the Whig and Democratic parties,

wished to offer him a public reception in Faneuil Hall. The

custody of that famous place of public assembly had long been

in the hands of the Board of Aldermen of the city ; and it was

the practice to grant permission to use it on the petition of one

hundred tax-payers. The requisite petition was duly presented,

and an invitation, signed by a great number of the principal citi

zens, was sent to Mr. Webster, at Marshfield. It was arranged

that Mr. Choate should make the address of welcome, and intima

tions of the course of his remarks were conveyed to Mr. Web

ster, who had privately signified his purpose to accept the invi

tation. But, on the morning of the day on which the meeting

was expected to take place, it became known that the Board

of Aldermen had refused the use of the hall.

This affair, which, under other circumstances, would have

been regarded as a very trivial occurrence, and would cer

tainly have been unworthy of a place here, immediately

struck the whole country with amazement. It was asked,

everywhere, if Boston could not bear free discussion of public

measures, or had refused to hear her own illustrious citizen and

statesman. What would otherwise have met only with ridi

cule, was treated as a serious event, on account of the position

of political affairs at the time. In Boston itself, indignation

and shame became so general that the unlucky officials were

alarmed, and sought to retrace their steps. The explanation

which they endeavored to make to Mr. Webster was, that, hav-

over the public mind. In this warfare, people to be incredulous of such assaults

all manly fairness was disregarded, upon eminent statesmen. But such in-

Long after this imputation had been credulity is rarely as active as it should

shown to be entirely untrue, the news- be; and the assaults are therefore often

paper organ of this party, in Boston, re- made on calculation of their effect, far

iterated it, quoting the language in which more than on conviction of their justice.

Mr. Allen had originally made the charge, Mr. Webster rarely took any active steps

and asserting that the inquiry had been to meet such imputations. What he did,

smothered in the House of Representa- in such cases, strongly illustrates his re-

tives by a corrupt understanding be- liance on the judgments of the future :

tween the Whig friends of Mr. Webster he caused the means of refutation to be

and the friends of a prominent Demo- carefully gathered and preserved among

crat who was interested in a private bill his private papers, and there are few

before the House. While all experience transactions of his life, public or private,

shows that in free countries political in any way involving his character, that

controversy degenerates into personal cannot there be traced with entire accu-

slander, it ought also to admonish the racy.
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ing refused the use of the hall to persons and parties who

sought to denounce the " Compromise Measures," they thought

consistency required them to refuse it to the supporters of that

policy, but that no personal disrespect was intended toward

Mr. "Webster. This explanation he did not think it became him

to regard. His answer to the invitation of his friends was pub

lished immediately after the refusal of the hall was known.

[TO MB. GEO. G. SMITH AND OTHEKS.]

" Makshfield, April 15, 1851.

" Gentlemen : I duly received your letter of "the 11th of this month,

and had fully made up my mind to comply with your invitation ; for,

although I have entertained no purpose of discussing further, at present,

the political questions which have so much agitated the country, yet I

could not deny myself the pleasure of meeting you and your fellow-citizens

for mutual congratulation upon our escape, so far, from dangers which, a

year ago, seemed most seriously to threaten the very existence of our

national institutions ; and, upon the prospect of an early return, in .all

parts of the country, of feelings of good-will and reciprocal regard.

" But the newspapers of this afternoon inform me that the Board of

Aldermen have refused your request for the use of Faneuil Hall. I care

nothing for this, personally, except that it deprives me of the gratification

of seeing, you; although, if I supposed that the general voice of the people

of Boston approved of this proceeding, it would, I confess, cause me the

deepest regret. The resolution, denying you the hall, has been adopted,

if I mistake not, by the same board which has practically refused to join

with the other branch of the city government in offering the hospitalities

of the city to President Fillmore.

" Gentlemen, for nearly thirty years I have been in the service of the

country, by the choice of the people of Boston, and the appointment of

the Legislature of Massachusetts. My public conduct, through the whole

of that long period, is not unknown, and I cheerfully leave it to the judg

ment of the country now and hereafter.

" Since the commencement of March of last year I have done something

and hazarded much to uphold the Constitution of the United States, and

to maintain interests of the most vital importance to the citizens of Bos

ton. And I shall do more and hazard more whenever, in my judgment, it

becomes necessary that more be done or more be hazarded. I shall per

form with unflinching perseverance, and to the end, my duty to my whole

country ; nor do I, in the slightest degree, fear the result. Folly and fanati

cism may have their hour. They may not only affect the minds of indi

viduals, but they may also seize on public bodies of greater or less dignity.

But their reign is, without doubt, destined to be short, even where, for the

moment it seems most triumphant. We, of Massachusetts, are not doomed
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to a course of political conduct such as would reproach our ancestors, de

stroy our own prosperity, and expose us to the derision of the civilized

world. No such future is before us. Far otherwise. Patriotism, the

union of good men, fidelity to the Constitution in all its provisions, and

that intelligence which has hitherto enabled the people of this State to

discern and appreciate their own political blessings, as well as what is due

to their own history and character, will bring them back to their accus

tomed feelings of love of country, and of respect and veneration for its

institutions.

" I am, gentlemen, with the most sincere regards,

" Your obliged friend, and very obedient servant,

"Daniel Webster."

In a few days after the publication of this letter, the

other branch of the city government invited Mr. Webster to

meet them in Faneuil Hall. This invitation he declined, in

the following answer :

" Marshfield, April 19, 1851, Saturday Morning.

To Francis Brinley, Esq., President of the Common Council of the City of Boston.

"My dear Sir: I have received your communication transmitting

copies of the preamble and resolutions adopted on the 17th instant, by

the unanimous voice of the body over which you preside.

"I should be incapable of all just emotion, if I delayed a moment to

express my grateful thanks for a proceeding so friendly and so honorable

toward myself.

" I wish my stay in this vicinity could be such as to afford me an

opportunity of calling, individually, upon you, and all the members, and

paying to each my personal regards.

" There are, I know, members of the Council who entertain political

opinions different from my own ; and this makes me the more anxious to

signify, in an emphatic manner, my sense, not only of the kindness and

courtesy, but also of the manliness and independence, which characterize

their votes.

"I shall not have the pleasure, during my present visit, of meeting the

citizens of Boston.

" What I have done, within the last year, to maintain the Union, and

to preserve the relations of peace, friendly intercourse, commerce, and busi

ness, among all the States, has not been done in a corner; and I shall not

go into a corner to perform what may remain to be done. Nor shall I enter

Faneuil Hall, till its gates shall be thrown open, wide open, not * with im

petuous recoil—grating harsh thunder,' but with ' harmonious sound, on

golden hinges moving,' to let in, freely and to overflowing, you and your

fellow-citizens, and all men, of all parties, who are true to the Union as

well as to Liberty—men who can look around, on the faces of the patriots
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which adorn the walls of the sacred temple, draw in with their deepest

breath the appropriate inspiration, and stand upright and erect upon its

pavement, in mind and heart elate, in the consciousness that they, too, are

Americans, lovers of their country, and their whole country, and not un

worthy to follow in the footsteps of their great forefathers.

" If Providence shall be pleased to spare my life and health till that

hour comes, I shall meet the citizens of Boston, and my voice shall be

heard once more in the Cradle of American Liberty.

" Till then, again thanking you and the members of the Council, I bid

you and them farewell !

" Daniel Webster."

The people of the city, however, were not content that Mr.

Webster should return to Washington without a greeting from

themselves. In great numbers they assembled in the square in

front of his hotel, on the morning of the 22d of April, and in

their " primary capacity " called him out. He made a short

address to them, and soon afterward proceeded to Washington.

Having returned to his post before the end of April, Mr.

Webster hoped to be spared from any necessity for further

public speaking, and that the residue of the time, before the

access of his autumnal catarrh, could be devoted exclusively

to the official duties of his department. On the 4th of May he

wrote to Mr. Blatchford :

"lam steadily engaged in my official duties, and make progress in

some things which require dispatch. There are but few people here, and

it is a good time for work.

"I have given up my professional engagements both in New York and

Boston. This has been done at a great sacrifice—three thousand dollars

at least ; but I felt it to be my duty. For the next two or three months I

may calculate on good health, after which my annual visitation of ' hay

fever,' or ' catarrh,' may render me incapable of doing much, if any thing,

for the residue of the summer. I feel, therefore, that I owe it to my place,

and to my duties, to let nothing interfere for the present with close atten

tion to public affairs.

"There never was a time, I think, in which our foreign relations were

more quiet. There seems no disturbing breath on the surface. All the

diplomatic gentlemen here are amicably disposed, and our intercourse is

quite agreeable. I think Mr. Htilsemann is the most satisfied and happy

of them all.

"An hour hence I receive my mail, and then go to church, always ex

pecting a good sermon from .Dr. Butler.-

" By-the-way, if you would see something in the prophetic books of
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Scripture, remarkably applicable to our days, turn to the second chapter

of Nahum and the fourth verse.1

" Yours always truly,

"Daniel Webster.

" P. S.—For something to remind you of telegraphic wires, see Job

xxxviii. 35." 2

But there was to be no rest for him. The " Erie Railroad,"

connecting the city of New York with Lake Erie, was to be

opened with public ceremonies, and the directors sent an

urgent invitation to President Fillmore and the members of his

Cabinet, to join their excursion. The President and his friends

thought that a salutary political influence might attend his

presence on this occasion, and they earnestly desired Mr. Web

ster to accompany them. His feelings about this journey were

expressed to his friend Mr. Blatchford, to whom he was in the

habit of writing once, or more than once, every day.

[TO MB. BLATCHFORD.]

" May 7, 1851, Wednesday Morning.

"Mr dear Sir : I have not wished to join this jaunt on the Erie Rail

road, because I have much work on hand, which I wish to get through

before the hot weather. But there was a wish, I believe warm and sin

cere, that I should be of the party. I suppose it will be fatiguing, but I

must try it.

" I hope to rest a day on my return, in your city. You will find me

Tuesday eve, at the Astor House. I shall continue to write daily. The

cold weather holds on. We have had frost, I think, four nights out of

six. Yours,

"Daniel Webster."

[to mr. blatchford.]

"May 11, 1851, Sunday, One o'clock.

"My dear Sir : I thank you for your letter from Philadelphia. I am

well, and leave to-morrow morning, at six o'clock. I dread the journey

awfully.

" I see four elements of distress in it : 1. Heat. 2. Crowds. 3. Lime

stone-water. ,4. The necessity of speech-making.

1 " The chariots shall rage in the * " Canst thou send lightnings, that

streets ; they shall justle one against they may go, and say unto thee, Here

another in the broad ways ; they shall we are ? "

seem like torches ; they shall run like

the lightnings. "
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" This last is, not the least, for I have exhausted my opinions and my

thoughts, my illustrations, and my imaginations ; all that remains in my

mind is as 4 dry as a remainder biscuit, after a voyage.'

" Your notion, that no evil can come from thisvjaiint, cheers me ; but

still I feel a caving in at the prospect before me. But never mind. If I

should not be remarkably foolish, nor remarkably unlucky, I shall not

spoil all the past. Yours,

"D. W."

At Dunkirk, the western terminus of the Erie Railway, Mr.

Fletcher Webster, who had accompanied his father, became

suddenly ill, and Mr. Webster was obliged to separate himself

from the rest of the party.

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

"Dunkirk, May 17, 1851.

" My dear Sib : I have been greatly alarmed about Fletcher. Sleeping

in rny room, he was attacked, Thursday night, half-past one, by a violent

inflammation of the throat. He woke me, in much distress, and said he

could not breathe. In fifteen or twenty minutes we had a physician, who

let blood freely, gave a powerful emetic, applied mustard-plasters, etc., etc.

He was relieved soon, but did not get out of his bed till this morning.

We have a good boat here, and, as the weather is clearing up, I think we

shall go to Buffalo in the p. m.

" You see how we got along. I made a speech here last evening, on

purpose to do credit to the directors of the .road. There was a reporter

here—and I hope he will give a correct account of it. I am marvellously

well.

"I am extremely pained to hear of the death of your excellent minister,

Dr. Mason. Yours truly always,

" Daniel Webster."

Mr. Webster and his son arrived at Buffalo after the Presi

dent and his attendants had set out on their return.

[TO MRS. FLETCHER WEBSTER.]

" Buffalo, May 20, 1851, Nine o'clock p. m.

" My dear Caroline : I am detained here, unavoidably, for two or

three days beyond my expectation.

" Fletcher has had his trunk packed, two or three times, for his de

parture for home, but, wThen the time came, I did not feel that I could part

with him. I have nobody else with me, and, though well at present, I

should be alarmed if I should get sick.
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" To-night he has got all things in readiness to go early in the morn

ing ; but I do not believe I should sleep an hour, under the consciousness

that he was to leave in the morning. I must, my dear child, detain him a

day or two longer, and you must try to forgive me for it. I have no

travelling friend ; no servant, or attendant, that I am acquainted with ;

and, if Fletcher should go, I should feel, absolutely desolate.

" I have telegraphed to New York for somebody to meet me, and, the

moment I see a reliable and familiar face, I will give your husband my

blessing, and let him depart.

" Your affectionate father,

" Daniel, Webster. *'

The citizens of Buffalo, without distinction of party, invited

Mr. Webster to a public dinner, which took place on the 21st

of May. They also requested him to address the people in the

park. At the dinner, his speech related to the general topics

suggested by Jhe opening of a great work of internal improve

ment, and to its relations to the growth of the Western coun

try ; for he chose to reserve all topics concerning the political

questions of the time until the following day. In that speech,

delivered in the open air on the 22d, in a drenching rain, which

did not disturb the great audience assembled from far and near

to hear him, he entered into the subject which was in all men's

minds. Whatever he may have thought, himself, of his power

to say any thing fresh and instructive concerning the public

questions on which he had previously written and spoken so

much, this Buffalo speech was received by those who heard it,

and by thousands who read it everywhere throughout the coun

try, with new admiration at his intellectual resources. He had

not, in fact, by any means exhausted himself on themes that

touched the welfare of the country, the continuance of its

Union, and the safety of its Constitution.

Largely as we may estimate the depth of his patriotism, and

the reach and activity of his mental processes, it is difficult to un

derstand how he could have made preparation for such a speech

as this. For, it is to be remembered that he was entertained

at a public dinner on the day before, at which he had to make

a speech of a totally different character, and that during the

whole time of his stay in Buffalo he was the object of almost

incessant private attentions. He was at this time past the age

of sixty-nine ; and, although at the moment in good general
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health, lie was obliged to be extremely careful. This speech,

therefore, considering all the circumstances in which it was

made, affords very high evidence of his powers as an orator, of

his unabated mental capacity, and of his patriotic wisdom. It

is also one of the best exhibitions of his character as a public

man ; for no one who now reads it can believe that there ever

entered his mind the slightest doubt respecting the correctness

of his own political course, or of what the safety of our institu

tions required of the people of the United States. Those who

maligned and traduced him were in the habit of believing, or

affecting to believe, that he sometimes felt himself to have been

wrong. If there are any who still think so, they should read

and ponder this speech.

It was made in a time of great political excitement, . and

when he himself had been, and continued to be, bitterly as

sailed. But whoever will correctly observe the attitude in

which he stood, in respect to the sectional controversies, and

will undertake to answer his positions, will find that there

is no answer within reach, which can affect Mr. Webster's

purity of purpose, or afford any disparagement of his political

wisdom and forecast. His object on this occasion was, to show

to the people of ~New York that they were, to a large extent,

responsible for the public measures which, beginning with the

annexation of Texas, and ending with the Mexican War, had

brought the two opposite sections of the Union into conflict

on the subject of slavery; to tell them again, as he had repeat

edly told the people of the whole country, that he had resisted

all acquisitions of territory because they would lead to a danger

ous controversy ; to remind them that, while, at the commence

ment of the year 1850, Texas stood ready to maintain her claim

to the. whole of JSTew Mexico, six or seven of the largest States

of the South had taken measures looking toward secession, and

that a civil war was thus imminent ; to reiterate to them the

entire uselessness of excluding slavery, by Act of Congress, from

the Territories requiring to be organized; and to explain to

them the necessity for new legislation in respect to fugitives

from service. In conclusion, he said :

" Gentlemen, I regret that slavery exists in the Southern States ; but it

is clear and certain that Congress has no power over it. It may be, how
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ever, that, in the dispensations of Providence, some remedy for this evi"

may occur or may be hoped for hereafter. But, in the mean time, I hold

to the Constitution of the United States, and you need never expect from

me, under any circumstances, that I shall falter from it ; that I shall be

otherwise than frank and decisive. I would not part with my character

as a man of firmness and decision, and honor and principle, for all that the

world possesses. You will find me true to the North, because all my sym

pathies are with the North. My affections, my children, my hojoes, my

every thing, are with the North. But when I stand up before my country,

as one appointed to administer the Constitution of the country, by the

blessing of God, I will be just.

" Gentlemen, I expect to be libelled and abused. I have not lost a

night's rest for a great many years from any such cause. I have some

talent for sleeping. And why should I not expect to be libelled ? Is not

the Constitution of the United States libelled and abused ? Do not some

people call it a covenant with hell ? Is not Washington libelled and

abused ? Is he not called a bloodhound on the track of the African

negro ? Are not our fathers libelled and abused by their own children ?

And ungrateful children they are. How, then, shall I escape ? I do not

expect to escape ; but, knowing these things, I impute no bad motive to

any men of character and fair standing. The great settlement measures

of the last Congress are laws. Many respectable men, representatives from

your own State, and from other States, did not concur in them. I do not

impute any bad motive to them. I am ready to believe that they are

Americans all. They may not have thought these laws necessary ; or they

may have thought that they would be enacted without their concurrence.

Let all that pass away. If they are now men who will stand by what is

done, and stand up for their country, wre must stand by them and live by

them. I will respect them all as friends.

" Now, gentlemen, allow me to ask of you, what do you think would

have been the condition of the country, at this time, if these laws had not

been passed by the last Congress ? If the question of the Texas boundary

had not been settled ? If New Mexico and Utah had been left as desert

places, and no government had been provided for them ? And if the other

great object, to which State laws had opposed so many obstacles—the res

toration of fugitives—had not been provided for, I ask, what would have

been the state of this country now ? You men of Erie County, you men of

New York, I conjure you to go home to-night, and meditate on this sub

ject. What would have been the state of this country now, at this moment,

if these laws had not been passed ? I have given my opinion that we

should have had a civil war. I refer it to you, therefore, for your con

sideration : meditate on it ; do not be carried away by any abstract notions

or metaphysical ideas ; think practically on the great question, What would

have been the condition of the United States at this moment if we had not

Bettled these agitating questions ? I repeat, in my opinion there would

have been a civil war.
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" Gentlemen, will you allow me, for a moment, to advert to myself ? I

have been a long time in public life ; of course, not many years remain to

me. At the commencement of 1850, 1 looked anxiously at the condition

of the country, and I thought the inevitable consequence of leaving the

existing controversies unadjusted would be civil war. I saw danger in

leaving Utah and New Mexico without any government, a prey to the

power of Texas. I saw the condition of things arising from the interfer

ence of some of the States in defeating the operation of the Constitution in

respect to the restoration of fugitive slaves. I saw these things, and I made

up my mind to encounter whatever might betide me in the attempt to

avert the impending catastrophe. And allow me to add something which

is not entirely unworthy of notice. A member of the House of Repre

sentatives told me that he had prepared a list of one hundred and forty

speeches which had been made in Congress on the slavery question. ' That

is a very large number, my friend,' I said ; ' but how is that ? ' ' Why,'

said he, ' a Northern man gets up, and speaks with considerable power

and fluency until the Speaker's hammer knocks him down. Then gets up a

Southern man, and speaks*with more warmth. He is nearer the sun, and

he comes out with the greater fervor against the North. He speaks his

hour, and is, in turn, knocked down. And so it has gone on until I have

got one hundred and forty speeches on my list.' ' Well,' said I, ' where

are they, and what are they ? ' 'If the speaker,' said he, ' was a Northern

man, he held forth against slavery ; and, if he was from the South, he

abused the North ; and all these speeches were sent by the members to

their own localities, where they served only to aggravate the local irrita

tion already existing. No man reads both sides. The other side of the

argument is not read ; and the speeches sent from Washington, in such

prodigious numbers, instead of tending to conciliation, do but increase, in

both sections of the Union, an excitement already of the most dangerous

character.'

" Gentlemen, in this state of things, I saw that something must be

done. It was impossible to look with indifference on a danger of so for

midable a character. I am a Massachusetts man, and I bore in mind what

Massachusetts has ever been to the Constitution and the Union. I felt the

importance of the duty which devolved upon one to whom she had so long

confided the trust of representing her in either House of Congress. As I

honored her, and respected her, I felt that I was serving her in my endeav

ors to promote the welfare of the whole country.

"And now suppose, gentlemen, that, on the occasion in question, I

had taken a different course. If I may allude so particularly to an indi

vidual so insignificant as myself, suppose that, on the 7th of March, 1850,

instead of making a speech that would., so far as my power went, reconcile

the.country, I had joined in the general clamor of the antislavery party ?

Suppose I had" said : 'I will have nothing to do with any accommodation ;

we will admit no compromise ; we will let Texas invade New Mexico ; we

Trill leave New Mexico and Utah to take care of themselves ; we will plant
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ourselves on the Wilmot Proviso, let the consequences be what they

may ? ' .

" Now, gentlemen, I do not mean to say that great consequences would

have followed such a course on my part ; but, supposing I had taken such

a course, how could I be blamed for it I Was not I a Northern man ? Did

I not know Massachusetts feelings and prejudices ? But what of that ? I

am an American. I was made a whole man, and I did not mean to make

myself half a one. I felt that I had a duty to perform to my country, to

my own reputation ; for I flattered myself that a service of forty years had

given me some character, on which I had a right to repose for my justifica

tion in the performance of a duty attended with some degree of local un

popularity. I thought it my duty to pursue this course, and I did not

care what was to be the consequence. I felt that it was my duty in a very

alarming crisis to come out ; to go for my country, and my whole country ;

and to exert any power I had to keep that country together. I cared for

nothing, I was afraid of nothing ; but I meant to do my duty. Duty per

formed makes' a man happy ; duty neglected makes a man unhappy. I

therefore, in the face of all discouragements and all dangers, was ready to

go forth, and do what I thought my country, your country, demanded of

me. And, gentlemen, allow' me to say here to-day, that, if the fate of John

Kogers had stared me in the face, if I had seen the stake, if I had heard

the fagots already crackling, by the blessing of Almighty God, I would

have gone on, and discharged the duty which I thought my country called

upon me to perform. I would have become a martyr to save that country.

And now, gentlemen, farewell. Live and be happy. Live like patriots ;

live like Americans. Live in the enjoyment of the inestimable blessings

which your fathers prepared for you ; and if any thing that I may do here

after should be inconsistent, in the slightest degree, with the opinions and

principles which I have this day submitted to you, then discard me for

ever from your recollection."

"When this speech was reported by telegraph in the news

papers of the city of New York, a very serious error occurred in

this passage, by the change of a single word. Mr. Webster there

upon addressed the following letter to Mr. Botts, of Virginia :

[TO MR. BOTTS.]

11 Washington, June 3, 1851.

" My dear Sir : When I arrived at New York, my attention was called

to a paragraph in the telegraphic report of my speech at Buffalo. Under

the circumstances, it is wonderful that the accomplished reporter per

formed the service as well as he did ; but a mistake occurred of some im

portance, which he corrected as soon as it met his eye. Toward the end

of the speech, I am reported as having said : ' Gentlemen, I regret exceed

ingly that slavery exists in the Southern States, and that Congress has no

power over it.7 This is so entirely in opj)osition to the whole drift of
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my remarks, that it might have been hoped that all would have regarded

it as a misprint or an error ; it. appears, however, that this was not univer

sally the case, and therefore the reporter very promptly caused the following

correction to be inserted in the Herald* the paper in which the report first

appeared : ' Gentlemen, I regret exceedingly that slavery exists in the

Southern States, but Congress has no power to act upon it. It may be,

however, that, in the dispensation of Providence, some remedy for this

evil may occur, or may be hoped for hereafter.'

"It must be obvious to every intelligent person that, if Congress pos

sessed power over slavery as it exists in the Southern States, any attempt to

exercise such power would break up the Union just as surely as would an

attempt to introduce slavery into Massachusetts. These are subjects of

mere State rights and State authority, intended originally to be left en

tirely with the States, and they must be so left still, if we wish to preserve

the Union.

"You are at liberty to make any use of this letter which you may

think necessary to remove false impressions.

" I am, niy dear sir, with the truest regard,

" Yours, most respectfully,

" Daniel Webster."

On Mr. Webster's return toward Albany, lie received earnest

invitations to speak at Batavia, Rome, .Canandaigua, and Syra

cuse. From Canandaigua, where he was the guest of the Hon.

Francis Granger, lie wrote to Mr. Blatchford :

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

" Canandaigua, May 25, 1851, Sunday Morning, Seven o'clock.

" My dear Sir : I get along slowly, as well as poorly. I do not mean

poorly in health, for my health is much improved, but I get poorly

through the meetings of such crowds of people.

" Yet I seem to have no option. The President stopped everywhere,

and said something, and it would be thought churlish if I were to do

less. I shall leave this place at nine to-morrow ; stop a little while, and

say a few words at Auburn. It is Governor Seward's residence ; and every

body there, I suppose, is a Free-soiler, or nearly everybody, and I would

not wish to give him or them offence.

" Thence to Syracuse, that laboratory of abolitionism, libel, and trea

son. Tuesday night I shall reach Albany, and stay there through Wednes

day, and, if the weather is tolerable, take the evening boat of that day.

I must do this, in order to have one day, Thursday, in New York ; and

then Friday and Saturday to get to Washington. Under these circum

stances, I do not think it worth your while to come to Albany, ,<as we

should be asleep while together. I much prefer, if you think you can
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spare a day, that you should go with me to Philadelphia. I am hav

ing a nice time here. The finest weather in the world, and entire quiet,

I begin to feel about right. You saw Fletcher, I suppose, and learned

what a drenching we all had in Buffalo.

" Yours truly always,

u Daniel Webster."

It was, however, impossible for Mr. Webster to decline an

invitation to remain at Albany, and address the young men

of that city. Their invitation was also signed by a large num

ber of the most prominent citizens of both the leading political

parties, of all ages, including persons of the highest official

stations. They received him in the square of the State capitol,

on the 28th of May, where he spoke to a great concourse of

people from a platform erected for the purpose. The speech is

remarkable for the expression of an opinion of which we have,

in part, already seen the fulfilment; nor can we see by what

process his prediction is to be finally refuted by the effect of

any human skill on which we have a right to rely :

"I say, therefore, 'without going into the argument with any detail,

that, in March, of 1850, when T found it my duty to address Congress on

these important topics, it was my conscientious belief, and it still remains

unshaken, that, if the controversy with Texas could not be amicably ad

justed, there must, in all probability, be civil war and bloodshed ; and,

in the contemplation of such a prospect, although we took it for granted

that no opposition could arise to the authority of the United States that

would not be suppressed, it appeared of little consequence on which

standard victory should perch. But what of that ? I was not anxious

about military consequences ; I looked to the civil and political state of

things, and their results, and I inquired what would be the condition of

the country, if, in this state of agitation, if, in this vastly extended,

though not generally pervading feeling at the South, war should break

out, and bloodshed should ensue in that quarter of the Union ? That

was enough for me to inquire into and consider, and, if the chances had

been but one in a thousand that civil war would be the result, I should

still have felt that that one-thousandth chance should be guarded against

by any reasonable sacrifice ; because, gentlemen, sanguine as I am of the

future prosperity of the country, strongly as I believe now, after what has

passed, and especially after the enactment of those measures to which I

have referred, that it is likely to hold - together, I yet believe firmly that

this Union, once broken, is utterly incapable, according to all human ex

perience, of being reconstructed in its original character, of being rece-

mented by any chemistry, or art, or effort, or skill of man,"
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He returned to Washington on one of the last days of

May, still looking for rest from all but the official labors of

his department, and intending soon to make a visit to Marsh-

field. But the demands for public speaking pressed upon

him without cessation. The corner-stone of a large addition to

the Capitol was to be laid with imposing ceremonies, on the

4th of July ; and he was earnestly solicited to make the prin

cipal address. The President thought it important, and Mr.

Webster consented. His purpose of going North was thus

frustrated for the present ; and, on the 24th of June, to gain a

little strength for this occasion, he went into Virginia by way

of Harper's Ferry and to Capon Springs, where he arrived on

the 25th.1 There the yeomanry of the country, for fifty miles

around, insisted upon entertaining him at a public dinner.

The gentleman who presided, William L. Clark, Esq., of Win

chester, said, in the course of his remarks :

" Our distinguished guest, who is the subject of these sentiments, has

been so kind as to say that here, in the bosom of Virginia, he is at home.

I think he said he felt himself at home. We have given you, sir, not only

.our admiration—that the world gives you—but we have given you our

affections. Long ago you enchained our understandings ; now you have

thrown a spell over our hearts. ....

You came among us suddenly, and, I can add, unexpectedly. We

have neither pomp nor circumstance to give you ; but we have a deep

and abiding sense of the inestimable service you have rendered to our

beloved country; and we have sought, and do now most earnestly seek,

to impress your mind with that conviction."

1 I am indebted to Charles Lanman, hiding to his advanced age, and to his desire

V*n xvhn snnn iftev thiVviqit to flanon to be remembered, melted the whole audience
Usq., who soon altei tm& vioit to uipon to tears_ Before leaving Washington, and

Springs became Mr. Webster's private while putting off final action in regard to the

secretary, and for whom Mr. Webster 'Clayton-Buiwer1 Treaty, he proposed to Sir

had a most affectionate regard, for some Sfn£?t^S!!!frES'S!f

p , 9 , ' , , , so ; out Mr. Webster was so busy m attend-

mterestmg notes, from which I take the illg- to his health, and talking to the Virginia

following extract : farmers about agriculture and the surround

ing scenery, that no diplomatic measures

" In June, 1851, I casually alluded, in his were concluded. He remained at Capon

Sresence, to a visit that I had just paid to about two weeks, and it was on his return to

apon Springs, whereupon he at once pro- Washington that he invited me to join him in

posed to go there with his family, and in- the State Department. For several months I

eisted upon my joining the party. His jour- acted as his private secretary, while holding

ney to that place was a continuous ovation ; the official position of Librarian of the War

the people at Harper's Perry, Winchester, Department. In November, 1851, however,

etc., coming forth to welcome him in great I was appointed Librarian of Copyrights in

numbers. At the Springs the citizens gave the Department of State, and continued to

him a dinner, on which occasion he cleliv- act as his secretary until his death. During

ered one of the most pathetic and affecting my intercourse with him I accompanied him

speeches of his life. It was not [expressly] in all his visits to Franklin and Marshfield ;

reported, aud of course does not appear in and I was only prevented from being with

his collected Works ; but an outline of it was his sorrowing friends at the last by the Illness

published in a pamphlet. A passage in it, al- of a member of my own family."
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Mr. Webster rose to reply amid deafening applause, lie

said :

" Ladies and Gentlemen, Fellow-Citizens of Virginia : It is my

first duty to express, however inadequately, my gratitude to you, one and

all, for this unexpected token of respect. I am aware that many of you

have come from great distances ; many of you, I know, have come upon

the saddle, under a burning sun, and you have done this to tender me this

token of your regard. I know also that many of you have left your estates

and harvest-fields at a time when every hour, whether of proprietor or

workman, is so important. For this, gentlemen, I thank you. I am afraid

this courtesy has been to you costly and inconvenient, and therefore, gentle

men, it sinks more deeply in my heart. I thank you, gentlemen.

" It has been my fortune to have seen much of Eastern "Virginia and of

Southern Virginia ; in past times, also, gentlemen, I have seen something

of Western Virginia, those counties bordering on the Ohio River ; but not

until this week has it been my fortune to have seen any thing of the beau

tiful and renowned valley where I now stand. I esteem it a great pleasure

to have a few days' leisure, or, at least, a few days that I could spare

from my official duties, to follow the course of the Potomac, penetrate

the Blue Ridge, and, turning to the left, along the valley of the Shenan

doah, see something of the country between the Blue Ridge and the Al

leghany. My journey through your country thus far has been one of great

gratification and admiration. I am free to confess that, from the time

I crossed the Potomac, and, leaving it, went with the train upward along

the valley of the Shenandoah, I have seen a country abounding in fertility,

and remarkable for its vast richness and beauty. I have seen the great

grain-growing counties of New York, and of Ohio, and other Western

States ; of England, from Herefordshire to the borders of Scotland ; but I

have never seen any wheat-growing region surpassing that which I crossed

between Harper's Ferry and Winchester. I have been told that the same

rich country extends beyond, and is to be found through Shenandoah,

Rockingham, and Augusta Counties. I hope, gentlemen, soon to have an

opportunity of witnessing the truth of that statement. I admire, too,

your mountain scenery ; I admire it for its sublimity and grandeur ;

though, perhaps, these mountains are not adapted to that high degree

of cultivation for which the valley is so remarkable, still they are pictu

resque, and give rise to thoughts and feelings which tend to elevate and

dignify the man who beholds them. I assure you, gentlemen, I should

feel most happy, if my time would permit—and I hope, before long, I may

have the opportunity to proceed still farther in this region of the State—■

to go westward to the banks of the South Branch of the Potomac, and see

that great corn-growing and cattle-raising country of which I have heard,

and of which I have read so much, for nearly half my life. But this, at

present, my time will not allow. This is my first visit to this part of Vir

ginia, but I hope, gentlemen, it will not be the last.
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" There are two elements which constitute a country—soil and climate

are one, men and women the other. Here they are both to be found. But,

even if there were no men and women in this region, the country would

still be valuable and beautiful ; and, if it were as barren as yonder rock "

(pointing through the window to a jutting cliff which overhangs the

spring), "but were filled with intelligent men and refined and educated

women, like those who now throng this wide hall, it would be most ad

mirable still. So, if either were here, your country would be beautiful

and fascinating ; and you, gentlemen, know how enchanting it must be

and is when both are so happily combined.

"But I must now turn my attention to the toast which has been read

by my friend, a friend of long standing, at the head of the table. I must

attribute its terms to the partiality of friendship, and I am sure that they

are somewhat extravagant. I disclaim having done .any thing in support

end defence, and in the maintenance of the Constitution, except what I

have done in cooperation with other abler men ; with men of high char

acter and true devotion to their country and its political institutions. [Ap

plause.} I was bred, gentlemen, indeed, I might almost say I was born, in

admiration of our political institutions. I have studied them long, and,

in fact, have studied little else of a political nature. All the public acts

of my life have been performed in the service of the General Govern

ment. I have never held any office under any State government; and,

with the exception of a few days only, I have never been a member of a

State Legislature. I am, as you may know, a lawyer, and, from necessity,

a laborious one. I know not how the bread of idleness tastes, for I have

never had a bit of it in my mouth. [Great applause.] This, perhaps,

savors of self-commendation, but I hope it may be pardoned. If, in the

discharge of my public duties, and in the performance of my public ser

vices, my private interests have suffered and been neglected, I am amply

compensated by the hope that, if I have no broad estate, no rich accumu

lations, I shall leave at least an inheritance not entirely disreputable to

those who shall come after me. [This sentence was uttered under great

emotion, and received the most enthusiastic applause.]

"I profess, gentlemen, to have acted throughout my life upon those

principles which have governed your ancestors, and my own New-Eng

land ancestors, in the times that tried men's souls—that is to say, in the

Revolutionary struggle, and in that other most important period which

witnessed the establishment of a General Government.

"All know that, in this last, high, and important proceeding, Virginia

took an eminent lead. She saw that, to the disgrace of the country, the

debt of the Revolution remained unpaid ; and that gallant officers and

brave soldiers, who had brought wounds, scars, and broken limbs from the

battle-fields of Liberty, were reduced to poverty and want, and that some

of them were almost literally begging their bread. The great and good

men of other States felt the same evil, and their hearts were wrung by a

similar anguish.

72
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"An English poet has said that there was a time when, for an English

man, it was fame enough—

'That Chatham's lauguage was his mother tongue,

And Wolfe's great name compatriot with his own.1

" Now, gentlemen, it is fame enough for me, if it may be thought that,

in my political conduct, I have maintained, defended, and acted upon the

principles of Virginia and Massachusetts, as these principles were pro

claimed and sustained in the two great epochs in the history of our coun

try—the Revolution and the adoption of the present constitutional Gov

ernment. If I have worked steadily toward this end, I am sure that,

whether much has been done or little has been done, it has been directed

toward a good purpose. [Loud applause.] All that I say to-day, and all

that I may say on similar occasions, I wish to be in the spirit of "Washington

and Madison, Wythe and Pendleton, and the proscribed patriots of Massa

chusetts, Hancock and Samuel Adams. [Applause.] If these and other

great founders of our liberty, and fathers of our Constitution, erred, then

have I erred ; then have I been the most incorrigible of political sinners.

[Laughter.] But, if they were right, then I venture to hope that I am

right also ; and ' neither principalities nor powers, nor things present nor

things to come,' shall eradicate that hope from my breast. [Loud and en

thusiastic cheering.]

" The leading sentiment in the toast from the Chair is the Union of

the States. The Union of the States ! What mind can comprehend the

consequences of that Union, past, present, and to come ? The Union of

these States is the all-absorbing topic of the day ; on it all men write,

speak, think, and dilate, from the rising of the sun to the going down

thereof [Applause.] And yet, gentlemen, I fear its importance has been

but insufficiently appreciated. Like all common blessings, however great,

it has not been of late years the subject of reflection. The unthinking and

careless hardly take heed of that atmosphere which supports their lives

from day to day, and from hour to hour. As the sun rises in the morn

ing, follows its track through the heavens, and goes down at night, we

notice its course, enjoy its light and heat, and, when we see it sink be

neath the western horizon, we have no doubt, we do not think of the

possibility, that it may not appear for another day. We are in no fear of

perpetual darkness, or the return of chaos. So it is with our political sys

tem under a united Government and national Constitution. To these

most of us were born ; we have lived under their daily blessings, as if

these blessings were not only matters of course, but imperishable also.

But alas ! gentlemen, human structures, however strong, do not stand upon

the everlasting laws of Nature. They may crumble, they may fall; and

republican institutions of government will assuredly sooner or later

crumble and fall, if there shall not continue to be among the people an

intelligent regard for such institutions, a great appreciation of their bene

fits, and a spirited purpose to uphold and maintain them. And, when they
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shall crumble and fall, the political catastrophe will resemble that which

would happen in the natural world were the sun to be struck out of

heaven. If this Union were to be broken up by nullification, separation,

secession, or any event whatsoever of equally repulsive name and charac

ter, chaos would come again, and, where all is now light, and joy, and

gladness, there would be spread over us a darkness like that of Erebus.

Yes, gentlemen, I have little patience with those who talk flippantly of

secession and disunion ; they do not appear to me to understand of what

they speak, nor to have the least idea of its consequences. If they have

any meaning, I do not comprehend that meaning. Suppose this Union

were dissolved to-day, where should we be to-morrow ? I think a state of

things would arise in which I should feel disposed to take shelter in the

caverns of the mountains, or seek some other place of obscurity, in which

I should not witness the degradation and ruin of the country. Every an

ticipation of such an event presents a gloomy and horrible picture ; it is a

vast Serbonian bog, in which no man could be happy, unless he thought

he was about getting out. Those who love the Union ardently, and who

mean to defend it gallantly, are happy, cheerful, with bright and buoyant

hopes for the future, and full of manly firmness and resolution. But seces

sion and disunion are a region of gloom, and morass, and swamp ; no

cheerful breezes fan it ; no spirit of health visits it ; it is all malaria ; it is

all fever and ague. [Laughter and applause.] Nothing beautiful or use

ful grows in it ; the traveller through it breathes miasma, and treads

among all things unwholesome and loathsome. It is like the region of

your great Dismal Swamp ; it is all

s Tangled juniper, beds of weeds,

With many a fen where the serpent feeds,

And man never trod before.' [Laughter.]

" For one, I have no desire to breathe such an air, or to have such foot

ing for my walks. [Applause.]

" Gentlemen, I am aware that the respect paid to me to-day is in con-

sequence of my support of the adjustment measures of the last Congress.

Although I wished to raise no false alarm, nor create any fears, yet, I be

lieved in my conscience that a crisis was at hand—a dangerous, a fearful

crisis ; and I resolved to meet it at any hazard, and with whatever strength

I possessed. A true patriot, like a faithful mariner, must be prepared for

all exigencies ; in the words of the old song—•

4 He is horn for all weathers ;

Let the winds blow high or blow low,

His duty keeps him to his tethers,

And where the gale drives he must go.' [Applause.]

"The support of the Union is a great practical subject, involving the

prosperity and glory of the whole country, and affecting the prosperity of

every individual in it. We ought to take a large and comprehensive view

of it ; to look to its vast results, and to the consequences which would
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flow from its 'overthrow. It is not a mere topic for ingenious disquisition,

or theoretical or fanatical criticism. Those who assail the Union at the

present day seem to be persons of one idea only, and many of them of but

half an idea. [Applause.] They plant their batteries on some useless ab

straction, some false dogma, or some gratuitous assumption. Or, perhaps,

it may be more proper to say, that they look at it with microscopic eyes,

seeking for some spot, or speck, or blot, or blur, and, if they find any thing

of this kind, they are at once for overturning the whole fabric. And,

when nothing else will answer, they invoke religion and speak of a higher

law. Gentlemen, this Worth Mountain is high, the Blue Ridge higher

still; the Alleghany higher than either; and yet this higher law ranges

farther than an eagle's flight above the highest peaks of the Alleghany.

[Laughter.] ISTo common vision can discern it ; no conscience, not trans

cendental and ecstatic, can feel it; the hearing of common men never

listens to its high behests ; and therefore one should think it is not a safe

law to be acted on, in matters of the highest practical moment. It is the

code, however, of the fanatical and factious abolitionists of the North.

" The secessionists of the South take a different course of remark.

They are learned and eloquent, they are animated and full of spirit, they

are high-minded and chivalrous ; they state their supposed injuries and

causes of complaint in elegant phrases and exalted tones of speech. But

these complaints are all vague and general. I confess to you, gentlemen,

that I know no hydrostatic j>ressure strong enough to. bring them4nto any

solid form, in which they could be seen or felt. [Laughter and applause.]

They think otherwise, doubtless. But, for one, I can discern nothing real

or well-grounded in their complaints. If I may be allowed to be a little

professional, I would say that all their complaints and alleged grievances are

like a very insufficient plea in the law ; they are bad on general demurrer for

want of substance. [Loud laughter.] But I am not disposed to reproach

these gentlemen, or to speak of them with disrespect. I prefer to leave

them to their own reflections. I make no arguments against resolutions,

conventions, secession speeches, or proclamations. Let these things go on.

The whole matter, it is to be hoped, will blow over, and men will return

to a sounder mode of thinking. But one tiring, gentlemen, oe assured of, the

first step taken in theprogramme of secession, which shall le an actual infringe

ment of the Constitution or the laios, will ~be promptly met. [Great applause.]

And I would not remain an hour in any Administration that should not

immediately meet any such violation of the Constitution and the law

effectually and at once. [Prolonged applause.] And I can assure you,

gentlemen, that all with whom I am at present associated in the Govern

ment entertain the same decided purpose. [Renewed applause, with

cheers.]

" And now, gentlemen, let me advert to a cheering and gratifying

occurrence. Let me do honor to your great and ancient Commonwealth

of Virginia. Let me say that, in my opinion, the resolutions passed by her

Legislature at the last session, in which some gentlemen now present bore
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a part, have effectually suppressed, or greatly tended to suppress, tlio

notion of separate governments and new confederacies. [Great applause.]

All hopes of disunion, founded upon the probable course of Virginia, are

dissipated into thin air. [Cheers.] An eminent gentleman in the Nash

ville Convention ejaculated : ' O that Virginia were with us ! If Virginia

would but take the lead in going out of the Union, other Southern States

would cheerfully follow that lead.' Ah, but that ' if' was a great obsta

cle ! [Laughter.] It was pregnant with important meaning. < If Virginia

would take the lead ! ' But who, that looked for any consistency in Vir

ginia, expected to see her leading States out of the Union, since she took

such great pains, under the counsels of her ablest and wisest men, to lead

them into it ? [Applause.] Her late resolutions have put a decided nega

tive upon that ' if,' and the country cordially thanks her for it.

" Fellow-citizens, I must bring these remarks to a close. Other gentle

men are present to whom you expect to have the pleasure of listening.

[Cries of "Go on! go on ! "] My concluding sentiment is—

" The Union of the States : May those ancient friends, Virginia and

Massachusetts, continue to uphold it so long as the waves of the Atlantic

shall beat on the shores of the one, or the Alleghanies remain firm on their

bases in the territories of the other ! "

Mr. Webster was again called up by a gentleman of the

Democratic party, who expressed his approval of the speech

just quoted, although, he said, he had differed from Mr. "Web

ster widely on nearly every question of public policy.

Mr. "Webster then said :

" "Whatever may have been the differences of opinion which have here

tofore existed between the Democratic and Whig parties on other sub

jects, they are now forgotten, or, at least, have become subordinate ; and

the important question that is now asked is, Are you a Union man ?

[Great applause.] The question at this time is, the Union, and how we

shall preserve its blessings for the present and for all time to come? To

maintain that Union, we must observe, in good faith, the Constitution and

all its parts. If that Constitution be not observed in all its parts, but its

provisions be deliberately and permanently set aside in some parts, the

whole of it ceases to be binding ; but the case must be clear, flagrant, un

deniable, and in a point of vital interest. In short, it must be such as

would justify revolution; for, after all, secession, disruption of the Union,

or successful nullification, are but other names for revolution. Where the

whole system of laws and government is overthrown, under whatever

name the thing is done, what is it but revolution ? For it would be

absurd to suppose that, by whole States and large portions of the country,

either the North or the South has the power or the right to violate any

part of that Constitution directly, and of purpose, and still claim from
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the other observance of its provisions. [Applause.] If the South were to

violate any part of the Constitution intentionally and systematically, and

persist in so doing year after year, and no remedy could be had, would

the North be any longer bound by the rest of it ? And if the North were

deliberately, habitually, and of fixed purpose, to disregard one part of it,

would the South be bound any longer to observe its other obligations ?

This is indeed to be understood with some qualification, for I do not

mean, of course, that every violation by a State of an article of the Con

stitution would discharge other States from observing its provisions. No

State can decide for itself what is constitutional and what is not. When

any part of the Constitution is supposed to be violated by a State law, the

true mode of proceeding is to bring the case before the judicial tribunals ;

and, if the unconstitutionality of the State law be made out, it is to be

set aside. This has been done in repeated cases, and is the ordinary

remedy. But what I mean to say is, that, if the public men of a large por

tion of the country, and especially their representatives in Congress, labor

to prevent, and do permanently prevent, the passage of laws necessary to

carry into effect a provision of the Constitution, particularly intended for

the benefit of another part of the country, and which is of the highest im

portance to it, it cannot be expected that that part of the country will

long continue to observe other constitutional provisions made in favor of

the rest of the country ; because, gentlemen, a disregard of constitutional

duty, in such a case, cannot be brought within the corrective authority of

the judicial power. If large portions of public bodies, against their duties

and their oaths, will refuse to execute the Constitution, and do, in fact,

prevent such execution, no remedy seems to lie by any application to the

Supreme Court. The case now before the country clearly exemplifies

my meaning. Suppose the North to have decided majorities in Congress,

and suppose these majorities persist in refusing to pass laws for carrying

into effect the clause of the Constitution which declares that fugitive

slaves shall be restored, it would be evident that no judicial process

could compel them to do their duty, and what remedy would the South

have ?

" How absurd it is to suppose that, when different parties enter into a

compact for certain purposes, either can disregard any one provision, and

expect, nevertheless, the other to observe the rest ! I intend, for one, to

regard, and maintain, and carry out, to the fullest extent, the Constitu

tion of the United States, which I have sworn to support in all its parts

and all its provisions. [Loud cheers.] It is written in the Constitution :

'No person held to service or labor in one State, under the laws thereof,

escaping into another, shall, in consequence of any law or regulation

therein, be discharged from such service or labor, but shall be delivered

up on claim of the party to whom such service or labor may be due.'

" That is as much a part of the Constitution as any other, and as

equally binding and obligatory as any other on all men, public or private.

[Applause.] Ajid who denies this ? None but the abolitionists of the
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North. And pray what is it tliey will not deny? [Great applause and

laughter.] They have but one idea ; and it would seem that these fanat

ics at the North and secessionists at the South are putting their heads

together to devise means to defeat the good designs of honest and patriotic

men. They act to the same end and the same object, and the Constitution

has to take the fire from both sides.

" I have not hesitated to say, and I repeat, that if the Northern States

refuse, wilfully and deliberately, to carry into effect that part of the Con

stitution which respects the restoration of fugitive slaves, and Congress

provide no remedy, the South would no longer be bound to observe the

compact. [Immense applause.] A bargain cannot be broken on one side,

and still bind the other side. I say to you, gentlemen, in Virginia, as I

said on ,the shores of Lake Erie and in the city of Boston, as I may say

again in that city or elsewhere in the North, that you in the South have

as much right to receive your fugitive slaves as the North has to any

of its rights and privileges of navigation and commerce. I desire to be

understood here among you, and throughout the country, that in hopes,

thoughts, and feelings, I profess to be an American—altogether and noth

ing but an American—and that I am for the Constitution, and the whole

Constitution. [Long and continued cheering.] I am as ready to fight

and to fall for the constitutional rights of Virginia as I am for those of

Massachusetts. I pour out to you, gentlemen, my whole heart, and I as

sure you these are my sentiments. [Cheers.] I would no more see a

feather plucked unjustly from the honor of Virginia than I would see

one so plucked from the honor of Massachusetts. [Great applause.] It

has been said that I have, by the course I have thought proper to pur

sue, displeased a portion of the people of Massachusetts. That is true,

and, if I had dissatisfied more of them, what of that ? [Great and con

tinued applause.] I was in the Senate of the United States, and had

sworn to support the Constitution of the United States.

" That Constitution made me a Senator of the United States, acting

for all the States, and my vote was to bind the whole country. I was

a Senator for the whole country. [Applause.] What exclusive regard

had I to pay to the wishes of Massachusetts upon a question affecting

the whole nation, and in which my vote was to bind Virginia as well as

Massachusetts ? My vote was to affect the interests of the whole coun

try, and was to be given on matters of high constitutional character. I

assure you, gentlemen, I no more respected the instructions of Massachu

setts than I would have respected those of Virginia. It would be just as

reasonable to expect me to vote as the particular interests of Massachu

setts required, as it would be to expect that, as an arbitrator, a referee, or

an umpire between two individuals, I was bound to obey the instructions

of one of them. [Applause.] Could I do that ? Have I descended, or

am I expected to descend, to that level? [Cries of u Never, never!"

" You are not the man to do it."] I hope not.

" Gentlemen, -instructions from States may properly be regarded as ex
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pressions of opinion by well-infornied political men, and, in that view,

are entitled to respect. But that a Senator in Congress, acting under the

Constitution, and bound by his duty and his oath to act, in all things,

according to his conscience, for the good of all the States, should, never-

theless, be bound by the will of one of them, is preposterous. Virginia

has not consented that her rights, under the Constitution, shall be judged

of by the Legislature of Massachusetts ; nor has Massachusetts agreed that

hers shall be judged of by the Legislature of Virginia. But both have

agreed that their rights and interests shall be judged of by persons, some

of whom are appointed by each, and all bound to decide impartially.

That men, mutually chosen to decide the rights of parties under a com

pact, are yet to be bound, each to the will of the party appointing him, is

an absurdity exceeding all other absurdities.''

"What Mr. Webster had said- at Capon Springs, in speaking

of one of the compacts or compromises between the Northern

and Southern sections of the Union, on which the Constitution

was founded, was at once misrepresented, especially in North

Carolina, as a confirmation by him of the doctrine that the

Constitution itself is a compact between sovereign States, and

as drawing after it, as a resulting right, the right of State seces

sion from the Union. A citizen of North Carolina accordingly

wrote to Mr. Webster on this subject, and received from him

the following answer, which was immediately made public :

" Maesiifield, August 1, 1851

" Dear Sir : I have received your letter of the 20th of July.

" The Constitution of the United States recognizes no right of seces

sion as existing in the people of any one State or any number of States.

It is not a limited confederation, but a government ; and it proceeds upon

the idea that it is to be perpetual, like other forms of government, subject

only to be dissolved by revolution.

" I confess I can form no idea of secession but as the result of a revolu

tionary movement. How is it possible, for instance, that South Carolina

should secede, and establish a government foreign to that of the United

States, thus dividing Georgia, which does not secede, from the rest of the

Union ? Depend upon it, my dear sir, that the secession of any one State

would be but the first step in a process which must inevitably break up

the whole Union into more or fewer parts.

" What I said at Capon Springs was an argument addressed to the

North, and intended to convince the North, that, if, by its superiority of

numbers, it should defeat the operation of a plain, undoubted, and unde

niable injunction of the Constitution, intended for the especial protection
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of the South, such a proceeding must necessarily end in the breaking up

of the Government ; that is to say, in a revolution.

" I am, dear sir, with respect, your obedient servant,

" Dan'l Webster."

The corner-stone of the addition to the Capitol was laid by

President Fillmore on the 4th of July. Beneath that stone

there was deposited, among other things, a brief account of

the proceedings, in Mr. Webster's handwriting. It contains

this passage :

" If, therefore, it shall hereafter be the will of God that this structure

shall fall from its base, that its foundations be upturned, and this deposit

brought to the eyes of men, be it then known that on this day the Union

of the United States of America stands firm, that their Constitution still

exists unimpaired, and with all its original usefulness and glory ; growing

every day stronger and stronger in the affections of the great body of the

American people, and attracting more and more the admiration of the

world. And all here assembled, whether belonging to public life or to

private life, with hearts devoutly thankful to Almighty God for the pres

ervation of the liberty and happiness of the country, unite in sincere and

fervent prayers that this deposit, and the walls and arches, the domes and

towers, the columns and entablatures, now to be erected over it, may en

dure forever."

The address which he delivered on this occasion was the fit

complement of those great public discourses which he had now

been mating for more than a year. In those, while we feel his

exalted patriotism, and his power as a statesman striving to pro

duce a new tone in national feeling, we are sensible that there

is that which is of the present, the controversial, and the per

sonal. But now he rises to a still higher strain. He is speaking

to posterity as well as to the generation around him. He feels

himself, for the moment, to be the organ and representative of

all America, to express and to define American constitutional

liberty ; that liberty to which Greece and Rome did not attain,

that liberty which, based on popular representative institutions,

gives to the will of the majority the force of law, makes the law

the supreme rule of government for all, and embodies these, its

fundamental principles, in written constitutions, founded on the

immediate authority of the people themselves. He then shows

what this liberty had accomplished in the fifty years since
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"Washington laid the first foundation-stone of the Capitol, by a

tabular statement exhibiting the growth of the United States

from a little less than four millions of people to more than four

and twenty millions, with the details which such an increase

involvede He notices the application of the sciences to the

useful arts, their cultivation in the highest branches, and for the

advancement of human knowledge ; the creation of a national

literature ; the establishment of a navy and an army ; the in

creased and the increasing means of intercourse and locomo

tion ; the general diffusion of education ; the institutions of re

ligion, charity, and reformation of criminals—all the multiplied

and multiform features of a high, expanding, and beneficent

civilization. And this prosperity and these blessings he traces,

as to their proximate cause, to the union of the States, and to

the Constitution which had cemented it.

Such devotion to an established system of government,

which was the main characteristic of Mr. Webster throughout

his whole career,, may, in the minds of some, give rise to the

question whether it evinced the highest reach of statesman

ship. In other words, did he consult the best interests and'

satisfy the gravest duties of the American people, by teaching

them that, to lose the Constitution of the United States, was to

lose the greatest political good ? Such a question must be

answered by first settling the conditions which circumscribe all

statesmanship ; for, as he himself always maintained, the pres

ervation of the American Union is an eminently practical

matter, and one that cannot be justly weighed in the scales of

speculative opinion, or be governed by abstract moral proposi

tions. A statesman, in the most important and most useful,

and therefore in the highest sense, is he who, taking into his

enlarged comprehension the whole of what constitutes the

actual situation of his country, labors to maintain and to ad

minister that government which is the ultimate condition of

its welfare, its peace, and its prosperity. The Constitution

of the United States, as it was established in 1788, when

judged by speculative or foreign opinion, may not be a per

fect theory of government ; and, so far as the American Union

gave the public sanction of law to the continued enslave

ment of a portion of the human race, it was easy to say of it
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that it compromised with wrong. But what was the question

that presented itself to this statesman through his whole life ?

It was no less than this : what but civil war and all its attend

ant evils—the ruin of great institutions of freedom—can be the

consequence of breaking up the American Union ? Whatever

might be the form3 the occasion^ or the pretext for disruption ;

whatever might be the character of the system or the systems

that could be aimed at, to take the place of what had descended

to us from Washington and his compatriots—this result of civil

war Mr. Webster believed to be the sure consequence of acting

otherwise than according to its constitutional requirements, or

of .seeking by sudden and violent changes to free it from alleged

imperfections6 Within the limits of its requirements, the further

spread of slavery could be restrained ; but, even for this pur

pose, the peace of the Union was not to be hazarded by purely

unnecessary measures. Charity may lead us to believe that

neither in the Worth nor in the South did those who differed

from Mr. Webster's policy desire or expect a civil war ; but

charity does not require us to assign to them the praise of supe

rior wisdom. We have passed through what he foresaw ; and

our national sufferings have shown that, in making the safety of

our Constitution the constant and the consistent aim of his life,

he was wise and just, and that he fulfilled the highest function

which history or philosophy can assign to a statesman.

[FROM J„ H. B. LATROBE, ESQ., OF BALTIMORE.]

" Baltimore, July 7, 1851.

"My dear Sir: I liave just read your late address on the occa

sion of laying the corner-stone of the addition to the Capitol. It re

minds me that you might like to have recalled something you once said

to me.

" Twenty years ago, when we were together at Annapolis, in the win

ter of 1830-31, and as we were passing one evening from our chambers to

the mess-room, you laid your hand on my shoulder, and said, abruptly :

' My young friend, be in no haste to embark in politics. The time may

come when all good men and true must rally round the Constitution.

That will be the time ; and, when we raise its banner, it shall glitter like

the Oriflamme ! '

" In the interval that has elapsed since this prophecy was made, I have

told this anecdote a hundred times ; and, more than once, since I have

seen you with the banner in your hand, have thought of reminding you
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of the incident. That the banner l glitters,' and that its* folds flap thunder^

as you hold it, no one will deny.

" Very truly and faithfully yours,

" Jno. H, B. Lateobe,

" Hon. Daniel Webster, Washington."

[to me, lateobe.]

" Washington, July 10, 1851.

" My deae Sie : I am exceedingly obliged to you for your friendly

letter of the 7th instant. Our short sojourn together, at Annapolis, twenty

years ago, is always recollected by me with pleasure. We attended to our

professional duties, I hope, with diligence, but I remember that we had a

good deal of general conversation which was quite agreeable to me. We

talked of Shakespeare, and the Players' edition of his plays ; and, if I mis

take not, settled the question whether shoes were made right and left in

Shakespeare's time, by referring to the passage in ' King John,' in which the

tailor told his news,

' Standing on slippers (which his nimble haste

Had falsely thrust upon contrary feet) ; ' l

and I think we found other passages to the like effect. I remember, also,

that you kindly arranged to send me some Scotch broom, then growing

near Annapolis, and which is now flourishing at Marshfield.

"As -to the particular occurrence which you mention, I recollect this,

that, some time afterward, when we happened to meet, you recalled it to

my attention.

" My dear sir, I am not worthy to be trusted with bearing up our great

constitutional Oeiflamme ; but I will do my best to keep it aloft if yous

and other men like you, will stand thick around.

" I am, my dear sir, with unabated friendship and regard,

" Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webstee.2

"John'H. B. Latrobe, Esq."

Soon after the ceremony of laying the corner-stone of the

Capitol extension, Mr. "Webster went to Marshfield, where and

at Franklin he remained until the last week in October. In

regard to his health, this was a summer and autumn of pre-

1 King John, act ii., sc. 2. at the time, and Mr. Webster's sol-

8 Mr. Latrobe relates that, in 1830-'31, emn words rung in my ears long after-

as they were passing from their rooms at ward ; and I repeated his words so often,

the hotel, in Annapolis, to the supper- that I am sure I now give them rightly,

room, Mr. Webster stopped short, turned As we all know, they were prophecy; and,

round very suddenly, and, placing a hand after his noble speech at the laying of

on each of his shoulders, uttered the the corner-stone of the Capitol extension,

speech above quoted, without any thing I wrote to him, reminding him of the oc-

having passed to suggest it. " I was," currence."—{Letter to the Literary Execii*

gays Mr. Latrobe, "a very young man tors, January 26, 1853.)
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monitions. The disorders which had been lurking in his sys

tem for some years now began to assume new forms, although

they did not, until a year afterward, subject him to what may

be called an acute disease. His constitution, as has more than

once been said, was naturally very strong. He could endure,

until he was past the age of sixty-five, an amount of labor and

fatigue such as few persons of corresponding pursuits have been

able to undergo * But his robust physical powers were weak

ened, as he approached the age of seventy, by two disorders

-—his periodical catarrh, and an almost constant tendency to

diarrhoea. To these, in the course of this autumn, was added

a slight attack of gout, which may have been the result of

efforts to ward off the catarrh. The following extracts from

his private letters evince the change which his constitution was

now undergoing.

[to the pkesidestt.]

" Makshfielp, July 20, 1851.

" ... I am gaining in health and strength, but rather more slowly than

I could wish. The truth is, the attack at Harrisburg, in April, has never

been quite overcome ; and the fatigues and the necessary labor and effort

connected with the 4th of July may well enough account for this. I have

been here now one week, and I feel decidedly improved, and pass a great

part of every fair day out of doors, generally on the sea ; and dispatch

affairs which must be dispatched, only in the morning. More than half

the time I have dined in the boat, on cold meat and bread.

u But, then, the great question, and the thing now most to be dreaded,

is the catarrh, which the next month has not failed to bring with it for so

many years. In regard to this, I have adopted some new views and opin

ions arising out of a letter from the Eev. Mr. Croes, New Brunswick, New

Jersey, a copy of which I enclose with this letter. I am persuaded that

voyages and journeys cannot be relied upon with any confidence; nor any

change of air, nor the waters of any spring. I have laid Mr. Croes's letter

before Dr. Jackson, of Philadelphia, who has adopted its general ideas,

and put me irpon a course of medicine, to be begun now, and rigidly ad

hered to till the day for the regular attack of the disease shall come. He

acids iodate of iron to the hydriodate of potash. I begin the course this

day ; and propose to remain here, unless I should some time hence go as

far as Maine and Vermont, for general recreation, or unless I should be

summoned to Washington, which I hope may not happen for the present.

I shall keep a clerk here, and attend to every thing sent by Mr. Derrick,

and especially every thing suggested by you. I keep out of Boston, and

out of all crowds. Mrs. Webster proposes to go to Saratoga, the Fallst
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etc., with her brother, Mr. William LeKoy, and family, setting out about

the 5th of August. As I shall hardly be a housekeeper in her absence, 1

shall escape much rush of company.

" Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to the president.]

" Fbanklin, August 19, 1851.

" My dear Sir : Although I date this letter at -Franklin, and shall

send it thither to be mailed, yet, in truth, I write it among the White

Mountains. I stayed at Franklin until the cars, passing and repassing

every few hours, began to bring me many daily visitors; and, as I wished

for quiet and privacy, I took my own conveyance and came off in this

direction. There are few inhabitants in these mountains, and no company,

except tourists, who pass along rapidly, and disturb no one's repose. The

weather has been fine, and my health improves daily ; yet it is not perfect,

as the complaint which attacked me at Harrisburg still more or less an

noys me. I have never had confidence that I should be able to avert

entirely the attack of catarrh ; but I believe that, at least, I shall gain so

much in general health and strength as to enable me, in some measure, to

resist its influence, and mitigate its evils. Four days hence is the time of

its customary approach. Within that period I shall fall quietly back on

Franklin, . . .

"Dan'l Webster."

[to mr. blatchford.]

" Elms Faem, August 23, 1851.

" . . . The warmth with which you express your friendship toward me

deeply touches me. Be assured, my dear sir, that your affectionate regard

is fully reciprocated. I like your intelligence, I respect your judgment, I

have sympathy with your principles and your feelings, and I like your

society. It is my fervent wish that your friendship, as a source of

happiness to me, may continue to refresh and gladden my way through

all the little remainder of the path of life which is yet to be trod

den. Heaven's blessing ever rest on you and yours ! and may you see

many, many happy clays, when all that you know of me shall be matter

of memory !

" In regard to health, my dear friend, I remain as when you left me, ex

cept, I think, my general strength has improved, and the affection of the

feet, which I am forced to believe is gout, is less troublesome and painful.

Still, my feet are quite tender, and not without occasional twinges, I

cannot say that at this moment I feel any symptom of catarrh whatever.

Still, I am cautious, and continue the use of all the medicines, keep in

doors, except in fine weather, and avoid every thing which might give the

enemy an opening through which he might enter,

" In the afternoon, yesterday, I received your dispatch, and suppose
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that an hour hence you will "be at the Tremont. I thank you for haying

written to Mrs. Webster, for really I hardly know where to direct letters

for her. I have not as yet heard from her as actually at Niagara.

"My dear sir, may I ask if I 'am likely to get any slippers, or soft shoes,

or hoots? You undertook a very humble service, but you are so sure to

perform what you undertake, that I relied on no one else. I suppose you

could find none ready made, and I write this only to pray you not to let

even so small a matter to slip out of your memory. . . .

"Yours, always sincerely and truly,

"'Dan'l Webster."

[to mr. hayek.]

" Franklin, August 27, 1851.

" My dear Sir : Thus far the catarrh holds off. It was clue the 23d,

but, as yet, does not show itself. But I dare not have confidence, for some

days yet, that it will not come on in force. Our housekeeper, who has

been with us ten years, and is now here, never had any hopes that the

annual attack might be averted this time until this morning. She now

thinks that, by great care, it may be made to pass by. I shall, I think,

remain here some time longer. I am quite alone, but the weather is fine,

and on the whole I enjoy the leisure very much. . . .

" Yours truly,

"Dan'l Webster."

[to the president.]

" Franklin, September 8, 1851.

" . . . I have had rather a hard time. I have been able to keep off the

catarrh so far, but it has called on me to take so much medicine as a good

deal to derange my system. In addition to this, I was attacked three

weeks ago by a violent pain in one of my feet, which the doctor says is

gout. I can hardly believe this, as we never had gout in our family ; but

there is something, which is by spells exceedingly painful. The phy

sicians say it will do my constitution a great deal of good, and go off

in good time. I go to Boston to-day, where Mrs. Webster is, and thence

immediately to Marshfield. By the process, thus far, I have lost flesh, and

am not a little reduced.

" Yesterday and Sunday were exceedingly hot, bright days; and, al

though I did not step oat of the house, the heat affected my eyes, much

after the catarrh fashion. I resisted the attack, however, by the application

of ice. This effort to avert the catarrh, and this appearance of gout, if it be

gout, will produce a change of some sort in the state of my health. I do

not know how it will come out, but hope for the best. . . .

" Yours always truly,

"Daniel Webster."
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[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

" Mahshkield, Green Harbor, September 15, 1851.

" My dear Friend : Since I wrote you last I haye gone through

sudden and various changes in regard to my health. Things wore on

much as they had been going, until the 1st of this month. Then exces

sively hot weather set in, and gave a new turn to matters. Saturday the

6th, Sunday the 7th, and Monday the 8th, were intolerable clays for

heat. On Saturday, although I did not step over the threshold, my eyes

became strongly affected, much after the catarrh fashion, and this con

tinued. Monday afternoon, the weather appearing to cool a little, ancl

the cars not passing till six o'clock, I ventured on board for Boston. We

were unlucky. The engine was thrown off the track by running over

cattle ; it was midnight before we got in. I took a heavy cold, and the

next day was quite ill all day. Wednesday afternoon I broke away by

violence, and came hither by way of the Hingham boat. While in Boston,

Dr. Jeffries advised me to leave off all medicine for a time, which I did,

and have not yet resumed the taking of any. These things, or some of

them, have caused a very sudden improvement. My feet became at once

quite well, nor have I felt any great influence of catarrh since I have been

here. On Thursday I caught thirty very fine tautog under Sunk' Rock.

It was just the day for them—mild, still, and a little cloudy. On such a

day, and just at the commencement of flood-tide, throw your hook into

their den, and the chiefs will all contend for it. I took one seven-pound

fellow.

" On Saturday I went out in the Lapwing with Fletcher and some of

his Boston friends. We had no great luck, and it came on to rain during

a perfect calm, so that we did not escape a wetting. I took little harm

from it.

Saturday night, wind and weather changed, and we have had it quite

cold. This morning the wind is east, and at sunrise the mercury stood

51°. I doubt whether I shall leave the house to-day. Mr. Lanman came

with me from New Hampshire, has been here, and went off this morning

for New York. Mrs. Webster, Miss Kate LeRoy, and myself, constitute

the 'parlor part of the household. . . ."

" Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to the president.]

u Marsiifield, September US, 1851.

" My dear Sir : I heard with great, pleasure of your arrival at Wash

ington in safety and good health. I am sure your recollections of your

visit to the Bostonians must be pleasant, as you gave them all much pleas

ure. It is a long time since they have seen among them a Whig President ;

I do not hear any thing but satisfaction from any quarter;

"As soon as you left Boston I went to the country, and stayed two
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or three days with Mr. Haven. I was far from being well, and one day

quite sick. Sometimes the force of the catarrh seems pretty much broken,

and then it returns, attacking the head, eyes, nose,, etc., with great violence.

I think it is approaching its last stage, which is the asthmatic stage. Some

of our friends, who are subjects of the complaint, and who have short necks,

dread this. I do not fear much from this, although in this stage I feel its

influence more or less on the chest. Meantime, between the catarrh and

the Harrisburg diarrhoea, I am a good deal reduced. This cannot be de

nied, though I am not quite so sick as the newspapers represent me some

times. The weather is now bad, and I am obliged to keep house ; but it

does me good to be out in fair weather. In such a day as this, a northeast

rain-storm pouring, I cough a little, and am as hoarse as a frog.

" Yours truly,

" Da^'l Webstek."

By the time Mr. "Webster reached "Washington, at the end

of the month of October, he was well again.

At this time, the edition of his Works superintended by Mr.

Everett was passing through the press, and there are two or

three things in regard to it which,. proceeding from himself,

should be quoted here.

Writing to Mr. Everett from Marshfleld, on the 27th of

September, he said :

"My speech of the 7th of March, 1850, is probably the most important

effort of my life, and as likely as any other to be often referred to. I think,

therefore, it ought to have a short name for a running title, and for popu

lar use. I should like to have ' Union' in it in some form, and would re

tain the date, to distinguish it from other l Union ' speeches. Suppose

you say in the running title, c Mr. Webster's Speech ; ' or, ' Speech, March

7, 1850, on the Danger of the Union and the Duties of its Friends ; ' or,

' Speech for the Union and the Constitution, March 7, 1850.'

" Do I not say in the speech, which is not before me, 'I speak to-day

for the Union ? ' I leave all to your taste and judgment, but incline my

self strongly for the last form stated above.

" Mr. Clay's resolutions were rather the occasion than the subject of the

speech.

" I am on the manuscript to-day.

" Yours truly,

" D. W."

Mr. Lanman was with him as private secretary during this

visit to the North ; and, while at Franklin, this gentleman

made a sketch of Mr, Webster's birthplace, which was sent to

73
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Mr. Everett, to be engraved for one of the volumes of the

Works, with the following approval by Mr. Webster :

[TO MR. EVERETT.]

" Makshfield, October 18, 1851.

"My dear Sir : The house delineated in Mr. Lanman's sketch is the

very house in which I was born. Some of my older brothers and sisters

were born in the first house erected by my father, which was a log cabin.

Before my birth he had become able to build a small frame-house, which

several persons now living will remember, and which is accurately de

picted by Mr. Lanman. This house, in its turn, gave way to a much

•larger one, which now stands on the spot, and which was built by those

who purchased the property of my father. I have recently repurchased

this spot.

" I will look for Mr. Marston's note, but I thought you had it. I will

enclose the several dedications, and send them by this mail or the next.

" Yours, always truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to mr. everett.]

"Washington, October 30, 1851.

" Dear Sir : I presume the argument in Gibbons v. Ogden was written

[out] by me, and given to Mr. Wheaton. The argument is a pretty good

one, and was on a new question. It has been often observed that the

opinion of the Court, delivered by Chief-Justice Marshall, follows closely

the track of the argument. He adopts the idea, which I remember struck

'him at the time, that, by the Constitution, the commerce of the several

States has become a unit. I think all arguments and discourses have

more force and directness when the first person is used.

"Mr. Hunter and Mr. Derrick both say that every word of the [Presi

dent's] message * was written by me, and therefore I see no reason why it

should not be stated to have been written by me.

"Yours truly,

" D. "W." 2

While Mr. Webster was absent at the North, it became

necessary for the President to fill a vacancy on the bench of

the Supreme Court of the United States, occasioned by the

death of Mr. Justice Woodbury. The following letters, of the

same date, crossed each other on the way :

1 Transmitting the Treaty of Wash- besides attending to the publication of

ington to Congress. his Works, he was obliged to write hig

2 Mr. Webster was at this time in such autograph sometimes at the rate of four

good health that he could perform a great or five hundred in the course of an even

deal of labor, official and private ; and, ing, to be inserted in subscribers' copies
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[to the president.]

" Boston, September 10, 1851.

"My dear Sir: . . . A very important vacancy is created by Judge

Woodbury's death. The general, perhaps I may say the almost universal,

sentiment here is, that the place should be filled by the appointment of

Mr. B. R. Curtis. Mr. Choate is perhaps Mr. Curtis's leader, and is more

extensively known, as he has been quite distinguished in public life. But

it is supposed he would not accept the place. He must be conferred with,

and I should have seen him to-clay, but he is out of town. I shall see him

as soon as possible. Every thing being put at rest in that quarter, as I

presume it will be the moment I can see Mr. Choate, I recommend the im

mediate appointment of Mr. Curtis. There will be an advantage in dis

posing of the matter as soon as may be. Judge Sprague is now on his

way home from Europe. His friends, no doubt, will urge his pretensions.

Judge Pitman, too, the District Judge of Rhode Island, is a learned law

yer, an able judge, and an excellent man. If an appointment were to be

made by promotion from the bench of a district court, it would be very

difficult to overlook Judge Pitman, who has been on the bench. more

years, by a good many, than Judge Sprague, and working at a much

smaller salary. But, in my judgment, it is decidedly better to appoint a

man much younger than either of these judges. Mr. B. R. Curtis is of a

very suitable age, forty-one, he has good health, excellent habits, sufficient

industry and love of labor, and, I need hardly add, is, in point of legal

attainment and general character, in every way fit for the place. . . . I

shall write you again on this subject, the moment I have seen Mr. Choate,

or heard from him.

We were all horror-struck this morning by the terrible news of the

death, so sudden, of Mrs. Crittenden.

" Yours, always truly,

" Daniel Webster."

[the president to mr. webster.]

u Washington, September 10, 1851.

"My dear Sir: I was much alarmed last evening by hearing that a

telegraphic dispatch had been received, saying that you were very sick,

but was relieved this morning by another in the Republic, saying that you

were in Boston, and very well.

" I infer, however, from yours of the 8th, which has just come to hand,

that neither dispatch was entirely correct. But I am greatly gratified to

learn that you have thus far escaped the catarrh. I am sorry, however, to

hear that you are troubled with the gout. I know nothing of the disease

except by report, but, if not dangerous, it must be extremely painful. I hope

soon to hear that you are entirely restored. I shall be happy to see you

here at your earliest convenience, but not so soon as to endanger your health.
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" The telegraph brings us the afflicting intelligence of Mrs. Crittenden's

death. This will be a severe blow to Mr. Crittenden, and may delay his

return for some time. I feel that it is a very great loss to our circle of

friends. She was a most remarkable woman, and I should think almost

indispensable to her husband's happiness.

" I have declined the invitation to Boston. I feel unwilling to leave

the city while the Pampero is yet at sea. Should she be captured by a

Spanish man-of-war, before landing in Cuba, it might present a very deli

cate and embarrassing question, and I should prefer being here, where I

could act promptly.

"The vacancy occasioned by the death of Judge Woodbury will soon

have to be filled ; and I should be happy to see yon, that we might con

verse freely on the subject. I believe that Judge McLean is the only Whig

now upon the bench ; and he received his appointment from General Jack

son. I am therefore desirous of obtaining as long a lease, and as much

moral and judicial power, as possible, from this appointment. I would,

therefore, like to combine a vigorous constitution with high moral and

intellectual qualifications—a good judicial mind, and such age as gives a

prospect of long service. Several distinguished names have occurred to

me, but I do not consider myself so intimately acquainted with the New-

England bar as to be able to form a correct opinion. I have, however,

formed a very high opinion of Mr. B. K. Curtis. What do you say of

him ? What is his age, constitution, and what are his legal attainments ?

Does he fill the measure of my wishes ?

a The weather is extremely hot and uncomfortable. Nothing new.

"I am truly yours,

" Millard Fillmore."

[the president to mr. webster.]

" Washington, Sejrtember 12, 1851.

" My dear Sir : I have yours of the 10th, and regret to hear of the

accident which exposed you to the night air, to the injury of your health.

" I am happy to see that we codcur in opinion as to Mr. B. R. Curtis.

I shall wait until you can see Mr. Choate, and, if all is satisfactory, I will

issue the commission at once.

" Since declining the invitation to Boston, we have intelligence that

the Pampero is at Jacksonville, and probably she will make no further

effort on Cuba. Learning from telegraph that the motives for my declin

ing were likely to be misunderstood and misrepresented, and this change

in public affairs leaving me at liberty to attend, I had a Cabinet meeting

this morning, and most of the Cabinet thought upon t}ie whole I had

better go, and I have concluded to do so. I am also urged to this by a

desire to visit my family, who are detained at Newport by an accident, by

which Mrs. F. has sprained her foot so seriously as to be unable to touch .

it to the floor. I fear she will have great difficulty in returning to Wash

ington.
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"But I shall desire to see you very much, and, if you cannot be at B03

ton, I shall try to go to Marshfield.

" I write in haste, but am truly yours,

"Millard Fillmore.1'

The President soon afterward made a visit to Boston, and

while there he learned from Mr. Webster that Mr. Choate con

curred in the general desire that Mr. Curtis should receive this

appointment. It was made as soon as the President returned

to Washington.

The reader has now had some account of the labors per

formed by Mr. Webster, between the autumn of 1850 and the

autumn of 1851, in regard to the internal concerns of the coun

try. But it is to be remembered that, at the same time, he was

Secretary of State, having under his charge the foreign rela

tions of the United States ; and, although these were attended

with no extreme danger of hostile collision writh any foreign

power, they were yet complicated with subjects of great deli

cacy, perplexity, and importance. To some of these we must

now refer.

Among the subjects in the foreign relations of the country

which demanded Mr. Webster's attention during the year, was

an unpleasant controversy with the Government of Austria,

which had been caused by a step taken by the Administration

of President Taylor—-a controversy, the disposal of which had

now devolved upon the Administration of President Fillmore.

In June, 1819, President Taylor appointed an agent, Mr. A.

Dudley Mann, under secret instructions, to proceed to Hun

gary, for the purpose of obtaining accurate information con

cerning the progress of the revolution in that country, with a

view of acknowledging her independence, in case of her suc

ceeding in the establishment of a government de facto on a

basis sufficiently permanent in its character to justify that step

according to the practice of our Government in similar cases.

This agent, however, did not enter Hungary, or hold any direct

communication with her revolutionary leaders ; for, on his ar

rival in Europe, the efforts of those leaders to set up a firm and

stable government had failed, in consequence of which he re

ported to the President against the recognition of Hungarian

independence. In March, 1850, the Senate having called for a
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copy of Mr Mann's instructions, President Taylor sent a mes

sage communicating all the documents relating to this agency9

and avowing it to have been his intention to have acknowl

edged the independence of Hungary if she had succeeded in

setting np such a government as is usually regarded to be a

government defacto.

This proceeding, when it became publicly known, was con

sidered by the Austrian Government as offensive, and its rep

resentative in Washington, Mr. Hulsemann, complained of it

in an official letter addressed to Mr. Clayton, then Secretary of

State. Mr. Clayton answered that Mr. Mann's mission had no

other object than to obtain reliable information as to the true

state of Hungarian affairs by personal observation. Instruc

tions from the Austrian Government to Mr. Hulsemann, direct

ing his reply to Mr. Clayton, reached Washington, at about

the time of President Taylor's death ; and when the new Ad

ministration of President Fillmore was completely organized,

viz., on the 30th of September (1850), this reply was addressed

by Mr. Hulsemann to Mr. Webster. The duty was thus de

volved upon Mr. Webster of vindicating a measure for which

he and President Fillmore were in no way responsible. But

Mr. Webster had never admitted the propriety of any discrim

ination, in conducting the foreign relations of the country,

between the acts of different Administrations ; and, as the tone

of Mr. Hiilsemann's letter to him was far from being courteous

or just toward the Government of the United States, he

thought proper to give it an answer of a very firm character,

that should thoroughly vindicate the right of this country to do

what had been done or proposed in the case of Hungary. The

occasion and the subject, as well as the tenor of Mr. Hiilse

mann's letter, necessarily opened the relations of the United

States toward the people of other countries which might be

seeking, through successful revolution, to establish free institu

tions under circumstances similar to those that had attended

the achievement of our own independence.

The celebrated dispatch, which is commonly called "the

Hulsemann Letter," wTas not finished and sent to Mr. Hiilse-

maim by Mr. Webster until the 21st of December. Its char

acter and contents are too well known to need to be analyzed
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here/ Its chief permanent importance consists in its statement

of the principles, which have been uniformly -acted upon by

the United States, in regard to the recognition of de facto

revolutionary governments ; in its assertion of the conformity

of those principles with, the law of nations ; and in its defini

tion of the steps which may be proper for obtaining the in

formation that will enable an independent neutral power to

determine when and in what manner it will exercise its right

to give such recognition, and to enter into relations with a new

state. In richness of illustration, in vigor, in the terseness as

well as the amplification of argument, this letter is one of the

most finished among Mr. Webster's diplomatic papers. He

bestowed much attention upon it, because he meant to do

thoroughly what he had to do. The boldness of its vindica

tion of American policy, and its intimations of the power and

resources of the United States, rendered it of course extremely

acceptable to the people of this country.

As the authorship of this remarkable paper has some-

times been imputed to another person, it may be proper to

give the facts respecting its preparation, although they in

volve nothing more important than a question of literary in

terest.

Mr. Webster, as has been stated, arrived at Marshfleld on

the 9th of October, 1850, where he remained for the space of

two weeks. He brought with him the papers relating to this

controversy with Austria. Before he left Washington, he gave

to Mr. Hunter, a gentleman then and still filling an important

post in the Department of State, verbal instructions concerning

some of the points which would require to be touched in an

answer to Mr. Hiilsemann's letter of September 30th, and .re

quested Mr. Hunter to prepare a draft of such an answer.

This was clone, and Mr. Hunter's draft of an answer was for

warded to Mr. Webster at Marshfleld. On the 20th of October,

1850, Mr. Webster, being far from well, addressed a note to

Mr. Everett,2 requesting him also to prepare a draft of a reply

to Mr. Hiilsemann, at the stale time sending to Mr. Everett a

copy of Mr. Hiilsemann's letter and of President Taylor's mes-

1 The correspondence is in Works, 2 Mr. Everett had then resigned the

vi., 488-506. Presidency of Harvard College.
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sage to the Senate relating to Mr. Mann's mission to Hungary.1

On. the 21st Mr. Webster went to his farm in Franklin, New

Hampshire, where he remained until the 4th of November.

While there he received from Mr. Everett a draft of an answer

to Mr. Hiilsemann, which was written by Mr. Everett between

the 21st and the 21th of October.

Soon after Mr. Webster's death, it was rumored that the

real author of " the Hiilsemann letter " was Mr. Hunter—a

rumor for which Mr. Hunter himself was in no way respon

sible. At a later period, in the summer of 1853, the statement

obtained currency in the newspapers that Mr. Everett wrote

this celebrated dispatch, and many comments were made upon

the supposed fact that Mr. Everett had claimed its authorship.

The facts are, that, while at Franklin, Mr. Webster, with Mr.

Hunter's and Mr. Everett's drafts both before him, went over

the whole subject, making considerable changes in Mr. Everett's

draft, striking out entire paragraphs with his pen, altering

some phrases, and writing new paragraphs of his own, but

adopting Mr. Everett's draft as the basis of the official paper ;

a purpose which he expressed to Mr. Everett on his return to

Boston toward Washington. Subsequently, when he had ar

rived in Washington, Mr. Webster caused a third draft to be

made, in the State Department, from Mr. Everett's paper

and his own additions and alterations. On this third draft

he made still other changes and additions, and, when the

whole was completed to his own satisfaction, the official let

ter was drawn out by a clerk, was submitted to the Presi

dent, and, being signed by Mr. Webster, was sent to Mr.

Hiilsemann.2

l. Whether Mr. Hunter's draft was Mr. Webster adopted Mr. Everett's draft

also sent to Mr. Everett, I do not know, as the basis of the official letter, but

The internal evidence would seem to in- that the official letter is a much more

dicate that it was ; but the fact is not vigorous, expanded, and complete pro-

material, duction than Mr. Everett's draft. It is

2 I have seen, I believe, all the docu- described in a note written by Mr. Ever-

ments in relation to this matter, viz., Mr. ett to one of the literary executors, in

Hunter's draft, Mr. Everett's (in his hand- 1853, as follows : " It can be stated truly

writing, with Mr.Webster's erasures), the that what Mr. Webster did himself to the

third draft, made at the department under letter was very considerable ; and that he

Mr. Webster's directions, and the origi- added one-half in bulk to »the original

nal added paragraphs, written by Mr. draft ; and that his additions were of the

Webster with his own hand. To those most significant character. It was very

who are curious about the question of carefully elaborated in the department

authorship, it is needful only to say that by him, till he was authorized to speak
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There are, no doubt, passages and expressions in this letter

which are in a tone not usual with Mr. Webster in his diplo

matic papers. How he himself regarded the criticisms that

might be made upon it may be seen from the following note :

[TO MR. TICKNOR.]

" "Washington, January 16, 1851.

"My dear Sir : If you say that my Hulsemann letter is boastful and

rough, I shall own the soft impeachment. My excuse is twofold : 1.

I thought it well enough to speak out, and tell the people of Europe who

and what we are, and awaken them to a just sense of the unparalleled

growth of this country. 2. I wished to write a paper which should

touch the national pride, and make a man feel sheepish and look silly who

should speak of disunion. It is curious enough, but it is certain, that Mr.

Mann's private instructions were seen, somehow, by Schwarzenberg.

" Yours always truly,

"Daniel Webster."

Another complicated subject of diplomatic intercourse,

which came into the hands of Mr. Webster when he succeeded

Mr. Clayton in the Department of State, involved a claim by

Great Britain to interfere with the relations of the states of

Central America. Almost from the first colonization of that

part of the continent, projects had been set on foot by Euro

peans for connecting the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans by a ship-

canal across the peninsula known as Central America; but

none of them had taken effect. In August, 1849, certain

American capitalists, organized under the name of " The

American, Atlantic, and Pacific Ship-Canal Company," ob

tained a charter from the Government of Nicaragua, granting

to them a right to construct a canal across the territory of that

republic, with certain important privileges and immunities.

The citizens, produce, and merchandise, of all nations were to

of it as he did at the Kossuth din- New Hampshire, I was, by reason of my

» physical condition, confined to my house;

mi .' ' *. . 1 , u TTr -, , .j out I was among the mountains, whose na-

This refers to what Mr. Webster said tive air I was bound to inspire. Nothing

in his speech at the Kossuth banquet, in saluted my senses, nothing saluted my mind,

WflQhWtrm Tfl-nnaw 'Z 18^9 • or my sentiments, but freedom, full and en-
Wasnmgton, Januaiy /, isoz . tire. antUhere, gentlemen, near the graves of

my ancestors, I wrote a letter, which most

" May I be so egotistical as to say that I of you have seen, addressed to the Austrian

have nothing new to say on the subject of charge d'affaires. I can say nothing of the

Hungary ? Gentlemen, in the autumn of the ability displayed in that letter, but, as to its

year before last, out of health, and retired to principles, while the sun and moon endure,

my paternal home among the mountains of I stand by them.'1
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be allowed to pass through the canal, subject to no other bur

dens or charges than such as might be imposed on those of the

United States, provided such other nations should enter into

the same treaty stipulations as were to be agreed upon between

the United States and the State of Nicaragua.

Soon after this charter was obtained, the American charge

d'affaires, by instruction of his Government, concluded a

treaty of commerce and friendship with Nicaragua, one article

of which provided for the defence and protection of this canal

company, in constructing and operating the great work which

they had in view. The United States, by this treaty, recog

nized the sovereignty and property of Nicaragua over the line

of the proposed canal, and guaranteed its neutrality under the

control of her citizens ; and it was also agreed that no similar

privileges and immunities should be accorded to other nations,

unless they entered into similar stipulations for defence, and

similar guarantees.

But Great Britain had for a long time claimed a kind of

" protectorate " over what was called the " Mosquito Shore,"

and its native tribes of Indians; and it was also claimed that

the port of San Juan del Norte (or Greytown), which formed

the eastern terminus of the proposed canal, fell within this

" protectorate." This wras denied by the Government of Nica

ragua ; but her authorities had been expelled by the British in

1848 ; and had not regained the place when the treaty was

made between the United States and the State of Nicaragua.

A strong opposition was made by the British minister at

Washington, Sir Henry Bulwer, to the ratification of the

treaty ; and, to obviate the difficulties arising out of this claim

of Great Britain, the Government of the United States, before

the death of President Taylor, on the 19th of April, 1850,

signed a convention with Great Britain, known as the " Clay-

ton-Bulwer Treaty," by which it was mutually agreed that

neither party should obtain any exclusive control or privileges,

or erect any fortifications along the proposed route of the canal,

" or occupy or colonize, or assume or exercise dominion over,

Nicaragua, Costa Bica, the Mosquito Shore, or any part of

Central America," or use any means to secure any exclusive

privileges there. Both nations agreed to protect the persons
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who might he engaged in constructing an interoceanic canal

across the peninsula, and to guarantee the neutrality of the

line, so. long as no unfair discriminations were made, or un

reasonable tolls exacted. They promised to enter into treaties

to promote the work, and to interpose to settle any disputes

which might arise. Their support was to be given to the

company which should first show its intention and ability to

carry out the enterprise with the consent of the local authori

ties, and one year was to be allowed the present American

Company to give evidence of its ability to construct the

canal.

This treaty with Great Britain was ratified on the part of

the United States, with the understanding that it put an end

to the pretensions of Great Britain with regard to her protec

torate over the Mosquito Shore, including the port of San

Juan del Norte. Such a construction of the treaty was dis

puted by Sir Henry Bulwer, who declared that the conven

tion was not designed to affect the position of Great Britain,

excepting that she had agreed not to use her authority to

obstruct the canal. The controversy about the effect and

construction of the treaty was pending when Mr. Webster

became Secretary of State, and it involved, of course, the

question whether the United States could or would consent

to the assertion, by any European power, of any further right

of dominion or colonization upon the continent of North

America beyond that which was embraced in some territory

long before the property of such European power. The sub

ject became still further complicated, while Mr. Webster

was in office, by a quarrel between Nicaragua and Costa Rica

about their boundaries, both of them claiming a part of the

territory to be traversed by the proposed canal, and also by the

different and conflicting objects, with which the representatives

of these two states at Washington acted in the negotiations

between Mr. Webster and Sir Henry Bulwer. The official cor

respondence, conducted with a view of arriving at some mode

of terminating this dispute, is on the files of the State Depart

ment, and has never been made, public, and therefore no ac

curate account of its contents or results can be given here.

It is apparent, however, from the private correspondence be
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tween Mr. Webster and the British minister, that, throughout

the whole of these negotiations. Sir Henry Bulwer relied en

tirely upon the wisdom and fairness of Mr. "Webster ; and that

he took no important step, unless by special instruction of his

Government, without first ascertaining that it would meet

with Mre Webster's concurrence. He appears to have had an

implicit confidence that, in endeavoring to effect an arrange

ment with small states, whose conflicting interests and some

what troublesome contentions were mixed up with a grave con-

troversy between two powerful nations, Mr. Webster's judg

ment of what would be right and expedient was the judgment

of a great, wise, and considerate statesman, with whom he felt

bound to concur, if possible, and whose views he was always

ready to recommend to the favorable consideration of his own

Government. When, therefore, this able diplomatist, after the

lapse of many years, expressed to me the opinions of Mr. Web

ster, already quoted,1 it was easy to see how these opinions

had been formed in the transactions of business, referred to in

the private correspondence that now lies before me, which

shows the confidential intercourse between Mr. Webster and

this representative of England. The sentiments felt by Sir Hi

Bulwer were the same with which Mr. Webster inspired Lord

Ashburton, as they were, in truth, those which most foreign

representatives who came in contact with Mr. Webster appear

to have felt.

The great object of Sir Henry Bulwer in these informal nego

tiations appears to have been to devise some mode in which a

suitable master could be found for Greytowm, so as to put an

end to the British " protectorate " in a manner that would

meet Mr. Webster's concurrence ; and he seems to have relied

throughout upon Mr. Webster to bring about the consent of

the states of Central America to some project having this end

In view.

But, soon after this period, Sir Henry Bulwer went to Eng

land on a visit, leaving Mr. Crampton as charge d'affaires. The

negotiations in regard to Central America being in suspense,

there occurred in the autumn an extraordinary illustration

of the consequences likely to ensue from the "protectorate"

1 See antet p. 125.
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claimed by Great Britain over the Mosquito Shore. This occur

rence was the case of the Prometheus, a steamship belonging

to the American Atlantic and Pacific Ship-canal Company,

employed in transporting workmen, tools, etc., for the con

struction of the canal, as well as passengers, to Greytown. In

November, 1851, when about to leave the harbor of that city,

the commander of the vessel was served with a process of

attachment under the authority of the " Mosquito King," for

one hundred and twenty-three dollars, port-charges alleged to

be due. The exaction of these charges was regarded as illegal,

and the officer refused to pay them. On setting sail from the

harbor, the vessel was followed and fired into by a British brig-

of-war, the Express, under orders of Mr. Greene, British vice-

consul at Greytown, and pretended ■ regent of the Mosquito

Shore. The Prometheus was brought-to, and paid the charges

under protest, and the facts were communicated to the Secre

tary of State by the counsel of the Ship-canal Company..

Mr. Webster immediately ( December 3d ) wrote to Mr.

Lawrence, the American minister at London, detailing the

facts of the case, directing him to communicate them to Lord

Palmerston, and to inquire whether the captain of the Express

had acted pursuant to orders from his Government, and

whether his course was approved. If the answer to these in

quiries was in the affirmative, he said, " the President would

consider the proceeding as a violation of the treaty of the 19th

of April, 1850, by which Great Britain has stipulated that she

would not make use of any protection which she might afford

Nicaragua, the Mosquito Coast, or any part of Central Amer

ica, for the purpose of assuming dominion over the same." He

furthermore said : " This Government cannot consent to the

collection of port-charges at San Juan, by British ships-of-war,

or that their collection should be enforced by them."

The matter was communicated to Lord Palmerston, but, be

fore a reply was received, a change of administration occurred,

and Earl Granville succeeded to the foreign office. As soon as

official information regarding this affair reached the British

Government from Greytown, viz., in January, 1852, the act of

the captain of the Express was promptly disavowed, and an

ample apology tendered.1

1 See post, Chapter xxxviii.
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There was also during this period a controversy with Mex

ico, in relation to a right of way across the Isthmus of Te-

liuantepec. In 1842, the Mexican Government had granted to

Jose de Garay, a citizen of Mexico, the right to construct a rail

way across that isthmus. In 1846, General Salas, at that time

at the head of a provisional and defacto government of Mexico,

confirmed to Garay, or any one who might become his assignee,

the rights and privileges granted in his original charter.

When the Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo was negotiated between

Mexico and the United States, Mexico refused to sell a right

of way to theJJnited States across the isthmus, expressly upon

the ground that it had been already granted to a Mexican citi

zen, and was at that time held by certain subjects of Great

Britain, who had become- his assignees. In 1849, this franchise

.passed into the hands of certain American citizens, and a com

pany was formed at 'New Orleans, represented by Peter A.

Hargous, for the purpose of constructing the railway. These

parties became suspicious that the Mexican Government might

annul the contract, and desired to be secured in their rights by

treaty stipulations between the two countries.

Mr. Clayton,, the predecessor of Mr. Webster in the State

Department, sent to Mr. Letcher, the minister of the United

States in Mexico, a draft of a convention, intended to protect

the railway company in the rights which they held under the

Garay grant, and it was signed, with some modifications, on the

2d of June, 1850. After Mr. Webster succeeded to the Depart-

ment of State, Hargous and his associates, thinking that this

convention did not sufficiently protect their interests, requested

Mr. Webster to cause its provisions to be made more explicit*

Mr. Webster thereupon sent a new draft of a convention to Mre

Letcher, founded on that which had been already signed, but

making more prominent the idea that citizens of the United

States were to be encouraged in carrying out this work, and

that the interests originally involved were to be protected.

Stronger guarantees were also to be provided for the protection

of the parties to be employed in the construction of the rail

way. The Mexican Minister of Foreign Relations had strong

objections to these amendments, as extending too much the

authority of the United States over the proposed work and the
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parties engaged in its construction. Finding these objections

likely to prove fatal to the treaty, our Government withdrew

the most important of the amendments, and the new treaty

was signed on the 25th of January, 1851.

This convention met with great opposition in Mexico, es

pecially on the part of the new Administration, which came

into office just before it" was concluded. M. de la Rosa, the

new Minister of State, in a letter to Mr, Webster, declared that

there was no connection between this treaty and the franchise

claimed by the assignees of the Garay charter. To this Mr„

Webster replied on the 30th of April, 1851, expressing his sur

prise at this view of the matter, as the object had been all along

the security and protection of these parties in the exercise of the

rights acquired under that charter. He gave an account of the

various proceedings in this matter, and urged at length his own

view of the construction of the treaty and of its expediency.

In the mean time the Tehuantepec Railroad Company had sent

engineers and workmen to commence operations on the isth

mus. IS0 facility for prosecuting their work was afforded by

the Mexican authorities, and finally they were ordered to sus

pend operations and quit the place. Several American citi

zens, a part of whom were in the employ of the company, were

arrested in attempting to cross the isthmus.

The opposition to the treaty apparently grew stronger, and

the decree of the 5th November, 1846, renewing the grant to

Garay, was annulled by the Mexican Congress. The treaty

wras finally rejected by the Mexican Congress on the 7th of

April, 1852. Protests were made against the action of the Mexi

can authorities in expelling the employes of the company, seiz

ing certain barges, confiscating property, etc., which proceed

ings were afterward made the subject of a claim on the Mexican

Government for upward of five million dollars.

Luis de la Eosa, envoy extraordinary and minister pleni

potentiary of Mexico at "Washington, wrote to Mr. Webster on

the 7th of March, 1851, " to make various statements " and

give " sundry explanations5' regarding the position of his Gov

ernment. He said that the treaty had met with great opposi

tion in Mexico, and it had not been thought expedient to sub

mit it to the Congress as yet. The treaty for facilitating in
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teroceanic communication, and the grants to Garay, were

two entirely different and independent subjects. The Govern

ment held that Garay's rights were extinct, and it did not

intend to recognize them as subsisting. The first article of the

treaty itself admitted . that Garay's right might be submitted

to judicial decision in Mexico. All persons settling or working

on the isthmus would be regarded as "trespassers.

Mr. Webster replied on the 30th of April, 1851. In order

to place the matter in the clearest light, he gave an account of

the attempts to establish this line of interoceanic communica

tion ; of the grant to Garay, and the negotiations connected

with it. The purchase of the right by the treaty of Guada

lupe-Hidalgo had not been insisted upon, simply for the reason

that the Mexican Government had held that it had granted it

to Garay, and that it was then in the hands of certain citizens

of Great Britain. The very object of the present treaty was

" to secure rights derived from Mexico by a public act amount

ing to a pledge which she cannot but fulfil." It had become

more and more important to the United States that this pledge

should be observed. The language of the decree was, ".Pledg

ing the honor and public faith of the nation to maintain the

projector, Don Jose de Garay, as well as any private individ

ual or company succeeding or representing him, either natives

or foreigners, in the undisturbed enjoyment of all the conces

sions granted.'9 The assignment of the grant was made on the

faith of this pledge, and the object of the present treaty was, to

induce the holder of the franchise to go on with the undertak

ing. The relations of this person to the subject were expressly

recognized in the first convention of June 2, 1850. The first

article stipulated that the person to whom the Government of

Mexico "may have granted or may grant'3 these privileges

" shall be protected." The eleventh article says : "If the

holder of the privilege should refuse to enter into a satisfac

tory agreement " as to rates, etc., the guarantee shall Be with

drawn. Article twelfth says : " The actual holder shall give

his assent in writing to this treaty," etc.

The second draft of the treaty was still more clear and pre

cise, and was intended for an absolute assurance of protection

to those engaged in the enterprise. M. de la Rosa had stated that
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there was no guarantee to the present holders of the grant in

tended, and that the first article expressly admitted that Garay's

contract might be set aside by judicial authority. But there

was, in fact, not one word on the subject in the first article.

Any such, admission would have defeated the whole object of

the treaty. The treaty itself stipulated for the only method of

settling disputes, viz., by arbiters. The United States Govern

ment could not listen to any such construction as was put upon

the treaty by M. de la Rosa. Comment and explanation were

now premature. The Executive Government of the United

States had no authority to vary the meaning of the treaty, or

to attach to its ratification any condition or qualification.

Work had been begun at the isthmus on the strength of the

pledges of the Mexican Government given in the grant to

Garay, and of subsequent decrees.

On the 3d of July, M. de la Rosa communicated to Mr.

"Webster information of the passage of a decree, May 22d, an

nulling the decree of General Salas, of November, 1846, and of

the orders suspending the work, and endeavored to justify the

course of his Government. Mr. Webster replied on the 25th of

August. He did not question the right of Mexico to pass any

law allowed by her Constitution, but he regarded the grant to

Garay and the subsequent decrees as constituting a charter, a

contract which could not be revoked without giving the grantees

a hearing. As to the authority of Salas, supreme power had

been conferred upon him for the purpose of securing a more

vigorous prosecution of the war, but after he had received his

unlimited authority he was the de facto government, and was

recognized as such by other nations as well as the United States.

It was not necessary to inquire into the origin of his authority ;

it was legislative as well as executive, and had been acquiesced

in as such, and the validity of this very decree was admitted in

1847.

One motive suggested by M. de la Rosa, for the course of his

Government, was not respectful to the United States, nor com

patible with existing treaties, This was the apprehension that

Tehuantepec would be severed from Mexico like Texas, if citi

zens of the United States were allowed the privileges of this

grant. This made discriminations unfavorable to the citizens

74
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of the United States, and cast imputations upon the good faith

of the Government. With regard to the authority of General

Salas, the following are Mr. Webster's words :

" It may have been as Mr. de la Rosa says, that the elevation of Gen*

eral Salas to the supreme power in Mexico was mainly for the purpose of

insuring a more vigorous prosecution of the war with the United States.

When, however, he became possessed of that authority, it constituted a

government defacto, submitted to by Mexico, and recognized, it is believed,

by other governments as well as by that of the United States. Con

sequently, it is not necessary for the undersigned to inquire into the origin,

nature, or limits of that authority. It is notorious, however, that General

Salas was a military dictator. As such, on the 4th of August, 1846, he

subverted the government of Paredes, who himself had acquired supreme

power by similar means. But, although his authority was necessarily

arbitrary and unlimited, he asserted, and the undersigned is not aware

that this has been denied, that his conduct in assuming and exercising it

was sanctioned by a large majority of the Mexican 'people. It is certain

that the Government of that country, as it now exists, was called into

being by his mandate. It is equally notorious that his acts were by no

means exclusively of an executive character, and that, when he exercised

legislative power, his right to do so was not objected to, or even the ex

pediency of his decree of the 5th of November, 1846, publicly questioned,

until it must have been known at Mexico that citizens of the United States

had become assignees of the privileges granted by it."

The letter closes with the hope that Mexico will change her

course, which was likely to' "produce a serious impression on

the minds of men respecting her good faith, and the permanency

and respectability of her institutions."

As soon as Mr. Webster had entered upon the duties of

the State Department, it became necessary to meet a difficulty

that had been caused by the mode in which the Administration

of General Taylor had dealt with the subject of the boundary

between Texas and New Mexico. In November, 1849, the

Secretary of War, under direction of President Taylor, in

structed the military authorities of the United States in New

Mexico to aid the inhabitants of the region east of the Rio

Grande in the formation of a State government. Steps were

taken for this purpose, and, in the course of a few months, a

State constitution was formed. The region, however, was

claimed by Texas ; and, in February, 1850, a commissioner of

Texas was sent there to extend the jurisdiction of the State
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over the territory wliich had been embraced by this constitu

tion of New Mexico. The Texan commissioner encountered

the adverse action of the inhabitants and of the United States

military authorities. This attitude of affairs was one of the

causes which led Mr. Webster to regard the policy of Presi

dent Taylor, in regard to the disputed boundary of Texas, as

a dangerous one. It was not competent to the Executive of

the United States to initiate or authorize measures for the estab

lishment of a State constitution in New Mexico, nor was it

settled what were the limits of New Mexico. In June, 1850,

the Governor of Texas applied by letter to President Taylor,

asking to be informed whether these proceedings had been taken

under his orders, and met with his approval. This inquiry had

not been answered when Mr. Fillmore succeeded to the presi

dency, and he directed Mr. Webster to answer it.

In that answer—prepared., it must be remembered, while

the u Compromise Measures " were still pending in Congress,

including the settlement of the Texan boundary—it was neces

sary for Mr. Webster to disavow, on the part of the Executive,

any purpose to interfere with the boundary question ; to make

it plain that this question and the formation of a government

for New Mexico were matters belonging to Congress; and to

leave the whole subject in such a position that the rights of

the inhabitants of New Mexico, under the treaty of cession, and

the claims of Texas, could be preserved without collisions until

Congress could act upon the subject. This dispatch defines

with great precision the nature of the government existing in

New Mexico, after the conquest and the cession of the country,

and the relations of the Executive and of Congress to such ac

quisitions.1

The relations of the United States with Spain became

at this time exceedingly delicate and embarrassing, in con

sequence of events growing out of the efforts of Narciso

Lopez to wrest the island of Cuba from the Spanish crown.

This person, a South American by birth, had been for many

years a citizen of Cuba. In 1848, he organized a general in

surrection in the island, which, however, was suppressed by

the Spanish authorities, and Lopez was condemned to death.

1 See Works, vi., 479, letter of August 5, 1850, to the Governor of Texas.
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But lie escaped to this country, where he arranged succes

sively three several expeditions against Cuba, in which he

succeeded in enlisting some American citizens. The first of

these enterprises, organized in 1849, was defeated by the vigi

lance of our Government, and did not set sail for its destina

tion. In the second attempt, in May, 1850, he was successful

in getting out of New Orleans, at the head of about five hun

dred men of various nationalities, with whom he landed at Car

denas, on the 17th of May, taking possession of the town.1 But

no general uprising of the population followed ; Lopez and his

party were driven from the island by the Government troops,

and he himself escaped to Savannah, where he was arrested by

the United States authorities ; but he was finally discharged,

for want of sufficient evidence that he had violated our neu

trality laws. In 1851, after Mr. Fillmore had become Presi

dent, and Mr. Webster Secretary of State, Lopez, still remain

ing in our Southern States, succeeded in drawing into a third

expedition many American citizens, by representing the

Cubans as eager for a revolution, and ready to rise. These

enlistments, made in the spring and summer of 1851, were of

course secret ; but they were closely watched by the Federal

authorities at Savannah, which was their first place of rendez

vous, and Mr. "Webster was kept informed of their movements.

On the 29th of April, writing to Mr. Blatchford, he said: " The

point of rendezvous for the Cuban patriots is now said to be

Savannah. Men and arms are collecting there. They must

be quick. If they are not out of the river in twenty-four hours

from this time, they will not get out at all. If they should get

out, they will be followed."

Failing in his attempt to embark from Savannah, Lopez

transferred his rendezvous to ISTew Orleans, where there hap

pened to be a collector who was much less vigilant in his duties

than the authorities of the United States in some of the other

Southern ports. In July, Mr. Webster was absent at Marsh-

field,2 and writing thence to the President, on the 20th, he ob

served : " I see the Cuban news. If there is to be a revolution

1 President Taylor dispatched a ves- 441, et seq., on the duties of neutrality,

sel-of-war to overtake this expedition, 2 Mr. Derrick, of the State Depart-

but the chase was unsuccessful. See ment, was left as the Acting-Secretarj

the discussion in the Senate, ante, p. of State.
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in that island, I am glad our hands are free from stain. If

the rebels make any progress, there will be serious work, as I

suppose that both France and England are under a pledge to

guarantee the island to Spain. Our South will be all Cuban."

In the early part of August, Lopez and his followers escaped

from New Orleans in a steamer, and, on the 12th, landed on

the coast of Cuba, near Bahia Honda. One detachment of the

invaders, consisting of about two hundred men, under Colonel

Crittenden, was left near Havana ; another and larger force,

under Lopez himself, proceeded to Los Pozos. Several engage

ments took place, and both detachments were broken up. Lo

pez and many of his followers were captured. Colonel Crit

tenden and fifty men, who were taken with him, were shot by

the Spanish authorities, and Lopez was garroted on the 1st of

September.

President Fillmore was absent from Washington at this

time ; but he returned immediately, investigated the conduct

of the Collector of New Orleans, and promptly removed him

from office. On the 2d of September he wrote to Mr. Webster,

who remained in New Hampshire :

[THE PRESIDENT TO MR. "WEBSTER.]

46 "Washington, September 2, 1851, Tuesday Evening.

" My dear Sir : I returned somewhat prematurely, and in much

haste, on Saturday evening, and have "been very busy with Cuban matters

ever since.

' " I was not satisfied with the excuse made by the Collector at New Or

leans for suffering the steamer Pampero to sail for Cuba without any effort

to stop her, and I have removed him, and appointed Mr. Adams in his

place.

" I have issued new powers either to the collectors or marshals, under

the eighth section of the Act of 1818, at Newport, New York, Phila

delphia, Baltimore, Charleston, Savannah, St. Augustine, Key West, Mo

bile, New Orleans, and Galveston ; and a new circular, enjoining vigi

lance upon the district attorneys at those places, and requesting all the

collectors, district attorneys, and marshals, at these places, who maybe

absent from home, to return forthwith, and attend vigilantly to prevent any

expedition from being fitted out, against the provisions of that act. The

army and navy have also been called into requisition at any place where

we have troops or vessels, to aid in arresting any such expedition.

" In times like this, the telegraph, in the hands of irresponsible and de-
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signing men, is a tremendous engine for mischief, aided as it is in many

places by a mercenary and prostituted press. Agitation and excitement

seem to pervade all the large cities, and this is greatly aggravated by un

scrupulous partisans who desire to turn it to political account against the

Administration. I think the summary execution of the fifty prisoners

taken in Cuba was unfortunate. This wholesale slaughter of officers and

men in so summary a manner naturally excited the sympathy and indigna

tion of the community. But I still hope to prevent any further violation

of our neutrality laws, and to save our young men from a similar fate.

" Lopez seems still at large, but making no headway. Reports are so

contradictory, we know not what to believe. He cannot remain ia statu

quo. He must advance or fail.

" I have yours of the 19th and 23d, and saw the one of a later date to

the Postmaster-General, and I have hardly words to express the gratification

I feel that you have thus far escaped your annual catarrh, with a prospect

of avoiding it entirely. Do make yourself perfectly easy, and enjoy the quiet

of your resting-place. Your presence at the council-board would be very

acceptable, especially just now, but it is not indispensable, and I hope you

will feel no anxiety on the subject. ...

" I write in great baste, but am, my dear sir,

" Truly and sincerely yours,

a Millard Fillmore.

[MR. WEBSTER TO THE PRESIDENT.]

" Franklin, September 8, 1851.

" My dear Sir : I was delighted to receive your letter of the 2d, and

to find you are at home, safe and well. I saw you had your hands full of

Cuban matters. I think your course entirely right.

" What patriots and hot-headed men will next undertake, respecting

Cuba, remains to be seen. We must expect that every possible effort will

be made to embroil us with Spain."

These occurrences drew upon the Government of the United

States very grave embarrassments. At the time the Lopez

expedition was supposed to be about to sail, application by

Spain and France was made to Lord Palmerston, to send a

British fleet to act jointly with the French fleet for the defence

of Cuba against such attacks. Lord Palmerston answered that

he believed the trouble would blow over ; and no English fleet

was then sent, But, when news of the actual sailing of Lopez

was received in London, orders were issued for British cruisers

to proceed to the coast of Cuba, to cooperate with the French

in protecting the island ; and Mr. Crampton was instructed to
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explain to the Government of the United States that this was

done in the most friendly spirit. How this step was viewed

by President Fillmore and Mr. Webster, appears from the fol

lowing private correspondence,, Mr. Webster being then at

Marshfield :

[the president to me. webstee.]

" "Washington, October 2, 1851.

" . . . . Mr. Rives writes that a treaty lias been entered into between

France, Spain, and Great Britain, to guarantee Cuba to Spain ; but does

not send it, or its contents or date. The English charge gives us notice

that England has ordered her vessels to protect Cuba against the unlawful

invasion from this country, but says he knows of no treaty. Mr. Rives

has been written to for further information. It appears to me that such a

step on the part of Great Britain is ill-advised ; and, if the attempts upon

Cuba shall be resumed (which I trust they will not be), any attempt to

prevent such expeditions by British cruisers must necessarily involve a

right of search into our whole mercantile marine in those seas, to ascertain

who ought to be arrested, and who ought to pass, and this would be ex

tremely annoying, and well calculated to disturb the friendly relations now

existing between the two Governments.

" But I have been interrupted, and the mail is closing, and I have not

time to say much. When may we hope to have the pleasure of seeing you

in Washington ? Though your presence at all times would be very accept

able, yet give yourself no uneasiness. Remain quiet until you feel able to

come. In hopes that your health may be speedily restored,

" I remain sincerely yours,

" MlLLAED FlLLMOEE."

[me. webstee to the president.]

" Makshfield, October 4, 1851.

". . . . The information communicated by Mr. Rives, if true, may be

come important ; but we must wait, to learn its particulars. I doubt ex

ceedingly whether the English Government would do so rash a thing as

to interfere with American vessels, on the seas, under pretence of their con

taining Cuban invaders. This could never be submitted to. I do not

think that any further attempt is likely to be made at present, by these

lawless people, as I do not see where they can now raise the funds, and

therefore I hope we may have no more trouble. If an official communica

tion be made to us of such a treaty as Mr. Rives supposes may have been

entered into, it will deserve close consideration. We must look to our own

antecedents. In General Jackson's time, it was intimated to Spain, by our

Government, that if she would not cede Cuba to any European power, we

would assist her in maintaining possession of it. A lively fear existed, at
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that time, that England had designs upon the island. The same intima

tion was given to Spain, through Mr. Irving, when I was formerly in the

Department of State. Mr. J. Qumcy Adams often said that, if necessary,

we ought to make war with England sooner than to acquiesce in her

acquisition of Cuba, It is indeed obvious enough what danger there

would be to us, if a great naval power were to possess this key to the Gulf

of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. Before receiving your letter, I had

made up my mind that, if this matter of the treaty between England and

France should be announced to us, and should seem to require immediate

attention, I would hasten to Washington. . . .

"I pray you, my dear sir, to command me, if there be any thing wrrkh

I can do, and call me back to Washington whenever you see a necessity

for so doing. Marshfield is very pleasant, and its air, I think, useful, but

I am ready to quit whenever duty requires.

" Yours truly,

"Dan'l Webster."

[the president to mr. webster.]

u Washington, October 10, 1851.

" . . . . Since I wrote you before, I learn that the French minister has

intimated, rather reluctantly, that his Government has issued similar orders

to its fleet in the West Indies to those issued by Great Britain in reference

to Cuba, A dispatch from Mr. Rives states a conversation with the Sec

retary of Foreign Affairs, in which he denied all intention of interference

by the French Government.

" This presents a singular state of things, and looks as though there

was a little finessing between Great Britain and France to court favor with

Spain, and if possible not offend us, or at least it looks as though France

intended this.

"lam truly yours,

" Millard Fillmore."

[mr. webster to the president.]

" Boston, October 12, 1851.

u. .... I entirely concur in the result to which the Cabinet has come,

to wit, that there is no sufficient information, at present, on the subject in

regard to England and France and the Cuban business.

" I cannot bring myself to believe that these governments, or either of

them, dare to search an American merchantman on the high-seas, to ascer

tain whether individuals may be on board, bound to Cuba, and with hos

tile purposes.

" The only case to justify a seizure and detention would be that of an

armed vessel fitted out obviously and flagrantly for warlike purposes,

found sailing on the high-seas without a commission from any acknowl

edged government. Such a vessel might be regarded as a pirate, being
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Tiostis humani generis, and might be destroyed by the ship-of-war of any

government. But then it must be certain that the vessel was destined to

act piratically.

u I have written to Mr. Rives to send lis an account of the French laws,

respecting enlistments in France for foreign military service, and the -pre

vention of expeditions set on foot in France against states or governments

with which France is at peace.

" Yours always truly,

" Ban'l Webster."

The unhappy men who were executed by the Spanish au

thorities in Cuba left letters of farewell to their friends in the

United States, in the hands of the Captain-General, who sent

them to New Orleans, by the secretary of the Spanish consul at

that place. This person arrived at New Orleans on the 21st

of August, by the steamer which brought accounts of the execu

tions. As the letters were not immediately deposited in the

post-office, a rumor spread through the city that the Spanish

consul had detained them. A mob thereupon attacked the

houses of Spanish residents, broke into the office of the Spanish

consul, defaced the portraits of the Queen of Spain and the

Captain-General of Cuba, and tore in pieces the Spanish flag.

When Mr. "Webster arrived in Washington, from his visit to

the North, it had become necessary for him to reply to a very

serious application for redress of these outrages, presented by

Don A. Calderon de la Barca, the Spanish minister, on the

14th of October. Mr. Calderon was naturally impatient at the

delay that had occurred, in consequence of Mr. Webster's ab

sence from Washington. The first draft of an answer to Mr. Cal-

deron's dispatch wTas shown to him informally at the State Depart

ment on the 4th of November. He was not satisfied wTith it,

because it did not propose any " act of honor to the national

flag of Spain, of equal publicity with the contempt which had

been put upon it." But it was the good fortune of all repre

sentatives of foreign governments who approached Mr. Web

ster, and who enjoyed his personal confidence and respect, that

they could present to him any consideration or proposal which

touched their national honor, with entire certainty that what

they desired would be received and answered with exact jus

tice. The excellent man, who was at this time the representa
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tive of Spain in the United States, was greatly concerned lest

the answer to his application for redress should not cover the

point on which he was convinced the future relations of the

United States and Spain must necessarily turn. He was, in

fact, under positive instructions from his Government to termi

nate his mission, if satisfaction could not be obtained on the

point in question. He therefore addressed a very urgent pri

vate letter to Mr. "Webster, in which he asked that the United

States should make to the Spanish citizens and to the Spanish

consul a pecuniary indemnity for the personal losses and inju

ries which they had suffered at the hands of the rioters in New

Orleans, and that the national flag of Spain should be publicly

honored in one of two modes. On this point he said :

" It is no extraordinary demonstration which is asked ; no act which

the narrowest mind could torture into an act of self-abasement. It is sim

ply an act of honor to the flag of Spain, of equal publicity with the con

tempt which has been put upon it. The most usual and obvious mode

would be, the restoration of the flag to the consulate, with appropriate

honors (that is to say, salute), a consul ad interim being named by me, or,

if it be preferred, either Mr. Laborcle or another might be brought to New-

Orleans in a public ship of Spain, and a customary salute given to the flag.

If any of these modes be adopted for publicly restoring Spain to the posi

tion of an honored ally of the United States, and disclaiming the indignity

which has been put upon her, under circumstances which have attracted

the attention of the world, the object we both desire will be accomplished ;

but without this, I can only repeat that, if I were capable of continuing

the diplomatic intercourse between the two nations, it is definitively

placed beyond my power to do so."

Mr. Webster was by no means indisposed to take any ap

propriate steps which should signify to the Spanish nation and

the world the sense which the Government of the United

States entertained of this outrage. But it was necessary for

him to guard with some care the application of the rules of

public law to this case. He therefore pointed out, in his offi

cial answer, which was communicated to Mr. Calderon on the

13th of November, a distinction which that minister had over

looked. In regard to the claims of Spanish citizens who were

not official persons, he informed Mr. Calderon that such resi

dent foreigners were under the protection of our laws in their

persons and property, upon the same footing with citizens of
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tlie United States, and witli tlie same right to resort to trie

judicial tribunals for redress of personal injuries; and that he

did not consider it incumbent on the Government of the United

States to provide for their special indemnification.1 But the

case of the consul he regarded as quite different, because he

was an official person residing under the special protection of

the United States ; and, although the case was without a pre

cedent, Mr. "Webster at once advised the President to make

one, and informed Mr. Calderon that a recommendation would

be made to Congress to indemnify the consul for his personal

losses. In regard to the insult to the Spanish flag, Mr. "Web

ster said :

" Mr. Calderon thinks that the enormity of this act of popular violence

is heightened by its insult to the flag of Spain. The Government of the

United States would earnestly deprecate any indignity offered in this coun

try, in time of peace, to the flag of a nation so ancient, so respectable, so

renowned, as Spain, ISTo -wonder that Mr. Calderon should be proud, and

that all patriotic Spaniards of this generation should be proud, of that

Castilian ensign, which, in times past, has been regarded so high, and

waved so often over fields of acknowledged and distinguished valor ; and

which has floated also, without stain, on all seas, and especially, in early

days, on those seas which wash the shores of all the Indies. Mr. Calderon

may be assured that the Government of the United States does not and

cannot desire to witness the desecration or degradation of the national

banner of his country.

" It appears, however, that in point of fact no flag was actually flying,

or publicly exhibited, when the outrage took place ; but this can make no

difference in regard to the real nature of the offence, or its enormity. The

persons composing the mob knew that they were offering insult and injury

to an officer of her Catholic Majesty, residing in the United States under

the sanction of laws and treaties, and therefore their conduct admits of no

justification. Nevertheless, Mr. Calderon and his Government are aware

that recent intelligence had then been received from Havana, not a

little calculated to excite popular feeling in a great city, and to lead to

popular excesses. If this be no justification, as it certainly is none, it may

still be taken into view and regarded as showing that the outrage, how

ever flagrant, was committed in the heat of blood, and not in pursuance

of any premeditated plan or purpose of injury or insult. The people of

1 Some of the subordinate officers at States. Mr. Webster expressed his re-

the State Department had, in Mr. Web- gret at this misapprehension, but he

ster's* absence, given Mr. Calderon to distinctly overruled the principle on

understand that reparation of these which Mr. Calderon had been verbally

losses sustained by private Spanish sub- informed that our Government would

jects would be made by the United act.
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tlie United States are accustomed, in all cases of alleged crime, to slow

and cautions investigation and deliberate trial before sentence of condem

nation is passed, however apparent, or however enormous the imputed

offence may be. No wonder, therefore, that the information of the execu~

tion, so soon after their arrest, of the persons above referred to, most of

whom were known in New Orleans, and who were taken, not in Cuba, but

at sea, endeavoring to escape from the island, should have produced a

belief, however erroneous, that they had been executed without any trial

whatever, and caused an excitement in the city, the outbreak of wrhich the

public authorities were unable for the moment to prevent or control."

In regard to the ceremony of honor which Mr. Calderon had

requested, the dispatch closed as follows :

" In conclusion, the undersigned has to say, that if Mr. Laborde shall

return to his post, or any other consul for New Orleans shall be appointed

by her Catholic Majesty's Government, the officers of this Government resi

dent in that city will be instructed to receive and treat him with courtesy,

and with a national salute to the flag of his ship, if he shall arrive in a

Spanish vessel, as a demonstration of respect, such as may signify to him,

and to his Government, the sense entertained by the Government of the

United States of the gross injustice clone to his predecessor by a lawless

mob, as well as the indignity and insult offered by it to a foreign state

with which the United States are, and wish ever to remain, on terms of

the most respectful and pacific intercourse." *

How necessary it was for our Government to proceed in

this delicate matter with the greatest circumspection, is appar

ent from the fact that, at the time of this correspondence, a

hundred and sixty-two of the persons captured in Cuba, as

having constituted a part of Lopez's forces, had already been

carried to Spain, where it was understood they were to be sent

to the mines. Most, if not all, of them were American citizens,

young men who had been deluded by the representations of

Lopez, concerning the political condition of Cuba, and the

wishes of its inhabitants. Mr. Webster did not claim that

these men could legally demand the protection of their own

Government ; but he thought proper to interpose in their be-

1 When this dispatch was read in to Mr. Calderon de la Barca, upon the subject

Europe, it drew from Lord Palmerston of that difference, is highly creditable to the

j.-u * n^«„ unn „+•„ „ :„ „ A'r,^ +„u good faith and sense of justice of the tmited
the following observations, m a dispatch |tate9 Goverament, and the President has

sent by him December 9,1851, to Mr. more rightly consulted the true dignity ©f the

Crampton, the British charge d'affaires country, by so handsome a communication,

o+ WocV.iSin.f,™ . than lf tne acknowledgment of wrong and
at vv asamgion . the expregsiOI1 0f regret had been made in

" The note which Mr. Webster addressed more niggardly terms."
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half with the Spanish Government, mainly upon the ground

that the terrible example inflicted .by the execution of fifty of

their comrades in Cuba was enough.- This he did, in a very

earnest manner, by a dispatch to the American minister in

Spain,1 But there was one among these persons whose case

required a special treatment. This was Mr. John S. Thrasher,

who, although an American citizen by birth, had been long

resident in Havana, and who was said to have been natural

ized there, and to have sworn allegiance to the Spanish crown.

He had been tried for high-treason or conspiracy, had been

convicted, and sentenced to eight years' confinement at hard

labor, and had been sent to Spain in execution of the sentence.

A good deal of obscurity attended his case, since he had him

self made no communication to our Government, in regard to

the important point of his supposed allegiance as a Spanish

subject. It was claimed, however, by his friends that, on his

trial, he had been deprived of privileges secured to citizens of

the United States by the seventh article of our treaty with

Spain, of 1Y95. In dealing with his case, both in a dispatch to

the American minister in Spain, and in a special report to the

President, Mr. Webster made an exhaustive statement of the

rules of public law which regulate a change of domicile, which

define the degree of allegiance due from foreigners residing in

a country permanently or temporarily, and which warrant a

claim to the protection of treaties when the native character

has not been renounced or lost.9

In January, 1852, Mr. Calderon had the satisfaction of in

forming Mr. Webster that these prisoners had been released.

On the suppression of the Hungarian Revolution in 1848,

Louis Kossuth and many of his companions, leaders in that

effort to establish the independence of Hungary, took refuge in

the dominions of Turkey. At the request of the Emperor of

Austria, the Sultan engaged to detain them for one year, at

the expiration of which period, unless further conventions should

be entered into to prolong their detention, it was understood

here that they were to be at liberty to depart. In the mean

time, the Emperor of Russia demanded of the Porte that these

persons should be delivered up to him. The menacing attitude

1 November 26, 1851. See Works, vi., 513, et seq. 2 Ibid., vi., 518, 521.
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thus taken toward the Government of so weak a power as Tur

key, in regard to the inviolability of her national territory, led

Mr. Webster, although not at that time in any official position

but that of a Senator (1849), to seize the first public opportu

nity to lift up his voice in tones that could not be misunder

stood in Europe, so far as he had power to guide the opinion

of this country and of the world. At a social but public festi

val of the " Sons of New Hampshire," held in Boston, on the

Tth of November, 1349, Mr. Webster said, what wTas immedi

ately circulated throughout this country and in Europe :

" Gentlemen, the events of the past year are many, anc} some of them

most interesting. They seem to result from an indefinite purpose of those

who wish to meliorate the condition of things in Europe. They have had

no distinct ideas. There may be incidental benefits arising from the scenes

of turmoil and blood ; but no general and settled change for the better.

These wars may somewhat assuage the imperial sway of despots. They

may serve to convince those who hold despotic power, that they may

shake their own thrones if they do not yield something to popular de

mands. In that sense some good may come of these events.

u Then, gentlemen, there is another aspect. We have all had our sym

pathies much enlisted in the Hungarian effort for liberty. We have all

wept at its failure. We thought we saw a more rational hope of establish

ing free government in Hungary than in any other part of Europe, where

the question has been in agitation within the last twelve months. But

despotic power from abroad intervened to suppress that hope.

" And, gentlemen, what will come of it I do not know. For my part,

at this moment, I feel more indignant at recent events connected with

Hungary than at all those which passed in her struggle for liberty. I see

that the Emperor of Russia- demands of Turkey that the noble Kossuth

and his companions shall be given up, to be dealt with at his pleasure.

And I see that this demand is made in derision of the established law of

nations. Gentlemen, there is something on earth greater than arbitrary or

despotic power. The lightning has its power, and the whirlwind has its

power, and the earthquake has its power ; but there is something among

men more capable of shaking despotic thrones than lightning, whirl

wind, or earthquake, and that is, the excited and aroused indigna

tion of the whole civilized world. Gentlemen, the Emperor of Russia

holds himself to be bound by the law of nations, from the fact that he

negotiates with civilized nations, and that he forms alliances and treaties

with them. He professes, in fact, to live in a civilized age, and to govern

an enlightened nation. I say that, if, under these circumstances, he shall

perpetrate so great a violation of national law as to seize these Hungarians

and to execute them, he will stand as a criminal and malefactor in the
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view of tlie public law of the world. The whole world will be the tribu

nal to try him, and he must appear before it, and hold up his hand, and

plead, and abide its judgment.

" The Emperor of Russia is the supreme lawgiver in his own country,

and, for aught I know, the executor of that law also. But, thanks be to

God, he is not the supreme lawgiver or executor of national law, and every

offence against that is an offence against the rights of the civilized world.

If he breaks that law in the case of Turkey, or any other case, the whole

world has a right to call him out, and to demand his punishment.

'" Our rights as a nation, like those of other nations, are held under the

sanction of national law ; a law which becomes more important from day

to day ; a law which none, who profess to agree to it, are at liberty to

violate. Nor let him imagine, nor let any one imagine, that mere force

can subdue the general sentiment of mankind. It is much more likely to

diffuse that sentiment, and to destroy the power which he most desires to

establish and secure.

" Gentlemen, the bones of poor John Wickliffe were dug out of his

grave seventy years after his death, and burnt for his heresy ; and his

ashes were thrown upon a river in Warwickshire. Some prophet of that

day said :

' The Avon to the Severn runs,

The Severn to the sea,

And Wickliffe1 s dust shall spread abroad,

Wide as the waters h«.1

" Gentlemen, if the blood of Kossuth is taken by an absolute, unquali

fied, unjustifiable violation of national law, what will it appease, what w7ill

it pacify ? It will mingle with the earth, it will mix with the waters of

the ocean, the whole civilized world will snuff it in the air, and it will

return with awful retribution on the heads of those violators of national

lav/ and universal justice. I cannot say when or in what form ; but de

pend upon it that, if such an act take place, then thrones, and principali

ties, and powers, must look out for the consequences.

"And now, gentlemen, let us do our part; 'let us understand the posi

tion in which we stand, as the great republic of the world, at the most

interesting era of its history. Let us consider the mission and the destiny

which Providence seems to have designed for us, and let us so take care

of our own conduct that, with irreproachable hearts, and with hands void

of offence, we may stand up whenever and wherever called upon, and, with

a voice not to be disregarded, say, This shall not be done, at least not

without our protest."

In the progress of events it appeared that the Government

of Turkey, strengthened by the general manifestation, in Europe

as well as in America, of such sentiments as those to which Mr,

Webster had given utterance, had refused to surrender the
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Hungarian refugees to any power. It removed them, however,

from the neighborhood of its frontiers, and confined them at

Kutaieh in Asia Minor, where they were still detained when

Mr. Webster became Secretary of State under President Fill

more. It was understood that they had an earnest desire to

come to the United States ; and Mr. Clayton, the predecessor

of Mr. Webster, had instructed the American minister at Con

stantinople to offer to receive them on board of one of our

national ships, to be conveyed to this country. This offer had

not been accepted by the Turkish Government, in consequence

of its engagement with Austria, to detain these refugees for a

certain period. This period, it was understood, was about to

expire in February, 1851 ; and Mr. Webster, with the full ap

probation of President Fillmore, then determined to secure

their release, and their free departure for the United States.

The undertaking was a delicate one. On the one hand, it was

necessary to satisfy the Government of Turkey that these per

sons were not demanded by the United States. On the other

hand it was equally necessary to convince the Porte that the

American Government stood ready, from friendly motives, to

relieve it from the embarrassment created by the demand of

Austria, that these refugees should be treated as prisoners whom

the Government of the Sultan was bound by its engagements

with Austria to detain further. Mr. Webster considered that

the best solution of this whole matter was, to withdraw these

persons from Europe ; and that the consent of Turkey to their

release, and to their being placed under the protection of the

American flag, was indispensable to prevent a violation of the

independence of Turkey by either Austria or Russia. At the

same time, the offer had to be made in such a manner that,

while Austria might endeavor to cause its rejection by Turkey,

she could have no reason for complaining of us. All these ob

jects were successfully accomplished by Mr. Webster's dispatch

to the American minister at Constantinople, Mr. Barringer,

under date iof February 28, 1851. l After a review of the rea

sons why the Government of the Porte should enter into no

new stipulations with any power for the further detention of

the refugees, the dispatch closed as follows :

1 Works, vi., 591.
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" The detention of these persons for a short period of time, in order

that they might not at once repair to other parts of Europe to renew their

operations, was a request that it was not unnatural to make, and which it

was certainly in the discretion of the Sublime Porte to grant, without any

sacrifice of its dignity, or any want of kindness toward the refugees.

" But at this time all possible apprehension of danger or disturbance,

to result from their liberation, has ceased. It is now more than a year

since the last Hungarian army surrendered, and the attempt at revolution

and the establishment of an independent government, in which they were

engaged, was most sternly crushed by the united forces of two of the

greatest powers of Europe. Their chief associates are, like themselves, in

exile, or have perished on the field, or on the scaffold, or by military ex

ecution. Their estates are confiscated, their families dispersed, and every

castle, fortress, and city of Hungary is in the possession of the forces of

Austria.

" They themselves, by their desire to remove so far from the scene of

their late conflict, declare that they entertain no hope or thought of other

similar attempts, and wish only to be permitted to withdraw themselves

altogether from all European association, and seek new homes in the vast

regions of the United States. For their attempt at independence they

have most dearly paid ; and now, broken in fortune and in heart, without

home or country—a band of exiles, whose only future is a tearful remem

brance of the past, whose only request is to spend their remaining days in

obscure industry—they wait the permission of his Imperial Majesty to

remove themselves, and all that may remain to them, across the ocean, to

the uncultivated regions of America, and leave forever a continent which,

to them, has become more gloomy than the wilderness, more lone and

dreary than the desert.

"The people of the United States expect from the generosity of the

Turkish monarch that this permission will be given ; they wait to receive

those exiles on their shores, where, without giving just cause of uneasiness

to any government, they may enjoy whatever of consolation can be af

forded by sympathy for their sufferings, and that assistance in their neces

sities which this people have never been late in offering to any, and which

they are not now for the first time called upon to render. Accustomed

themselves to high ideas of national independence, the people of the

United States would regret to see the Government of the vast empire of

Turkey constrained by the force of circumstances to exercise the duty of

keeping prisoners for other powers. You will further say to the Sublime

Porte that, if, as this Government hopes and believes, M. Kossuth and his

companions are allowed to depart from the dominions of his Imperial

Majesty, at the expiration of the year commencing in May, 1850, they will

find conveyance to the United States in some of its national ships, now in

the Mediterranean Sea, which can be spared for that purpose; and, you

will, on receiving assurances that these persons will be permitted to em

bark, ascertain precisely their number, and immediately give notice to the

75
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commander of the United States squadron on that station, who will

receive orders from the proper authorities to be present with such of the

ships as may be necessary, or can leave the station, to furnish conveyance

for Kossuth and his companions to the United States.

" Daniel Webster."

Compliance with, this proposal was vigorously resisted by

Austria, who insisted that the Porte had come under engage

ments not to release these refugees without her consent, and

that the state of affairs in her dominions rendered it necessary

that they should not be set at liberty. But the American min

ister, seconded by the active and spirited exertions of Sir Strat

ford Canning, the representative of England, and assisted by

the Sardinian minister, at length procured the assent of the

Turkish Government, and M. Kossuth, with his wife and chil

dren, and his associates, were received on board of the Ameri

can frigate Mississippi in August, 1851. On the 20th of Sep

tember, the frigate arrived oft' Spezzia, in the Sardinian domin

ions, but, in consequence of quarantine regulations, the passen

gers did not land.1 In the latter part of October they disem

barked at Kew York.

Among these very grave subjects of diplomacy, there hap

pened an event which caused no little amusement in the circles

of Washington in which it became known, and which presents

in a ludicrous aspect the rules of etiquette supposed to be in

volved. At the head of the Brazilian legation in Washington

at this time there was a gentleman who had been longer ac

credited to our Government than the British minister, Sir

Henry Bulwer. At a private dinner-party at Mr. Webster's

house, this gentleman was not placed, at table, in the position

to which he considered himself entitled, but the "precedence,"

without reference to the great " rules " established at the " Con

gress of Vienna," was given to the British minister and his

wife. Oh the next day Mr. Webster was somewhat astonished

by the following official communication :

[Translation?']

u Brazilian Legation, Washington, January 25, 1851.

" Most excellent Sir : In the instructions of my Government to all

their representatives, there is an article enjoining them to claim all the

1 A few of the exiles went from Tur- 2 The copies of this correspond-

key directly to England. ence remaining . among Mr. Webster's
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privileges granted by treaties, public right, favor ofGovernment, possession,

or customary right. Obeying to this rule, I am now obliged to call the

attention of your excellency upon an incident occurred yesterday on the

occasion of the dinner to which you made me and my wife the honor to

invite.

u It is a principle established by the Congress of Vienna, and adopted

by all the civilized nations even those who were not represented there (as

the United States and Brazil), that the precedence between the diplomatic

agents of the same capacity must be established only by the priority of

the presentation of their credentials.

" Being yesterday present at your table the minister of Mexico, I, and

the minister of Great Britain, your excellency gave the first places to the

minister of Great Britain and his lady, contrary to the rule above men

tioned.

" As the delivery of our credentials was previous to the appointment of

your excellency as Secretary of State, this fact could immediately be attrib

uted to a mistake or an oblivion of dates, if some circumstances could not

induce some to believe that this was not the motive.

" Great Britain is an European power, Mexico and Brazil are American

powers ; between Great Britain and the United States there are affinities of

race, language, etc., etc. Great Britain is considered, as to forces and

wealth, a power of a superior order. Man could [not] believe that, giving the

precedence to Sir Henry Bulwer and his lady against the rule above men

tioned, your excellency was guided by the old considerations infirmed by

the rule simple, clear, and easily applicable of the Congress of Vienna.

" I do not believe that the Government of the United States wish to

establish in favor of the representatives of the European powers a right of

precedence in Washington upon the representatives of the American

powers, nor to attribute to the British ministers privileges, which would

certainly not obtain in London any reciprocity in favor of the American

ministers. But as the incident of yesterday can induce some persons to

understand so, your excellency certainly will agree that this point wants

to be clearly established.

u I must inform your excellency that even yesterday the distinguished

and estimable representative of her Britannic Majesty, as soon as he found

an opportunity, made me spontaneously an apology, declining the respon

sibility of the fact. This proves that I cannot be accused of excess of sus

ceptibility when I address myself in this way, and on this subject to your

excellency, from whom I am sure to receive an answer in accordance with

your known urbanity and justice, clearly establishing that I am entitled to

the precedence upon the actual representatives in Washington, of Great

Britain and France, and upon all other representatives of American or

papers are labelled in his own hand- ner-party ; very amusing, but only to

writing — " Diplomatic correspondence be read by posterity."—The transla-

respecting a matter of etiquette in seat- tions appear to have been made liter-

ing Chevalier at a private din- ally.
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European powers who shall afterward present their credentials, and whose

capacity shall be inferior or equal to that of envoy extraordinary and

minister plenipotentiary,

"I avail myself of this occasion to present to your excellency the

renewed assurances of my most high and distinguished consideration.

« S. DE „

"His Excellency Mr, D, Webster, Secretary of State, etc., etc."

Mr. Webster was disposed to give a grave rebuke to. this

note ; and his answer, as he first wrote it, and as it now remains

in his handwriting, ended with an intimation that no future

occasion of the same kind would be likely to subject the com

plainant to the necessity of remonstrating against the social

arrangements at Mr. Webster's table. But the answer finally

sent was in these words :

[TO THE CHEVALIER DE — , ETC., ETC.]

14 Department of State, Washington, January 27, 1851.

" Sir : I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 25th

instant.

" It happens to be my fortune not to be entirely unacquainted with the

rules adopted by the Treaty of Vienna, respecting the rank of diplomatic

agents ; and, although the Government of the United States was no party

to that treaty, it has usually conformed to what was then established, as

being the regulation prevailing with other states. But the Treaty of Vi

enna, like other treaties, affects only official acts, and does not assume to

give the law to private intercourse ; and, although I exceedingly regret

that any thing should have occurred to cause you concern, yet I am sure

you will see, upon consideration, that the private hospitality of my own

house may well be regulated by my own discretion, without being made

the subject of diplomatic representations.

" Your obedient servant,

" Daniel Webster."

[FROM THE CHEVALIER DE — .]•

[Translation.]

44 Washington, January 28, 1851.

"Most excellent sir : I had the honor to receive your letter dated

yesterday.

" In my letter of the 25th, I have not put in doubt your being ac

quainted with the rules of the Treaty of Vienna. On the contrary, I only

attributed what seemed to me irregular to an oblivion of dates, or to a

mistake. I shall not discuss the distinction established by your excel
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lency between official acts and the private hospitality of the Secretary of

State to the diplomatic agents. I rather accept it as saving the principles,

which seemed to me could be put in doubt on account of the incident then

mentioned.

" To explain the sensibility I manifested, I shall only say that, when

precedences between gentlemen are not left to general and admitted rules,

to chance circumstances, or incidental positions, but appear indicated by

preferences which wound their natural self-esteem, or their national pride,

the explosion of those feelings is natural.

'" Thanking you for the kind expression of the regret you manifest

for an occurrence which caused me concern, and regretting also to have

troubled your excellency, I conclude with the renewed assurances of the

highest consideration, with which I have the honor to be

" Your most obedient servant,

« S. db —J

u His Excellency Mr. Daniel Webster, etc., etc., etc."

s Although Sir Henry Bulwer was

not a party to this important corre

spondence, yet, as his name bad been

introduced in the letter of his Brazilian

colleague, Mr. Webster thought it well

to show him the answer. The following

are Sir Henry's notes to Mr. Webster in

regard to it :

" 26th January, 1851.

"My dear Sir : I never thought Gold

smith so good a philosopher before.

" ' These little things are great to little

men,' certainly! M. has altogether

misrepresented what passed between us on

the occasion of our meeting, as I should at

once tell him if I did not observe that your

letter is marked ' confidential,' and that it is

perhaps better to make as little fuss as pos

sible about little things. ...

" I sent the letter for Dr. Bryant this

morning to Mr. Chew, and sincerely regret

ting that I should have got you into this

storm on a puddle.

"I am, my dear sir,

44 Most sincerely and truly yours,

"H. L. Bulwer.11

" Sunday Afternoon.

" My dear Sir : Since closing my former

letter, the mnreh susceptible — has been

here, and produced his dispatch.

" I told him that I thought it very wrong

to have introduced my name in the way in

which he did, or at ah, without first speaking

to me ; and that, for a man of his sense, it

struck me as ridiculous that he should have

mistaken or confounded a private party with

an official ceremony, to which alone treaties

could apply; and that a child would tell him

this.

"He seemed sorry, and will be perfectly

satisfied with your assurance that you have

the good fortune to be acquainted with, and

don't mean to dispute, the great act of the

Congress of Vienna.

" Lord-a-mercy. what a difficult and im

portant affair it is to ask three or four men

to drink a glass of wine and eat a piece

of mutton together, if they be officially in

clined !

" I tremble at the thought of it, and dedi

cate a drawer in my chancellerie to ' dinner

correspondence.1

" Yours most sincerely,

"H. L. Bulwer."

" Monday, Zlth January.

"My dear Sir: Your [first] note is so

capital that it caused me no small considera

tion to decide whether it could in anyway be

altered so as to be amended ; but, as you call

my attention to the latter passage, I think,

upon the whole, though the culprit richly de

serves the chastisement thus administered,

that I should be inclined to soften that severe

rebuke down to the quiet tone of gentle ad

monition. ...

" I am afraid I have kept your messenger

some little time, for, to say the truth, I have

found it very difficult to decide whether any

change, and if so, what change, was desir

able.

"I am now doubtful; but, at all events,

I have demonstrated my good intentions.

" Ever, my dear sir,

" Yours most sincerely,

" Respectfully, and truly,

"H. L. Bulwer."
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OHAPTEE XXXYIIL

1851-1852.

POLITICAL ISSUES AND CANDIDATES OF 1852—EXCITEMENT IN RE

GARD TO HUNGARIAN AFFAIRS—MR. WEBSTER^ SPEECH AT THE

KOSSUTH BANQUET IN WASHINGTON POPULAR MOVEMENTS TO

EFFECT HIS NOMINATION TO THE PRESIDENCY BY THE WHIG

NATIONAL CONVENTION DISCOURSE BEFORE THE NEW-YORK

HISTORICAL SOCIETY ARGUMENT OF THE INDIA-RUBBER CAUSE

—RELATIONS WITH ENGLAND SPEECHES AT HARRISBURG AND

ANNAPOLIS—VISIT TO MAESHFIELD, IN MAY—A SERIOUS AC

CIDENT—SPEECH IN FANEUIL HALL—THE WHIG NATIONAL CON

VENTION—NOMINATION OF GENERAL SCOTT PUBLIC RECEPTION

OF MR. WEBSTER IN BOSTON—FALSE STEP OF THE BRITISH MIN

ISTRY IN RELATION TO THE FISHERIES MR. CRAMPTON SENT

FOR TO MEET MR. WEBSTER AT MARSIIFIELD—WELCOME HOME

BY THE NEIGHBORS WISHES TO RESIGN—YIELDS TO THE PRESI

DENT^ REQUEST, AND REMAINS SECRETARY OF STATE—DESIRE

OF POLITICAL FRIENDS TO MAKE HIM AN INDEPENDENT CANDI

DATE FOR THE PRESIDENCY MAINTAINS ENTIRE SILENCE IK

RESPECT TO THE ELECTION RETURNS TO WASHINGTON FOR A

SHORT TIME—THE AFFAIR OF THE LOBOS ISLANDS LAST DIP

LOMATIC PAPER AT HOME ONCE MORE DECLINING HEALTH

—SUDDEN VISIT TO BOSTON LAST TIME IN SOCIETY LAST

GUESTS AT MARSHFIELD FOR PLEASURE—RAPID PROGRESS OF

DISEASE LAST ILLNESS—DEATH—FUNERAL.

THE approach of the first session of Congress after the

adoption of the " Compromise Measures," and the near

ness of the next election of a President of the United States,

render the year on which we are now to enter-—the last of Mr.

"Webster's life—one in which his relations to the country and
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his political position will be found to be of even greater im

portance than they had been on any other occasion when

he had been regarded as a candidate for that office. The

coming election was to be decided as between the Whig and

the Democratic parties, by the attitude which they should re

spectively assume toward the great adjustment of sectional

difficulties that had been effected in the summer of 1850. To

render that adjustment final, it was necessary that it should be

submitted to the action of the people of the United States, by

being made the principal issue in a national election ; for it

had now become apparent that the people of the whole Union

would consider this as the turning-point in the canvass ; and

that, if they should so will it, the slavery questions would be

settled, leaving that institution to be ultimately removed by

its own inherent tendency to gradual extinction, and so pre

venting it from becoming a cause of a sectional and civil war.

But, while among the public men of the country, who were

the leading politicians of the Democratic party? there were

no considerable differences of opinion in regard to the duty

of regarding and proclaiming the "Compromise Measures" as a

binding and final settlement, the case was far otherwise among

the Whigs. In that party there were prominent, active, and

important men, who did not mean to regard this settlement

as one on which they were not to be at liberty to continue their

opposition. They did not intend to have their party committed

to this adjustment as a final one, in such a sense that they would

be under a party or personal obligation to forego future agi

tation of the same questions. Hence it will be found that, when

the time approached for the selection by that party of a candi

date for the presidency, there was a body of men in the North

who intended so to shape the action of the Whig nominating

convention as to prevent, if possible, the selection of a candi

date whose election must be regarded as determining that the

late adjustments of all questions relating to slavery were to be

considered as binding upon the new Administration and its

supporters. Every thing would of course depend upon the can

didate selected, and upon his public and personal relation to

the settlement that had been effected in Congress, and which

had been made a final one so far as the legislative and execu
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tive departments of the Government could make it so. But,

although this was quite obvious, there were many political men

among the Whigs of the Southern States, who, while they felt

tne importance of having a candidate whose nomination and

election would evince the acceptance by the country of the

binding character of the " Compromise Measures," yet did not

see, when the candidate came to be selected, that no mere

declaration of principles, embodied in what is called on such

occasions a " platform," would be of any real importance, un

less the candidate presented to the suffrages of the people were

in himself a real and actual representative of the principles pro

fessed.

Such a representative, in the highest and most important

sense, was Mr. "Webster. He was identified with the support

of the " Compromise Measures " in the most marked manner.

It was known everywhere throughout the Union that he re

garded it as the duty of the people of this country now to ab

stain, both in the North and in the South, from all further

political agitation or action on the subject of slavery. His

exertions and sacrifices, to bring about a settlement on which

the two sections could safely repose, and under which the coun

try could be at peace, were everywhere felt and everywhere

appreciated. He was, moreover, in his personal claims as a pub

lic man upon the party with which he had long been connected,

the person most entitled to receive its nomination for the presi

dency. This was the last occasion, in all probability, on which

that party could have it in its power to place at the head of the

Government the first statesman in the land who was to be at

all regarded as a candidate for the position ; for, aside from

the fact that Mr. Clay had twice failed of an election, his age

and the condition of his health had withdrawn him from the

field. In addition to all these considerations, Mr. Webster's

nomination was desired by a great body of men throughout the

country, from motives of the highest character, who did not

ordinarily participate actively in elections, but whose influence

everywhere might be expected to constitute, in such a canvass,

a force of an additional and a very important character.

President Fillmore, as the executive by whom the " Com

promise Measures " had been officially approved, was also iden
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tified with them as a final settlement, and he had given to

them a firm and consistent support. For this reason, and be

cause his administration of the Government had been wise,

prudent, and successful, he was regarded as a candidate for

the Whig nomination. He had many friends both in the North

and in the South, who took active steps to bring him forward

as such a candidate. He did not discourage, nor did he do any

thing to promote, these popular movements ; and, although

there were those among the friends of Mr. Webster who thought

that Mr. Fillmore should have discountenanced such movements,

and should have deferred to what they felt to be Mr. Webster's

superior claims, yet it is not to be inferred from the existence

of such a feeling that the President pursued a course that was

either indelicate or unjust toward the great statesman whose

aid had been so important to him in the administration of the

Government. Mr. Webster himself never felt personally ag

grieved by Mr. Fillmore's candidacy, never considered that, in

allowing the use of his name, Mr. Fillmore was actuated by any

but patriotic motives, or by any purpose less pure than a desire

to have the policy, which they both regarded as essential to the

welfare of the country, finally prevail ; nor have I discovered

a trace, in Mr. Webster's most intimate correspondence with

his personal friends, of any dissatisfaction with what the Presi

dent did or did not do in regard to the pending nomination.

General Scott was the third person for whom the nomina

tion was likely to be sought, and he was the favorite candidate

of those Northern politicians, among the Whigs, who were

opposed to the principle of action represented by both Mr. Web

ster and Mr. Fillmore, viz., that the " Compromise Measures "

ought to be treated by the Whig party as a definitive settle

ment of the slavery questions, in the sense of precluding all

further political agitation. General Scott, as a candidate for

the presidency, could present no other claims than such as arise

from military success and renown. As a military commander,

lie had great reputation, and, in that capacity, his public ser

vices had been very conspicuous and important. But his fit

ness for the office of President was not admitted by any por

tion of the people of this country excepting those who are

accustomed to think that a, great general may prove to be a
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great statesman ; nor was lie now, or on any other occasion,

brought forward as a candidate for the presidency from any

other reason than from the popularity that attends military

fame, which is often supposed to be a sure guarantee of politi

cal success. His relations to the public measures, which were

now to form the principal issue in a great national canvass,

were simply neutral. It was not known that he had favored

them ; and the persons most active in promoting his selection

as the Whig candidate were known to be those who had op

posed and who continued to denounce them.

Notwithstanding the importance of their own domestic con

cerns, there was now, however, no inconsiderable clanger lest

the people of this country, led by their sympathies with what

is remote, but peculiarly exciting, would have their attention

withdrawn from the questions that were vital to their own im

mediate welfare. I refer to the fact that, in the autumn of this

year, the arrival of Kossuth and his companions caused an excite

ment through the United States, which threatened, for a time,

to baffle the prudence of our statesmen, to disturb all the ele

ments of our politics, and to sweep away the barriers which our

traditions, our law, and our public policy, have erected against

direct interventions in the concerns of the European Conti

nent. How Mr. "Webster, who, it is to be remembered, was now

likely to become a candidate for the first office of our Eepub-

lic, bore himself, in the midst of this Hungarian whirlwind, is

a matter of some consequence in his personal history as a

statesman.

It was little imagined by any one connected with the Gov

ernment of the United States, when the offer was made to bring

M. Kossuth to this country, that he would seek to make it the

base of further operations in regard to the independence of

Hungary, or of other revolutionary movements in any part

of the world. It was supposed that he would gladly find here

an asylum, in which he could pass the remainder of his life in

tranquillity, attended by such sympathy and respect as belong

to a patriot who has made an unsuccessful effort to accomplish

the independence of his country. But, whether he misappre

hended or not the purpose of our Government, he came here

with views very different from those entertained by Mr. Webster,
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wliose influence had taken Mm from his enforced exile in Turkey,

That he was an enthusiast in regard to the liberation of Hun

gary from the dominion of Austria ; that he possessed extraor

dinary personal qualities and powers for imparting his enthusi

asm to multitudes, and that he landed on our shores with a

hope of producing here a popular determination to espouse his

cause, are well-known facts. He had not been among us many

weeks before he had awakened an interest which no other exile

ever excited. Making a direct appeal for money, and, at the

same time, avowing his proposed movements in Europe, his ap

peals were responded to, not only in the city of New York, but

from the interior ; not only by persons of foreign birth, but by

the native population, with an enthusiasm entirely unprece

dented. A popular movement, that seemed, for a time, quite

uncontrollable, was apparently destined to carry the Govern

ment, by a sweeping and irresistible tide of public opinion, be

yond all the restraints of policy and law. In the months of

November and December (1851), pressing invitations to Mr.

"Webster to come to the city of New York, and take part in

proceedings in honor of Kossuth, were urged by those who

thought it important to Mr. "Webster's political interests that

he should place himself at the head of this movement. But

all this arose from a great misapprehension of the character

of the excitement, and of the nature of the sympathy which

it was proper for a statesman like Mr. Webster to extend

to it. What his personal sentiments were on the subject

of Hungarian independence, no one could doubt ; but he

thought it most becoming to await the arrival of Kossuth, in

Washington, to meet him there as the Secretary of State of the

United States, and to say and do nothing that he could not say

and do in perfect consistency with his official position, and with

his known character as an American statesman.

M. Kossuth arrived in Washington, after he had become an

object of great popular interest, and after he had succeeded in

forming a somewhat extensive organization in support of his

general objects. Writing to his friend Mr. Haven, on the 23d

of December, Mr. Webster said: "It requires great 'caution so

to conduct things here, when M. Kossuth shall arrive, as to

keep clear both of Scylla and Gharybdis. We shall treat him
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with respect, but shall give him no encouragement that the

established policy of the country will be in any degree departed

from." On the 30th, he writes to Mr. Blatchford : . " I have

called on Kossuth. No exception, certainly, can be taken to

Ms appearance and demeanor as a gentleman ; he is handsome

enough in person, evidently intellectual and dignified, amiable

and graceful in his manners. I shall treat him with all per

sonal and individual respect, but, if he should speak to me of

the policy of 'intervention,5 I shall have 'ears more deaf than

adders.' I go with him to the President to-morrow. The Presi

dent invites him to dine on Saturday."

The presentation to the President was on the 31st. As soon

as it was over, Mr. Webster wrote : " Yesterday and to-day I

happen to have been \evy hard at work, in bad weather, and I

have now come from the President, where, with Governor Sew

ard, I have been presenting Kossuth. The President received

him with great propriety, and his address was all right ; sym

pathy, personal respect, and kindness, but no departure from

our established policy."

There were two reasons which governed Mr. Webster in de

termining to present M. Kossuth to the President in a some

what formal manner. In the first place, he had been the official

head of at least a large body of the Hungarian people, in their

late effort to accomplish their independence ; and it was due

not only to this fact, and to his personal eminence and respect

ability, but also to the warm sympathy of the American people

in his cause, that he should be received by the President as a

person of distinction. In the next place, it was of great conse

quence that M. Kossuth should learn at once—and that the

people of the United States and the world at large should also

learn—by an official declaration of the President, that no marks

of personal respect and sympathy were to be construed as af

fording any encouragement that the long-established policy of

the United States, in respect to interventions in the affairs of

other nations, was to be changed.

The same motives led Mr. Webster to attend the banquet

given to M. Kossuth, in Washington, on the 7th of January, 1852,

by members of Congress and others. The line was now drawn.

There could justly be no misapprehension, at home or abroad,
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of any thing that Mr. Webster might now say concerning the

Hungarian Revolution, in any of its past, present, or future as

pects, so long as he should maintain the distinction on which

he had always acted in reference to the struggles of European

nations for the liberty of governing themselves. From the time

when he raised his voice, in 1824, against the principles of the

" Holy Alliance," by which the governments of Europe claimed

the right to repress the efforts of all peoples to change their

political relations, down to the present hour, he had always had

a character to maintain, as a statesman who considered those

principles at war with the inalienable rights of mankind. He

did not expect or desire now, more than he expected or desired

then, to act upon particular cases by any other means than by

the force of that public opinion of nations, which accomplishes

all that can be accomplished for free institutions, without mak

ing them objects of international wars. At the same time, he

did not think that it became him to treat coldly a great popular

sympathy with wThat appeared to be the interests and the cause

of liberty ; but that it was incumbent on him, rather, to guide

and direct that sympathy, so that it might act in a true con

formity to what all enlightened Americans knew to be the tra

ditionary policy and the established law of their country.

Accordingly, his speech at the Kossuth banquet, in Wash

ington, was confined exclusively to the consideration of the cir

cumstances which entitle a people to govern themselves. He

said :

" I have great pleasure in participating in this festival. It is a remark

able occasion. He -who is your honored guest to-night has led thus far a

life of events that are viewed as highly important here, and still more im

portant to his own country. Educated, spirited, full of a feeling of liberty

and independence, he entered early into the public councils of his native

country, and he is here to-day fresh from acting his part in the great

struggle for Hungarian national independence. That is not all his dis

tinction. He was brought to these shores by the authorities of Congress.

He has been welcomed to the capital of the United States by the votes of

the two Houses of Congress. I agree, as I am not connected with either

branch of the Legislature, in joining, and I do join, in my loudest tone, in

the welcome pronounced by them to him. The House of Representa

tives—the immediate representatives of the people—full themselves of an

ardent love of liberty, have joined in that welcome; the wisdom and
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sobriety of the Senate haye joined in it; and the head of the Kepnblic,

with the utmost cordiality, has approved of whatsoever official act was

necessary to bid him welcome to these shores. And he stands here to

night, in the midst of an assembly of both Houses of Congress, and others

of us met here in our individual capacity, to join the general acclaim, and

to signify to him with what pleasure we receive him to the shores of this

free land—this asylum of oppressed humanity. Gentlemen, the effect of

the reception thus given him cannot but be felt. It cannot but have its

influence beyond the ocean, and among countries where our principles and

our sentiments are either generally unknown or generally disliked. Let

them go forth—let it be borne on the winds of heaven—that the sympa

thies of the Government of the United States, and all the people of the

United States, have been attracted toward a nation struggling for national

independence, and toward those of her sons who have most distinguished

themselves in that struggle.

" We are too much inclined to underrate the power of moral influence,

and the influence of public opinion, and the influence of principles, to

which great men, the lights of the world and of the age, have given4 their

sanction. Who doubts that, in our own struggle for liberty and indepen

dence, the majestic eloquence of Chatham, the profound reasoning of Burke,

the burning satire and irony of Colonel Barrg, had influences upon our for

tunes here in America ? They had influences both ways. They tended, in

the first place, somewhat to diminish the confidence of the British ministry

in their hopes of success in attempting to subjugate an injured people.

They had influence another way, because, all along the coasts of the coun

try—and all our people, in that day, lived upon the coast—there was not

a reading man who did not feel stronger, bolder, and more determined in

the assertion of his rights, when these exhilarating accounts from the two

Houses of Parliament reached him from beyond the seas. He felt that

those who held and controlled public opinion elsewhere were with us ;

that their words of eloquence might produce an effect in the region where

they were uttered; and, above all, they assured them that, in the judgment

01 the just, and the wise, and the impartial, their cause was just, and they

were right; and, therefore, they said, 'We will fight it out to the last.'

" 2STow, gentlemen, another great mistake is sometimes made. We think

that nothing is powerful enough to stand before autocratic, monarchical, or

despotic powder. There is something strong enough, quite strong enough,

and, if properly exerted, will prove itself so, and that is the power of in

telligent public opinion in all the nations of the earth. There is not a

monarch on earth whose throne is not liable to be shaken by the progress

of opinion, and the sentiment of the just and intelligent part of the people.

It becomes us, in the station which we hold, to let that public opinion, so

far as we form it, have a free course. Let it go out ; let it be pronounced

in thunder-tones; let it open the ears of the deaf; let it open the eyes of

the blind ; and let it be everywhere proclaimed what we of this great re

public think of the general principle of human liberty, and of that oppres
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sion "which all abhor. Depend upon it, gentlemen, that, between these twro

rival powrers—the autocratic power, maintained by arms and force, and the

popular power, maintained by opinion—the former is constantly decreasing,

and, thank God, the latter is constantly increasing. Real human liberty

and human rights are gaining the ascendant; and the part which wre have

to act in all this great drama is to show ourselves in favor of those rights,

to uphold our ascendency, and to carry it on until we shall see it culminate

an the highest heaven over our heads.

" On the topics, gentlemen, which this occasion seems to invite, I have

nothing to say, because, in the course of my political life—not now a short

one—I have said all that I wish to say, and all that I wish to transmit to

posterity, connected with my owTn name and history. What I said of

Greece twenty-five years ago, when our friend was too young to be in po

litical life, I repeat to-night, verbum post verlum, exactly what I said then.

What I said of Spain at a later period, when the power of the restored

Bourbons was exerted to impose upon Spain a dynasty not wished by the

people of Spain, that I repeat in English, and Spanish, and French, and in

every other language, if they choose to translate it.

"May I be so egotistical as to say that I have nothing new to^say upon

the subject of Hungary ? Gentlemen, in the autumn of the year before last,

out of health, and retired to my parental home among the mountains of

New Hampshire, I was, by reason of my physical condition, confined to

my house ; but I was among the mountains whose native air I wras born

to inspire, Nothing saluted my senses, nothing saluted my mind or my

sentiments, but freedom, full and entire ; and there, gentlemen, near the

grave of my ancestors, I wrote a letter which most of you may have seen,

addressed to the Austrian charge d'affaires. I can say nothing of the

ability displayed in that letter ; but, as to its principles, while the sun and

moon endure, and while I can see the light of the sun and the moon, I

stand by them. In a letter, dated February last, moved by these con

siderations, which have influenced all the Christian world, making no par

ticular merit of it, I addressed a letter to the American minister, at Con

stantinople, at the court of the Sublime Porte, for the relief of M. Louis

Kossuth and his companions in exile ; and I happen to know that that

letter was not without some effect. At any rate, it is proper for me here

to say that this letter, and that one to which I have before alluded, were

dispatched with the cordial approbation of the President of the United

States. It was, therefore, so far the act of the Government of the United

States in its executive capacity. Now, I shall not further advert to these

topics to-night, nor shall I go back to ancient times, and discuss the pro

visions of the Holy Alliance ; but I say that, in the sentiments avowed by

me, I think, in the years 1823 and 1824, in the cause of Greece, and in the

more subsequent declarations of opinion, there is that which I can never

depart from without departing from myself. I should cease to be wdiat I

am if I were to retract a single sentiment which has been expressed on these

several occasions.
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" Now, gentlemen, I do not propose, at this hour of the night, to enter

tain yon, or attempt to entertain you, by any general disquisition upon

the value of human freedom, upon the inalienable rights of man, or upon

any general topics of the kind ; but I wish to say a few words upon the

precise question, as I understand it, that exists before the civilized world,

between Hungary and the Austrian Government. I wish to arrange the

thoughts, to which I desire to give utterance, under two or three general

heads.

" And, in the first place, I say that, wherever there is, in the Christian

and civilized world, a nationality of character—wherever there exists a

nation of sufficient knowledge and wealth and population to constitute a

government, then a national government is the necessary and proper re

sult of nationality of character. We may talk of it as we please, but there

is nothing that satisfies the mind of man, in an enlightened age, unless

he is governed by his own country and the institutions of his own govern

ment. No matter how easy be the yoke of a foreign power, no matter

how lightly it sits upon the shoulders, if it is not imposed by the voice of

his own nation and of his own country, he will not, he cannot, and he

means not to be happy under its burden.

" There is, gentlemen, one great element of human happiness mixed

up with others. We have our social affections, our family affections ; but,

then, we have this sentiment of country which imbues all our hearts, and

enters into all our other feelings ; and that sentiment of country is an affec

tion not only for the soil on which we are born, it not only appertains to

our parents and sisters and brothers and friends, but to our habits and

institutions, and to the government of that country in all respects. There

is not a civilized and intelligent man on earth that enjoys entire satisfac

tion in his condition if he does not live under the government of his own

nation, his own country, whose volitions and sentiments and sympathies

are like his own. Hence he cannot say : ' This is not my country ; it is

the country of another power; it is a country belonging to somebody else.'

Therefore, I say that wherever there is a nation of sufficient intelligence

and numbers and wealth to maintain a government, distinguished in its

character and its history and its institutions, that nation cannot be happy

but under a government of its own choice.

" Then, sir, the next question is, Whether Hungary, as she exists in our

ideas, as we see her, and as we know her, is distinct in her nationality, is

competent in her population, is also competent in her knowledge and de

votion to correct sentiment, is competent in her national capacity for

liberty and independence, to maintain a government that shall be Hunga

rian out and out ? Upon that subject, gentlemen, I have no manner of

doubt. Let us look a little at the position in which this matter stands.

What is Hungary ? I am not, gentlemen, about to fatigue you with a long

statistical statement ; but I wish to say that, as I understand the matter,

and I have taken some pains to look at it, Hungary contains a sufficient

population to constitute a nation."
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Here Mr. Webster gave a detailed account of the extent

and population of Hungary, showing that it had about fourteen

millions inhabitants of all classes, and continued :

" Thus it is evident that, in point of power, so far as power depends on

population, Hungary possesses as much power as England proper, or even

as the kingdom of Prussia. Well, then, there is population enough, there

are people enough. Who, then, are they? They are distinct from the

nations that surround them. They are distinct from the Austrians on the

west, and the Turks on the east ; and I will say, in the next place, that

they are an enlightened nation. They have their history, they have their

traditions, they are attached to their own institutions—institutions which

have existed for more than a thousand years.

" Gentlemen, it is remarkable that, on the western coast of Europe,

political light exists. There is a sun in the political firmament, and that

sun sheds his light on those who are able to enjoy it. But in Eastern

Europe, generally speaking, and on the confines between Eastern Europe

and Asia, there is no political sun in the heavens. It is all an arctic zone

of political life. The luminary, that enlightens the world in general,

seldom rises there above the horizon. The light which they possess is, at

best, crepuscular—a kind of twilight ; and they are under the necessity of

groping about to catch, as they may, any stray gleams of the light of day„

Gentlemen, the country of which your guest to-night is a native is a re

markable exception. She has shown through her whole history, for many

hundreds of years, an attachment to the principles of civil liberty, and of

law and of order, and obedience to the Constitution, which the will of the

great majority has established. That is the fact; and it ought to be

known wherever the question of the practicability of Hungarian liberty

and independence is discussed. It ought to be known that Hungary

stands out from it above her neighbors in all that respects free institu

tions, constitutional government, and an hereditary love of liberty.

" Gentlemen, my sentiments in regard to this effort made by Hungary

are here sufficiently well expressed. In a memorial, addressed to Lord

John Russell and Lord Palmerston, said to have been written by Lord

Fitzwilliam, and signed by him and several other peers and members of

Parliament, the following language is used, the object of the memorial

being to ask the mediation of England in favor of Hungary :

" ' While so many of the nations of Europe have engaged in revolution

ary movements, and have embarked in schemes of doubtful policy, and

still more doubtful success, it is gratifying to the undersigned to be able

to assure your lordships that the Hungarians demand nothing but the

recognition of ancient rights, and the stability and integrity of their

ancient Constitution. To your lordships it cannot be unknown that that

Constitution bears a striking family resemblance to that of our own

country.'

76
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" Gentlemen, I have one other reference to make, and then I shall take

leave of you.

"You know,, gentlemen, that, in 'Measure for Measure,' Shakespeare,

speaking of the Duke of Vienna, says : ' If the duke, with other dukes,

come not to composition with the King of Hungary, why, then, all the

dukes fall upon the king.' 'Heaven grant us peace,' says another charac

ter. ' Thou concludest,' says the first speaker, ' like the sanctimonious

pirate that went to sea with the ten commandments, but scraped one out

of the table—thou shalt not steal ! Ay, that he razed. Why, 'twas a

commandment to command the captain and all the rest from their func

tions ; there is not a soldier of us all that, in the thanksgiving before meat,

doth relish the petition well that prays for peace.'

" Now, I am afraid that, like the Dukes of Austria in former times, the

Emperor of Austria, in our time, doth not relish the petition for peace,

unless it be founded on the utter extermination of the nationality of

Hungary.

" Gentlemen, I have said that a national government, where there is a

distinct nationality, is essential to human happiness. I have said that, in

my opinion, Hungary is thus capable of human happiness. I have said

that she possesses that distinct nationality, that power of population, and

that wealth, which entitle her to have a government of her own ; and I

have now to add, what I am sure will not sound well upon the Upper

Danube, and that is that, in my humble judgment, the imposition of a for

eign yoke upon a people capable of self-government, while it oppresses and

depresses that people, adds nothing to the strength of those who impose

that yoke. In my opinion, Austria would be a better and a stronger gov

ernment to-morrow if she confined the limits of her power to her hereditary

and German domains, especially If she saw in Hungary a strong, sensible,

independent neighboring nation ; because I think that the cost of keeping

Hungary quiet is not repaid by any benefit derived from Hungarian levies

or tributes. And then, again, good neighborhood, and the good-will and

generous sympathies of mankind, and the generosity of character that

ought to pervade the minds of governments, as well as those of Individ

uals, is vastly more promoted by living in a state of friendship and amity

with those who differ from us in modes of government, than by any at

tempt to consolidate power in the hands of one over the rest.

" Gentlemen, the progress of things is unquestionably onward. It is on

ward with respect to Hungary ; it is onward everywhere. Public opinion,

in my estimation at least, is making great progress. It will penetrate all

resources ; it will come more or less to animate all minds; and, in respect

to that country for which our sympathies to-night have been so strongly

invoked, I cannot but say that I think the people of Hungary are an en

lightened, industrious, sober, well-inclined community ; and I wish only to

add, that I do not now enter into any discussion of the form of govern

ment that may be proper for Hungary. Of course, all of you, like myself,

would be glad to see her, when she becomes independent, embrace that
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system of government which Is most acceptable to ourselves. We shall

rejoice to see our American model upon the Lower Danube, and on the

mountains of Hungary. But this is not the first step. It is not that which

will be our first prayer for Hungary. That first prayer shall be that Hun

gary may become independent of all foreign power—that her destinies may

be intrusted to her own hands, and to her own discretion. I do not pro

fess to ^understand the social relations and connections of races, and of

twenty other things that may affect the public institutions of Hungary.

All I say is, that Hungary can regulate these matters for herself infinitely

better than they can be regulated for her by Austria ; and, therefore, I

limit my aspirations for Hungary, for the present, to that single and simple

point—Hungarian independence, Hungarian self-government, Hungarian

control of Hungarian destinies. These are the aspirations which I enter

tain, and I give them to you, therefore, gentlemen, as a toast : l Hungarian

Independence—Hungarian control of her own destinies ; and Hungary as a

distinct nationality among the nations of Europe. ' "

Twenty years have not elapsed since these sentiments were

littered; and we have seen an Emperor of Austria take the

oaths of King of Hungary, according to its ancient constitu

tion, in the capital of that country ; we have seen Italy rise

into a kingdom of her own; and we have seen the people of

Spain expel a dynasty, and take into their own hands the de

termination of their own political condition.

In the autumn of 1851, and the succeeding winter, the

friends of Mr. Webster, in different parts of the Union, made

preparations to effect his nomination for the presidency, by the

Whig National Convention that was expected to assemble in

Baltimore in the following June. In the latter part of Novem

ber (1851), a very numerous assembly of delegates was held in

Massachusetts, which put forth an address to the people of the

United States, written by Mr. Everett. It was a document

that expressed, with singular ability, the grounds on which Mr.

Webster's nomination and election ought to be regarded as of

the highest importance to the welfare of the country. The fol

lowing were its closing paragraphs :

"It is quite evident, however, to any one who will attentively consider

the state of opinion in and out of Congress in 1850, that all other influ

ences, however important, would have been unavailing, hut for the assur

ance afforded by the speech of Mr. "Webster, that the persons of the greatest

influence and highest standing at the North might be depended on as firm
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friends of the Union, and ready to carry the Constitution faithfully into

effect, eyen when its provisions are least in accordance with the public

opinion of that part of the country. Who can doubt that the speech of

Mr. Webster, and his subsequent efforts, have been chiefly instrumental in

exposing the baneful effects of systematic agitation, in impressing upon

honest and patriotic citizens a sense of constitutional duty, and in reas

suring good and faithful men, throughout the country, that the IJnion of

the States is destined to endure ? We believe that all persons, who take

an impartial view of our politics, will concur in the opinion that, while

the existence of this agitation formed the chief source of danger to the

Union in 1850, the speech of Mr. Webster, more than any other cause, con

tributed to avert the catastrophe. It may be left to the intelligent and

candid to decide whether the recent auspicious result of the Southern elec

tions is not mainly owing to the belief that Mr. Webster's course, on this

occasion, has been sustained by the mass of the two great political parties

in the non-slaveholding States, with whatever violence it may be de

nounced by the third party recently formed on the basis of antislavery

agitation.

" The conduct of Mr. Webster, as a public man, for a full generation, is

now before the public. The greater part of that time he has passed in

Congress, with what honor to his immediate constituents, and what benefit

to the country at large, need not be said. Twice he has been called to an

important executive position as Secretary of State. We have already

spoken of the manner in which he performed the duties of that depart

ment in 1841 and 1842. We have pointed out the success with which he

disposed of controversies alike inveterate and embarrassing, and preserved

the peace of the country on honorable terms, at a moment when it seemed

all but hopeless to avoid war. On the lamented decease of General Taylor,

he was again invited to the Department of State by President Fillmore.

We are confident that the whole country will bear us out in saying tnat,

when, in the extremely difficult crisis of affairs which then existed, he took

charge of the Department, there was no one of the leading statesmen of

the country so clearly indicated by public opinion for the office. That this

Administration has greatly won upon the confidence of the country, it is

superfluous to say. The people are satisfied that, if the Union is. to be

preserved, it is upon that platform upon which the Administration has

placed itself—the platform laid down by Mr. Webster in his speech of the

7th of March. They are no less satisfied that the honor of the country

abroad may be safely trusted to the statesman who has so ably, at all times,

vindicated the freedom of the seas—to the author of the letter to the Aus

trian charge d'affaires, already alluded to. We are confident that no per

son in the country would bear more willing testimony to the manner in

which Mr. Webster has administered the Department than the President

of the United States, between whom and the Secretary of State the most

unreserved confidence has ever existed.

' ^ith this experience of his ability, does any one doubt that, if Mr
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Webster were chosen President, he would do honor to himself and the

country ? For ourselves, we feel confident that he will give the country

and the world an example of a Chief Magistrate such as will reflect new

credit upon the leading [Republican Government. We feel confident that,

as the head and representative of the country, he will pursue a course of

which all its citizens will be justly proud ; returning to the office as much

dignity as he will derive from it. We believe that all parts of the Union

will feel that the Government is in hands eminently safe, and well entitled

to their respect and confidence, and that foreign countries will own that

republics are not always ungrateful for the services of their most distin

guished citizens.

"We are persuaded, at the moment when we put forth this address,

that there is no man in the country in whom the great masses of our

fellow-citizens have higher confidence ; and we cherish, with equal con

fidence, the conviction that, in the judgment of the civilized world, there

is not more than one American name entitled to stand higher than his.

We feel a just and elevated pride, as Americans, that one, whose name is

thus known and respected throughout the world ; whose thrilling eloquence

has roused and encouraged the oppressed wherever they have been strug

gling to be free ; who has best defended the Constitution of the country,

and done most for its permanence, is an American patriot, worthy the high

est honor his country can bestow ; and whose election would be regarded

as one of the purest triumphs ever achieved by our republican institu

tions.

" We have thus endeavored, fellow-citizens, without over-statement,

and without injustice to others, to discharge the duty which has devolved

upon us on this important and interesting occasion. We have sought

to disparage no other candidate ; we have endeavored to enlist no support

on party grounds. The time has come, we think, in which the welfare of

the country requires that mere party claims should yield to higher con

siderations ; and we feel that, in the support of Mr. Webster, good citizens

of both parties, and in both of the great sections of the country, may cor

dially and consistently unite.

"Fellow-citizens of the United States, on the 7th of March, 1850, Mr.

Webster said, in commencing his speech : ' I speak to-day for the preser

vation of the Union. Hear me for my cause. I speak not as a Massa

chusetts man, nor as a Northern maa, but as an American.' To-day,

fellow-citizens, we speak also for the Union. We speak also not as Massa

chusetts men, but as Americans. We speak for the great cause so highly

transcending all local considerations and all merely party objects ; the

cause around which our hearts and our hopes all cluster ; the cause of our

common country."

The following letters express the feelings with which Mr.

Webster read this paper :
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[TO MR. HAYEN.]

" Washington, November 27, 1851.

uMy dear Sir : I was greatly surprised this morning to see the ' Ad

dress' -in the Bepublic at full length. It reads well, so far as I am a judge,

which is only of its ability, not of its truthfulness. That it will be read

all over the country I doubt not. You appear to have had an animated

meeting. Report speaks goldenly of all the gentlemen who addressed

the meeting. I confess, my dear sir, I do indeed sincerely confess, that I

am affected and overwhelmed by the sentiments and efforts of such ardent

friends. Would that I were more worthy of them ! Whatever may happen

hereafter, I am satisfied.

" Yours most truly always,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to mr. harvey.]

" Washington, November 27, 1851.

" My dear Sir : I thank you for your letter. The ' Address ' was

printed in the Republic this morning. I am too modest to say what I

think of it. The speeches, as appear from the sketches which I have

seen, were excellent, most excellent, considering the subject.

" I assure you, my dear sir, that no political promotion, no success in

life, could give my heart such a thrill as this outpouring of kindness and

confidence by my Massachusetts friends. Enemies, factionists, and fanat

ics, may now do their worst. I loiow not how to thank Mr. Ashmun,

Mr. Stevenson, Mr. Choate, and others, for their enthusiastic efforts. I do

not think I shall ever try to thank either of them. They tower above all

thanks of mine.

" Yours most assuredly,

"Dan'l Webster.

" P. S.—How happy it was for Mr. Choate to say, that the doors of

Faneuil Hall were at length opened ! "

Popular demonstrations of the same character, and with

the same object, followed in other States. A similar address

to the people of. the United States, written by Mr. "William

M. Evarts, was adopted and published by a great meeting in

the city of New York, which closed as follows :

" This eminent citizen, instructed in every art, trained in every dis

cipline, informed by every experience of public life, endowed with every

power, and furnished with every acquirement fit for the service of the

State—his public virtue and patriotism, tried by every personal, partisan,

and sectional influence within the whole sphere of our politics, and ever

found true to the whole country, and its permanent welfare-—this emineni
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citizen, now in full maturity of years and wisdom, yet 'his eye not dimmed,

nor his natural force abated,' we believe most worthy to receive the honors,

most able to perform the duties, of President of the United States.

" Nor, fellow-citizens, is it a less serious topic for your consideration

that justice, justice to Mr. Webster and justice to our country, justice to

the historical greatness of the past, and to the solemn claims of the future,

requires the earnest and devoted labors of us all, to reward his past and

command his future services for the Republic.

" He has served the State from early manhood to the present hour ;

he has labored for and loved his country with an enthusiasm untiring and

tmdecaying ; his very heart and life, as it were, have been wrought into

the fabric of our prosperity and our glory ; and, at last, he has crowned a

long career of noble achievements for the general good with a sublime

sacrifice of self to his sense of public duty, which has filled the measure of

his fame, and touched the heart of the whole people.

u If, besides public talents, virtues, services, and great deserts, popular

ity be required for success in the political canvass, Mr. Webster enjoys

it with the people of the United States in an unexampled degree.

" He who denies this, either means by popularity something different

from admiration, respect, attachment and gratitude, or he means by the

people some nondescript portion of the community, distinct from the men

who till the soil, and ply the loom, and crowd the mart, and navigate the

ships, and fill the professions and all the manifold pursuits of industry

and business. All these, whenever and wherever opportunity affords, in

town or country, at the North or South, at the East or West, in the courts,

in the Senate, in the popular assembly, seek every occasion to gaze upon

his person, to listen to his eloquence, to grasp him by the hand, and attend

his presence and his movements with every display of enthusiastic admira

tion and regard.. Repeatedly a candidate for popular suffrage, he has

always beaten his competitors ; his elections to the Senate have always

been, on the part of the Legislature, but a formal expression of the popu

lar will of its constituents ; and his place in the Cabinet, now and here

tofore, has been accorded upon the well-defined and general expectation

and desire of the great mass of the American people.

" For twenty years the school-boys of our land have rehearsed the

eloquence of Daniel Webster in the same breath with that of Fisher

Ames, and Patrick Henry, and have grown to manhood to find this classic

of their school-books the living orator, patriot, and statesman.

" Distrust, then, fellow-citizens, these arrogant contemners of an intel

ligent, educated, enlightened, generous people, whom they pronounce un

able or unwilling to recognize the high deserts of Mr. Webster, claiming

only for themselves an honorable exception from such blindness and in

gratitude !

" For this, our own great State of New York, his frequent public recep

tions in this city, and his recent enthusiastic greeting from town, village,

and hamlet, through the length and breadth of the State, have sufii
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ciently shown the sentiments of our people; and we fearlessly challenge foi

him the test of the general ballot to vindicate the whole country from this

aspersion on its intelligence and its patriotism.

" In this crisis of our history, such is the man whom we propose for

your suffrages, and such his qualifications to meet and fulfil its duties. The

issue of his acceptance or rejection by the people is one which cannot be

evaded, and all the vast consequences of welfare or misfortune to the

country, which depend upon the decision, rest with each citizen, accord

ing to the measure of his influence over public opinion and public action.

Let us then, fellow-citizens, so discharge our duty and our whole duty, to

the country and to the whole country, that, in the result of the approach

ing contest, we may with honest pride join our voices in the general joy

which will attend success.

These movements were aided by an impressive letter which

had been written by Mr. Clay, from Ashland, in the month

of October ; for, although this letter in no way indicated any

individual as Mr. Clay's choice for the presidency, its whole

tendency was to inculcate the duty of adhering to the settle

ment which he and those who concurred with him had suc

ceeded in effecting. It was drawn from Mr. Clay by an ear

nest invitation to come to the city of New York, and make a

public address on the political condition of the country; an in

vitation with which the state of his health made it impossible

for him to comply. But with an ability, which age and infirm

ity could not conquer, and with a patriotic fervor which they

could not chill, he displayed to the people of the United States,

without any reference to their party divisions, the actual ques

tions before them. On his authority, therefore, it may be stated

as history : 1. That, in the non-slaveholding States, there was

but one of the Compromise Measures that was seriously as

sailed, but that on this one—the law relating to fugitives—an

agitation was still kept up, which had provoked the people of

many of the slaveholding States to declare, in public meetings,

that their adherence to the Union depended upon the preserva

tion of that law ; and that its abandonment would be the signal

of a dissolution of the Union. 2. That, in all of the Southern

States, excepting three, there was a general acquiescence in the

terms of the late settlement, and a firm attachment to the

Union ; but that in Georgia and Mississippi, although practi

cal exercise of the alleged right of secession was for the time
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renounced, its theoretical existence was still asserted ; and that

in a contingency which, said Mr. Clay, was neither remote nor

impossible, there would be but a short step from the abstract

assertion of the right to its actual exercise ; while, in South

Carolina, there was an open and avowed desire to quit the

Union, and the people were divided only upon the question

whether they should seek the cooperation of other States, or

proceed by separate State action. 3. That the alternatives

before the people of the United States were, either to prevent

an attempt at secession by any one or more of the States, by

treating the adjustment measures of the recent session of Con

gress as a final settlement of the slavery questions, or to encoun

ter a civil war, in defence of the right of the General Govern

ment to put down the effort of any State to quit the Union.1

There was, therefore, a very clear duty incumbent upon the

leading politicians of the Whig party, both in the North and

in the South, if they wished either for party success, or, for

what was more important, namely, the peace and security of

the Union. This duty was, to present to the suffrages of the

people of the United States a candidate who could be considered

in himself, and in his political associations, and not merely be

cause of his professed acceptance of a u platform," as a true

representative of the great policy on which the safety of the

Union was now to depend. But, in the North, many of the

public men and some of the leading papers of the "Whig party,

down to the time of the assembling of the National Conven

tion, continued to denounce the " Compromise Measures,'3 and

bitterly to ridicule the idea that the Union was, or had been,

in any danger. This ridicule was especially directed against

Mr. Webster.2

1 There is extant no more powerful Whig candidate was believed to be po-

argument against the supposed right of litically connected with the avowed op-

" peaceable secession," and there is no- ponents of the ''Compromise." Mr.

where a clearer and firmer statement of Clay's letter is specially important from

the right and duty of the General Gov- the fact that in it he declared his con-

ernment to prevent the secession of a viction that the famous Virginia and

State by its military power, than are con- Kentucky Resolutions of 1Y98—'99 " af-

tained in this letter of Mr. Clay's, of Oc- ford no color or countenance to the pre-

tober 3, 1851. It was read all over the tensions of secession." For the letter

Union, and it had great influence in pro- itself, I can only refer the reader to the

ducing the political result which oc- newspapers of this period. A full copy

curred in the election of November, of it is now before me.

1852, in which the Democratic candi- 2 Mr. Webster had said, in a public dis-

date was successful mainly because the course, which will be referred to hereafter :
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But we must now turn from these affairs of domestic pol

itics to observe the various and widely differing occupations

with which the winter of 1851-?52 v/as filled. What Mr. Web

ster did? as a Senator and minister of State, from the com

mencement of the. session of Congress, in December, 1851, to

the month of May, 1852, when he made a visit to Marshfield,

would be accounted as a great amount of intellectual labor in

a much younger man. That which relates to the foreign con

cerns of the country is easily classified ; but there were two

exertions of this period which stand "by themselves, in respect

both to their character and to the amount and quality of intel

lect which they displayed. He was now, it must be remem

bered, at the age of seventy. When we look back upon his

previous life, embracing a vast amount of both professional

study and practice, when we look at the six volumes of his

speeches, and remember that they contain by no means all that

he has uttered at the bar, in the Senate, and in the popular

assembly, when we recall the personal homage which was

ever drawing upon his power to withstand excitement, when

we add to all this an extensive and varied correspondence

of business, of friendship, of public and private affairs—and

when we consider that to his other functions he united those

" There are persons weak enough.—foolish one would replace it within half a dozen

enough—to think, to believe, and to say, that, vpqv« nnd hp it lpfmt ^y<? ^rrmo- nnrl pffi
if the Constitution which holds these States yea\s> an? De ?? iea&t «* sll°n& ana, elll~

together should be broken up, there would cient as the old one. , But Mr. Webster

"be found other new and better chains to bind must live very long to see any thing

them This is rash! This is rash ! I no seriously like a peril to the Union. If

more believe, looking at the thirty-one Stales J, ,, 1

which compose this Union, covering so vast
women should ever be allowed to vote—■

a country—embracing so many climates, so as we trust they may be if they choose—■

many mountains so many rivers-I no more it may be possible 'to frighten a few of

believe, if this Union is dissolved, held to- ,, < , , * .,, ,, p ^ ,. ,
gether as it now is by the Constitution-that the oldest Wlth the spectre of dissplu-

it can ever be reformed on any basis, than I tion, but not the great majority." It

believe that, if, by the flat of Almighty power, was SUch utterances as these which led

the law of gravitation should be abolished, ,-, WT • , flor(1 , , -, -,
and the orbs which compose the universe the Wmg P^ty of 1852, wnen assembled

should rush into illimitable space, jostling in convention, to tamper with the great

against each other they could be brought public policy involved in the "Com-

K$SSS£X^ ha™0UybyaneW promise Measures," and which led vast

numbers of men, after 1852, to shut

Thereupon, one of the principal Whig their ears to all the warnings which the

journals, in the city of New York, of a wisest and greatest statesmen of our coun-

very great circulation, quoting this para- try—such men- as Mr. Webster and Mr.

graph, denounced Mr. Webster as en- Clay—had given them ; warnings that

deavoring to ride " the deadest of all were addressed alike to both sections of

by-gone hacks, a National Union party," the Union, for the purpose of admon-

and ridiculing his figure of the law of ishing them that a civil war must be the

gravitation, it declared that, if the p?*esent result of any serious departure from the

Union were " shivered to-morrow, a new policy of 1850.
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of a practical agriculturist, whose concerns of his fields and

herds were subjects of daily attention—while we may form

some idea of the texture and volume of a brain that is

known to' have been one of the largest of which there is re

corded knowledge, we must still wonder that its energy was

not long ere this exhausted or impaired. But it was re

marked of him, even when he appeared to make great exer

tions, that he seemed always to have a reserved fund of power,

and that he had not, however great or exciting the demand

upon him, put forth all his strength. I suppose that this con

tinued to be. true -of him down to the time at which we are

arrived ; and although I regard it as unquestionable that

his physical constitution w^as now much weakened, I consider

it quite as certain that his intellectual resources, and his abil

ity to use them, were as yet unchanged. I know not how else

to account for the two performances which remain to be men

tioned, and which belong to very different spheres of intel

lectual effort.

In the month of August, 1851, the New-York Historical

Society, desiring to celebrate, in a becoming manner, the forty-

seventh anniversary of their foundation, which was to occur in

November, invited Mr. Webster to deliver an address upon the

occasion. . It was impossible for him to comply with this re

quest at the time proposed, and his acceptance was postponed.

But, in the latter part of November> he signified to the Society

that he would at some convenient time make a discourse on

" The Dignity of Historical Compositions." It was delivered

in the city of New York, on the 24th of February, 1852.

The importance of this discourse consists in its conception

of what history is, of its true character and form, and of what

may be done in making it valuable. It is, perhaps, the only

instance in which a statesman of great practical experience

has undertaken to instruct historical writers in the canons of

their art ; and, regarded in this light, it is a most interesting

essay, filled with a great richness of illustration, and leading to

certain very important suggestions. The discourse begins with

an explanation of what history is, in comparison with epic

poetry, and of the sense in which Lord Bolingbroke's famous

saying is true, that " History is philosophy teaching by exam
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pie." The limitations of this maxim are given "by Mr. Webster

with great precision. It proceeds, he says, upon the idea that

the essential characteristics of human nature are the same every

where, and in all ages. This has been found to be true ; and,

accordingly, so far as history presents the qualities and propen

sities of human nature, it does teach by example. But, then,

he adds, the character of man so much varies from age to age,

there is such a change of circumstances, so many- new objects

of desire and aversion arise, and so many new and powerful

motives spring up, that, unless history is so written as to reduce

the examples of the past to elementary principles in human na

ture, freed from the influence of temporary conditions, and ap

plied to the new relations and impulses arising from the actual

state of things, those examples of the past will be no sure indi

cation of what the conduct of men will be when times and cir

cumstances change. History, therefore, said Mr. Webster, is an

example which may teach us the general principles of human

nature, but does not instruct us greatly in its various possible

developments. Thus, the history of the Grecian Republics, and

the early history of Eome, present to us the love of liberty as a

passion of intense force. That passion still exists, and is not

less intense ; but the forms and institutions through which it

acts are changed. The love of liberty among the Greeks was

the same general principle of human nature as that which to

day animates the people of America ; but the history of Grecian

liberty does not teach us how to attain that which we have come

to regard as essential, a fixed fundamental law imposing limita

tions and restraints equally on governments and the governed.

The discourse next proceeds to state another of the true pur

poses of history, and it shows, by an exhaustive criticism, the

imperfections, in this respect, of all the best masters, both in

ancient and in modern historical compositions. History, Mr,

Webster always maintained, is not adequately written, unless

it illustrates the general progress of society in knowledge and

the arts, and the changes of manners and pursuits. The great

est masters of history, while they recite public transactions,

omit, in a large degree, what belongs to the civil, social, and

domestic progress of men and nations. There is not, he said,

a good civil history of Eome, nor any account of the manners
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and Habits of the Romans in social and domestic life, such as

may inform us of the progress of her citizens, from the founda

tion of the city to the times of Livy and Sallust. What we

know of the private pursuits and vices of the Roman people at

the commencement of the Empire, we obtain chiefly from the

rebukes of Sallust and the satires of Juvenal. So, also, what

we know of manners and social life among the Greeks, is de

rived mainly from their theatre ; but the Roman theatre, in

stead of imitating the example of the Greeks, by putting their

own manners upon the stage, transferred to their dramas for

eign characters, and presented Grecian rather than Roman life.

How much wiser, he said, was Shakespeare, who presented Eng

lish manners and English history !

Mr. "Webster then gave full credit to what the labors of

Niebuhr, Becker, Arnold, and Merivale, had then accomplished,

in furnishing materials for a social history of the Greeks or the

Romans. But his conception of what remained to be done, in

this respect, was of a history in which we may not only see the

Roman consul and the Roman general, the comitia and the

forum, but also Roman hearths and altars, the Roman matron

at the head of her household, Roman children in their schools,

and the whole of Roman life presented to our view, so far as

the materials now existing in separate and special works can

afford the means.

Noticing the same defect in our English histories, although

acknowledging our great obligations to Sharon Turner, to Lin-

gard, and, above all, to Mr. Hallam, and not omitting to refer

to Macaulay, whose work was then in progress, and to the

authors of the "Pictorial History of England," he said that there

was still wanting a full, thorough, and domestic history of our

English ancestors, tracing the progress of social life in the in

tercourse of man with man, the advance of arts, the various

changes in habits and occupations, and those improvements in

domestic life which have meliorated the circumstances of men

in the lapse of ages, as well as the modes of tillage and cultiva

tion of the soil, from the' time of the JSTorman conquest down, and

the advancement of manufactures from their inception. He then

proceeded to point out two sources of information on these sub

jects, on which he was often accustomed to speak in private
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conversation, and in respect to which he had a theory that he

often enlarged upon. These were the statutes and the reports

of proceedings in courts of justice, which he said are overflow

ing fountains of knowledge respecting the progress of society

from feudalism until we reach " the full splendor of the com

mercial age.'5

Another branch of this discourse was devoted to a literary

analysis of history as an art, as exhibited . in the great writers

of antiquity, making a critical discrimination between the

merits of Herodotus and Thucydides, and, among the Latins,

giving the highest place to Sallust, whose writings, I think,

were more constantly read by Mr. "Webster, as they were cer

tainly more often quoted by him, than those of any of the

Roman historians.

He then passed to our American history, in regard to which

he laid down the canon that its proper treatment requires its

division into three distinct epochs. The first, he said, should

extend from the settlement of the country, by separate com

munities and governments, to the year 1774, when the Revolu

tion commences. The characteristic features to be developed,

in regard to this epoch, are the differences of laws and institu

tions, and the separate political existence, although all the com

munities had a common origin, a strong family resemblance,

and more or less reference to the constitution and common law

of the parent country, with the principle of popular representa

tion carried much further, and more completely developed, pre

paring the way for the establishment of national institutions

and the exercise of sovereign powers. The second epoch is

that which extends from 1774, when the colonies first acted

together as a confederacy, to the year 1789, when the Constitu

tion of the United States was established. The third epoch

embraces the period from 1789 to the present time; but, in

order to avoid dealing with events too recent, this period may

be considered as closing with the Administration of "Washing

ton, but going back far enough into the second to trace the

events and occurrences which showed the necessity for a Gen

eral Government different from that of the articles of Confed

eration. The discourse closes with some glowing descriptions

of these several periods, and with a fervent invocation to pres
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ent and future generations to preserve the institutions winch

had been prepared for them through a series of events mani

festly leading, under Providence, to a defined form of national

liberty, and fixed conditions of national happiness and pros

perity.

This discourse on the true character of history is to be

judged, not as the production of a man of letters, but as the

production of a statesman, whose literary resources were quite

sufficient to justify him in giving public expression to his own

conceptions of this art, measured and illustrated by what had

or had not been done by its great writers. Of the mere learn

ing embraced in it, it is enough to say that few scholars will

question its accuracy, so far as Mr. Webster had occasion to use

learning in the exhibition and treatment of the topic before

him. He wrote jocularly to a friend, while he was preparing

this discourse, " If I make a poor figure in this intended ad

dress, no matter ; everybody knows that I know nothing but

law and politics ; " but everybody saw that, when he chose to

turn aside from politics and jurisprudence, and to explore the

fields of literature, he could do so with the same exactness, and

with the same power of deducing principles of art and criticism

from the materials appropriate to the subject, with which he

could draw a rule of law or a course of public policy from the

materials on which a jurist or a statesman is called to act.

The discourse before the New-York Historical Society, was

immediately succeeded by a professional engagement in New

Jersey, in which Mr. "Webster had to discuss, upon a great mass

of evidence, the question of the original invention of that re

markable substance which is known in the arts as vulcanized

india-riibher. It is one of the singular proofs of his recognized

power of labor, and of his willingness to exert it, that litigants

should have been anxious to secure his services in causes that

involved the most patient and minute investigation of testi

mony, and the settlement of important questions of fact. Par

ties interested in such controversies were very well aware that,

in some mode, Mr. Webster, if he accepted such an engagement,

would possess himself of the means of dealing with the subject in

a manner that would give his clients the full benefit of his great

powers of argumentation. He had an extraordinary faculty for
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extracting from those who had studied such a subject, the in

formation needful for the purposes of the discussion, and of

then bringing to bear upon it his own methods of illustration

and reasoning. On this occasion, having to analyze an extraor

dinary amount of printed testimony, he availed himself of the

services and instruction of his associates in the cause,1 going

through with them, step by step, the whole of the historical and

scientific parts of the controversy. He then cast the materials

into an argument, which established the rights of his client, and

which remains one of the most remarkable and interesting of

his forensic efforts. There is a striking sketch of him, at this

time, by his professional opponent in the cause—his friend

Mr. Choate—contained in the eulogy delivered by him at

Dartmouth College:

" The professional life of Mr. Webster began in the spring of 1805. It

may not be said to have ended until he died ; but I do not know that it

happened to him to appear in court, for the trial of a cause, after his argu

ment of the Goodyear patent for improvements in the preparation of india-

rubber, in Trenton, in March, 1852.

" There I saw and last heard him. The thirty-four years which had

elapsed since, a member of this college, at home for health, I first saw and

heard him, in the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in the county of Essex,

defending Jackman, accused of the robbery of Goodrich, had, in almost

all things, changed him. The raven hair, the vigorous, full frame, and

firm tread, the eminent but severe beauty of the countenance, not yet

sealed with the middle age of man ; the exuberant demonstration of all

sorts of power, which so marked him at first—for these, as once they were,

I explored in vain. Yet how far higher was the interest that attended him

now: his sixty-nine years robed, as it were, with honor and with love,

with associations of great service done to the State, and of great fame

gathered and safe ; and then the perfect mastery of the cause in its legal

and scientific principles, and in all its facts ; the admirable clearness and

order in which his propositions were advanced successively ; the power,

the occasional high ethical tone, the appropriate eloquence, by which they

were made probable and persuasive to the judicial reason, these announced

the leader of the American bar, with every faculty and every accomplish

ment by which he had won that proud title, wholly unimpaired.

1 The late Mr. James T. Brady and Mr. to make his suggestions to

Mr. Edward N. Dickerson. One of these Mr. Webster. Thereupon Mr. re-

gentlemen was a little annoyed by the paired to Mr.Webster's room, and spent

efforts of a person, who had some rela- the greater part of an evening in un«

tion to the cause, to instruct the counsel folding his views of the case. On the

with his views of it ; and, without ex- following morning, Mr. Webster met his

pecting to be taken literally, he advised associate in the breakfast-room, and said
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Tlie relations with. England, in regard to Central American

affairs, had remained in suspense since the departure of Sir

Henry Bulwer. Mr. Webster was now very anxious either to

have that minister return, or that his place should be filled by

the appointment of a successor with full powers. The following

letters relate to the necessity for filling the English mission,

which was finally, at Mr. "Webster's suggestion, given to Mr.

Crampton : 1

[MB. LAWRENCE TO MB. WEBSTER.]

(Private and confidential.)

" London, January 2, 1852.

"My dear Sir: ... I had an interview with Lord John Russell, at

Richmond, day before yesterday, where his lordship has been confined to

his house with a severe cold. On that occasion, I mentioned the im

portance of sending a minister to Washington, with power to bring our

long-pending affairs in Central America to a settlement, pointing out to

his lordship the trouble that might be brought upon both the United

States and Great Britain by further delay. Lord John wrote to Lord Gran

ville on the same day, and I was requested by the latter to recall himself

to your recollection (believing that you had probably forgotten him), and

to say that a minister should be appointed, and sent to Washington at a

very early day. Sir Henry Bulwer will be pressed hard to return to the

United States ; he wishes, however, if possible, to remain in Europe. I

think, now, if there can be found any organized government in Nicaragua,

that you will be able to bring those unsettled points to a conclusion. I

am satisfied that there has never been a time when this Government enter

tained so strong a desire to settle all pending questions with us as at this

moment.

" We have rumors of more changes in the Cabinet, with what truth I

know not, with the exception of Lord Lansdowne, who, I know, desires

to retire.

"At this point of my writing, Sir Henry Bulwer called to say that

he had been very much pressed yesterday and to-day to proceed to Wash

ington at once ; and that his physical condition was such that he did not

feel that he could cross the ocean at this season of the year ; that he was

now on his way to Lord Granville, to propose drawing up various pro

posals of settlement of the most liberal character, and of submitting them

to him, " My young friend, did you send 1 In the latter part of December,

Mr. to me last evening?" "Yes, 1851, a change of ministry occurred in

sir, to be honest about it, I did ; but I England, and Lord Granville became See-

did not believe he would go." "Ah," retary for Foreign Affairs, under Lord

replied Mr. Webster, with a smile, " you John Russell, as premier. It was to this

appear to think that I am the residuary ministry that Mr. Webster's suggestion

legatee of every man's nonsense.n was made.

77
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to you, that you might comment upon them, suggest such alterations as

you think proper, and return to this Government any one of the proposals

that you approve. I give you this as Sir Henry gave it to me, stating that

I could not recommend any other course than that of sending a minister.

Yet, if the Government were willing to send to you a proposal of a very

liberal character, 1 had no doubt you would give it every consideration.

The truth is, 1 think this Government is becoming tired of continuing the

protectorate, and will abandon it, if any mode can be adopted to save

what they term here their national honor. Sir Henry says, if you answer

at once that he must come to you, he will go, I think Lord Granville,

when the proposal is made by Sir Henry, will probably insist upon his

going.

u I am, dear sir, most sincerely yours,

"Abbott Lawrence."

[SIR HENRY BTTLWER TO MR. WEBSTER.]

(Private.)

bt London, January 1, 1852.

"My dear Mr. Webster: I think it maybe satisfactory to you to

hear from me at this time. The wish and intention of our Government

are that all affairs, and especially Central American affairs, should be

settled satisfactorily with you ; and they wish me to go out to Washing

ton for that purpose. I object, partly on account of my health, partly

because I don't see my way, and also think I can be as useful here. But

what I wish you in confidence to tell me is :

"1. Whether any minister from Nicaragua is at Washington ; and, if

so, whether he is a reasonable fellow, and has the power to do what is

reasonable. 2. Whether, if this is not the case, your Government and ours

can come to an understanding ourselves, without Nicaragua, and that

you will thus treat the affair ? 3. Whether there is any plan you would

like or propose for Greytown and the general Mosquito question, which

can be at all honorable for us to adopt, and which would yet satisfy you ?

And 4. Whether, if we agreed to such a plan, the matter could be struck

off at once ?

"With the warmest wishes for your health, and the kindest remem

brances on my part and Lady Bulwer's to Mrs. Webster,

" I am, ever, my dear sir, yours, most sincerely,

"H. L. Bulwer."

[MR. LAWRENCE TO MR. WEBSTER.]

(Private.)

"Legation of the United States, London, January 14, 1852.

"My dear Sir: I wrote to you last week that Sir Henry Bulwer

would return to Washington. This information was communicated to me
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by Lord Granville, since which the same authority has informed me that Sir

Henry wished very much to be excused, and that some other person would

probably be appointed.

" This morning I received your private letter of the 26th of December,

in which you again urge the importance of having a minister in "Washing

ton, with full power to adjust the Central American controversy, and also

your favorable opinion of Mr. Crampton for that mission. I had before

given my opinion of Mr. Crampton, when asked respecting his qualifica

tions for that place, which was in full accordance with that you have ex

pressed.

" I noticed a Cabinet Council was to be held to-day, and believing this

question of the appointment of a minister would come up for considera

tion, I at once called upon Lord Granville, and communicated the contents

of your letter. His lordship informed me that he hoped to communicate

to me the result of the matter to-morrow or next day. If a selection has

not been made, I think your testimony in favor of Mr. Crampton will give

to him the appointment ; and I am quite sure he will be more acceptable

to yon than a new and untried man.

" You will receive by this mail Lord Granville's note upon the affair of

the Prometheus (which I think should satisfy all parties), with my ac

knowledgment of the receipt of it.

" I hope my correspondence upon the subject will be satisfactory to the

President.

" I am, dear sir, most faithfully your obedient servant,

"Abbott Lawrence."

[sir henry bulwer to mr. webster.]

(Private.)

" London, January 23, 1852.

" My dear Mr. Webster : It has been at last decided, and I think

wisely, that Crampton shall be my successor at Washington. His knowl

edge of the country, his acquaintance with you, and his general ability,

alike justify the choice. The instructions sent to him are friendly in the

extreme ; and I can see no difficulty in his arranging amicably with you

whatever differences we have yet to settle.

" Had there appeared any peril to the friendly relations between our

two countries, I would not have hesitated a moment at crossing the Atlan

tic to set them right, but this not appearing to me the case, the state of

my health, the season of the year, and the condition of things at home,

were all against the voyage; and I thought I could be as useful here, in

aiding Lord Granville in the instructions given to Crampton, as in fulfill

ing them at Washington.

" I don't, however, I can't, abandon all hope of our yet again meeting

somewhere or somehow. Of this rest assurred, my great respect and warm

regard will attend you ever ; and while I always cherish for your country
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the most grateful recollections, I still look back with constant pride and

pleasure at our social and political intercourse. May God prosper all

your efforts and albyour wishes ; and believe that no one can say this more

heartily than

" Yours most sincerely and truly,

" H. L. Btjlwer.

" P. S.—Lady Bulwer joins me in kind remembrance to Mrs. Webster ;

and may I also ask to be kindly remembered to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis.

[ME. WEBSTER TO SIR HENRY BULWER.]

" Washington, February 10, 1852.

" My dear Sir Henry : I have received your several very kind private

notes, the last dated January 23d. I exceedingly regret, my dear sir—none

can so much regret—that, you are not to return to us. I highly respect

your public character and conduct ; and not that only, but I need hardly

add, that I entertain for you the warmest personal friendship and esteem.

I count it one of the rewards, for my labor in this department, that I have

been able to form and cultivate your acquaintance. The news is that you

will go to ' sunny Italy.' I am sure that it will be quite agreeable to you,

and, on that account, feel bound the less to lament that I may not see you

again soon. God bless and prosper you and yours, wherever you may be !

I am glad Crampton is to be your successor. We like him here. I pre

fer to treat with him rather than with an untried person. We shall go to

work at oiice upon Nicaragua.

" We think that her Majesty's Government has behaved with great

honor and justice in the affair of the Prometheus. I first saw Lord Gran

ville when and where I first saw you—that is to say, in Paris, in 1889.

" If you please, you may remind him of it ; and tender him my personal

regard and good wishes. Mrs. Webster and myself send our very kindest

remembrances to Lady Bulwer ; and Mrs. Webster adds : ' Not withholding

any portion thereof from her ladyship's husband.' Mr. and Mrs. Curtis

will be highly pleased to hear from you so friendly a note of remembrance.

Once more, my dear sir, I assure you that my friendship and good wishes

will attend you ever.

" Yours faithfully,

"D. W."

There are two speeches made by Mr. Webster during the

spring of this year, which are now seldom referred to, but

which ought to find their place in a connected narrative of

the exertions he was at this time making to perpetuate the feel

ing toward the Union that he had done so much to create. They

were made at Harrisburg and at Annapolis. At Harrisbnrg,
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on the 1st of April, where he had been invited to address the

members of the Legislature, he said :

" I should be insensible indeed to the highest rewards of public ser

vice, if I did not appreciate the terms of commendation in which it has

pleased the Governor to distinguish me, and the warm and cordial man

ner in which, in your kindness, you have received me on this passing

visit, which I happened to have it in my power to make. Let me say that

nothing could be more just than what his Excellency the Governor has

said respecting the general, national, large, and comprehensive political

character of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. She has been called,

not without strong claims to the title, the keystone State of the arch

of the Union. She is vast in extent, abundant in wealth and re

sources, and remarkable for the industry of her citizens. Her rivers on

the east connect her with the Atlantic, her rivers on the west connect her

with the Mississippi and the Gulf of Mexico ; above all, she has resources

in mineral riches beneath her soil that entitle her to a position beyond that

of any other of her sister States. She has improved her advantages with

diligent industry ; and, while seeking virtues to render herself respectable

in the eyes of the nation, and to fulfil her part in our country, it is true

that she has been governed by local prejudices, local attachments, and by

narrow feeling as little as any State in the Union. She is central in posi

tion, she is on the line which divides the two portions of the country,

separated by local interests, one from another, and she is disposed always

to do her duty to both.

" I admire Pennsylvania for the moderation and firmness, the good

sense and patriotism which have animated her in the discharge of her

obligations in view of the questions so well calculated to disturb the gen

eral political harmony. Your Governor has done me more than justice in

what he has said of my public services. It is a long time since I entered

public life, quite too long for myself, and perhaps for my family ; but I

assert for myself one merit only, and of that I may be proud, as it attaches

me to the great State of Pennsylvania, and it is the merit of embracing

the country, and the whole country, in what I have said or done in one

public station or another, in my general political career, in the disposi

tions of Providence. Pennsylvania, indeed, could not have been an insig

nificant State under any circumstances, if she had remained great in her

resources, in her soil, and in her people ; and everybody would have looked

upon her with respect. What, after all, would have been the State of Penn

sylvania if detached and isolated from the other States of the Union, com

pared with your Pennsylvania as you now behold her ? What would she

have been with her mineral treasures, with no power to develop them,

without any protection from the national flag that carries them in pride

and triumph to the ends of the earth ? It was that comprehensive course

of politics which rejects local ideas and a narrow view of political prin

ciples, which has enabled this whole people to speak of the country as
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their country, and has made the State of Pennsylvania what she now is,

and what, I hope, she may long continue to be, as I before said, the key

stone of the arch of the Union. If it had happened to me to have been

before this assemblage, in this place, one year ago to-day, on the 1st of

last April, I should have met you with a far less gladsome heart than I

now do ; for it is not to be denied that occurrences of great import have

taken place within that last year ; that measures were adopted, by the gen

eral concurrence of men of all parties, calculated to adjust local differences,

and settle the agitating questions of the country.

" It is time that we should feel kindly one toward another—fee!

that we are one people, have one interest, one character, one liberty, and

one destiny. I bore an humble but honest part in the procurement of the

adjustment, established by the last Congress ; if not every thing all could

wish, it is as much as any one could rationally hope. I trust to your own

perception to see the great degree of cheerfulness prevailing in society

around you, and the general progress of all interests under the industry of

your people ; and I ask whether I do not meet you under better auspices

—happier- auspices for you—for united liberty and for the established frat

ernization among governments of the same republican faith, than I would

have a year since ? It is not my purpose, and I do not wish to weary you

by discussing any political question. This is an age of discussion, and

we are a people of discussion ; but all I know has been said so often, that

I am afraid to repeat it ; but I have come here, first, to be present in per

son to repeat what I have endeavored to do by letter—my profound

acknowledgments to the Legislature for the kind manner in which you

were pleased to take notice of a recent act of my official life.1 It is a com

pliment, the remembrance of which I shall carry with me to the grave. It

has appeared, and does appear, that the time has come, in the progress of

affairs, in view of the growth of the country, its vastly increased popula

tion, and highly elevated improvement, when we, the descendants of those

who achieved independence, and established the Constitution of this coun

try, are bound to speak out to the whole world of mankind, and bear tes

timony to the cause of popular Republican Government. Let other Gov

ernments do as they will, it is not our duty to traverse the earth, and make

proselytes. Our business is to proselyte by our example, to convert man to

republicanism by showing what republicanism can do in promoting the

true ends of government. By this we can do more than a thousand emis

saries, more than ten thousand Peter the Hermits.

" We will place in the political firmament a sun—high, glowing, cheer

ing—the warming influence of which all will feel, and know our destiny is

great ; and any man falling short of its full comprehension is not fit to con

duct the affairs of this Government. Our situation is peculiar. ' Our situa

tion is peculiar.' We are remote from our adversaries ; and, if wre were not,

1 The Hiilsemann Letter ; for which sylvania were sent to him in a formal

the thanks of the Legislature of Penn- manner.
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we liaye power, thank God, to defend ourselves. And while enjoying the

benefits, and seeing and knowing the glorious results of our political sys

tem, are we afraid to compare it with any in the world ? Afraid to com

pare the security of property, industry, and reputation, as witnessed in the

United States, indeed, the several States, with their preservation under any

other government of the earth ! Revolutions cannot shock us. We have

no dynasties to overturn, and we have none to erect in their stead. But

the great, broad, general, beneficent current of usefulness and virtue flows

by us like your noble stream, until it mingles with the mighty ocean. I

look no further. I do not contemplate what might happen to Pennsylvania

when separated from her neighbors. She may stand alone, nor will it be

forced upon her, except by the reality of fact. I look forward to a long

existence of general prosperity and of republican liberty. For myself, I

believe that ages and ages hence these United States will be free and re

publican, still making constant progress in general confidence, respect, and

prosperity. It will be to me the greatest solace of my life to be able to

say, when my career on earth may end, that I have done something, though

little, toward preserving the glorious Constitution of my country."

The speech at Annapolis was made at a public entertain

ment. In response to the toast—

u Daniel Webster : Maryland shows her attachment to the Union by

honoring its able defender"—

Mr. Webster rose and said : " Mr. President and Gentlemen : I beg

leave to assure you that I esteem most highly this testimony of respect. I

find myself in the political capital of the loyal Union State of Maryland.

I find myself at a table at which many of the most distinguished men of

that State, and of all parties and descriptions of politics, are assembled ;

and it is on that account that I regard this as a particular and striking

memorial of respect and honor to myself. But, gentlemen, I am nothing.

It is the cause that is every thing. You are pleased to honor me only be

cause I support, so far as my ability will allow, that cause which is so dear

to us all—so dear to all good men in the country. It is the cause of

Union. It is the cause of the preservation of the States. It is the cause

of the maintaining of all those political associations and principles which

have made the United States what they are.

" It is not for me to argue the value of the Union in this company. I

came here rather to be refreshed and edified by what I have heard of the

proceedings of this convention already.

u Its resolutions of the 10th of December are to me an expression so

powerful, so authentic, and so conclusive upon the judgment of Maryland,

that I read them at first, and read them since, and read them now, with

undiminished delight. Why, gentlemen, I should no more think of argu

ing the question of the importance of the Union in this assembly than I

should of going back to argue the propriety of the Declaration of Inde
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pendence, or to argue the expediency and the glory of having adopted the

Constitution under which we live, or of arguing the utility and honor and

renown of Washington's Administration. Who doubts all these things

here ? I am sure not one. I come then, gentlemen, as a learner, not as a

teacher ; I come to partake of the sentiments that fill all your hearts ; I

come to be edified and instructed by those noble and patriotic exposi

tions which have been made in this convention, formed, as I have said, of

distinguished men of all parties, coming together with a unanimous senti

ment of affirming their opinions in favor of the Union, and whatsoever

tends to strengthen that Union, by a unanimity which cannot fail to be

regarded. Allow me to say, gentlemen, that your resolutions of the 10th

of December will reach to the extreme North, the extreme South, and the

extreme West ; and everybody will say that, amid all the vagaries which

may prevail elsewhere, this respectable, eminent, and distinguished State,

the central State of Maryland, is Union to the backbone, and thoroughly.

" There are considerations, there are recollections, which naturally in

fluence the mind of man. I have passed around to-day among scenes that

were visited in old times by Washington. I have been in the room where

he performed the crowning act of his military life, the resignation of his

commission. I remember that he said, on that occasion : ' Having per

formed the work assigned me, I now ask the indulgence of my country to

retire from public service.' Gentlemen, Washington, with all his sagacity,

did not comprehend his own destiny. He did not see the long track of

influences which was to follow his Revolutionary character ; nay, nor when,

many years afterward, he retired from the civil administration of the coun

try, did he then cease to exercise an influence on the public concerns and

sentiments of the country, and he never will cease. He said : ' Having

performed the work assigned me, I retire from public service.' He has

never yet performed the work assigned him, and he never will until the

end of time, because, gentlemen, that great and glorious work still remain

ing will ever uphold his precepts, his exhortations, and his example—the

importance and the value of this Union of the States. In that respect he

works now, and will work ever, so long as his memory shall not be effaced

from the records of mankind. I think I hear him say to-day, in the lan

guage which he expressed when he sent the present Constitution of the

United States to Congress : ' Our great concern has been so to manage all

our deliberations, and come to such a result, as shall strengthen that Union

which makes us one people.' I hear him say that to-clay ; and I hear him

say to-day, in the words of his Farewell Address : ' Be cautious of all those

who, under any pretence whatever, admonish you that you can be happy

under a dissolution of the Union.' Every exhortation, every admonition,

every sentiment that proceeded from him rings in these times constantly

in my ears. May, I think I hear him say now, in the abode of the blessed,

that, if it were permitted to him, he would revisit the earth, and would be

reclothecl with the bones and the flesh which are mouldering at Mount

Vernon; and he would appear to his countrymen at the head of armies, 01
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as lie appeared to the country in the course of his most glorious adminis

tration of this Government, and conjure and abjure them, by every con

sideration that ought to have weight with men : ' Hold on fast by that

Constitution, which is the only security for the liberty which cost me and

mj associates a seven years' war of fire and blood.'

" Gentlemen, forgive me. When I think, in these times, that there aro

many that are apparently disposed to undervalue the maxims and the char

acter of Washington, I confess I find myself borne away, often beyond

the power of self-restraint ; I fear sometimes beyond the limits of pro

priety. Onr country consists in its liberty ; our country next consists in its

institutions of constitutional law ; and, blessed be God, our country,

America, consists next in the great example of those who have gone be

fore us, and have left that example. We are not Americans if we resist

the examples of our predecessors, any more than if we trample upon the

Constitution—the work of their hands. If we have real American hearts

in our bosoms, every thing they said, and every thing they did, to honor

and ennoble their country, impresses us with sentiments of profound re

spect and regard.

u Gentlemen, will yon allow me to interrupt the course of the few re

marks which I had to make to you to-night, by proposing to you, out of

the fulness of my heart, ' The Glorious and Immortal Memory of George

Washington.' " (The toast was drunk standing, and in silence.)

Mr. Webster resumed : " Mr. President and gentlemen : In the lapse of

years, and in the rising of one generation after another, it may very pos

sibly happen, and we are sure that it does happen, and has happened, that

the exact principles of the union of these States are not always properly

conceived. It may not be amiss, therefore—though I do not propose to

entertain this company by discourse upon commonplaces—it may not be

amiss to recur now to what I conceive to be the original principles upon

which these colonies were united, the objects for which they were united,

and the limitation upon these objects. These thirteen colonies, all of Eng

lish origin, were settled on this continent at different times, and under

different circumstances. They had differences of religious opinions. They

established differences of local law and administration. They were, some

of them, quite remote from one another; but they were all subject to the

Crown of England. And when, in the course of events, they all thought,

and thought truly, they had just cause of complaint against the tyranny

•of England, their object was to unite in a common cause against a com

mon enemy. How unite? For what purposes unite? For what ends

unite ? Why, it never entered into their conceptions that they were to

consolidate themselves into one Government; that they were to cease to

be Maryland and Virginia, Massachusetts and Carolina ! Not at all. But

they were to unite for those great purposes which should enable them to

make a stand against the tyranny of the English Government. They were

to come to an agreement upon things necessary for that purpose, and

nothing else. The objects of common defence, and the general welfare,
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and afterward the objects connected with commerce and revenue, which

were important to all, were all they adopted as principles and objects of

union and association, nothing beyond that.

" As I have said, they had differences of religious opinions. Maryland,

your Maryland, was settled as a Catholic country, always tolerant, always

liberal, persecuting nobody. Virginia was rather inclined to the religious

notions of the Episcopal Church of England. My countrymen at the

North were not only Protestants, but dissenters. They were of the school

of Cromwell and Sir Henry Vane. But what of that ? When all these

colonies came together for the general purpose of defence against a com

mon enemy, what did they do ? Did they seek to merge and confound

and consolidate all these States into one great community ? No such

thing. They meant to unite upon those objects which were necessary for

the common defence ; and they meant to leave every thing else in the con

trol of the States, to do just as they thought proper. That was a day of

liberality and justice. It was a clay in which religious opinions produced

no effect upon the general sentiments of the country, in regard to the asso

ciation of all the States, for general defence. Why, sir, did anybody at

the North, did any Protestant descendant of Cromwell, or any descendant

of Henry- Vane, whoever he was, feel any less confidence in the integrity

and virtue and patriotism of Charles Carroll, because he was a Catholic ?

Not at all ; nor did Maryland hesitate to accord the meed of patriotism

to the Adamses, to Alexander Hamilton, to Mr. King, or whoever else be

longed to the North, because they were of different sentiments in religion.

Their association was political. It was founded upon general policy and

union, a sort of confederacy, at that time, to resist the common enemy, and

do whatsoever was necessary for the common good. Gentlemen, I hope,

for one, never to see the original idea departed from.

" Now we come to other propositions. There were differences of laws.

The Southern States, without their own fault, by a course of events for

which they were not responsible, had slavery established among them.

Did not all the North know that ? Did not they deal with them upon

that basis ? Did not they recognize that state of things ? Entirely, en

tirely. That was a matter of local legislation, of State right and State

administration, with which the North, at that time, had not the slightest

inclination to interfere in any respect whatever ; and they ought not to

have had, because it was one of those things that did not enter into the

original scope of that political . association^ which the colonies meant to ■

form.

" Gentlemen, I concur in the sentiments expressed by you all—and I

thank God they were expressed by you all—in the resolutions passed

here on the 10th of December. You say that the Constitution of the

United States has accomplished all the objects, civil and political, which

the most sanguine of its framers and friends anticipated ; and that the

affections of the people of Maryland are justly riveted to its principles

by the memory of the characters of the vase and good men who framed it,
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as well as by the blessings they liberally bestow throughout the world.

That is my sentiment. My heart is in it.

" I live and breathe ; I walk .and sleep—I had almost said I pray

to God daily—in the sentiment of that resolution. Now you go on to

assert a sentiment equally just. You say that a proper appreciation of

these blessings would lead every State in the Union to adopt all such

measures as may from time to time be necessary to give complete and full

effect to any provision of the Constitution, or the laws pursuant thereto,

intended for the protection of any part of this great common country.

True; every word true. And, allow me to say, that any State North or

South, which departs one iota from the sentiment of that resolution, is

disloyal to this Union.

" Further, so far as any act of that sort has been committed, such a

State has no portion of my regard. I do not sympathize with it. I re

buke it wherever I speak, and on all occasions where it is proper for

me to express my sentiments. If there are States—and I am afraid there

are—which have sought by ingenious contrivances of State Legislatures to

thwart the fair exercise and fulfilment of the laws of Congress, passed to

carry into effect the compacts of the Constitution, that State, so far, is

entitled to no regard from me.

"At the North, there have been certainly some intimations in certain

States of such a policy. At the South, another danger seems to have

arisen ; and it is a subject of very serious lamentation to me. It would

seem that there, is a disposition in some quarters to secede from the

Union of these States. ' Secede ! '—a word of ominous import. Secede

from what ? Secede from this Government which has carried the country

to such a pitch of glory in sixty or seventy years ! To secede from all

the honor and renown which it has accomplished ? And to secede where ?

"Wherever there is a terminus a quo there is a terminus ad quern. Where

are they going ? Whoever entertains such sentiments I regard with a

spirit of commiseration ; I think it is a malady of the mind. I think that

their feelings have become entirely diseased. I think that they know not

what they do. And yet, gentlemen, I do not think it the part of prudence

to criminate, or taunt, or to provoke. Leave them to their own considera

tion. Let them drink in secession many days, and inwardly digest it.

And, so far as I have any voice in the councils of the country, this medita

tion of theirs shall never be disturbed ; not a breath shall ruffle their sen -

sibility until it comes to a point where something is done that amounts to an

actual conflict with the Constitution.

"It is painful when we reflect that a State so highly distinguished—so

full of high spirits and cavaliers, a State which took such an active part in

the Kevolution, and which took such an active part in the early adminis

tration of the Government, which has produced so many men who have

honored the country and honored themselves in the public service—it is

painful, I say, and humiliating to consider that their successors, the pres

ent generation, seem willing to forget the whole glories of their country,
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to take one stripe and one star, and go out of the Union with it. A re

turning sense of patriotism and prosperity will check them. I do not

know what might happen if there had been a more general spirit of dis

union. I cannot persuade myself that honest and honorable men, ingenu

ous men, young men who wish to live for glory and renown and character,

will ever leave that Union which their fathers established, that Constitu

tion which has made their State, like all the other States, what it is, when

they come to sober moments of candid reflection.

" I hope that, while we maintain, as the State of Maryland has main-

tained, fixed and determined sentiments in favor of the Constitution, we

will hold no parley—and I hold no parley—with anybody who would im

peach it in the slightest degree. While we maintain the necessity of estab

lishing and sustaining those laws of adjustment which were passed by the

last Congress, to settle the country, while we hold on to them with firm

ness and decision, I hope, nevertheless, we shall take a course not to pro

voke, or taunt, or insult those who feel any difference of sentiments. I

hold the importance of maintaining these measures to be of the highest

character and nature, every one of them, out and out, and through and

through. I have no confidence in anybody who seeks to repeal, or any

body who wishes to alter or modify these constitutional provisions. There

they are. Many of these great measures are irrepealable. The settlement

with Texas is as irrepealable as the admission of California. Other im

portant objects of legislation, if not in themselves in the nature of grants,

and therefore not so irrepealable, are just as important ; and we are to

hear no parleying upon it. We are to listen to no modification or quali

fication. They were passed in conformity with the provisions of the Con-,

stitution ; and they must be performed and abided by in whatever event,

and at whatever cost.

" His Excellency the Governor of Maryland was pleased to allude to

me as one who had run some risks among his own people for the good of

the country. What would I have been good for if I had not been willing

to do it ? I do not consider myself born to a great destiny, but born to

one destiny, and that is to uphold with mind and heart and hand the Con

stitution of this country. If this prophecy may fail, my attachment to the

Constitution of the land will never fail so long as I have breath.

u Now, gentlemen, allow me to say that, in looking over, this morning,

the annals of your beautiful city of Annapolis, I find what I should expect to

find, that, when the definitive treaty of peace was proclaimed here, in Feb

ruary, 1783, it was ordained to be a day of general thanksgiving. It was

celebrated ; and, according to the good fashions of Maryland, there was a

dinner and a ball. Among the toasts on that occasion, the first having

taken notice of the great blessing of the restoration of peace, I find that

the second was, ' The United States ; may their confederacy endure forever ! '

That confederacy has been changed into a more beneficial form of Gov

ernment. It has become a Constitution better calculated to secure the

rights of us all. But I echo the sentiment of Annapolis, and I say, in
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different words, though in the same sense, ' The Constitution of the United

States, may it endure forever ! ' "

In the first week of May Mr. Webster made a visit to

Marshfield, and, while there, he met with an accident by

which his life was, for the moment, in great peril. It gave

his physical system a shock which may have had some influ

ence in developing the internal disorders of the following

summer and autumn. There are two accounts of this acci

dent—one by himself and one by his secretary, Mr. Lanman,

who was thrown from the carriage at the same time, but who,

being a young and active man, escaped unhurt. Mr. Webster's

narrative was dictated the next day in a letter to the President :

[to the president.]

" Makshfield, Sunday Morning, May 9, 1852.

" My dear Sir : You will have heard of my accident yesterday morn

ing, in falling from a carriage. The day was very fine, and I set out to

make a visit to Plymouth, ten or twelve miles distant, with Mr. Lanman,

my clerk. We were in a large buggy, or, more properly, an old-fashioned

phaeton, of course open in front, and with two horses. About nine miles

from home, the king-bolt or transom-bolt, as I believe they call it (which,

from the fore-part of the carriage, goes down through the perch into the

forward axle-tree, and so connects the fore-wheels with the hind-wheels),

broke, and the body of the carriage, of course, fell to the ground, and

threw us both out, headlong, with some violence. Fortunately, however,

we were ascending a hill, and going slowly ; had it been otherwise, we

could hardly have escaped with our lives. In falling, I threw my hands

forward to protect my head from the ground, and this brought the whole

weight of the body upon the hands and arms, turning back the hands,

and very much spraining the wrists. The shock of the whole system was

very great. My head hit the ground, though very lightly, and with no

injury except a little scratching of the forehead upon the gravel. Nor was

there any internal injury. It was thought, at first, that no bone was in

jured in any degree, but I think now that one of the bones of the wrist

on the left hand was slightly fractured, but not so as to be dislocated or

put out of place. It may probably make the wrist stiff for some time.

We got another carriage, and came home as soon as I felt well enough,

foreseeing that my bruised limbs would be more swollen and painful to

day than they then were. In point of fact, the pain, though very severe

last night, has abated this morning, but the swelling has not. I cannot

use my hands at all, and am quite afraid it will be several days before I

shall be able to leave my room.

" A similar accident happened to me more than twenty years ago, and
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from that time I have generally "been quite careful to avoid the like occur

rence by the use of a chain, or some other contrivance, to supply the place

of the bolt, temporarily, in case the bolt should break. With the excep

tion of that used yesterday, there is not a carriage on our premises, great

or small, double or single, which has not this security ; brut the unlucky

carriage of yesterday was not built originally for my use, and I had

omitted to see to this important particular. It is quite a mercy that

the consequences of the fall were not more serious. I had hardly left

the village where it happened before I heard that Mr. Webster had broken

his thigh, and that the fall had deprived him of his senses, etc., which in

duced me to cause telegraphic messages to be sent in various directions.

" I shall, of course, my dear sir, keep you advised of the progress of

things.

'" Yours always truly,

" Dan'l Webster.

" By Charles Lanman."

Mr. Lanman's account, which was recently written for this

work, is as follows :

" I was with Mr. Webster when he was thrown from his carriage in the

spring of 1852. We were upon our way to Plymouth, where he was ex

pecting to enjoy some trout-fishing in a preserved pond, belonging to a

friend. I was driving at the time a span of horses, in an old-fashioned

carriage, and the instant the transom-bolt was broken he was thrown

headlong to the earth ; and, when I lifted him up, and saw the blood

streaming down his face, I felt as if the end of time had arrived. At the

moment we fell, he was pointing out to me the course of the Mayflower,

as she ' made her slow progress to the shore,' near Plymouth Kock. I

helped him, as soon as possible, into a neighboring house ; kind friends

placed him on a bed, and a physician was soon in attendance. He was

quite faint for a time, and, as he lay in that state, the interest manifested

by those who came to see him was intense. Among those who stood by was

a man, over eighty years of age, who had lqng been a political friend of his.

This person watched the wounded man with intense anxiety ; but when

Mr. Webster, in answer to some question put to him by the doctor, replied

with promptness, the old man suddenly exclaimed : ' Thanh God, lie lias

reason ! ' and, bursting into tears, wept like a child. I subsequently men

tioned this to Mr. Webster, and he said that he had noticed it himself,

and was affected by the recollection. After remaining near the scene of

the accident (which was twelve miles from Marshfield, and three from

Plymouth) about four hours, he was conveyed home, and there remained

confined to his bed for ten days.1 At that time he was not known to have

1 Mr. Weston (the carpenter) said : shut up from the -effect of the accident,

" He seemed to decline after that fall I went into his room just after Anne

from the wagon. It was while he was had carried him some gruel. He tasted
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oeen injured internally, but both arms were severely bruised and sprained,

so that he could not write his name for many weeks. During the few

days immediately succeeding the accident, he was perfectly helpless,

and suffered great pain ; yet he was cheerful, and told an unusual

number of anecdotes. During this period he sent me to the library for a

copy of Milton, and bade me read the first canto aloud, l slowly and dis

tinctly.' As I proceeded, he would occasionally interrupt me for the pur

pose of descanting upon certain ideas which he thought ' wonderfully

grand and 'beautiful.'' While yet his arms were confined in a sling,

though, in other respects, he was quite well, he amused himself by walk

ing about the house, now peering into a closet or trunk filled with musty

papers, which had been hidden from sight for many years, and now sug

gesting all sorts of improvement for the comfort and convenience of the

household. And twenty times in the day, when the mood was upon him,

would he visit the extensive apartments where were congregated his over

seer, the various assistants, and his servants, and for every one he had a

playful compliment, and the kindest words. He had a fashion of desig

nating rue as the ' Colonel] and, on one occasion, he said he would make

me a ' General] if I would only continue, until he was well again, to write

his letters, open the doors, and force a way at his command. These are

trifling incidents, but they give us an insight into the character of the

man."

[to the president.]

" Marshfield, May 12, 1852.

"My dear Sir: I received yours of the 9th at ten o'clock last even

ing, and thank you for your kind solicitude about my health. I had a

great escape, and the more I think of it the more I marvel that I am

among the living. The carriage was old-fashioned, and very high from

the ground. A fur robe had been thrown over the front board, or dasher,

for use in case of rain. This encumbered my feet, so that, when the car

riage fell, I could not escape a direct headlong plunge to the earth. My

arms saved me, but it is a wonder that they were not broken all to pieces.

It is not true, as some of the papers have reported, that I lost my senses,

even for an instant ; but it is true, that, after I had walked to the house,

a chill came on, which made my teeth chatter, and caused a shivering of

the whole body, which, I am told, is not uncommon in such cases, and

then for a moment my eyes swam, and I felt dizzy. We were three miles

north of Plymouth, on a high ground, which commanded a beautiful view

of the bay. I was pointing out to Mr. Lanman where the Mayflower came

it, and in a minute or two he told Anne left the room; and he looked up at me

to ask Mrs. Webster to come in. She with his piercing black eye, with a little

came, and said : * What do you want, twinkle in it of fun, and said : ' Mr. Wes-

clear ? ' He looked at her very grave, ton, I always try to be thankful for all

and spoke very solemnly—' My love, the blessings I receive, but it seems to

I'm sick, I'm very sick ; don't ever give me that Indian meal and water are very

me another drop of gruel as long as I small favors.' "-—(Ticknor MSS. For

live—not a single drop.' Mrs. W an account of Mr, Weston, see post.)
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to anchor, and showing him the island, still called Captain's Island, which

was the possession of Miles Standish, and where his descendants now re

side. All doors were opened, and every aid rendered, as all the villagers

know me, at least by sight. I was particularly struck by the attention

paid me by an intelligent person of more than eighty years of age. He

kept his eye on mine for half an hour, hearing my conversation with

others, but not saying a word. He was a very old political friend. At

length I perceived his face began to color. He put his handkerchief to

his eyes, and said, with emotion, 'Your mind is clear, and your life is safe.'

" You have, my dear sir, received to-day, probably, my letter of Sun

day, the 9th. I have got along since better than I expected. The head

turns out to be quite uninjured, except, as I observed in my last, the

skin of the forehead was a good deal broken by the gravel. All within is

unimpaired, unless, I ought to say, that so violent a shock a good deal dis

turbed the bile of the system, and gave a yellow tinge to the skin and eyes.

As to my hands and arms, those on the left side are most affected, and, at

this moment, the left arm, from the wrist almost to the shoulder, is thor

oughly black and blue. I believe the radius of that arm is slightly frac

tured near the wrist. It is occasionally quite painful. I have had it put

into splints, and wear it in a sling, bathing it constantly in cold water, to

get rid of the swelling as soon as I can. My right arm, although very

much discolored, is not so much swollen, although occasionally somewhat

painful ; and the wrist very weak. It happened to-day that I was left alone

in my room, and, wishing to go out, I found that I could not turn the

lock or latch, nor could I ring the bell. I walk very well, although such

a shock, and the depletion to which it was necessary I should submit, have

rendered me rather weak. So much, my clear sir, of myself up to this time

of writing ; and I will keep you duly informed of what may ensue.

" On the morning of the day I left Washington, or the evening before,

I received a letter from Mr. Hiilsemann, which I took with me to Balti

more, and there and thence transmitted to Mr. Hunter an answer to that

part of it which signifies his intention to depart from the United States,

and his reference to the Austrian Consul-General (Mr. Belmont) in his

public functions. I had written, the morning of the same day, a private

note to Mr. McCurdy, in which I said that Mr. Hiilsemann was expected

to leave this country ; and that I should write to him, on my return from

the North, respecting certain occurrences between Mr. Hiilsemann and the

Department of State. In "New York I saw Mr. Belmont, who behaved

very much like a gentleman, and did not appear to enter into Mr. Hulse-

mann's feelings at all. . . .*

" Yours always truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

1 Copy of a note addressed by Mr. the intentions of my Government relating to

Hiilsemann to Mr. Webster, dated at ^/thfuniterStetesT '^ ^ GoVermneDt

" Washington, April 29, 1852. " The Secretary of State has not judged fit

" On my recent return from Havana, I to reply to the note which I considered it my

found that the moment had arrived to fulfil duty to address to him, dated the 13th of De
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[to the president.]

" Boston, May 19, 1855.

" My dear Sir : Yesterday being a fair day, for a wonder, I came up

from Marshfield in the cars, but am sorry to say that I suffered more from

the jarring of the cars than I anticipated. My shoulders and arms were full

of pain ; and, to be sure of right treatment, I immediately sent for Dr. War

ren and Dr. Jeffries, who held a consultation. They thought that, in my

anxiety to get well enough to travel soon, I had made too much application

of ice-water, liniments, poultices, etc. ; they recommended an abstinence

from every thing of that kind, and to be content with the simple use of the

sling, and as much rest in the limbs as I could obtain. As I suggested, in

a former letter, might be the case, the shock seems to have summoned into

action all the rheumatic tendencies of the system, and appearances of

bruises and much discoloration are visible in parts where there was no

actual local hurt. I can walk with ease and strength, but I cannot put on

or take off my hat, nor, without difficulty, raise a cup of tea to my mouth,

I can sign my name, though not without effort. My anxiety to get to

Washington is extreme, and if there were a good vessel going to Bal-

cember, in relation to the reception and the

military honors rendered to Kossuth by the

Federal authorities,

" The Secretary of State had led me to

hope that my interviews with him, in the

State Department, would he no longer com

mented upon, and accompanied by derisive

remarks in certain journals of Baltimore and

Philadelphia. These assurances, which were

even given to me in writing, have only led

to more virulent attacks, which were con

tinued in one widely-circulated journal of

New Orleans. And, on my passage through

that city, I had been the object of very dis

agreeable demonstrations. I considered it

my duty at that time—21st of November—to

inform the President of these annoyances so

singularly patronized ; and, thereupon, the

Secretary of State declared to me—28th No

vember—that thenceforth his relations with

me should be had only in writing.

" On the 7th of January, the Secretary of

State judged fit to pronounce publicly, and

in the presence of Kossuth, a revolutionary

speech, in which he strenuously encouraged

Hungary to a new rebellion, and formally

proposed a sentiment to the speedy emanci

pation of that kingdem.

" This demonstration was of such a strange

character—was so contrary to the simplest

international courtesy, as well as to the posi

tive promises which you had given me in. the

Department of State—that I consider it my

duty to address myself to the highest author

ity of the Republic, to be assured whether

this discourse was the expression of the sen

timents of the Government of the United

States

"I esteem it a happiness to be enabled to

say that the Imperial Government, approv

ing my course, has rendered justice to the

declaration which the President considered it

proper to make to me on the 12th of Janu

ary, with the design of maintaining the good

connections existing between Austria and

the United States.

" These verbal assurances have not given

place since to any proceeding of the Secretary

of State to corroborate, officially, the declara

tion of the President, and to produce a satis

factory reconciliation.

"After having determined, with much de

liberation, as to the hostile proceedings ol

the Secretary of State, and after having ex

perienced the false and disagreeable position

which had resulted therefrom, I believed it

to be my duty to declare, for very evident

motives of propriety, that my Government

would no longer permit me to remain here,

and continue official relations with the prin

cipal promoter of the Kossuth episode, so

very much to be regretted.
UI profit by this occasion to express to

the President my respectful thanks for his in

variably obliging conduct toward me.

"Mr. A. Belmont, Consul-General of Aus

tria, at New York, will continue his functions

until further orders.

"Receive, Mr. Secretary of State, the ex

pression of my high consideration.1'

Answer of the Secretary of State :

" Department of State, )

Washington, May 3, 1852. )

" Sir r Your communication to the Sec

retary of State, of the 29th ultimo, announ

cing your intention to leave the United States,

and stating that Mr. A. Belmont, the Consul-

General of Austria, at New York, will con

tinue in the discharge of his functions until

further orders, has been received.

" In reply, I have the honor to inform you

that, as Mr. Belmont is well known to the

Secretary of State as a gentleman of much

respectability, any communication which it

may be proper for him to address to the de

partment, in his official character, will be re

ceived with entire respect.
u I avail myself of this occasion to offer to

you, sir, the assurance of my high considera

tion.

" W. Hunter, Acting Secretary*"

78
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timore, and a fair prospect of settled weather, I should be inclined to

embark, so much do I dread the shaking of the cars. The doctors think,

however, that they can put me in condition for travelling in the ordinary

way by Monday, the 24th, when I propose to leave Boston, if, in the

mean time, things go on pros]3erously.

"Mr. Hunter sendsfme the dispatches ; and I am glad to see that things

go on without much difficulty. Our great trouble is Mexico. The Gov

ernment of that country seems to act as if it intended to provoke the

United States to take another slice of its territory, and pay for it, for

the benefit of j>ersons concerned in the Government.

"Yours truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to the president.]

" Boston, May 24, 1852.

" My dear Sir : I had the pleasure to receive, on Saturday, your

letter of the 20th, and am greatly obliged to you for your concern for

my restoration to health.

"My case is rather singular, I think; and I hardly know what to

make of it. The swelling has very much left my hands and arms, and

it turns out that there is no bone injured in either; but they are exceed

ingly weak, and not infrequently quite painful. I left the worst of them

out of the sling for half an hour on Saturday, at Faneuil Hall, and it gave

me a troubled night. Yesterday afternoon I drove out to see Colonel

Perkins, six miles ; the motion of the carriage caused great uneasiness,

which I am not free from this morning. Under these circumstances, I pro

pose to stay a day or two longer here, and to keep as still as possible. I

am at a private house, where the good people have kindness enough to

give me little disturbance.

" Twelve o'clock.—Since writing thus far, I have seen Dr. Jeffries,* and,

under his advice, have concluded on taking the boat for New York to

morrow afternoon, if the weather should be fair, which I very much

doubt, as an eastern storm seems to be on the wing.

"I concur very much with what you say about Mr. Hulsemann, but

shall have one idea to suggest when we meet.

" My views concur entirely with yours in regard to Mexico. I believe

-——— is as bad as the rest of them, and that all the magnates of Mexico

look to personal benefits and bribery in all things.

" Yet I think the English Government will have too much sense to

help them in disappointing the just expectations of the United States ;

nothing can exceed the folly of their conduct.

" Yours always truly,

"Dan'l Webtter."

Tbe allusion in the last of these letters to " Faneuil

Hall" is to a speech which he made there on the o1
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May. The people of Boston were intensely anxious to see

liinij after the accident at Marshfielcl—to see him upon their

rostrum, and to know that he was yet what he had always

been. It was not quite prudent in him to comply with their

wishes, for he was not wholly recovered, and he had little

strength. His physicians, however, consented, and he met

with a most enthusiastic reception from a great multitude of

persons of both the principal political parties of the time. His

address was read with eagerness throughout the country ; for

all men were interested to know whether the manifestations of

his intellect were to continue to be what they had been. Avoid

ing political topics, he said :

"Mr. Mayor and Gentlemen of the City Council of Boston: I

tender you my hearty thanks, my deep-felt gratitude, for this unexpected

expression of your regard toward me as one of your fellow-citizens ; and

I thank you, Mr. Mayor, an old, and consistent friend of mine, for the

kind manner in which you have been pleased to express your sentiments

toward 'me on this occasion.

"And now, fellow-citizens of Boston, by the good providence of God, I

am here ; I am glad to see every face that illumines and is illumined in

this assembly.

u Fellow-citizens, this occasion is altogether agreeable. I left the place

of my appropriate public duties, at the approach of the summer, to visit

my home, and to see to some personal affairs wThich demanded attention.

I came with no purpose or expectation of addressing a popular assembly,

or of meeting any mass of my fellow-citizens. I have been arrested by

the vote of the City Council of Boston, inviting me, with a unanimity

which affects my feelings deeply, to meet them and my fellow-citizens

of Boston here, not as a public man, but as a private man; not as one

who occupies or exercises any share of the public authority, but as one of

themselves, who has passed the greater part of his life in the midst of them,

enjoying their association and acquaintance, and cultivating their regard.

" Gentlemen, I have already said that Is should come here to-day, to

discuss no political questions ; to enter upon tile consideration of no con

troverted point of policy in our Government, or any thing growing out of

the present state of opinion, in the community, about which men differ.

In the first place, fellow-citizens, I abstain from all such discussions, be- .

cause this is not a fit occasion for such a discussion. This is a friendly,

social, personal, neighborly meeting, and not one assembled for political

purposes. You will allow me to say, gentlemen, that, if it were a fit occasion

for me to express political opinions, I have no new opinions to express, no

new political character to assume. What I think upon important pending

topics has been so often spoken and written by me, within the last two
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years, with full heart and honest purpose, that nothing remains to be said

to-day ; and what also are my opinions upon the general policy of the

country, foreign and domestic, I need not now repeat. I say that I have

nothing to add, nothing to retract from my former opinions. I have

neither explanation nor qualification to offer. I propose to you and my

fellow-citizens throughout the country no platform but the platform of

my life and character. I have no new promises to make to my country

men. I have no assurance to give but the assurance of my reputation. I

am known. What I have been and what I am is known ; and upon that

knowledge I rely to-day, with my countrymen, and before my countrymen ;

and the rest is theirs. Nevertheless, gentlemen, although it be not an

occasion for the public discussion of controverted questions, it is an occa

sion on which we may feel what is the position we occupy. This is

Faneuil Hall—open.

" The ornaments on its walls are the pictures of the great and im

mortal founders of our liberties. No man can stand here with a proper

regard for the past, with proper feelings for the present, or with proper

aspirations for the future ; no man can stand in Faneuil Hall, surrounded

by these images of our ancestors, these portraits of Revolutionary charac

ters, without reflecting that they are consecrated by early associations,

ennobled by early efforts for liberty, and will be transmitted to the latest

posterity by durable records.

" Gentlemen, here we are in what we justly call the 'Cradle of Ameri

can Liberty,' Here we are on the spot which gave birth to the events,

military and civil, with which the revolution of the country commenced.

And in all time past, and in the present time, and until the love of liberty

is extinguished in future generations, this place will be held in the most

affectionate remembrance.

" Fellow-citizens, I hope it may not be irrelevant for me to say that, as

the Jews, in the days of their captivity in Babylon, were wont to offer

prayers to God daily, with their faces turned always toward Jerusalem, so

the patriotic and ingenuous youth of this and succeeding generations, who

wish to learn and know the true origin of the independence of the country,

and its early achievements in the cause of liberty, who wish to imbibe into

their own hearts the fulness of that spirit, will keep their attention turned

constantly to this spot, whence ' issued the light which in 1775 illumined

the continent. But, gentlemen and fellow-citizens, not to pursue even

these general remarks too far, I turn to other topics more suitable to the

occasion. The path of politics is a thorny path. It is agreeable some

times to turn aside from it, and walk over the velvet verdure of a gentle

vale, flushed with all the flowers and enriched with the fruits of personal

friendship, and social regard. It is for one of these walks that we have

assembled here" to-day, leaving the rough road of disputations and pol

itics, and walking over no frozen and no burning marl, but among glades

of lofty recollections of the past, and grateful enjoyment of .the present.

" Gentlemen, we cannot shut our eyes, and the intelligent part of man
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kind does not shut its eyes, to the extraordinary degree of prosperity to

which this country has risen, under the present popular form of govern

ment—and that is the secret of it all. There may be some things which

we might wish were better, many which might be worse. But, on the

whole, where does the sun, from its rising to its setting, throw its beams

upon a people more prosperous, more happy, more growing in reputation

and renown, than the States of United America ?

" Row, gentlemen, whence do these blessings flow ? Whence comes all

the prosperity we enjoy? How is it, that, on the whole continent, from

the frozen zone to Cape Horn, there is no people like that of the United

States—no people which can show a growth like theirs—no government

or people that can stand up before the world, like the Government and

people of the United States, and present themselves boldly and fearlessly

to the respect, ay, and even to the admiration of all nations ? How is

this ? In my opinion, gentlemen, all, or a great deal of our prosperity, is

to.be referred to our early acquaintance with the principles of regulated,

constitutional, popular liberty, and our early adoption of these principles

in the establishment of the republican form of government. The Tory

writers of England, whose aim, as you well know, gentlemen, has generally

been to show that the people are best governed when they have little or

no share in the government, maintain that those above can govern those

below, better than those below can govern themselves. That is not our

theory. We hold that there is nothing above, and nothing below—that

all stand on an equality; each enjoys his part of the public prosperity,

and suffers his portion of the public adversity ; each at the same time

bearing his part, and exercising his appropriate right in the political con

cerns of his country. Dr. Johnson, one of the writers of this school, says :

'How small, of all that human hearts endure,

The part that kings or laws can cause or cure ! *

" Now, the truth is, that kings or laws can cause or cure most evils be

longing to social or individual life; they can establish despotism; they

can restrain political opinion ; they can prevent men from expressing their

free thoughts; kings and laws can impose intolerably burdensome taxes;

they can exclude the masses from all participation in the government;

they can bring about a state of things under which the public good and

public liberties will be destroyed, and trodden down by military power ;

they can obstruct the progress of knowledge and education; they can

render men servile ; and they can darken, blind, and almost extinguish

the intellectual element of humanity. Is not this much ? Are not these

great evils ? Who does not see that the political institutions of this

country, according as they are good or evil, are the very elements of his

happiness or misery ? It is true, it is very true, that a man's condition

may depend in many respects on personal circumstances ; on his health,

on his means for the education of his children ; but his fortune, good or

evil, is influenced deeply, mainly, and essentially, by the laws of his coun
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try. And that, I take it, is the great solution of the question, now no

longer a matter of doubt, but heretofore a question subsisting all over

Europe—the true nature of the happiness and. prosperity of the people of

the United States. But I say to you, and to our whole country, and to all

the crowned heads and aristocratic powers and feudal systems that exist,

that it is to self-government, the great principle of popular representation

and administration, the system that lets in all to participate in the coun

sels that are to assign the good or evil of all, that we owe what we are and

what we hope to be.

" Why, gentlemen, who does not see this ? Who supposes that any

thing but the independence of this country would have made us what we

are ? Suppose that mother England had treated us with the utmost in

dulgence ; that the counsels most favorable to the colonies had prevailed ;

that we had been made a spoiled child ; I say to you, as I have said before,

and shall continue to say till the time of my death, that it is not in the

nature of any colonial system of government to raise a country and raise a

nation to the highest pitch of prosperity. It is independence ; self-govern

ment ; the liberty of the people to make laws for themselves ; that has

elevated us from the subdued feeling of colonial subjection, and placed us

where we are. It is independence :

1 Hail, independence ! hail thou next best gift

To that of life and an immortal soul ! '

" Gentlemen, I have said that our blessings grow essentially from our

form of government, from the satisfaction of the people with that form,

and their desire to help on the general progress of the country. There is

no true American who does not rejoice in the general prosperity of the

country ; who does not delight, day and night, in reflecting that our prog

ress is onward, that the people are more happy, and more and more en

lightened, successful, and renowned every day. This is a source of particu

lar happiness to every honest American heart. Whatever his individual

condition may be ; however fortunate or unfortunate ; in whatever circum

stances of elevation or depression he may find himself, he still partakes of

the general prosperity of the country. He has, in short, a dividend (if I

may use a commercial expression), he has a dividend, payable not quarterly,

but daily, out of the fund of general happiness and prosperity which the

country enjoys.

"And now let me ask, on what portions of the globe, in how many

regions that men call civilized, does the same thing exist ? There are, un

doubtedly, some other nations in which the people feel the same individ

ual interest in the proceedings of the government ; but they are few.

But take nations as a whole, look over the Continent of Europe, and, among

the many millions' who constitute the subjects of its arbitrary governments,

how many feel that their own individual happiness and respectability are

objects of the care and kindness of the authority which is over them ?

Does not the mass content itself with the hope that the government may
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cease to be so oppressive on their industry, so burdensome with taxation,

and so full of restraint on their personal liberty ? How many arbitrary

sovereigns care mainly about the individual prosperity of their subjects,

and instead of considering the means by which their government may

become an important rival to another, and be -able to maintain a contest

by standing armies and heavy taxation, concern themselves for the inter

ests of those that are governed, who pay for the gorgeous appendages of

military power, and the means and appliances of despotism !

"The truth is, that the general theory of politics which has sprung out

of the feudal system has mainly been to strengthen governments as against

one another ; to make one throne a match for other thrones ; and to this

end to maintain armies and navies by severe and oppressive taxation on

the people. The theory of the feudal system is that of leader and depend

ant ; and the better instruction or greater elevation of the masses in their

character as men never entered into its notions.

" Compare our condition with theirs. Why, there are more men in the

United States, I had almost said—attached to their Government, loving

their Government, feeling keenly every thing that tends to the disparage

ment of their Government, alive to every thing that conduces to the inter

est of their Government, and rejoicing that they live under this Govern

ment—than you can find on ten thousand millions of acres, among nations

called civilized in the Old World, but living under arbitrary sway.

" Now, gentlemen, we are all .Bostonians. We live here on this little

peninsula, little in territory, not little in intelligence; circumscribed in

acres, not circumscribed by any known boundary in the respect of the civil

ized world. But we, Bostonians, live here and partake of the general

prosperity of our country. We are not exclusive. We desire that every

enjoyment that we possess should be participated in by others; and we

enjoy the reputation of our whole country, its renown and its honor.

" We may consider ourselves commercially as a nation constantly in

creasing, as a sovereign community growing daily more powerful. We see

that the national spirit and enterprise is gathering strength with its

growth ; and further than that, we are sure that, in those mental and intel

lectual efforts which mark the age, we have made respectable progress.

" Thirty years ago it was asked, ' Who reads an American book ? ' It

,,may now be asked, ' What intelligent man in all Europe does not read

American books ? ' Samuel Rogers reads them. Henry Hallam reads

them. Macaulay reads them. McCulloch reads them. Lord Mahon reads

them, and sometimes finds himself answered when he comments on them.

And there is not an intelligent man in England who does not read Ameri

can authors, and especially our legal and historical works. And in France,

Thiers and Guizot read them, and, throughout the vast population of

France, there is no doubt that there is a greater devotion paid to the

study of our popular institutions, to the principles which have raised us

to the point at which we now stand, than there is paid to the monarchical

institutions and principles of government of every other part of Europe.
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America is no longer undistinguished for letters or for literature. I will

not mention the authors of our own day, now living, who have so much

attracted the attention of the world by their literary productions, espe

cially in the department of historical composition.

"Rather a curious incident happened lately, in which my name was

enrolled with those of men of letters ; for there is of course no end to

blunders. There appeared an article in the Royal Gazette of Madrid, in

tended to be civil to the American Secretary of State, in which he was

declared to be the author of that great and illustrious production, known

and honored in most countries as ' Webster's Dictionary of the English

Language.' Ye shades* of Noah Webster ! How will you not be offended

at this intrusion on your rights and your repose ! ' l He make my Diction

ary ! ' he will exclaim ; i he never could have made my Spelling-book ! '

And this would be true. I must beg leave, therefore, to disclaim the com

pliment of the Royal Gourt Gazette of Madrid, and decline to be classed

with men of letters. In the literary sense of that phrase, I certainly am no

man of letters ; although, when official duties require it, it is true that I

have sometimes written a letter.

" Well, gentlemen, this is a friendly meeting. We assemble socially, in

a friendly spirit, to interchange personal regards, and to congratulate one

another upon the prosperity and fair prospects of the country. Let us

enjoy, both with cheerfulness and gratitude, the blessings which Provi

dence has poured out around us.

Hence, loathed Melancholy !

But come, thou goddess fair and free,

In heaven ycleped Euphrosyne,

And in thy right hand lead with thee

The mountain nymph, sweet Liberty ;

We1!! live with her and live with thee,

In unreproved pleasures free.'

" Gentlemen, the growth of this city is remarkable, and in any other

country would be most remarkable. I came here to take my residence

among you in the year 1816. The population of Boston was then forty

thousand. It is now one hundred and forty thousand. And its increase

in wealth, in commerce, the arts and manufactures, has kept pace with the

increase of the population.

" And now what is Boston ? What is the character of Boston ? What

are the essential elements of her prosperity ? Why, she is nearly unrivalled

on the face of the earth, for her important efforts in behalf of and exten

sive benefits for her own citizens, and for the improvement of mankind.

What will you say, which perhaps you all know, when you are informed

that the amount of public taxes in this city, for the purpose of- education

alone, amounts to one quarter of the whole tax laid by the public author

ities ? Where do you find that elsewhere ? Where do you find another

Boston in this respect ? Where do you find one-quarter of the whole tax,

paid by individuals, flowing from the public, devoted to education, in ad
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dition to the very great amounts paid to the teachers of private schools?

Nowhere else that I know of.

The city of Boston pays more than two hundred thousand dollars a

year for the support of religious instruction and public worship. Where

do you find that elsewhere? Tell me the place, the city, the spot, the

country, the world over, where so great an amount in proportion to the

population is paid for religious instruction. That is Boston. This prin

ciple which we inherited from our ancestors, we cultivate. We seek to

educate the people. We seek to improve men's moral and religious con

dition. In short, we seek to work upon mind as well as on matter. And,

in working on mind, it enlarges the human intellect and the human heart.

We know, when we work upon materials immortal and imperishable, that

they wdll bear the impress which we place upon them through endless ages

to come. If we work upon marble, it will perish ; if we work upon brass,

time will efface it. If we rear temples, they will crumble to the dust.

But if we work on men's immortal minds, if we imbue them with high

principles, with the just fear of God, and love of their fellowT-men, wre en

grave on those tablets something which no time can efface, and which will

brighten and brighten to all eternity.

" And, my friends, that charity which seeketh not her own, that charity

which endureth all things, beareth all things, hopeth all things, is not

more conspicuously exhibited in any part of the globe than among our

own people. The personal attendance on the poor, the bounties of all

those who have the means to promote the happiness of the necessitous,

and administer to their welfare, are just themes of praise. And above all

that, let me say, and let it be known to those who wish to know what

Boston has been, what Boston is, what Boston will be, what Boston has

done, and will do, let me say to those that Boston has given within the

last twenty-five" years between five and six millions of dollars for educa

tional, religious, and charitable purposes throughout the United States, and

throughout the world.

" Gentlemen, my heart warms, my blood quickens in my veins, when I

reflect upon the munificent gifts, grants, and provisions made for the pur

poses of education, for the morals, enlightenment, and religious instruction

of the citizens, and for the reliefofthe poor, by the affluence of Boston. And

I never think of all this without having my attention turned to a venerable

citizen now in my eye, Hon. Thomas H. Perkins [Colonel Perkins occupied

a seat upon the floor. Three cheers were given for him]. Will he, at my

request, rise and show his benevolent countenance to the people ? God

bless him ! He is an honor to his city, an honor to his State, and an

honor to his country. His memory will be perfumed by his benevolent

actions, and go down as sweet odor to our children's children. Gentle

men, the happiness of mankind is not always in their control ; but some

thing accidental, or, rather, to speak more properly, providential, in the

course of things governs it. We live in an age so infinitely beyond the

ages that preceded us, that we can consider ourselves now, in this our day
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and generation, as emerging from the dark ages, and just getting into the

light. We begin to see where we are. Wre begin to see a new world. A

new rush of ideas comes over us.

" Gentlemen, when the great Humboldt stood on the mountains of the

equatorial regions, amid their gorgeous forests and foliage, their unsur

passed flowers, their genial warmth, and, under the brilliant constella

tions of the South, his heart burst out in an effusion of sympathy toward

the inhabitants of the other parts of the earth. ' How unhappy,' said he,

* are those members of the human race, who are doomed to live in those

melancholy regions which we call the temperate zones ! ' And so this gen

eration, gentlemen, upraised from the temperate zones of former times, and

culminating at the recently-attained and lofty tops of present knowledge

and science, looks back with some indifference upon the history of past

times. We think them torpid, uninformed, and unenterprising ; and well

may we think them so, comparatively, in the effulgence of the splendid

light of science, skill, invention, enterprise, and knowledge, which has

burst upon our times.

" Gentlemen, Mr. Locke says that time is measured by the passage of

ideas through men's minds. If that be so, we live a great while in a few

revolutions of the earth around the sun. If new ideas, new thoughts, new

contemplations, new hopes, constitute life, why, then, we have lived much,

whether we have lived many or few years, according as they are usually

estimated. The age is remarkable. New thoughts press, and new inven

tions crowd upon us. We used to say, proverbially, that a thing was done

as quick as thought ; but that is a lingering mode of expression nowa

days. A great many things are done much quicker than some men's

thoughts. Thought cannot keep up with electricity. While we are talk

ing, the thoughts cannot travel as fast as electricity can give them to the

world. While I am now speaking, the word which last left my lips has

already been seized by lightning, and, before I can utter a few sentences

more, will be read not only in New York and Washington, but also in

Savannah, New Orleans, Cincinnati, and St. Louis; and my words will

all be read with some interest, not because they are mine, but because they

proceed from Faneuil Hall, from which place all know that, in important

periods of the past, no voice wras heard but that of determined, resolute,

national patriotism.

" So, gentlemen, we live much, though our years may be few. For my

part, I hardly envy the patriarchs for the many years of their lives. They

neither saw as much nor enjoyed as much as we see and enjoy. In truth,

I do not think very highly of the felicity of Methusaleh's longevity.

"Fellow-citizens, let us be grateful for all our blessings ; and perform

our duties cheerfully and readily, as men, as patriots, and as Christians.

" We all feel that we have a country, not Boston alone, nor Massachu

setts alone, but composed and bound up by that vast Union of independent

States which are united under a common Constitution. The inhabitants

of these States are all fellow-citizens ; and he is narrow in his prejudices
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and his politics who would reject any of those citizens from the great

American brotherhood.

il We see here to-day delegate members from one of the greatest Chris

tian denominations in the United States, coming from the North, prob

ably, certainly from the South and West, And who is not glad to see

them ? They come as friends ; and who would wish to see them in any

other capacity ? And, as for myself, gentlemen, I say to them, I bid you

welcome. [The members of the Methodist Conference now rose in a body.]

I bid you welcome to Faneuil Hall, the birthplace of American liberty.

Welcome to Boston, the seat of commerce, enterprise, and literature. Wel

come to Massachusetts, the home of public education. We welcome you

for your many Christian virtues, and for the good you have accomplished

in this country and abroad. In the course of my life, I have not been an

uninterested reader of your history. I know something of Charles Wes

ley. Dying at a great age, shortly after our independence was secured,

these were his last words : ' The workmen die, but the work goes on.'

The workmen who framed the institutions and the Constitution of our

country have passed away, but their work lives after them. Those same

institutions and that same Constitution have been upheld by us, and I

trust will be sustained by our children forever. Although the workmen

may die, yet may the work go on.

" I have read, many years since, the biography of John Wesley, an ex

traordinary person, the great founder and apostle of the society, who died,

I think, in 1791, at the advanced age of eighty-three years. His last words

were : ' The best of all is that God is with us.' These sentiments have been

wonderfully illustrated in the subsequent history of Methodism, of which

Southey said so strongly, that it was ' religion in earnest.'

"Now, gentlemen, we must not prolong this occasion further. My

friend Mr. Hillard l has lately quoted an extract from some stanzas,

written long ago, and which I remember from my youth, although I had

not remembered their authorship. These may properly be referred to on

the present occasion. One line is :

1 Ye solid men of Boston, make no long orations.'

This I take to myself, and am bound to obey the injunction. The con

comitant line falls in remarkably with the prevailing spirit of these

times and this place :

6 Ye solid men of Boston, drink no strong potations.'

Let us all give just heed to these admonitions.

" But now, gentlemen, we cannot scan the future. To some degree

the past may interpret it ; but, in its whole length it lies far beyond our

vision. We must commit ourselves and our country to the hand of

Providence. We may indulge hopes, high and exalted hopes, humbly and

meekly before God, that the prosperity and happiness which we of this

1 Hon. George S. Hillard.
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generation enjoy will descend to our latest posterity, with ten thousand

times the brilliancy of yonder setting sun ! "

■ Mr. "Webster was again in Washington on the 1st of June.

The Whig National Convention, for the nomination of a can

didate for the presidency, was soon to assemble in Baltimore.

On the day of its meeting, he wrote to one of his friends ir

Massachusetts :

[TO THE REV. DB. PUTNAM, OF R0XBURY, MASSACHUSETTS.]

" Washington, June 16, 1852.

" My dear Sir : I cannot tell you how much your letter has gratified

me. What I have desired through life, next to consciousness of rectitude,

and the blessing of God, is the approbation of such men as yourself.

There was never a moment in my life when I would have forfeited that

approbation from any temptation of popular honors or public office.

" What may take place to-day, in Baltimore, I know not ; but of one

thing, my dear sir, you may be assured, that ' is, that I shall meet the re

sult, whatever it may be, with a composed mind.

u With the highest regard, I am, dear sir,

" Your friend and obedient servant,

" Dan'l Webster."

The Whig Convention assembled at Baltimore, on the 16th

of June, and was in session six days. The nomination of Mr.

Webster might have been effected at once, if a large number

of the delegates had not come to the convention with the pur

pose of making President Fillmore the candidate ; for, of those

who considered that the policy embodied in the " Compromise

Measures " ought to be adhered to, and that the candidate of the

Whig party ought to be a real representative of that policy,

there were at all times more than enough to have made Mr.

Webster the nominee. But, through . fifty-two successive bal-

lotings, this great majority of the convention continued to

divide their votes between Mr. Fillmore and Mr. Webster, and

thus to render it probable that, in the end, the successful candi

date would be General Scott, whom none of them professed to

desire. It is of no importance now to consider the question,

whether the delegates, who were in favor of the nomination of

Mr. Fillmore, or those who desired the nomination of Mr.

Webster, ought to have given way to each other, although, it
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History were to be required to decide such a question, upon the

personal claims of the two statesmen, there can be no doubt

respecting her verdict. But, in such assemblies, men rarely

stop to consider what record they are making for others or for

themselves. They press on with preconceived ideas of public

policy and duty, but with little comprehension of what is

most fit, until a result is reached which is far from being in

accordance with their own sense of what the public interest

demands. So it was on this occasion. - On the fifty-third bal

loting, General Scott received a few more votes than the neces

sary majority, and was declared the nominee of the Whig

party, according to the usages of such bodies.1

That Mr. Webster was disappointed and hurt by the action

of this convention, is not to be concealed. But it is important to

notice the grounds on which, more than on all others, he re

gretted this result. He thought the nomination was due to

himself; so did a great majority of his countrymen, and so will

posterity say. But his principal chagrin arose from the fact

that, as regarded himself, the recorded proceedings, unex-

1 The following are the ballotings of the convention :

Ballots. Scott. Fillmore. Webster. Ballots. Scott. Fillmore. Webster.

1 131

133

133

134

130

133

131

133

133

135

134

134

134

133

133

135

132

132

132

132

133

132

132

133

133

134

134

133

131

131

130

133

131

133

131

133

130

131

130

130

130

130

129

131

131

131

131

131

130

130

129

128

128

128

29

29

29

29

30

29

28

28

29

29

28

28

28

29

29

28

29

28

29

29

28

30

30

30

31

30

30

28........... 134

134

134

134

134

134

134

134

136

133

136

134

132

132

134

134

133

133

134

135

137

139

142

142

146

159

128

128

128

128

128

128

126

128

127

128

127

128

129

129

128

12S

129

127

127

129

124

122

122

120

119

112

30

302 29

3 80....... 29

4.... 31 30

5.... 32.... ... 30

6... 33 29

7 .......... 34 28

8 35 ... 28

9 36 28

10 37 ..... o .... . 28

11 38........... 29

12 39.... ... 30

13 40 32

14........ 41 .......... . 32

15 42 30

16.. 43 30

IT.. 44 30

18..... 45 32

19.. 46 31

20 47 .......... . 29

21 .... 48 . 30

22.. 49 30

23 50........... 28

24 51 29

25 52....... 27

26 53 21

2T. Necessary do choose—147.

William A. Graham,

the second ballot.

of North Carolina, was nominated for Vice-President on
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plained, would lead to false inferences in respect to the estima

tion in which his public services were held ; and that, in re

gard to the interests of the country, the Whig party would be

in an equivocal position in respect to the " Compromise Meas

ures," and the public policy on which they were founded. In

the evening of the day, when the result of the Baltimore Con

vention was known in Washington, a procession, headed by a

band of music, serenaded General Scott, and afterward visited

the residences of other distinguished persons, among them that

of Mr. Webster. In response to their call, Mr. Webster ad

dressed the crowd from his window. He said :

u Yon, my fellow-citizens, with many others, have been engaged in the

performance of an arduous and protracted duty at Baltimore, in making a

selection of a fit person to be a candidate for the office of President of

the United States. It so happened that my name was used before that

assembly. The convention, however, I dare say, did its best—exercised

its wisest and soundest discretion; and, for my part, 1 have no personal

feelings in the matter. I remain the same in opinion, in principle, and in

position, that I have ever been.

" Gentlemen, I will tell yon one thing : you may be assured there is

not one among you who will sleep better to-*niglit than I shall. I shall

rise to-morrow morning with the lark ; and, though he is a better songster

than I am, yet I shall greet the purple east as jocund, as gratified, and as

satisfied, as he,

"I tender you my thanks for this call of friendly regard. I wish you

well. Beneath these brilliant stars, and in the enjoyment of this beautiful

evening, I take my leave of you, with hearty good wishes for your health

and happiness."

On the breaking uj3 of the convention, several of the dele

gations repaired to Washington. The members from the State

of Mississippi sought an interview with Mr. Webster, which he

gave them at his own house. In reply to a somewhat formal

address, made to him by one of their number, in which it was

observed that it was the general desire of the Southern dele

gates to cast their votes for him, at any time after it had be

come apparent that President Fillmore could not receive the

nomination, Mr. Webster said that " he regretted that their

policy had appeared to be necessary, only because it would

write a false chapter in the history of the country,, By the

record it appeared that, in all the numerous ballotings, the
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Southern delegates had failed to cast their votes for him, even

after the hope of success for their favorite candidate had been

abandoned ; but the causes that prevented them from coming

to his support were not of record. He supposed he would be

compelled to submit quietly to this apparent reflection upon

his public life ; but still, knowing the circumstances that influ

enced them, it did not in the slightest degree affect his feelings

toward his Southern friends." 1

It is the duty of Mr. Webster5s biographer to rewrite the

" false chapter in the history of the country " to which he then

alluded ; and, although the truth reflects little credit on the

wisdom of those who made that history, it is quite in accord

ance with the mode in which these nominating bodies often

reach their results. The delegations of Southern "Whigs, in the

Baltimore Convention of 1852, came there with a strong con

viction of the necessity of upholding the " Compromise Meas

ures," and most of them regarded Mr. Fillmore as the true

representative of that policy. They encountered, in the North

ern friends of .General Scott, a strong disinclination, and, in

fact, a decided refusal to have the "Whig party committed to the

affirmation of that policy. As the ballotings proceeded, it be

came apparent that many of the supporters of General Scott

were determined to obstruct the adoption of a party " platform,"

which should declare the binding character of the settlement

that had lately been effected in Congress. Such a declaration

the Southern delegations regarded as of great importance ; and

finally, as a means of procuring its introduction into the series

of resolutions which were to constitute the party creed for the

approaching canvass, an understanding was had, by which a

sufficient number of the Southern friends of Mr. Fillmore agreed

to cast their ballots for General Scott, and a sufficient number

of the Northern friends of General Scott agreed to withdraw

their opposition to the resolution which the Southern delegates

desired to have adopted. This bargaining at length produced

the result on which the Whig party went before the country

with a "platform," affirming the " Compromise Measures " as

a u settlement, in principle and substance, of the dangerous and

1 This report of what Mr. Webster accurate. But it gives the substance of

said, taken from the newspapers of the what he undoubtedly did say. I have

period, is, of course, not strictly full and heard him say the same thing in private.
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exciting questions which they embrace," and with a candidate

whose friends and supporters in the Northern States openly-

denounced and derided them. If Mr. "Webster had seen fit, at

his interview with the Mississippi delegation, to enter into

detailed explanations of his own meaning, when he referred to

the- causes which prevented the Southern delegates from voting

for him, after they found that they could not nominate Mr. Fill

more, he would have been obliged to point out to them the

rocks on which they and the Northern friends of General Scott

had shipwrecked the great Whig party of the country. But he

imposed upon himself a strong restraint, and spoke with the

reserve which belonged to his character. The sequel proved

that the people of the United States did not choose to intrust

the Government to a party whose political action could be

shaped in this manner.1

But these events have been described, partly for the purpose

of explaining an occurrence which no one can now regret on

Mr. Webster's account, since his life was soon to end, and since

this honor of a nomination to the presidency could have added

nothing to his fame ; and, partly, because the attitude in which

the Whig party was now placed rendered it impossible for Mr.

Webster, at any time before his death, to advise his countrymen

to make the Whig candidate President of the United States.

Mr. "Webster was obliged, from this time forward, to regard the

Whig party as approaching its dissolution. He did not be

lieve that it could longer sustain the functions and discharge

1 Seventy delegates, from the States of abuse of their powers on the other—not im-

Maine, Connecticut, New York, Pennsyl-
pairing their present efficiency to carry out;

the requirements of the Constitution ; and we

vania, Ohio, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, deprecate all further agitation of the ques-

Michigan, and California, who had voted tions thus settled, as dangerous to our peace ;

■ sjtPJi rlil v for ftp-nprfll Roott as thp pinrii- and wil1 discountenance all efforts to con-
steadily 101 beneiai bcott as me canai tlnue or renew guch agitation wheneyer

date, voted against that part of the "plat- wherever, or however made: and we will

form " which affirmed the binding char- maintain this settlement as essential to the

acter of the "Compromise Measures." nationality of .the Whig party, and the integ-

mi i x« ' • j.i j rity of the Union."

The resolution was in these words :

"That the series of Acts of the Thirty-first When it came to be observed by the

Congress commonly known as the Compro- people of the United States that so

mise or Adjustment (the act for the recovery <? ±-u ,. -• n ,-,
of fugitives from labor included), are received man/ of the representative men of the

and acquiesced in by the Whig party of the Whig party in the North, who sought

United States as a final settlement, in priii- to make General Scott President, had

ciple and substance, of the subjects to which . 1 . . ,-,. , ,. -, ' , ,
they relate, and, so far as these acts are con- voted against this resolution, and that

cerhed, we will maintain them, and insist on the "platform" was openly derided by

their strict enforcement, until time and ex- SOme leading Whig presses in the same

penence shall demonstrate the necessity of art„+:~„ :+ Ennnm~ Lv,nndi,in +« i +
further legislation to guard against the eva- B?ctl™\ xt be ane impossible to elect

sion of the laws on the one hand, and the the Whig candidate.
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the duties of a national .party. He had made great exertions

to convince the people of the United States that the time had

arrived when the questions relating to slavery must be with

drawn from the national politics ; and he could not believe that

it was consistent with this policy to place at the head of the

Government, however personally distinguished or meritorious

he might be, one whose political affiliations were with the lead

ing opponents of the measures by which this policy had been

made practicable and operative. Personal disappointment had

never before prevented Mr. Webster from giving his support to

a rival candidate for the presidency, who had received the

nomination of his party according to its usages ; nor was his

own disappointment the cause which prevented him from

doing so now. He considered that, after what had occurred

in the Baltimore Convention, showing that the Whig party

was divided in sentiment and purpose upon that which he re

garded as the most important of all the political issues that

could demand the attention of the people of this Union, it

would ill become him to advise that people to intrust political

power to those who would not resolutely refuse to allow politi

cal agitation on the subject of slavery further to disturb the

peace of the Union. He saw that the Democratic party had

wisely and unanimously determined to "resist all attempts at

renewing in Congress, or out of it, the agitation of the slavery

question, under whatever shape or color the attempt may be

made." * He believed that such ought to be, and would be,

the determination of the people of the United States ; and he

more than once said to me, that, if the Government should

pass into the hands of that party, by reason of its present atti

tude on this subject, and it should continue to act steadily and

consistently upon this principle, it would for a long time to

come retain the confidence of the country, and administer the

Government with the most beneficent effects on the safety and

perpetuity of the Union.2

1 Resolution adopted by the Demo- monly called the Missouri Compromise

cratic Convention, held at Baltimore, (1820), slavery was excluded from all

June 1, 1852. that territory ceded by France to the

2 It is important that the reader United States, lying north of the paral-

should observe, in this connection, what lei of 36° 30', excepting the State of

the principle of the compromise adjust- Missouri itself. By the compact be-

ment of 1850 was. By the law, com- tween the United States and Texas

79
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It may be said, and has been said, that Mr. "Webster slionld

not have allowed himself to be a candidate before the Whig Con

vention, knowing that General Scott was also to be a candidate

for its suffrages, if he did not mean in advance to 'advise his

(1845), slavery was agreed to be al

lowed in States that might be formed

out of Texas, south of 36° 30', if the

people of such States should choose to

have it. Under the constitution of Cali

fornia (1849), slavery was excluded from

that State by the will of its people. By

the physical incapacity of all the rest of

the territory acquired from Mexico (1848)

to receive and sustain slavery, it was ex

cluded from what is now New Mexico,

Utah, and Arizona, as effectually as it

could be by any human enactment. Mr.

Webster said, more effectually. The Uni

ted States had therefore reached, on this

subject, a fixed state of things, in which

it was unnecessary to have any further

political agitation or discussion, in re

gard to it, after the state of things had

been recognized as fixed and immutable,

so far as it could be affected by the

legislation of Congress. The principle

of the compromise adjustment of 1850

so recognized a fixed and settled con

dition of the whole subject. So long,

therefore, as this principle should be

adhered to, there could be no further

extension of slavery; it would be con

fined to the States in which it already ex

isted, and to such new States as Texas,

by her compact with the United States,

had a right to make, south of 38° 30'.

Being thus circumscribed, the causes

which would necessarily bring about its

gradual extinction, and which nothing

but further political agitation could im

pede, would be left to their full opera

tion. As there would be no possibility

of increasing the political power of the

slaveholding section beyond its then

fixed limits, if the principle of the adjust

ment of 1850 should be adhered to by a

majority of Congress, it was a rational

and sound expectation that slavery w,ould

have to yield to the influences that would

finally make it an intolerable burden in

the States to which it was confined. Mr.

Calhoun saw this very clearly ; and hence

his struggle to restore and secure what

he regarded as the just political " equilib

rium " between the two sections, by ob

taining an admission of the principle

that the Constitution, proprio vigors, in

fested slaveholders with a right, which

Congress could not restrict, to carry

slavery into any Territory of the United

States. This "equilibrium" certainly was

not secured by the Compromise of 1850,

which admitted nothing like the prin

ciple for which Mr. Calhoun contended.

On the other hand, Mr. Webster saw,

with equal clearness, that, if the peo

ple of the North would recognize that

there was a fixed state of things, in

reference to the extent of slavery, then

that that institution or relation would-

at once be left to the operation of

causes for its final removal, which

must begin to operate in the States

where it remained • that those causes

would be unimpeded by further politi

cal agitation ; and that slavery would

therefore not become the motive or

the occasion for secession and civil

war. Hence his desire to have the peo

ple of the Forth recognize, act upon,

and adhere to, that fixed condition of

all the territory of the United States, on

which the Compromise Measures of 1850

were founded. He always declared that,

whenever and wherever it should be ne

cessary to apply what was called the

" Wilmot Proviso," he would apply it.

But, as the state of things was already

fixed, in regard to future shivery in

new Territories, by circumstances that

made that enactment unnecessary, he

said he would not give useless irritation

by resorting to it.—(See an extract from

a speech made by Mr. Webster at Spring

field, Massachusetts, in 1847, in regard

to the " Wilmot Proviso" and its uses,

as quoted and applied to his position in

1850, Works, v., 349.)

The following letter, written by Mr.

Webster to one of his Boston friends

(the Hon. Charles Henry Warren), six

clays before his speech of March 7th, did

not reach me in season to be inserted in

its appropriate connection :

" Washington, March 1, 1850.

" Mv dear Sib : Your friendly letter of

the 6th ultimo has lain open on my table from

the clay of its receipt, and I have intended,

from hour to hour, to give it answer. Two

things have prevented : one, that I have hap

pened to be all the time ranch engaged; the

other, that I have hoped, every day, to have

something to say the next day. Probably the
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own political friends to give their votes in the election to either

of the candidates who might receive the nomination. That the

usages of political parties in this country have for a long time

been understood to impose this kind of obligation upon all can

didates who are competitors for nomination to office by the

same political body, is certainly true. But, deeper than all

such usages, lies the question, of what a great statesman is to

do, when the action of Ms party, in taking the position by

which it is to demand the suffrages of the people, puts in peril

a course of public policy which he believes to be essential to

the safety of the country. Is he to be obliged, by the force of

that kind of obligation which arises from the fact that he was

a candidate himself before one of these nominating bodies, to

tell his countrymen that his convictions respecting a great pub

lic policy are of less importance to them than the nature and

force of an obligation created by party rules, and deriving all

its supposed stringency from a merely implied point of personal

understanding.? It should be remembered that the course of

those who effected the nomination of General Scott at the con

vention, and the manner in which many of his Northern sup

porters afterward treated the " platform 5? of that body, rendered

it impossible for Mr. Webster to recommend his election.

It is not to be doubted that the course of the "Whig Conven

tion toward Mr. Webster was received by multitudes of men

throughout the country with deep mortification and disappoint

ment. ISTo opportunity, however, occurred for the manifesta

tion of this feeling toward him, in any public manner, except

ing on his arrival in Boston in July, on his way to Marshfield;

best return I can make is to tell yon, as far between us, and I shall most sincerely lament

as I can, how things stand here on this 1st his death, if that should be his immediate des-

day of March. tiny.
"•Imprimis: There is a little luP in the ': After Mr. Calhoun, Governor Seward

storm ofangry words, reproaches, and threats, wishes to speak, and. so does Mr. Badger.

Southern gentlemen are a little less violent, These having spoken, I shall get the floor, if

and, I think, abolitionists 'find themselves a I can, on Wednesday, but fear it will be later,

good deal rebuked by public opinion. The You may wish to know the substance of what

debate goes on in both Houses, but not with I propose to say ; but, as my budget will

quite so much heat and fury as were mani- soon be out, I think I shall give you no ab-

fested a fortnight ago. Mr. Calhoun's speech stract of contents in advance. I mean to

will be read in the Senate on Monday. It make an honest, truth-telling speech, and a

will be in his usual [vein] of dogmatical Union speech ; but I have noliope of acquit-

assertion and violent denunciations of the ting myself with more than merely tolerable

North. Alas ! poor man, he will speak in the ability. But we shall soon know, and I neither

Senate, I fear, no more. Seldom agreeing despond nor enjoy a premature exultation

with him for the last twenty years, I yet feel at success. Whether the speech be good or

touched at the prospect of his death. I am bad, nobody will care a fig about it a month

near his own age, and it is now more than hence, if any thing occurs, mean time, to give

thirty years since we met in Congress. Per- quiet to the country,

sonahy, good feelings have always subsisted " Yours, D. W."
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for lie now studiously avoided all occasions of presenting him

self personally before the public, having resolved to say nothing

in respect to his own position, or to the approaching election.

But, in Boston, the feeling of regret was so general and strong,

and so common to both the great political parties, that Mr.

"Webster could not refuse a public reception that was designed

to assure him the love and veneration which were felt for

him, and which no political events could take away or dimin

ish. Accordingly it was arranged, with his consent, that on

reaching that city, on the 9th of July, he should be received

with public honors. In this great ceremony, which was by far

the most impressive and touching demonstration ever made by

that people toward Mr. Webster, there was no purpose of

giving rise to any further political action concerning him.

The lapse of a few weeks, in which it had become apparent

that the Whig party, as a political organization, was unequal

to the duty which his relation to the country created for it, had

produced a feeling that he was already a great historical charac

ter, whose public life was nearly closed, and whose natural life

might soon terminate. While, however, they could yet greet

him—-while they could yet tell him how they remembered his

public services—-while yet they could make him feel that no

official station was needed to fix his place in the estimation of

the present or the future—while they could still hear him, as

of old, speak of what concerned the destinies of their country,

that people, whom he had served so faithfully and so long,

yearned to express to him their mingled gratitude for the past,

their regret for the present, and their faith in the judgments of

coming generations. If there was a sadness in all this grand

outpouring of popular feeling, as if this was instinctively per

ceived to be the last honor they could pay to the living states

man—the last time they could look upon him in a public place

—the last occasion on which they could grasp his hand or hear

his voice—there were also a heartiness and an enthusiasm which

have never been surpassed toward any man in that com

munity. To those who witnessed the reception of General

Lafayette in the same city, in 1824, that of Mr. Webster, in

1852, was more imposing. On that day it appeared—as if

posterity were already come to proclaim it—how great was to
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be the position which he is to occupy in the annals of oui

age.

I borrow, from the official account, published by the com

mittee of arrangements, some descriptions of this remarkable

scene, its incidents and ceremonies :

" It was deemed proper by the committee, after the result of the Whig

National Convention, that the citizens of Massachusetts, without distinc

tion of party, should have an opportunity to express the veneration and

attachment, which, it was well known within the limits of "the State, were

felt "by them toward Mr. Webster ; and in coming forward to take the

direction of a demonstration, which the committee were well aware must

be made in compliance with a vehement popular demand for some form

of expression toward the great statesman, the committee felt that they

assumed the responsibility belonging to public organs of a great public

sentiment.

" It was, at first, intended by the committee of arrangements, that the

procession, to be formed as an escort, should be of a wholly civic charac

ter ; partly because the committee had no means of obtaining orders for a

military parade, and partly because a civic procession was felt by some to

be a more appropriate mode of honoring a great statesman who had never

borne any military character. But it was no sooner known that there

would be a procession, than the committee received, through the chief

- marshal, offers of military escort of a voluntary nature, so pressing and so

full of feeling for the honor of the occasion, that it was impossible for

them to adhere to their original determination. It became apparent, at once,

that the military of Boston, and of other places, were about to demand,

as their right, the duty of performing the escort, and were determined to

perform it, in a manner which would show that orders were wholly un

necessary, upon an occasion of honors to Daniel Webster. The original

plan was accordingly changed. The chief marshal was requested to receive

any offers of military escort that might be tendered ; and the result was

the assembling of a body of troops, larger than ever before appeared in

New England, upon a service purely voluntary, and expressing by their

presence that it was a sentiment that called them to the arduous duties of

an unusually sultry day.

" At an early hour of the forenoon the shops and stores began to be

closed, and the city began to put on the garb of a national holiday. The

various thoroughfares were thronged with people, multitudes of whom

were strangers ; and every train upon the various railroads leading into

the city brought new accessions to the crowds that had assembled to wit

ness this interesting ceremony. The streets through which the procession

Was to pass were very generally decorated, and for the most part in an

exceedingly tasteful manner. The citizens appeared to vie with each

other, in the gayety of their flags and other decorations, in patriotic and

appropriate mottoes, and in graceful designs expressing the feeling which
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animated the whole people. Innumerable busts and portraits of the great

statesman were displayed upon the balconies and walls of the houses,

evincing how extensively those remarkable features are cherished as a

household image. From the costly marble crowned with bays to the most

ordinary print, every form in which they have been reproduced stood out

upon dwellings , of all degrees, until one gave up the attempt to count

thenio

" The regiments constituting the military escort formed in line be

tween three and four o'clock, on ' The Neck,' with their right resting

upon the Roxbury line, awaiting the arrival of Mr. Webster. Upon the

opposite side of this broad avenue were posted the various civic bodies,

mentioned in the programme of the procession ; and behind the lines, as

far as the eye could reach, in the direction of the city, stood a vast crowd

of eager spectators, apparently unconscious of the intense heat of the sun,

awaiting the approach of him whom they had come out to welcome.

" Mr. Webster, who was tarrying at the house of the Hon. Samuel H.

Walley, in Roxbury, entered a barouche, drawn by six gray horses, at

half-past three o'clock, and, accompanied by the committee of arrange

ments, who were seated in the same carriage and two others, and escorted

by the National Lancers, proceeded toward the dividing line which sepa

rates the two cities. As soon as the cortege left the residence of Mr. Wal

ley, a discharge of cannon announced his departure, and the salute was

repeated by field-pieces. stationed in the great square of the city of Rox

bury, and along the line where the military escort was in waiting. At the

same instant, the bells of Roxbury and Boston made known that the pro-

oession was about to move.

" Upon the arrival of Mr. Webster across the line, he was met by Gen

eral Tyler, the chief marshal, who, in a few brief words, tendered to him

the civic escort which had been arranged. General Edmands also ten

dered to him a military escort of a purely voluntary character. Mr. Web

ster thanked them both ; and, to General Edmands, he said :

" ' Please to accept for yourself, and to communicate to the members

of the escort, my most affectionate regards. I am one who was early

taught the value of our citizen soldiery, and I believe a volunteer militia

constitutes the only needful defence of a free country.'

" The carriages having passed the military escort, drawn up in line on

the west side of Washington Street, the procession, at a quarter-past four,

took up its line of march for the Common, through the streets previously

indicated.

" Along the whole route of the procession there'was a heartiness and

depth of feeling in the popular manifestations such as is seldom seen. A

dense crowd lined the streets ; the door-steps, balconies, and windows of

the houses were crowded with men, women, and children, who seemed to

have come forth as if to bestow an unwonted and unparalleled ovation

upon one who deserved the purest feelings of their hearts. Old men

crowded to the carriage to greet the object of this extraordinary display.
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Women held up their infants, that they might say, in after-life, they had

seen the Defender of the Constitution on his triumphal entry into Boston.

Cheer followed cheer,' bouquets and garlands were showered upon the car

riage, toward which all eyes wTere turned, and every possible token, by

which a people can evince affectionate admiration and respect, was lav

ished by the vast multitude, as the procession wound its slow way through

the crowded streets. The naturally reserved character of the New-Eng

land people had totally disappeared : joy illumined every countenance ;

those who were unaccustomed to public displays of their emotions became

expressive, graceful, and animated ; and while the streets were densely

filled with men, who multiplied 'three cheers' into one continuous roar

of voices, the background of ladies, filling the houses to their roofs, and

waving their kerchiefs, gave a beauty and impressiveness to the scene,

which will never be forgotten by those who had the good fortune to pass

through the whole of it.

" The route of the procession was through Washington, Trcmont, West,

Bedford, Summer, Washington, State, Commercial, Cornhill, Court, Tre-

mont, and Beacon Streets, to the Common—the whole of this long route

being densely crowded by multitudes waiting their turn to give a greeting

to Mr. Webster. The head of the procession reached the Common at about

seven o'clock, and, entering the Charles Street gate at the foot of Beacon

Street, the military escort formed in line facing to the west, and toward a

platform erected near the Charles Street Mall, about midway between Bea

con and Boylston Streets. Mr. Webster, accompanied by the committee of

arrangements, the invited guests, and other persons, then alighted from

the carriages, and, entering by the gate, passed in front of the troops, and

ascended the platform. At this point, the amphitheatre, formed by the

elevated ground opposite the platform, presented a most impressive scene.

Along the base of the hill, upon the flat parade-ground, the troops were

drawn up in line, and, in their rear, an immense crowd of persons of both

sexes extended to the summit of the hill. As soon as the formality of

the military salutes was over, all barriers were removed, and the crowd

rushed toward the platform, which was immediately surrounded by an

immense and eager audience.

" Quiet being restored, J. Thomas Stevenson, Esq., came forward, and

addressed the assembly as follows :

" ' Fellow-Citizens—Republicans : I count it a high honor, for a

private citizen like myself, to be permitted to be the organ of communica

tion between such an assembly as this and him whom we welcome home

to- clay. I might well have shrunk from the performance of even this

agreeable duty, had I not known that the time, the place, the occasion,

and all the attendant circumstances, would compel the utterance of the

proper word. The time, the hallowed week of our nation's nativity ; the

place, Boston Common, dedicated to the public, and used now because no

roof, short of the canopy of God's first temple, is broad enough to cover

the multitudes whom nothing could prevent from being present at this
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first greeting ; the occasion, the return of Daniel Webster, whose name

shall have no epithet here, from the scene of his public duties and his

public cares, to the midst of those who love him for what he is, and who

know that the story of what he is is best told in the public record of

what he has done,

u ' The time, the place, the occasion, speak for themselves, so that it

would seem a waste of words to say to you what this unwonted concourse

of free and independent citizens means. It is the great public heart

giving expression to its irrepressible emotions. I will therefore bear your

message, with no delay, to him you come to greet. Justice to a patriot is

justice to the people. I may say, from you to him, that Avhich addressed

to any other man were flattery. For Massachusetts

' Must know

The value of her own. 'Twere a concealment

Worse than a theft, no less than a traducement,

To hide [his] doings ; and to silence that,

Which, to the spire and top of praises vouched,

Would seem huf modest. Therefore, I beseech you,

(In sign of what [he is], not to reward

What [he has] done) before our people hear me.' 1

" Mr. Stevenson, then addressing Mr. Webster, proceeded as fol

lows :

" ' Sir : Upon this occasion of your return, the people have sent no

delegates to welcome you, but have come themselves ; they have come

with their hearts in their hands. Look around you upon this sea of men's

countenances, bounded almost, like the ocean, by the horizon. As you

have passed through the public ways, it has been a swelling stream tribu

tary to this ocean here. Its very silence speaks to you. All that you

see is real. No man is here for a selfish object, or with an ulterior pur

pose. No man is here because he holds an office, or because he wants an

office. This vast assemblage is the result of no preconcerted arrange

ments, presenting a seeming beyond the truth. No party bugle has

sounded a call for this gathering. All that has been done was to notify

the public of this opportunity. See how the public has seized it !

" ' Each man is here prompted by his own impulses. The military

escort is composed of the volunteer militia, here in obedience to no order

—each man his own commander. No curiosity has brought us here, for

we come to meet a familiar form. No promised eloquence has attracted

us ; we are here to see and to greet you. There are no disguises here.

There are no restraints here. The expression may be as free as the

thought. Let the utterance of this scene be distinct to you. Let its

spontaneous testimony assure you that this republic is not ungrateful.

She may not confer her offices with their cares ; she cannot withhold

her honors with their satisfactions. The unbidden pulsation of an edu

cated people's heart is the true exponent of that people's , mind. As

1 Ooriolanus, act i., sc. ix.
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sometimes the mariner, returning from a long and eventful voyage, sees,

looming up above the deceptive fog that is resting on the waters that

he is traversing, a friendly lighthouse, and so is assured that his course

has been and is correct, so let the event of to-day, showing itself above

all the mists of party, give like assurance to yourself. The old and the

young are here—the old to renew their testimony to the value of your

public services, and the young to give assurance that they are profiting

by your public teachings.

•"'Public gratitude will take some form of public expression, as the

full heart will speak, and this multitude is here to greet you as a faith

ful teacher and a wise guide. We thank you for what you have done

to secure to this young republic her proper rank in the scale of nations.

We greet you as a statesman. We thank you, as we stand on Boston

Common, for what you have done for the freedom of the seas ; for your

masterly solution of the complex question of the right of search—a solu

tion so grand, that it gives to the flag of our country the power to protect

every American vessel on every sea, yet so simple that every American boy,

who reads the discussion of it, wonders that it took a man to make it.

We greet you as the defender of commercial rights. We thank you for

the prolific seeds of true republicanism, which you have scattered broad

cast through the land. Who ever closed a volume of your published

Works without feeling himself more fit for a republican after its perusal ?

Your counsels have not fallen like autumn leaves upon the frozen ground,

but they are producing a rich harvest of republicanism from both the

willing and the unwilling soil. We greet you as the great republican

teacher. We thank you for what you have done to bind together this

great family of States ; rejoicing that, whether you have stood here, in the

neighborhood of your family altar, or in the capitol, amid scenes of sec

tional strife, or nearer to our Southern border—-wherever within the limits

of this great nation you have stood, you have been able to say : " This is

my country; how can I serve her?" We greet you as the American.

We thank you for what you have done to enshrine the Constitution of

our common country upon the inner altar of the temple of our hearts.

We greet you as its great defender. We thank you that, in your advo

cacy of the citizens1 rights, you have not failed to remind them of their

duties ; for, if the former are not to be surrendered, the latter are to be

performed. We greet you as the champion of the Union. We thank you

for what you have done to still the unnatural turbulence of the sea of

domestic strife, and to preserve the relations of peace with foreign coun

tries with honor to your own. Surrounded by all the blessings of peace,

we do not forget that you have three times averted the horrors of foreign

war. We greet you as the great treaty-maker. We thank you for that

fidelity to political principles which you have done so much to establish

in the hearts of our people, which carries with it its own reward—is its

own reward. That jewel is a treasure, which he who earns it cannot lose

by accident, nor be robbed of by design. It is his amid all changes, and
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through all dangers. It is a treasure in his own keeping, and the "breath

of another cannot tarnish it. It is his for an ornament—it is his for a

praise—it is his for a consolation under all circumstances ; and, in a

republic, it is his with a talismanic power over the policy of his country,

whether he be in office or out of office.

" ' Parties we must have in a republic, differing from each other, not in

love of their common country, nor in a sincere desire to promote her

interests and to guard her honor ; but at variance chiefly upon the best

means of doing both. And this necessity is not an unmixed evil. We

thank you, that, during the time of your public service, you have been

ready and willing to stand up before your country, regardless of the be

hests of party, and to lend the influence of your intellect, of your voice,

and of your vote, to measures emanating from the party to which you were

generally opposed, when you have seen that your country's good required

it. This we know is a difficult duty for a public man, rarely performed ;

wTe thank you for the repeated performance of it. We thank you for the

genuine patriotism, which has been not only a conviction of your under

standing, but the passion of your heart, rejoicing that, from the begin

ning, you have shaped your course by that fixed star, and never by any

wandering meteor, however brilliant, that flashes and is gone. We thank

you for your long public services. It rarely happens to a man to be jus

tified in feeling that he has served his country through more than a

whole generation, always with honor both to himself and to her.

" 'And now, sir, let us welcome you to the scenes of many fond mem

ories. We welcome you to the heart of hearts of a Commonwealth which

knows you. We welcome you to armies of friends, who are proud of your

position. We welcome you to your home, and to that temporary retire

ment which you are seeking, and which we know will not be wholly unin

terrupted by public cares. We welcome you as the American Patriot,

whose name the people of this community are willing should be associated

with that of Washington. And, as we all welcome you, it is " an hundred

thousand welcomes." '

"Me. Webster then rose, and, as soon as the enthusiastic cheering,

with which he was greeted, would permit his voice to be heard, addressed

the multitudes as follows :

" ' Mr. Stevenson and Fellow-Citizens : This honor which you

confer on me as much exceeds all my expectations as I feel that it ex

ceeds my merits. I owe it all to your kindness, to your friendship, and to

your constant regard. I rejoice in it; I am proud of it. Nothing on

earth can be more gratifying to me than to come to the bosom of a com

munity in which I have lived for so many years, and which for so many

years I have endeavored to serve to the best of my ability, and find that I

am not disowned.

" ' Gentlemen, the hour of the afternoon will allow me to address to

you but a few remarks, but I will, oat of the abundance of the heart

speak to you. I am known of you ; I have lived among you more than half
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my life ; I have been honored by the favor, both of the citizens of

Boston and the Legislature of Massachusetts, and with all humility

and all modesty, before you, I am ready to account for the manner, in

which I have discharged the duties which their kindness devolved

upon me.

" ' It is now, gentlemen, thirty years since I came to this city of Boston.

In my early manhood I had had some, but not much, experience in politi

cal affairs. I had left the world of politics, as I thought, forever ; and I

came here to pursue my profession, to earn my living, and to maintain and

educate my children. From my brethren of the bar I received a most cor

dial welcome. From all the citizens of this then town, now city, the

kindest reception. It was enough for me, and fulfilled all my expectations

in life, that I should be able moderately to provide for my own necessities

by my professional labors, and enjoy the pleasures of the intellectual and

agreeable society of the town of Boston. I remained here, gentlemen,

some years in pursuit of these private objects, neither looking for, nor

desiring, any change in my position.

" ' But no man knows his own destiny—at least, I did not know mine.

As I was sitting in my office, poring over Mansfield and Blackstone, in.

the autumn of 1822, there came a committee to me. They did not look

like clients. I did not believe they had any lawsuits. Thomas H. Perkins

was chairman. Another of the members is now living—Mr. William Stur-

gis—and they stood up straight in my presence. I threw down my law

books, and they said : " Sir, we have come to tell you your destiny. You.

must give up these law-books. We come to tell yon that, on Monday

next, you will be chosen to represent the city of Boston in the Congress

of the United States. We come to make no request, we come to enter

into no discussion, we take no answer ; " and Colonel Perkins made a

graceful bow, and, with his committee, went off. ,

" ' Well, gentlemen, I submitted to what I supposed to be the will of

the good people of Boston ; and, although it has interfered with private

purposes and private emoluments, I do not regret it, but rejoice at it.

And if I may feel this day that my conduct in that capacity, and in the

capacity in which I afterward served as Senator, be satisfactory to this

great and ancient and glorious State of Massachusetts—whether in riches

or in poverty, or in health or in sickness—I am rewarded.

" ' Now, gentlemen, I must be allowed to say to yon, that, from my

earliest age, from the moment when I began to read and understand po

litical matters and political history, the political history of Massachusetts

had been a sort of deau ideal to me. I have studied it from my earliest

youth, and loved it and honored it always ; and I wish to say to you to

night, wThat was Massachusetts when I became a member of Congress at

the bidding of the people of Boston. What was she ? To answer this

question I must go back to her history. The great history of Massachu

setts begins with the Revolutionary struggle of the country, and what was

that ? For what did Massachusetts struggle ? For what did she offer to
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pour out her blood like v^ater, and exhaust all her treasures as if they

were worthless, and run all the risk of war, and of civil strife, and of the

gallows, and of execution as traitors ? What did she do it all for ? Why?

depend on it, gentlemen, it was not any narrow principle, any local object,

any sectional concern of her own. She did not brook the power of Eng

land for a strip of land, of fifty miles width, between Connecticut and 2STew

Hampshire. She did not do it even to protect this glorious bay before

us, so beautiful, and studded and gemmed with so many island and islets.

No, no, no. Massachusetts struck for the liberty of a continent 1 It is her

everlasting glory—everlasting unless she terminates it herself—that hers

was the first effort ever made by man to separate America from European

dominion. That was vast and comprehensive. We look back upon it

now, and well may we wonder at the great extent of mind, and genius,

and capacity, which influenced the men of the Revolution.

" ' Gentlemen, friends, fellow-citizens : Let me tell you that Massachu

setts had all America in her heart when she summoned her whole strength

into her arm, and gave a blow for the liberty of the American world. It

was nothing less than that ; it was nothing less than that. Warren did

not die for Massachusetts only. Her soil is honored by receiving his

blood, but the world is not wide enough to circumscribe his fame. All

the generations of mankind upon this continent will never be able to

make recompense for his devotion to republican institutions, and his

death in the cause of liberty.

"'Well, gentlemen, that is the original character of Massachusetts;

that is the foundation of all her renown that is worth possessing. It is

her original devotion to liberty as a cause, to the whole of America as a

country. Her renown, in that respect, is placed on deep, well-laid, and

firm foundations ; foundations never to be disturbed, unless in some day

of darkness and of death, in some moment of folly and of frenzy, and of

madness, she shall herself subvert, with that same arm, the foundation of

all her greatness and glory. That will not happen. I pray Almighty

God, at least, if that is to happen, the judgment of that day may be post

poned till my head shall be covered with the sods of the valley.

" 'Well, gentlemen, let us adhere to that spirit of union, of nationalism,

of Americanism ; and let no narrow, selfish, local policy—no trifling con

cern of the day and the moment, influence the counsels of Massachusetts.

In the day that made Massachusetts what she was, and what she has been,

her policy was large, comprehensive, united. She never drew a breath

that was not a national breath. She never had an aspiration which did not

embrace all the colonies ; and if the crown of Great Britain on that day

had offered her an exemption from all the rigid enactments, if it had offered

her free trade, unrestricted by colonial legislation, if it had offered her

twenty seats in her House of Commons, and two hundred noblemen, she

would have rejected them all. She struck for principle ; she risked for

America. If America could free herself, she wished to be free ; and if

America was to be subjugated, and that was the will of God, she was will
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ing to be subjugated, and remain in subjugation until a more fortunate

hour should arise for the freedom of the whole.

" 'ISTow, gentlemen, let us dwell on that; and any man, at this day,

who sets up peculiar notions and sectional distinctions, who would have

us belieye that her interests are essentially disconnected from, and alien

to, the interests of other members of this republic, is an enemy to you, is an

enemy to the republican cause, and an enemy to freedom all oyer the world.

" l That was the original character of Massachusetts, which I learned

in early life ; and which inspired me with veneration and devotion. I

think I understand it. I think I have read every page of her history. I

have known some of the great men of that day, personally. I never saw

John Hancock or Samuel Adams or James Otis. I have known John

Adams, Robert Treat Paine, Elbridge Gerry, and other great men of that

period; and I have listened to them as to oracles teaching me, as a young

man, the proper performance of my duties, if I should have public duties

to perform.

" ' Well, then, succeeding to this Revolutionary epoch, came the con

stitutional epoch. The condition of the country at the close of the war

showed the necessity of a more efficient form of government than that

which then existed. It was a great thought. It was, if one may say so,

a fearful experiment. It appeared so to some of the wisest and best men

of Massachusetts. It appeared to those men, at the head of whom was

Sam Adams, that it might be dangerous to create a central government

with authority to act directly upon the people, and not obliged to act

through the interference of the States. But Samuel Adams, however

jealous of liberty, was a wise man. He saw the necessity of such a gov

ernment, and he yielded to it ; and, in yonder old State-House—or rather,

I believe, it was in the Old South—he gave his vote for it. I think I

behold him now, in his half-Quaker dress, with his broad-brim hat, his

gold-headed cane, not less than five feet long, and, after all the discussion

and all his doubting, crying out, ' Aye ! ' and the whole assembly echoing,

reechoing the shout of rejoicing.

" ' The Constitution went into operation, and the country had the

good fortune to place Washington at the head of affairs. You all know

how it revived every thing. Massachusetts went under that Constitution,

sacrificing her peculiar rights* to the general good, and suffering the Gen

eral Government to possess and enjoy her commerce, which was more than

the commerce of any other State in the Union three times over, yielding

the whole to the best interests of the new government. And she has from

that day to this experienced a rich reward for all she sacrificed by the

protection which that Government has afforded her, by upholding her flag

all over the world ; and, instead of holding up her venerable Indian with

the bow and arrow, maintaining the Stars and Stripes from ocean to

ocean, and river to river.

• " ' There were great men in that day of the establishment of the Con

stitution, many of whom I have seen and heard. There was Gorham, and
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Cabot, and Strong, and Sedgwick, and Sewall, and Goodhue, and Ames, and

other persons connected with the adoption of the Constitution and the Ad

ministration of Washington. There were Eustis and Samuel Dexter, and

General Varnum, of Middlesex, all eminent and distinguished in their day

and generation. Now, by this time the people of this Commonwealth had

been formed into parties, and different sentiments divided them in relation

to the public concerns of the General Government ; and different sentiments

prevailed in respect to the administration of affairs at home. Rival candi

dates were put forth for offices, and sometimes one succeeded, and some

times another. Various successes attended various party movements clown

to the period of 1828, when it was my fortune, for the good or evil of the

country, to be placed amid its councils.' [Cries of u Good."] Mr. Web

ster, bowing, ' I thank you.'

" ' Now, let me say that, down to that period—-that is fifty years from

the period of Independence—there was not, in all the parties in Massachu

setts, from Berkshire to Cape Cod, to be found an eminent man with the

slightest tincture of disunion sentiment about him. There was not a man

who was not willing to thank God, daily, that we had been so successful

in establishing a government, which had secured to us such an eminent

degree of prosperity. And when I went to Congress, from the city of

Boston, there was not a man in Congress who entertained disunion feel

ings, and, if it had been so, he could not have held his place one hour

after the people had had the opportunity to decide upon his merits.

" l Now, gentlemen, that was Massachusetts when I came into her coun

cils in 1823. That was the Massachusetts which I embraced, and which

did me the honor to embrace me. That was the Massachusetts which I

had honored, historically, from the Revolution downward.

" ' The character of nations and of men, gentlemen, is made out of

facts. It is not the portraiture of the pencil so much as it is the narrative

of the pen. History tells us what Massachusetts was, when she did me

the honor to call me into her service ; and, in that character, I honored

her, and still honor her, if not as the first among the first of all the true,

patriotic Union States. I will not say she was primus inter pares, but I

will say she was not secunclus inter pares. If she did not go before all

others, I aver no others went before her.

"'This being the character of Massachusetts, this her attachment to

the Constitution and to the Union, with some differences of sentiment as

to State and national politics ; but, after all, the ruling sentiment being

attachment to the Constitution, attachment to the cause of American

liberty, attachment to that great principle of government that first made

America what she is ; this being the characteristic of the State, I entered

into her service with all the devotion of my heart, and I gave to it what

ever ability I possessed.

" ' Now, gentlemen, from the time I entered into the Congress of the

United States, at the wish of the people of Boston, my manner of political

life is known to you all. I do not stand here to-night to apologize for it.
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Less do I stand here to demand any approbation. I leave it to my conn-

try,, to posterity, and to the world, to say whether it will or will not stand

the test of time and truth. I have only to say to you that, at my present

time of life, I am not likely to adopt any sudden change. What I have

been, I propose to be. No man can foresee the occurrences of future life.

I profess to foresee nothing. The future is distant, the present is our

own ; and, for the present, I am content with expressing my utmost grati

tude to you, and assurance of my perpetual regard.

" ' But I ought to thank you a little more particularly for this gen

erous, spontaneous outpouring of such a multitude to greet me. I thank

you for your civic procession ; for all the kindness of individual citizens,

many of whom are known, and many of whom, especially the young, are

unknown to me. I ought also to express a particular debt of gratitude

to the military who have accompanied us as escort. You all know, gentle

men, it is not my fortune to be, or to have been, a successful military

chieftain. I am nothing but a pains-taking, hard-working civilian, giving

my life and my health and my strength to the maintenance of the Consti

tution ; and the upholding, according to the best of my ability, under the

providence of God, the liberties of my country.' "

On the 12th of July Mr. Webster went to Franklin, where

lie remained until the 20th. While there he received informa

tion of a step that had been suddenly taken, by the English

Government, in regard to the fisheries off the coasts of the

British provinces ; a step that at once produced much excite

ment and alarm in this country. Some explanation of the

origin of this difficulty is here necessary.

Before the Revolution, all the British colonies in America

had the right, in common, of fishing in and about the Gulf of

St. Lawrence. The United States secured a continuance of

their share in these privileges by the treaty of 1783 ; but the

British claimed that the War of 1812 put an end to them

forever. This was denied on the part of the United States ;

and the dispute, which followed, was settled by the Conven

tion of 1818, which granted to American citizens the right

to fish along certain portions of the shores of Newfound

land, Labrador, and elsewhere, to within three miles of the

coasts, bays, estuaries, etc., of the British provinces. Mis

understandings and collisions soon followed, the Americans

claiming that they had a right to enter the wide gulfs and

bays, so long as they did not approach within three miles of the

shore, and acting accordingly ; while the provinces declared

that they could not come within three miles of a line drawn
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from headland to headland ; and they attempted to seize such

vessels as violated their interpretation of the treaty. Com

plaints and troubles were continually arising, giving occasion

for frequent diplomatic discussions between the Governments

for a period of thirty years. Finally, in 1852, the British

colonies united in fitting out cruisers to protect what they

regarded as their exclusive rights in a portion of these waters,

and to prevent encroachments by citizens of the United States.

The home Government had now adopted the provincial inter

pretation of the treaty, and dispatched a naval squadron to

assist the cruisers of the colonies. The first official intima

tion of this course, on the part of the British Government,

was received by Mr. "Webster in a letter from Mr. Crampton,

announcing the steps taken " to prevent a repetition of the

complaints which have so frequently been made of the en

croachments of vessels belonging to the United States and

France upon the fishing-grounds reserved to Great Britain

by the Convention of 1818." His Government had been led,

he continued, by urgent representations from the governors

of the provinces, to give directions " for stationing, off New

Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward's Island, and the

Gulf of St. Lawrence, such a force of small sailing-vessels and

steamers as shall be deemed sufficient to prevent the infraction

of the treaty."

The truth is, that, in 1845, during some negotiations on

this subject, while the two Governments maintained their

opposite constructions of the Convention of 1818, on the point

of right, the British ministry of that day instructed their colo

nial authorities that they had determined to relax the strict

rule of exclusion over the fishing-vessels of the United States

entering the bays of the sea on the British North American

coasts.1 Under this relaxation of the British claim, the Ameri

can fishermen had continued to the present time to enter all

the great bays which were more than six miles wide at their

mouths, but keeping at a distance of more than three miles

from the shore of the bay. In this attitude of things, it was

now claimed that the American fishermen could not approach

1 Dispatch from Lord Stanley, Secretary for the Colonies, to the Governor of

Nova Scotia, May 19, 1845.
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within three miles of a line drawn across the entrance of such

bays from headland to headland ; and a squadron of nineteen

vessels ayas sent from England to enforce this exclusion, at. the

moment when our fishermen were about to sail on their accus

tomed cruise.

Mr. Crampton was directed to give notice of this exclusion

to the American Government. But, before Mr. Webster received

the notice, intelligence of what was contemplated reached him

from the British provinces. He at once proceeded to take

the necessary steps to meet a hazardous conjuncture. On the(

17th of July he wrote to the President, and, on the same day, he

sent for Mr. Crampton to meet him in Boston or at Marshfield.

[to the president.]

" Frankly, July 17, 1852.

" My dear Sir : The interruption of the usual occupation of out

fishermen in the British provinces is a very serious business. I fear much

difficulty may arise from it.

" Following your suggestion to Mr. Hunter, I have prepared a paper,

which will appear in the newspapers, in this part of the country, imme

diately ; and have directed its publication in Washington. I hope you

will approve of it. If I felt well enough and strong enough, I would pro

ceed immediately to Washington ; but I do not. I wrote to-day a letter

to Mr. Crampton, a copy of which I now enclose to you. We shall be

obliged, I am persuaded, to look up this business of the fisheries, as well

as the whole subject of the Canadian trade, as matter of negotiation.

Congress will never do any thing. I will thank you, at your earliest con

venience, to signify to me your wishes and your opinions.

u I leave these mountains and valleys with great reluctance, but it

seems to be necessary. Yours, always truly,

" Daniel Webster."

[to mr. crampton.]

" Franklin, July 17, 1852.

" My dear Mr. Crampton : The threatened interruption, by force,

of that enjoyment of the fisheries which the fishing-vessels of the United

States have so long practised, and possessed without interruption or mo

lestation, is a serious affair, and, I fear, full of danger. I wish to see you

as soon as you can possibly come North. If I am not in Boston, at the

Eevere House, please proceed immediately to Marshfield, bringing with

you as many of your adjuncts as you please.

" I have recommended to the President that we take up the whole sub

ject of the fisheries and the Canada trade at once, as matters of negotiation.

80
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" You will see, in the Boston papers of Monday, an official publication

by me. Is it not possible for you to prevail with the provincial author

ities to institute no hostile proceedings against American fishing-vessels

till longer notice be given, and until you and I may have conferred to

gether on the subject ?

" I am anxious to see you at once. On receipt of this, inform me, by

telegraph, when you can be in Boston.

" I am, with great regard,

" Yours, always truly,

"Daniel Webster."

On the 19th, Mr. Webster caused to be published, in the

Boston Courier, a paper which was dated in the Department

of State as of the 6th of July, and which was signed by him

self. It gave to the public information respecting the seizures

which had been made, the action of the colonial governments,

and the announcements received from England. With re

gard to the construction of the treaty, he said it was " un

doubtedly an oversight in the Convention of 1818 to make so

large a concession to England, since the United States had

usually considered that those vast inlets, or recesses of the ocean,

ought to be open to American fishermen as freely as the sea

itself, to within three marine miles of the shore."

The closing paragraph of this paper is as follows :

" It is this construction of the intent and meaning of the Convention

of 1818 for which the colonies have contended since 1841, and which they

have desired should be enforced. This the English Government has now,

it would appear, consented to do, and the immediate effect will be the

loss of the valuable fall fishing to American fishermen ; a complete inter

ruption of the extensive fishing business of ISTew England, attended by

constant collisions of the most unpleasant and exciting character, which

may end in the destruction of human life, and in the involvement of the

Government in questions of a very serious nature, threatening the peace

of the two countries. Not agreeing that the construction, put upon the

treaty, is conformable to the intentions of the contracting parties, this

information is, however, made public, to the end that those concerned in

American fisheries may perceive how the case at present stands, and be

upon their guard. The whole subject will engage the immediate attention

of the Government."

Mr. Webster's purpose, in sending for Mr. Orampton, was

to enter at once upon a negotiation which should embrace a

settlement of the fisheries and of the trade between the British
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provinces and the "Cnited States, as parts of one subject. Mr.

Crampton arrived in Boston on the 24th of July, and was to

follow Mr. Webster to Marshfield. On the 25th Mr. Webster

left Boston, and, when he alighted from the train at Kingston,

nine miles from his own house, he found a great gathering of

his neighbors and the people of the surrounding country pre

pared to escort him home. For miles on either side of the

route, the road-sides were lined with women and children, the

male part of the population having mostly joined the proces

sion, consisting of more than a hundred and fifty vehicles,

many persons on horseback, and some on foot.

Mr. Charles Henry Thomas, in an account, which he gave

in the next year after Mr. Webster's death, and which was then

written down, and is now before me, said :

11 When he arrived at Kingston, the clay of his reception here, he was

put into a carriage with Mr. Sprague. I was in one behind, with the

committee. He sent for me, and asked me what was our plan. I told

hini we were going to a hill by the house, but that we would turn off

before we came to the avenue, to save all disturbance at the house. l Henry,'

said he, very emphatically, ' these people all want to go to the house, and

they must go.' I told him he didn't know how many there were; that

the avenue would be torn to pieces. ' I don't care,' said he, < if they tear

up the avenue and grounds six feet deep ; I don't care—they must go? He

was very much moved and gratified by the whole thing; and well he

might be. It was a spontaneous, hearty expression -of good feeling and

interest for him, entirely without distinction of party. The procession of

vehicles was two miles long, and there were eighty more men on horse

back. He could see the length of it in some turns of the road."

According to Mr. Webster's wishes, the procession entered

the avenue leading to his house, and, by a circuitous route5

passed around the house to a hill to the eastward, where a plat

form had been erected. Here he was welcomed by Mr. Seth

Sprague, one of his neighbors, who said :

" "When political parties, with whom you have contended, shall have

passed away, when private prejudices and private interests shall be hushed

in the silence of the grave, posterity will award you the full measure of

justice. As your friends and neighbors, we tender you our most sincere

and profound respects. We thank you for what you have done for agricul

ture. We thank you for the valuable time you have devoted, amid all

your toils and labors, to the science of cultivating the earth ; for the vain
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able animals you have, at so great a sacrifice, imported and raised to im

prove our flocks and herds. We regret our slowness to see and appreciate

the value of your example. We are beginning better to understand our

business. We have learned that science is as. important to the farmer as to

the more learned professions. We hope that you may live long to teach

us the art of using the ploughshare instead of the sword, and the prun-

ing-hook rather than the spear.

u(Permit me, sir, to say, there is a Providence in the affairs of nations

and the lives of men. This nation may be punished for her sins, while

that all-seeing Eye may be guiding you by an unseen hand in the only

path that can make your remaining days tranquil, peaceful, and happy."

Mr. "Webster, in response, spoke to the following effect :

" Mr. Sprague and Friends : I thank you from the very bottom of

my heart for this warm welcome home, which so many of you have

assembled to offer to me to-day. It was unexpected. I had not looked

for such a testimonial of your regard. But it draws from me, as it ought

to draw, the most grateful acknowledgments of my heart. It is not the

display of vehicles, nor the numbers of your cavalcades, but the fact that

you, among whom I have so long lived and dwelt, and who know me so

well, have manifested such esteem, that calls forth my gratitude ; and I

pour out to your friendship, neighbors, from the bottom of my heart, the

feelings of mutual and reciprocal regard; and it is my sincerest prayer

that Almighty God will preserve you and yours in prosperity and hap

piness.

" Friends and neighbors, it is now twenty years that I have been in the

midst of you, passing here, on the side of the sea, all that portion of the

year in which I have been able to enjoy some relaxation from the cares of

my profession, or the duties of public life. Happy have they been to me

and mine, for, during all this period, I know not of an unkind thing done,

or word spoken to me or mine, or to any one near or dear to me.

" Gentlemen, most of you are farmers, and I take a great concern in

your interests, because I have a wish to promote the general prosperity of

the whole country. Others of you have your occupations on the seas.

Some of you I have found there, and have had the pleasure to mingle in

your pursuits ; a pleasure I hope to enjoy again.

" Gentlemen, Mr. Sprague has been pleased to refer to recent occur-

i*ences. As to some of them, or, at least, to one, it may not be fitting in

me to say one word now. The time has not yet come. But I would say,

I may venture to hope, without presumption, that I am not entirely un

known at home or abroad. [Cries of * No, no ! '] And, I say, further, if

I have any thing good or valuable, I hold it in my own keeping, and will

not trust it to the waywardness of others.

" Friends and neighbors, the time when you offer me this welcome is

not altogether inappropriate. I am about to be among you. The place I
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occupy must soon be vacated in the ordinary course of events ; and it

may be vacated very shortly. I am sensible of the kind manner in which

the events of my life have been recited. I am willing to admit that I

am glad to receive the approbation of my countrymen in any manner

they may be disposed to express it. I am willing to believe, in relation

to the occurrences alluded to by Mr. Sprague, that, by the blessing of

Providence and the favor of my countrymen, I have done something to

uphold the Constitution and liberty,, and maintain the rights of my coun

try. There is an end to all human labors and efforts. I am no longer a

young man ; but I am thankful, nevertheless, for the measure of strength

I still have. 1 hope to enjoy the pleasure of your kindness and society

for some years to come, if such may be the pleasure of the Almighty.

" Mr. Sprague has made allusion to recent occurrences, threatening dis

turbances on account of the fisheries. It would not become me to say much

on that subject until I speak officially, and under direction of the head of

the Government. And then I shall speak. In the mean time, be assured

that that interest will not be neglected by this Administration under any

circumstances.

" The fishermen shall be protected in all their rights of property, and

in all their lights of occupation. To use a Marblehead phrase, they shall

be protected hook and line, and bob and sinker. And why should they

not ? They employ a vast number. Many of our own people are engaged

in that vocation. There are perhaps among you some who have been on

the Grand Banks for forty successive years, and there hung on to the

ropes in storm and wreck.

" The most important consequences are involved in this matter. Our

fisheries have been the very nurseries of our navy. If our flag-ships have

conquered the enemy on the sea, the fisheries are at the bottom of it.

The fisheries were the seeds from which these glorious triumphs were born

and sprung.

" Now, gentlemen, I may venture to say one or two things more on this

highly-important subject. In the first place, this sudden interruption of

the pursuits of our citizens, which had been carried on more than thirty

years without interruption or molestation, can hardly be justified by any

principle or consideration whatever. It is now more than thirty years that

they have pursued the fishing in the same water, and on the same coast, in

which, and along which, notice has now come that they shall be no longer

allowed these privileges. Now, this cannot be justified without notice.

A mere indulgence of so long continuance, even if the privilege were but

an indulgence, cannot be withdrawn at this season of the year, when our

people, according to their custom, have engaged in the business, without

just and seasonable notice.

" I cannot but think the late dispatches from the Colonial Office had

not attracted to a sufficient degree the attention of the principal minister

of the Crown, for I see matter in them quite inconsistent with the arrange-

ment made in 1845 by the Earl of Aberdeen and Edward Everett. Then
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the Earl of Derby, the present First Minister, was Colonial Secretary. It

could not well have taken place without his knowledge, and, in fact, with

out his concurrence or sanction. I cannot but think, therefore, that its

being overlooked is an inadvertence. The Treaty of 1818 was made with

the Crown of England. If a fishing-vessel is captured by one of her ves-

sels-of-war, and brought in for adjudication, the Crown of England ia

answerable, and then we know who we have to deal with. But it is

not to be expected that the United States will submit their rights to

be adjudicated upon in the petty tribunals of the provinces, or that

they will allow our vessels to be seized by constables and other petty

officers, and condemned' by municipal courts of Canada and Newfound

land, New Brunswick, or Nova Scotia I No, no, no ! [Great cheering.]

Further than this, gentlemen, I do not think it expedient to remark upon

this topic at present ; but, you may be assured, it is a subject upon which

no one sleeps at Washington. T regret that the state of my health caused

my absence from Washington when the news came of this sudden change

in the interpretation of treaties. My health requires relaxation. I shall

feel it ray duty, as soon as my health and strength will justify me in

undertaking the journey, to return to my post, and discharge the duties

devolving upon me to the best of my abilities.

" And now, gentlemen, I consider the welcome you have to-day given

me as a personal kindness—a tribute of personal regard. I have always

found your houses, your hearts, and your hands open to me ; and, I trust

I may say, that you have never found my own closed against you, whether

calling upon business or for the purpose of social intercourse and good

neighborhood.

" Gentlemen, I deem it a great piece of good-fortune, coming from the

mountains as I did, that I came where I did ; that, when I came from the

mountains, I descended to the sea-shore. Many people, when they come

down here, wonder what in the world could have induced Mr. Webster to

come to Marshfield. I answer, partly good sense, but more good fortune. I

had no particular fancy for rich lands, but I had for a kind neighborhood ;

and myself and friends, when I came here, had a well-understood cove

nant, that I would talk to them about farming, but not a word about lav/

or politics.

" You have kept your word, and I hope I have kept mine ; and now,

my friends and neighbors, accept from a grateful heart my warm acknowl

edgments that you have come here with countenances so open, so frank, to

give me the assurance of your perennial regards and continued friendship.

" Again I thank you with all my heart, and my prayers are that the

Almighty Power will preserve you, and shower down upon you and yours

the blessings of happy affection and peace and prosperity ! "

Mr. Charles Lanman, who was with Mr. Webster at this

time, as his secretary, has sent me a short account of this

interesting incident :
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" As to the manner in which he was received by his friends and neigh

bors at Marshfield, during the summer of 1852, it was grand and enthusi

astic beyond description, and only to be compared with the demonstration

made in honor of his arrival in Boston a short time before. A procession,

consisting of thousands of his neighbors, without respect to party, met

him at a point nine miles distant from his residence, and escorted him

home, while the road was literal ly lined with women and children, gathered

to welcome the man they loved ; and garlands without number were scat

tered along his pathway. Upon a hill, in the immediate vicinity of his

mansion, the great concourse came to a halt, and they delegated an orator

to welcome him with a speech. To the many, his reply was beautiful and

appropriate, but to the few, who lived in his shadow, there was a tone of

sadness in all he uttered. He finished his address just as the sun was set

ting, and it was the last he ever uttered to a public assembly. And now I

remember how, after the crowd had disappeared, he entered his house

fatigued beyond measure, and covered with dust, and threw himself into

a chair. For a moment his head fell upon his breast, as if completely over

come, and he then looked up, like one seeking something he could not

find. It was the portrait of his darling, but departed daughter, Julia, and

it happened to be in full view. He gazed upon it for some time in a kind

of trance, and then wept like one whose heart was broken, and these

words escaped his lips: i 0, lam so thankful to tie here! If I could only

have my will, never, never would I again leave this home.'1 And then he

sought and obtained a night of repose."

It was now Mr. Webster's intention to proceed to Washing

ton, so soon as lie should have recovered health and strength

enough to encounter the journey. The President was anxious

to have the negotiation with Mr. Orampton conducted there ;

and he was not willing to have Mr. Webster leave the Depart

ment of State, unless he would consent to accept the English

mission, then likely to be vacant by the return of Mr. Law

rence, in which case he could settle all the pending business

in England relating to the fisheries and the other topics. This

plan was, for a short time, under consideration ; but, on the

25th of July, Mr. Webster informed the President that he

could not think of it.

[TO PRESIDENT FILLMORE.]

"Marshfield, July 25, 1852.

" My dear Sir : There are two subjects about which I wish to speak to

you, and I will write about one of them with my own hand for secrecy's sake.

" I have made up my mind to think no more about the English mis

sion. My principal reason is, that I think it would be regarded as a
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descent. I have been airong the candidates for the first office, and, not

having been nominated for that, I think it proper to decline any secondary

place. I have been accustomed to give instructions to ministers abroad,

and not to receive them. Besides, if I am in England after the 3d of

March, I should feel myself to be in the hands of an unfriendly adminis

tration. I have no doubt Mr. Pierce would be inclined to treat me with

kindness, but how can I know which member of the family of Young

America may hold the seals of the Department of State ?

" On the first point there is a precedent. Mr. Canning, having been

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, afterward took an embassy to Por

tugal for a short time. The press and the opposition in Parliament assailed

him furiously. They denounced it as a job ; and I think his character suf-

ered from it with the better part of the English people.

" I find almost an entire concurrence of opinion among friends on this

question ; and, therefore, you will now consider the mission as at your

disposal.

"The other topic upon which I ought now to say something is my

continuance in office or resigning it, and, if the latter, at what time ?

" On this I will try to write to-morrow.

*' Yours, always truly,

" Daniel Webster."

On the following day, Mr. "Webster offered to place his

resignation in the hands of the President, if his convenience

and the public interest would be promoted by so doing.

[TO PRESIDENT FILLMORE.]

"Maeshfibld, July 26, 1852.

" My dear Sir : I feel obliged to regard it as a settled thing that I

ought not to think of passing the ensuing hot months at a table of a

department in Washington. You know how very ill I was when I left

Washington last summer, and how severe, though rather a short, attack

of catarrh I afterward suffered. I should feel in imminent peril if I were

to undertake to work through August and September as I have heretofore

done.

" This being settled, the question is, What is it best to do thereupon ?

and when I say what is best, I mean best for you, and the success and

honorable winding up of your Administration. I will say, in the first

place, what I think I can do. I think I could go to Washington some

ten days hence, if there should come, as probably there will, a cool time

in the weather, and there remain a few days, but not until the adjourn

ment of the session, as I suppose Congress will not adjourn until Septem

ber, and my catarrh comes on the 22d or 23d of August ; and I could

return to Washington, as soon as my attack should be over, for the winter.
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If Congress were away, all this might be done ; but I fear that Congress,

being in session, some of the Messrs., who are among its members, wTould

abuse both you and me if I should have so long an absence. While I retain

my place, I shall be here or at Washington, although I have sometimes

spoken of going to the British provinces, to try the effect of a more cool

and moist climate, and could, I suppose, carry on affairs, being here, with

out great inconvenience. The danger and the objection are the fear of com

plaint and reproof in Congress. Now, acting from purely personal motives

regarding my health, and, independent of all other considerations, it would

suit me as well as any way to resign at once, without going back to Wash

ington at all, although I confess I should be willing, on divers accounts, to

be in Washington from the commencement of cool weather till the 3d of

March.

" I wish, my dear sir, that you would consider these matters, and sig

nify frankly your own opinion and your own wishes. Or, if you should be

of opinion that it would be convenient to defer a final decision, then, as I

have said, I will go to Washington to see you some ten days hence, if I

feel strong enough, and the weather should not be too intolerable.

" Yours always truly,

" Daniel Webster."

Tlie President earnestly desired Mr. "Webster to remain

in office, and to come to Washington only whenever his health

would permit.

On the 4th of August I made a short visit to Marshfield,

and found Mr. Webster about to proceed to Washington on the

next day, for the purpose of resigning his office, if an arrange

ment could be made to fill it. On the previous evening he

had received a letter from the President, saying that he was

surrounded by embarrassments, and asking Mr. Webster's ad

vice and aid. It was therefore Mr. Webster's intention to go

to Washington, and, if possible, after affording to the Presi

dent all the assistance he could, in the course of ten days, to

obtain his own release, if the President could fix on a suitable

successor. When I asked him if he could leave the fishery

question as he wished to leave it, he said that he should be

glad to settle it, and could do so before Mr. Fillmore's Ad

ministration would end in the following March, but that he

should not remain in office on that account, if the President

would consent to have the negotiation undertaken by some one

else. Mr. Crampton, who was then with Mr. Webster as a

guest, talked with me very frankly about this affair, and said
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that it could be3 and no doubt would be? adjusted to the satis

faction of both nations, if Mr. Webster remained in office to

do it.1

On this occasion ? I had also some conversation with Mr.

Webster concerning his own political position and that of his

friends. It was the first time I had been with him in private

since the Baltimore Whig Convention had made its nomina

tion ; and I was aware that he desired to speak with me con

cerning some political movements which were then going on

respecting himself, and also to make known to me his pur

poses in regard to the approaching election. Some explana

tion of the attitude of political affairs at this precise time is

therefore essential to the correct understanding of what he said

to me.

That the action of the Baltimore Convention had produced

great dissatisfaction throughout the Whig party of the country

I have already said. This dissatisfaction, in the early part of

the summer, took a somewhat active form in the States of New

Jersey, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Tennessee, North Carolina, and

Massachusetts. Bat it could not take the shape of an organ-

1 Mr. Webster bad, in fact, already was in favor of the election of General

settled the fishery question in one and Scott, or meant to promote the success

the most important sense ; for, by of either of the two parties. The infor-

promptly issuing the document which mation received from the British prov-

he published on the 19th of July, and inces, before Mr. Crampton's notice had

by sending for Mr. Cramp ton, and re- actually reached Mr. Webster, was of a

ceiving him at Marshfield for consul- very alarming character ; and that notice

tation on the whole subject, he made it was not calculated to relieve the appre-

manifest to both nations that he did not hension. What Mr. Webster had to do

intend to allow a hasty and ill-advised was to prevent our fishermen from sail-

step of the British Ministry to imperil ing without due intelligence of the al-

their peaceful relations. The dangers tered state of things in the waters where

of a collision were thus at once arrested, they had been accustomed to pursue

It was, however, afterward charged in the their vocation ; and he could only do

English press, and, subsequent to Mr. this by a public warning. What he had

Webster's death, it was more distinctly next to do was to bring Mr. Crampton

charged by Lord Malmesbury, in the at once into personal communication with

House of Lords, that Mr. Webster was himself. There never was a moment in

responsible for the alarm felt in this Mr. Webster's life, when he stood more

country ; and that he was, perhaps, absolutely independent of all political

actuated, in publishing the paper of considerations and influences than he did

July 19th, by electioneering motives, in the summer of 1852. He felt per-

AH this was attributable to the inexact fectly indifferent about the success, in

attention which is often given in Eng- the election, of the party with which he

land to American affairs. Mr. Webster had acted. But, while he remained Sec-

was at this time not only no candidate retary of State, he intended to keep Eng-

for the presidency, but he had in no way land and America out of unnecessary

permitted it to be understood that he national difficulties.
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ized political movement that would afford the people an oppor

tunity of giving their votes to Mr. Webster, with any prospect

of producing an important expression of popular feeling, with

out his direct consent and approbation. Accordingly, multi

tudes of letters came to him with every mail, beseeching him

to become an independent candidate for the presidency, so that

there might be encouragement for the nomination of the requi

site lists of electors in the different States. But he had replied

to none of these solicitations when I saw him on the 4th of

August. His friends in Massachusetts had hitherto held back

from presenting him as an independent candidate, waiting for

that step to be taken in other States.

On the other hand, gentlemen, in different parts of the coun

try,' for whom he had great personal regard, and with whom he

had long been politically associated, appealed to him in the most

earnest, but also in the most deferential manner, not to withhold

his powerful aid from the " regular nomination " of a party for

whose success they were deeply interested. In every variety

of form," that was consistent with veneration for his character

and his intellect, these solicitations were pressed, until at one

time, in the eagerness of excited feeling, they produced the

wholly unfounded rumor that Mr. Webster had given his ad

hesion to the Baltimore nomination.

In his conversation with me, in reference to this state of

political affairs, Mr. Webster said that he should not encourage

or invite any movements designed to make him an independent

candidate for the presidency, nor should he interfere to prevent

any portion of the people from casting their votes for him, if

they should see fit to do so. In regard to the sanction which

he was asked to give, on party grounds, to the Whig nomina

tion, he said that he could not approve of it, and that he would

not profess to regard it as a wise and proper step. He said that,

as a public man, he was bound to look forward to what must

inevitably happen, after the pending election ; that the Whig

party would become " withdrawn into the North ; 5? that no party

which did not extend throughout the Union could safely and

beneficially administer the Government of the United States ;

that the time was near at hand when there could be no politi

cal organization in the Southern States of any importance, ex
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cepting the Democratic party; and that ho regarded it as a

great evil, and one of ominous import, to have the Whig party

become a Northern sectional organization, leaving the whole

people of the South to act only with the Democratic party.

This evil, however, he said that he was now powerless to pre

vent, because he could not tell the people of the country that

the great policy of the " Compromise Measures " would be safe

in the hands of those who had brought about the nomination

made by the Whigs. He ended by -saying that he wished his

friends in Massachusetts not to undertake any movement for

making him a candidate in the election.1

M^. Webster went to Washington during the first week in

August, and remained there until the 8th of September.

Nothing could be done about supplying his place in the De

partment of State, and he therefore consented to remain in

office, and to continue at Marshfield his attention to the diplo

matic business that required his care. But, before he left

Washington again, he was obliged to dispose of an embarrass

ing subject. This was the affair of the Lobos Islands.

On the 2d of June (1852), Mr. Webster had received a

letter from Mr. Jewett, master of a vessel just returned from

the Pacific, stating that he should have brought a cargo of

guano from the Lobos Islands, if he had been sure that he had

a right to do so, and would be protected by the Government

Tie was informed, he said, that no government had any right

ful claim to these islands, and that they had never been enu

merated among the possessions or dependencies of any of the

South American States. He then asked whether, " in common

with the world, we have a right to take this article of com

merce from thence ? "

Mr. Webster replied, on the 5th of June, that these islands

were not within a marine league of the coast, that they were not

discovered or occupied by Spain or Peru, and that the Peruvians

had not been in the habit of resorting thither for guano, and,

therefore, the islands could not be regarded as within the juris

diction of that country. Furthermore, he said that it was quite

probable that Benjamin Morrell, who had visited these islands

1 A little later, a ticket of " Web- chusetts ; but he gave no countenance

ster Electors " was nominated in Massa- to the movement.
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in 1823, and subsequently written an account of them, could

justly claim to be the discoverer. " Under these circum

stances/5 he said, " it may be the duty of this Government to

protect citizens of the United States who may visit the Lobos

Islands for the purpose of obtaining guano." He offered to

suggest to the Secretary of the Navy that a vessel-of-war be

ordered " to repair to the Lobos Islands, for the purpose of pro

tecting from molestation any of our citizens who may wish to

take guano from thence."

Mr. Jewett's letter was sent to the Secretary of the Navy

with the promised suggestion, and Commodore McOauley, of

the. Pacific squadron, was directed to send a vessel to the

Lobos Islands to protect our citizens and commerce.

When matters had reached this point, Mr. Osma, the Peru

vian Minister at "Washington, sent to Mr. Webster three suc

cessive communications, in which he claimed that the Lobos

Islands belonged to Peru, and undertook to show various acts

of sovereignty which that country had exercised over them

from the time of the early conquest of Pizarro. Mr. Webster

answered these several letters on the 21st of August. His

purpose in this answer was, to lay down the principles on

which the right of Peru to these islands must be shown.

It was his last diplomatic production that took an official

form.

[TO MR. OSMA.]

" Department of State, Washington, August 21, 1852.

" The undersigned, Secretary of State of the United States, has the hon

or to acknowledge the receipt of the several communications of Mr. Osma,

charge d'affaires of Peru, of the 25th June, 3d July, and the 9th instant.

The first mentioned of these communications, however, did not come to his

knowledge until the 6th of July, after he had left Washington for a short

absence. He very much regrets that circumstances have prevented an

earlier answer to these several communications ; but, as they all relate to

the same subject, all will now receive a common reply.

"In the first place the undersigned will remark to Mr. Osma, that the

Government of the United States has not now, nor ever has had, any inten

tion to facilitate the particular purposes of any persons, such as Mr. Osma

calls speculators, further than those purposes are conformable to public

law as well as to the laws of the United States. This Government knows

of no companies, no associations, and no individuals, in whose behalf it

undertakes any special protection. The question is a general one, in which
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all the citizens of the United States engaged in commerce have an interest,

and that interest is equally respected by the United States regardless of

individuals.

a In the next place, the undersigned expresses the hope that it was not

Mr. Osma's purpose, by any expression in his note of the 9th inst., to con

vey any intimation that the proceedings of this Government in regard to

the subject have been influenced in the slightest degree by any conviction

of the relative strength or weakness of the parties. Such an intimation, if

intended to be made, would require no refutation ; since all the world

knows the manner in which the republics of South America, formed out

of the ancient possessions of Spain, have been treated by this Government,

from their earliest origin to the present day.

" The undersigned will make a further remark, to prevent mistake and

misunderstanding, upon Mr. Osma's observation upon the conversation

between him and the undersigned in the Department of State, on the 2d

of July, and that is, that the supposed discovery of Captain Morrell, men

tioned in that conversation, was not relied upon by the undersigned as

founding an exclusive right to the Lobos Islands on the part of the United

States. It was only mentioned as a fact, fit to be considered in common

with other facts and occurrences. The truth appears to be that Captain

Morrell was on a voyage of discovery, and did in fact discover, or was

supposed to have discovered, guano in these islands. It is certain that no

book generally known and circulated in this country mentioned the fact

of the existence of guano on these islands, until Captain Morrell's narrative

was published in 1832.

"After these preliminary remarks, the undersigned now proceeds to the

consideration of the main, subject. In his several communications Mr.

Osma asserts the right of Peru to all the Lobos Islands on the ground that

she has always exercised authority over them ; that they belong to Peru

as they formerly belonged to Spain ; that from time immemorial the

Peruvian Indians have been in the habit of visiting them for the purpose

of catching seals, killing birds, and gathering eggs, and that this exclusive

right to these islands by Peru has never been doubted or disputed.

" The question is, are these unqualified declarations of Mr. Osma strict

ly accurate ? The Lobos, or Seal Islands, as their name imports, lie in the

open Pacific Ocean, the nearest of them twenty or thirty miles from the

coast of Peru. They are—as Mr. Osma admits—mere barren rocks in the

sea, uninhabited and uninhabitable. Fisheries, and the pursuit of amphibi

ous animals, especially the seal, have long been carried on around their

shores, and even on the shores themselves, since it is well known that

seals are usually taken and killed on the land. In these pursuits, and in

this use of the islands, citizens of the United States were engaged for half

a century, before any actual interruption took place by the Peruvian Gov

ernment, or anybody else—their visits to them having commenced at least

as early as 1793. All this is well known in the commercial world. Now,

it is quite certain that, if Peru held and possessed full sovereignty ovej
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these islands, this fishing near the shore, and this pursuit and killing of

amphibious animals upon the land, were as much an invasion of that sov

ereignty as is the taking of guano from them now. Nor was the case so

unimportant as that Peru might have regarded this use of the islands by

citizens of the United States as an indulgence merely—supposing her to

possess the exclusive right—since the pursuit and destruction of seals,

which have at last terminated in their almost entire disappearance, must

have been a matter of much importance to that Government. Nevertheless,

no complaint was made of this course of things, nor any interruption at

tempted or threatened until September, 1833, in which month, as it would

now appear, a decree was issued by the Peruvian Government, prohibiting

foreigners from fishing for seals and amphibious animals on the shores and

islands of Peru, and declaring that the captains of foreign vessels who

evaded the order should be considered as smugglers. It is important to

observe that this decree was issued after the publication of Captain Mor-

rell's narrative^

" This decree was sudden and unexpected, and, therefore, the foreign

charge d'*affaires of the United States at Lima was under the necessity of

acting upon it without orders from his own Government. He immediately

addressed a note on the subject to the Minister of Foreign Relations of

Peru, in which, without formally denying the original right of Peru, he

requested a reconsideration of the decree, or that it might be so far modi

fied as to permit to the citizens of the United States the pursuit of an oc

cupation which they had been allowed quietly to follow for a number of

years ; and adding that the decree could not but be regarded as unfriend

ly to the Government of the United States.

" So far as is known to the undersigned, no answer or reply was ever

made to this remonstrance ; and it is certain that the citizens of the United

States continued to pursue their usual avocations without interruption,

notwithstanding this decree. If such an interruption had been made by

the Peruvian authorities, it would at once have brought the question of the

sovereignty of Peru over the Lobos Islands to the attention of this Gov

ernment, as happened a few years before in the case of the right of the

Government of the Argentine Confederation to claim sovereignty over the

Falkland Islands. It is true that the decree of 1833 makes no particular

mention of the Lobos Islands, but it is directed generally against fishing

on the coasts and islands of Peru. Nevertheless this cannot be regarded

as affecting the general right of citizens of the United States founded on

long and undisputed usage.

" Here, then, is a formal remonstrance on the part of the Government of

the United States against the asserted sovereignty of Peru over the Lobos

Islands, to which no answer, so far as it appears, was given, nor any inti

mation made that, notwithstanding this remonstrance, the decree would

be enforced. It is quite evident that, although the decree was general in

its terms, it was intended to be levelled especially against citizens of the

United States, as the subjects of other countries did not partake to any
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considerable extent in the fisheries which were prohibited. Can .Mr.

Osma's averment, therefore, be maintained, in which he asserts the univer

sal and absolute sovereignty of Peru never to have been denied or ques

tioned by any government ? And, if Peru has suffered these barren rocks

to be visited and used by citizens of the United States for a long course of

time, and for all the purposes for which they were known to be valuable,

is the case altered when they are found capable of a new use ? Is not the

natural inference either that Peru never claimed an exclusive right over

the islands, or that, if such claim had been made by any formal or official

act of the Government, such claim had been abandoned, at least so far as

citizens of the United States were concerned.

"Mr. Osma refers to a decision of the English Government, and ob

serves that, as both the mercantile and agricultural classes of the British

Empire have a strong interest adverse to the claim of Peru, if the British

Government has decided in favor of that claim, that decision must be as

cribed to considerations sufficient to outweigh a regard for the interests

of British farmers and ship-owners. But the two cases may justly be con

sidered as essentially different. When the decree of 1833 appeared, Mr.

Wilson, the Consul-General at Lima, in a communication to his Govern

ment, said : ' For many years no British vessel has been engaged in this

fishery, but great abuses have been committed by American vessels ; ' and

the year afterward, writing upon the subject of the seizure of the British

Schooner Campeadora, for killing seals at the Lobos Islands, he admitted

the right of Peru to those islands. At the same time, he adds": 'Lord

James Townshend, the commander of his Majesty's naval forces in the Pa

cific, takes a different view of the question, and he himself told me that he

considered that his Majesty's subjects had a positive right of fishing in all

those islands, unless they should be actually occupied by some Peruvian

authority, or protected by the constant presence of some Peruvian man-of-

war, to warn off vessels.'

" It will be borne in mind that, when the case of the Campeadora

occurred, the use, and perhaps even the value, of guano as a manure was

unknown in England. Before that case was decided, however, the British

Government may be said to have been irrevocably committed to an ac

knowledgment of the right of Peru to the Lobos Islands, by their acquies

cence in the opinion expressed by Mr. Wilson, their diplomatic agent, and

the answer to that communication from the Foreign Office ; for, in that

answer, under date of the 30th of August, 1834, Lord Palrnerston said :

' It would, therefore, appear that the Peruvian Government have a right

to prohibit foreign vessels from fishing upon the coasts immediately

adjoining those islands, as well as upon the coasts of Peru itself, there

being no evidence in the papers which you have transmitted of any

right of fishing acquired by long and uninterrupted usage.'

" It is clear, therefore, that the British Government yielded the point

precisely because it had no such ground to stand on in behalf of its own

subjects as the Government of the United States does possess, and may
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well stand on in behalf of its own citizens. And it may be regarded as a

question still open in England down to last year, for, on the 10th of May

of that year, Lord Stanley, Under Secretary* of State for Foreign Affairs,

in answer to a letter from Mr. Wentworth Butler, says : * I am to state

to you, in reply, whether the islands of Lobos Fuera and Lobos de

Tierra belong of right to Peru, or are claimed by Peru as dependencies.'

His lordship does not find, in the Peruvian Constitution, published after

Peru had separated itself from Spain, any mention of those islands as being

dependencies of Peru ; but that it had appeared to Lord Palmerston that

the proximity to Peru would give to that State a primafacie claim to them.

"Now, it is certain that the fact does not, under the rule of public law,

bear out this last observation of Lord Palmerston, because the distance

from the shore of all these islands is five or six times greater than the

three marine miles extend. It may be here added, that it is well under

stood that a powerful class of British subjects, distinct from those of

merchants and farmers, has a vital interest in maintaining the regulations

for the export of guano from Peru upon their present footing. It may not

be entirely satisfactory, therefore, to take the co.se of the Campeadora, or

that of the Hibernia, which afterward occurred, alone into consideration,

in endeavoring to account for the policy which the British Government

has thought proper to adopt in regard to this subject. However this may

be, it is quite clear that the English case and the American case are quite

different, for the reasons already stated. As has been. shown, the represen

tative of the American Government, in Peru, remonstrated against the

issuing of the decree of 1833. And it is a consideration of very great

weight in this case, that the main object of that decree, as it fully appears,

was to drive off from the coasts and islands of Peru, including, of course,

those of Lobos, the fishing-vessels of the United States. Now, if such

were the sole or principal object of the decree, and the agent of the

United States formally remonstrated against that decree, how are the sub

sequent conduct of Peru and her entire silence to be reconciled with the

idea that she really supposed herself possessed of absolute sovereignty

over those islands ? She certainly made no attempt to enforce that decree

against the vessels or citizens of the United States, but suffered things to

go on as they had gone on through a long course of years.

" The undersigned has thus far spoken of the actual facts and continued

usage which he supposes to belong to the just consideration of this case.

u Mr. Osma, in his recent communication, refers to the authority of

Alcedo, to prove that those islands are within the sovereignty of Peru,

and have always been so considered. In the decision of a question purely

geographical, relating to any part of the American hemisphere, and espe

cially to that formerly under the dominion of Spain, the undersigned

acknowledges that Alcedo is entitled to almost implicit confidence ; but,

in the passages to which Mr. Osma refers, he was speaking merely geo

graphically. He was not discussing any question of right, founded either

on discovery or usage, or any other political consideration ; and if, as Mr.

81
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Osroa says, that great geographer, in speaking of the Lobos Islands, uses

words plainly, or by implication, assigning to Spain the sovereignty over

these islands, this may be ascribed to his loyalty as a Spanish subject and

an officer in the king's service, a sentiment which would not allow him to

entertain a doubt of the right of his sovereign to any region which he

might claim, by whatever title. Alcedo, therefore, described the Loboa

Islands as belonging to the coast, and to a particular province of Peru.

The fact that they are islands, however, leaves the question open as to the

distance between them and the coast of Peru, and he seems to have taken

it .for granted that, because they happened to be nearest to the province

of Sana, they were necessarily included within the limits of that province ;

a proposition which cannot be supported.

" In this case, therefore, the authority of Alcedo cannot be regarded as

decisive. In order that it should be so considered, the undersigned must

be informed what acts of jurisdiction his Catholic Majesty exercised over

these islands. The occasional' visits of the Indians from the neighboring

continent, to which Mr. Osma refers, cannot be said to have imparted to

the Sovereign of Spain, or the Government of Peru, even as good a title to

those islands as the habitual resort thither of the vessels of the United

States, and so long and uninterruptedly continued for the purpose of cap

turing seals on their shores, and whales in the adjacent ocean, would give

to the United States. The use of these islands by the Peruvian Indians

for the last half century has no doubt been vastly less than by the citizens

of the United States ; and, upon the ground of Mr. Osma's argument, a

better title could be asserted by possession on the part of the United States

than could be maintained by Peru.

" The undersigned freely admits that acts of the Peruvian Government,

founded on supposed rights, when not objected to, are fit to be regarded

as having more or less weight on the question of right, so far as that right

depends upon possession. If, therefore, it be asked, why this Government

did not also protest against the Peruvian decrees of the 21st of March and

10th of May, 1842, in which, by the fifteenth article of the former and

the third article of the latter, the penalty of confiscation is denounced

against any national or foreign vessel which shall anchor at or approach

the islands or places in which there may be guano, without the usual

license from the authorities empowered to issue the same, it may be an

swered, that the very existence of those decrees was not known to this

Government until they appeared in the British parliamentary documents,

on the subject of the Lobos Islands, presented to the House of Commons

on the 14-th day of May last. There is nothing which the undersigned

can find in the dispatches of the charge d'affaires of the United States, at

Lima, to show that the decrees were communicated to, or known to, him.

If these decrees had been known to him at an earlier date, they would

nave received the attention of this Government.

"As to' the claim of Peru to these islands, founded on the law of prox

imity, the question will appear to be free from doubt. The well-settled
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rule of modern public law on tills point is, that the .right of jurisdiction of

any nation, whose territories may border on the sea, extends to the distance

of a cannon-shot, or three marine miles from the shore, this being the sup

posed limit to which a defence of the coast from the land itself can be ex

tended. The whole discussion, therefore, must turn upon this, viz., the

Lobos Islands lying in open ocean, so far from any continental possessions

of Peru as not to belong to that country by the law ofproximity or adjacent

position, has the Government of that country exercised such unequivocal

acts of absolute sovereignty and ownership over them as to give to her a

right to their exclusive possession, as against the United States and their

citizens, by the law of undisputed possession? And the undersigned repeats

that this is not a question between Peru and other governments, who may

have more or less distinctly admitted her right, but it is a question be

tween Peru and the United States, who have so long exercised that right?

and remonstrated against its interruption.

" The Government of the United States, however, is prepared to give

due consideration to all facts tending to show possession or occupancy of

the Lobos Islands by Peru; and is not inclined to stop or preclude discus

sion until the whole matter shall be thoroughly Investigated. If there

are any facts or arguments which have not been brought to its considera

tion, they shall receive the most respectful and friendly attention. If it

shall turn out that—-as has been intimated—those islands are uninhabit

able, and therefore incapable of being legally possessed, or held by any

one nation, they and their contents must be considered as the common

property of all ; or if, unprotected by the presence of Peruvian authorities,

and without actual possession, their use by Peru has been abandoned or

conceded—without limitation of time—to citizens of the United States for

a long period, or yielded in consequence of the remonstrance of this Gov

ernment or its agents, then no exclusive ownership can be pretended as

against the United States at least.

" Under all the circumstances, the President thinks it most advisable

that full instructions on this subject should be dispatched to the chargS

d'affaires of the United States at Lima ; and that proper orders should be

given to the naval forces of the United States, in that quarter, to prevent

collision until further examination of the case. No countenance will be

given to the authors of such enterprises, claiming to be citizens of the

United States, who may undertake to defend themselves or their vessels

by force, in the prosecution of any commercial enterprise to these islands.

Such acts would be acts of private war, and their authors would thereby

forfeit the protection of their own Government.

"The undersigned avails himself of this occasion to offer to Mr. Osma

a renewed assurance of his high consideration.

" Daniel Webster.1

" To Senor Don J. Y. de Osma, etc., etc."

1 Under the principles laid down in over the Lobos Islands was subsequently

this dispatch, the sovereignty of Peru admitted by the United States.
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The following are tlie last private letters that Mr. "Webster

wrote from Washington :

[TO MR. BLATCHFORD.]

46 August 24, 1852, Tuesday Morning, Seven o'clock.

" My dear Sir : You see Lobos. Shall I leave off there, and make that

my finale, or shall I write an elaborate article on the fisheries, and put

finis at the end of that ? As to this fishery question, I have my great hali

but-hook in it ; and, if Hatch holds on, it must come aboard.

" No catarrh yet, and the weather a little better.

" Yours,

" D0 W8"

[TO THE REV. MR. SANFORD.]

" Washington, August 25, 1852.

"My dear Sir: I have read with uncommon interest your letter to

my son. It gratifies me much that you are to have the charge of the edu

cation of my namesake, his son.

" He is a lad of good temper, and amiable disposition; not deficient

in intelligence, or quickness of parts. But he is of an active spirit, full

of the love of out-door amusement ; and, I fear, his instructors have not

enforced upon him, with sufficient decision, the rules of that sage, l known

in colleges and halls of yore, called Discipline.'

"I like much the statement of your requisitions from your pupils.

Those requisitions are all just and indispensable.

" Other parts of your letter, my dear sir, awaken tender recollections.

I remember, most affectionately, Mrs. Bathsheba Smith, your wife's mother.

Was she not a daughter of the Rev. Mr. Sanford, of Medway ? She was

most dearly beloved by Fletcher's mother. And I remember she had a

daughter, bearing a name which I cannot write without tears, ' Grace

Fletcher.'

" May God preserve you and yours !

" Daniel Webster."

After MrD "Webster had been at Marshfield for a week, he

wrote to the President :

[to the president.]

" Maeshfield, September 12, 1852.

" My dear Sir : I suppose that, by this time, you must have returned

from Berkeley, and hope you have had a pleasant and refreshing visit.

" My march hitherward was rapid from Washington, using the boat

when I could, and, when in the cars, travelling by night, to save my eyes

from the glare of the sun. I was quite sick nearly all day in New York,

and unable to sit up ; but, feeling better toward evening, took the Fall

River boat, arrived at Boston the next morning, Monday, at seven o'clock
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and came immediately home in a coach. I hare thus been here a week;

and the state of my health is pretty much this :

" The catarrh is upon me in its various forms, alternating as usual, but,

as yet, not so severe and heavy as on former occasions. My general health

is not so much prostrated. If the weather be wet or damp, I must stay re

the house, and have a little fire, to prevent fits of sneezing and nose-blow

ing ; when the sun is very bright, I am obliged to avoid going out, on

account of my eyes, except, indeed, when the sea is calm, and I am pro

tected by an awning. The bracing air of the ocean I find very beneficial.

u Mr. Abbott, from the department, joined us night before last, and

Mr. Blatchford, who is fond of the sea and of boats, and content with fish-

ing on a small scale. We talk of every thing but law and politics, and

one advantage of my condition is, that it excuses me from looking into

any newspapers.

" I have talked much of an excursion to Maine, Penobscot, St. John's,

etc., but, at present, am inclined to stay where I am. Mr. Hunter says I

shall receive, in a day or two, the Nicaragua papers, translated. I am

anxious to see what the Nicaragua proposition is, although, I presume, it

will be found quite inadmissible.

" Yours always truly,

"Daniel Webster.1'

[to the president.]

Maesiifield, September 16, 1852.

"My dear Sir : My health is essentially as I wrote you some days ago.

" The catarrh is upon me in all its shapes, but by no means as oppres

sively as heretofore. The greatest difficulty and the greatest danger is from

my other complaint, that is, a constant tendency to diarrhoea.

" I have been here now ten days, and have not been off the farm nor

scarcely out of the house, except once or twice, when fair and warm

weather tempted me to take the sea air. In general, the weather has been

wet and cold. I have not eaten an ounce of flesh, or fruit, or vegetable,

since I arrived, nor do I use tea or coffee at all. My diet is milk with

half lime-water, water-gruel, and sometimes a little thin soup.

" I give up medicines very much, and try to get well by the strictest

regimen. My physician says I shall succeed, but that it will require time,

" Of course, I am weak and reduced, but begin to be able to take ex

ercise in fair weather. " Yours truly,

"Daniel Webster."

Pie was now once more in the scenes which he loved so

well, and surrounded by that group of faithful people who con

stituted a peculiar part of his large domestic establishment.

Some of them must be described, although they have already

been incidentally mentioned : Charles Porter Wright, at this
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time a man of about the age of five-and-forty, was born in tlus

town of Marsliiield, and was very young when Mr. Webster pur

chased the Thomas estate. During the eight years preceding

Mr, Webster's death he had charge of the farm, on which he

had been employed from his youth. He always exhibited the

effect of having been trained as a farmer under Mr. Webster,

He was grave, quiet, clear-headed, with a quick eye, a ready

hand, and few words. Decision and self-respect, with generous

feelings, were very marked in him. Mr. Webster relied upon

him greatly, always treated him as a friend, and liked to have

him about him when he was ill.

Mrs. Baker, the housekeeper, was a native of Marshfield,

and was a sister of John Taylor, who had charge of Mr. Web

ster's Franklin farm. She was a person of much energy and ca

pacity, united with great sweetness, and had that very import

ant gift in a woman—a low, gentle voice. Her husband was

also employed on the estate, as an overseer of some of Mr. Web

ster's multifarious concerns. They were people of about the

age of fifty, at the time of which I write. Mrs. Baker's sister,

Lydia Taylor, was another of the family, long in Mr. Webster's

service. A lady has sketched her, as only a lady could, by

saying, " She impressed me with a feeling that one would never

appeal to her in vain for kindness, sympathy, comprehension,

and strong, active service. She seems one of those energetic?

capable American women, but one who, in place of the excita

bility and hurry so common with energy in our country, had

gentleness and tenderness. She is stout and plain in person,

perfectly simple, and, like Mrs. Baker, entirely self-possessed

before strangers, from natural good sense." *

a (Mrs. TicMor, MSS., conversations gathered shooting, and would take a great deal, he

at Marshfield, October, 1853.) said the people were so hungry.

T ■]. m •■ V -j . ,. n -»r " He'd call for brown bread, and say, if he

Lydia Taylor's description of Mr. couldn't have brown bread it wasn't worth

Webster, as it was given in October, while to live. When he caught a great hali-

1853, was in these words : but a few years ago, he called all his friends
out to see it, and said to Mrs. Webster, l See

"I was living with Mrs. Thomas when what your dear can do.'
Mr. Webster first came here, and I continued t; He used to get up before anybody else,

to live with her and Mr. Webster. He was at four o'clock often, and he liked to light

the kindest person one could live with, al- some of the fires ; in old times, when. I came

ways thinking of everybody; when the down, he told me he'd made mine some-

butcher killed the creatures, he'd send pieces times. Mrs. Webster used to say, that wh'en

t© the neighbors—he didn't forget anybody, he came down he left all the doors open

and he'd say, 'Henry Thomas must have a from her chamber to the outer door,

piece of beef, or he wouldn't get any.1 It and he'd say fresh air was wholesome. He

was just so when he went fishing, he gave knew all that was going on everywhere ; he

the fishes away. He liked to put up his pro- would come out to the kitchen and talk to us,

visions himself when he went fishing or and he liked to sit down in 'Mrs. Baker's
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Setli Peterson—a name familiar to all Mr. Webster's friends

who ever visited Marshfield—was a droll, red-faced, old salt,

whose occupation, when he was not fishing or shooting with

Mr. Webster, was what he called '" lobstermg." His usual

dress was a flannel shirt, which might once have been red,

but which wind, weather, and salt water, had converted into a

nameless color ; and pantaloons that had been patched until

their original fabric and hue were quite undistinguishable. lie

was a quick-witted, humorous old fellow, smart with his tongue,

shrewd, and good-natured. He was a first-rate fisherman and

boatman, and was for many years in Mr. Webster's service

in those capacities. ' Mi\ Webster dubbed him "Commodore"

Peterson.1

room before the great fireplace in the even

ing, and have the men in from the farm, and

inquire about the work, and explain to them

his ideas.

"He would have some potatoes put into

the ashes, and watch them himself, and when

they were done, would have some cold tur

key or cold goose put on the table there, and

say that was the sort of supper he liked.

''He was always busy; I never saw any

body more industrious. When he had his

autumn cold he never liked to be asked how

he was—he said he didn't know, what could

he say ? He never got over that fall from the

wagon—we were dreadfully frightened when

we heard of it, and Mrs. Webster was over

come ; for she thought she should find him

almost killed. When they brought him

home, it seemed almost like a funeral pro

cession, so many people came with him, and

they came so slow.
u Sometimes he came here from Boston be

fore we had heard that he had left Washington,

and would call for some one to hold his horse ;

and once he walked through into the kitchen,

and burst out a- laughing," because we didn't

know he was coming, and hadn't heard him ;

and he said he wanted to know what we

were doing, and how people looked at their

every-day work.1'

1 Mr. Weston, who is mentioned later

in the text, told Mrs. Ticknor, in October,

1853, the following anecdote of Peterson :

" Peterson (the commodore, as Mr. Web

ster used to call him) was out fishing one

day with Mr. Webster, and they got belated,

and before they could get to the dock the

tide was gone, and they were stuck in the

mud. Peterson told Mr. Webster that, if he

would let him set him ashore, the boat would

be so much the lighter; that he could get it

home. So he went ashore, and walked on.

Pretty soon he stopped, and cried out to

Peterson, "Well, does she get along any?'

'Yes, yes, she gets on by hitches, as lawyers

get to heaven.1" He says the words came out

without his thinking ; but, the moment they

were out, he was frightened to death ; and

he looked up, and there stood the old man,

laughing heartily, and showing his white

teeth. Peterson, I suppose, didn't tell you

that."

Peterson himself, however, related

some things that are quite as good :

" The first time I ever saw Mr. Webster,

he came down to the shore where I was lob-

stering, and wanted to know if I would row

him up the river. I told him what Pd got to

do, and that I'd go as soon as I got through.

Well, after that, I don't believe "he was ever

on the water without me for fifteen years.

When he was going fishing, he'd ask me

what was the best time of the tide, and the

best time for starting; and, when I told him,

he'd tell me to call him, no matter what time

of night or morning it was ; and he'd stay

out till ten o'clock at night. When we were

alone, he always treated me just as one ship

mate does another ; when there was com

pany, it was different, of course. Once we

had been out all day, and it was very thick ;

and I told Mr. Webster that I thought it was

time to be going home. I was afraid we

might be caught in the darkness, but he

didn't want to'go, and kept on fishing. At

last I told him we must go ; but it grew

dreadfully thick and dark, and 1 couldn't see

my way, and Mr. Webster began to think' I

should get ou to " sunken rock," but T steered

clear of that, and then he was sure I should

run ashore. I was looking for the river, and

was determined to run in. It was dark as

possible, and Mr. Webster stood right up in

the boat, so that I couldn't see my course the

least bit in the world. At last I said : ' Mr.

Webster, you're a dreadful bad lantern.1 He

slipped right down in the boat like a stone ;

he was very shy and anxious, but didn't say

a word. I steered on, and pretty soon saw a

rock that I knew was at the mouth of the

river ; and then he thought I should get foul

of that, but I didn't, though I might have

touched it with an oar, I passed so close to

it. Well, I put him safe on the dock, and

then you might have heard him shout and

sing a mile off.

'"' He was always kind to his people—

never scolded ; I never had a hard word

from him but once. I was doing some ditch

ing for him, and, when the tide came up,

and we couldn't work, I tried to get a good
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Thomas D. Hatch, commonly called by his employer "Mr."

Hatch, was more or less in Mr. "Webster's service for twenty

years. He took Peterson's place as manager of the fishing-boat

during the last five or six years of Mr. Webster's life. He was

a great contrast to Peterson, being a poor, anxious man, who

rarely laughed, and, in the presence of strangers, did not raise

his eyes, although he was not without intelligence.

These persons formed the permanent domestic establish

ment at the mansion-house, with such laboring men as were

employed on the estate, who were mostly boarded in the farm

house. When Mr. and Mrs. Webster came from Washington,

they always brought with them colored servants, among whom

were Monica, the cook, William Johnson, Sarah, a woman

with all the capacity of her race for sympathetic service in

sickness, and Ann Bean. They are all mentioned in Mr.

Webster's will.

But the circle of those around Mr. Webster at Marshfield

from whom he could derive service of various kinds, and along

with it, whether it was with or without a price in money, the

mooring for his "boat. I suppose somebody

told him I was idling and loafing, for he

came down looking very grave, and'says he :

' You're lounging and loitering more than the

boat is worth.' I thought that was rather

hard, for I had been hard at work with the

boat, and had a great deal of difficulty, broke

a spar, and had much trouble; so I said:

' Mr. Webster, I've done the best I could ; if

you can get anybody to do any better. I wish

you would, for I don't want to have any

more to do with it ; ' and, upon that, he

turned off, and walked fast straight ahead;

and presently he stopped, and called out loud

to know how soon we could get it moored.

Well, we went to ditching again in the after

noon, and the old man came down, and

ditched with us all the afternoon. [Do yon

mean that he worked with you, and used

your tools ?] Yes, indeed—he tried every

tool—he cut, he dug, he pulled out the sods—

didn't he, Mr. Hatch ? you were there. [Mr.

Hatch confirmed every word—their idea was

that Mr. Webster felt he had judged them un

fairly about the boat, and wanted to prove

his gcod-will in the afternoon.]

"Before he bought the place, I was going

about with him one day ; he said that he

hoped he should own it some day or other

—that he must have it ; that he hoped he
should lay his bones here; and, said he, kI

suppose by the time I get the place, and

means to make it fit to live in, I shall die,

and leave it.'

"He loved codfish best—he liked to have

them scrawed—to have them split open,

corned a little over niirht, and broiled for

breakfast. I've fixed him more than a thou

sand. He was a first-rate trout-fisher. I

never saw anybody so smart at taking a

trout from his hole. He liked to catch large

fish, but loved to take trout too.

" There was a trout-stream close by my

house, and he didn't want me to catch any;

so he said : ' Trout that stream ! I'll prose

cute you if you do. I'll prosecute you if

you trout on your own land. '.

" He liked brant and ducks, but didn't

like sea-fowl. He'd be out fishing from day

light to late in the evening ; and, when he

went out gunning, he'd keep out as long as

he could see a bird, and walk, sometimes, fif

teen miles a day. He always carried his own

things, he never asked anybody to take them

for liim. I used to ask him to let me carry

his gun sometimes, but he wouldn't let me.

"'Mr. Webster told me once, how he was

fishing at Sandwich one morning, and a

young' chap came along that had been fish

ing too, but didn't like to wet his feet, and

he came up to Mr. Webster, and asked him

if he'd carry him across the river. Mr. Web

ster said yes, he was very willing—and he

took the fellow on his shoulder, and carried

him over, dry and nice ; and then the young

man turned round and wanted to pay him";

he found out some time afterward who had

carried him across, but Mr. Webster never

knew who he was.

" I've seen him pole hay half a day steady.

I asked him if that story of the scythe was

true, when he was mowing with his father—

—that he couldn't get his scythe right—his

father fixed it for him two or three times,

but he couldn't mow with it ; at last his

father, out of patience, told him to hang it to

suit himself, and he went and hung it on a

tree."—(Ticlcnor MSS.)
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priceless homage of the heart, was larger still. Mr. Charles

Henry Thomas, brother of the young man whom Mr. "Web

ster tended so lovingly at his death-bed in Washington,

and eldest son of the former owner of " Green Harbor," re

mained in the neighborhood, and was always much consulted

and relied upon by Mr. Webster, both as a friend, and as

a faithful and intelligent agent. There, too, was Mr. Seth

Weston, the carpenter, a ".selectman,"1 a person of sense,

observation, and some wit, whose truthfulness and exactness

were marked by his neighbors with a current phrase—•" If Mr.

Weston says so, it must be so." He was a skilful carpenter,

and for sixteen or seventeen years was much employed by Mr.

Webster, both in his trade and in other ways'. Near by also

lived Mrs. Smith, a widow ; a woman bearing the unmistakable

stamp of the Plymouth and Gape-Cod character, native good

sense, and with lady-like manners. Having a good and well-

furnished house, but a slender income, she often received as

boarders such of Mr. Webster's visitors as could not be lodged

at the mansion-house ; and she received them with a simple

and kindly dignity, putting on her table her ancient china,

brought by her husband, who was a ship-master, from "beyond

sea."2 Old Captain Hewitt, another neighbor, born in that

region, who had followed the seas for thirty years of his earlier

life and during the European wars, now lived on one of the

ancient " Pilgrim " farms, that adjoined a portion of Mr,

Webster's property.3 These were specimens of the kind of

people among whom Mr. Webster's domestic life was passed.

Here, then, where he so delighted in every field and wave,

1 The town magistrates in most of the didn't want to be asked. I never hoard him

"NW "Fbiodniirl Rfatps nrp so pallpd open his mcmfcn aboilt politics. He had a
jNew-ungiana states aie so canea. greftt memory . ]7 he saw a porson once^ he

2 It was this good lady who said of alwavs remembered them.

Mr. Webster, after his death, when asked „ ftlSVvTas,^f1™68^^13m w th»

.,, . , ' , 7 . ,, . , . ' , , world: if I wanted any stock, lied let me

It they missed him : Ah ! when he was have it cheaper from him than I could get it at

here, it seemed as if the whole atmo- Brighton. He was so accommodating, he let

sphere was filled with his presence." me hav^ev?1S y?ke of oxen and s°ine good
r x cows. My little farm comes in on his all

3 Captain Hewitt, in his plain, straight- around ; and once, when he wanted to build

forward way, said : » sheep-house, he chose the place that he

* ' thought the best for it.; but he wouldn't have

" Mr. Webster was as good a neighbor as any thing done to it till he made mo come and

ever could be. He was a man of no gross look at it, and tell him whether I had any

temptations ; he had no pride ; he was socia- objection to its being put there—whether it

ble with everybody, and he was loved by would be disagreeable to me at all. Why,

everybody. I never saw anybody put into there isn't a man in the county that would

the tomb that I was so sorry to part with, have done so, bat him. Others commonly

Nobody here asked him any questions about decide where I hey want their buildings, and

politics. They should know his opinions by ask no man's leave or consent : but he always

reading what he had said, and they knew he considered other people."—(TicA'/io?' MJSS)
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every, grove and living creature ; here? where his strongest tastes

could find their gratification, where there was a sympathy and

a love that no events in the greater world could take away, he

came once more, to forgive what had been unjust to him, to

discharge what remained of public obligation, and to recruit his

failing health, in the hope that years might yet be in store for

him among these peaceful scenes and these faithful friends.

His demeanor at this time was a touching, often an admirable

spectacle, to those who witnessed it. All the tenderness of his

character seemed to increase, as the days flowed on ; and of the

sternness or bitterness of feeling that might now have been

excused in him, there was none to be excused.

He came to Marshfielcl, about the 5th of September. There

now lies before me a private letter written by Mr. Abbott, his

secretary, a week afterward. It enables us at once to look into

that privacy to which we should most desire to be admitted.

[ME. ABBOTT TO A FKIEND.}

Maeshfield, September 12, 1852, Sunday Evening.

" My dear : The day has been stormy, and we did not go to church.

This morning, when Mr. and Mrs. Webster, with their guests and servants,

had assembled in the library for family prayers, Mr. Webster looked so

weak and feeble, that Mrs. Webster asked him if I should not read the

chapter. He preferred reading himself, and selected that beautiful chapter

of St. Luke, the sixth, which contains a part of the Sermon on the Mount.

His reading of the Scriptures is grand, slow, distinct, impressive, giving

new force to every sentence. When he came to those verses which follow

the twenty-sixth, it seemed as though they were the expression of his own in

most feelings. After each clause of these verses which he read—' But I say

unto you which hear, Love your enemies, do good to them which hate

you, bless them that curse you, and pray for them which despitefully

use you '—he paused, as if he were asking himself the question, if he read

those words in the spirit of Him who first uttered them, and exhibited in

his own life and example their practical application. There was an al

most triumphant tone as he finished the verses, as though he had heartily

forgiven those who had spoken ill of him, and who had despitefully used

him.

" I was particularly struck by it, as several of the late [Whig] papers

have been abusing him in very coarse terms, which he had doubtless seen.

" You have often heard me speak of his courtesy both in the Senate

and in the Department, to those who were politically opposed to him, and

of the direction which he so frequently gave to those who were intrusted
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with the preparation of his works for the press, to omit, or modify, where

it could be done with propriety, all those passages in which he had

spoken of others with undue severity—giving, as a reason, that he did not

wish to perpetuate the remembrance of unpleasant personal or party con

tests.

" Even after the disappointment of his hopes at Baltimore, he has

never permitted himself to speak unkindly or harshly of those from whom

he had a right to expect, instead of opposition, firm and decided support.

He rarely has alluded to the doings of the convention, or to those who

took part in therm The severest expression which I ever heard him use in

regard to them was, * I shall soon be in , and shall see these gentlemen,

and think it is about time to shake hands with some of them and part ;

with others I can part without shaking hands.'

" But of one for whom he had always manifested almost a parental in

terest, but whose course had bitterly disappointed him, he remarked with

deepest emotion, i That cut me to the heart.' . . .

"Yours always truly,

" (x. J. Abbott."

In trie latter part of the same week, Mr. Webster received

a visit from his friend Professor Felton, who afterward pub

lished an account of it, from which I take the following ex

tract : 1

" On the most beautiful day of the most beautiful month in the year,

Saturday, September 18th, Mr. Webster drove his guest, attended by one of

his men on horseback, over the estate. The air was soft and balmy, and

seemed to bear healing on its wings. The great statesman was physically

weak, having suffered long from his annual catarrh, and from another more

obstinate complaint, which was slowly but surely undermining a constitu

tion once gigantic in its strength. But the genial breath of heaven, and

the sight of dear and familiar objects unvisited by him before since his re

turn from Washington, soothed and revived him, His eye wandered over

his extensive domain with a brightness undimmed by age or disease.

Each point suggested some memory, pleasant or mournful, which he re

called with unfaltering precision, and related with that rare felicity of

phrase which marked the most familiar conversation of Daniel Webster.

The history of the former owners of the soil, the circumstances under ■

which he became its purchaser, the improvements he had made upon it,

the trees he had planted, the cattle and sheep he had imported and intro

duced there, were dwelt upon with a clearness and interest which sank

deep into the listener's heart. Some of the reminiscences these scenes and

objects recalled, moved the illustrious narrator to tears ; for they brought

before him the forms of beloved ones, associated with his earliest residence

1 See the American Whig Review for December, 1852.
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here, and now sleeping the long sleep of death, on the spot which his

name has consecrated to the deathless memory of his countrymen and the

world. His voice became tremulous and low, his hands quivered as he

held the reins, and for a moment it seemed as if that mighty heart would

break. But the sad vision passed away, and present objects and cheerful

thoughts resumed then' place. His flocks and herds were driven up to the

carriage, and he spoke of them and commented on their several qualities,

not only with the knowledge of a farmer, but with the feeling of one to

whom every creature of God is dear. After having pointed out, at some

length, the characteristics of the different breeds, he checked himself

with a smile, and said, ' How can he get wisdom that holcleth the plough

and that glorieth in the goad that driveth oxen, and is occupied in their

labors, and whose talk is of bullocks ? ' After a few moments' pause, he

added, 4 1 do not believe that passage is in any of the canonical books ; it

does not sound canonical; it certainly is not canonical." Mr. Webster

was right. The words occur in the thirty-eighth chapter of Eeclesiasticus,

as the writer was amused to find on his return,

" From time to time, on meeting his rural neighbors, he would stop to

talk over with them the subjects of agriculture in which they had a com

mon interest ; and it was pleasant to witness the kindly and affectionate

intercourse between him whose fame filled the world and the homely

neighbors and friends who—

* Along the cool, sequestered vale of life,

Had kept the noiseless tenor of their way.'

" To one who anxiously inquired after his health, he said, ; I am not

good for much. My strength is nearly gone. I am no match for you,

now. I am scarcely a match for your grandson yonder.' To the question,

whether the love of Nature grew stronger in him with the progress of

time, he answered : ' Yes, undoubtedly. The man who has not abandoned

himself to sensuality feels, as years advance and old age comes on, a great

er love of mother Earth, a greater willingness, and even desire to return

to her bosom, and mingle again with this universal frame of things from

which he sprang.' As he spoke these words, with slow and solemn tone,

he seemed to look upon the face of Nature, as upon the face of a living

being, to whom " he was bound by the ties of a conscious friendship and

immortal love; and the soft wind, breathing with a warmth like summer

through the unchanged leaves of the neighboring trees, whispered an au

dible answer to the voice and look of love of the dying statesman. He

had drawn his health from these scenes and these pursuits ; a constitution

naturally feeble had grown into heroic proportions and gigantic strength,

as he had walked and worked, in the intervals of public business, beneath

the open sky and had ' taken this heavenly bath, the air, without measure

and without stint.' ...

" His conversation was deeply interesting throughout—mostly serious,

earnest, sometimes pathetic, sometimes lightened with playful touches of
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humor, always full of kindness and gentleness. His serious thoughts nat

urally clothed themselves in sublime expressions, in language radiant with

poetical but unaffected beauty, suggested by the surrounding objects, or by

the themes that spontaneously sprang up in a conversation of three mem

orable hours. Moral, literary, religious topics were touched upon, but

politics not at all To the question what had been the studies by which

his style was formed, he said : ' When I was a young man, a student in col

lege, I delivered a Fourth-of-July oration. My friends thought so well of

It that they requested a copy for the press. It was printed, and I have a

copy of it now—the only copy in existence.' (In this he was mistaken.)

4 Joseph Dennie, a writer of great reputation at that time, wrote a review in

a literary paper which he then edited. He praised parts of the oration as

vigorous and eloquent ; but other parts he criticised severely, and said

they were mere emptiness. I thought his criticism was just ; and I resolved

that, whatever else should be said of my style, from that time forth there

should be no emptiness in it. I read such English authors as fell in my

way—particularly Addison—with great care. Besides, I remembered that

I had my bread to earn by addressing the understanding of common men

—by convincing juries—and that I must use language perfectly intelligible

to them. You will therefore find, in my speeches to juries, no hard

words, no Latin phrases, no fieri facias ; and that is the secret of my style,

if I haw any?

"He spoke of Kossuth's eloquence, with admiration of its beauty and

ingenuity. He thought 'his genius wonderful, and his resources extraordi

nary, but that he was rather an enthusiast, possessed of the idea that he

was born with a mission to fulfil, than a statesman ; that his political ideas

were not well defined, nor fixed, nor consistent; that he was cloubtlesb a

sincere lover of his country, but was a poet, rather than a sound reasoner

on affairs of state and the condition of the world.' He stopped at a farm

house near his estate, and, calling the farmer to the door, said, 'Well, Mr.

A., you are engaged to work for Fletcher, to-day, I hear.' ' Yes, sir.'

{ That's right ; now do you come over to my house, take my gun, and go

out and shoot some of the plovers I just saw alight in the pasture yonder,

and Fletcher will pay you for the day's work, and I will pay you for the

birds.' Such pleasantries seasoned his salutations to all the rural neigh

bors whom he chanced to meet. In this case the man smiled, complied at

once with the request, and the plovers appeared on the breakfast-table the

next morning.

" At the close of the drive, Mr. Webster sat some time in the library»

He had recently been studying the work of Cicero, Be Naturn Beorum;

and, taking the volume from the shelf, he read aloud two or three pages, in

which one of the persons in the dialogue discourses most eloquently on the

Divine Being, and in refutation of the Epicurean philosophy. The deep

feeling and the earnest tone with which he read the harmonious Latin sen

tences of the great Roman gave the fullest meaning to those immortal

speculations; and, recommending the passage to the careful study of his
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guest, he closed the volume and retired. In a subsequent conversation,

Mr. Webster spoke of his love of science, and the attention he had be

stowed upon it in the fragments of time snatched from his other and ab

sorbing pursuits. He had watched the progress of physical science, and

mastered the great results which have distinguished the investigation of

the present age. His knowledge of geology was extensive and exact. He

had studied the- principal works upon this science on journeys made foi

recreation through interesting geological regions ; and many years before,

he said, he had employed a learned geologist to make a collection of speci

mens, and to arrange them on shelves, in the order of the successive layers

in the crust of the earth, that while he read at home he might see with his

own eyes the order and arrangements of.Nature. He had given much at

tention to physical geography, and its relation to the history of man, and

to the distribution of the vegetable and animal kingdoms over the face of

the earth. Among the books which had occupied his thoughts during

the last year of his life, Humboldt's ' Cosmos ' held a prominent place. He

had read it through, and carefully meditated its contents. He quoted

passages from it with expressions of admiration for their scientific precis-

ion and poetic beauty ; and his general remarks upon the plan, substance,

and details of the work showed that he understood it well, and fully ap

preciated its grandeur as an illustrious moirument of a long and splendid

scientific career. He mentioned with regret that he had so seldom enjoyed,

for any length of time, the society of literary and scientific men. 'I have

kept very bad company,' he exclaimed, with a merry laugh. ' I have lived

among lawyers, and judges, and jurymen, and politicians, when I should

have lived with Nature, and in the company of the students of -Nature.'

With ichthyology he had not only a sporting, but a scientific acquaint

ance. His observation" of the habits of the fishes in our streams and along

our shores was wonderfully minute and accurate. One of the projected

occupations of the leisure which he seemed about to enjoy was, to write a

book embodying his personal observations on our fresh and salt water

fishes ; and, in the last conversation the present writer had the honor of

holding with him, he commissioned him to propound certain questions to

Professor Agassiz, whose classical work on fresh-water fishes he had recent

ly examined, on some of the facts and phenomena of ichthyology that had

fallen under his notice, and of which he desired to obtain a scientific ex

planation. Yet he seemed to have an inward consciousness that his days

were drawing to their conclusion. In speaking of plans foi the future, he

invariably added, ' if my life is spared ; ' and once, when he was urged to

dictate an autobiography, he replied : ' My friends have in their possession

all the facts of my life which will be of any consequence to the public to

know ; but perhaps, if God spares my life three or four years longer, I may

doit.'"

On the 20th of September, Mr. Webster made an unexpected

"visit to Boston, for the purpose of consulting his physician ? Dr.
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Jeffries. He came in Lis own carriage, driven by Mr. Baker, and

accompanied by Mrs. Baker ; for lie bad now become so feeble,

that Mrs. "Webster was unwilling to have him go without being

attended by those who were accustomed to his wants, and on

whose affectionate vigilance she could rely. Of this visit there

is an account in Mr. Ticknor's Beminiscences, which shows how

great had been the changes in his physical condition during the

past ten days.

" Mr. Webster was ill at Marsh-field with his last illness—some of us

were alarmed— all were anxious. Very unexpectedly his card was

brought to me at my house, on the 20th of September, dated by his

own hand, ' Monday, two o'clock, No. 2 West Cedar Street,1 accompanied

with a verbal request that I would go there to see him. I went imme

diately; he was in bed, looking very ill, but speaking brightly and cheer

fully. He told me that he wanted Mrs. Ticknor and myself to come down

and make him a visit at Marshfield—he had often asked us before, but we

had never been, because we had hardly ever been in Boston at the season of

the year when he was in Marshfield, and when it wa3 agreeable to go there.

-■ " I told him' that Sir Charles and Lady Lyell were staying with us, and

that Mrs. Ticknor would not probably be able to go—he then said I must

bring Anna with me—and it was settled that 1 should give him, the next

morning, a definitive answer to his kind invitation. I would then have

left him, but he said he would like to have a little talk ; he said he hadn't

done much during the summer, but that he had had a good deal of dis

cussion with Mr. Crampton upon the fishery matters, and had drawn up a

protocol about them, and begun another paper which he would show me.

"He said he did not feel sure that he could do such things now as

well as he used to. I laughed, and told him that he had suggested the

same idea to me the year before, and that he had had abundant reason

since to know that.it was unfounded. ' True,' he said, 'true, but I don't

feel now as I did a year ago.'

''He asked me if I was going to dine that day at Mr. T.W.Ward's,

where there was to be a large party in honor of Mr. Thomas Baring, then on

a visit to the United States. I told him that I was going ; he said that he

did not feel strong enough to go to the dinner, but that he thought he

should drop in during the evening—telling me, however, not to say so, as

he might not feel well enough to go.

u There were many guests at the dinner ; we were at the dessert, and

all were more than commonly animated ; I was sitting next to Mr. Baring,

when Mr. Webster appeared at the door. If a ghost had come' among us,

it could hardly have startled us more.

" He looked dreadfully, but he had his usual stately air and bearing ;

and pausing a moment as he entered, as was his wont, a chair was placed

for him by Mr. Baring, on the other side from the one on which I sat. We
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both immediately perceived that ether had been administered to him, and

his features looked livid, cold, and shrunken under its effects; still he was

cheerful.. He talked chiefly with Mr. Baring, and expressed a hope of

seeing him at Marshfield before he left the country. He remained only a

few moments. While he was with us all were sad and silent, and, when

he rose to go, all rose with him. I think that every one felt that he had

little hope of ever looking again upon his imposing form. It was, in fact,

the last time he passed a friend's threshold in Boston."

On this occasion,, Mr. Webster also sent for me to come to

him at his son's house. I visited him in the latter part of the

afternoon, just before he was dressed to go to Mr. Ward's din

ner. He was reclining on a sofa, conversing with Dr. Jeffries.

When that gentleman left him, he called me affectionately to

his sicle9 and said : " I thought of writing to you, and took my

pen to do so. Then I thought I could best say to you two or

three things. You are a man having a future, I have none.

There is a subject I wish you to consider. Here are these con

ventions for nominating candidates for the presidency. Where

do they get their authority ? See how the choice of the people

is absolutely restricted to two individuals. Gro back to the Con

stitution, and see what that meant. It is difficult, I know, to

say what is the remedy, but the first step toward the removal

of an evil is to expose it." I replied that X was well awTare

that he had already meditated a public speech on this subject,

after the election, but that I had refrained from speaking or

writing to him in regard to it, out of delicacy. He said there

need be no delicacy about it. He then changed the subject,

and spoke of the visit which he wished Mr. Ticknor and myself

to make to him in the course of a few days. Although I did

not then suppose Mr. Webster to be suffering under a mortal

disease, I had never before heard him speak of himself as he

now spoke. It was evident that he had begun to consider that

he might never again address a public assembly.

The visit to Marshfield, by Mr. Ticknor, his daughter, and

myself, was made on the 23d. As both of them have preserved

an account of it, I quote their descriptions in preference to my

own, beginning with that of the lady :

" We reached Kingston before ten, and, finding Mr. Webster's carriage

waiting for us, we took possession of it, and arrived at Marshfield soon
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after eleven. Mrs. Webster received us in the first of a suite of three draw

ing-rooms, and led us through these to the library, where we found a

cheerful fire, and where she chatted with us for ten minutes before going

to call Mr. Webster. She returned, and he soon followed her, moving

slowly and gravely, as was his habit, but looking unusually ill. He sat

down in his large easy-chair, by the fire, and the gentlemen, joined by Mr.

Abbott, stood beside him. He talked low, and, occupied as I was with

Mrs. W. and Miss Fletcher, I heard very little then, or at any time, except

at table, of what he said. I went to my room for a while, and, on

coming down again, found him placed just as when I left the room. In

an interval of the conversation in our ladies' quarter, we heard Mr. Web

ster say, ' Now, I will tell you what Boston is,' and we paused a little.

He had apparently been talking of an unpopular act committed by a

Democrat in the office of Attorney-General, and went on to say that, by

the intrigues of some politicians, the office was abolished in order to get

rid of the incumbent. ' Mr. was very old, and his wife was very

old. They depended wholly on his salary, and it was a cruel thing to

them to be deprived of it in their old age. Theydived in a small house

in Roxbury, and lived very frugally, but, winter was coming on, they had

no means to buy wood, and it was evident that they must suffer during

the winter.

" l One clay, about this time, some gentlemen were dining at Mr.

Paige's. These were the Messrs. Appleton, Sam and Nathan, and others

like them, of the merchants of Boston. The talk fell upon Mr. — ,

and his being removed from office. Not one of them was of the same

party in politics with him, but it was said that he and his wife were

very old, and that they were poor ; that they had not even money

enough to buy wood for the winter, and that they were likely to

suffer. And one of the gentlemen said, as they sat talking over the wine

after dinner, that something ought to be done about it ; that these poor,

old people must not be left to suffer. And another gentleman said he

would give one hundred dollars to help them ; and then another and

another said the same. Presently Mr. Paige got up from the table, and

went to a secretary, took out pen, ink, and a check-book, and put them

on the dinner-table, and said : "There is no time' better to do such things

than while we are talking about it." Everybody agreed to this, and, in a

few minutes, they had put down their names for the amount of one thou

sand dollars to help Mr. —. And /say that's what Boston is.'

" Presently, after this, we went to lunch ; but Mr. Webster declined

going in, not feeling well enough. l But,' he said, ' I must keep one

of you here, to talk with me.' So papa stayed behind. After lunch,

I was taken over the house, and only saw Mr. Webster as he passed out to

go to drive with Mr. G-. T. Curtis. He wore a rough, blue overcoat, and a

white California hat ; and, in spite of the traces of illness in his face, his

magnificent form looked more picturesque than I ever saw it. They went

in an open vehicle, Mr. Webster driving, and Porter Wright accompanying

82
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them on horseback. I did not see him again until dinner-time, when he

took me in to dinner, and placed me on his right hand. On each side of

the silver epergne, in the centre of the table, were two glass vases, each

containing a plant of celery, so tall that its topmost leaves nearly touched

the ceiling. Papa exclaimed at this growth, and Mr. Webster seemed

both pleased and amused at the compliment ; and said his gardener was

very ambitious and successful. ' Last year,' said he, c Fletcher's gardener

took some of my fruits and vegetables, and sent them to the exhibition,

and got prizes for them, which were regularly announced in the papers as

belonging to Fletcher Webster, Esq. My man was very angry about it.

So, this year, my man asked leave to carry something to the Horticul

tural Exhibition, and he came home to-day with nine dollars' worth of

prizes.'

" Mr. Webster's diet was very strict and low at this time ; and a bowl

of gruel was brought him by his favorite black servant, William Johnson,

which, with a glass of brandy-and-water, was all he took. He was more

ill than usual, and did not talk a great deal ; but he led the conversation

to literary and historical subjects, and, from time to tinae, threw in a word

on some English statesman or poet, and quoted lines of poetry. While we

sat at dessert, Mrs. Webster said to him that his friends, Mr. and Mrs.

Haven, and their daughter, had arrived, and, with prompt hospitality, he

rose instantly to go and receive them ; but, on Mrs. W. telling him that

they had already gone to their rooms, he contented himself with sending

them a kind message, and soon proposed that we should adjourn to the

library. On account of the late arrival of these guests, there was tea in

the dining-room that night, with a luxurious array of nice things.

" That evening he seemed to feel less ill, and, as I sat in the music-

room with the young ladies, while he played whist with papa and Mr.

and Mrs. Haven in the library, we two or three times heard him saying or

singing little snatches of something comic. The next morning, when I

went down, the sunshine on the lawn attracted me, and I lingered at

the open door. While I stood there, Mr. Webster came down the stairs,

dressed, as he always was, in his blue coat and black pantaloons. I never

saw him dressed otherwise, except last spring, after his accident, when he

had a loose gray sack, of fine cloth, lined with silk of the same color—a little

like Napoleon's gray coat. As he came down the stairs, I saw by his step

and his complexion that he was better, and, in answer to my question, he

said : ' Thank you, I feel remarkably well.' He went immediately to his

barometer, which promised well ; and, thereupon, he sang out, right

heartily, an old song about the weather, of which I could not catch the

words. Then he came to the door, spoke of the beauty of the sky, with its

feathery lines of white clouds, and said : ' Fletcher's mother used to say

that the east wind at this season almost always brought fine weather.' In

a moment after this Mrs. Webster joined us, we found the rest of the party

in the library, and soon adjourned to the breakfast-table.

" The conversation was general and various, and Mr. Webster took
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much part in it. Papa told a story which amused Mr. Webster, who

then went on, saying : ' There was an old lady, in New Hampshire, with

whom we were very intimate many years ago, and to whom we gen

erally paid a visit about once a year. The children called her Aunt

Howth. She was a famous housekeeper, and always kept her house in

perfect order. But she had a fashion of always apologizing for the

disorder of her establishment, and never would allow any one to sup

pose that she thought things were as neat as they should be. One day,

when we arrived there, she received us very hospitably, and immediately

began the usual apologies. She was dreadfully sorry that we should find

her house in such disorder, and we had this story over three times. At last

Julia, who had been listening all trie time, spoke up : "Well, it doesn't mat

ter much, aunt, it doesn't look very nice, but I wouldn't say any more about

it." " How dare you say so, you little wretch ? " broke out Aunt Howth ;

" you never saw a house in such nice order since you were born ! " Mr. Web

ster had a great art in bringing out the point of his stories unexpectedly.

The last turn of this took us all completely by surprise, and raised a great

laugh. We sat at the breakfast-table till the servants had removed every

thing, and the talk flowed on pleasantly. Mr. Webster stated his plans

for the morning's amusements of his guests, among which was a general

rendezvous to see the cattle. In talking of the cattle, he mentioned a

Hungarian bull, sent him as a present, and kept at Franklin, which, last

spring, injured John Taylor in a terrible manner. And Mr. Webster de

scribed the accident. Taylor's son, a boy of twelve or fourteen, was the

only person who could control the great animal ; and, one day, when he

was sent away for some reason, the father had undertaken the charge of the

bull. ' But,' as he told Mr. Webster, ' he saw I was afraid of him,' and, as

he led him to water, the bull put one horn through John's thigh, and

tossed him in the air. The sturdy old man kept hold of the rope, and,

as he lay on his back, he drew the bull's head down toward him, until he

could reach the ring in his nose, which he twisted, and held him till help

came. And Mr. Webster said : ' When I was at Franklin, in the summer,

John told me all this, and ended by saying : "Why, Mr. Webster, he is no

more fit to be at large than Kossuth is." ' Mr. Webster had some draw

ings brought to him of this bull and some other animals sent to him from

Styria. They were handed round, and much admired.1

1 The bull, which went by the name a stake or a tree, to pasture. You will do
- ■ - - - -- well to order hira thus treated in future

of St. Stephen, was a present to Mr.
My dear sir, you know that I never wish

Webster from Mr. Colt, of Paterson. you to answer me on any political question.

After the accident, Mr. Colt writes : But you .cannot think how deeply mortified

thousands and thousands of Whigs are that

« Patekson, n. J., mh July, 1852. f^m} S.cot* Ya* selected rather than you

.,,, ~ T , , , their first choice, or Fillmore, who would
" My dear Sir : I am sorry to hear such not tlirn oufc public offlcers to feecl fl.om the

sad reports of the unruly conduct of St. pub]1c crib tbe hungry lookers-after-office.

Stephen. We considered him, here, the kind- f fear tbat tMs U11£appy selection is the

est, most amiable bull we knew. It is true breaking up of the Whig party. . . .

he was always kept m the stable ; but a boy & » Yours truly

of twelve years old led him to water, and u Roswell L Colt.

around our grounds for exercise. In the "Hon D. Webster "l1

summer he was for three or four hours a day ' ' ' '. . _ _.

tied by a string, from the ring in his nose, to Mr. Webster, writing from Franklin
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One of the plans for the morning was, that Miss Fletcher and I should

ride, and when, an hour afterward, I hesitated about it, because I had

brought no equipments, but must borrow every thing, Mrs. W. urged

me to keep to the plan, saying : ' Mr. Webster has sent over, himself, to

Fletcher's for Edward's horse, Duke.' So we went on horseback ; Mr. Web

ster took Mr. and Mrs. Haven in the open carriage, and the rest went with

Mrs. Webster in the close carriage, all taking different routes, with differ

ent objects. The rendezvous to see the cattle did not come off, for the

weather changed, and grew so cold that we ladies crowded round the fire.

At dinner, that day, Mr. Webster was very animated, more so than, I think,

or at least quite as much so as I have ever seen him since the death of his

children. He took a very active part in the conversation, and seemed to

enjoy it. I should have said, sooner, that the conversation never turned

on present politics while we were there. It was always on by-gone times

or about some points of literature. This refers to what I heard ; what

passed between the gentlemen I do not know. Mr. Button being men

tioned, Mr. Webster spoke of him very kindly, and spoke of his possessing

a valuable mind. ' He has always had a sound, solid burning-log in his

brain, if he could only have found the kindling-stuff for it. That reminds

me,' he went on, ' of the old story of , who tried to stir up his

French fire, and first he poked at the back log, but he found that was of

iron ; and then he tried the forestick, and that was of iron ; so he called to

the landlord to bring him some nail-rods for kindling.'

" Talking of John Adams, he said that his mind was very unequal ;

that sometimes, for a long period, it moved smoothly and almost slug

gishly, then suddenly it broke out with surprising power. i Like Concord

River,' said he, 'for a while it seems scarcely to move at all, then it

comes to a little precipice, and falls over with a mighty noise.' ' Con

cord River,' said he, ' supplied another illustration once. A lawyer was

making a very rambling argument, in which it was very hard to follow

him, or discover what he was talking about, when the opposite counsel'

(Mr. Parsons, I think) ' remarked that the gentleman's reasoning might be

very profound, but it was like Concord River, so deep that you could not

tell which way it was running.'

" That evening Mr. Webster was tired, and went to bed early, without

nis customary game of whist. Tea was in the library, and, before it was

brought in, when but one lamp was lighted, and Mr. Haven, with only

two or three of us ladies were there, Mr. Webster came stalking in, with

his great blue overcoat on, followed by William Johnson, with a pail of

fresh milk, which he was ordered to set on the writing-table. We gathered

round, and Mr. Webster sent William for candles, that we might see to

concerning the misadventure of the bull, lor entertains a very bad opinion of that bull,

• j . and says that be is no more lit to run at large
Bdlu • . than Kossuth himself; and Fletcher says

" John Taylor has recovered from the these Hungarian cattle, biped and cuiadru-

bull ; and a painter has come all the way ped, are dangerous to American institutions

from Boston to paint an animal that could and constitutions. John Taylor says that

throw John Taylor over his head. John Tay- this is the living truth, and is complete."
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advantage the rich milk from his favorite Alderney. The next morning

we had an early breakfast, and left at eight o'clock, being the last guests

who were there purely for pleasure. Those who followed us went for busi

ness, or were called to attend his sick-chamber. Mr. Webster was down

before most of the party, and I found him talking with the three gentle

men in the library. At breakfast, he said that he should not invite any

more guests for the season to Marshfield, as he intended to leave there

in about ten days. ' And, next week,' said he, ' I shall not be a gentle

man. I mean to be a sportsman and a farmer, to go out on the waters

for fish, and to go shooting. There will be no gentleman at the head of

this house.' "

Mr. Ticknor writes :

" My daughter and I, on the 23d of September, went by the cars to

Kingston ; my kinsman, Mr. George Ticknor Curtis, was with us. "We

found Mr. Webster's carriage waiting to take us to Marshfield, and we

arrived there about eleven o'clock. Mr. Webster had not left his room,

but he soon appeared in the library ; he looked better than when he was

in Boston, and was dressed with great care. As soon as the first words

of greeting were spoken, he said he wanted to tell me about the estate.

He began its history before the period of the Revolution—gave me an

account of the Thomas family, who had held it—to the time when he

bought it of them. He expressed his attachment to it, as he had often

done before ; but added, that he did not know whether he should have

liked it so much if he had not been so fond of the Thomases, and if the

people in the neighborhood had not been so true-hearted and faithful a

race of men. He said he had been very happy there, and that the sea-air,

and the sort of fisherman's and farmer's life he led there, had always

suited him ; he thought it was useful to him even in the winter.

u He asked me to go out with Mr. Abbott, his secretary, because he

was not strong enough to go himself, telling Mr. Abbott where to carry

me, and charging him to show me certain of the creatures, and a particular

turnip-field, which, he said, was in an absolute state of perfection.

" We made a long walk of it. I saw the creatures, who seemed very

fine and very contented ; and the field, where the turnips we.v prodi

giously large, but little of the land was rich by nature, and tli3 whole large

estate showed plainly that a great deal of money had been expended in

forcing an unnatural culture—at least it seemed so to me, though I felt

that I was no fit judge in such matters.

" The dinner was served in the style of a handsome country establish

ment ; two Miss Fletchers, connections of the first Mrs. Webster, Mr. Ab

bott, and ourselves, formed the company. William, the negro, whom he

had some time before bought and emancipated, seemed to claim the ex

clusive right to serve Mr. Webster, but he hardly ate or drank any thing ;

a bowl of something like gruel was brought to him; he was very agree
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able, but I think it was some effort to him to be so. While Ave were at

dinner, Mr., Mrs., and Miss Franklin Haven arrived, but we did not see

them till we were at tea.

" After dinner, he gave me the protocol and papers on the fishery ques

tion, and explained to me how he had intended to complete the unfinished

argument. It struck me that it was logical and strong, but I forget its

precise form. He said, as he gave them to me, that he wished I would read

them carefully ; and added : ' President Fillmore thinks the protocol is as

able as any thing I have. done of late.' I understood the intimation ; it

was a misgiving as to the full strength of his powers. The protocol was

not of sufficient consequence, it struck me, to settle that doubt ; but the

beginning of the general argument, with the explanation of the manner in

which he meant to carry it on, left no hesitation in my mind, and, when I

returned the papers, I told him so. What I said (I do not remember the

words I used) was evidently not unwelcome to him.

" In the evening he played a rubber of whist, which he had not for

some time been able to do, and I observed that he did not play as well

as usual. According to his habit, he weut to bed early. During the

whole evening he was very natural, lively, and gay ; sometimes, while

playing whist, he made jokes, and broke out with snatches of old songs.

" The next morning he was in the library before I was, though I think

he was not well enough to rise as early as usual. We sat long at the

breakfast-table. He arranged plans that would occupy each of us for the

morning ; talked about his farming, and showed 'us drawings of several

of his finest creatures. Mrs. Webster took me in her carriage a long dis

tance to find some remarkable fossils, which Sir C. Lyell had heard of,

and concerning which I had promised him to make inquiry. We went to

several farmers' and fishermen's houses, where I was most kindly received

on Mr. Webster's account, and brought away plentiful specimens. It was

evident that the Webster family were a peculiar and favorite people with

the persons I saw ; the anxiety about Mr. Webster's health was very great

and sincere.

" On our way back, we were to meet him at a rendezvous, to see his

favorite creatures ; he was there before us, and waited for us.

" The weather was not favorable. Our examination of the cattle was

very short, and I had not knowledge enough to appreciate their fine

points. II a showed some disappointment, for, if the weather had been

good, he would have lingered there ; but, being in an 023en carriage, it

was unsafe for him in so chilling a temperature.

"I should have said that he himself drove Mr. Haven in an open car

riage. When we reached the house, Mr. Webster took me to his private

sitting-room, where a portrait of his daughter Julia hung over the fire

place. He talked of her and the interest she had taken in the place, the

designs she had made for the library, and the strong desire she had ex

pressed, in England, to be again in Marshfield. He was much moved ; he

gave me the newspapers to read, and turned to the table to write.
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"Mr. Abbott told me that, at that time, he read no newspapers; the

political campaign, which ended in the election of President Pierce, was

then at the height of its violence, and no conversation, that approached

me subject, occurred while I was at Marshfield.

" At dinner Mr. Webster was as abstemious as he had been the day

before ; but the whole wealth of Marshfield was on the table.

"The fish, of which, the ' chowder' was made, had been picked from a

large freight caught that morning ; and the mutton had been raised and

killed upon the place. Neither could be found better anywhere, and he

was proud of both. He was in excellent spirits, and told some of his

best stories in his happiest manner. On yielding once, very gracefully, to

Mrs. Webster, in some arrangement she wished to make for her guests, he

said he was reminded of a Mr. Huntington, of Connecticut, in the days of

Connecticut's simple ways and steady habits. He was chosen Lieutenant-

Governor of the State, and a committee of the Legislature was sent from

Hartford to announce it to him. He was in the field, and they waited in

his best room while he was summoned, and put on his Sunday clothes.

The chairman of the committee very solemnly announced the honor which

had been conferred upon him, to which Mr. Huntington, with equal

solemnity, replied that he accepted it with great distrust of himself, but

not without hope that he might be able to fulfil in some good degree the

duties it imposed upon him, as he had held a similar office for nearly forty

years in his own family.

u In the evening he was not so well, and went to his private room for a

short time, but, when with us, he made an effort, and was bright and

pleasant. He told me that he lay awake at night a good deal, and that

he took great interest in watching the stars, and marking the hours by

their progress. He showed me a boat upon the pond, close to the house,

which had a small flag of the Union floating from the top of a pole which

stood in the place of a mast. He called it his ' Home Squadron,' and said

that he loved to distinguish those bright and beautiful stripes in the first

dawn of the morning. The next morning he was up early, and seemed

uncommonly well.

u We had a very luxurious breakfast; the fish, especially, was prepared

in various ways, as he had himself directed ; but he ate little except some

porridge, or something of that sort.

u After breakfast he took me aside, and said he thought, before long,

he should be able to come to Boston ; adding, that he felt better, but that

he didn't care to have people think that he was well, for he didn't mean

to work as hard as he had done. ' I mean to take things easy,' he said.

I told him I thought he was better than when I arrived at Marshfield two

days before ; but that I hoped he would not presume upon his strength.

He answered that he should not, and then spoke of what was to be done

in Washington, before the next meeting of Congress, in a way that proved

he did not doubt he should be there to do it. The carriage was then

announced that was to take us to the railroad ; he accompanied us, and
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saw us safely into it ; and, as we drove off, he wayed his hand to us, stand

ing in his doorway as erect, imposing, and majestic a figure as he had

been in his better days.

" I had no misgivings that it was the last time I should see him. This

was on the 25th of September."

How the days wore on at Marshfteld3 after we left, there

are means of knowing from Mr. Webster's own letters—for he

continued to write to the President from the 28th of Sep

tember to the 18th of October—and also from the letters of Mr.

Abbott.

[to the president.]

il Marshfield, September 30, 1852.

" My dear Sir : Dr. Jeffries has been down, and stayed two nights?

and has freely conversed with Dr. Porter, our local physician. Their state

ment is more favorable than I expected, for I have been much alarmed,

and that alarm has not all subsided yet. I will send you a copy of their

statement, as soon as I can get one of them to make it out.

"Yours, .always truly,

"Daniel Webster.'7

[prom the president.]

" Washington, October I, 1852.

" My dear sir : I have this moment received yours of the 28th

ultimo, and have perused it with a good deal of solicitude. I shall not

cease to feel the utmost solicitude until I know that you are restored to

health. I sincerely hope you may have the benefit of the advice of your

old physician from Boston, and after he has paid you a friendly visit,

and one which I earnestly desire may be the means of restoring you to

health, may I anticipate the satisfaction of hearing from you again ? It is a

source of great gratification to know that, at the time you wrote, you were

free from pain.

" All things are going on as well as usual, but I have not been able as

yet to obtain any proposition in reference to the Lobos affairs from Mrc

Osma, the new minister. He left for New York immediately after his re

ception, and I have requested the acting Secretary to ask him to return,

and he may be here to-day.

" Hoping soon to hear of your restoration to health,

" I remain, truly and sincerely yours,

" Millard Fillmore.'9

[to the president.]

" Marshfield, October 4, 1852.

" My dear Sir : I thank you for your kind and sympathizing letters

respecting my health. The doctors have agreed to have another confer
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ence, before they make any statement. The reason is, that, although all

who know Dr. Jeffries and Dr. Porter have entire confidence in them, yet

friends in Boston insist that they shall be permitted to send down a medi

cal man of high reputation in his profession ; and they have proposed

either Dr. Warren, Senior, or Dr. Jackson ; of course, I could not object to

this, and in a day or two I shall see them here. . . .

" I trust you and your family are all well.

" Yours, always truly,

"Daniel Webster."

[to the president.]

(Private and confidential?)

" Marshfield, October 8, 1852.

" Mv dear Sir : The physicians assembled here on the 6th instant,

and explored and scrutinized me from top to toe, as if I had been the sub

ject of a post-mortem examination. The result of their opinion was, that

the inflammation of the stomach and bowels was gradually giving way to

the exhibition of medicines, and the effect of diet and regimen.

"Bat they do not encourage me to hope for any rapid progress of re

covery. They recommend a change in diet, and the use of plain nutri

tious food, so far as I have appetite for it, but there is difficulty in obtain

ing this appetite. It is a great while since I have been hungry. The case

is somewhat complicated. Last year, at the breaking up of my catarrh, I

experienced occasional pains in my feet, which gave me a twinge not

known to my forefathers. All these went off, however, at that time, with

the catarrh itself. They have returned in some measure this year, and

give occasional trouble to the feet by short paroxysms of pain, and by pro

ducing, not unfrequently, a considerable degree of swelling.

" In the actual state of things, I get little exercise, except walking.

" Indeed, I believe I have been off the farm but once since I came here,

and that was when I made a forced march to Boston for consultation.

u The doctors insist on steady quiet and repose, but say, nevertheless,

that it is not injurious to dictate three or four hours every morning to a

clerk upon subjects not very anxious or absorbing. What they insist on

mainly is, that I shall not show myself to mere callers and inquirers, each

with a whole budget of questions, and to this I strictly conform.

" Yours, always truly

"Dan'l Webster."

Mr. Ticknor says :

" Early in October, disheartening accounts began to arrive. On the

5th I wrote to Mr. G. J. Abbott, whom, in his will, he has truly called

6 his friend,' and who was then acting as his private secretary. On the

11th he replied : i I should have written you, my dear sir, if I could have

communicated any thing of encouragement. It is useless to deceive our
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selves. The days pass on, and, with the passage of each, I see a gradual

decline. The mind is as bright as ever. Now and then it lights up, and

reminds me of the old time. A flash of the genial humor of the past

brings a smile or a laugh, but the physical system yields, notwithstand

ing the strong will, which I have seen so often exerted with wonderful

effect. Dr. Jeffries is here to-night—we have little encouragement from

him. I write the above confidentially to you, thinking it barely possible

you may like to have some last thing done.'

u Dr. Jackson ] went to Marshfield about this time. On his return, he

told me that Mr. Webster had a mortal disease in some one of the great

organs of the abdomen, but that, after the most careful examination, he

could not tell in which of them it was, with any considerable degree of

confidence. He thought it had existed for more than a year, because, in

August, 1851, he did not suffer as usual from his annual catarrh.2 As the

disease, whatever it was, advanced slowly, he thought its progress would

continue slow, and that Mr. Webster, if he were very careful, and avoided

labor, might be able to go to Washington in the course of the autumn ;

he added, however, that, although he had given all the faculties he pos

sessed to an examination of this case, he had still seen Mr. Webster but

once, and could not feel great confidence in his own opinion. He was

satisfied, however, that he would not recover from the disease, whatever it

might be.

" On the 13th October Dr. Jackson wrote me a note saying, ' I am sorry

to tell you that the intelligence from Marshfield is less favorable.' I went

to see him, and he said that Dr. Jeffries had come from Marshfield, but

would return there immediately—that he reported Mr. Webster to be more

ill than at any time previous. I went directly to see Dr. Jeffries. He said

there had been fluctuations in the disease, but that he thought it had

made constant progress ; he believed it to be in the liver, but did not feel

certain. Mr. Webster, he said, seemed under the impression that he should

not recover, and had spoken of making his will. Dr. Jeffries was to return

to Marshfield that afternoon, and said that he should inform Mr. Paige day

by day of the state of things at Marshfield, and that from him I could

always get the latest intelligence.

" On mentioning this communication the next day to Dr. Jackson, he

said that, if Mr. Webster had an idea of making a will, he ought to be

encouraged to do it. If any burden of that kind was on the mind of a

patient, it ought to be removed—he thought he had known persons re

cover in consequence of making a will, who would have died from anxiety

of mind in thinking about it. Mr. Paige, to whom I mentioned this, said

1 The late Dr. James Jackson, one of disorder was what is medically termed

the most eminent physicians and one of "cirrhosis " of that organ.—(See the

the wisest men of his time. medical and surgical account of Mr.

2 The autopsy revealed the fact that Webster's last illness and the post-mor-

the principal seat of the disease was in tern appearances, in the American Jour-

the liver, and entirely confirmed Dr. Jack- nal of the Medical Sciences, for January,

son's opinion of its long existence. The 1853.)
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there was no one then at Marshfield who could assist Mr. Webster in such

a matter, and that some friend must be sent down for the purpose."

[ME. ABBOTT TO A FRIEND IN WASHINGTON.]

" Makshfield, Sunday Evening, October 10, 1852.

" My dear— : ... In the midst of his own physical sufferings, Mr.

"Webster never ceases to think of others. He forgets not to send to a

friend in Boston a fresh-caught fish, to another a teal shot in the little

lake near his house, or a pair of ducks brought down by the unerring aim

of his faithful boat-keeper ; to a lady friend in Washington he sends some

of the magnificent fruit with which his trees are loaded, and to another in

Boston a noble saddle of mutton from his own flock.

"A few hours since, he sent for me, -and dictated a beautiful and touch

ing letter, intended to reconcile two of his friends for whom he felt much

esteem, but whose feelings toward each other had become embittered by

an unfortunate lawsuit in which they were involved. After it was pre

pared, John Taylor was called, to whom he intrusted the care of the whole

matter, and asked if the letter could be improved. John Taylor told him

that it was such a one as no other man could have written. This re

minds me that Mr. Choate once said, when a friend placed in his hands a

letter of Mr, Webster for publication, with a request from him to look over

and correct it, ' that he should as soon think of correcting the Psalms of

David.5 And Mr. Everett once remarked, in reference to a proposed cor

rection of one of the most beautiful passages in the oration at the laying

of the corner-stone of the Bunker-Hill Monument, ' that he should as soon

think of wiping the apple of his eye with a crash towel.'

" At his request, his son raised him up in the bed that he might affix

his name to the letter and envelope, which I placed before him, while John

Taylor held the candle. Not liking the cramped manner in which he

had written his name on the envelope, he asked John, 'if it did not look

squat ? ' John told him it did, and he asked for another and wrote his

name in a fair hand. He said it reminded him of a story of Judge Smith

of Exeter, who, when Governor of New Hampshire, and reviewing a regi

ment of militia, complimented the chaplain on the excellence of his prayer

on the occasion. ' It would have been much better,' said the clergyman,

* if I had not been squat for time.' At this sally, of course we all laughed

heartily.

" Mr. Webster has not sat up to-day. It has been throughout gloomy,

foggy, or rainy, and so he has kept his bed, which, by-the-way, his physi

cians recommend. ...

"Yours, affectionately,

" G. J. Abbott."

On the same Sunday evening on which this letter was writ

ten (October loth), Mr. Abbott was sitting with Mr. Webster
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alone. Mr. Webster desired him to read aloud the ninth chap

ter of St. Mark's Gospel, where the man who brought his child

to Jesus to be cured, was told, " If thou canst believe, all things

are possible to him that believeth ; and straightway the fathei

of the child cried out, with tears, Lord, I believe, help Thou

mine unbelief." He then requested Mr. Abbott to turn to the

tenth chapter of St. John, where it is said, ." And many believed

on Him there." He then dictated an inscription, which he

said was to be placed on his monument. A few days later5 on

the 15th, he revised and corrected it with his own hand, and

then wrote out a fair copy of it and signed it. It is in these

words :

" 'Lord, I believe ; help Thou mine unbelief.'

" Philosophical argument, especially that drawn from the vastness of

the universe in comparison with the apparent insignificance of this Globe,

has sometimes shaken my reason for the faith that is in me ; but my heart

has assured, and reassured me, that the Gospel of Jesus Christ must be a

Divine Reality.

" The Sermon on the Mount cannot be a merely human production.

This belief enters into the very depth of my conscience. The whole his

tory of man proves it.

" Dan'l Webster."

When he first dictated this inscription, he said to Mr. Ab

bott : " If I get well, and write a book on Christianity, about

which we have talked, we can attend more fLilly to this matter.

But, if I should be taken away suddenly, I do not wish to

leave any duty of this kind unperformed. I want to leave some

where a declaration of my belief in Christianity. I do not wish

to go into any doctrinal distinctions in regard to the person of

Jesus, but I. wish to express my belief in Hip divine mission.55

As his nights at this period began to be very sleepless, the

thought occurred to him to illuminate the flag on the little

boat beneath his window, already mentioned by Mr. Ticknor,

that he might distinguish the stars and stripes. The story was

told by Hatch, and from him it may be best repeated :

" One day, about three weeks before he died, he called me in and told

me I must keep a secret. Well, I told him, I couldn't keep it until I knew

it. He had a boat that he called the Home Squadron, though its name waa

Cruiser ; and it was kept on the pond behind the house, just where he

could see it as he lay in his bed. It hadn't any sail, but it had a pole for
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a flag ; and he had a small United States flag nailed to the top of the

polti ; so he told me that I must go and get a nice ship-lantern, and trim

it, and the next evening at six o'clock I was to put it on his Home Squad

ron, and nobody was to know of it till it was there ; and when it was

ready, I was to come and tell him. So I did as he told me, and when it

was all ready I went in and said, ' Mr. Webster, there's a flock of geese on

the pond.' . He understood me in a minute, and said to Mrs. Webster,

' My dear, Hatch says there's a flock of geese on the pond ; come and see

them.' 4 Seems to me you are very childish,' said she • but she went to

the window and cried out, ' Why, my dear, your boat's all on fire ! '

1 That's the flock of geese,' said he. And I was to trim the lantern, and

put it up at six o'clock, and take it down at six in the morning, as long as

lie lived. He said it comforted him to look out and see it there, and see

the flag too." 1

It was also during these days of the gradual declension of

his strength, and after he had become unable to go abroad, that

the incident occurred which was so characteristic of him, and

which has been perhaps more remembered than almost any

thing of the same nature that has been told of him. Mr. Web

ster, as we have seen, had an extraordinary fondness for great

oxen, and he took much pains to possess the choicest breeds.

He liked a good horse, and appreciated the fine points of that

animal ; but he was not a lover of the horse. I am not aware

that he cared any thing for dogs, although, in his most active

days of shooting, he may have kept a spaniel or a pointer. But

of all the brute creation, he loved the ox. Oxen were the pets

of his large agricultural tastes ; and, when he could not see and

feed them, he missed one of his greatest pleasures. He had

come down one fine morning after a night of pain, and was

seated in one of the parlors that looked upon the lawn. There

he had a herd of his best oxen driven in front of the windows,

that he might look once more into their great, gentle eyes, and

see them crop the grass. " It was," said Porter Wright, in his

natural way, " his last enjoyment." s

1 Ticknor MSS. he saw—twenty at a time some years. He was

omirn • " • nr in- • t i i fonder of stock than any other part of a farm.

2 The following is Mr. Wright's rela- When he had friends'with him, he would

tion of this occurrence, given after Mr. have some of his finest oxen yoked up and

Webster's death : ^iven to the house, that they might see

them. That is the way he saw them last

" There have been thirty men employed from his window. It was not a large lot,

some years, and thirty-two for a few clays, but they were his best oxen. He sat there,

mechanics as well as farm workmen. He had talking with Mr. Thomas and Mr. Curtis,

one hundred and ten head of cattle when he and looking at his creatures, and he en-

had the most. He raised some, but, when he joyed it : It was his last enjoyment. It

went up into New Hampshire, he'd buy a was about a week before he died."—-(Tick-

great many ; he'd buy all the handsome oxen nor MSS.)
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[to the president.]

(Private and confidential.)

" Maksiifield, October 15, 1852,

" My dear Sir : I thank you from the bottom of my heart for your

kind letter. Your letters are always kind. I have been in great danger.

I am attended, nearly every day, by two physicians ; and yet, strange as it

may seem, when I have got through the night, I can sit an hour at the

table, and write a letter, and sign others. I don't foresee the result. I am

in the hands of God, and may He preserve and bless you and yours ever

more !

" Dan'l Webster."

[mk. abbott to a friend.]

" Maeshfield, Saturday Evening, October 16, 1852.

•' My dear—— : ... I am watching, as you know, at the side of Mr.

Webster. Sometimes the terrible thought comes to me, when he seems as

he did this evening, that a very few hours even may terminate the scene ;

at others, he looks so bright and cheerful, and talks so encouragingly of

the future, and of the pursuits and occupations that must require months

and years for their completion, that for a moment I forget that I am in a

sick-chamber, and enter into and partake of his bright hopes and expecta

tions.

"When you hear any one make such unjust remarks as those to which

you allude, in respect to the course which Mr. Webster has thought proper

to pursue in the pending contest, you may say that he takes but little in

terest in what is going on in the political world ; he encourages no move

ment of any kind ; he discourages none ; he has withdrawn entirely from

all party action ; his thoughts are occupied with higher considerations, and

with subjects of eternal moment.

" In these quiet groves the bustle of politics and the harsh sounds of

electioneering contests are neither felt nor heard. Mr. Webster is endeav

oring, under the aid of skilful and experienced physicians, to combat

his annual catarrh and its. attendant disease, and to regain his wasted

strength ; entire rest, both of body and mind, is not only absolutely neces

sary for his restoration, but constitutes almost our only hope of his recovery.

He could no more speak in Faneuil Hall, as those who call themselves his

political friends desire, even if his judgment approved the cause, or even

walk to his office in the garden, where, as he said, he does his hard work,

than he could raise the sick to health.

" In such a state as he is can it be expected that his true friends should

trouble him about passing events, in which he takes but little interest ?

Our anxious concern is for his present comfort. To you, I may say we

are all suffering intensely ; we try to hope for the best, but I fear, alas ! if

is hope, not expectation.
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" It is almost as if we should imagine that the great river of life, when

near its termination, should turn again to its source, or that the descend

ing sun in the heavens should stop in its course. . . .

" Yours, always truly,

" Gr. J. Abbott."

[to the president.]

" Sunday, October 17, 1852.

" My dear Sir : I have had two comfortable nights, on the whole,

since I wrote you, though last night I had an excessively painful attack,

which cost Dr. Jeffries two hours to subdue. I then went to sleep and

slept sweetly. This is a beautiful, brilliant, but very cold October morn

ing, and now (eleven o'clock) I feel uncommonly well and strong; some

symptoms are decidedly better. They measure me like an ox, and find

that there is a small but positive diminution of the distention of the

stomach and bowels. "We must see now, ere long, what turn things will

be likely to take.

" Yours, always truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to the president.]

'" MA.K8HFIELD, Octob&T 17, 1852.

u My dear Sir : It has been so kind in Mr. Conrad to trouble him

self with the concerns of my department, in my absence, that I should be

glad to show him some mark of grateful respect.

" It is a feather in the life of a public man to sign a treaty, and I should

be glad that he should have the opportunity of signing one before my re

turn. If you have concluded to submit the copyright treaty to the Sen

ate, I propose to you to suggest to him, as from yourself, but with my

hearty concurrence, that he should sign it. I do not think of any other

treaty wo have now on hand.

" Yours, always truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

[to the president.]

"Monday Morning, October 18, 1852.

" My dear Sir : By the blessing of Providence, I have had another

comparatively good night, the afternoon attack coming later, and not last

ing so long, and then an excellent sleep. At this hour (ten o'clock) I feel

easy and strong, and as if I could go into the Senate and make a speech !

At one, I shall sink all away; be obliged to go to bed at three, and go

through the evening spasms. What all this is to come to, God only

knows ! My dear sir, I should love to pass the last moments of your Ad

ministration with you, and around your council-board. But let not this

embarrass you. Consider my resignation as always before you, to be ac
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cepted any moment you please. I hope God, in His mercy, may preserve

me, but His will be done S

" I have every thing right about me, and the weather is glorious.

"I do not read the newspapers, but my wife sometimes reads to me the

contents of some of them.

"I fear things do not look very well for our side.

u Yours, always truly,

" Dan'l Webster."

At the request of Mr. Paige, Mr. Webster9s brother-in-law, I

went to Marslifield on Monday, the 18th, for the purpose of as

sisting Mr. "Webster in the preparation of his will, and to be with

him, for any purpose in which I could contribute to his comfort,

through what we all now feared would be his last illness. I

found him seated in one of the parlors, excessively emaciated

and feeble, but he had a little writing-table before him, and

appeared to have been using his pen, at least for signatures.1

When I greeted him, he held out his hand and said, with a

smile : " I am -very thankful to you for coming, for I have much

to say to you. I hope you will become a transplanted tree,

and take root at Marslifield ; we set out trees here sometimes."

I assured him I should remain as long as he needed me. In

a short time he went to his chamber, supported between two of

his strong farm laborers, who had learned to assist his move

ments with great gentleness. He was soon asleep under the in

fluence of an anodyne. On the following day, Dr. Jeffries ar

rived with Mr. Paige. In the mean time, I had learned from

Mr. Edward Curtis, of New York, a gentleman to whom Mr.

Webster was strongly attached, and who was then staying in

the house, that some days previously Mr. Webster had received

a letter from several of his personal friends in New York, ur

gently requesting him to write a public letter in favor of the

election of General Scott. The gentlemen who made this re

quest were persons for whom Mr. Webster had great regard,

and it was painful to him to refuse them any thing. I found

that Mr. Paige concurred with me in the opinion that, aside

from all other reasons or considerations, Mr. Webster ought

not, now that he could probably live but a few days, or at all

1 The last letter which lie wrote with It is the one addressed to President Fill-

his own hand was written this morning, more, supra.
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events since he was in a condition of great danger, to send forth

a political manifesto of any kind. Mr. Fletcher Webster was

earnestly opposed to his father's complying with the request

that had been made ; and, after a time, Mr. Edward Curtis took

a different view of this subject from that with which he first

came to Marshfielcl, and it was agreed among us that, when Mr.

Webster should mention the subject to either of us, we should

tell him that the only question, in our opinion, related to the

mode in which he was to communicate his refusal to gentlemen

for whom he had a strong personal regard. At this time, two

answers had been prepared, but Mr. Webster had not allowed

either of them to be sent. The first one, dictated by himself,

had expressed with severe distinctness the public reasons wdry

he could not approve of the Baltimore nomination. The second

draft was less emphatic, and omitted the censures implied in the

first. Mr. Webster now requested Mr. Paige to place the New-

York letter in my hands, sending me word that he wished me

to prepare an answer to it for his consideration.

But it was necessary that this matter should be laid aside

for the present, in order that Mr. Webster might give directions

concerning his will. On the following morning (Tuesday),

I was with him alone, for a long time ; no one but Mrs. Web

ster, or Sarah his nurse, coming into the chamber, and this only

at intervals to attend to any thing he might need. When he

began to give me directions about his will, he said that he had

always liked the old fashion of commencing such instruments

with religious expressions, and with a recognition of one's de

pendence upon God. " Follow the old forms," he said, " and

do not let me go out of the world without acknowledging my

Maker.5' He then dictated a considerable part of the outline

of his will, from which, and from other memoranda that had

been written before I arrived, the formal instrument could

be prepared. His sentences as I wrote them down—for I

desired him as much as possible to give me his own lan

guage—were dictated with the utmost precision, clearness,

and fulness. When he came to make the provision respecting

a literary executorship, he said what I have mentioned in the

Preface of this work, and he also added, what is not there re

peated, that he supposed, at some time, it would be proper that

83
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liis life should be written, but he did not indicate at what time

it should be done, saying that he wished to leave every thing to

the discretion of his literary executors.

But he was greatly embarrassed and troubled about the

disposal of the Marshfield property. He wished to leave

that estate to his son Fletcher for life, and then to one of

Fletcher's sons. Mrs. Webster's trustees, however, under her

marriage settlement had a mortgage upon it for her whole

separate fortune ; and he had no means of compensating them

from personal estate, for a surrender of her rights, or of. mak

ing any provision for her future comfort. This alone gave

him pain in regard to his worldly affairs ; for he believed

(although erroneously) that he had property enough, if suit

ably administered, to satisfy his debts, and still to leave the

Green Harbor estate large enough for a home for his son

and grandson. He longed to perpetuate it, as far as he

could, in his name and blood. But he intended to make a

will that should be satisfactory and just to every member of

his family capable of understanding it ; to have it submit

ted to Mrs. "Webster and to Fletcher before its execution,

and to make his own signature to it the expression of their as

sent as well as of his own purposes. His anxiety, however,

about a suitable provision for Mrs. Webster could have but one

relief, and how that could come was in his mind and in my

own when he began to converse on -the subject. He thought

and suggested that, if he could have even a verbal assurance

that the subscribers to his annuity would continue it to Mrs.

Webster after his death, it would be right for him to make such

a disposition of Green Harbor that. Mrs. Webster's trustees

could properly relinquish the estate to the uses of his descend

ants. " How, then," he asked me, " can we know what I am to

do for my dear wife ? " I replied that I would go to Boston the

next morning, in order to see some of the gentlemen who were

subscribers to his annuity, and that I did not doubt his anxiety

wrould be relieved by the next evening. He then said : u I am

keeping you here to your own great inconvenience ; you must

return and stay here, and consider yourself as rendering a pro

fessional service, and must be compensated in the usual way.33

I replied^ laughing: "Mr. Webster, I cannot have you for a cli
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ent ; we are of the same guild, you know." " True," he ■ an

swered, " we are Free-Masons enough for that," and then he

added : " you are very kind ; go—and let William drive you,

with my best horse, to the early train ; but you will have to

rise at four o'clock." As this was not a great obstacle, it was

arranged that I should leave him in the morning.

As he had now conversed as much as was proper for him, I

rose, and, gathering up the papers, walked to the bedside to take

leave of him. He was lying in an easy posture, without pain or

suffering, but with his eyes covered with a napkin, which the

watchful Sarah had placed over them because she thought that

he could not bear the light, which he would not allow to be ex

cluded from the room0 As he held out his hand to me, I said :

" Mr. "Webster, this New-York letter does not require immediate

attention, and I beg you not to feel troubled about it." "My

dear friend," was his answer, " I care no more about politics

than the jackdaw that sits on the top of St. Paul's. Go down

to the library3 and read Cowp.er's ' Jackdaw.5 He then re

peated some of the lines :

" ' You think, no doubt, he sits and muses

On future broken bones and bruises,

If he should chance to fall.

No ; not a single thought like that

Employs his philosophic pate,

Or troubles it at all.

" ' He sees that thi3 great roundabout,

The world, with all its motley rout,

Church, army, physic, law,

Its customs and its businesses,

Is no concern at all of his ;

And says—what says he ?-—Caw ! ? "

He was more ill during that night than he had been pre

viously, Mrs. Baker afterward said :

" Tuesday night, before he died, I watched with hirn—he waked up

suddenly, and said, in a very loud voice, ' I'm dead, I'm dead ! ' Mrs.

Webster ran in and we found that he felt numb—we rubbed him, and he

revived ; but, after Mrs. Webster had gone again, he called me to him, and

said: "Don't you go to sleep, not a wink for a thousand dollars ; take the

hartshorn and hold it to my nose every fifteen minutes whether I'm awake

or asleep—rub me with spirits, and keep hold of my right hand." I think

he imagined he might die suddenly,1

1 Ticknor MSS,
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In the train, on the following morning, many persons to

whom I was known came to me, to inquire about Mr. Web

ster ; and5 when I told them that he probably could not live

many days, tears filled their eyes. They were startled, for they

had not known he was so ill, and they had never accustomed

themselves to the thought of losing him. To them, it was as if

he were a part of the established and perpetual system of the

world. When the train arrived in the city, the intelligence of

Mr. Webster5s condition spread everywhere with great rapidity,

and, when I reached the principal quarters of business, gloom

and anxiety were in all faces.

I soon met a gentleman whom I knew to be one of the

subscribers to Mr. Webster's annuity. To him I explained the

nature of my errand, and then asked him how I should take

steps to receive from a sufficient number of the other subscrib

ers such assurances as would relieve Mr. Webster's anxiety,

a=You need not go further," he answered ; " go back to Marsh-

field, and tell Mr. Webster to make any disposition of his landed

property that he desires, and his friends will see that his wishes

are carried out. I undertake to see it done." Knowing that

this gentleman both could and would cause every thing need

ful to be done, I sought for nothing more.1

While taking an early dinner that day at my own house,

in Boston, another gentleman rang at my door and called me

out. As I met him, he placed in my hand a thick roll of bank

notes, desiring me to convey it to Mr. Webster. When I asked

from whom it came, he mentioned the name of a venerable and

wealthy citizen of Boston, who had heard that Mr. Webster

was dying, and who had said that, " at such a time, there ought

to be no want of money in Mr. Webster's house." 2

1 This will explain how Mr. Web- which the trusts of the will could be

ster's will, in respect to the disposition carried out, and Mrs. Webster was

of his two estates at Marshfield and placed in a position of ease and inde-

Franklin, came to be settled entirely on pendence. In a short time after Mr.

the confidence that his friends would Webster's death, . she transferred her

enable its trusts to be carried out. As residence to the city of New York, where

the gentleman, of whom the anecdote in she has ever since lived in great comfort

the text is told, is no longer living, I may and honor, and among her own kindred,

mention his name. It was the late Mr. 2 This generous and thoughtful old

John Eliot Thayer, an eminent and very friend has also long since gone where the

successful banker. After Mr. Webster's recording angel may be humbly supposed

death, arrangements were made by his to have noted such deeds, with which his

friends in Boston and New York, through life was filled. He was familiarly known
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After I had returned to Marslifleld that evening, I learned

that another letter had been received by Mr. "Webster from a

friend in the city of New York, begging that the first one, in

relation to the support of General Scott's nomination, might be

answered. On the following morning (Thursday) I was again

with Mr. Webster to receive further instructions for the will.

I found him cheerful, but very much weakened by the progress

of the disease. lie inquired the public news, and I told him

that the State elections in Pennsylvania and elsewhere had re

sulted in great majorities for the Democratic party. " Yes,55 he

said, " that party will sweep the country ; the Whig candidate

will obtain but one or two States ; and it is well ; as a national

party, the, Whigs are ended.55

He then spoke of his own condition, saying : " I think I

shall get well, but I may not; and therefore there are two or

three things which I wish to say to you.55 He then asked me

if I had seen the letter received on the day before from one of

his friends in New York. I replied that I had not seen it, but

that it seemed to me that the original letter, about which he

had conversed with me previously, admitted of an answer,

to which its signers could take no exception, and that, as

they were persons for whom lie had great regard, I hoped that

such an answer would be made. He then said : " This is a

matter of principle and character and reputation with me, and

I will die, before I will do any thing, directly or indirectly, from

which it is to be inferred that I acquiesce in the nomination

made at Baltimore. I ask nobody to vote for me, I expect it of

nobody ; I find fault with nobody for supporting the nomina

tion. But I cannot and will not say that I acquiesce in it.

Go back to my original answer to the ISTew-York letter, which

I dictated, but have not signed. Those are my sentiments. I

say to you now, as I said in that answer, that, if I were to do

this thing, I should feel my cheeks already scorched with shame

by the reproaches of posterity.55

I then read to him a note which I had received that morn-

ing from a friend in Boston, expressing the hope that Mr.

Webster would remain firm to his own opinion in this matter,

in Boston society as " Uncle Sam Apple- ster's son-in-law, Mr. Samuel Appletoa

ton," He was a relative of Mr. Web- Appleton.
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and not be governed by the wishes of others. " Write to -

said he, " and tell him to. look over toward Charlestown, and see

if Bunker Hill monument is still standing." This, I believe,

was the last occasion on which Mr. Webster said any thing

upon any political subject. He appeared from this time for

ward to dismiss from his mind all thought of political affairs ;

to live only in his affections for those who were dear to him ;

and to make preparation for that great change which might be

soon at hand.

But, although he had thus withdrawn from all that world of

public affairs in which his activity had been so great and his

interest so deep, he did not to the last loosen his hold upon

other relations of his earthly existence, or cease to think and

act upon the most minute domestic concerns with the same

exact attention that he had paid to them when in health,,

Besides his immediate family and servants, there were now

with him two of his friends to whom he was tenderly at

tached, Mr. Harvey and Mr. Edward Curtis, his relatives Mr.

and Mrs. Paige, his son-in-law Mr. Appleton, Mr. LeKoy, a

brother of Mrs. Webster, and Miss Downs. The presence of

these guests, and of the medical gentlemen who attended him,

made a somewhat numerous household, for whose comfort he

gave directions from day to day.1 On Friday morning, before

he gave me the last instructions for his will, he sent for Porter

Wright, directed the farm-work for the day, and gave him

money to pay the laborers, and all else due in the neighbor

hood. And so he went on through that day, with all his great

lrThis was the continuation of the looking so bad as he did. The last time I

-i T.-X x? -U- t-c -A/T w^-u^™ -^i,^ saw him, to speak to mm, was Saturday fore-
habits of his life. Mr. Webster, when noor^ ^ da/before he diecL He thought he

in health, and at home, was perpetually shouldn't see me again, and he shook hands

attentive to the most minute domestic with me, and hid megood-by."

concerns. Mrs. Baker said :
Mr. Weston's account was not less

" There never was anybody more thought- emphatic :

ful about other people's comfort and pleasure ;

he'd give directions how dishes should be ''There was no man who had a more ten-

prepared that people liked, der feeling for his fellow -men—no man that

did more to relieve their troubles, or took

Porter Wright said : more pains to conceal what he did. He em-
to * ployed me for a good deal of such work, and

"I saw him every day, and he gave me I ought to know. I never saw any man that

directions about the work till Friday (two thought so much of the comfort of animals,

days before he died). He knew every thing He seemed to feel for them, and I always

about house and farm ; gave directions about think we can judge something of the temper

what should be killed for the family. I could of a man by his treatment of his creatures,

not imagine hardly how a man that was I've known some men that would beat then

so sick could think of such little things, oxen because they were angry with a neigh

and of other people, what they should eat, bor."—(Ticknor MSS.)
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faculties and fancies under the same control that had marked

his whole life ; seeing,, in the intervals when he was free from

suffering, all who were in the house, conversing as he always

had, but with a gentle and overflowing affection that seemed

to grow stronger and stronger, as his bodily powers sank be

neath the disease which was wearing away his life.1

He had now become so feeble that he could sit up only for

a short time. He was placed in an easy-chair, and sat with

Dr. Jeffries alone. The good doctor fell asleep for a moment,

and Mr. Webster, who thought he was silent from sadness,

said : " Cheer up, doctor, don't be sad—I shall get along."

The doctor answered : "I was not sad, Mr. Webster ; the truth

is, I was in the land o? nod." " Well," said Mr. Webster,

" that's all right0"

In the course of that evening, his servant William, who was

supporting him with a pillow, fell asleep. Mr. Webster turned

to Dr. Jeffries, who was sitting by his bedside, and said,

smiling, " William means to take it out." Later in the night

he directed Sarah, who had been up for the two previous nights,

to go to bed. She, however, came into the room as late as

twelve o'clock, thinking he was asleep. He noticed her, and

called out, " You everlasting Sarah, why are you not in

bed ? "

On the morning of Saturday, the 23d, he found himself so

much more feeble than he had been, that he proceeded with great

deliberation to arrange every thing with Dr. Jeffries for the final

hour. They had hitherto exchanged no words that distinctly

implied the approach of death. Mr. Webster, however, had

been watching his own case with singular power of attention,

and had been measuring what remained to him of vital force.

He had concluded this to be his last day ; and, as there was pres

ent no other ear but that of his faithful physician, to be pained

by the expression of his thought, he said, with an even voice

1 His cheerfulness and occasional 1m- glad to Bee you ; I thought you had forgotten

mor were most remarkable. Mrs. Baker me:; 1 told Mm why L had gtayed away< and

said : that we felt very lonely down-stairs without

him. ; Oh ! ' said he, "'Mrs. Baker, perhaps

" A few days before he died, I went into I shall he down-stairs among you again, when

his room in the morning. There were so the wind comes In shore.1 I could hardly

many people about him that I hadn't been in conceive how he could be so composed with

for two or three days. As soon as he saw me so many people about; him. He never showed

he smiled so sweetly, and spoke quite strong : the least agitation about his condition, or the

'Good-morning, my good old friend, I'm least reluctance to die."—(Tichnor MSS.)
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and perfect calmness, " Doctor, you have carried me through,

the night, I think you will get me through to-day. I shall

die to-night." Dr. Jeffries, much moved, said, after a pause,

" You are right, sir." Mr. Webster then went on : "I wish

yon, therefore, to send an express to Boston for some younger

person to he with you. I shall die to-night. You are ex

hausted, and must he relieved. Who shall it he ? " Dr. Jef

fries suggested Dr. J. Mason Warren. Mr. Webster answered,

instantly, "Let him be sent for." Dr. Jeffries then left the

room, to write a note to Dr. Warren, and, on returning, he

found that Mr. Webster had given complete directions how the

note should be sent, who should be the messenger, what horse

should be used, what road taken, and where a fresh horse could

be procured ; and how the messenger was to do his errand on

reaching the city. He seemed to go on as a person who was

making preparation for an event that was to happen to some

one else; so complete was his control over himself, and his suffi

ciency for the needs of the occasion, that no one about him

felt it to be necessary, in such matters, to do any thing but to

follow and execute his directions.

At this time I was shut up in the library, which Mr0

Fletcher Webster had closed for my use, while making the

formal draught of the will ; Dr. Jeffries came to me, and said

that the will must be executed on that day ; and that he w^ould

ascertain when Mr. Webster might wish to see me. The bad

symptoms increased as the day passed on, but still the mind

maintained its supreme serenity. At about four o'clock my task

was finished, and the will was read by his son. It was then

taken to Mrs. Webster, who retired to her own chamber, ad

joining Mr. Webster's, where it was read to her by Mr. Paige.

Dr. Jeffries soon afterward came to me, and said that Mr.

Webster, for the past two hours, had seemed to be gathering

his strength for some final act, and he advised that the will

should be executed as soon as possible.

It was evening when Mr. Webster sent for me. When I

reached his room, it seemed doubtful whether he could, for

some time, attend to what he wished to do. In a little while,

however, he inquired whether the will was ready for his sig

nature, and, when informed that it was, he desired that Mrs.
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Webster might be sent for. He was then in a sitting posture,

supported in his bed by pillows.

By this time, nearly the whole household was assembled in

his room. He asked if Mrs. Webster and his son had seen the

will, and if they approved it; both assured him that they

fully assented to it. Then he said : " Let me sign it now." I

placed it before him, and he affixed his signature to it, strongly

and clearly written 5 and, as he returned the pen to me, he

said, looking at me with a peculiar smile, "Thank God for

strength to do a sensible act ; " and then immediately, and

with great solemnity, raising both his hands, he added : " Oh,

God ! I thank Thee for all Thy mercies."

He then looked inquiringly around the room, as if to see

that all were there whom he wished to address. As he was

manifestly about to say something that ought to be preserved, I

sat down at a table, in front of which some of the ladies were

standing, and on which there happened to be ink and paper (the

pen was still in my hand), and wrote down the words just as

they fell from his lips. He spoke in a strong, full voice, that

might have been heard over half the house, and with his usual

modulation and emphasis ; but very slowly, and with an oc

casional pause. He said :

"My general wish on earth has been to do my Maker's will. I thank

Him now for all the mercies that surround me. I thank Him for the means

He has given me of doing some little good ; for my children—these beloved

objects; for my nature and associations. I thank Him that I am to die, if

I am, under so many circumstances of love and affection. I thank Him for

all His care.

" No man, who is not a brute, can say that he is not afraid of death.

No man can come back from that bourne ; no man can comprehend the

will or the works of God. That there is a God, all must acknowledge. I

see Him in all these wondrous works. Himself, how wondrous ! l

" The great mystery is Jesus Christ—the Gospel. What would be the

condition of any of us if we had not the hope of immortality ? What

ground is there to rest upon but the Gospel ? There were scattered hopes

of the immortality of the soul, running down, especially among the Jews,

The Jews believed in a spiritual origin of creation. The Romans neve-

reached it ; the Greeks never reached it. It is a tradition, if that com

munication was made to the Jews by God Himself, through Moses and

1 Paradise Lost.
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the fathers.1 But there is, even to the Jews, no direct assurance of an

immortality in heaven. There is now and then a scattered intimation, as

in Job, ' I know that my Redeemer liveth ; ' but a proper consideration of

that does not refer it to Jesus Christ at all. But there loere intimations—-

crepuscular—twilight. But, but, but, thank God, the Gospel of Jesus

Christ brought life and immortality to light—rescued it—brought it to

light. There is an admirable discourse on that subject by Dr. Barrow,

Preacher to the Inner Temple. I think it is his sixth sermon.

" Well, I don't feel as if I am to fall off; I may."

He now paused for a short time ; a drowsiness appeared to

come over him, and his ejes were closed. In a moment or

two he opened them, and, looking eagerly round, he asked :

" Have I—wife, son, doctor, friends, are you all here \—have I,

on this occasion, said any thing unworthy of Daniel Webster \ "

" No, no, dear sir," was the response from all.

He then began the words of the Lord's Prayer ; but, after

the first sentence, feeling faint, he cried out, earnestly, " Hold

me up, I do not wish to pray with a fainting voice. ?? He was

instantly raised a little by a movement of the pillows, and then

repeated the whole of the prayer in clear and distinct tones,

ending his devotions with these words :

"And now, unto God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, be praise for

ever and forever ! Peace on earth, and good-will to men—that is the hap

piness, the essence—good-will toward men"

While he had been uttering the little discourse which has

now been given, several of the colored servants had gathered at

the door of the chamber, to hear the last words of a master who

had emancipated more than one of them from slavery, and all

1 Sic. I presume his meaning to tirely convincing, although he never un-

have been, that, if the idea of a spiritual dertook to speculate upon, or to assert,

origin of creation was given to Moses dogmatically, any peculiar view of the

and the Patriarchs, there is so much of personal nature of Jesus. He applied

a traditionary assurance of the being to this subject, as he did to all other irn-

and attributes of God ; but that the portant human interests, the inductive

direct assurance of an immortal exist- method of reasoning, and not the deduc-

ence for man, which is not necessarily tive. He did not assume a postulate con-

implied in the spiritual origin of crea- cerning the nature of Christ, and reason

tion, and which came through Christ, from it to certain conclusions ; but he

was needful to the completion of a re- took the whole of what are properly re

ligious system, and that it is a matter garded as the evidences of a special rev-

of direct evidence. It is certain that Mr. elation, and from those evidences, and

Webster always regarded the evidences the correlative circumstances of man's

of the Divine mission of Christ as con- situation in the universe, he formed his

Btituting proofs ■ that were to him en- belief in a future state.
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of whom loved him with their whole hearts. He did not see

them, but he now asked for them :

" Where's Monica and the rest of them ? Let rne see their faces,

—Come in here, ye faithful."

Then addressing those who stood by the bedside, he said :

" Remember, all, that I remember my three nieces—my brother's two

children, my sister Sarah's daughter, Mrs. Emily "Webster."

At this moment, Mrs. Webster, in a flood of tears, threw

her arms around his neck. He soothed her emotion with a

tender firmness, saying, " My dear wife, when you and I were

married at the Bowling Green, we knew that we must one day

part ; " and, having in some degree calmed her agitation, he

desired her to go again to her own room, telling her that he

would send for her when it should be necessary to take final

leave. He was then assisted to lie down, and, an opiate having

been administered, he obtained some sleep.

Dr. J, Mason Warren had now arrived, and came to the bed

side as soon as Mr. Webster was again awake. Mr. Webster

turned to him, held out his hand, and answered the questions

which he asked, which were few, from the fear of disturbing

him. It was now about eight o'clock. Dr. Warren observes,

in a written account of the case :

" Judging simply from the symptoms, I should, in any other case, have

said that life could not have been prolonged half an hour. His great

tenacity to life, and the very gradual modes in which the vital organs gave

way, were remarkable ; such as I do not remember to have witnessed in

any other case. ... In about half an hour after I entered the room, and,

after a short interval of rest, he suddenly reached out his hand, and

begged me to lift him up in bed, which, with assistance, was at once

done ; when, without any great effort, a large mass of blood was ejected

from his stomach. He almost at once exclaimed, after this, ' I feel as if I

were going to sink right away ; am I dying ? ' We assured him that he

was only faint ; and, having placed him back on his pillow, administered

a little stimulus, which soon restored the circulation."

After this, he desired that his friends, who had left him

with the physicians and the attendants that he might, if pos

sible, again sleep, should come to him one by one, for the

last words of leave-taking that he wished to say to each ; and,

one by one, all went successively to receive from him words of
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affection and consolation, uttered with his accustomed equa

nimity and with singular appropriateness to each case. This

being done, he addressed himself, with all the strength of his

great faculties, to the effort of obtaining a clear perception of

the moment when he should be entering the confines of another

world. Pie seemed to have an intense desire for a conscious

ness of the act of dying. " From this time," says Dr. "War

ren, "he fell into a kind of doze, arousing occasionally in a

state of great exhaustion, demanding something to relieve him,

saying, ' Give me Mfe, give me life ; ' evidently feeling as if he

might fall into a state in which he should be unable to realize

the passage from life to death. He also asked me, once or

twice, ' Am I alive, or am I dead % ' and proposed other ques

tions to the same effect." On one of these occasions. Dr. Jeffries

repeated to him the text of Scripture—" Yea, though I walk

through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil,

for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me."

" Yes," he said, " thy rod—thy staff—but the fact, the fact I

want ; " for he was not certain whether the words that had been

repeated to him were intended as ail intimation that he was

already in the dark valley. On another occasion, he asked

whether it were likely that the vomiting, from which he had

suffered, would return before death ; and when told that it was

improbable, he asked, " Then what shall you do ? " On being

told that he would be supported by stimulants, and made as

easy as possible by opiates, he inquired if the stimulant should

not be given then ? Tie was answered that it would not be

given immediately, and he replied, " When you give it to me, I

shall know that I may drop off at once." Satisfied that he

would thus have a final warning of the approach of death, he

said, " I will then put myself in a position to obtain a little re

pose ; " and the repose came.

The whole household were now again in the room, calmly

awaiting the moment when he would be released from pain.

All were quiet and composed, save poor old Monica. - She, in

the ignorance and affection of her nature, for some time moved

about incessantly, in much agitation, going frequently to the

bedside, looking at her master, holding up her hands, mutter

ing bits of prayers to herself, and taking little notice of the
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people about her. Once or twice, however, she addressed her

self to Dr0 "Warren and demanded, "Isn't he going to die? " or3

a'Whj don't he die? " or, " You don't think he'll live to morn

ing ? " apparently laboring under the idea that the doctor had

an agency in prolonging his sufferings.

It was past midnight, when, awaking from one of the

slumbers that he had at intervals, he seemed not to know

whether he had not already passed from his earthly existence.

He made a strong effort to ascertain what the consciousness that

he could still perceive actually was, and then uttered those

well-known words, "I still live ! " as if lie had satisfied himself

of the fact that he was striving to know. They were his last

coherent utterance. A good deal later, he said something

in which the word " poetry " was distinctly heard. His son

immediately repeated to him one of the stanzas of Gray's Ele

gy. He heard it, and smiled.

After this,, respiration became more difficult, and at length it

went on with perceptible intervals. All was now hushed within

the chamber ; and to as who stood, waiting, there were but three

sounds in Nature : the sighing of the autumn wind in the trees,

the slow ticking of the clock in the hall below, and the deep

breathing of our dying friend. Moments that seemed hours

flowed on. Still the measured beat of time fell painfully dis

tinct upon our ears; still the gentle moaning of the wind

mingled with the only sound that arose within the room ; for

there were no sobs of women, no movements of men. So grand,

and yet so calm and simple, had been his approach to the mo

ment when we must know that he was with us no more, that he

had lifted us into a composure which, but for his great ex

ample, we could not have felt. At twenty-three minutes before

three o'clock, his breathing ceased ; the features settled into

a superb repose; and Dr. Jeffries, who still held the pulse,

after waiting for a few seconds, gently laid down the arm, and,

amid a breathless silence, pronounced the single word a Dead."

The eyes were then closed, the remains were removed from the

position in which death came, and all, but those who had been ap

pointed to wait and watch, slowly and mournfully walked away.1

1 The persons present when he died er Webster, Mr. and Mrs. Paige, Mr, S.

were, Mrs. Webster, Mr. and Mrs. Fleteh- A. Appleton, Mr. LeRoy, Miss Downs,
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Thus there passed out of this world the great soul of Dan

iel "Webster ; devoutly thankful for the good he had been per

mitted to do, conscious to the last hour of life in all his rich af

fections and splendid faculties, fully believing that he was en

tering another state of existence, and humbly trusting that his

aims on earth had been to do the will of Him to whom he felt

that all created intelligence and all human power are to render

up their account.

Dr. Johnson is reported to have said, that " he believed

hardly any man died without affectation.'5 1 Mr. Webster is

known to have said : " One may live as a conqueror, a king, or

a magistrate ; but he must die as a man. The bed of death

brings every human being to his pure individuality ; to the in

tense contemplation of that deepest and most solemn of all re

lations, the relation between the creature and his Creator.

Here it is that fame and renown cannot assist us ; that all ex

ternal things must fail to aid us ; that even friends, affection,

and human love and devotedness, cannot succor us."2

In the death of Mr. Webster, it may be justly said that

his own pure individuality was as distinct and complete as it

was in any passage or moment of his life. He was no actor, at

any time. He had as little vanity as was ever seen in the na

ture of a great man. His greatness was without pomp, his ele

vation was without any tendency to display. As he had lived,

so he died ; leaving behind him just such testimony to the reli

gious truths which he accepted as he had always borne through

life to all other truth on which he felt it to be a duty to make

known his opinions ; leaving it in the most simple form, to be

permanently recorded for those who might come to stand at his

grave.

Few distinguished men have ever died of whose last days

and hours we have a circumstantial account, who died with

mental faculties so entirely untouched by decay or change of

any kind. It seemed plain to those who saw and heard Mr.

Webster, that death could have no power over that essence,

Mr. Harvey, Mr. E. Curtis, Mr. Zantsin- 1 Boswell, Croker's edition, vol. v.,

ger (of the State Department), Dr. Jef- ch. v.

fries, Dr. Warren, Mr. C. H. Thomas, 2 Eulogium pronounced before the

Mr. Weston, and myself; together with Bar of Boston, on the Character of Mr.

many of the servants. Justice Story—1845. Works, ii. 297.
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whatever it may be, that constitutes the soul of man. We

seemed to see it proved before us, that death is but the dis

solution of the tie that has bound the immortal spirit to the

perishable flesh.

The simplicity and true grandeur of Mr. Webster's character

were alike evinced in the wishes which he expressed concerning

his funeral obsequies. " I wish to be buried/9 he said in his

will, " without the least show or ostentation, but in a manner

respectful to my neighbors, whose kindness has contributed so

much to the happiness of me and mine, and for whose pros

perity I offer sincere prayers to God.95

These were the words of one who, if he had not lived as

a conqueror, had lived as a king of men, in all that realm

of intellectual power which governs the concerns of nations.

They were the words of one who could not appear anywhere

among men, without drawing to himself a homage and an in

terest which marked, in an extraordinary degree, his personal

supremacy. With a fame that filled his whole country, and

was acknowledged throughout the world, after a life of public

civil service whose importance was felt wherever his country

was known, he wished only for such funeral honors as, in the

decent customs of a rural neighborhood, might accord with the

feelings of the simple and faithful people among whom he was

to die.

Yet it would have been ordered otherwise, if he had not so

expressed his wishes. The President of the United States sent

an agent of the State Department, specially to propose a public

funeral, and to take charge of it in the name and with the re

sources of the Government. The public feeling throughout the

whole country united with the desire of its Chief Magistrate.

But all men felt, when Mr. Webster9s wishes became known,

that the funeral honors most fitting to be paid to him would be

such as he himself had desired.

Accordingly, at noon on Friday, the 29th day of October,

1852, the gates of his late residence were thrown wide, that all

who wished might come to look for the last time upon that

majestic form. The coffin was placed upon the lawn, in front

of the mansion-house, and a rich autumn sun poured down

upon it the full light of day. A concourse of more than ten
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thousand filled the grounds, and passed slowly around the

bier, each one pausing for an instant, to take the last look of

that gracious figure, which was arrayed for burial, in the same

well-known dress that he had always worn. The great mul

titude present represented or comprehended all classes, all

ages, all stations, the rich and the poor, the educated and the

uneducated, from far and near. But, in that crowd, there

came one unknown man, in a plain and rustic garb, who truly

and fitly, because in homeliest words, interpreted the thoughts

that silently oppressed them all, when, looking down upon the

face of the dead, he said, as if for himself alone : " Daniel Web

ster, the world, without you, will seem lonesome."

Within the house, crowded in every part, a religious ser

vice was conducted, according to the primitive manner of New

England, in presence of the relatives and immediate friends.

The coffin was then borne on the shoulders of six of the neigh

boring farmers, who had asked the privilege of carrying to his

last home him whom they had so loved and honored. The son

and grandsons of the deceased, the other male connections and

intimate friends, and the much-trusted servants, walked as

chief mourners. The vast multitude reverently and slowly
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followed through, the grounds and down the long avenue,

ascending at last to the ancient burying-place of the fathers

of Marshtield. There the bier was rested upon the earth ; a

prayer was offered by the officiating clergyman; and then, all

of this great man that could die was laid in the place which

he had chosen, with the ashes of his loved ones, who had gone

before him.

84
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increase the army, iwTen Regi tout Bill."

321 ; to organize a govern ~o"i !\r Oregon,

343; for government of territory acquired

from Mexico, 359, 360 ; for the surrender of

fugitive slaves, 422.

Blatchpoed, Richard M.. his service to

Mr. Webster in his private affairs, ii.

214; settles a pecuniary difficulty for Mr.

Webster, 311 ; letter to, describing a visit

to Marshfield, 313; letter to, respecting the

health of Mrs. Appleton, 326; letter to, re

specting the nomination for President,

1348, 336 ; letter to, regarding the speech

at Marshfield, 346 ; letter to, about the

Cabinet appointments of General Taylor,

351, 354-359; letter to, concerning certain

causes in the Supreme Court, 373 ; letters

to. in the summer of 1849, 378, 379; letter

to, in 1850, 445 ; letters to, 430-4S2, 501-593,
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509; letters to, in 1851, respecting health of

Mr. Webster, 526, 528 ; letter to, 660.

Bocanegra, M. De, Mexican Secretary of

State, complaints of, ii. 126.

Bonaparte (Napoleon I.), his wars with

Great Britain, i. 91, 92; his Berlin and Mi

lan Decrees, 91, 92, 99-101 ; seizes American

vessels, 93 : conduct toward United States

99, 100.

Boscatven, town of, Daniel Webster practises

law there, i. 73; Ezekiel Webster practises

law there, 78.

Boston, Mr. Webster first iroes to, i. 69 ; pre

sentation to Mr. Webster by citizens of, 508 ;

reception of Mr. Webster in 1850, ii. 438 ;

aldermen_ of, refuse to give Faueuil Hall

for Mr. Webster's reception, 498; Board of

Council offers the same, 500; reception in

front of hotel, 501; reception of Mr. Web

ster at, in 1852, 627-639 ; Mr. Webster's last

visit to. 670.

Boston Mechanics'1 Association, Mr. Webster

lectures before, i. 334.

Boston Societyfor the Diffusion of Knowledge,

Mr. Webster presicles'at meeting, i. 334.'

Botts, John Minor, on the difficulty between

President Tyler and Congress, ii. 79; letter

to, regarding an error in Buffalo speech,

508.

Boundary, Northeastern, proposition to ap

point a special minister to fix the, ii. 3 ; the

difficulties respecting, 52 ; the attitude of

the question as' stated by Governor Kent,

59 ; settlement by conventional line first

suggested,, 71 ; the difficulty of the ques

tion, 97; Lord Ashburton's plan of settle

ment, 103, 104 ; the plan of the Maine com

missioners, 112 ; Lord Ashburton's reply to

the Maine commissioners, 114; Mr. Web

ster and Lord Ashburton settle upon a con

ventional line, -115; agreed to by commis

sioners of Maine and Massachusetts, 116 ;

how affected by existing maps, 132, 134, 149,

154. 155, 157, 167-171 ; the line run by com

missioners. 204, 205.

Boundary, Oregon, dispute as to, ii. 255, et

seq. ; settlement of, 265.

Bowring, Sir John, comments on the Treaty

of Washington, ii. 160.

Brady, James T., associated with Mr. Web

ster in the Goodyear rubber case, ii. 592.

Brazilian minister, his dinner-table grievance,

ii. 562, 565.

Breck, Samuel, presides at a public diuner

in honor of Mr. Webster, ii. 299.

Brinckerhoff, Jacob, reports on the charges

against Mr. Webster in 1846, ii. 283.

Brinley, Francis, reply to, respecting offer

ofFaneuilHall, ii. 500.

British Colonies, trade with, i. 286.

Brougham, Lord, his comments on the

Treaty of Washington, ii. 150 ; moves a

vote of thanks to Lord Ashburton, 158.

Buchana . >7A:r:s, letter from, i. 405 ; letters

to, 405, 406; attacks Mr. Webster's course

in the McLeod case, ii. 82 ; attacks the

Treaty of Washington, 136; rejects pro

posal for arbitration in Oregon dispute, 261 ;

signs the treaty settling the boundary of

Oregon, 265.

Buckminster, Rev. Dr., his church at Ports

mouth, i. 81 ; Mr. Webster's relations with

his family. 82.

Buckminster. Joseph Stevens, pupil and

teacher at Exeter, i. 20 ; death of, ibid. ; set

tled in Boston, 82.

Buffalo, JY. Y, Mr. Webster's reception at,

in 1833, i. 462; Mr. Webster's reception at,

in 1837, 564; public dinner and reception in

1S51, ii. 504.

Buf^on, M. (the Naturalist), Mr. Jefferson'a

remarks upon, i. 586.

Bulwer, Sir Henry, his estimate of Mr

Webster, ii. 125; interferes with treaty

between the United States and Central

America, 538; concludes a treaty with Mr.

Clayton in relation to Nicaragua, 538, 539 ;

Mr. Webster's negotiations with him re

specting Nicaragua, 539,540; his sentiments

toward Mr. Webster, 540; Mr. Webster's

correspondence with him regarding the

Brazilian minister's grievance, 565 ; pressed

to return as minister to Washington, 593 ;

letters from, 594. 595; letter to, 596.

BicnJcer Hill, Mr. Webster delivers a political

address at, ii. 42.

Bunker Hill Monument^ corner-stone laid, i.

248 ; Mr. Ticknor's account of the occasion,

248 ; Mr. Webster's oration, 248-254 ; Mr.

Webster's oration at the completion, ii. 222,

223.

Byron, Lord, Mr. Webster's views of his

character, i. 372.

(HABINET, Mr. Webster enters the, ii. 47, et

\J seq. ; dissolution of, in 1841, 80, 81 ; Mr.

Webster leaves it in 1843, 211 ; Mr. Webster

enters Mr. Fillmore's, 449, 465.

Calderon de la Barca, A., correspondence

with Mr. Webster regarding the outrages

at New Orleans, ii. 553-556; demands rep

aration, 554.

Calhoun, John C, position in Congress in

1813, i. 109 ; on repeal of the embargo, 126,

127 ; position respecting protective tariff in.

1813, 130, 131 ; position respecting national

bank in 1815, 142, 143 ; in Fourteenth Con

gress, 146 ; introduces bill for the collection

of revenue, 150; advocates Tariff Bill oi'1816,

152, 153 ; his plan for internal improvements,

158, 159 ; visits Boston in 1820, 176; his rank

as a lawyer, 178; candidate for the presi

dency in ^1824, 218; chosen Vice-President,

235; his opinion of Mr. Webster's fairness,

261 ; author of the doctrine of nullification,

365; relations with Jackson's Administra

tion, 365; his views on the tariff in 1830,

365 ; position as to protection in 1832, 413 ;

elected to the Senate in 1832, 433 ; opposes

General Jackson, 438, 439 ; his resolutions

on the nature of the Federal Government,

439; his part in the debate on the "Force

Bill," 443 ; asks Mr. Clay's interference, 444 ;

speech on nullification, 449 ; calls up his

resolutions, and replies to Mr. Webster, 454 ;

his relations with General Jackson, 501 ; in

troduces bill to suppress " incendiary pub

lications," 530; opposes reception of peti

tions for abolition of slavery in District of

Columbia, 549, 550 ; his position on financial

questions, 567; connection with the Sub-

Treasury scheme, 567, 568 ; on meddling

with slavery in the District of Columbia,

572 ; his opinions regarding the black race,

ii. 30 ; his views on the right of petition,

31 ; favors the ratification of the treaty of

Washington, 135 ; remarks on the right of

search, 153 ; brings about the annexation

of Texas, 246, 247 ; on jurisdiction over

newly-acquired territory, 360 ; debate with

Mr. Webster on government of Territories,

364-372 ; his views regarding secession, 411 ;

his speech on the compromise, 1850, 411,

412 ; colloquy with Mr. Webster, 412, 413 ;

depth of his convictions, 413 ; death of, 434 ;

Mr. Webster's eul.ogium upon,.434-436 ; his

opinion of Mr. Webster, 434.

California, acquisition of, ii. 321, 325, 353;

government of, 360,385; frames a consti*

tution, 385 ; admission as a State recom
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mended by President Taylor, 894 ; provis

ion for the government of, in the compro

mise plans, 398, 440; constitution submit

ted to Congress, 398; Mr. Webster's re

marks on its admission, 436, 437.

Call, Mrs., murdered by the Indians, i. 5.

Cambridge, Duke of, his comments on the

Treaty of Washingtoi, ii. 159.

Campbell, Lord, his comments on the Treaty

of Washington, ii. 159.

Canada, invasion of, in 1812. i. 120; attempted

invasion of in 1841, ii. 86, 87.

Canandaiqua, N. T., Mr. Webster's visit at,

in 18.51, ii. 503.

Capitol, laying of the corner-stone of the ex

tension, ii. '511.

Capitolinus, T. Qttincttus Barbatus, his

words used as a motto of the 7th of March

speech, ii. 409, 410.

Capon Springs, a public dinner to Mr. Web

ster at. ii. 511 ; speech at, 512-520.

Caelyle, Thomas, his account of Mr. Web

ster in London, ii. 21.

" Carotin?, The," destruction of, ii. 53 ; Mr.

Webster's view of the case, 68, 69 ; corre

spondence between Mr. Webster and Lord

Ashburton on the case, 121.

Cass, General Lewis, Mr. Webster's account

of, in 1825, i. 2S0 ; letter from, 460; letter

to, 461 ; letters from, respecting the effect

of theMcLeocl affair in Europe, ii. 62,63;

his pamphlet on the right of search, 118;

opposes the ratification of the Quintuple

Treaty in France, 131 ; his course in the

matter, 182 ; has the approval of the Govern

ment therein, 183 ; letter from Mr. Webster

to him on State affairs, i86 ; his opposition

to the right of search, 186, 187 ; dissatisfied

with the Treaty of Washington, 187 : asks to

be recalled from France, 187, 183 ; Mr. Web

ster's reply to this request. 188-196; his re

ply to Mr. Webster's letter, 196 ; further

correspondence with Mr. Webster, 197-204;

introduces a resolution into the Senate re

lating to the national defences, 259 ; reports

a bill to increase the army, 321 ; Democratic

candidate for President, 1848, 340.

Castle Garden, Mr. Webster's reply to an in

vitation to attend a meeting at, ii. 485, 486.

Catbon, John (Judge), letter from, on Texas

affairs, i. 523.

Central America, troubles in, concerning a

ship canal across Nicaragua, ii. 537, et seq. ;

relations with England concerning, 593, et

seq.

Chamberlin, Eebecoa, Mrs. Grace Webster's

mother, i. 83.

Chambers, John, letter from, acknowledging

Mr. Webster's kindness to President Har

rison's family, ii. 67.

Chapman, Jonathan, Mayor of. Boston, his

address to Mr. Webster in Faneuil Hall, ii.

143.

Charleston, 8. C, Mr. Webster's reception at,

in 1847, ii. 308.

Chase, Thomas, first schoolmaster of Mr.

Webster, i. 14.

Cheves, Langdon (Speaker), casting vote

against national bank, i. 142.

Chicaqo, city of, reception of Mr. Webster

at, in 1837, i. 564.

China, mission to, proposed, ii. 172, 177; the

mission offered to Mr. Everett and declined,

178, 180 ; the mission accepted by Mr. dish

ing, 180.

Choate, Rufits, letter to him and Mr. Bates

on the difficulty between the President and

Congress, in 1841, ii. 79 ; defends Mr. Web

ster's course in the McLeod case. 82 ; desires

to leave the Senate, 238 ; selected to make an

address of welcome to Mr. Webster, 498 ;

favors the appointment of Mr. B. R. Curtis

to the Supreme Court Bench, 531-533 ; his

description of Mr. Webster in 1852, 592.

Cincinnati, city of, reception of Mr. Webster

at, in 1833, i. 462 ; reception of Mr. Webster

at, in 1837, 563.
ClafvK, Wtilt.!am L., presides at public din

ner at Capon Springs, ii. 511.

Clay, Henry, Speaker of the House of Rep

resentatives, i. 109, 146, 200 ; relation to

tariff of 1SJ6, 152; rank as a lawyer, 178;

first a candidate for the presidency, 200 ;

resolutions respecting the interposition of

the allied powers on "behalf of Spain, 203 :

defends Mr. Webster's resolutions in be

half of Greece, 203, 204; attacked by Mr.

Randolph, 203 ; his reply, 204 ; relation to

the tariff of 1824, 207-2*09 ; speech on the

tariff, 210; candidate for the presidency in

1824, 218 ; vote received for President, 235 ;

becomes Secretary of State, 242; letter

from, to Mr. Webster, 296; letter to, from

Mr. Silsbee, 298 ; letters from, 299, 329, 334,

335 ; views of Jackson's election, 334, 335 ;

letters from, 370, 374; his position in 1830;

376 ; as a candidate for the presidency in

1830, 390, 391, 394 ; relations to anti-masonry,

392 ; supported by Mr. Webster, 398 ; nomi

nated for presidency in 1831, 404 ; proposes

modifications of the tariff, 411 ; vote re

ceived for President, 433; plan for settling

the tariff difficulty, 434, 435 ; announces his

bill to modify the tariff, 444; his speech on

introducing the bill, 445, 446 ; his position

on nullification, 451, 452 ; reply to Mr. Web

ster on his Compromise Bill, 453; invites

Mr. Webster to Ashland, 462 ; resolutions

censuring the removal of the public de

posits, 480, 484, 485 ; opposes bill to sup

press incendiary publications, 530 ; re

ports resolution acknowledging indepen

dence of Texas, 530; letter from, regarding

Mr. Webster's visit to the West, 562 ; on

interference with slavery in District of Co

lumbia, 572, 573; on the Preemption Bill.

575 ; not available as a candidate in 1839-'40,

ii.2; commends pamphlets defending sla

very. 29, 30; his views on the right of peti

tion, 31 ; rebukes the attack on" Mr. Web

ster when retiring from the Senate, 58 ; his

course on President Tyler's "veto" of the

National Bank Bill, 77 ; his denunciation of

the President, 80 ; nomination recommend

ed in Massachusetts in 1842, 146 ; carries

the question of a national bank into the

election of 1844, 297; becomes the Whig

candidate again, 210; his nomination, 241 ;

supported by Mr. Webster, 242, 243; fails

of election, 245 ; a competitor for the nomi

nation in 1848, 335-339 ; introduces the Com

promise of 1850, 395 ; consults Mr. Webster

upon the measure, 396, 397 ; withdrawn

from the political canvass in 1851-'52, 568 ;

political letter of, in 1851, 584, 585.

Clayton, John M., position on the Oregon

question, ii. 260 ; vote received in National

Convention, 1848, 339 ; Mr.Webster's prede

cessor in the State Department, in 1850, 534 ;

his connection with the Hungarian contro

versy, 534; concludes a treaty concerning

Nicaragua, 538 ; his negotiations respecting

Tehuantepec, 542 ; instructions regarding

Kossuth, 560.

Clinton, De Witt, candidate for President

in 1824, i. 218.

Colby, Mr., letter to, on certain misrepre.

sentations, ii. 483, 484.

Colchester, Lord, his comments on the

Treaty of Washington, ii. 160.
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Colleges, American, general course of instruc

tion in. i. 29-31.

Colt, Roswell L., letter from, on Mr. Web

ster's course in 18-18, ii. 347; letter from,

relating- to a Hungarian bull, 675.

Columbia, District of, question of abolition

of slavery in, i. 52o, 527.

Columbia, 8. C., Mr. Webster's reception at,

in 1847, ii. 309.

Committee of Thirteen, for settlement of the

slavery controversy, 1850, ii. 398, 433, 434;

opposed by Mr. Webster, 437 ; Mr. Webster

one of the committee, 437 ; the plan of set

tlement recommended, 440, 441.

Commonwealth, The (newspaper), opposes

execution of Fugitive-slave law, ii. 489.

Commonwealth Bank, payments in notes of,

i. 575.

Comjwomise of 1850, introduced by Mr. Clay,

ii. 395 ; general features of the plan, 396 ;

Mr. Webster consulted upon it, 396, 397;

Mr. Webster's speech thereon, 402-409 ; Mr.

Seward's speech. 415 ; plan proposed by

Committee of Thirteen, 440 ; Mr. Webster's

speeches on the latter, 446-448. 450-463 ;

Mr. Webster's interest in the measures as

shown in his letters, 469, et seq. ,' passage

of the measures, 476 : their provisions,

476 ; how regarded by the political parties,

479, 567, 585, 623-625; the great principle of,

625, note.

Congress {see also Bill s, Resolutions), Mr.Web

ster first enters, i. 109 ; action on French

Decrees, 109-111 ; discussions relating to

the War of 1812, 116 ; extraordinary session

in 1814, 133 ; prominent members of the

Fourteenth, 146, 147 ; Mr. Webster reenters

in 1823, 199 ; important session of 1831-32,

411; apportionment of Representatives in,

425 ; extra session in 1837, 565 ; its power

over slavery, 572; extra session in 1841, ii.

69, 70 ; collision with President Tyler, 71-81 ;

discusses the correspondence in the Mc-

Leocl case, 82; debate on the Treaty of

Washington, 133-137; its financial plans in

1843, 209 ; power to provide for extradition

of slaves, 387, 388 ; Mr. Webster leaves, 465.

Conrad, Charles M., of Louisiana, opposes

the Treaty of Washington, ii. 135.

ConscrijMon, proposition for, in 1814, i. 138 ;

Mr. Webster's views of, 138, 139.

Constitution of Massachusetts, revision of, i.

178.

Constitution of the United States, ratification

of, in New Hampshire, i. 9, 10 ; first seen

by Mr. Webster, 16 ; functions of the ju

diciary under, 353 ; relations to nullifica

tion, 354; different views of, 364; its rela

tions to the right of petition, ii. 31, 32; re

lations to slavery, 382 ; provisions for ex

tradition of fugitives, 387-390 ; speech for,

402-409 ; character of, 522 ; Mr. Webster's

devotion to, 522, 523.

Convention, The Hartford, i. 134; to revise

constitution of Massachusetts, 178; Nation

al Republican, in 1831, 404 ; nullifying, of
• South Carolina, 430 ; Whig National, in 1839,

ii. 28 ; Massachusetts Whig, in 1842, its

treatment of Mr. Webster, 146 ; Whig, at

Andover, 1843, 226 ; the National Conven

tions in 1844, 241, 242; National Whig, in

1848, 339 ; National Whig, in 1852, 620, 621.

Corner-stone of Capitol extension, laying of,

ii. 511, 521 ; document placed beneath it,

521; Mr. Webster's address on the laying

of, 521, 522.

Correspondence, Mr. Webster's (see also Let

ters), with Mr. Ticknor, i. 231, 257, 306 ; with

Mr. Denison, 243, 267, 276, 302; with Gov

ernor Lincoln, 293 : on leaving the House

of Representatives, 293-300; on sickness

and death of his wife, 308-321 ; on General

Jackson's accession, 338; miscellaneous,

370-377, 398^tl0, 459-469, 577; on affairs at

Washington in 1833, 436, 437; regarding

his course on Clay's Compromise, 454; on

his relations with Bank of United States.

493 ; on his nomination in Massachusetts,

503-507; on relations with .France, 514;

letters from England and Scotland, ii. 5-18 ;

on the national bank difficulty in 1841, 72-

81 ; on the McLeod case, discussed in Con

gress, 82 ; miscellaneous, 88-93 ; connected

with the Treaty of Washington, 113-124;

with Mexican Secretary of State in 1842,

126 ; on remaining in Tyler's Cabinet, 131,

137, 138; on the right of search, 165; on

the maps connected with the boundary

question. 167-170; on the boundaries of

Oregon, 173-177; on the mission to China,

178 ; with General Cass on the Treaty of

Washington, 183-204; with President Ty

ler on leaving the State Department, 211-

213; on the presidential nomination in 1844,

236; on his return to the Senate, 238, 239 ;

on the Oregon dispute, 260 ; on the annuity

offered him in 1846, 286, 287 ; on the speech

imputed to John Adams. 294-296 ; on the ill

ness of his daughter, 316-318, 326-328; after

the nomination of General Taylor, 341, 342;

on cabinet rumors, etc., 351, 353-359; mis

cellaneous, 373-375; from Marshfield, sum

mer of 1849, 377-330 ; on the sectional con

troversy of 1850, 393-402, 421, 426, 430, 433,

439 ; on the accession of Mr. Fillmore to the

presidency, 464, 465 ; on entering again

upon the duties of the State Department,

469-476 ; with Mr. Dickinson on leaving the

Senate, 477, 478 ; miscellaneous, in autumn

of 1850, 480-485; relating to charges of cor

ruption against Mr. Webster. 492-494; on

his exclusion from Faneuil Hall, 1851, 499,

500 ; respecting the Erie Railroad excursion,

502-504 ; with Mr. Lutrobe on his (Mr. Web

ster's) devotion to the Constitution, 523,

524 ; on the state of his health, 1851, 525-

529 ; on the new edition of his works, 529,

530 ; on the appointment of Mr. B. R. Cur

tis to the Supreme Court, 531-533 ; in rela

tion to the Tehuantepec Railroad, 543-546 ;

in regard to the Lopez expedition, 549-553 ;

in relation to an outrage on the Spanish

consul at New Orleans, 553-556; respecting.

a matter of diplomatic etiquette, 562-565 ;

respecting the Massachusetts address in

favor of his nomination for the presidency,

582 ; concerning the appointment of a Brit

ish minister, 593-593 ; concerning an acci

dent to Mr. Webster in May, 1852, 605-610 ;

relating to the fisheries, 641, 642 ; relating

to the Lobos Islands, 653; relating to Mr.

Webster's last illness, 660, 661, 666, 680-

683.

Crampton, Mr., British charge d'affaires in

United States, ii. 593; appointed British

minister at Washington, 593-596 ; corre

spondence with, concerning the fisheries,

641 ; conversation with the author, on the

fisheries question, 649.

Crawford, William H., candidate for Presi

dent in 1824, i. 218 ; charges against, as

Secretary of the Treasury, 219; vote re

ceived for President, 235.

Creek Indians, title to lands in Georgia, i.

283, 284.

Creole, The, treatment of, by British officials,

ii. 54; Lord Aberdeen's views of the case,

99, 104, 105 ; the case gives rise to the

treaty provision for the extradition of

fugitives from justice. 119; difficulty of
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handling the case. 120 ; closing official cor

respondence on, 121, 122.

Crittenden, J. J., Attorney-General, in

struction to, in the McLeod case, ii. 65 ; his

position on the Oregon question, 260 ; sud

den death of Mrs. Crittenden, 531, 582.

Crittenden, Colonel, shot for participation

in the Lopez expedition, ii. 549.

Crowninshield, George, connection with

murder of Captain White, i. 379.

Crowninshield, Richard, murderer of Cap

tain White, i. 379.

Cuba, expedition to, under Lopez, in 1850, ii.

441 ; duties of neutrality in respect to, 442;

Lopez expedition to, in 1851, 547-550.

Cumberland Road, continuation of, i. 239, 240.

Currency, derangement of, in 1814, i. 140 ;

Mr. Webster's views upon, 471, et seq. ; de

rangement of, in 1853, 478 ; a constitutional,

to be established, 1836, 541, et seq: ; plan for

the establishment of a national, ii. 209.

Curtis, Benjamin R.. delivers address of

welcome to Mr.Webster, 1850, ii. 438 ; his ap

pointment to the Supreme Court, 531, 533.

Curtis, Edward, letters to, ii. 5, 8, 12; letter

to, from Isaac Hill, concerning Mr. Web

ster's course in 1850, 429 ; letter to, 481 ; with

Mr. Webster during his last illness, 688,

694; wishes Mr. Webster to favor Scott's

election, 689; present at Mr. Webster's

death, 702.

Curtis, Mrs. Edward, letters to, ii. 107, 109.

Cuktis, George Ticknor. {See Author,

The.)

Gushing-, Caleb, appointed commissioner to

China, ii. 180.

Cuthbert, Alfred, attacks Mr. Webster on

his leaving the Senate, ii. 57.

DALLAS, Mr. (Secretary of the Treasury),

prepares Tariff Bill of 1816, i. 152.

Dartmouth College, character of, in 1798-1800,

i. 31 ; founded, 163 ; its charter, 163, 164 ;

interference with, by Legislature of New

Hampshire, 164 ; Case in Supreme Court,

164 ; counsel in the case, 164, 165 ; merits of

the case, 166 ; Mr. Webster's argument, 167-

169 ; account of trial by Mr. Goodrich, 169.

Dartmouth College Gazette, edited by Mr.

Webster, i. 36.

Davis, Judge, member of the Convention to

revise the constitution of Massachusetts,

179.

Davis, I. P., letter to, ii. 9.

Davis, Jefferson, one of the committee to

investigate charges against Mr. Webster, ii.

283.

Davis, John (of the Senate), opposes Pre

emption Bill, i. 575 ; as Governor of Mas

sachusetts, action on the boundary ques

tion, ii. 98.

Declaration of Independence, Mr. Jefferson's

remarks on, i. 588.

Decrees, French, closing ports, etc., i. 90-102 ;

Mr. Webster's resolutions concerning, 109-

111 ; non-repeal of, 111, 112.

Democratic party, its support of the Compro

mise Measure, in 1850, ii. 479 ; in 1852, 625.

Demosthenes, on the Crown, compared with

Webster's reply to Hayne, i. 360.

Denison, John Evelyn, friendship for Mr.

Webster, i. 243 ; correspondence with, 243-

247, 267, 270, 276, 302, 376, 468 ; ii. 43, 92 ; his

account of Mr. Webster's departure from

England, 27.

Benman, Lord, his comments on the Treaty

of Washington, ii. 160.

Deposits, removal of, from United States Bank,

i. 474-478.

Derby, Earl of. {See Stanley.)

Detroit, city of, Mr.Webster's reception there

in 1837, i. 564.

Dexter, Franklin, defends the murderers

of Captain White, i. 380 ; complains of the

appearance of Mr. Webster in the case, 381.

Dickerson, Edward N., associated with Mr.

Webster in the india-rubber case, ii. 592.

Dickerson, Mahlon (Senator), reports a bill

to reduce duties, i. 412.

Dickinson, Daniel S., alludes to charges

against Mr. Webster, ii. 262 ; personal rela

tions with Mr. Webster, their letters oi

reconciliation, 477, 478.
'•''Dignity of Historical Compositions, The,'"

address before the Historical Society of

New York, ii. 5S7, et seq.

Discourse before the New York Historical So

ciety, ii. 587, et seq.

Disraeli, Benjamin, his remarks on the

Treaty of Washington, ii. 157.

Dissolution of the TJnion, sought by the abo

litionists, ii. 399 ; Mr. Webster's words re

specting, 406-409 ; real danger of, in 1850,

411 ; Mr. Webster's remarks upon, in his

last speech in the Senate, 460, 461 ; proba

bility of, ridiculed, 585, 586.

Dixon, James, his remarks on Mr. Ingersoll's

charges against Mr. Webster, ii. 271.

Douglas, Sir H., his remarks on the Treaty

of Washington, ii. 156, 160.

Douglas, Stephen A., revives the Missouri

Compromise, ii. 343 ; Ms bill for the gov

ernment of the territory acquired from

Mexico, 359 ; remarks in the controversy of

1850, 450.

Downs, Miss, with Mr. Webster during his

last days, ii. 694 ; present at the death-bed,

701.

Dromgoole, George C, his remarks on Mr.

IngersolPs charges against Mr. Webster, ii.

268.

Duane, William J., appointed Secretary of

the Treasury, i. 474; is dismissed from

office, 476.

Durfree, a citizen of United States, killed at

the destruction of the Caroline, ii. 53.

Durham, Lord, his report on the relations of

the races, ii. 30.

EASTMAN, Abigail, mother of Daniel

Webster, i. 2.

Edwards, Monroe, forges a letter of intro

duction from Mr. Webster to Earl Spencer,

ii. 89, 91.

Eliot, Samuel A., nominated to succeed Mr,

Winthrop in Congress, ii. 471 ; Mr. Web

ster's gratification at his election, 474.

Elms Farm, where situated, i. 5.

Embargo, The. of 1807, account of, i. 91 j its

effects. 94, 95 ; Mr. Webster's views of, 95,

96 ; relaxed in 1889, 98 ; modified in 1813,

125; repeal recommended by Mr. Madison,

126 ; Mr. Calhoun on repeal of, 126, 127 ;

Mr. Webster on repeal of, 128 ; repealed,

132.

Emery, Nicholas, usher at Exeter, i. 19.

England. Mr. Webster's visit to, in 1839, ii.

5-27.

Enlistments, in 1814, i. 120.

Erie Railroad, excursion at opening of, ii.

502.

Estcourt, J. B. B., British commissioner to

run the Northeast boundary, ii. 205.

Evarts, William M., writes the New York

Whig address in favor of Mr. Webster's

nomination in 1851-52, ii. 582.

Everett, Edward, as pupil of Mr. Web

ster, i. 68 ; letters to, 498 ; ii. 9; 45 ; ap

pointed minister to England, ii. 83; an

nounces the appointment of Lord Ashhur
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ton, 94; letters to, regarding Lord Aber

deen's views of the Creole case, 99, 104,

105 ; letter to, relating to the right of

search, 118; .his dispatch concerning Sir

Robert Peel's statement in regard to the

right of search, 152 ; letters to, relating to

the right of search, 165; letters to, relating

to the map controversy, 169 ; letters to,

respecting the Oregon boundary question,

173, 175 ; letter to, regarding the mission

to China, 178; edits Mr. Webster's works,

529, 530; his connection with the Htilse-

mann letter, 535, 536, 580 ; writes the Massa

chusetts address in favor of Mr. Webster's

nomination in 1851-'52, 579-581.

Exchequer, plan for, in 1842, ii. 210.

Exeter Academy, founded, i. 18; Mr. Web

ster's life at, 18-22.

"Exposition and Protest" of South Carolina,

i. 352.

Express, The, a British man-of-war, fires on

the Prometheus, ii. 541.

FANEUIL HALL, eulogy of Adams and

Jefferson pronounced in. i. 275 ; public

dinner at, in 1823, 323 ; meeting at, in 1842,

ii. 142 ; speech on the Oregon question, in,

257 ; Mr. Webster's speech in, in campaign

of 1848, 347; refused for Mr. Webster's re

ception, 493 ; afterward offered, 500 ; speech

in, in 1852, 611-620.

Fearing, Albert, desired by Mr.Webster as

a member of Congress, ii. 489.

Featherstoniiaugh, Mr., his relations to the

Northeast boundary, ii. 167, 171.

Federalist p%rty . when Mr. Webster entered

public life, i. 91-93.

Felton, Cornelius C, his account of a visit

to Mr. Webster in the autumn of 1852, ii.

667-670.

Fessenden, Samuel, early friend of Mr. Web

ster's at Fryeburg, i. 52.

Fillmoee, Millard, nominated for Vice-

President, ii. 339 ; becomes President, 448;

his qualifications, 449 ; offers the State De

partment to Mr. Webster, 449 ; his views

on the Compromise of 1850, 484; his Cab

inet appointments, 404; relation of his Ad

ministration to the Whig party, ii. 468,

478, 479 ; approves the Compromise Meas

ures, 476 ; letters to, 480,483; letter to, on

leaving Marshfield in 1850, 484 ; letters to,

from Mr. Webster, regarding his health,

525-528; letter to, respecting the appoint

ment of Mr. B. R. Curtis to Supreme Bench,

531 ; letters from, on the same and other

matters, 531, 532 ; correspondence with

Mr. Webster, relating to the expeditions of

Lopez to Cuba, and the action of England

and France respecting them, 549-552; a

candidate for renomination, 558, 569 ; let

ters to, giving an account of an accident

to Mr. Webster, 605, 607, 609, 610 ; a can

didate for the presidency in 1852, 620, 621,

623, 624; letter to, concerning the fish

eries, ii. 641 ; letter to, concerning the Eng

lish mission, 647; letter to, offering to re

sign, 648 ; letters to, from Marshfield, in the

autumn of 1852, 660, 661, 680, 681, 636, 687.

"Fiscal Corporation" bill to establish, ii. 77,

78.

Fisheries, difficulty concerning, ii. 639-642;

Mr. Webster's remarks upon, at Marshfield,

645.

Fletcher, Grace, first wife of Mr. Webster.

i. 83.

Foote, Mr. (Senator from Connecticut), reso

lutions on sales of Western lands, i. 355.

Foote, Mr. (Senator from Mississippi), pro

poses the " Committe of Thirteen," ii. 398.

"Force Bill," to provide for the collection of

the revenue, i. 439.

Forstth, John, early associate of Mr. Web

ster in Congress, i. 109 ; on the controversy

between Georgia and the United States,

284.

"Fortification Bill," loss of the, i. 517, 531.

Fourth of July orations, at Hanover in 1800,

i. 39 ; three others prior to removal tc

Portsmouth, 79 ; at Portsmouth in 1812, 102-

107.

Fowler, Mr,, opposed to Compromise of 1850,

ii. 471.

Fox, Mr., minister from England, demands

the release of McLeod, ii. 64.

France, conduct toward the United States in

1810, i. 99 ; difficulties with, in 1835, 512, 513 ;

claims on, for spoliations, 518 ; settlement,

of difficulties with, 537 ; relations to Cuba

and the United States in 1851, ii. 550-552.

Franklin, Benjamin, his allusion to a cer

tain map with the Northeast boundary

marked upon it, ii. 132.

Franklin, JST. H., when incorporated, i. 5.

Free-soil party, its origin, ii. 414.

Frelinghuysen, Theodore, letter from, ii,

129.

French Revolution, European wars which fol

lowed—effect iu the United States, i. 91.

Fugitive slaves, opposition to their surrender,

ii. 386 ; power of Congress respecting, 387,

388 ; provision for their surrender in Mr.

Clay's Compromise, 398 ; Mr. Webster's po

sition concerning, 422-428 ; Mr. Webster's

bill for their surrender. 422, 423 ; provision

concerning, in the compromise of the Com

mittee of Thirteen, 441 ; provision for their

surrender in the Compromise Acts, 478 ; Mr.

Webster's view of the law for their surren

der, 488 ; the law resisted in Boston, 489-

491.

Fulton, Egbert, grant to, of navigation of

New York waters, i. 216.

Furness, William H., Eev., letter to, on sla

very, ii. 400.

GALES, Joseph, Jr., letters from, on nomi

nation of Mr. Clay, i. 398, 401.

Gales & Seaton, letter to, on remaining in

the Cabinet, ii. 81.

Garat, Jose de, is granted the privilege of

building a railroad across the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec, ii. 542.

Gardiner, W. H., defends murderers of Cap

tain White, i. 380.

Gaston, William, early associate of Mr.

Webster in Congress, i. 109.

Gazette, London, 'announces Mr. Webster's

arrival, ii. 8.

Georgia, controversy concerning Creek In

dians, i. 283, 284.

Ghent, commissioners meet at, in 1814, i. 134 ;

the negotiations at, 137.

Gibbons vs. Ogden, case of, i. 216.

Gilman, John Tatlor, Governor of New

Hampshire, assists Mr. Webster's father, i.

49.

Girard, Stephen, his will in litigation, ii.

240. . .

Goodrich, Chauncet A., account of the Dart

mouth College case, i. 169.

Goodridge, Major, pretended robbery of, i.

171-175 ; action against for malicious prose

cution, 175.

Goodyear india-rubber case, Mr. Webster

counsel in, ii. 591, et seq.

Gore, Christopher, Mr. Webster's second

master in the law, L 63-65 ; his percep

tion of Mr. Webster's character and talents,

ibid. ; moves Mr. Webster's admission to
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the bar, and predicts his future eminence,

73 ; thanks Mr. Webster for his speech on

the tariff in 1824, 213.

Graham, James D., at the head of the corps

that runs the Northeast boundary, ii. 204.

Graham, William A., nominated for Vice-

President in 1852, ii. 621.

Granville, Earl, English Secretary for For

eign Affairs, ii. 541, 593.

Great Britain, difficulties with, in 1807, i. 93 ;

war declared against, in 1812, 98 ; relations

with, in 1841, ii. 52-58 ; how affected by ar

rest of McLeod. 62-64 ; dispute with, con

cerning a right of way across Nicaragua,

ii. 538; relations with United States con

cerning' Cuba, 550-553.

Greek Revolution, Mr. Webster's interest in,

i. 200 ; his resolution respecting appoint

ment of agent to Greece, 201-205 ; his speech

on the subject, 205, 206.

Greely, Philip, his connection with charges

against Mr. Webster in 1851, ii. 493^98.

Greene, Mr., British vice-consul at Grey-

town, ii. 541.

Green Harbor estate, disposition of, ii. 690.

Greytown, claimed by Great Britain, 538.

Grimm. Baron de, Mr. Jefferson's remarks

on, i. 583.

Grundy, Felix, early associate of Mr. Web

ster in Congress, i. 109 ; supports the
'■Force Bill," 440.

Guadalupe-Hidalgo, Treaty of, ii. 321.

HADDOCK, Charles B., letters to, i. 321,

406.

Hale, John P. (of the Senate), questions Mr.

Webster on the power of Congress to enter

into compacts, ii. 415, 416; colloquy with

Mr. Webster regarding the latter's consis

tency, 417-420.

Hall, J. Prescott, letter to—causes in the

Supreme Court, ii. 373.

Hallam. Mr. (the historian), his opinion of

Mr. Webster, ii. 27.

Hamilton, Alexander, an advocate of a na

tional bank, i. 140.

Harrisburg, Pa., Mr. Webster's reception at

in 1835, i. 507 ; Whig and Antimason Con

ventions at, 511 ; Whig Convention at, in

1839, ii. 28; Mr. Webster's speech at, in

1852, 597-599.

Harrison, William Henky, nominated to

the presidency in 1835, i, 511; visited by

Mr. Webster "in 1837, 563 ; nominated for

the presidency, ii. 28; campaign for his

election, 41-43; elected, 47; offers Mr.

Webster the State Department, 48, 52;

death of, 67.

Hartford Convention, account of, i. 134; Mr.

Webster's relations to, 135.

Harvey, Peter, letter to, on the slavery

controversy, in 1850, ii. 398 ; letters to, 469,

472, 475, 582; with Mr. Webster during his

last days, 694; present at Mr. Webster's

death-bed, 702.

Hatch, Thomas D., in Mr. Webster's service,

ii. 664 ; relates an anecdote of Mr. Webster's

last days, 684.

Haven, Franklin, letter to, respecting Gen

eral Taylor's Cabinet, ii. 353 ; letters to, re

specting Mr. Fillmore's Cabinet, 464, 465 ;

letter to, in regard to passage of the Com

promise Bill, 469 ; letter to, on General Tay

lor's policy, and the escape of the country,

473 ; letter to, on matters in Congress, 475 ;

letter from, respecting charges of corrup

tion against Mr. Webster, 493, 494 ; his con

nection with the subject of these charges,

496, 497 ; letter to, from Mr. Webster, in re

gard to his health, 527; letter to, respecting

the " Massachusetts Address " of 1851, 582 ;

visits Mr. Webster at Marshfield, 678.

Hayne, Robert Y., opposes the tariff in 1828-

'30, i. 352 ; speech on Foote's resolutions,

attacks New England, 355 ; wishes debate

to continue, 357; reply to Mr. Webster's

first speech on Foote's resolutions, 357 ; re

ply to Mr. Webster's second speech, 359 ;

mouthpiece of Mr. Calhoun, 365 ; his oppo

sition to protective tariff, 412.

Henry, Patrick, Mr. Jefferson's remarks on,

i. 584, 585.

Hewitt, Captain, one of Mr. Webster's

Marshfield neighbors, ii. 665.

Hill, Isaac, letter of, approving Mr. Web

ster's course, in 1850, ii. 429.

Hilliard, Henry W., his remarks on Mr.

Ingersoirs charges against Mr. Webster, ii.

268.

Historical Society of New York, Mr. Webster

delivers an address before, ii. 587, et seq.

History, Mr. Webster's views upon, ii. 587,

et seq.

Hoar, Samuel, his mission to South Caro

lina, ii. 405.

Holland, Dr. Henry, letter from, ii. 88.

Hone, Philip, letter to, on reception in New

York, i. 556.

Hopkinson, Joseph, associate counsel in

Dartmouth College case, i. 165; his argu

ment in that case, 168 ; on Mr. Webster's

speech on Greek Revolution, 206 ; letter

from, 279.

Houdetot, Mad. d', Mr. Jefferson's remarks

upon, i. 583.

Hott, William, third schoolmaster of Daniel

Webster, i. 15.

Hubbard, Henry, letter to, i. 498.

Hudson, Charles, his connection with

charges against Mr. Webster in, 1851, ii.

493.

Hulsemann. Baron, Mr. Webster's letter to,

ii. 480; Mr. Webster's controversy with,

in relation to Hungary, 534-536 ; Mr. Web

ster's letter to, 534-537; letter from, con

cerning his treatment and the treatment

of Kossuth, 608, 609 : reply to his letter,

609.

" Hulsemann Letter, the" its character, ii.

534, 535 ; its authorship, 535, 536 ; Mr. Web

ster's own opinion of it, 537.

Hume, Mr., moves vote of thanks to Lord

Ashburton, ii, 157, 158, 160.

Hungary, secret agent sent to, from United

States, in 1851, ii. 533; her effort for inde

pendence, 557-559; Mr. Webster's remarks

concerning, at the Kossuth banquet, 573-

579.

Hunter, W., his connection with the author

ship of " The Hulsemann Letter," ii. 535,

536 ; acting Secretary of State, 608, 609.

Huntingdon, Jabez W., defends Mr. Web

ster's course in the McLeod case, ii. 82.

TMPRESSMENT, correspondence on, ii. 123,

I 124.

India-rubber case, Mr. ¥/"ebster acts as coun

sel in, in 1852, ii. 591.

Ingersoll, Charles J., in Congress when

Mr. Webster first entered, i. 109 ; attacks

Mr. Webster's course in the McLeod case,

ii. 82 ; his charges against Mr. Webster in

1846, 262, 266, 267 ; discussion thereon, 268-

274; the charges reiterated, 273,274, 277,
278 • report of committee thereon, 281.

Intelligencer, the National, its attacks on

President Tyler, ii. 207.

Irwin, William W., letter to, i„ 510.
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JACKMAIST, accused of robbery of Major

Goodridge, i. 172 ; defended by Mr. Web

ster, and acquitted, 175.

Jackson, Andrew, candidate for presiden

cy in 1824, i. 218; vote received for Presi

dent, 235 ; elected in 1828, 329, 330, 335 ; his

course before his inauguration, 337, 338;

inauguration of, 340 ; changes in office, on

his accession, 347, 348 ; his fitness to cope

with nullification, 351 ;' relations with Mr.

Calhoun, 365 ; his position as President, 388,

389 ; Mr. Webster's relations with him in

1831, 389 ; his hostility to a national bank,

414, 415; vetoes the bill to renew the char

ter, 417 ; his doctrines on the subject. 418,

419 ; reelected President in 1832, 433 ; his

proclamation against the milliners, 434 ;

communicates the state of affairs to Con-

' gress, 438 ; his feelings toward the nulli-

fiers, 443, 444 ; his visit to Boston in 1833,

460; determines to remove the deposits

from United States Bank, 474 ; his victory

over the bank, 475 ; orders removal of the

deposits, 47G; changes his Secretary of

Treasury, 477; Iris personal power, 478;

protests against the bill to restore the de

posits, 488; doctrine of the protest, 491,

492; his triumph, 493; last year of his Ad

ministration, 512; course toward France,

513 ; recommends reprisals on French prop
erty, 513 ; on the loss of the a Fortification

Bill,11 531 ; state of finances produced by,

540 : feeling between him and Mr. Webster.

559.

Jackson, Dr. James,, attends Mr. Webster

in his last illness, ii. 682.

Jackson, Dr. Samuel, his opinion on Mr.

Webster's catarrh, ii. 312.

Jackson Republican. The, publishes a libel on

Mr. Webster, i. 332.

Jatjdon, Samuel, letter to, from Mr. Webster

in Scotland, ii. 18.

Jay, John, copy of map among his papers,

bearing on the Northeastern boundary ques

tion, if. 167.

Jefferson, Thomas, his course in 1807, i.

93. 94 ; opposed to a national bank, 140 ;

visited by Mr. Webster in 1824, 222 ; his

manners and habits, 224, 225; memoran

dum of his conversation, 226, 581 ; his

death, 274 ; Mr. Webster's eulogy, 274, 279 ;

letter in 1825, in reference to the oppo

nents of the embargo, 332 ; his conversa

tions, 581-589.

Jeffkies, Dr., consulted by Mr. Webster, ii.

670, 671 ; with Mr. Webster during his last

days, 680, et seq., 688, 695, 696, 701 ; at Mr.

Webster's death-bed, 702.

Jewett, Captain, letter from, respecting the

Lobos Islands, ii. 652, 653.

Johnson, Dr. Samuel, his saying respecting

death, ii. 702.

Johnson, William, Mr. Webster's colored

servant, ii. 664.

Jones, Seaborn, one of the committee to

investigate charges against Mr. Webster,

ii. 283.

■Judiciary, bill to amend the, i. 261-263.

Julian, George W., proposes investigation

of charges against Mr. Webster in 1851, ii.

492.

KELLEY, Mr. and others, letter to, acknowl

edging present, i. 577.

Kennebec, letter to the citizens along the, ii.

430.

Kennistons, The, accused of robbery, de

fended by Mr. Webster, i. 172 ; trial of,

173 ; acquittal of, 174.

Kent, Edward (Governor of Maine), corre

spondence with, on the boundary question

ii. 59, 60.

Kent, James, Chancellor, letter to Mr. Web

ster on Plymouth oration, i. 194 ; views on

President's power of removal, 349 ; pre

sides at dinner given to Mr. Webster, 394,

395 ; letter from, on apportionment of Rep

resentatives, 427; presides at meeting to

invite Mr. Webster to reception, 554.

Kenton, John, entertains Mr. Webster in

England, ii. 7; his character and associa

tions, 21 ; his account of Mr. Webster in

England, 22-26.

Ketchum, Hiram, his account of the nomina

tion of Mr. Clay in 1831, i. 404 ; letters to, on

Mr. Clay's Compromise, 454, 455 ; letters to,

573. 574, 576 ; ii. 11, 13, 15, 72, 75, 78 ; letters

to, in 1848, 342, 350, 356.

King, Daniel P., one of the committee to

investigate charges against Mr. Webster,

ii. 283.

King. James G., letter from, relating to din

ner given to Lord Ashburton in New York,

ii. 140.

King, T. B., his remarks on Mr. Ingersoll's

charges against Mr. Webster, ii. 274.

Knapp, John Francis, concerned in murder

of Captain White, i. 378-380, 383.

Knapp, Joseph J., relations to case of Cap

tain White, 378.

Knapp, Joseph J., Jr., connection with mur

der of Captain White, 378-385.

Knapp, N. Phippen, connection with case of

Captain White, 378.

Kossuth, Louis, takes refuge in Turkey, ii.

557 ; Austria requires his detention, 557 ;

Russia demands his surrender to her, 557 ;

Mr. Webster's speech upon his case, 558,

559 ; efforts of the United States for his re

lease, 560, 561 ; liberation of himself .and

his companions, 562 ; arrival in this coun

try, 570 ; his conduct here, 570, 571 ; arrival

in Washington, 571 ; reception by Mr. Web

ster and the Administration, 571, 572 ; ban

quet given him by members of Congress

and others. 572, 573 ; Mr. Webster's speech

at the banquet, 573-579.

T ABORDE, Mr., Spanish consul at New Or-

Jj leans, insulted by a mob, ii. 553-556.

Labouchere, Mr., afterward Lord Taunton,

makes acquaintance of Mr. Webster, i. 243.

Lanman, Charles, his account of Mr. Web

ster's trip in Virginia, ii. 511 ; makes a

sketch of Mr. Webster's birthplace, 529,

530 ; his account of Mr. Webster's accident

in 1852, 606 ; his account of the Marshfield

reception in 1852, 647.

Lansdowne, Marquis of, his comments on the

Treaty of Washington, ii. 150, 159.

Lathrop, F. S., and others, letter to, in re

gard to the state of the public mind, No

vember, 1850, ii. 485.

Lateobe, J. H. B., letter from, relating to Mr.

Webster's devotion to the Constitution,

ii. 523 ; reply to the same, 524.

Lawrence, Abbott, letter from, i. 503 ; letter

from, urging Mr. Webster to leave the Cab

inet, ii. 131 ; minister at London, 541 ; let

ters from, concerning English minister,

593-595.

Lee, Mrs. (Eliza Buokminster), sketch of

Mr. Webster at Portsmouth, i. 82 ; sketch of

Mrs. Grace Webster, 83, 84 ; on the death of

the child Grace Webster, 157, 158; remarks

on Mr. Webster's life in 1817, 160; letters

to, 320, 324 ; ii. 328.

Lee, Richard Henry, Mr Jefferson's re

marks upon, i. 589.
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Le Eot, Caroline, second wife of Mr. Web

ster, i. 345.

Le Eot, Herman, father of Mr. Webster's

second wife, i. 345.

Le Roy, Mr., with Mr. Webster during his

last days, ii. 694 ; present at the death-bed

of Mr. Webster, 701.

Letcher, Robert P., introduces bill to mod

ify the tariff, i. 453 ; United States minister

in Mexico, his negotiations respecting the

right of way across Tehuantepec, ii. 542.

Letters, to Ezekiel Webster, i. 68, 308, 311,

313, 340 ; to Mr. Randolph, i. 155 ; to Mr.

Ticknor, i. 227, 232-234, 257, 259, 306, 314,

31!), 323, 372, 409 ; ii. 16, 295, 296, 354, 463,

471, 537; to Mrs. Ticknor, i. 230, 233, 307,

323, 324 ; ii. 322 ; to Mr. Warfield. i. 237 ;

to Mr. Deuison, i. 244, 246, 270, 302, 376 ; to

Mr. Joseph Sprague. i. 292 ; to Governor

Lincoln, i. 293, 296 ; to Mr. Paige, i. 305, 309,

318. 467, 468; to Judge Story, i. 308 ; to Mr.

Mason, i. 310, 312, 313, 316. 343, 407, SOS-

SOS ; ii. 137, 328 ; to Mr. Silsbee, i. 311, 538 ;

to Dr. Perkins, i. 316 ; to Fletcher Webster,

i. 317, 345 ; ii. 108, 260, 322, 323, 481 ; to Mrs.

Lee, i. 320, 324 ; ii. 328 ; to Mr. Haddock, i.

321, 408 ; to Mrs. Ezekiel Webster, i. 338, 339,

345, 408 ; to Mr. Buchanan, i. 405, 406 ; to Mr.

James Barbour, 424 ; to Mr. William Sulli

van, i. 436, 515 ; to Chief-Justice Livermore,

i. 437 ; to Mr. Ketchum, i. 454. 455, 573, 574,

576; ii. 11, 13, 15, 72, 75, 78, 342. 350, 356; to

Mr. Perry, i. 457 ; to Julia Webster, i. 460 ; to

General Cass, i. 461 ; ii. 183, 186, 188, 192,

197 ; to Mr. Everett, i. 498 ; ii. 9, 45, 83, 99,

102, 104, 118, 169, 173, 175, 178, 529, 530 ; to

Mr. Hubbard, i. 498 ; to Messrs. Wallace

and others, i. 510 ; to Mr. Irwin, i. 510 ;

to Hon. T. H. Perkins, i. 514 ; to C. H.

Thomas, i. 551 ; ii. 6, 34, 35, 40, 327, 376 ;

to Philip Hone, i. 556 ; to Mr. Peck, i. 576 ;

to Messrs. Kelley and others, i. 577 ; to Mr.

Biddle, i. 579 ; to Mr. Edward Curtis, ii. 5,

8, 12, 481 ; to Mr. J. P. Davis, ii. 9 ; to Mr.

Jaudon, ii. 18; to Mrs. Lindsay, ii. 18; to

Mrs. C. H. Thomas, ii. 36-39 ; to Mr. Samuel

Rogers, ii. 45 ; to General Harrison, ii. 50;

to the Hon. Solomon Lincoln, ii. 56 ; to Gov

ernor Kent, ii. 60 ; to Mrs. C. L. R. Webster,

ii. 78 ; to Messrs. Bates & Choate, ii. 79 ; to

Messrs. Gales & Seaton, 81 ; to Mr. Berrien,

88 ; to Earl Spencer, forged by M. Edwards,

91 ; to Mrs. Edward Curtis, 107, 109; to the

Hon. John Whipple, 126 ; to President

Tyler, 211. 212; to Mrs. Paige, 220, 376;

to Mrs. Fletcher Webster, 235, 503; to

Messrs. John Warren and others, 236 ; to

Mr. Sears, 239, 260, 287 ; to Mr. Winthrop.

279; to Mr. Becker, 295; to Mr. Welch,

310; to Mr. Blatchford, 313, 326, 336, 351,

354-359, 373, 378, 379, 445, 480-482,

501-503, 509, 526, 528, 660; to Mrs. Appleton

(Julia Webster), 317 ; to Mr. Haven, 353,

464, 465, 469, 473, 475, 527, 582; to Mr. J.

P. Hall, 373; to Mr. S. A. Appleton, 375 ; to

Mr. Peter Harvey, 398, 469, 472, 475, 582;

to Rev. Dr. Furness, 400 ; to Prof. Moses

Stuart, 439, 470 ; to Mr. Dickinson, 477 ; to

President Fillmore, 480, 483, 484, 525-528,

531, 550-552, 605, 607, 609, 610, 641, 647,

648, 660, 661, 680, 681, 686, 687 ; to Mr. Colby,

483 ; to Mr. Randall and others, 485 ; to Mr.

Lathrop and others. 485 ; to Mr. Smith and

others, 499 ; to Mr. Brinley, 500 ; to Mr.

Botts, 508; to a Citizen of North Carolina,

520 ; to Mr. Latrobe, 524 ; to the Brazilian

minister, 564 ; to Sir H. L. Bulwer, 596 ; to

the Rev. Dr. Putnam, 620 ; to the Hon. Chas.

H. Warren, 626; to Mr. Crampton, 641 ; to

Mr. Osraa, 653 ; to Rev. Mr. Saut'ord, 660.

Letters, from Judge Story, i. 110, 314; from

Mr. Randolph, 193 ; from John Adams, 193 ;

from Chancellor Kent, 194,427; from Mr.

Ticknor, 228, 231, 306, 371 : from Mrs. Web

ster, 228, 233 ; from Hon. Joseph Vance, 241 ;

from Mr. Denis on, 243, 246, 267, 276, 466 ,

ii. 43, 92 ; from Mrs. Webster to Mrs. Tick

nor, 256; from Mr. Jeremiah Mason, i. 264,

273, 280 ; ii. 138 ; from Mr. Hopkinson, i.

279 ; from Mr. Rush, 279 ; from Governor

Lincoln, 294, 370 ; from Mr. Clay, 296, 299,

329, 334, 335, 370, 374, 462, 562; from Mr.

Sitebee to Mr. Clay, 298; from Hon. J. C.

Wright, 300 : from Hon. Charles Miner, 302 ;

from General North. 327 ; from Hon. Wil

liam Aiken. 387 ; from Mr. Storer, 373 ; from

Mr. Joseph Gales, 398,401 ; from J iclge Spen

cer, 399, 402; from Commodore Stockton,

401 ; from Mr. Buchanan, 405 ; from Mr.

James Barbour, 424 ; from Julia Webster,

459; from General Cass, 460; ii. 62, 63;

from Mr. William Sullivan, i. 515 ; from

Judge Catron, 523 ; from Mr. Silsbee,

539 ;" from John Kenyon, Esq., to Mr. Tick

nor, ii. 22; from General Harrison, 48, 52 ;

from Mrs. Appleton (Julia Webster), 49,

316, 317 ; from Governor Kent, of Maine,

' 59; from President Tyler, 87, 183, 211, 213 ;

from Dr. Henry Holland, 88 ; from Dean

Milman, 89 ; from Earl Spencer, 89 ; from

the Right Hon. J. S. Wortley, 92 ; from Mr.

Joshua Bates, 95 ; from Mr. Sparks, 100 ;

from Lord Ashbtirton, 113, 117, 119, 120, 122,

167; from the Hon, Theodore Frelinghuy-

sen, 129 ; from Mr. Abbott Lawrence, i. 503 ;

ii. 131, 593, 594 ; from Mr. Jas. G. King, 140 ;

from Mr. Everett. 165 ; from Mr. Sears, 238,

288; from M. Becker, 294; from Mr. Rug-

gles, 296 ; from Mr. Berrien, 341 ; from Mr.

Colt, 347, 675; from Mr. Dickinson, 478;

from Mr. Schenck, 492 ; from Mr. Ashmun, *

493 ; from Mr. Haven, 493 ; from J. H. B. La

trobe, 523 ; from President Fillmore, 531,

432, 549, 551, 552, 680 ; from the Brazilian

minister, 562, 564 ; from Sir H. L. Bulwer,

565,594,595; from Mr. G. J. Abbott, 666,

680, 683, 688.

Lexington, Ky., Mr. Webster's reception at,

in 1837, i. 563.

Liberty party, formation of, in 1843, ii. 230.

Lincoln, Levi, letters to, i. 293, 298 ; letters

from, 294.

Lincoln, Solomon, letter to, ii. 56.

Lindslet, Mrs., letter to, from Scotland, ii.

18.

Livermore, Chief-Justice, letter to, i. 437.

Livingston, Edward, wrote the proclama

tion against the milliners, i. 434; conver

sation with Mr. Webster in New York, 473,

474 ; minister to France, 513.

Lobos Islands, difficulty concerning, ii. 652, et

seq.

Lopez, Narciso, organizes an expedition to

Cuba, ii. 441 ; forms a second Cuban expe

dition, 547-550; garroted, 549.

Los Pozas, Cuba, "engagement with Lope#

takes place there, 11.^549.

Louis Philippe (King), his administration in

1835. i. 513.

Louisville, Ky., Mr. Webster's reception at, L

563.

Lowndes, William, relation to tariff of 1816,

i. 152.

MACATTLAY, T. B., attacks the Treaty of

Washington, ii. 156.

Madaivaska, relations to the Northeast boun

dary, ii. 104, 112.

Madison, Ind., reception of Mr. Webster at

in 1837, i. 563.
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Madison, James, recommends declaration of

war in 1812, i. 98 ; recommends repeal of the

embargo, 126 ; vetoes the "bill to incorporate

national "bank, 143 ; vetoes bill to encourage

internal improvements, 159 ; visited by Mr.

Webster in 1824, 222; his conversation,

223, 224 ; his views on removals from office,

350.

Maine, "her relation to the Northeast boundary

question, ii. 97 ; her position on the ques

tion, 98, 99, 101, 102 ; appoints commission

ers to aid in the negotiations, 102 ; the plan

of her commissioners, 112 ; her commis

sioners assent to the treaty, 116.

Mann, A. Dudley, secret agent to Hungary,

ii. 533.

Mann, Horace, attacks Mr. Webster's course

in 1850, ii. 425, 428 ; opposition to the com

promise, 425.

Maps, connected with the Treaty of Washing

ton, ii. 131 ; found by Mr. Sparks in Paris.

132; produced by Sir E. Peel, 168, 167;

found among the papers of Mr. Jay, 167 ;

Mr. Webster's remarks on the controversy,

171.

March, 1850, 7th of, Mr. Webster's speech, ii.

402-409.

Marshall, John (Chief Justice), his opinion

ofMr. Webster's first speeches in Congress,

i. 110 ; Mr. Webster's estimate of him, 132 ;

opinion of Mr. Webster's speech on con

tinuing United States Bank, 417.

Marshjield, first visited by Mr. Webster, i.

220 ; Mr. Webster purchases estate at. 427 ;

Ms fondness for, 550 ; longing for, in 1841, ii.

87; description of, by Mr." Webster, 109;

life at, in 1843-'44, 216, etseq., recreations at,

in 1847,310; description of a sojourn at,

313 ; public meeting at, and a speech by Mr.

Webster in 1848. 345 ; life at, in 1849; 377-

380 ; Mr. Webster's visits in May, 1852, 605 ;

reception at, in July, 1852, 643 ; Mr. Webster

returns to, in 1852, 660 ; visit of Mr. Tick-

nor and his daughter at, 672-680 ; life at, from

September 28 to October 18, 1852, 680, et

seq. ; burial-place of Mr. Webster at, 705.

Mason, James, his Fugitive-slave Bill, ii. 404.

422.

Mason, Jeremiah, first encounter with Mr.

Webster, i. 77 ; position at the bar in New

Hampshire, 86 ; his appearance and charac

ter, 87 ; his ability and learning, 86, 87 ;

Senator in Congress, 87 ; removes to Bos

ton, 88 ; Mr. Webster's estimate of him,

88 ; counsel in Dartmouth College case, 164 ;

letters from, 273. 280; letters to, 310,312,

313, 316, 343, 407, 503, 504, 506 ; ii. 328 ; letter

to, on the ratification of the Treaty of

Washington, 137; letter from, on Mr.

Webster's remaining in the Cabinet, 138;

death of, 348; Mr. Webster's eulogy upon,

348, 349.

Massachusstti, revision of her constitution,

i. 178; personnel of the convention, 179;

changes effected by this convention, 180-

190; Mr. Webster's part in the same, 181-

190 ; nominates Mr. Webster for presidency,

502 ; her claim on the Northeastern boun

dary, ii. 97; sends commissioners to take

part in the negotiations, 98; her commis

sioners assent to the treaty, 116; treatment

of Mr. Webster by the Whigs of, 146 ; nul

lification in, 489-491 ; relation of, to Mr.

Webster's nomination, 579.

Maysmile, Ky., Mr. Webster's reception at,

in 1837, i. 563.

McCauley, Commodore, ordered to send a

vessel to the Lobos Islands, ii. 653.

McKennan, T. M. T., proposed for a place

in Mr. Fillmore's Cabinet, ii. 470, 471.

McDuffie, George, opposes continuation of

Cumberland Road, i. 239, 240.

McGaw, J. W., early friend of Mr. Webstei

at Fryeburgv i. 52.

McGregor, James, Mr. Webster first sug

gests Oregon boundary to. ii. 259.

McLane, Louis, relation to Panama Congress

i. 266; minister to England in 1829,421;

Secretary of the Treasury, 474.

McLean, John, early associate of Mr. Web

ster in Congress, i. 109 ; Postmaster-Gen

eral, 242 ; vote received in National Conven

tion, 1848, ii. 339.

McLeod, Alexander, arrested for murder

in New York, ii. 53; effect of Ins arrest

abroad, 61, 62 ; his release demanded by

England, 64 ; the court refuses to discharge

him, 69 ; tried and acquitted, 85 ; charges

against Mr. Webster in connection with

the case, 263, 264.

Melbourne, Lord, his administration ends,

ii. 82,

Merrimac River, sources of, i. 1, 6.

Metteenich, Prince, sends Mr. Webster his

portrait, ii. 296.

Mexican War, origin of, ii. 290 ; Mr. Web

ster's views concerning, 291-293,300,301;

Mr. Webster's resolutions upon, 303 ; peti

tion for the close of, 315 ; closed by treaty.

321 : acquisitions by, 321, 325, 334.

Mexico, loses Texas, i. 522 ; war with, ii. 290, et

seq. /peace with, 321, 323, 324 ; territory ac

quired from. 321, 323, 325, 334, 359, et seq. ;

controversy with, about a right of way

across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, 542-546.

MicMqan Guy, visited by Mr. Webster in

1837, i. 564.

Milan Decree, Bonaparte's, i. 92, 99, 100, 101.

Milman, Heni^y Hart, Rev., letter from,

ii. 89.

Miner, Charles, letter from, i. 302.

Mississippi, interview of her delegates with

Mr. Webster after the convention of 1852, ii.

622.

Missouri Gomjwomise, revival of, ii. 343 ; re

peal of, in case of Kansas, 415.

Mitford, Miss Mary Russell, her account

of Mr. Webster's visit to her, ii. 26.

Monica, Mr. Webster's cook, ii. 664 ; her con

duct at Mr. Webster's death, 700, 701.

Monroe Doctrine, exposition of, by Mr. Web

ster, i. 267.

Monroe, James, defence of the War of 1812, i.

Ill, 117 ; plan for conscription in 1814, 138;

visit to the North in 1819, 161 ; effect of his

Administration on political parties, 199 ;

unwillingness to interfere in Greek Revolu

tion, 201^

Monterey, capture of, disavowed, ii. 181.

Moore, Gabeiel, offers amendment to char

ter of United States Bank, i. 416.

Morgan, William, abduction and murder by

the Masons, i. 391, 392.
Morrell, Benjamin, his account oe the Lc

bos Islands, ii. 652, 653.

Mosquito Sho7*e, the British protectorate over,

ii. 538.

ATANTUCKET, how affected by the embar-

Vi go. i. 125.

Napier, Sir Charles, his comments on the

Treaty of Washington, ii. 156, 160.

"Nashville Address, The," ii. 460, 461.

Nassau, treatment of the Creole at, ii. 54.

Necker, Madame, Mr. Jefferson's remarks

on, i. 583.

Newburyport, Mass., letter to the citizens of,

ii. 423-426.

New Hampshire. Whigs of, favor the norm'na
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tion of Mr. Webster in 1844, ii. 236; Mr.

Webster's letter to his neighbors in, 433.

New Mexico, acquisition of," ii. 321, 325, 353 ;

petition for a Territorial government for,

359 ; Territorial government proposed. 360 ;

its unfitness for slave-labor, 385 ; disputed

boundary of, 393, 396, 440, 447, 454 ; organ

ized by the Compromise Bill, 476 ; settle

ment of the boundary of, 547.

New Orleans, expedition against Cuba, organ

ized at, ii. 441 ; the second Lopez expedi

tion sails from, 548 ; outrages on the Span

ish consul at, 553-556.

Neiu York, reception at, i. 554, 556.

New- York Historical Society, Mr. Webster de

livers an address before, ii. 587, et seq:

Niagara, Mr. Webster visits, in 1825, i. 254 ;

his description of, 255.

Niblo's Saloon, New York, Mr. Webster's re

ception and speech at, i. 556.

Nicaragua, controversy relating to the con

struction of a ship-canal across her terri

tory, ii. 537, et seg. ; makes treaty with the

United States, 538; quarrels with Costa

Rica, 539; relations of the United States

and Great Britain concerning, in 1852, 593.

Non-intercourse Act, passed in 1809, i. 98, 99;

repeal of, in 1814, 130.

Norfolk, Va., Mr. Webster's visit to, in 1849,

ii. 376.

North, General, letter from, i. 327.

Nullification, tariff of 1828, forerunner of, i.

327 ; origin of the doctrine, 351 ; discussed

in the Senate, 355, et seg. ; ordinance

adopted in South Carolina, 430 ; Legislature

passes laws to carry it into effect, 431 ;

Governor of South Carolina calls for volun

teers to enforce, 431 ; the subject in Con

gress, 438.

0GDEN vs. Saunders, argument of the case

of, i. 283.

Orders in Council, British, declaring block

ade, etc., i. 91, 92, 99, 100 ; defence of, by Sir

William Scott, 112 ; repeal of, 113.

Oregon, boundary of, not settled, in 1842, ii.

172 ; letters to Mr. Everett concerning, 173,

175; the' boundary dispute, 256, etseg. ; set

tlement of the boundary, 265 ; bill for the

government of, 343.

Osgood, Eev. Samuel, early friend of Mr.

Webster at Fryeburg, i. 52.

Osma, Mr.,the Peruvian minister, correspond

ence with, concerning the Lobos Islands,

ii. 653, et seq.

Oswald, Mr., map referred to by, in relation

to Northeastern boundary, ii. 167.

Otis, John, opposed to the Compromise of

1850, ii. 471 ; his connection with charges

of corruption against Mr. Webster, 493-496.

Oxford, Mr. Webster attends an agricultural

celebration at, ii. 14.

PAIGE, William, Mr.Webster's brother-in-

law, letters to, i. 305, 309, 318,467,468;

marriage of, 408 ; visits Mr. Webster during

his last illness, 688 ; with Mr. Webster dur

ing the closing days of his life, 694; pres

ent at the death scene, 701.

Paige, Mrs. William, accompanies Mr.Web

ster to England, ii. 5 ; letter to, on early

rising, 220 ; letter to, relating to a trip into

Virginia, 376 ; present at Mr. Webster's

death, 701.

Pakenham, Mr. (British Minister), rejects a

proposed settlement of the Oregon boun

dary, ii. 256, 257 ; signs the treaty fixing the

Oregon boundary, 265.

, Palmeeston, Loifl, character of his diplo

macy, ii. 55 ; ceases to be the British For

eign Secretary, 83 ; attacks the Treaty of

Washington in the London papers, 147 ;

attacks the treaty in Parliament, 152-154,

162 ; again leaves the English Foreign

Office, 1851, 541; his action with regard "to

the Lopez expedition, 550.

Panama, Congress at, i. 265.

Parkee, Chief-Justice, member of Massa

chusetts Convention, i. 179 ; presides at

trial for libel instituted by Mr. Webster,

333.

Parliament, the British, discussion of the

Treaty ofWashington in, ii. 150-152, 153-164.

Parties, state of, when Mr. Webster entered

public life, i. 90, 91 ; changes in, after Mon

roe's Administration, 199.

Passenger-tax causes, ii. 373.

" Patriots, The,-'' an organization on the

Canadian border, ii. 86, 87.

Peck, Mr., letter to, on slavery in District of

Columbia, i. 576.

Peel, Sir Robert, becomes Prime Minister

of England, ii. 83; his desire to settle dis

putes with the United States, 96 ; his com

ments on the Treaty of Washington, 151,

153-155, 161, 162.

Perkins, Dr., attends Mrs. Grace Webster

in her last illness, i. 305, 308, 313 ; letters

to, 316.

Perkins, Thomas H., letter to, i. 514.

Perry, Mr., letter to, i. 457.

Peru, jurisdiction of, over the Lobos Islands,

ii. 652-659.

Peterson, Seth, Mr. Webster's boatman, bis

quaint humor, ii. 140, 141; Mr. Webster's

constant fishing-companion, 222; an ac

count of him, 563 ; anecdote of, 663, 664.

Phi Beta Kappa Society, Mr. Webster's ora

tion before, in 1809, i. 96, 97.

Philadelphia, public dinner at, ii. 298; Mr.

Webster's reply to an invitation to a meet

ing at, 485, 486. %

Philadelphia Qua?^te?iy, on Mr. Webster's

speech on the Greek Revolution, i. 205 ;

publishes a review of Mr. Webster's

speeches, 408.

" Pilgrim Festival,'1'' Mr. Webster's speech at,

ii. 486.

Pinkney, William, United States minister

in London in 1810, i. 101 ; member of Four

teenth Congress, 146 ; minister to Russia,

146 ; speech on treaty power, 147 ; as rival

of Mr. Webster in the Supreme Court, 177.

Pittsburg, Pa., Mr. Webster visits, in 1837, i.

562.

Pleasants, John H., letter from, i. 370.

Plymouth, discourse at, in 1820, i. 190-195.

Poindexter, Geoege, calls attention to libel

on Mr. Webster, i. 495.

Poinsett, Joel R., recommends Mr. Web

ster's appointment to England, ii. 2.

Polk, James K., nominated for presidency,

ii. 242 ; elected President, 245 ; his position

on the Oregon question, ii. 256, 259; mes

sage in response to Mr. Inyersoirs resolu

tions, 272 ; the Tariff Act of his Administra

tion, 288 : his last message to Congress,

351, 352.

Porter, Dr., Mr. Webster's Marshfield phy

sician, ii. 680.

Portsmouth, N. H., Mr. Webster removes to,

i. 78.

Portugal, construction of treaty with, ii. 125.

Post. Dr.. attends Mrs. Grace Webster'in her

last illness, i. 305.

Powis, Earl of, moves the address in reply tc

the Queen's speech, ii. 150.

Prescott, Judo-e James, defended by Mr

Webster in 1822, i. 196, 197.
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Prescott, William H., visits Mr. Webster

in 1828, i. 323.

President, election of, by House of Repre

sentatives in 1825, i. 235, 236 ; Ms power of

removal from office, 347-350.

Prometheus, The, case of, ii. 541.

Protest, General Jackson's, against the censur

ing resolution, i. 488 ; Mr.Webster's, against

mutilating the journals of Congress, i. 545.

Puritans, The, Mr Webster's opinion of, ii.

487, 488.

Putnam, Rev. Dr., letter to, concerning the

Baltimore Convention, ii. 620.

Putnam, Judge, opinion of, as to Mr. Web

ster's appearance in prosecution of mur

derers of Captain White, i. 381.

QUINTUPLE TREATY, The, excitement

at Paris regarding, ii. 118; ratification

opposed by General Cass, 181.

T)ALEIGH, N. C, Mr. Webster visits in

ii 1847, ii. 303.

Randall, Josiah, and others, letter to, de

clining to attend a public meeting in Phila

delphia, ii. 435.

Randolph, John, position in 'Fourteenth

Congress, i. 146, 147 ; insolence of, 147 ;

challenges Mr. Webster, 154-158; letter to,

155 ; letter from, 155 ; attacks Mr. Web

ster and Mr. Clay, 203 ; in the Senate, 270.

Resolutions of the Antislavery Society, in

favor of the dissolution of the Union, ii.

399.

Resolutions in Congress, to extend military

jurisdiction in 1812, i. 118, 120 ; requiring

payment of public dues in coin, 150; to de

fray expenses of an agent to Greece, 201 ;

Mr. Foote's, on sales of Western lands, 355 ;

Mr. Calhoun's, on the nature of the Gov-
■ eminent, 439; censuring removal of de-

positsf4S0 ; to investigate the loss of the

Fortification Bill, 532 ; to require payments

in specie, 535 ; to rescind the " Specie

Circular," 541; to expunge the censuring

resolution, 544; Mr. Calhoun's, on inter

meddling with slavery in the District of

Columbia, 572; Mr. Clay's, on the same

subject, 573; relating to national defences,

ii. 259 ; to give notice of termination of

joint occupancy of Oregon, 259. 230 ; calling

for correspondence in Oregon dispute, 261 ;

Mr. Inge rs oil's, relating to Mr. Webster's

alleged misdemeanors. 257; in the Senate,

relating to the use of secret service fund,

274, 275 ; providing for investigation of Mr.

Inge rs oil's charges, 279 ; Mi\ Webster's,

concerning the Mexican War, 303 ; Mr.

Berrien's," concerning the Mexican War,

303; Mr. Clay's Compromise, 396.

Rhode Island, domestic troubles in, in 1842, ii.

126 ; argument in the case of, 315.

Richmond, Va.. Mr. Webster delivers an ad

dress at, in 1840, ii. 42 ; Mr. Webster's re

ception at, in 1847. 308.

Uight of search, dispute about the, ii. 54;

nature of the claim. 118 ; different inter

pretations of the treaty respecting, 149, .153,

162 ; Mr. Webster's dispatch concerning,

162, 163 ; the purpose of the American Gov

ernment concerning, 165 ; pamphlet on, by

General Cass, 182 ; correspondence con

cerning, between Mr. Webster and General

Cass, 137-304.

Rives, William C, relation to the Panama

mission, i. 23jj ; defends Mr. Webster's

course in the MeLeod case, ii. 82; defends

the Treaty of Washington in the Semite,

133 ; communicates the action of Great

Britain and France in Cuban matters, in

1851, 551.

Rochester, N. Y, Agricultural Fair at, ii. 223 ;

Mr. Webster's speech, 224.

" Rockingham Memorial" written by Mr.

Webster, i. 80, 107, 108.

Rogers, Major Robert, journals of, i. 2.

Rogers, Samuel, Mr. Webster meets him in

England, ii. 7 ; letter to, 45.

Rome, W. F., Mr. Webster invited to speak

at, ii. 509.

Rosa, M. Be la, the Mexican minister at

Washington ; his correspondence with Mr.

Webster concerning the Tehuantepec Rail

road, ii. 543-546.

Ruggles, Samuel B., letter from, transmit

ting Prince Metternich's portrait, ii. 296.

Rush, Richard, Secretary of the Treasury, i.

242 ; letter from, 279.

Russell, Lord John, his remarks on the

Treaty of Washington, ii. 152, 161 ; Premier

of England, 593.

Russia, demands the surrender of Kossuth,

ii. 557.

SALAS, General, his authority as cle facto

government of Mexico, ii. 542, 546.

Salem, murder of Captain White at, i. 378;

organizes a Vigilance Committee, 378 ;

trial of Captain White's murderers at, 380.

Salisbury, town of, founded, i. 1, 2.

Salisbury, name given to Mr. Webster's West

ern lands, i. 571.

Sallust, a favorite with Mr. Webster among

Roman authors, ii. 590.

Sanborn, Professor, son-in-law of Ezekiel

Webster, his account of his father-in-law,

i. 341.

Sanfoed, Rev. Mr., letter to, ii. 660.

San Juan del Norte, claimed by Great Britain,

ii. 533.

Sarah, a colored woman in Mr. Webster's

service, ii. 664.

Saratoga, N~. Y, Mr. Webster makes a speech

at, in 1840, ii. 42.

Savannah, Ga., Mr. Webster's reception at,

in 1847, ii. 309 ; a rendezvous for Lopez and

the Cuban patriots in 1851, 543.

Schenck, Robert C, offers resolutions relat

ing to Mr. Ingersoll's charges against Mr.

Webster, ii. 279 ; his report on Mr. Inger

soll's means of information, 233; letter re

garding the attack of Mr. Allen on Mr. Web

ster, 492.

Scott, General Winfield, competitor for

presidential nomination in 1848, ii. 337-

339 ; his claims to be a candidate for the

presidency, 569 ; candidate for the presi

dency, 620. 621, 623, 624; Mr. Webster de

clines to support his nomination, 626, 627 ;

Mr. Webster pressed to write a letter in

favor of his election, 683, 693, 694.

Sears, David, correspondence with Mr.

Webster relating to the latter' s return to the

Senate, ii. 238, 239 ; letter to, on the Oregon
■ dispute, 260 ; correspondence with, relating

to Mr. Webster's annuity, in 1846, 286, 237.

Seaton, Miss Josephine, accompanies Mr.

Webster on a trip to XhQ South, ii. 398.

Seaton, W. W., accompanies Mr. Webster

and his family to the South, ii. 303.

Secession, Mr. Webster's words respecting,

ii. 406-409.

Secret service fund, charges respecting Mr.

Webster's use of, ii. 266, 274, 275-278;

report of committee concerning the em

ployment of, 231 ; the use made of it in

Maine, 284.

Seddon, Jas. A., his remarks on the charges

against Mr. Webster, in 1846, ii. 26Q
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Sergeant, John, commissioner to Panama,

i. 265 ; candidate for Vice-President in 1831-

'32, 464.

Seventh of March speech (1850), ii. 402-409 ; at

tacks called forth, by, 410, et seq. ; approv

als of. 429, et seq.

Seward, William H., letter from, relating

to McLeod case, ii. 66 ; his speech against

the compromise of, 1850, 415 ; his remarks

about Mr. Webster in 1858, 448.

Ship-canal across Nicaragua, controversy con

cerning, ii. 53T, et seq.

Silsbee, Nathaniel, Mr. Webster's col

league in the Senate, letter, from, to Mr.

Clav, i. 298 ; letter to, 311 ; votes against

. the' tariff of 1828, 328 ; letter to, on vote of

Massachusetts electors in 1836, 538 ; his re

ply to above-mentioned letter, 539.

Slavery, agitation for abolition of, i. 525 ; re

ception of petitions to abolish, in District of

Columbia, 527 ; further petitions for aboli

tion in District of Columbia, 549 ; Mr. Web

ster's remarks on, in New York, 1837, 560 ;

Mr. Webster's views upon, ii. 30, 31, 254;

extension of, by Mexican War, 334, 343, 344,

352, 359 ; controversy respecting, in 1850,

381, et seq.; constitutional guarantees of,

'382; Mr. Webster's views upon, 383, 384;

relation of the question to the religious

sentiment of the country, 387-392 ; sectional

division on the question, 393; how affected

by Mr. Clay's Compromise, 396 ; Mr. Web

ster's letter upon, to Dr. Furness, 400 ; Mr.

Webster's speech upon, 402-409; Mr. Sew

ard's speech upon, 415; Mr. Webster's

remarks upon, in his last speech in the Sen

ate, 456-461.

Smith, Albert, commissioner to run the

Northeast .boundary, ii. 204.

Smith, F. O. J., his letter relating to the

Northeast boundary negotiations, ii. 278,

282-284.

Smith, George G., letter to, respecting refu

sal of Faneuil Hail. ii. 499.

Smith, Jeremiah, remark about Mr. Web

ster in 1806. i. 76 ; counsel in Dartmouth. Col

lege case, 164.

Smith, Mehitable, first wife of Ebenezer

Webster, i. 2,

Smith, Mr. Vernon, comments on the Treaty

of Washington, ii. 161.

Smith, Mrs., one of Mr. Webster's neighbors

at Marshfi.eld, ii. 665.

Soule, Pierre, his amendment to the Com

promise of 1850, ii. 446.

Southard, Samuel L., Secretary of the Navy,

in 1825, i. 242.

South Carolina, her nullification policy, i. 351,

etseq. ; her "Exposition and Protest," 352;

adopts ordinance of nullification, 430 ;

Legislature passes laws to carry it into

effect, 431 ; Governor calls for volunteers to

resist collection of the revenue, 431 ; reso

lutions in answer to the President's Procla

mation, 444 ; the ordinance never repealed,

456.

South Carolina Canal and Railroad, petitions

for aid, i. 366, 367.

Spain, difficulties with, growing out of Cuban

expedition, ii. 547-556 ; American captives

in, 556, 557.

Spanish claims, arising from spoliations in

1788-'89, i. 287.

Spanish consul at New Orleans, outrages upon

and reparation therefor, ii. 553-556.

Spanish flag at New Orleans, honors to, in

reparation for outrages on the Spanish con

sul, ii. 554. 555.

Sparks, Jared, goes to Maine in service of

State Department, 1842, ii. 99 ; his account

of the mission, 100 ; his discovery of the

" Franklin Map," 132.
'•'•Specie Circular, The," i. 541.

Speech, on Foote's resolution, second, i. 360;

compared with. Demosthenes on the Crown,

360 ; the peroration of, 362; Mr. Webster's

preparation for, 383 ; effect of, 364; exten

sively read, 366 ; letters regarding it, 370,-

376.

Speech, for the Constitution and the Union,

7th March, 1850, ii. 402-409; attacks called

forth by, 410, et seq. ; approvals of, 429, et

seq.

Speeches, Mr. Webster's first, at the bar, i. 76 ;

on the French Decrees, 110 ; on the War of

1812, 118-124 ; on protection in 1814, 131 ; on

national bank, 1814, 142 ; on national bank,

1816, 148 ; in Dartmouth College case,

169; in Massachusetts Convention, 1820,

183, et seq. ; on the Greek Revolution, 201 ;

on the tariff in 18,24, 210 ; on internal im

provements, 239 ; on the Panama mission,

266 ; on the controversy with Georgia, 285;

on relief of Revolutionary officers, 326; on

the tariff in 1828, 327, 328 ; on Foote's resolu

tion, 358, 358, 360, et seq.-; at a public dinner

in New York, 394 ; on the national bank,

in 1832, 415, 416 ; on the President's veto

message, 418; at the Massachusetts Conven

tion, 1832, 432 ; on President Jackson's

proclamation, i. appendix; on the Force

Bill, i. 440 ; on Mr. Clay's Compromise, 447 ;

on nullification, 450 ; on the finances in 1834,

482 ; on renewing the charter of the na

tional bank, 486 ; on President Jackson's

"Protest," i. 490 ; on French spoliations,

518 ; on the President's power of removal,

518; on the loss of the "Fortification Bill,"

531, 532 ; on the " Specie Circular," 541 ; on

Mr. Benton's expunging resolution, 545 ;

at a reception in Niblo's Saloon, New York,

556; on the Sub-Treasury, 567; at an agri

cultural celebration in England, ii. 34 ; on

agriculture in England, 29 ; on the bank

rupt law, 32; in the campaign of 1840, 42;

on remaining in the Cabinet, 143 ; on the

map controversy, 171 ; at Rochester in 1843,

224; at Andover. in 1843, 227, 228 ; at Albany

and Valley Forge, in 1844, 24.3, 244 ; in Fan

euil Hall on the Oregon question, 257 ; in de

fence of the Treaty of Washington, 283, 284 ;

that imputed to John Adams in the eulogy,

293-298; Mr. Breck's, at a public dinner^in

Philadelphia. 300 ; on the Wilmot Proviso,

303-307 ; on the Oregon Bill, 343 ; at Marsh-

field, in 1848, 345 ; at Faneuil Hall, in 1848,

347 ; for the Conslitution and the Union, 7th

March, 1850, 402-409; on the " Compromise

Measures," 446-448, 450-463 ; Mr. Webster's

last, in the Senate, 450 ; at the New York Pil

grim Festival, 1850. 486; at a reception in

Buffalo, 1851, 504-508; at the laying of the

corner-stone of the Capitol, 511, 521 ; at Ca

pon Springs in 1851, 511 ; at Harrisburg, in

1852, 597; at Annapolis, in 1852, 599; in

Faneuil Hall, 611 ; at reception in Boston,

July, 1852, 634-639 ; at reception at Marsh-

field, 644-647.

Spencer, Earl, letter from, imposed upon by

Colonel Edwards, ii. 89.

Spencer, Judge Ambrose, letters from, i. 399,

402.

Sprague, Joseph E., letter to, i. 292.

Sprague, Seth, his address of welcome at

the reception of Mr. Webster at Marshfield,

ii. 643.

St. Louis, Mo., Mr. Webster's reception at, in

1837, i. 563.

St. Stephen, name given to a famous bull

belonging to Mr. Webster, ii. 675, 676.
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Stanley, Mr., afterward Earl of Derby,

makes Mr. Webster's acquaintance in 1824-

'25, i. 243 ; his remarks in the House of

Commons on the Treaty of 1842, ii. 152, 161.

Stanzas, by Mr. Webster, on the death of his

infant son, i. 230.

Stark, General, his opinion of Ebenezer

Webster, i. 8.

Staunton, Va., letter to the citizens of, ii. 486.

Stevenson, Mr., minister to England, ii. 118.

Stevenson, J. Thomas, speech at Mr. Web

ster's reception in Boston, 1852, ii. 631.

Stockton, Mr. (Senator), opposes extension

of military jurisdiction, i. 118.

Stockton, Commodore, letter from, i. 401.

Stoker, Bellamy, letter from, i. 373.

Story, Joseph, letters from, i. 110, 314 ; mem

ber of Massachusetts Constitutional Con

vention, 179 ; tetters to, 308 ; writes Mrs.

Webster's obituary, 315; requests Mr.

Ticknor to write a review of Mr. Webster's

speeches, 408 ; death of, ii. 251.

Stuart, Professor Moses, letter to, respect

ing 7th of March speech, ii. 439 ; letter to,

on public matters, 470.

Stubbs, Mr., his connection with the use of

the secret service fund in 1842, ii. 282, 283.

Sub-Treasury, origin of, i. 567; passes the

Senate, 569 ; reenacted in 1846, ii. 289.

Sullivan, William, letters to, i. 436, 515;

letters from, 515.

Supreme Court, changes in, proposed in 1824,

i. 214-216.

Syracuse, JST. F., Mr. Webster invited to speak

at, ii. 509.

TABER, accused of robbery of Major Good-

ridge, i. 172, 173.

Taney, Roger B., Secretary of.the Treasury,

i. 477 ; signs an order for the removal of the

public deposits, 477; reasons assigned for

this action, 480.

Tappan, James, second schoolmaster of Mr.

Webster, i. 14. 15.

Tariff, of 1816, i. 152, 153 ; bill of 1824, 207-

213; Mr. Webster's position thereon, 207;

bill of 1828, 327; Mr. Webster's position

thereon, 327, 328 ; opposition of South Caro

lina to the, 352, 355; modifications of. in

1831-'32, 411-413 ; incidental debate on, ii.

32, 33; Mr. Webster's speeches upon, in

1842, 288.

Taunton, Lord. (See Labouchere.)

Taylor, John, is injured by the Hungarian

Bull, ii. 675, 676.

Taylor, Lydia, her character, ii. 662; her

account, of Mr. Webster, 662, 663.

Taylor, General Zachary, vote of thanks to,

ii. 301, 302; probability of his becoming

President, 309, 310 ; his nomination unsatis

factory to Mr. Webster, 335 ; movement of

Mr. Webster's New York friends in his fa

vor, 336; grounds for his nomination, 337,

338 ; he is nominated, 339 ; embarrassment

ofMr. Webster on account of his nomination,

340; Mr. Webster recommends his election,

344-347; Mr. Webster's opinion of him, 345,

346; his election, 350 ; doubt as to his pol

icy, 352; his plan for avoiding the slavery

controversy, 394; submits the constitution

of California to Congress, 398 ; frustrates

the. Lopez expedition', 441 ; death of, 448;

his character as a statesman, 448; tribute

to his character by Mr. Webster, 450 ; his

plan of settling the difficulties of the coun

try, 473; appoints an a^ent to Hungary,

533.

Teliuantepec* Isthmus of, controversy regard

ing a right of way across the, ii. 542-546.

Ten-regiment Bill, ii. 321, 323.

Territory acquired from Mexico, government

of, ii. 359, et seq., 396, 440. 451.

Texas, achieves its independence, i. 522 ; in

dependence acknowledged by the United

States, 531 ; Mr. Webster's views on an

nexation of, 560 ; annexation proposed, 569,

570 ; negotiation for a loan, 578 ; annexation

of, ii. 210, 227, 241, 244, 246-249; admit

ted into the Union, 252, 253; disputed

boundary, 393, 396, 440, 446, 447, 454; rela

tions to the slavery controversy, 393 ; boun

dary fixed by the Compromise of 1850, 476 ;

controversy concerning the boundary of,

546, 547 ; letter to the Governor of, 547.

Thayer, John Eliot, his generosity to Mr.

Webster, ii. 692.

Thomas, Charles Henry, letter to, about

Marshiield affairs, i. 551 ; letter to, from

England, ii. 6; letters to, respecting his

brother's sickness and death, 34, 35, 40;

letter to, regarding Mrs. Appleton's death,

327 ; letter to, concerning his mother's

death, 376 ; account of Mr. Webster's recep

tion at Marshfield, 643 ; Mr. Webster's con

fidence in him, 665 ; present at Mr. Web

ster's death-bed, 702.

Thomas, Mrs. C. H., letters to, regarding N,

Ray Thomas, ii. 36-39.

Thomas, Captain John, his farm at Marsh-

field, i. 220, 221 ; sells his estate to Mr. Web

ster, 427 ; continues to live on the place,

427, 428.

Thomas, Mrs., death of, ii. 376.

Thomas, Nathaniel Ray, Mr. Webster's

agent on his Western lands, i. 571 ; illness

and death at Washington, ii. 33 ; correspond-

ence relating to his sickness and death,

34-41.

Thompson, Thomas W., Mr. Webster's first

master in the law. i. 47, 48.

Thrasher, John S., an American prisoner

in Spain, Mr. Webster's treatment of his

case, ii. 557.

Ticknor, George, first meets Mr. Webster,

i. 51; taught Greek by Ezekiel Webster,

68 ; his reminiscences of Mr. Webster at

Portsmouth, 85 ; his notice of Mr. Web

ster's Phi Beta Kappa oration, 96 ; recollec

tions of Mr. Webster at Washington in 1815,

135 ; recollections of Mr. Webster in 1819,

161 ; account of Mr. Webster's reception

of Mr. Calhoun in 1820, 176; account of Mr.

Webster's Plymouth oration, 192; account

of Mr. Webster's argument of Gibbons vs.

Ogden, 216, 217 ; account of Mr. Webster's

visit to Madison and Jefferson, 222; letters

to, 227, 232-234, 257, 259, 306. 314, 319, 324,

372, 409, ii. 16 ; letters from, i. 228, 231, 306,

371 ; his account of the Bunker Hill ora

tion, 248 ; his account of the Adams and Jef

ferson commemoration. 274; reminiscences

ofMr.Webster at the time ofhis wife's death,

314; visits Mr. Webster at Washington,

323; writes a review of Mr. Webster's

speeches, 408 ; his account of Mr. Webster's

feeling on the annexation of Texas, ii. 230 ;

letter to, regarding inquiries about the

John Adams speech, 295 ; his recollections

of Mr. Webster after the death of his son

and daughter, 329 ; letter to, 354 ; letter to,

on the compromise of 1850, 463 ; letter to,

on public matters, 471 ; letter to, respecting

the tone of " the Hiilsemann Letter," 537;

his account of Mr. Webster's last visit to

Boston, 671, 672 ; his account of Mr. Web

ster at Marshfield in September, 1852, 677-

680 ; his account of Mr. Webster's last ill

ness, 681, 682.

Ticknor, Mrs. George, letters to, i 230, 233.
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307, 322, 324, ii. 322; letter of Mrs. Webster

to, i. 256.

Ticknor, Miss, her account of a visit to Mr.

Webster at Marshfield in September, 1852.

ii. 672-677.

Tippecanoe Clubs, political organizations in

1840, ii. 42.

Toledo, 0., visited by Mr. Webster in 1837, i.

564.

Tomb of Mr. Webster's, family, ii. 330-332.

Treaty, of 1783, ambiguities, concerning the

Northeastern boundary, ii. 97; of Guada

lupe-Hidalgo, 321 ; payment of indemnity

under the latter, 492 ; with Nicaragua,

538 ; with Great Britain in relation to

Nicaragua, 538, 539 ; of Washington, its

germs, ii. 3 ; private history of, 96, et

seq. ; negotiations commenced, 102 ; sub

jects embraced in, 118 ; concluded and

signed, 121 ; debate upon, in the Senate,

133-137; ratifications exchanged, 147; at

tacked in the London Chronicle, 147; Mr.

Webster's article on the attacks, 147; re

marks upon, in the President's message,

149 ; discussed in the British Parliament,

150-152 ; remarks upon, in the Senate, 153 ;

discussion in Parliament renewed, 154-162 ;

its effects on the Continent of Europe, 181 ;

correspondence concerning, between Mr.

Webster and General Cass, 188-204 ; attack

upon, in 1846, 262, et seq. ; defended by Mr.

Webster, 263.

Troup, George M., early associate of Mr.

Webster in Congress, i. 109.

Tudor, William, on Mr. Webster's absorp

tion in public life, i. 290, 291.

Turkey, detains Kossuth at request of Aus

tria, ii. 557 ; releases Kossuth at request of

United States, 562.

Turney, Hopkins L.. his amendment of the

Compromise plan, ii. 446.

Tyler, John, becomes President, ii. 67, 68 ;

retains the Cabinet, 68; his position re

specting a national bank, 70 ; vetoes the

bill to establish a bank, 71 ; vetoes the

bill to create a fiscal corporation, 80 ; his

Cabinet breaks up, 80, 81 ; letter to Mr.

Webster concerning movements on the

Canada border, 87 ; his course on the Rhode

Island troubles, 126 ; his relations to por

tions of the Treaty of Washington, 149 ; ap

proves of General Cass's conduct regard

ing the Quintuple Treaty, 183 ; denounced

by the Whigs, 207 ; his relations with lead

ing Democrats, 210 ; official relations with

Mr. Webster, 211 ; his letters on the resig

nation of the latter, 211-213.

UNION, dissolution of, threatened, ii. 383 ;

condition of, in 1850, 394; dissolution

proposed by abolitionists, 399.

United States, troubles with Great Britain

and France, i. 98, et seq. ; war with Great

Britain, 101 ; controversy with Georgia,

283, 284 ; trouble with South Carolina, 430,

431 ; danger of collision with Prance, in

1835, 512 ; acknowledges the independence

of Texas, 531 ; disputes with Great Britain,

in 1841, ii. 52, et seq. ; hostile attitude tow

ard Great Britain, 64 ; annexes Texas, 210 ;

relations with Great Britain respecting

Nicaragua, 538-542 ; relations with Mexico

respecting the Tehuantepec railroad grant,

543-546; relations with Spain respecting

Cuba, 547-556 ; secures the release of Kos

suth, 560.

Utah, organized by the Compromise Bill, ii.

476.

Utica, N. Y., reception of Mr. Webster at,

in 1833, i. 462.

VALLEY FORGE, speech at, in 1844, ii.

V 243.

Van Buren, Martin, head of General Jack

son's Cabinet, i. 365 ; his instructions con

cerning colonial trade, 421 ; nominated min

ister to England, and rejected by Senate,

422; policy of the rejection, 423; commur

nicates resolutions containing libel on Mr.

Webster, 495 ; candidate for the presidency,

501 ; elected President, 540 ; assumes the

office, 564 ; summons a special session of

Congress, 565 ; his position on the' ques

tions of the day, 565 ; message on the finan

ces, 586 ; views on the annexation of Texas,

570; message on finances, etc., ii. 55,56;

opposed to the annexation of Texas, 241.

Yance, Joseph, letter from, i. 241.

"Vera pro gratis,'''' motto of 7th of March

speech, 1850, ii. 410.

Yerplanck, Gulian C, introduces a bill to

modify the tariff, i. 445.

"Veto,"''1 of the bill to establish a national

bank, in 1815, i. 143 ; of bill for internal im

provements in 1817, 159 ; of bill to continue

the charter of the bank, in 1832, 417 ; of the

bill to establish a national bauk, in 1841,

ii. 71 ; of the bill to create a fiscal corpo

ration, in 1841, 80.

Vinton, Samuel F., one of the committee to

investigate charges against Mr. Webster,

ii. 283.

Virginia fast, Mr. Jefferson's remarks con

cerning the, i. 587.

Vulcanized india-rubber case, involving the

question of its original invention, ii. 591.

WADSV^ORTH, Mr., President of the New

York Agricultural Society, invites Mr.

Webster to the fair at Rochester, ii. 223.

Walker, Isaac P., his amendment to the bill

for the government of newly-acquired ter

ritory, ii. 360, et seq. ; yields the floor of the

Senate to Mr. Webster, 7th of March, 1850,

402; questions the authority of the Presi

dent to interfere in the Cuban insurrection,

441.

Wallace, J., and others, letter to, i. 510.

Walsh, Robert, editor of Philadelphia

Quarterly Review, i. 408.

War of 1812—its causes, i. 90-102 ; Mr. Web

ster's opposition to, 102; discussions in

Congress concerning, 116, 117.

War with Mexico, origin of, ii. 290 ; how car

ried on, 300, etseq. ; measures in Congress

relating to, 301, etseq. ; termination of\ 321,

Warfield, Henry R., letter to, i. 237.

Warren, Charles H., letter to, ii. 626.

Warren, John, and others, letter to, ii. 236.

Warren, Dr. J. Mason, his account of Mr.

Webster's last illness, ii. 699; present at

Mr. Webster's death-bed, 702.

Washington, city of, burning of the capital,

in 1814, i. 133 ; how affected by changes in

office, 348.

Wayne, Mr. Justice, his address to Mr. Web

ster at Savannah, ii. 309.

Webster, family of, emigration from Eng

land, i. 2.

Webster, Mrs. Caroline Le Roy, Mr. Web

ster's second wife, i. 345 ; letter to, ii. 78 ;

provision for, in her husband's will, 690 ; at

the death-bed of her husband, 699, 701.

Webster, Charles, infant son of Daniel

Webster, i. 228 ; his death, 228; epitaph, ii.

331.

Webster, Daniel, birth of, i, 5; physical

traits, 6 ; a sickly child, 7 ; taught to read

at home, 8, 9 ; first school-days, 9 ; boy

hood, 10 ; early influences, 11-13 : reli

gious nurture, 12, 13 ; boyish reading", 13.

85
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14 ; first schoolmasters, 14-16 ; Ms fa

ther's decision to educate him, 17; sent

to Exeter Academy, 18 ; inability to make

pchool declamations, 18, 19 ; promotion at

Exeter, 19 ; leaves Exeter, 21 ; placed with

Dr. Wood, 22 ; anecdote of his hay-making

when a school-boy, 23 ; enters Dartmouth

College, 23, 24 ; love of reading, 24, 25 ; cau

tion to be observed respecting his college

. history, 26-28 ; college standing for first

two years, 31 ; writes verses, 31, 32 ; per

suades his father to educate Ezekiel, 32-34 ;

growth of his character, 35 ; exertions to

earn money in college, 36'; college standing

for last two years, 37, 38 ; his correspond

ence in 1800, 38 ; Fourth of July oration in

1800, 39 ; eulogy on his class-mate Simonds,

39, 40 ; his college appointment, when grad

uated, 41, 42 ; college friendships, 42, 43 ;

his opinions about his college acquirements,

44-46; enters a lawyer's office in Salisbury,

47 ; life as a law-student in Salisbury, 48 ;

obliged to relinquish his law studies, 49 ;

goes to Fryeburg to teach a school, 50 ;

earns money by copying deeds, 50, 51 ;

gives his school salary to his brother, 51 ;

personal appearance and manners in 1802,

51-53; reading at Fryeburg, 53, 54; de

clines a permanent engagement as teacher,

54, 55 ; adheres to the law, 54, 55 ; begins

Coke, 56 ; Ms opinion of Coke as a test-

book for beginners, 56 ; his reading in

1804, 57-59; declines a Phi Beta Kappa

poem, 60 ; feelings about his profession, 60 ;

thinks of going to the city of New York,

62 ; determines to finish his studies in

Boston. 62, 63 ; applies to be received in

the office of Mr. Gore, 63, 64; reading in

1804, 66, 67 ; takes charge of Ezekiel's

school for a short time, 67, 68 ; journey to

Albany in 1805, 68, 69 ; offered a clerkship,

69, et seq. ; refuses it, 69 ; admitted to the

bar in Boston, 73 ; begins the practice of

the law in Boscawen, 73 ; purchase of books

in 1805, 73 ; life in Boscawen, 74 ; his esti

mate of the legal profession, 74, 75 ; first

speech at the bar, 75, 76 ; first case before

Judge Smith, 76 ; speech in a murder case

in 1808, 76, 77 ; first encounter with Jere

miah Mason, 77 ; contributes to Boston

Anthology, 77, 78 ; removes to Portsmouth,

78 ; political principles prior to 1812, 78-80 ;

writes a political pamphlet in 1804, 79 ;

Fourth of July orations prior to Septem

ber, 1806,79; personal appearance in 1807,

81 ; marriage, 82, 83 ; his happiness at Ports

mouth, 84-86 ; his professional antagonism

to Mr. Jeremiah Mason, 86-90 ; his account

of Mr. Mason, 89 ; begins to take an active

interest in politics, 90, 91 ; pamphlet on the

Embargo in 1807, 95 ; delivers a Phi Beta

Kappa oration, 96 ; his views respecting

American literature in 1809, 97; delivers a

Fourth of July oration in 1812, 102-107 ; op

posed to the War of 1812, 102, el seq. ; his

views on naval defence in 1812, 104 ; delegate

to Rockingham Convention, 107; writes

the memorial, 107 ; his opposition to Mr.

Madison's Administration, 108 ; chosen

Representative in Congress, 109 ; first as

sociates in Congress, 109; introduces reso

lutions respecting the French Decrees, 109,

113 ; his position in Congress at his first ses

sion, 114 ; loses his property by fire, 115 ;

goes to Washington, December, 1813, 115;

opposition to the war, 117 ; opposes ex:

tension of military jurisdiction, 118 ; his

speech on the subject, 118-120; speech on

the war, 120-124; his views respecting the

Embargo, 125 ; reply to Mr. Calhoun on the

repeal of the Embargo, 128-130 ; his posi

tion on protective tariff in 1814, 130, 131 ;

practice in the Supreme Court in 1814, .132 ;

opinion of Chief-Justice Marshall, 132 ; vis

its Judge Washington at Mount Vernon,

132 ; relations to Hartford Convention, 135 ;

situation and occupations at Washington

in 1815, 135, 136 ; opposition to the Admin

istration in 1815, 136, 137 ; position respect

ing a new land-tax, 136-138; position re

specting conscription, 139 ; views in regard

to a national bank, 141 ; speech against bill

to incorporate a national bank, 142; op

poses reconsideration of Bank Bill, 143;

favors the new bill of 1815, 143, 144 ; his

financial views in 1815, 144, 145 ; reelected

to Congress, 147 ; called home bv the ill

ness of his daughter, 147 ; his views re

specting the Bank Bill of 1816, 147, 148 ;

speech on this bill, 148-150 ; introduces

resolution requiring payment of public

dues in coin, 150; argument on this sub

ject, 151 ; relations to tariff of 1816, 152,

153 ; views regarding the use of steam bat

teries, 153, 154 ; challenged by John Ran

dolph, 154, 155 ; determines to leave Ports

mouth, 156 ; removes to Boston, 156 ; en

gagements in the Supreme Court, 157, 158 ;

goes to Washington, December, 1816, 157 ;

recalled by sickness of his daughter Grace,

157; returns to Washington, 158; views re

specting the encouragement of internal im

provements, 159; leaves Congress in 1817,

159 ; devotes himself to his profession, 159 ;

his position at the Boston bar, 159 ; pro

fessional income. 159 ; domestic and social

life, 160 ; birth of his daughter Julia, 161 ;

invites President Monroe to visit the

North, 161 ; his life, from 1817 to 1823, 162 ;

his professional labors during that period.

162; counsel for Dartmouth College, 164-

170; defends the Kennistons and others,

accused of robbery, 171-175 ; his reception

of Mr. Calhoun in 1820, 176 ; his position

as a lawyer in 1820, 177 ; delegate to con

vention to revise the constitution of Massa

chusetts, 178 ; his part in its work, 180-190 ;

discourse at Plymouth, 190-195 ; his previ

ous, orations, 190; the fitness of this occa

sion to call out his powers, 191 ; descrip

tion of his oration by Mr. Ticknor, 192, 193 ;

letter from Mr. Adams about it, 193 ; letter

from Chancellor Kent, 194 ; professional

labors in 1821, 196; argues case of La Jeune

Eugenie, 196; defends Judge Prescott be

fore the Massachusetts Senate, 196, 197 ;

nominated to Congress from Boston, 197,

198 ; is elected, 198 ; returns to Congress in

1823, 199; relations with Mr. Clay, 200;

placed at the head of the Judiciary Com

mittee, 200 ; his interest in the Greek Revo

lution, 200, 201 ; offers resolution for ap

pointment of agent to Greece. 201 ; re

marks on the subject. 201-203; no vote

taken on his proposition, 205 ; wide diffu

sion of his speech, 205 ; his own views of

it in 1831, 205, 208 ; position on the tariff

question in 1824 and previously, 207, 208,

213; reply to My. Clay's speech on the tar

iff, 210-212; position at the head of the

Judiciary Committee, 214 ; opposes changes

in the Supreme Court, 214 -216 ; engaged in

the steamboat case, Gibbons vs. Ogden, 216,

217: interest in the presidential election of

1824,218; prefers Mr. Calhoun as candi

date, 218 ; hard work in winter of 1823-'24,

219; again elected to Congress from Bos

ton, 220 ; first sees Marshfield estate, 220 ;

becomes a regular summer visitor at

Marshfield, 221 ; visit to Jefferson and
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Madison, 222-226; loses an infant son, 228;

stanzas on the death of his child, 230 ; cor

respondence in winter of 1824-,25, 230, et

seq. ; his sadness at this time, 230 ; rela

tions to the presidential election of 1825,

235, 236; interview with Mr. Adams on

the subject, 237; advice to Mr. Warfield

as to his vote, 237. 238 ; in favor of con

tinuation of Cumberland Road, 239-241 ;

his course, how regarded in the West, 241 ;
introduces u Crimes Act " of 1825, 242 ; de

termines to support the new Administra

tion, 24.2; makes the acquaintance of sev

eral young Englishmen, 243; correspond

ence with Mr/Denison, 243-247; delivers

an address at laying corner-stone of-Bunker

Hill monument, 248 ; anecdote concerning

composition of the oration, 250 ; care in his

formal orations, 252 ; love of Saxon words,

252 ; makes a trip to Niagara, 254 ; de

scribes his emotions at the cataract, 255 ;

passes the summer at Sandwich, 255 ; at

tends Congress, December, 1825, 256 ; cor

respondence with Mr. and Mrs. Ticknor,

256-260 ; introduces a bill to amend the ju

diciary, 261; his speech on this bill, 263;

his views on sending commissioners to

Panama, 266; his speech on this subject,

266 ; correspondence with Mr. Denison, 267-

273; incessantly occupied in the winter of

1825-'26, 274; pronounces a eulogy on Ad

ams and Jefferson, 274 ; his appearance

on this occasion described by Mr. Ticknor,

274-276 ; authority for the speech attributed

to Mr. Adama, 276 ; correspondence, 276-

280 ; elected to Congress from Boston for

the third time, 280, 281 ; reports a bill

for uniform system of bankruptcy, 282; ar

gument in case of Ogden-ys. Saunders, 283;

position on controversy with the State of

Georgia, 283; his remarks on this subject,

285 ; position on bill to regulate trade with

British colonies, 286 ; engagements in the

Supreme Court, 287, 288 ; counsel in prose

cuting Spanish claims, 287 ; proposed trans

fer to the Senate, 288 ; relation to the Ad

ministration of Mr. Adams, 289, 290 ; drawn

more and more into public life, 290, 291 ;

question of transfer to the Senate, 292-296 ;

is elected to the Senate, 296 ; some of his

friends wish him to remain in the House,

296 ; correspondence, 292, et seq. ; his wife's

illness and death,304, et seq.; his correspond

ence at this time, 305, et seq. ; proceeds to

Washington, 308 ; returns to New York, 311 ;

his appearance at his wife's funeral, 314;

disposition of his children after his wife's

death, 316, 317; interest in his sons' wel

fare, 317, 318 ; again in court, 319 ; his views

concerning the "future life, 321; receives a

visit from Messrs. Ticknor and Prescott,

323 ; longs for home. 324 ; his feelings after

his wife's death, 325 ; sorroAvs of his life,

325, 326 ; his interest in the bill for the re

lief of Revolutionary officers, 326 ; receives

a letter from one of these officers, 327 ; his

relations to the tariff of 1828, 327, 328 ; re

ceives a public dinner at Faneuil Hall, 328 ;

his speech on that occasion, 328, 329 ; keeps

aloof from the presidential contest of 1828,

329; his views of the accession of Jackson,

330; attacked by supporters of Jackson,

330, 331; his relations to parties . at this

time, 331 ; prosecutes one of his assailants

for libel, 331-333; importuned to deliver

public addresses, 333, 334 ; popular curios

ity to see and hear him, 334 , delivers a lec

ture before the Boston Mechanics' Associa

tion, 334; presides at meeting of the Society

for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, 334;

efforts for Mr. Adams's reelection, 335 ;

again in Congress and the Supreme Court,

337 ; opinions of General Jackson, 337, 338 ;

letters to Mrs. Ezekiel Webster, 338, 339 ;

gives a description of the inauguration of

General Jackson, 340 ; the death of his

brother, 341 ; his grief for the loss, 343 ; let

ter to Mr. Mason, 343 ; cares and duties fol

lowing the death of his brother, 344 ; marries

a second time, 345 ; attentions to Mr. Wirt,

in Boston, 346 ; his views regarding the Pres

ident's power of removal from office, 347,

349 ; absent from Washington when Foote's

resolution was introduced, 355; hears Mr.

Hayne's first speech, 355; replies to Mr.

Hayne, 356; his preparation, 356; second

speech on Foote's resolution, 357-366 : third

speech on Foote's resolution, 359 ; letters

referring to these speeches, 370-376 ; pre

sents a petition for aid to the South Caroli

na Canal and Railroad, 367 ; his remarks on

presenting the same, 368; correspondence,

370-377; views of Lord Byron's character,

372 ; aids in the prosecution of the Knapps

for murder, 380-385 ; his argument and its

effect, 384 ; in the character of a lawyer,

385; first regarded as candidate for the

presidency, 386; his desire for the position,

387 ; his popularity, 387, 388 ; his relations

with General Jackson, 389 ; why never

nominated for President, 390 ; supports Mr.

Clay, 390, 391, 394; Ms relations to anti-

masonry, 392 ; solicited to become the

candidate of the antimasons, 393 ; accepts

public dinner in New York, 394 ; introduced

by Chancellor Kent, 395 ; his speech on this

occasion, 396 ; contemplates a journey to the

West, 397 ; acquiesces in the nomination of

Mr. Clay, 398 ; correspondence on the subject

of the nomination, 398-403; his feelings on

the subject, described by Mr. Ketchum, 404 ;

makes little exertion in Congress in 1831-32,

405 ; support* a bill for the relief of insolvent

debtors of the U. S., 405; correspondence

with Mr. Buchanan, 405, 406; purchases his

father's farm, 406 ; interest in Mr. Mason's

removal to Boston, 407 ; correspondence,

406-408 ; article reviewing his speeches, by

Mr. Ticknor, 408, 409 ; in favor of protective

tariff, 411 ; takes no part in the debate on

this subject in 1831-'32, 413. 414 ; his position

in regard to a national bank, 414 ; his manner

of treating the subject, 415; his speech on

the question of renewing the charter, 415,

416 ; speech on the President's veto, 418 ;

his general views on the subject, 419, 420 ;

votes to reject Mr. Van Buren as minister

to England, 422 ; reasons for this vote, 423 ;

correspondence concerning bill of 1823 reg

ulating colonial trade, 424 ; gives attention

to the subject of apportionment of repre

sentatives, 425 ; his report on the subject,

426 ; letter from Chancellor Kent on the sub

ject, 427; purchases estate at Marshfield,

427 ; views on nullification movements of

South Carolina, 432 ; speech at Worcester,

432, 433 ; his course on hearing OfPresident

Jackson's proclamation against the nulli-

fiers, 434, appendix, 590-592 ; position on Mr.

Clan's Tariff Compromise, 434, 435; his ob

jections to that measure, 435, 436 ; describes

affairs in Washington, 436; position on the
u Force Bill," 440 ; his remarks on this bill,

440-442 ; supports the Administration in the

nullification controversy, 4.43 ; opposes Mr.

Clay's Compromise, 444, 445 ; his remarks on

Mr. Clay's bill, 447 ; introduces resolutions

relating to the tariff, 447, 448 ; reply to Mr.

Calhoun on nullification, 450, 451 ; differs

with Mr. Clay, 451, 452; speech against Mr
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Clay's Compromise, 453 ; second reply to Mr.

Caltioun, 454 ; letters in 1838, explaining his

course at this time, 454, 455 ; his opinions on

nullification, 458, 457 ; returns to Boston,

460 ; absent during General Jackson's visit

to Boston, 460, 461 ; goes to Albany, 461 ;

visits Mr. Buel's form, 462 ; goes to the

West, reception at principal cities, 462;

public dinner at Cincinnati, 462 ; invitation

from Mr. Clay, 462 ; effect of his visit on

party feeling, 463, 464 ; relations with Gen

eral Jackson, 484; remarks on President

Jackson's course, 465 ; correspondence, 466-

469 ; his financial views, 470-472 ; differs with

the Administration on financial questions,

470, 474 ; chairman of the Finance Commit

tee, 479 ; opinions on the removal of the de

posits, 479 ; presents resolutions of a meet

ing in Boston, 481 ; his remarks on the state

of the currency, 482, 483 ; tenders his aid in

reconstructing the national bank, 483 ; en

ters into discussion of the subject, 483,

484; brings in report on Clay's censuring

resolution, 485 ; brings in a bill for restor

ing the deposits, 485 ; his speech on the

occasion, 486 ; his efforts ineffectual, 487 ;

his reception of the President's protest,

488, 489 ; his speech on the protest, 490-

493; accused of interested motives in his

course, 493, 494; his personal relations

with the bank, 494 ; resolutions of a meet

ing containing a libel on him, 495 ; calls for

the reading of the resolutions, 495 ; re

marks upon them, 498 ; letters alluding t.o

the accusation, 497, 498 ; becomes one of the

great leaders of the Whigs, 500 ; as candi

date for the presidency in 1834, 501, 502 ;

movement in Massachusetts for his nom

ination, 502, 503 ; correspondence on this

subject, 503, et seq. ; invited to a public din

ner in Harrisburg, 507 ; attends a public

entertainment at Bangor, 507; invitations

and public honors, 508"; relations with the

Antimasons at this time, 508, 509 ; letters

alluding to the wishes of the Antimasons,

510 ; does not receive the nomination, 511 ;

letters alluding to dispute with France,

514, 515 ; his views on President Jackson's

course toward France, 515, 516 ; opposes

appropriation for defence, 517 ; his part in

defeating the Fortification Bill, 517 ; intro

duces the subject of French spoliations,

518; speech on power of removal from

office, 518; his views of the "expunging

resolutions " of Mr. Benton, 519 ; his opin

ion as to the necessity of a national bank,

520; views regarding the independence of

Texas, 522 ; receives letter from Judge

Catron on Texan affairs, 523 ; views re

specting the antislavery agitation, 525;

seiithooimtB on the slavery question, 526,

527; on receiving petition for emancipa

tion in District of Columbia, 527 ; presents

petitions of the kind, 527 ; remarks thereon,

528 ; his wishes regarding the treatment of

these petitions, 529 ; opposes the bill to
suppress u incendiary publications," 530;

favors the recognition of the independence

of Texas, 531 ; responsible for the loss of

the Fortification Bill, 531 ; his speech on the

subject, 531 ; attacked on account of this

speech, 532; his reply to these attacks, 532,

533 ; attention to financial questions, 534 ;

his views of the state of the currency, 535 ;

not responsible for the condition of the

finances, 536 ; on the regulation of the de

posit banks, 536, 537 ; returns to Marshfiekl,

538 ; letters respecting the vote of the Mas

sachusetts electors, 538; he receives their

vote, 539; speech on the " Specie Circular,"

541 ; expresses his views on finance, 541-

543 ; presents petition for establishment of

a national bank, 543 ; waiting himself for

the public opinion on this subject, 543, 544;

protest against the expunging resolution,

545-549; presents petitions for emancipa

tion in District of Columbia, 549 ; thoughts

revert to Marshfiekl, 550, 551 ; determines

to resign his seat, 554 ; his friends oppose

this design, 554 ; invitation to reception

in New York, 555 ; induced to forego his?

intention of resigning, 555 ; letter respect*

ing the arrangements for the New York

reception, 556 ; his spee.ch at the reception,

556-561 (reviews the political situation) ;

resistance to Executive encroachments,

558; .pei^oiialiBJ.'ms with General Jackson,

559 ; hislifiorough understanctihg "ofpiiblic

finances, 559 ; opposed to the annexation oi

Texas, 580; hm views on_slavei^, 580, 561;

makes a tour' ih~the'West, 562 ; reception

on the route, 562-564; receives a letter

from Mr. Clay, 562 ; meets General Harri-

son, 563 ; his return to Boston, 564; rests

at Marshfiekl, 565 ; opposes Mr. Van Buren's

Administration, 566 ; his speech on the Sub-

Treasury scheme, 567; collision with Mr.

Calhoun, 567, 568 ;. difference between his

financial system and Calhoun's, 569 ; pre

sents petitions against annexation of Tex

as, 570 ; his project for a great Western

farm, 571 ; his views of the power of Con

gress over slavery, 572; his speech on this

subject, 573 ; his opposition to the Sub-

Treasury, 573, 574 ; supports the bill grant

ing preemption right* to settlers, 575 ; on

the affair of the Commonwealth Bank,

575 ; correspondence on public topics, 576;

desires to see Texas independent, 578;

letter to Mr. Biddle on the subject, 579;

his relations to the presidency in 1839, ii,

1, 2 ; proposed for special mission to Eng

land, 2, 3; his plan for settling the North

east boundary dispute, 3; bis desire to go

to England, 4 ; goes in private capacity, 4,

5 ; embarks from New York, 5 ; letter tc

Mr. Edward Curtis and Mr. C. H. Thomas,

describing his voyage and first impressions

5, 6; his arrival announced in London, 8;

letters from, 8-13 ; attends agricultural

celebration at Oxford, 14; letter referring

to this occasion, 15 ; journey through the

Lake country, 16 ; letter fromLowther Cas

tle, 16 ; letters from Scotland, 18; marriage

of his daughter in London, 20 ; the impres

sion which he made in England, 20 ; Mr.

Carlyle's description of him, 21 ; account of

his visit, by Mr. Kenyon, 22 ; Miss Mit-

ford's account of his visit to her, 26 ; his

parting with Mr. Denison, 27 ; Mr. Hal-

lam's account of, 27 ; arrives in New York

on his return, 28 ; again drawn into po

litical life, 28 ; his remarks on English

agriculture, 29 ; reelected to the Senate, 29 ;

his opinion on the relations of the white

and black races, 30 ; his views of slavery,

31 ; his remarks on the right of petition,

31 ; introduces the outline of a bankrupt

law, 32 ; states his views on protective

tariff, 33 ; differences of opinion with Cal

houn, 33 ; his interest and affection for N.

Ray Thomas, 33; correspondence on sick

ness and death of the latter, 34-41 ; the

tenderness of his nature, 41 ; numerous in

vitations to deliver political addresses, 42;

his principal speeches during the cam

paign, 42, 43 ; correspondence, 43-46 ; neces

sary for him to accept office of Secretary ol

State, 47 ; letter from General Harrison in

regard to his appointment, 48 ; his daughter
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pleads against his accepting it, 49 ; his

course directed by public events, 50 ; his

reply to General Harrison, accepting the

office, 50, 51 ; letter from General Harrison

on other appointments, 52; state of affairs

with Great Britain when he accepts office,

52-54; his motive in entering the Cabinet,

54 ; his views of the questions to be met, 55 ;

speech on the state of the national finances,

56 ; his relations with John Quincy Adams

—letter concerning his successor in the

Senate, 56 ; discussion in the Senate on the

reading of his letter of resignation, 57 ; at

tack upon him rebuked by Mr. Clay, 58 ;

Erivate correspondence relating to the

oundary question, 59-61 ; enters upon his

duties as Secretary of State, 61 ; correspond

ence relating to affairs in Europe, 62, 63 ;

deals with the case of McLeod, 64, 65 ; his

instructions to the Attorney-General, 65 ;

his duties and conduct on death of General

Harrison, 67 ; resumes the McLeod case,

68; answer to Mr. Fox's demand for the

release of McLeod, 68; his opinion of the

course of the New York court in the case,

S9; his embarrassment on the accession of

Tyler, 70 ; apprehends difficulty on the

bank question, 70, 71 ; his account of the

bank difficulty, 72-77 ; his views on press

ing the question upon the President after

the veto, 78, 79; his views on the dissolu

tion of the Cabinet, 81 ; his reasons for not

resigning, 81 ; his course in the McLeod

case attacked in Congress, 82 ; recommends

Mr. Everett as minister to England, 83;

apprises Mr. Everett of his nomination, 83,

84 ; his embarrassing position in the Cab

inet and the propriety of his remaining,

84, 85 ; prepares a bill for the removal of

cases to the Federal Courts, 85 ; letter to

Mr. Berrien, explaining the bill, 86; his

personal discomfort at Washington at this

time, 87, 88 ; private correspondence, 88-93 ;

his views on the settlement of the boun

dary question, 94 ; receives intelligence of

Lord Ashburton's appointment, 94, 95; de

termines on mode of proceeding on the

boundary question, 98; sends Mr. Sparks

to Maine, 99; letter to Mr. Everett on the

case of the Creole, 99 ; hears from Mr.

Sparks respecting his mission, 100 ; letter

to Mr. Everett on the negotiations, 102;

negotiations with Lord Ashburton com

menced, 103 ; letter to Mr. Everett on the

case of the Creole, 104 ; makes a flying

visit to Marshfield, 107; letter describ

ing Marshfield, 109 ; returns to the nego

tiations, 111 ; communicates the views

of the Maine Commissioners to Lord

Ashburton with his own comments, 113 ;

receives Lord Ashburton's reply, .114;

agrees upon a settlement with Lord Ash

burton, 115 ; communicates the plan to the

Maine Commissioners, 116; satisfies Lord

Ashburton on the points of payment to

Maine and Massachusetts, 117 ; his views

respecting the right of search, 118 ; his opin

ion of the nature of the Creole case, 120 ;

stipulates for extradition of fugitives from

justice, 120; disposes of the cases of the

Caroline and the Creole, 121; the principle

for which he contended in the Creole mat

ter, 122; writes a letter to Lord Ashburton

on impressment, 123; his services to the

country in these negotiations, 124, 125 ;

other labors as Secretary of State the same

year, 125, 126 ; relations to the Rhode Island

difficulties, 126, 127 ; harshly treated by his

own party, 127, 128 ; attacks on his course

and slanders on his character, 128 ; letter

of sympathy from Mr. Frelinghuysen, 129 ;

clamor for his resignation, 130, 131 ; lettel

from Mr. Lawrence advising him to resign,

131 ; in possession of a map not exhibited

during the negotiations, 132, 133; writes

the President's message submitting the

treaty, 133 ; his satisfaction when the treaty

was ratified, 137 ; thinking of the salt hay

at Marshfield at the time, 137 ; letter from

Mr. Mason regarding his remaining in the

Cabinet, 138 ; is encouraged to remain by

numerous public men, 139; invited to pub

lic dinner given to Lord Ashburton, 140;

spends a month at Marshfield, 140, 141 ; his

treatment by the Whigs of Massachusetts,

141 ; declines public dinner in Boston, 141 ;

speaks his mind in Faneuil Hall, 142-145 ;

apprehensions of disrespect at the meeting,

142 ; the effect of his appearance before the

audience, 143 ; introduced by the mayor of

. Boston, 143 ; his speech, 143-145 ; his treat

ment by the Massachusetts Whigs, 145, 146 ;

anxiety for the Whig party, 146, 147; receives

farewell letter from Lord Ashburton, 147;

writes an article on the treaty, 147 ; com

ments on his course in the late negotiations

made in the British Parliament, 152, 154-156,

159, 161 ; his dispatch relating to the right of

search, 162, 163 ; private letter to Mr.' Ever

ett on the same subject, 165; his views on

the map controversy, letter to Mr. Everett,

169 ; speech before the New York Historical

Society, 171; propriety of his remaining in

the Cabinet, 172; letters to Mr. Everett

concerning the Oregon dispute, 173, 175;

proposes a mission to China, remarkable

prediction, 177 ; letter to Mr. Everett on

the mission to China, 178 ; his instructions

to the minister to China, 180 ; disavows the

capture of Monterey, 181 ; correspondence

with General Cass relating to the treaty,

183-204; on General Cass throwing up his

mission, 188 ; resigns his office as Secretary

of State, 208; the effect on his political ca

reer of remaining in the Cabinet, 206, 207 ;

on the tactics of the Whigs after the breach

with President Tvler, 207 ; his views on a

national bank in 1843, 209, 210 ; advises the

exchequer plan, 210; his warning to the

Whigs, 210 ; official relation with President

Tyler, 211 ; correspondence with President

Tyler on his resignation, 211-213 ; receives

a public dinner at Baltimore, 213 ; state of

his private affairs, 214; his inability to ac

cumulate money, 214 ; his expensive farm

ing and generous hospitalities, 215 ; enjoy

ments of private life, 216 ; the esteem in

which he was held at home, 216, 217 ; his

Marshfield estate, the house, 217 ; addition

to his house. 217, 218 ; pleasures of the

table-fable-talk, 219, 220; his habits, early

rising, 220, 221 ; daily life at Mars i.ild, 221,

222; enjoyment of fishing and In iting, 222;

delivers the second Bunker Iliii oration,
222, 223 ,• attends agvieu.ltu.ral fair at Roch

ester, 223; his speech at the banquet.

224; his relations with the Whigs, 225, 226 ;

attends a Whig Convention at, Andover,

226,227; speech at Andover, 227-229 ; his

opposition to the annexation of Texas. 230;

his views of the abolition movement, 230 ;

his position on the question of the annexa

tion of Texas described by Mr. Ticknor,

230-235; death of his granddaughter Grace,

235 ; requested by New Hampshire friends

to allow his name to be used for the pres

idential nomination—his reply, 236-238 ;

correspondence respecting his return to the

Senate, 238, 239 ; engaged in the Girard will

case, 240 ; return to Boston and Marshfield,
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241 ; his relations to his party on the an

nexation of Texas, 243 ; advocates the

election of Mr. Clay, 243 ; his speeches dur

ing the campaign, 243, 244 ; his political

position henceforward, 245 ; reelected to

the Senate, 246 ; the misfortune of his ab

sence from Congress when the annexation

of Texas was broached, 246, 247; his action

in regard to the annexation, 247-249 ; his

views respecting his duty on the slavery

question, 248 ;■ letter to his son referring to

the annexation, 249 ; passes the summer at

Marshfield, 251 ; pronounces a eulogium on

Judge Story. 251 ; his objections to the an

nexation of Texas, 253 ; his sentiments in

regard to slavery, 254, 255 ; his views re

specting the boundary of Oregon, 256; his

influence on opinion in. Europe, 257 ; speech

in Faneuil Hall on the Oregon controversy,

257, 258 ; suggests the boiihdaiy-line after

ward adopted, 259 ; remarks in the Senate

on the Oregon question, 259 ; correspond

ence alluding to the same matter, 260 ;

calls for the official correspondence, 261 ;

his attitude on the question, 261 ; assailed

in Congress for his course as Secretary of

State, 262 ; defends the Treaty of Washing

ton. 263-265 ; indignation at the attacks

made upon him, 263, 264 ; charges of cor

ruption made in the Lower House, and the

debate and investigation thereon, 265-283 ;

his own opinion on the inquiry, 275 ; letter to

Mr. Winthrop, on the subject, 279; his use

of money in the negotiations of 1842, 284 ;

receives an annuity in 1846, 285-288; his

speeches on the tariff at this time. 288, 289;

his opposition to the Sub-Treasury, 289 ; his

' position in relation to the Mexican War, 290-

293; his remarks on compulsory military

service, 292; correspondence on the '"John

Adams speech," 294-296 ; receives a por

trait of Prince Metternich, 296 ; public din

ner in Philadelphia, 298-301 ; his speech' on

this occasion. 300, 301 ; his position on

questions relating to the Mexican War, 301,
302; his views on the ;t Wilrnot Proviso,1'

302, 303 ; his remarks on the course of the

Democracy in the matter of acquiring ad

ditional territory, 303-307 ; remark on the

condition of Ireland, 308 ; makes a visit

to the South in 1847, 308, 309 ; reception

at Savannah, 309 ; his views on General

Taylor as a candidate for the presidency,

309, 310; recreation at Marshfield, 31*0,

311 ; embarrassments relating to property

in Hoboken, 311 ; consults physicians about

his catarrh, 312 ; visit to Marshfield be

fore returning to Washington, 313, 314 ;

presents petitions for the close of the Mex

ican War, 315; argument in the Bhode

Island case, 315 ; illness of his daughter

Julia, 315-317 ; death of his son Edward,

317 ; kept in the Senate by important meas

ures, 3?:j : !i- views on peace with Mexico,

323 ; on the acquisition of new territory,

324, 325; prophetic warnings concerning

the conseauences, 325, 326 ; death of his

daughter, 326 ; fuuerals of son and daughter,

327 ; correspondence relating to domestic

afflictions, 328, 329 ; prepares a tomb and epi

taphs for his family. 330, 331 ; recalled from

his griefs by public business, 333 ; relations

to the Whig party and the presidential

nomination,' 334, 335; refuses to be second

on the ticket, 335 ; movement of his Mends

in favor of Taylor's nomination, 336; why

he was not nominated in 1848, 336-338 ; vote

received at the convention, 339; embar

rassment occasioned by Taylor's nomina

tion, 339, 340; deliberations on the course

to be adopted, 340, 341 ; feelings on public

affairs at this time, 342 ; speech on the Ore

gon hill, 343 ; determines to advocate Tay

lor's election, 344; speech at Marshfield in

favor of General Taylor, 345-347 ; speech in

Faneuil Hall, 347 ; pronounces a eulogium

on Jeremiah Mason, 348 ; his expectations

regarding Taylor's Administration, 350, 351 ;

his relations with General Taylor and his

friends, 352; 353 ; his views regarding the

newly-acquired territory, 353; correspond

ence concerning Cabinet rumors, etc.,

353-359 ; determines to decline office under

the new Administration, 357 ; introduces a

bill for the temporary government of the

newly-acquired Territories, 360, 361 ; ex

plains his plan, 362 ; debate with Mr. Cal

noun on the government of the Territories,

364-372 ; final argument in the " passenger

cases," 373 ; private correspondence, 373,

374 ; death of his grandchild, 375 ; letter on

the death of Mrs. Thomas, 376 ; makes an

excursion into Virginia, 376, 377; at Marsh

field in summer of 1849, 377; pleasure-ex

cursions in summer of 1849, 378 ; letters to

Mr. Blatchford from Marshfield, 379 ; in the

sectional conflict of 1850, 383 ; his relations

to the North and the South, 384 ; explana

tion of his course in 1850, 390, 392; 'his

anxiety regarding- the sectional controversy,

393 ; association with Mr. Clay in 1850, 396,

397 ; his course on the Compromise, 398 ;

intention to make a " Union speech," 399,

400 ; letter to Rev. Br. Furness on slavery,

400; speech of 7th March, 1850, 402, et seq.;

disapprobation of his course in the North,

410, 411 ; colloquy with Mr. Calhoun, 412 ;

his position on the slavery question, 413 ;

accused of inconsistency, 414 ; reply to Mr.

Seward on slavery question, 415 ; reply to

Mr. Hale on the powers of Congress, 416 ;

personal explanation relating to his alleged

inconsistency on the slavery question, 417-

420; correspondence on the same subject,

421; his course in regard to the return of

fugitive slaves, 422; letter to citizens of

Newburyport, 423 ; assailed by Horace

Mann, 425; letters on Mr. Mann's attack,

426-429 ; approvals of his course, 429, 430 ;

letter to citizens on the Kennebec, 430-

433 ; letter to his neighbors in New Hamp

shire, 433; views on the admission of Cali

fornia, 434 ; remarks on the death of Mr. Cal

houn. 434-436; remarks on the admission

of California, 436 ; elected on the Committee

of Thirteen to devise a plan for settlement

of the controversy, 437 ; reception in Bos

ton, April, 1850, 438; his remarks to the

people of Boston, 438, 439 ; letter to Prof.

Stuart, of Andover, 439 ; his views on the

plan of the Committee of Thirteen, 440, 441 ;

remarks on the duties of neutrality, in con

nection with the Lopez expedition, 442-

445 ; his part in the debate on the Compro

mise Measures, 446-448 ; vindication of his

course, 446, 447 ; invited to the State De

partment by Mr. Fillmore, 449 ; accepts

with reluctance, 449 ; last speech in the Sen

ate, 450-463 ; on the Compromise, 450-464 ;

letters on Mr. Fillmore and his Cabinet, 464,

465; enters upon his second period of ser

vice in the State Department, 466 ; anxiety

regarding the internal affairs of the country,

467 ; efforts to bring the people to the sup
port of the u Compromise Measures," 468,

469 ; his correspondence at this time (1850),

relating to these measures, etc., 469-476 ;

reconciliation with Mr. Dickinson, 477. 478 ;

goes to Boston, 478; remarks on political

affairs in New England, 479 ; agitation kept
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ap with regard to Iris course, 479 : opposite

sentiments on this subject, 4^9 ; correspond

ence, 480-485 ; his labors to mould public

opinion, 486 ; various public letters written

at this time, 486 ; the sentiment of these

writings, 487; his. views on the Fugitive-

slave Law, 488 ; his position regarding the

resistance to this law in Boston, 490, 491 ;

personal calumnies against him, 491, et seq. ;

charges of corruption made by Mr. Allen,

492; correspondence on this matter, 492-

494; origin of the story, 494-496; repetition

of the slander in 1852, 497; visit to Boston

in April, 1850, 498 ; Faneuil Hall refused for

his reception, 498, 499 ; his letter respecting

the refusal, 499 ; invited by the City Coun

cil to meet them in Faneuil Hall, his reply,

500 ; reception in front of his hotel, 501 ;

letter to Mr. Blatchford respecting his offi

cial employments, 501 ; joins an excursion

on the opening of the Erie Eailroad, 502 ;

separated from the party by the illness of

his son, 503 ; reception at Buffalo, 504 ; his

speech at Buffalo, 504-508 ; letter correcting

an error in the report of the speech, 508 ;

invitations to speak on his return from

Buffalo, 509 ; addresses the young men of

Albany, 510 ; returns to Washington, 511 ;

consents to remain to make the address at

the laying of the corner-stone of the Capitol,

511 ; makes a trip into Virginia, 511 ; public

dinner at Capon Springs, 511 ; his speech

at Capon Springs, 512-520 ; letter touching

the compromises of the Constitution, 520 ;

address at the laying of the corner-stone of

the Capitol, 521, 522 ; his devotion to the

Constitution, 522 ; apprehension of civil war,

523 ; correspondence with Mr. Latrobe, 523,

524 ; goes to Marshfleld, 524; ill health, 525 ;

letters referring to his physical condition,

525-529 ; returns to Washington in better

health, 529 ; new edition of his works in

Eress, 529 ; sketch of his birthplace by Mr.

anman, 529, 530 ; correspondence regard

ing the appointment of a judge of the Su

preme Court, 530-533 ; the affairs of state

with which he had to deal, 533 ; relations

with Austria, 533 ; reply to Mr. Hiilse-

mann, 534-536 ; the authorship of the Hiilse-

mann Letter, 535, 536 ; his own opinion

of the letter, 537 ; negotiations respect

ing a right of way across Nicaragua, 537-

539 ; character of the negotiations with Sir

H. Bulwer, 540 ; writes to Mr. Lawrence re

specting the case of the Prometheus, 541 ;

takes up the negotiations relating to a right

of way across the Isthmus of Tehuantepec,

542; his communications to the Mexican

minister on this matter, 544, 545 ; his letter

to the Governor of Texas respecting the

boundary of that State, 546, 547 ; his corres

pondence concerning the Lopez expedition,

548-550 ; his correspondence on the course

of France and England in relation to the

Lopez expedition, 551, 552; correspondence

relating to an outrage on the Spanish con

sul at New Orleans, 553-556 ; correspond

ence relating to captives in Cuba, 557 ; his

remarks on Hungary and Kossuth in 1849,

558 ; his efforts for the release of the Hun

garian prisoners, 560 ; his official dispatch

in relation to this matter, 561 ; correspond

ence on a matter of dinner-table etiquette,

562-565 ; his relations to the country and to

politics in 1851-'52, 566, 567 ; his identifica

tion with the " Compromise Measures,"

568, 569; regarded as a candidate for the

presidency, 569 ; relations to the course of

Kossuth in this country, 570-572 ; attends a

banquet given to Kossuth, 572, 573 ; his

speech at the Kossuth banquet, 573-579 ;

preparations for his nomination for Presi

dent, 579 ; an assembly of delegates in

■ Massachusetts issue an address in favor of

his nomination, 579-581; feelings with which

he regarded this address, 581,582; similar

demonstrations in other States, 582 ; ad

dress issued by a meeting in New York,

582-584; his connection with the Compro

mise Measures made a subject of ridicule,

585 ; his multifarious occupation in the win

ter of 1851-'52, 586, 587 ; his address be

fore the New York Historical Society, 587-

591 ; he is employed on the Goodyear india-

rubber case, 591, 592; Mr. Choate's descrip

tion ofhim at this time, 592 ; correspondence

concerning Central American affairs and

the appointment of a British minister, 593-

596 ; makes a political speech at Harrisburg,

596-599 ; speech at Annapolis, 599-604 ;

visits Marshfield, 605; is thrown from his

carriage and seriously injured, 605 ; corre

spondence relating to the accident, 605-610 ;

speech in Fanueil Hall after his recovery,

611-620 ; returns to Washington, 620 ; a

letter on the assembling of the Whig Na

tional Convention at Baltimore, 620 ; as a

candidate before the convention, 620, 621 ;

his disappointment at the result, 621, 622;

speech to a party of serenaders after the

Convention, 622; his reply to the Southern

delegates who called on him, 622, 623 ; cause

of his failure to receive the nomination, 623,

624 ; his views concerning the Whig party

thenceforward, 624, 625 ; why he did not

support General Scott, 626, 627 ; reception

at Boston, 627, et seq. ; description of the

demonstration, 629-639 ; address of J, T.

Stevenson on the occasion, 631 ; his speech

to the concourse of people, 634; goes to

Franklin, 639; correspondence relative to

the fisheries, 641 ; publishes a statement

regarding the fisheries, 642; his welcome

to Marshfield, 643, et seq. ; speech at the

Marshfield reception, 644-646 ; declines the

English mission, 647 ; offers to resign the

State Department, 648 ; wishes to settle the

fishery question, 649 ; his political position,

650 ; urged to become an independent can

didate, 651 ; also appealed to, to support the

" regular nominee,1' 651 ; declines to do

either, 652; goes to Washington, 652 ; nego

tiations relating to the Lobos Islands, 652 ;

his last diplomatic paper, 653 ; letter re

garding the education of his son, 660 ; let

ters to the President respecting his own

health, 660, 661 ; at home in 1852, 661 ; his

friends and neighbors at Marshfield, 661-

665 ; his private life, 665-667 ; receives a

visit from Prof. Felton, 667 ; Mr. Felton's

account of his life, in 1852, 667-670 ; his last

visit to Boston, 670-672 ; interview with the

author at this time, 672 ; visited by Mr.

Ticknor and daughter, at Marshfield, 672-

680 ; Mr. Abbott's account of his life, in the

autumn of 1852, 683 ; his declining health,

680, et seq. ; records his faith in Christian

ity, 683, 684 ; last look at his cattle, 685 ;

letters respecting the state of his health,

686, 687 ; his last letter, 687 ; preparation

. of his will, 688-690 ; asked to write a letter

in favor of General Scott's election, 688,

693 ; embarrassment respecting the disposal

of his property, 690 ; fear of sudden death,

691 ; his annuity continued to his wife, 692 ;

last words on political affairs, 693, 694; at

tention to his domestic concerns, 694 ; prep

aration for death, 695, 696 ; last words on
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religion, 697, 698 ; takes leave of his family,

699 ; last words, 700 ; death, 701, 702 ; burial,

703-705.

Webster, Ebenezer, father of Daniel, birth

of, i. 1 : enlists in the French War, 1 ; one

of the founders of Salisbury, 2 ; builds his

log house, 2 ; military service, 2 ; character

of, 3; Revolutionary services, 4; personal

traits of, 4 ; removes to the banks of the

Merrimac, 5 ; children of, 5 ; character of, S;

speech on the ratification of the Constitu

tion of United States, 9 ; one of the electors

of Washington as first President, 10 ; char

acter of, 13 ; made a Judge of the Court of

Common Pleas, 16; death of, 75.

Webster, Mrs. Ebenezer, mother of Daniel,

i. 7 ; her maternal courage and self-devo

tion, 34. 35 ; death of, 154.

Webster, Edward, son of Daniel, visits Eng

land^ ii. 5; acts as secretary of the com

mission to run the Northeast boundary,

205 ; death of, 317 ; sketch of life and char

acter, 318; funeral, 327; his father's mem

oranda concerning, 330 : epitaph, 332.

Webster, Emily, i. 613 ; ii. 331, 699.

Webster, Ezekiel (brother of Daniel), birth

of, i. 5 ; his youth, 7 ; to be educated, 32-35 ;

intellectual character of, 35, 36 ; teaches a

school in Boston, 62; offers Daniel employ

ment, 62; letters to, 68, 308, 311, 313, 340;

ta'&es charge of the farm, and practises law,

78 ; a candidate for Congress, 339 ; his death,

341; personal appearance and character,

341-343; his connection with the Agricul

tural Society of New Hampshire, 342.

Webster, Mrs. Ezekiel, letters to, i. 338,

339, 345, 408.

Webster, Daniel Fletcher (generally called

Fletcher), eldest son of Daniel, his birth, i.

115 ;, anecdote about the Bunker Hill ora

tion, 250 ; letters to, 317, 345, ii. 108 ; is

graduated at. Harvard, i. 459; secretary of

legation to China, ii. 180 ; letter to. on' the

annexation of Texas, 249; letter to, on the

Oregon question, 260 ; letter to, on the death

of Edward, 317 ; writes a sketch of Edward,

318 _; letters to, 322, 323; letter to, 481; in

herits the Marshrield estate, 690 ; at the

death-bed of his father, 701.

Webster, Mrs. Fletcher, letter to, on death

of her daughter, ii. 235; letter to, on the

illness of her husband, 503 ; present at Mr.

Webster's death. 701.

Webster, Mrs. Grace Fletcher, first wife

of Mr. Webster, letters from, i. 228,233; let

ter from, to Mrs. Ticknor, 256 ; her last

illness and death, 304-315 ; her burial-nlace,

,314; her obituary, 315; epitaph, ii. 831.

Webster, Grace Fletcher, daughter of

Daniel, birth of, i. 85; illness in 1816, 147;

death of, 157; character and appearance,

157, 158 ; epitaph, ii. 331.

Webster, Grace, Mr, Webster's grand

daughter, her death, ii. 235.

Webster, Joseph, brother of Daniel, i. 18.

Webstf-r, Julia, daughter of Daniel, birth

of, i. 1(51 ; letters from. 459; letters to, 460;

is married to Mr. Apple ton, ii. 23. (j3ee.Ap-

pleton, Mrs, S. A.)

Webster, Noah, collaterally kindred with,

Daniel, i. 6.

Webster, Sarah, i. 5, 24, 69, 592 ; ii. 699.

Webster, Thomas, the progenitor of the

family, i . 2.

Welch, Mr., makes a present to Mr. Webster,

ii. 310.

Westchester County, JSf. Y., letter to citizens

of, ii. 486.

Weston, Seth, letter to, on matters at Marsh-

field, ii. 137; tells an anecdote of Mr. Web-

ster, 606 ; tells an anecdote of Peterson,

663, 664 ; an account of, 665; his account of

Mr. Webster's tenderness of feeling, 694 ; at

Mr. Webster's death-bed, 702.

Wharnclifee, Lord. (See Wortley, Mr.

Stuart.)

Wheeling, Va., Mr. Webster's reception at, in

1837, i. 562.

Whig Convention, at Harrisburg, in 1835, i.

511 ; at Harrisburg, in 1839, ii. 28 : at Balti

more, in 1844, 241 ; at Philadelphia, in 1848,

337 ; at Baltimore, 1852, 620.

Whig party, its rise, i.499; substantially the

National Republican, 502; nominates Mr.

Webster in Massactiusetts, 507 ; its conven

tion in 1835, 511 : divisions in, in 1841, ii.

85; its treatment of Mr. Webster in 1842,

141-146 ; its condition, 146, 147 ; its tactics

in 1843, 207; its mistakes in 1848, 334; rela

tions to Mr. Fillmore's Administration, 468:

a portion of, dissatisfied with the action of

the Baltimore Convention, 650, 651 ; its po

sition regarding the Compromise Measures,

567; its efforts' in Massachusetts in behalf

of Mr. Webster's nomination in 1851-52,

579 ; similar proceedings in New York,

582.

Whipple, Hon. John, letter to, relating to

Rhode Island troubles, ii. 126.

White, Captain Joseph, murder of, facts in

the case, i. 378.

White, Stephen, nephew to the murdered

Captain White, of Salem, his connection

with the trial of the murderers, i. 380, 382,

383 ; accompanies Mr. Webster to Albany,

461.

Will, Mr. Webster's, ii. 689, 690, 696, 697.

Williams, Mr. (of the Senate), opposes the

Treaty of Washington, ii. 136.

Wilmington, N. C. Mr. Webster visits, in

1847, ii. 308.

" Wilmot Proviso'," first proposed, ii. 302; op

posed by the Democracy, 303; Mr. Web

ster's remarks upon, 303-307; fails of

adoption, 307 ; application to Territories,

394,397,404,415; provision respecting, in

Compromise plan, 440; Mr. Webster's re

marks upon, 456, 459.

Winthrop, R. C, his remarks on Mr. Inger-

soll's charges against Mr. Webster, ii. 268;

his explanation respecting Mr.Webster's an

nuity, 272 ; letter to, regarding the Tngersoll

charges, 279, 280 ; suggests the motto of the

7th of March speech, ""410 ; in favor of Mr.

Webster's appointment as Secretary of

State, in 1850, 465, note.

Wirt, William, Attorney-General, his argu

ment in the Dartmouth College case, i. 168,

242 ; visits Boston, 346 ; candidate of the

Antimasons in 1831-'32, 398.

Wise, Robert, Mr. Webster's Tzaak Walton,

i. 10, 11.

Wood, Mr., of the British House of Com

mons, his remarks on the Treaty of Wash

ington, ii. 151.

Wood, Rev. Samuel, Mr. Webster's private

tutor, i. 22, 23.

Woodbury, Levi, attacks the Treaty of

Washington, ii. 134; death of, 530.

Woodward, W. H., his connection with the

Dartmouth College case, i. 164.

Worcester, Mass., speech at, in 1832, i. 432.

Wortley, Stuart, Mr., afterward Lord

Wharncliffe, makes Mr. Webster's ac

quaintance, i. 243; letter from, ii. 92.

Wright, Charles P., Mr. Webster's Marsh-

field farmer, ii. 661, 662 ; relates an inci

dent of Mr. Webster's last days, 685 ; hie
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account of the close of Mr. Webster's life,

694.

Wright, J. 0., letter from, i. 300.

Wright, Robert, his resolution to extend

the military jurisdiction, i. 118, 120.

Wright, Mr. (of the Senate), of New York,

remarks on custody of public money, i. 483;

intended compliment to Mr. Webster,

ii. 5?.

TANCEY, William L., his remarks on Mr.

Ingersoll's charges against Mr. Webster,

ii. 269.

Yulee, Mr. (of the Senate), his remarks on

the Cuban insurrection, ii. 441.

7ANTZINGER, Mr., present at Mr. Wet

h ster's death, ii. ?02.

fll EIDe
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